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Preface to the 2013 NAME History eBook
Third Edition
This eBook is the Third Edition of the NAME History eBook. As I look back to the First Edition of
the NAME Past Presidents Committee Annual History Project done in 2011, we began with
guided autobiographies. Seventeen past presidents submitted their memoirs following the
guided questions prepared by Randy Hanzlick. The Publication Team consists of Randy Hanzlick,
Jeffrey Jentzen and myself. Production team consists of coordinator, Denise McNally and
graphic designer Raul Vergara of Los Angeles. In 2012, we added two more sections, i.e. History
of Medical Examiner’s Office and dedication. The total pages were over 300.
In 2013, we have further improved by adding more sections. We now call Chapters. Chapter I is
newly added audio and video series. I obtained an audiotape from my friend and colleague,
Amnon Carmi of Haifa, Israel, who asked me if I could use this audiotape that Milton Helpern
gave me. William G. Eckert recorded these audiotapes in 1970. One recording was Milton
Halpern’s comments on why he decided to establish an organization exclusive for the medical
examiner officers and system. The tape may have been deteriorated; some areas were not
clearly audible. Randy Hanzlick spent many hours listening to the video, and compared with
initially transcribed audio by Denise McNally. He suggested if someone had not seen nor heard
Dr. Helpern, we should use subtitles, and after 4 or 5 revisions of subtitles, further suggesting
introducing Mr. Richard Child, who was the Director of the Municipal League and instrumental
for the idea of creating a new organization, NAME. Chapter II is also new. This series deals with
specific topics, such as women in the history of the NAME, Helpern Laureate Award and
Gantner lecturer, etc. Chapter III is the history of the Medical Examiner’s Office, but for 2013,
we divided into the State-Wide Medical Examiner system from the County Medical Examiners
Officers. Chapter IV is also new. I solicited contributions on the overview of history for each
state. We had an article by Joe Prahlow and John Pless regarding State of Indiana, and now
adding the State of Arizona, and of Pennsylvania. Chapter V is memoir series and Chapter VI is
expanded into the dedication of deceased colleagues by co-workers or students dedicating the
accomplishment. I decided to use collected obituaries filed from the NAME Date Committee. As
we increase edition, we should be able to fill in, and complete our History.
Review and proof reading is an important job. For 2013, we asked Past President Marcella
Fierro to assist the team in proof reading. Raul Vergara, graphic designer who is in charge of
layout and selection of software for eBook, as new software is becoming improved, and
popularity of iPad and other devices, we are now able to include video recording into the
eBook. As all editions, Jeff Jentzen totally reviewed prior to release of eBook 2013. In the Past
Presidents Luncheon and committee meeting, we will work on eBook 2014. We have only three
more years to complete the NAME History Book, hopefully published in the occasion of the
50th Anniversary Meeting.
Thomas T. Noguchi, MD
September 13, 2013
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Preface to the 2016 NAME History eBook
Fourth Edition
This is the Fourth Edition of the NAME History eBook. It is presented on the occasion of the 50th
Anniversary of the National Association of Medical Examiners. For this edition, all of the authors
were asked to review and revise their previous submissions. Additional authors were solicited
from the NAME membership. Finally, the entire document was edited by Gregory Schmunk to
correct any errors, provide a more consistent order to the submissions, and include a table of
contents and index. Photographs were obtained and inserted where available and dates of
submission of each of the articles were included after the title of each manuscript as it became
clear during the editing process that the histories were obtained at a given point in time. The
offices have sometimes changed in their nature or leadership, and the inclusion of these dates
provides context. Unfortunately, some of the original authors have passed from our presence
over the years, and thus dates of death were included as necessary.
It is hoped that this history of our organization will provide the reader with an important
context of the development of each system. It is also hoped that the memoirs of the individual
leaders in our field will not only provide enjoyment and pleasant memories to many of our
older members, but will also provide enlightenment to the newer members, so that the lessons
of the past may be remembered and errors in judgement not be repeated.
The Editors wish to thank the Past Presidents Committee, the NAME Foundation Historical
Committee and all of the Past Presidents, Chief Medical Examiners and other valued
contributors who have submitted works for this and past editions. Their hard work in
memorializing their offices and careers is greatly appreciated.

Gregory A. Schmunk, MD
Editor
May 2016
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Thomas T. Noguchi, MD
Emeritus Editor
Chairman, Past Presidents Committee
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NAME PAST PRESIDENTS
1. Dr. Milton Helpern

1966-70

Deceased 1977

2. Dr. Joseph Spelman

1970-71

Deceased 1971

3. Dr. Leslie Lukash (Gladys)

1971-72

Deceased 2007
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4. Dr. Charles Larson

1972-73

5. Dr. Ali Hameli

1973-75

6. Dr. Joseph Davis (Rose Marie)

1975-76

Deceased 2013

7. Dr. Frank Cleveland (Doreene)

1976-77

Deceased 2011
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Deceased
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8. Dr. Jerry Francisco (Carol)

1977-78

9. Dr. William Sturner

1978-79

10. Dr. John Coe (Myrtle-deceased)

1979-80

Deceased 2011

11. Dr. William Eckert (Haroldine)

1980-81

Deceased 1999
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12. Dr. David Wiecking (Mary Ann)

1981-82

Deceased 2011

13. Dr. Thomas Noguchi (Hisako-deceased 2014)

1982-83

14. Dr. Robert Stein (Elsa)

1983-84

Deceased 1994

15. Dr. Elliot Gross

1984-85
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16. Dr. Eleanor McQuillen (James)

1985-86

17. Dr. James Spencer Bell (Katherine-Deceased)

18. Dr. Donald T. Reay (Judy)
(Filled unexpired term of Dr. Bell)

1987-88

19. Dr. Thomas Hegert (Julie)

1988-89
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1986-87

Deceased 4/30/1987

Deceased 2010
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20. Dr. Marcella Fierro (Robert)

1989-90

21. Dr. John Butt

1990-91

22. Dr. Sandra Conradi (Edward-deceased) 1991-92

23. Dr. Lawrence (Stan) Harris (Camille)
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1992-93

24. Dr. Charles Stahl (Ellen)

1993-94

Deceased 2016

25. Dr. Boyd Stephens (Diana)

1994-95

Deceased 2005

26. Dr. Ross Zumwalt

1995-96

27. Dr. James (Jack) Frost

1996-97
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28. Dr. John Pless (Lois)
1997-12/31/98
Deceased 2014
(Prior to 1998, terms of Presidents expired at the Annual Meeting)

29. Dr. Edmund Donoghue (Judy)

1999

30. Dr. Garry Peterson (Mary Ann)

2000

31. Dr. Randy Hanzlick (Mary)

2001
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32. Dr. Joni McClain

2002

33. Dr. Michael Bell (Tanis)

2003

34. Dr. Michael Graham (Irene)

2004

35. Dr. Fred Jordan

2005
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36. Dr. John Hunsaker (Brenda)

2006

37. Dr. Joseph Prahlow (Tamara)

2007

38. Dr. Jeffrey Jentzen (Dorianne)

2008

39. Dr. John Howard (Marjan)

2009
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40. Dr. Lakshmanan Sathyavagiswaran (Vijay)

41. Dr. Mary Ann Sens (Don)

2011

42. Dr. Andrew Baker (Peggy)

2012

43. Dr. Gregory Schmunk (Susan)

2013
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2010

44. Dr. Gregory G. Davis (Sue)

2014

45. Dr. Marcus Naschelsky (Joan)

2015

46. Dr. David Fowler (Carolyn)

2016

(Name in parentheses is the spouse)
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Milton Helpern Video Transcript
Development of the National Association of Medical Examiners
William Eckert: This is some of Dr. Helpern’s comments on the development of the National
Association of Medical Examiners.
Helpern: They don’t allow the forensic pathologists to do this work – which further, the
standards vary – and forensic pathology in this country even with the academy probably
in some areas it was alright and in most areas it was no good at all. And it’s that way
now. And the fellows who get into this academy don’t really understand. We started the
National Association of Medical Examiners a few years ago at the instigation of and
urging of Richard Childs (President of the Municipal League). We tried to elevate the
standards and to improve everything and take people into it (NAME) so to make them
feel they belong but it was not done in competition. Ours was a medical group, because
a medical examiner by definition is a physician and a pathologist. That is the most
important thing.
Eckert: Did that group arise under the deficiency of the academy?
Helpern: Well, not exactly, no. I’ll tell you how it arose. The National Association of Medical
Examiners was a brain child of Richard Childs. He had words over the years showing up
how coroners are really ineffective. And in this day and age the community wasn’t really
getting it. He wasn’t altogether aware of the whole situation. He had ideas if you’re a
medical examiner you are alright. If you’re a coroner you are all wrong. Well that
doesn’t work either because there are a lot of medical examiners who are misguided
and really don’t do their job and don’t know what the hell it’s all about. And then there
are some Coroners who run good offices like Sam Gerber ran a good office. Frank
Cleveland runs a good coroner’s office. They had a professional standard with quality
people in it, but by-and-large, the coroner system was very bad and Childs came to me. I
think he was already 88 and said “I have 12 more years before I retire”.
[Background painting of Dr. Charles Norris, the first CME of NYC ME Office, Dr.
Gonzales, the second CME of NYC ME Office, and Dr. Milton Helpern, Third CME of NYC
ME Office]
Before I retire I would like you, since you are the largest medical examiner in the
country, I would like you to start an organization of all the professional people who
work as medical examiners or as forensic pathologist, even though they can’t work as
medical examiners they might work in coroners offices…but at least the medical people,
the non-elected people who do this kind of work and they didn’t want to include at that
time. We didn’t include toxicologists – not that they didn’t consider them important –
but this was primarily for the physicians who had the responsibility for certification, the
investigation, certification. He said “could you start that?” He said “I think you would be
Helpern Video Transcript
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able to get some money” but the old rascal, he had fifty million dollars but he wouldn’t
spend a nickel. He was as tight as could be.
Eckert: What was he then?
Helpern: He was a man [unclear] and was one of its directors, his father had been there too so
they were and old New York family. A very interesting man. He wanted to get this going,
but he wanted to have this organization started so that people who do medical
examiners work and forensic pathology, the medical people, would have an organization
in which they would be able to consult each other, talk to each other. There wouldn’t be
so much a scientific organization as, I don’t know how you would say it, a “professional
organization” to increase to improve standards. I said alright, I have a planning
committee at the office, and several years ago we just wanted to get it done, and we set
up this organization (NAME). I invited all medical examiners there, I invited some of the
coroners who were pathologists and the equivalents of a medical examiner – hey were
forensic pathologists and so on. We set up and we were going to meet simultaneously
with the Academy. And we had a day that we met, we had the audience and so on, but
the Academy, really the Section of Pathology, didn’t understand what was really
needed. They didn’t know…they wanted somebody to give papers but really without
knowing what we were all about. But I set that up with Richard Childs. Our first meeting
was in Chicago. And a lot of people did not like the idea. The toxicologists were getting
worried, the coroners were getting worried.
The Office of Chief Medical Examiner of the City of New York (“OCME”) was established in 1918
pursuant to a 1915 Act of the New York State Legislature.
In addition to being the first governmental agency of its type in the United States, OCME
established the first toxicology laboratory in 1918 and the first serology laboratory in 1938.
In 1933, New York University established the first Department of Forensic Medicine in the
country. Since that date, Medical Examiners at OCME have held faculty positions in NYU’s
Forensic Medicine department.
OCME’s administrative offices were in the Municipal Building from 1918 to 1934, and at 125
Worth Street from 1934 to 1960; autopsies were performed at Bellevue Hospital and other
borough municipal hospitals during those years.
In 1960, OCME’s six-story headquarters at 520 First Avenue (northeast corner of First Avenue
and 30th Street) opened on land provided by New York University, adjacent to NYU Medical
Center.
In 1968 the Institute of Forensic Medicine of New York University and the City of New York was
created; in 1977 the Institute was named after the late Milton Helpern, Chief Medical from
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1954 to 1973. The Institute is comprised of OCME, the New York University School of Medicine,
and the New Your University College of Dentistry.
OCME’s headquarters at 520 First Avenue houses executive offices, the mortuary, autopsy
rooms, X-Ray/photography facilities, as well as toxicology and histology laboratories.
In February 2007, OCME opened the OCME DNA Building located at 421 East 26 Street (east of
First Avenue), which houses state of the art Forensic Biology laboratories, as well as OCME’s
Administrative unit and Evidence facilities including a forensic garage to examine vehicles for
forensic evidence.
By:

William G. Eckert, MD
NAME Past President
Director of the Milton Helpern Center, originally located at WSU, Wichita, KS. Now
located at the Jefferson Parrish Coroner’s Office, New Orleans, Louisiana

Audiotape was contributed by the INFORM AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTION
Reference:

History of the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner
http://www.nyc.gov/html/ocme/html/about/about.shtml
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1966 - 1967 Interim Steering Committee
Milton Helpern, M.D. - Interim President
Joseph W. Spelman, M.D. - Executive Vice-President
Leslie Lukash, M.D. - Secretary-Treasurer
Edwin Albano, M.D.
Victoria A. Bradess, M.D.
John I. Coe, M.D.
Daniel J. Condon, M.D.
Theodore J. Curphey, M.D.
Russell S. Fisher, M.D.
Richard Ford, M.D.
Robert M. Greendyke, M.D.
Ali Z. Hameli, M.D.
Robert Hausman, M.D.
R.C. Henry, M.D.
Martin F. Hilfinger, M.D.
Joseph A. Jachimczyk, M.D.
Charles P. Larson, M.D.
Michael Luongo, M.D.
Alvin V. Majoska, M.D.
Geoffrey T. Mann, M.D.
Charles S. Petty, M.D.
T.C. Terrell, M.D.
Sidney B. Weinberg, M.D.
William C. Wilentz, M.D.
Edward S. Zawadski, M.D.
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1966 NAME Articles of Incorporation

This document was executed 13 October 1966 by:
Milton Helpern
Michael M. Baden
John F. Devlin
Elliott Gross
Henry Siegel
A Certificate of Incorporation was recorded 20 December 1966 in Albany, New York,
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2010 NAME Articles of Incorporation
(In 2010 NAME was reincorporated as a 501c3 corporation)

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS
I, the undersigned, being a natural person of the age of eighteen (18) years or more
and a citizen of the United States, for the purpose of forming a nonprofit corporation under
the provisions of the Missouri Nonprofit Corporation Act, do hereby adopt the following
Articles of Incorporation:
ARTICLE ONE
NAME
The name of the Corporation is:
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS

ARTICLE TWO
PURPOSES
The purposes for which the Corporation is organized are as follows:
(a) The Corporation is organized and shall be operated exclusively for nonprofit
professional and educational purposes. The specific purposes for which the Corporation is
organized are:
1. To provide a professional organization for medical examiners, being those
physicians who investigate sudden, violent and suspicious deaths and perform
autopsies in connection therewith, as well as for those physicians who investigate
such deaths but do not perform autopsies; to obtain and participate in educational,
research and professional development activities and literature; for the discussion
of administrative, career and financial problems affecting the ability of medical
examiners to carry out their professional duties without offering opinions regarding
specific death investigations or trials to third parties except as required by the
Corporation or the committees thereof to carry out their respective functions; to
promote the exchange of professional experiences so as to promote the
betterment of the overall profession; to develop consensus professional standards
and guidelines; to promote the recognition, value and confidence in the medical
examiner system and medicolegal death investigation to the families, the justice
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system, public health agencies, governmental officials, the medical community and
the public; to promote excellence in medicolegal death investigation; to promote
the highest practice of medical professional and ethical conduct; to provide
professional education and training to the membership; to promote forensic
pathology as a career choice for physicians and to encourage diversity within the
profession; to act as a clearinghouse of relevant scientific information and
administrative procedures and policy matters; to assist and support the
membership of the Corporation; to act as a representative and voice for death
investigators and administrative partners in the medical examiner community; to
provide leadership and advocacy for the medical examiner, medicolegal death
investigator, and medical examiner administrator professions; and to encourage
research in forensic medicine.
2. To do any and all lawful acts and things suitable, useful, desirable or proper,
for the advancement, promotion, fostering or accomplishment of the aforesaid
purposes, or any of them, directly or indirectly, and either alone or through the
agency of, or in association in any form with, other persons, organizations, firms,
associations, corporations or institutions within such limitations as are provided by
law.
(b) The Corporation is irrevocably dedicated to, and shall be operated exclusively
for, nonprofit purposes; no part of the income or assets of the Corporation shall be distributed
to, nor inure to the benefit of, any of its members, officers, directors, or other private persons,
except that the Corporation shall be authorized and empowered to pay reasonable
compensation for services rendered and to make payments and distributions in furtherance
of the purposes set forth herein. No substantial part of the activities of the Corporation shall
be the carrying on of propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation, and the
Corporation shall not participate in, nor intervene in (including the publishing or distribution
of statements), any political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office.
Notwithstanding any other provision of these Articles, the Corporation shall not carry on any
activities not permitted to be carried on: (a) by a corporation exempt from Federal income
tax under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (or the
corresponding provisions of any future United States Internal Revenue Law); or (b) by a
corporation, contributions to which are deductible under Section 170(c)(2) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (or the corresponding provisions of any future United
States Internal Revenue Law).
(c)

The Corporation is a public benefit corporation.
ARTICLE THREE
DURATION

The duration of the Corporation shall be perpetual.
ARTICLE FOUR
INCORPORATOR
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The names and address of the incorporator is:
Name

Address

Gregory A. Schmunk

1914 Carpenter Avenue
Des Moines, IA 50314
ARTICLE FIVE
MEMBERS

The Corporation shall have members. The By-Laws of the Corporation shall create
multiple classes of members and provide differing rights, powers and privileges for each
respective class of members, and the requirements for qualification thereof.
ARTICLE SIX
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
(a) The Corporation shall have a Board of Directors, in which board there shall be
vested all of the power and authority to supervise, control, direct and manage the property,
affairs and activities of the Corporation. The rights, powers, and privileges of the directors
shall be fixed in the By-Laws. The By-Laws of the Corporation may, from time to time, be
altered, amended, suspended or repealed, or new By-Laws may be adopted, by resolution
adopted by a two-thirds (2/3) affirmative vote of the members present at the annual meeting
and entitled to vote, so long as not inconsistent with the provisions of these Articles.
(b) The first Board of Directors shall consist of Twenty-Seven (27) voting members,
who shall be vested with the power and authority to adopt the initial By-Laws of the
Corporation, and one non-voting member, all of which directors shall hold office until their
successors are duly elected and have commenced their terms of office, all as provided in
the By-Laws. The number of members of the Board of Directors shall be fixed by the ByLaws, as amended from time to time, and at any time after the adoption of the initial ByLaws, the number of directors may be increased or decreased, from time to time, by
amendment to the By-Laws, but in no event shall there be less than three (3) directors.
Directors shall be elected by the members of the Corporation in the manner and for the
terms provided in the By-Laws of the Corporation.
ARTICLE SEVEN
REGISTERED AGENT
The address of the initial registered office in the State of Missouri is 1015 Locust,
Suite 400, St. Louis, Missouri 63101. The name of the initial registered agent at said address
is David P. Weiss.
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ARTICLE EIGHT
POWERS
The Corporation shall have all the powers of a nonprofit corporation under the
Missouri Nonprofit Corporation Act and the following enumeration of powers shall not be
construed to limit or be in derogation of such statutory powers; provided, however, that none
of the powers of the Corporation shall be exercised to carry on activities, otherwise than as
an insubstantial part of its activities, which are not in themselves in furtherance of the
purposes of the Corporation.
Without in any way limiting the generality of the foregoing powers, the Corporation
shall specifically have the following powers, to be exercised only to prosecute and further its
nonprofit purposes:
(a) to purchase, take, receive, lease as lessee, take by gift, devise, bequest, or
otherwise acquire, and to own, hold, use and otherwise deal in and with any real or personal
property, or any interest therein, situated in or out of the State of Missouri, as may be
necessary and proper for carrying on its legitimate affairs;
(b) to receive and take by gift, grant, assignment, transfer, devise or bequest, any
real or personal property in trust for such purposes as may be necessary and proper for
carrying on its legitimate affairs and to execute and perform all such trusts in accordance
with the terms, conditions, limitations and restrictions thereof;
(c) to sell, convey, mortgage, pledge, lease as lessor, and otherwise dispose of all
or any part of its property and assets;
(d) to purchase, take, receive, subscribe for, or otherwise acquire, own, hold, vote,
use or employ shares or other interests in or obligations of domestic or foreign corporations,
whether for profit or nonprofit, associations, partnerships, or individuals; and to sell,
mortgage, loan, pledge, or otherwise dispose of, such shares, interests or obligations;
(e) to make contracts and incur liabilities which may be appropriate to enable it to
accomplish any or all of its purposes; to borrow money for its corporate purposes at such
rates of interest as the Corporation may determine; to issue its notes, bonds, and other
obligations; and to secure any of its obligations by mortgage, pledge, or deed of trust of all
or any of its property, franchises and income; and
(f) to invest its funds, from time to time, in any real or personal property; to lend
money for its corporate purposes; and to take and hold real and personal property as
security for the payment of funds so invested or loaned.
The Corporation shall have the power to do any and all act or acts, thing or things,
necessary or incidental to the accomplishment of the purposes hereinbefore set forth, and
generally to do any and all things not herein specifically enumerated which may tend to
promote the purposes hereinbefore set forth, provided that such act or thing is permitted to
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corporations organized under the laws of the State of Missouri by The General Nonprofit
Corporation Law of Missouri, and permitted under the Internal Revenue Laws of the United
States to an organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986, as amended (or the corresponding provisions of any future United States Internal
Revenue Law).
ARTICLE NINE
DISSOLUTION
In the event of the dissolution of the Corporation or the winding up of its affairs, or
other liquidation of its assets, all assets of the Corporation remaining after the payment of
the Corporation's debts shall be conveyed or distributed only to such organization or
organizations created and operated for nonprofit purposes similar to those of the
Corporation as the Board of Directors may determine, provided that such organization or
organizations are tax exempt under the provisions of Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
ARTICLE TEN
AMENDMENTS
Any provision contained in these Articles may be altered, amended or repealed, or
new provisions may be added, upon receiving the affirmative vote of at least two-thirds (2/3)
of all votes cast or a majority of the voting power, whichever is less, by members of the
Corporation present at a meeting, or upon obtaining the consent in writing of two-thirds (2/3)
of all members entitled to vote with respect thereto; provided, however, that no such
alteration, amendment or repeal of any such provisions shall affect the disposition of
property contributed to the Corporation before such alteration, amendment or repeal, and
any property contributed to the Corporation before any such event shall be used and
employed by the Corporation only in accordance with the provisions and in furtherance of
the purposes of the Corporation as set forth in the Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws of
the Corporation in effect at the time such property was contributed.
ARTICLE ELEVEN
INDEMNIFICATION
The Corporation shall have the power to indemnify its directors and officers,
notwithstanding the provisions of Section 355.461 - 355.476 of The Missouri Nonprofit
Corporation Act, as set forth below:
1. Definitions. As used in this Article Eleven, any word or words that are defined in
Section 355.461 - 355.476 of The Missouri Nonprofit Corporation Act, as amended from
time to time (the "Indemnification Section"), shall have the same meaning as provided in the
Indemnification Section.
2. Required Indemnification of Directors and Officers. The Corporation shall
indemnify and advance expenses to a director or officer of the Corporation in connection
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with a proceeding to the fullest extent permitted by and in accordance with the
Indemnification Section.
3. Additional Permissive Indemnification. In addition to indemnification of directors
and officers as required under Section 2 above, the Corporation shall indemnify and
advance expenses to a director or officer of the Corporation as to any expenses actually
and reasonably incurred by said director or officer, including attorneys' fees, judgments,
fines and amounts paid in settlement in connection with any proceeding in accordance with
the Indemnification Section.
4. Determination Regarding Permissive Indemnification. Any determination as to
indemnification hereunder shall be in accordance with the Indemnification Section.
5. Indemnification of Employees and Agents. With respect to an employee or agent,
other than a director or officer, of the Corporation, except as to such indemnification as is
required under the Indemnification Section, the Corporation may, as determined by the
Board of Directors of the Corporation, indemnify and advance expenses of such employee
or agent in connection with a proceeding to the extent permitted by and in accordance with
the Indemnification Section.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand on this 17th day of
September, 2010.

_______________________________
Gregory A. Schmunk, M.D.
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Arizona
History of Medical Examiner Offices in Arizona

Philip E. Keen, M.D.
“Arizona’s Senior Forensic Pathologist”
4060 W. Grandview Road
Phoenix, AZ 85053
(602) 448-6237 FAX (602) 547-9337
April 2013

Maricopa County
Prior to September 1975 Arizona operated under the coroner system with the local justice of
peace serving in the capacity of coroner in the various counties. Despite this practice there
were instances where a pathologist essentially functioned as the medical
examiner doing all of the cases referred to him by the coroner. One of the
earliest medical examiners dating back to approximately 1957 in Phoenix
(Maricopa County) was Donald Condon. There were, as there often are,
funding issues and this hard working man was grossly underpaid, and in an
effort to get proper attention focused on the needs he walked out of the office.
The local hospital pathologists attempted to “pick up the slack” so there were
in effect rotating ‘medical examiners’ for a few months. This system clearly was
not going to work, and the county (Maricopa County) contacted Dr. Condon and hired him
back. While he was away from the office the county came to the office and placed property
identification tags on all furnishings they could find including a handsome wooden file cabinet
that was the personal property of Dr. Condon. He was so insulted by this action that when he
later retired he refused to take the cabinet with him. When the later office was dismantled in
2002 I returned the cabinet to his widow.
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Dr. Condon was followed by Thomas Jarvis, MD. Tom was a board certified general pathologist
who also became disenchanted with the disrespect the county tendered the office and so went
back to his ranch in St. Johns Arizona where he was riding on horseback when officials came to
plead for his to return. For several years he would fly into Phoenix from Globe and perform the
duties of the medical examiner.
Tom was joined by Heinz Karnitschnig, MD in the early 1970’s. Heinz, a native of Austria, had
trained in Virginia under the late Dr. Geoffrey Mann. Heinz was named the medical examiner by
virtue of his formal forensic training and remained chief medical examiner until he retired in
1992. During Heinz’ tenure as chief Maricopa County built a medical examiner office. Prior to
this time the pathology examinations, toxicology, histology and clerical functions were
conducted at different sites.
This building was approximately 11,000 square feet, and during its construction someone in
county administration decided to cut construction costs by reducing the cooling capacity of the
building. Remember, this is Phoenix where the desert son is notoriously hot. In an effort to
compensate for the decreased A/C capacity the county initially ran the units at higher speeds
than normal. When this resulted in excessive wear on the system they reverted back to the
manufacturer’s specs and as a consequence the building was typically quite warm during the
day. It was not uncommon for the interior building temperature to be above 80 degrees by 9
o’clock in the morning many months out of the year. In 1991 the office was inspected by NAME
and found to be deficient in space and staffing.
The pathologists in the Maricopa County Office at varying times during the 1980’s included: Dr.
Karnitschnig (the chief, who had been in the Virginia offices prior to coming to Arizona); Dr.
Tom Jarvis (who had now become forensic board certified); Dr. Fred Walker, Dr. George Bolduc,
and Dr. Larry Shaw with some weekend and part-time coverage that Philip Keen provided
between 1986-1992. After the retirement of Dr. Jarvis who moved to Oregon and of Dr.
Karnitschnig, Philip Keen applied for the position of chief medical examiner and was given a five
year contract beginning in June 1992. The stated goal with that hiring was to “bring the facility
and operations into the 21st Century.”
In November 1992 Dr. Walker left to work in the Ventura California Office and Dr. Shaw
returned to hospital pathology practice. For a brief period of time I was the only pathologist on
staff until I brought in Dr. Ann Bucholtz and brought back Dr. George Bolduc. We were joined
on some weekends by Dr. Frances Owl-Smith who had trained in North Carolina and was
working at the Indian Health Service Hospital in Phoenix.
Efforts to address the NAME deficiencies basically fell on deaf ears and there was less than
enthusiastic support for either the physical plant or the staffing. The staff became so frustrated
with the lack of administrative support that one by one they sought other positions. Dr.
Bucholtz went to Nashville, TN; Dr. Bolduc went to Bakersfield, CA; and Dr. Owl-Smith devoted
full time to the Public Health Service Hospital until she had an opportunity to practice in the
Four Corners (Farmington, NM). With the letters of resignation in hand for my staff I met with
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county administration to increase pressures for support of the office. The verbatim response of
the county manager was to ask me, “When is your contract up?”
As a consequence of my continuing efforts in 1995 Maricopa County advertised an opening for
the chief and one or two line pathologists. This was while I still had two years remaining on my
contract. Despite two consecutive years of the county reneging on the terms of my initial
contract, I applied for the advertised chief’s position. When all other candidates told the county
that it was impossible to function at the budgetary and staffing levels then in place, the county
reluctantly hired me as the chief again. By doing this I in effect became the only county
department head whose employee status was backed by a breeched contract.
The pressures I was able to bring to bear upon administration resulted in the construction of
the present 60,000 square foot free standing facility which opened in 2003. The staffing
increased to 11 forensic pathologists and total staffing of the office to 80 persons. The county
budget office was jealous of the medical examiner, and decided that since we had a new
building we did not require any additional staffing. The quarreling over funding led to the
dismantling of the heads of all the departments in the public health sector to which the medical
examiner reported including the forced retirement of the public health director, Dr. Weisbuch.
The medical examiner’s office was removed from the public health sector of the county and
was assigned to the stadium district. The specific funding requests included establishing a
deputy chief position and requests for sufficient staffing to meet NAME accreditation standards
with a target date for accreditation of 2007.
My administrator was placed on paid administrative leave amid accusations that the office had
not adhered to county hiring policies. The county manager assigned a deputy administrator to
the office despite my written objections, and some seven months later my administrator was
fired without cause while still officially reporting to me. The county then announced that the
office was being reorganized under that deputy administrator and only the doctors would
report to me. I advised the county that they might wish to read the existing state law which
clearly indicated that such organization was contrary to law and I would not accept the plan. So
when the county placed their reorganization in writing and I promptly filed a lawsuit seeking
court injunction to require adherence to the law. I was then demoted, placed on paid
administrative leave while the county went to the legislature to rewrite the law.
Concurrent with my demotion Maricopa County increased the funding of the department by
$1.5 million and approved the addition of two pathologists and 25 additional staff positions.
With the passage of new legislation there were no prospects of obtaining the injunction so I
then agreed to settle the dispute by resigning in exchange for my legal fees to which the county
agreed but which to this date have never paid.
Incidentally, although the toxicology lab has been accredited the Maricopa County office itself
still is not NAME accredited. The Maricopa County Office is the only office in Arizona that
performs in house toxicology testing. This toxicology laboratory was initially directed by
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Raymond Morano, who had been a toxicologist in the Virginia system during the time of Dr.
Mann.
Initially forensic anthropology services were provided by Dr. Charles Merbs at Arizona State.
Since the mid-1990’s Dr. Fulginiti, who trained with Dr. Birkby at the University of Arizona,
provides these services and forensic odontology is currently provided by Dr. Piakis. Both of
these individuals have their respective forensic board certifications.

Regionalization Efforts in Arizona
Those familiar with Arizona’s political landscape can identify with the problems encountered
with the initial attempts to organize a statewide medical examiner system. I will defer to Bruce
Parks who was later chief in Tucson for the details of the Tucson (Pima County) office. The
Tucson/Phoenix rivalry which had emerged in full bloom in the legislature in 1960 with the
establishment of the state medical school re-emerged during the early efforts to create the
system. There was general disagreement as to “who should be in charge.” When the Arizona
legislature agreed to fund a state medical school they chose the University of Arizona which at
the time was the only “University” in the state. As an offset Arizona State was allowed to
become Arizona State University and Northern Arizona was also granted university status.
Unlike other states like Indiana where the undergraduate campus maybe in one community
(Bloomington) and the medical school in a larger population area (Indianapolis) Arizona placed
the new school in Tucson thus setting the table for the traditional “town/gown” strife when
academia competes with the private sector for a pool of patients. The same Tucson/Phoenix
rivalry emerged in the fight for control of the medical examiner system. Maricopa County had
approximately half of the state’s population but Tucson had the medical school.
In 1975 the legislature finally agreed on a compromise with each county responsible for its own
medical examiner. This meant that there were numerous counties whose population would not
support a medical examiner office, so Pima County contracted with 9 other counties to provide
these services.
During my efforts to compel the county to provide an adequate state of the art facility
commensurate with the mission statement under which I was hired I was advised that the
county would not be able to afford the requisite construction, and that I should approach the
state. I then met with the chairman of the public health committee at the state legislature and
presented a draft design for a state wide regional system that would have kept the existing
offices in place and combined other counties in a regional plan. The bill came up for a hearing,
but Maricopa County who had suggested the action in the first place opposed it, so it was never
adopted.
The medical examiner statute became effective September 12, 1975. The law served the state
well with only two modifications until the re-write in 2007. The law was modified once again in
2012. The current law as written is legally in conflict with the medical practice act in Arizona.
Specifically, if defines a “forensic pathologist” as anyone who has been trained in forensic
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pathology. The medical practice act requires ABMS board certification prior to advertising one
as a medical specialist, and this also applies to forensic pathologists.

Yavapai County (Prescott)
I was hired as chief of hospital pathology in Prescott beginning Labor Day 1975. On the 12th of
September 1975 the new medical examiner law went into effect. I became the first chief
medical examiner for Yavapai County. I continued in the dual capacity of chief medical
examiner and chief of hospital pathology for 17 years. Then when I resigned to become chief in
Maricopa County the hospital pathologists assumed those duties for three years, until the
supervisors of Yavapai County asked me to resume duties as chief medical examiner in July
1997. I remained the chief in Yavapai County until the end of June 2009 when a new county
manager upon advice of counsel claimed the county could provide medical examiner services at
a cost savings of at least ⅓ if they hired a pathologist instead of contracting the services. In the
four years since the county has had contract coverage from Phoenix two or three days a week
(versus the five days a week I provided before) and at approximately ⅓ greater cost than
before.

Coconino County (Flagstaff)
Coconino County services (Flagstaff) were initially provided by a non-forensically trained
hospital pathologist who eventually grew tired of the demands, and the county decided to hire
a pathologist for the medical examiner duties. One person who served briefly before being
dismissed for workplace improprieties was Curtis Rollins, MD. The county then hired Joe
Dressler, MD as their full time forensic pathologist. Joe had trained in Oklahoma under Fred
Jordan, MD and A. Jay Chapman, MD, both of whom had trained in Virginia under Dr. Mann.
Eventually Joe decided to devote full time to emergency room medicine and resigned as
medical examiner for the county. The Maricopa County office provided some interim service
following Dr. Dressler’s departure until Coconino County hired Michael Iliescu, MD who had
spent a year in the Maricopa County Office following his fellowship training. He was released
after a little over a year and temporary coverage was again arranged through Maricopa County.
The current medical examiner is Larry Czarnecki, DO who trained in New Mexico. He is assisted
by Arch Mosley, MD who trained in Baltimore and worked in the Maricopa County Office prior
to joining Dr. Czarnecki.

Mohave County (Kingman-Lake Havasu)
Mohave County with county seat in Kingman initially utilized the hospital pathologist for their
medical examiner work. Then there followed a parade of pathologists, Donald Schieve, MD
(board certified in AP and CP and subsequently board certified in ophthalmology); Donald
Nelson, MD, hospital pathologist in Kingman; Julie Jervis, MD (trained in AP/CP/FP and
Pediatrics); and currently Ruby Rexene Worrell, MD (trained in AP and FP). In the past
occasional high profile cases from this county have been referred for examination either in
Yavapai or in Maricopa County.
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Yuma County (Yuma)
Yuma County medical examiner functions are initially handled by the hospital pathology group
headed by Victor Alvarez, MD with referral of homicides and extra-ordinary cases to Pima
County for examination.

Cochise County (Sierra Vista)
Cochise County (Sierra Vista/ Bisbee) initially contracted with Pima County for their medical
examiner services. When Guery Flores, MD became the hospital pathologist in Sierra Vista he
sought the position of medical examiner, but was spurned because of his lack of formal forensic
pathology training, so Guery took a year’s sabbatical and did a forensic pathology fellowship.
Upon his return he was named the chief medical examiner. Various other pathologists have
worked with him from time to time including Dr. Ann Bucholtz, MD and Dr. Rebecca Hsu, MD
both of whom later worked in the Maricopa office. Dr. Avneesh Gupta also worked with Dr.
Flores. Just this last year Dr. Flores retired and the county re-instituted its contract with Pima
County for medical examiner services.

Pinal County (Florence)
Pinal County was initially covered by Pima County, but for a couple years hired Dr. Hsu as their
full time medical examiner. Presently they have returned to a contract with Pima County with
non-autopsy patients being handled by Dr. John Hu, MD from the Maricopa County Office.

Pima County
Credit to Dr. Edward Brucker
Dr. Bruce Parks
Recognizing that living populations give rise to dying
populations it should not come as any surprise that Tucson has
shared many of the same evolving changes as did Phoenix.
Under the coroner system in Arizona prior to 1975 the primary
focus for forensic autopsies in Pima County was Dr. Louis
Hirsch, whose practice also included general hospital pathology. Even prior to passage of the
medical examiner statute smaller surrounding counties often relied upon Pima County and
Tucson to provide the necessary post mortem examinations.
In addition to being a significant population center, Tucson is situated in the southern Arizona
(Sonoran) desert and is the unfortunate recipient of heat related deaths and some traumatic
deaths associated with illegal border crossings into the United States. Dealing with the
mummified and often at least partial skeleton remains gave rise to reliance upon forensic
anthropology for assistance. Dr. Walter Birkby at the University of Arizona was instrumental in
this endeavor not only in performing examinations of skeletal remains from all over Arizona but
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also in training others including Dr. Laura Fulginiti in the Maricopa County Office. A Tucson oral
surgeon George Bland assisted with early forensic odontology services.
In 1974 on the eve of the state medical examiner statute Tucson was already preparing for the
transition with able assistance from Dr. Robert Joling from the University of Arizona, himself
active in forensic sciences, and consultation from the late Dr. James Weston who had
previously been the chief medical examiner for Utah and was then the chief medical examiner
for yet another four corner’s state, New Mexico. Among the forensic pathologists who were to
practice in Pima County was Dr. Allen Jones who trained under Dr. Weston.
Following a custom of what was essentially the “Morgue of the Month” in which medicolegal
autopsies were performed in the preparation rooms of local mortuaries on a rotating basis
Pima County’s first official “county morgue” was located in downtown Tucson conveniently
close to the county and federal court facilities. Today the medical examiner occupies a modern
Forensic Sciences Center in SE Tucson.

The Evolving Role of the Medical Examiner in Arizona and Its Position in the
Practice of Medicine in Arizona
At least two or three events converged in the time line to establish what has become the basic
medical examiner system in Arizona. Travelers’ Insurance Company had been the primary
carrier for medical malpractice insurance for physicians. They announced they no longer wished
to be in the malpractice line of insurance following the first $1,000,000 judgment in California.
Since Arizona and California were in the same risk pool, that meant they would no longer be
providing malpractice coverage for Arizona. The only other major insurance carrier in the state
at the time was St. Paul, and they only provided coverage for hospitals. The Arizona Legislature
agreed to permit the start-up of a physicians’ mutual insurance company while placing the
taxpayers at risk for any umbrella coverage above $1,000,000.
The significance of this coincidental timing in the state legislature was that the county medical
examiner offices were viewed as potentially the best venue for determining adverse
consequences especially of surgical and anesthetic events. This helped shape the scope of
reportable cases to the medical examiner. While it is customary for medical examiners to deal
with unattended and unnatural deaths there is considerable variation between states regarding
investigation of potential therapeutic mistakes. The Arizona legislature deemed this an
important function of the public inquiry into death. With the retirement of Dr. Flores this year
and of Dr. Bruce Parks in Pima County last year, none of the currently practicing medical
examiners have the same historical appreciation for this public health role of the medical
examiner.

Partial Listing of Medical Examiners Who Have Practiced In Arizona
(*) designates more than one office although not necessarily simultaneously
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Maricopa County
Donald Condon, d.
Thomas Jarvis, d.
Heinz Karnitschnig, d.
Fred Walker
Larry Shaw
Philip Keen
George Bolduc
Ann Bucholtz (*)
Charles Harvey
Michael Iliescu (*)
Mary Dudley
Jeffrey Nine
Frances Owl-Smith
Julie (Brown) Jervis
Udelle Zivot
Vladimir Shvarts
John Hu
Robert Lyon
John Cooper
Diane Karluk (*)
Susan Comfort
Leslie Wallis
Dan Davis
William Stano
Rebecca Hsu
Kevin Horn
Etoi Davenport
Ruth Kohlmeier
Mark Fischione
Archius Mosley
Marco Ross
Angela Chen
Jeffrey Johnston
Michael Ferenc
Pima County
Louis Hirsch
Edward Brucker
Joseph Halka
Richard Froede, d.
Allen Jones, d
John Howard
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Cynthia Porterfield
Gregory Hess
David Winston
Bruce Parks
Eric Peters
Veena Singh
Jennifer Gardetto
Thomas Henry
Andrew Sibley
Coconino County
Curtis Rollins
Joe Dressler
Michael Iliescu
Lawrence Czarnecki
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Armed Forces Medical Examiner System
A History
Jerry D. Spencer, M.D., J.D.

Beginnings

May 2014

The Armed Forces Medical Examiner System (AFMES) was officially created by a Department of
Defense Directive (6010.16) in 1988. However, the origins of this unique and worldwide medical
examiner system goes back almost sixty years. This document will trace the evolution of the
AFMES over the years.
In 1955, the Department of Defense designated the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP)
as the headquarters of the Joint Commission on Aviation Pathology with the mission to study
and analyze military aircraft accidents. An Aviation Pathology section was then established at
the AFIP for that purpose later that year. The following year a Registry of Forensic Pathology, a
component of the American Registry of Pathology of the College of American Pathology, was
established at the AFIP. In 1959, these two units were combined into a new Division of Military
Environmental Pathology. The latter was composed of three branches: forensic pathology,
aerospace pathology, and toxicology. Colonel Edward Johnston served as the first chief of the
division.
In 1962 a residency training program in forensic pathology at the AFIP was approved by the
American Board of Pathology and the Committee on Medical Education and Hospitals of the
American Medical Association. Navy Commander Charles Stahl III was the first resident and
completed the residency in 1963.
On November 22, 1963 the Division of Military Environmental Pathology became involved with
the autopsy examination of President John F. Kennedy when Lieutenant Colonel Pierre A.
Fincke, then Chief of Wound Ballistics Section, served as a consultant for the autopsy. Five
years later, in June 1968, Colonel Fincke, then Chief of the Division of Military Environmental
Pathology was invited by Doctor Thomas Noguchi (then Chief Medical Examiner/Coroner, Los
Angeles) with a team (including then Captain Stahl) from the AFIP to serve as consultants for
the autopsy of Attorney General Robert Kennedy.
Having returned to the AFIP in 1965 from a Navy assignment, Dr. Stahl became the Chief of the
Division of Military Environmental Pathology in 1968. The division was later renamed the
Division of Forensic Sciences, and following a reorganization of the AFIP in 1974, was again
renamed as the Department of Forensic Sciences. The previously named branches were also
renamed as divisions. At that time the department was composed of four divisions: Forensic
Pathology, Aerospace Pathology, Toxicology and Legal Medicine. Air Force Colonel Richard
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Froede, Chief of the Division of Forensic Pathology in 1974, succeeded Captain Stahl as the
Chairman, Department of Forensic Sciences in 1975. The Legal Medicine Division became a
separate department at the AFIP in 1976. The following officers succeeded Colonel Froede as
department chairmen: Navy Captain Robert Thompson (1976 – 1982), Navy Commander Jerry
Spencer (1982 – 1985), and Air Force Colonel Charles Ruehle (1985 – 1988).

Missions of the Department of Forensic Sciences
The missions of the Department of Forensic Sciences and its predecessors were the same as
those of the parent AFIP, namely Consultation, Education and Research. Over the years,
various consultation, education, and research programs in the forensic sciences were
developed.
Consultations
Case reviews
Like pathologists in other specialty departments within the AFIP, forensic pathologists
examined the material forwarded for review by Department of Defense pathologists, and
federal government agencies, such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Peace Corps, and
the State Department. Following the review of the case materials, an AFIP consultative report
giving an opinion was generated and sent to the requester.
Autopsy examinations
Forensic pathologists from the AFIP also performed autopsy examinations on request for the
Department of Defense and other federal agencies. Until the AFMES was established, autopsy
examinations on military members were performed after they had been authorized by Army,
Air Force or Navy regulations (usually authorized by a base commander or hospital
commander). Autopsy examinations of civilian dependents of military members required the
consent of the next of kin.
The Division of Aerospace Pathology soon developed a worldwide reputation as a consultant
for their expertise in aircraft accident investigations. Teams from the Aerospace Division were
dispatched to sites in the United States and to other countries to investigate military aircraft
accidents. The investigations included performing autopsy examinations, correlating injuries
with impact forces generated by the crash, and postmortem toxicology examinations.
Mass Disasters
In addition to investigating fatalities in many military aircraft accidents, the Department of
Forensic Sciences (and the AFMES) have been consulted on many mass disasters, both civilian
and military, with large numbers of fatalities. For military aircraft accidents, autopsy
examinations were performed. Until the establishment of the AFMES, and later the federal law
for autopsy authorization (10 U.S. Code 1471), only identifications were performed on civilians
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unless autopsies were authorized by the next of kin. Summaries of notable disasters
investigated by the Department of Forensic Sciences (or the AFMES) are listed below:
Tenerife, Canary Islands – Collision of two airliners at airport – March 1977; 265 American
victims brought to Dover Port Mortuary for identification.
Jonestown, Guyana – Homicides and mass suicides of Peoples Temple members – November
1978; 918 victims brought to Dover Port Mortuary for identification and selected autopsies.
Gander, Newfoundland – Crash of contract carrier aircraft on take-off while transporting military
members to Fort Campbell, KY – December 1985; 248 victims were transported to the Dover
Port Mortuary.
USS Iowa – explosion in gun turret of the battleship at sea – April 1989; 47 military victims
transported to the Dover Port Mortuary.
Dubrovnik, Croatia – Crash into the side of mountain by an Air Force aircraft, April 1996; 36
victims including Secretary of Commerce Ron Brown, were transported to the Dover Port
Mortuary.
USS Embassies at Nairobi, Kenya and Dar es Salam, Tanzania – Terrorist bombings -‐ August
1998; 233 total deaths; 11 Americans transported to the Dover Port Mortuary for identification
and postmortem examinations.
USS Cole – Terrorist bomb exploded near the destroyer while in port in Aden, Yemen, October
2000; 17 sailors were transported to the Dover Port Mortuary.
Pentagon – September 2001; one of the terrorist attacks using a commercial aircraft struck the
Pentagon on September 11, resulting in 189 deaths of passengers, civilian and military workers
in the Pentagon, and five terrorists. All were transported to the Dover Port Mortuary for
identification and autopsy examinations.
Helicopter crash – A CH-47 helicopter was shot down and crashed in Afghanistan, August 2011;
38 fatalities including 30 American military and 8 Afghan soldiers were transported to the Dover
Port Mortuary.
Astronaut deaths
The Department of Forensic Sciences (or later the OAFME) has been requested by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration to perform postmortem examinations in all accidents
involving astronauts. One accident involved three astronauts in a flash fire in a pre-launch test
for the Apollo I spacecraft in January 1967. A second accident occurred in January 1986 when
the Space Shuttle Challenger was destroyed soon after launch, resulting in the deaths of seven
astronauts. The disintegration of the Space Shuttle Columbia in February 2003 during re-entry
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after a two week mission that resulted in the deaths of seven astronauts was also investigated
by forensic pathologists assigned to the OAFME.
Education
As previously indicated, an AFIP fellowship in forensic pathology was approved in 1962. To date,
more than thirty military forensic pathologists and a few civilians have completed the
fellowship. The fellowship was organized with Doctor Russell Fisher, then the Chief Medical
Examiner of the State of Maryland. The autopsy experience at the Office of the Chief Medical
Examiner in Baltimore remains a core part of the fellowship program.
Courses in Basic and
Advanced Forensic Pathology have been attended by thousands of military and civilian
investigators and pathologists. The office also supports a Master of Forensic Science degree
program associated with George Washington University that has been used by more than one
hundred military investigators to obtain an advanced degree. An AFIP course in Aerospace
Pathology was also developed to educate military and civilian pathologists about special
techniques utilized in aircraft accident investigation.
Research
The building housing the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology was built with many research
facilities including a hypobaric chamber and an indoor firing range.
Many studies utilizing these facilities were performed by personnel in the Department of
Forensic Sciences and its predecessors. The toxicology division under Leo Goldbaum, Abel
Dominguez, and others did considerable research into toxicology techniques beginning with the
establishment of the Toxicology Branch.

Armed Forces Medical Examiner System – Established 1988
There had been discussions for years on how to convert the Division (later the Department) of
Forensic Sciences into a Medical Examiner System. Captain Stahl and Colonel Froede first
proposed an Armed Forces Medical Examiner System in 1973. At that time, the proposal did not
obtain support from the Department of Defense. A regional forensic pathologist had been
assigned to the Landstuhl Regional Medical Center in Germany for several years. Because of the
increasing number of medicolegal deaths in the Pacific, a regional forensic pathologist was also
assigned to the U.S. Naval Hospital, Okinawa, Japan in 1984. Plans for an Armed Forces Medical
Examiner System finally came to fruition when a Department of Defense Directive (6010. 16)
created a worldwide medical examiner system for the United States military.
Important features of the directive were that it provided for a central office (Office of the
Armed Forces Medical Examiner) headed by a chief medical examiner (with the title of Armed
Forces Medical Examiner), regional medical examiners and associate medical examiners in
Europe, the Pacific, and various regions within the United States. The directive also stipulated
and that all military deaths and deaths of certain civilians on military bases be reported to the
Office of the Armed Forces Medical Examiner. For those deaths occurring on military posts and
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bases with exclusive federal jurisdiction (examples are the Army posts like Fort Polk, Fort Bragg,
Fort Hood and Marine Corps Bases like Camp Pendleton and Camp Lejeune), the Armed Forces
Medical Examiner (or his designated regional medical examiners) could authorize an autopsy
examination. However, autopsy examinations following the deaths of military members that
occurred in locations other than exclusive federal jurisdiction still required authorization
according to Navy, Air Force, and Army regulations.
Richard Froede, M.D. was appointed as the first Armed Forces Medical Examiner. He had
previously served as the Chairman of the AFIP Department of Forensic Sciences. He proved to
be a capable and innovative leader for the new medical examiner system. Dr. Froede appointed
Regional Medical Examiners and Associate Medical Examiners at all of the major military
medical treatment facilities, and also reorganized the former Department of Forensic Sciences.
He combined the forensic pathology and aerospace pathology divisions into a single
Medicolegal Investigation Division. He also developed two new divisions, a Mortality
Surveillance Division and the Armed Forces DNA Laboratory/Armed Forces Repository of
Specimen Samples (AFDIL). The Mortality Surveillance Division was created to standardize the
reporting of military deaths, and to perform epidemiologic studies. A forensic anthropologist,
William Rodriguez, Ph.D, was also added to the staff as a distinguished scientist.
Dr. Froede also supervised planning for expected fatalities of the Persian Gulf War (also called
the First Gulf War) of 1990 – 1991. There were 294 deaths of U.S. military members during that
war. All of the casualties were identified and received autopsy examinations at the Dover Port
Mortuary. Armed Forces DNA Identification Laboratory (AFDIL).
AFDIL and its companion Armed Forces Repository of Specimen Samples for the Identification
of Remains (AFRSSIR, or the “repository”) were created following the end of the Persian Gulf
War. AFDIL provides human remains Identification supporting the Armed Forces Medical
Examiner System, and supports identification efforts by the Joint POW/MIA Command Central
Identification Laboratory (JPAC CIL) in Hawaii to identify American remains from past wars. It
also provides assistance in mass fatality DNA specimen collection, cataloging and retrieval
repository services. The “repository” began collection of DNA specimens of military members in
1994, and now has almost 7 million specimens for the identification of deceased military
members or former military members.
Major (later Lieutenant Colonel) Victor Weedn was the first chief of the AFDIL Division, and
managed the rapid growth of the division. AFDIL and AFRSSIR have been invaluable in the
identification of human remains in the Persian Gulf, Iraqi and Afghan Wars. A standard protocol
using comparisons of dental, fingerprint, and DNA examinations is now used for the
identification of all military fatalities.
AFDIL has developed expertise in both Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) and mitochondrial DNA
analytic techniques. The work of AFDIL and the availability of the previously collected reference
specimens in the “repository” has been invaluable in identifying deceased military members.
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The division has also been consulted in many other cases, including a confirmation of the
remains of Czar Nicholas II of Russia in 1995, and the identification of the originally unidentified
remains in the Vietnam Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. At the request of his family, the remains
of Lieutenant Michael Blassie were exhumed from the tomb, and were identified by
mitochondrial DNA analysis in 1998.
Dr. Froede was succeeded in 1992 by the second civilian Armed Forces Medical Examiner,
Charles Stahl, III M.D. Dr. Stahl had also served as the chairman of the AFIP Department of
Forensic Sciences, and he had wide management experience for the Navy and the Department
of Veteran’s Affairs. Dr. Stahl supervised the move of the OAFME from the campus of the
Walter Reed Army Medical Center to a temporary office in Rockville, MD.
Following Dr. Stahl’s retirement, Jerry Spencer, M.D., J.D. became the Armed Forces Medical
Examiner in September 1996. Like Doctors Froede and Stahl, Dr Spencer had also served as the
AFIP Chairman of the Department of Forensic Sciences. He also had experience as a regional
medical examiner for seven years in the Pacific region at two military treatment facilities. While
serving in those positions he became familiar with the problem of autopsy authorizations in
overseas locations where exclusive U.S. federal jurisdiction did not exist. Local host government
authorities might or might not assert jurisdiction to investigate the death of an American
civilian or a military member. After becoming the Armed Forces Medical Examiner, Dr. Spencer
worked with the Chief Legal Counsel of the Department of Defense to draft a comprehensive
federal law for autopsy authorization (10 U.S. Code 1471). The federal law, which became
effective in 1999, granted the Armed Forces Medical Examiner a similar authority to authorize
autopsy examinations that state laws give to civilian medical examiners.
Following Dr. Spencer’s departure in early 2001, Colonel Abubakr Marzouk became the acting
Armed Forces Medical Examiner. A few months later, the Twin Towers of the World Trade
center were attacked and destroyed on September 11th by terrorists who had taken control of
commercial airliners. The Pentagon was similarly attacked, resulting in extensive damage and
the deaths of 184 victims plus the five terrorists. A fourth aircraft crashed into rural
Pennsylvania, near the town of Shanksville, after passengers in the aircraft tried to regain
control from the terrorists. The Office of the Armed Forces Medical Examiner investigated the
deaths of the Pentagon victims since the Pentagon was under exclusive federal jurisdiction. The
victims at the Pentagon, the aircraft crash victims, and the five terrorists were transported to
the Dover Port Mortuary for the identifications. The office also assisted in the identification of
the Pennsylvania crash victims and terrorists on that aircraft. Also, AFDIL was requested by the
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, New York to assist their investigation by sequencing
mitochondrial DNA for some of the victims of the crashes into the World Trade Center.
Captain Craig Mallak became the Armed Forces Medical Examiner in 2002, soon after the
beginning of the Iraqi and Afghan Wars. He capably supervised the identification and
postmortem examinations of the more than 4,000 fatalities from those wars. In addition,
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forensic pathology teams travelled to Iraq on approximately 35 occasions to perform autopsy
examinations.
The OAFME added new technology to autopsy examinations in 2005 by adding CT scans to the
autopsy process. The scans provided detailed and permanent three-dimensional records of
combat injuries. The first forensic CT scanner replaced the clinical CT scanner in 2008. This
specially built scanner is designed to accommodate deceased military members wearing full
combat protective gear. The forensic CT scanner has been very useful in identifying injuries,
missile fragments and wound tracks.

Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) Decision
Congress is mandated to review military bases for closure every five years. In November 2005,
Congress passed the 2005 BRAC law that mandated disestablishment of all elements of the AFIP
except the National Museum of Health and Medicine, and the Tissue Repository. The law also
stipulated that the Department of Legal Medicine would be relocated to the new Walter Reed
National Military Medical Center, and the Armed Forces Medical Examiner System (including
AFDIL and the AFRSSIR, and the Toxicology Division) would be relocated to Dover Air Force
Base, adjacent to the Dover Port Mortuary.
A new, state of the art facility, covering 117,000 square feet on two floors, and costing $52
million was designed for the AFMES and its components. Staff members completed the move
from the temporary facility in Rockville to the new facility at Dover Air Force Base in December
2011.

Current Status of the Armed Forces Medical Examiner System – May 2014
Captain Craig Mallak, who served as the Armed Forces Medical Examiner for 10 years, retired
from the Navy in 2012. He served as the Armed Forces Medical Examiner from soon after the
terrorist attacks in 2001, until the end of the Iraqi War. He also supervised many technical
enhancements, including the forensic CT scanner, and the relocation to the Dover Air Force
Base. He was replaced by Colonel Ladd Tremaine, another experienced forensic pathologist,
who completed his fellowship training through the AFMES program.
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The AFMES has evolved remarkably from its original predecessor, the Division of Military
Environmental Pathology in the last 55 years. Currently, the staff assigned to the Dover Air
Force Base facility number approximately 280, and consist of military, civil service and contract
civilian employees. At Dover, the AFMES has been reorganized into three divisions: OAFME
Division, the Toxicology Division and the AFDIL Division. The OAFME Division has 30 employees
including 8 military board certified forensic pathologists, and 1 fellow in forensic pathology.
In addition, there are 19 regional and associate medical examiners located at military bases
throughout the United States, Europe and the Pacific region. The Toxicology Division has 45
employees, while the remainder of the staff are assigned to AFDIL and its component AFSSSIR.
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Abstract
The death investigation system for the state of South Carolina is a coroner system. The state
has 46 counties and each has one elected lay coroner. The educational requirement is a high
school diploma. Many physicians and legislators have repeatedly attempted to change the state
and large counties’ death investigation systems to medical examiner systems. Due to the
politically strong coroners, these attempts have been largely unsuccessful. In 1972, Charleston
County converted to a medical examiner/coroner dual system. This system was constantly
challenged until it reverted back to a coroner system in 2001. The establishment of the dual
system, hurdles and road blocks confronted, and reasons for the ultimate reversion are
discussed.

Introduction
The state of South Carolina has a rich history. It was one of the first original colonies,
experienced the most American Revolutionary battles, and was the first southern state to
secede from the union in 1860 (1, 2). South Carolina’s death investigation system, a coroner
system, has just as rich a history. Beginning with colonization, the English settlers brought their
death investigation procedure with them, the coroner being a representative of the English
crown. At this time, the coroners in England were not physicians. The first coroner with a
medical background and deemed “medically qualified” was appointed in London in 1840 (3).
Likewise, few of the early coroners in the colonies had any medical background or training. This
was and still is true of South Carolina coroners. Since 1868, South Carolina coroners are elected
officials, one for each of the 46 counties, who serve unlimited four-year terms. The only
educational requirement is a high school diploma. Some have been or currently are part-time
coroners with second professions such as hairstylist, banker, construction worker, jeweler, and
funeral director. For many years, one county even had a blind coroner.
Since 1955, individuals and professional groups, such as the South Carolina Medical Society,
have attempted to create a statewide medical examiner system (4) (Table 1). Such efforts have
been repeatedly opposed by the politically strong South Carolina coroners and the South
Carolina Coroner’s Association. The coroners are constitutional county officials. Proposed
legislation for a statewide medical examiner system would give authority to the medical
examiners over death investigations and thus restrict the coroners. Initially, such legislation was
viewed as expensive and superfluous; a cost versus efficiency dilemma. As legislation was
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repeatedly defeated at the state level, others began lobbying for a medical examiner system at
the county level, especially for those counties with populations over 250,000. In 1968,
Greenville County successfully implemented its own medical examiner/coroner dual system
(which is still in place today) (4). Finally, in 1972, after years of continued perseverance, the
State passed legislation for Charleston County to have a dual death investigation system
operated by both a coroner and a medical examiner (4). For the first time, Charleston County
would have a medical examiner’s office, which would be housed within the state medical
school, the Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC), working in supposed concert with the
coroner’s office. This article describes events since that time, including reversion from a dual
medical examiner/coroner system to a coroner system.
Having worked in Charleston as a medical examiner, the author has relied upon personal
experience, office and public historical documents, and other literature to describe the
transition from a coroner system to a dual medical examiner/coroner system with eventual
reversion to a coroner system. The reasons for these transitions are discussed, along with the
impact of such change and lessons learned from the transition.

Discussion
The Medical Examiner in an Academic Institution
Once legislation was passed, converting Charleston County from a coroner system to a medical
examiner/coroner dual system seemed ideal and easy to accomplish at the time. Barriers
experienced during such conversion in other locations in the nation, such as small population
base, lack of tax revenue, lack of forensic pathologists, or lack of local body transport, were not
appreciated (5). The new South Carolina law approved a medical examiner’s commission and a
medical examiner based on population, qualifying Charleston County. The location of the
medical examiner would be in the MUSC department of pathology, which was chaired by the
main proponent of state and county medical examiner systems. The autopsy facility was in
place and equipped. The Department of Pathology had available resources to financially and
administratively support the medical examiner component of the dual system. The boardcertified forensic pathologists were well-trained, experienced, and nationally known as experts
in their field. The Charleston County medical examiners would be funded by MUSC and its
affiliate, University Medical Associates. Charleston County would budget for the coroner’s and
deputy coroners’ salaries and benefits, coroner vehicles, administrative personnel, and the
coroner’s office and overhead. For the medical examiner component, the county budgeted only
for the fee of individual autopsies, one secretary, three investigators, and two body
transportation vans. Police dispatch would notify both the coroner and the medical examiner
on call. The medical examiners and the forensic investigators would be on call for scene
investigations and death notification 24 hours per day, seven days per week, and 365 days per
year.
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Hurdles and Roadblocks
Over the years, many hurdles and roadblocks were encountered as the medical examiners,
board-certified forensic pathologists, functioned in a dual death investigation system. The
inequitable division of operational costs was apparent and would become even more so as
leadership within MUSC changed, the economy of healthcare changed, and the technologies
behind the forensic sciences moved forward. The only monies coming into the MUSC
department of pathology section was payment for individual autopsies. MUSC was financially
responsible for salaries and benefits of three forensic pathologists, pathologists’ offices and
supplies, educational and/or travel expenses related to continuing medical education, autopsy
technicians’ salaries and benefits, the autopsy suite, morgue/cooler/freezer for storage,
autopsy supplies and equipment, photography equipment and processing, in-house toxicology,
microbiology/virology analyses, serology and chemistry, histology laboratory services and
special histological studies/stains, postmortem dental analyses, and radiographic studies. For
MUSC, the Charleston County medical examiner component was a money-losing endeavor. The
MUSC pathology department had to justify having three medical examiners on staff with a net
annual loss. To continue sustaining the medical examiner component within the university,
each medical examiner assumed additional duties, such as director of all hospital and satellite
clinic point of care testing laboratory sites, liaison to the organ and tissue procurement
organizations, hospital autopsy service and directorship, hospital laboratory accreditation,
surgical pathology, teaching, research, directorship of medical and dental pathology education
programs, and the pathology residency training program directorship. Furthermore, the three
medical examiners, and later only two, also served many of the other 46 counties of the state
performing death investigations and testifying in court. Having a medical examiner benefited
the Charleston County residents, but at a price to the medical examiners and the university.
Furthermore, no operating procedure was initially developed to structure and prioritize how
the two offices would interact during the numerous death investigations. Not surprisingly,
smoldering “turf battles” erupted into an interoffice conflict involving the media, law
enforcement, and the justice system. Some of the disputes included who is actually in charge of
a death investigation, who directs the scene investigation, who is called first by police dispatch
or the hospital upon a death, who decides whether to autopsy or not to autopsy a body, who
certifies the cause and manner of death on the death certificate (the coroner had the power to
change the cause and manner of death), who approves organ and tissue recovery for donation,
who sets the cost of an individual autopsy, and who communicates with the media.
At the same time, the medical examiners were also providing forensic pathology services to
other counties in order to generate revenue. Often there would be disagreement over which
county’s case would be autopsied first. Since Charleston County partially funded the dual
system, the Charleston County coroner felt that Charleston County cases should take
precedence. Coroner inquests, although rare, were held in an attempt to clarify any
disagreement over the mechanism, cause, or manner of death between the coroner and
medical examiner, as well as other questions related to the death investigation. The coroner
“played prosecutor, police investigator and judge” (6). Who owns the body, the scene, and the
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death investigation and death certification authority became heated questions between the
offices and eventually other constitutional officials and the public. When disagreements arose
over these and numerous other issues, there was no organized hierarchy or legislative ruling to
consult. The medical examiner was supposedly supported by a county medical examiner
commission (South Carolina Code 17-5-220) when, in fact, the commission had no power to
intervene in the politics and provided little input. The commission was nonfunctional. The
coroner sought county council support and budget approval but, in actuality, a South Carolina
coroner answers only to the governor and to the voting public.
Arguments ensued over budget and alleged duplication of efforts with the Charleston County
coroners, claiming that their office performed the same duties with the same degree of
expertise as the medical examiner. Further worsening matters were intense personality
“differences” between the Chief Medical Examiner and the Chief Coroner; they just didn’t get
along (7). The dual system was “plagued by personality conflicts” (8). Politics began to take its
toll on the individual medical examiners due to the stress and pull of serving the public and
serving medicine under such a dual system. Poor communications continued not only between
the coroner and medical examiners, but also between the medical examiners. Disagreements
and accusations were made public through the media. As the media became involved, it was
even more frustrating as the medical examiners attempted to educate the public on the
benefits of their role while fighting an uphill battle of wills between the two offices. The
coroner wanted control of the county death investigations and had the political backing. The
medical examiner wanted to improve death investigations and had the medical and forensic
scientific knowledge and training. In the end, the question repeatedly raised was the following:
what does a county gain with a medical examiner that is not already provided by the elected
coroner? The coroner suggested that “a medical examiner isn’t needed because [the coroner’s
office] can call upon forensic pathologists’ expertise when necessary” (9). No one wanted to see
tax dollars spent inefficiently with seemingly unnecessary duplication of efforts. The value of a
medical examiner system with board-certified forensic pathologists was not adequately
conveyed and, despite excellent service to the state of South Carolina over the many years, the
medical examiner component of the dual system was deemed ancillary. This was and remains a
nationwide problem: the public image and unperceived value of forensic pathologists/medical
examiners, their imperative contributions, and their fundamental role in death investigation.
Downfall
In 1997 and 1998, the coroner presented to the Charleston County Council that the two offices,
the medical examiner’s and the coroner’s, resulted in a duplication of efforts and unnecessary
expenses to the county with no benefit for dollars spent. Both offices admitted to interpersonal
difficulties but would not elaborate. The public wondered, “Why don’t they get along and what
type of impact will their apparently secret, personal conflict have on death investigations?”(7).
Even other coroners addressed the county council, further alienating the medical examiner.
Therefore, all funding was pulled from the Charleston County Medical Examiner’s office.
After numerous controversies between the two offices, including a South Carolina Coroner’s
Association’s boycott to cease sending any forensic cases from any county to the medical
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examiners, the Chief Medical Examiner stepped down (10). The medical examiner “faced the
political reality that resignation was the only chance of saving the [dual] system” (11). With no
budget from the county and the Chief Medical Examiner stepping down, the two remaining
forensic pathologists served the county as Chief and Deputy Chief Medical Examiner, assuming
the previous duties and services for the county. In addition, these two medical examiners also
continued their previous and increasing university duties. The schedule, caseload, and stress of
only two forensic pathologists serving as medical examiners with no compensation from the
county, aside from the payment for autopsies, and increasing university responsibilities and
obligations, took its toll. In 2001, the Chief and Deputy Chief Medical Examiners rightfully
stepped down from serving as medical examiners; no physician should provide services for free.
The dual system reverted back to the antiquated coroner system. When Charleston County’s
last medical examiner resigned (2001), the media reported: “Without a properly funded and
fully functional medical examiner system in Charleston County, the pursuit of justice in our
courts [has] taken a 40-year step backward” (12).
Why Did the Coroner Win?
How can a coroner system that requires only a high school diploma and no necessary medical
training or credentials be seen as preferable to a medical examiner system run by educated
physicians with extensive training, experience, and forensic board-certification? The answer is
that the coroner is empowered by the state legislation. Even with the dual coroner/medical
examiner system, by law the coroner has the decision making authority. Two chiefs, a chief
coroner and a chief medical examiner, have different charges, roles, agendas, resources, and
personalities. With no fundamental change in the state’s death investigation legislation, the
dual system was doomed to fail. The Charleston County Attorney stated, “the only way to give
the medical examiner – who must be a forensic pathologist – as much authority in the
investigation of deaths as the coroner is through state statute, not county ordinance” (11). In
2001, when the last medical examiner resigned, a Charleston County Council member
remarked, “Just as a paralegal doesn’t practice law, a nurse is not the same as a doctor who is
trained to investigate deaths” (9). The correct application of the skills, education, and training
of the forensic pathologist medical examiner in death investigation was virtually prohibited by
law. Legally trumped by the political and business savvy county coroner, who was a nurse at the
time of the dual system downfall, the medical examiner was powerless. As created, the dual
system never really worked.
Charleston County Death Investigation Today
Today, Charleston County’s death investigation system remains a coroner system with one
elected coroner and six deputy coroners. The coroner and two deputies are nurses. The state
law remains the same: counties with a population of 100,000 or more may establish a medical
examiner commission that will employ a medical examiner (SC Code of Laws, Title 17, Chapter
5, Article 5, 17-5-220). At this time, no one has pressed forward to reinstitute either the dual
system or a medical examiner system. The coroner’s office performs all scene investigations,
determines which forensic cases are autopsied, consents or restricts organ and/or tissue
donation on forensic cases, issues cremation permits, completes death certificates, and holds
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inquests. The Charleston County coroner still consults with the forensic pathologists at MUSC to
perform forensic autopsies. Aside from the performance of the autopsy and the toxicology
analysis performed at outside laboratories, all aspects of death investigation are handled by the
coroners. The county does not benefit from the expertise of board certified forensic
pathologists in any of the other aforementioned areas of death investigation.
Lessons Learned
The experience in South Carolina is discomfiting to remember because of such a lost
opportunity to improve death investigation. If anything can be learned, it must begin with the
law. It is difficult to change a constitutional government and state legislation. Change must
begin with a change in state legislation as well as county legislation. To change to a county as
opposed to a state death investigation system is difficult when the state legislation still grants
powers to the elected coroner, a constitutional official, that supersede the medical examiner. A
coroner and medical examiner may work very well together, but will the next elected coroner
and appointed medical examiner? Therein lies a crucial flaw. Intraoffice discussion of all cases,
scene investigations, difficult issues, and business is needed. A contract or memorandum of
understanding with the coroner’s office should delineate crucial areas such as which cases are
autopsied, scene investigation duties, and consents for organ and tissue recovery. One contact
person should be appointed for the media and public to present a unified front. Medical
examiners must control the budget. The medical examiners, trained physicians with expertise in
the determination of cause and manner of death, are the best qualified for signing death
certificates. Medical examiners have extensive training and one area is the performance of the
autopsy, a medical procedure. Their findings are medical documentation and, though open to
scrutiny, should not be overruled by a coroner.

Conclusions
The uphill battle over many decades to create a medical examiner system in South Carolina was
repeatedly lost. When attempts failed, Charleston County settled for a dual system that, after
almost 30 years, was also a failure. It was hoped by proponents of a medical examiner system
that the dual system would prove the value of a medical examiner, and that the dual system
would eventually convert to a medical examiner system. In 2001, it was remarked, “The best
way to ensure professional investigation of deaths in South Carolina would be to impose a
statewide medical examiner system that could help coroners in their investigations and provide
needed public accountability as they do so” (13). Why do some dual systems work and others
do not? Why do most states that convert to medical examiner systems remain as medical
examiner systems? As we look across the United States, the trend to improve death
investigation is to convert to a better, scientifically and medically based system: the medical
examiner system. Most will agree that a better system requires investigation by pathologists
and offices with American Board of Pathology forensic pathology board-certification and the
National Association of Medical Examiners accreditation, respectively. Forensic pathology is a
branch of medicine performed by physicians and the autopsy, the major investigative tool used
in death investigation, is a medical procedure.
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Table 1: Time Table of Events Involving the Charleston County Medical Examiner, Coroner, and
the Death Investigation System
Time Period
1868
1955
1972
1997-1998
1998
2001

Event
By law, South Carolina coroners are elected for four-year terms, are residents of
South Carolina, and are registered voters
South Carolina Medical Society lobbies for a statewide medical examiner death
investigation system
A dual medical examiner/coroner death investigation system is created for
Charleston County
Charleston County Medical Examiner Commission is dissolved. County Council
pulls all funding from the medical examiners
After 16 years, the Chief Medical Examiner resigns. The Deputy Medical
Examiner is appointed as Chief Medical Examiner
The last Charleston County Medical Examiner resigns. The dual system reverts to
a coroner system
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Chicago, Illinois
History of the Office of the Medical Examiner of Cook County 1976-2016

Edmund R. Donoghue, MD
Retired Chief Medical Examiner of Cook County
May 2016
Prior to 1976, all 102 counties in Illinois had coroner systems, an office established by the
Illinois Constitution of 1870. The idea of eliminating the Office of the Coroner in Cook County
and establishing a medical examiner system had been talked about since at least the early
1930s. Because the Office of Coroner was a constitutional office, the abolition of the office
would require a constitutional amendment which would apply to all counties in the state. The
Illinois Coroner’s Association was very effective in lobbying against such an amendment.
At least two incidents did eventually bring about the demise of the coroner’s office in Cook
County. The first was the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Operation COINTELPRO, a program
aimed at discrediting and disrupting domestic political organizations. The FBI encouraged local
police departments to carry out raids on Black Panther homes with scant evidence of law
violations. In the early morning of December 4, 1969, Chicago police officers working as
investigators for the Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office executed a search warrant for illegal
weapons against the known Black Panther home at 2337 W. Monroe Street in Chicago. The raid
resulted in the killing of Black Panther chairman Fred Hampton and Panther member Mark
Clark.
An autopsy performed by the Cook County Coroner’s Office and a second autopsy performed
by an independent pathologist at the request of the Hampton family both failed to correctly
identify all of the gunshot wounds sustained by Fred Hampton. A third autopsy performed by
Charles Petty, MD, chief medical examiner of Dallas County, TX, at the request of the federal
government finally correctly identified all of the gunshot wounds. The outcry and litigation
involving Cook County as a result of the investigation of the Black Panther raid went on for
nearly 20 years and was one of the principal reasons that the Office of the Coroner was
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abolished and the Office of the Medical Examiner was established. The second reason was a
scandal concerning the employment of unlicensed pathologists by the coroner’s office.
In 1970, Illinois held a constitutional convention in which the “home rule” powers were
extended to any county with an elected chief executive. Under “home rule” any county office
could be created or eliminated and the term of office and manner of selection changed by
county-wide referendum. In the 1972, the Chicago League of Women Voters brought a
referendum to abolish the Office of Coroner in Cook County. The referendum was approved by
a 7 to 1 majority. The Office of the Coroner was abolished and the Office of the Medical
Examiner of Cook County was established December 6, 1976. The office is the only medical
examiner system in Illinois and covers half the population of the state.
The President of the Cook County Board of Commissioners with the advice and consent of the
Board of Commissioners appoints the medical examiner. The medical examiner must be a
physician licensed to practice medicine in Illinois and certified by the American Board of
Pathology in anatomic and forensic pathology. The medical examiner is charged under a Cook
County ordinance modeled on National Association of Medical Examiners accreditation
standards to investigate deaths that are sudden and unexpected, without medical attendance,
or due to violence. The office investigates all homicides, suicides, and accidents, as well as
numerous natural deaths. The office plays a vital role in the administration of justice and
protection of public health.
Cook County Board President George W. Dunne announced the
appointment of Robert J. Stein, M.D., as the Cook County’s first chief
medical examiner about a year before scheduled start of the medical
examiner system on December 6, 1976. Because the Office of the
Coroner was still functioning under the Andrew J. Toman, M.D., the
last coroner of Cook County, Dr. Stein had little opportunity to plan
the transition.
Just after midnight on December 6, 1976, the Office of the Medical
Examiner came into existence and took over the coroner’s scientific
laboratories at 1828 W. Polk Street, directly south of the old Cook
County Hospital and across the street from the University of Illinois College of Medicine. They
also took over the coroner’s administrative office in the downtown Civic Center where Dr.
Toman maintained his office. On the lower level of the Polk Street location were the autopsy
facilities, body refrigeration units, fluoroscopic unit, and a small office for the Chicago Police
Crime Lab and Missing Persons Units. On the first floor was the receiving desk. Three large
inquest rooms became the investigation section, medical records, and a large conference room.
Unique features on the first floor were a holding cell for prisoners who were attending
coroner’s inquests and an elevator to take bodies from the loading dock to the lower level. On
the second floor were the chief medical examiner’s office, pathologists’ offices, toxicology,
histology, photography, a dark room, and administrative offices. The chief medical examiner
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and department head, Dr. Stein, now had his office in the medical center rather than the
distant downtown Civic Center.
Assistant medical examiners with Dr. Stein at the inception of the office were Tae Lyong An,
MD, Lee F. Beamer, M.D., Eupil Choi, M.D., Jack Frost, M.D., Yuksel Konacki, M.D., and Helen C.
Young, M.D. Douglas Childress, the chief autopsy technician for the coroner’s office stayed on
in that position until his death in 2002. He was highly skilled and exceptionally efficient in
performing autopsies and willing to share his knowledge with physicians and fellows who cared
to learn. On July 1, 1977, Edmund R. Donoghue, M.D., was appointed deputy chief medical
examiner and co-director of residency training. Shaku Teas, M.D., became the first forensic
pathology fellow on the same day, and Mitra Kalelkar, M.D. began her fellowship, six months
later, on January 1, 1978. Robert H. Kirschner, M.D., was appointed as assistant medical
examiner on July 1, 1978.
With little time for planning, the office had to quickly innovate. It borrowed heavily from other
medical examiners offices in creating a first call sheet, investigative forms, body diagrams, and
the daily case ledger sheet. As time progressed a computerized system for storing death
certificate information was installed and balanced staffing of the autopsy service seven days a
week was instituted.
When a new medical examiner office starts or a new chief is appointed everyone wonders
whether they will survive. It wasn’t long before Dr. Stein and the new Cook County Medical
Examiner’s Office were challenged. On December 21, 1976, fifteen days after the inception of
the medical examiner system in Cook County, Mayor Richard J. Daley collapsed and was taken
to his cardiologist’s office at 900 N. Michigan Avenue in Chicago where he died. Because the
mayor was known to have heart disease and there was a physician willing to sign his death
certificate, the case was released by the medical examiner’s office. Although, Dr. Stein received
some criticism for this decision, it was probably the correct one for the fledging medical
examiner’s office.
On February 4, 1977, a Chicago Transit Authority elevated train rear-ended another train on the
northeast corner of the Loop at Wabash Avenue and Lake Street during the evening rush hour.
The collision forced the first four cars of the rear train off the elevated tracks and onto the
street below, killing 11 people and injuring over 180. On August 12, 1978, a delta wing British
Vulcan bomber with a crew of four, visiting for the Chicago Air and Water show, crashed in a
landfill just outside Naval Air Station Glenview.
On December 21, 1978, the Des Plaines Police Department served a search warrant on the
Norwood Park Township home of John Wayne Gacy at 8213 W. Summerdale Avenue and
discovered 26 bodies buried in the crawl space beneath the house. Three bodies were found
elsewhere on the property and the last four victims were disposed of in the Des Plaines River.
Dr. Stein worked with Cook County Sheriff’s Police for nearly a month excavating the cold and
damp crawl space beneath the Gacy home.
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On May 25, 1979, American Airlines Flight 191 dropped an engine on its take-off roll and
crashed next to a mobile home park in Elk Grove Township just north of O’Hare airport. The
office worked at O’Hare for nearly a month identifying the 273 victims while still carrying on
business as usual at the Polk Street office. Two visiting hospital residents, Daniel DelBoccio,
M.D., and Joanne Richmond, M.D., were given medical examiner badges by Dr. Stein and sent
to the airport. Both ended up being recruited as fellows in forensic pathology. Anthropologist
Clyde Snow worked for the Federal Aviation Administration at the time. He later became the
office’s forensic anthropology consultant and worked with Dr. Stein on the Gacy cases. Drs.
John P. Kenney, Lowell Levine, and Stephen Smith were among the dentists who worked on
identifying the victims. Dr. Kenney later became a consultant for the office as did Cook County
Hospital radiologist John J. Fitzpatrick, MD.
Within two years of its inception, the Office the Medical Examiner attained accreditation by the
National Association of Medical Examiners and approval of its residency training program in
forensic pathology by the Accrediting Council on Graduate Medical Education (see Appendix 1).
The residency training program came to be essential for the survival of the office. The office
found it difficult to recruit staff forensic pathologists from outside of Illinois and viewed forensic
pathology fellows as potential future employees. This turned out to be beneficial for both the
office and the fellow.
In 1979, the Cook County Board authorized the construction of a new facility for the medical
examiner. Ground was broken in August 1979, at a 2121 W. Harrison Street in the Illinois
Medical District directly across the street from the headquarters of the American Society of
Clinical Pathologists. The building took four years to complete and the Office of the Medical
Examiner moved in 1983. The building gave the office a state of the art facility with 100,000
square feet of space. The autopsy facilities including radiology, the receiving desk,
photography, investigation and administration offices, police offices, and a comfortable and
attractive public lobby were all located on the first floor. The chief medical examiner’s office,
pathologists’ offices, library, toxicology and histology laboratories, and a large storage area
were located on the second floor. A large multipurpose conference room seating more than
100 people was located on the lower level as well an additional large storage area. Building
systems occupied a portion of the lower level and the entire third floor. The construction of
this building was overseen by Roy J. Dames, the office’s administrative assistant. He attended
building meetings with the engineers and architects and caught many construction errors
before they occurred.
In the early morning hours of March 14, 1981, a fire broke out in the laundry room of the Royal
Beach Hotel at 5523 N. Kenmore in Chicago. The building was an apartment-hotel (SRO) with
many long term residents who were in drug and alcohol rehabilitation programs and had little
contact with their family members. The office worked with police, a forensic radiologist, and
forensic odontologists to identify the 19 fire victims, 13 of whom were badly burned.
On September 29, 1982, Barry Lifschultz, M.D. and Dr. Donoghue became involved in the
Tylenol-Cyanide poisoning cases in which seven persons in Cook and DuPage counties died.
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Drs. Donoghue and Lifschultz suggested to the police and emergency room personnel that
because of the rapidity of the deaths cyanide was the likely agent. The paramedics and public
health nurse involved in the deaths suggested that the vehicle might be the Tylenol present at
the death scenes and brought the containers to Medical Examiner Investigator Nick Pishos at
the hospital in Arlington Heights. Dr. Donoghue asked the investigator to smell the contents of
the container and the investigator replied that he could smell cyanide. Investigator Pishos then
brought the containers to the medical examiner’s office and Michael Schaeffer, Ph.D., chief
toxicologist, was requested to come to the office in the middle of the night and analyze the
capsules. By the early the next morning, Dr. Schaeffer found lethal quantities of cyanide in the
suspect capsules. Since, Dr. Stein was out of town, it fell to Dr. Donoghue and Executive Officer
Roy Dames to schedule a press conference and inform the world that Tylenol had been
contaminated with cyanide.
During his time with the office, Dr. Robert Kirschner gained renowned as an expert in human
rights violations, police brutality, torture, and child abuse and was an outspoken opponent of
the death penalty. Dr. Kirschner was promoted to deputy chief medical examiner in 1987. At
the beginning of 1995, Dr. Kirschner retired from the office to devote his time to international
human rights pathology. Eupil Choi, MD, was promoted deputy chief medical examiner
following Dr. Kirschner’s retirement. In 2001, Dr. Kirschner received the American Academy of
Forensic Sciences Pathology/Biology Section’s Milton Helpern Award.
On November 25, 1987, Harold Washington, Chicago’s first black mayor, collapsed in his city
hall office in the presence of press secretary Alton Miller. Paramedics called to the mayor’s
office attempted unsuccessfully to revive him and transported the mayor to Northwestern
Memorial Hospital where he was worked on before being pronounced dead. The case was
reported to the Office of the Medical Examiner and because there was no physician to sign the
death certificate, the body was ordered to the medical examiner’s office for examination. Dr.
Stein planned to examine the mayor’s body the following morning which was Thanksgiving Day.
Both Dr. Donoghue and Executive Officer Roy Dames suggested to Dr. Stein that it might be
better to examine the mayor immediately and release the body to the funeral home that
evening. Dr. Stein performed the autopsy that evening and immediately did a press conference
revealing that Mayor Washington had died of coronary artery thrombosis due to coronary
atherosclerosis with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy as a significant contributing condition.
Straightaway rumors began that the mayor had been poisoned or died of cocaine intoxication.
When toxicology testing was completed, the only drug in the mayor’s blood was lidocaine
which was administered during his attempted resuscitation.
On January 8, 1993, a mass murder occurred at the Brown's Chicken restaurant in Palatine,
Illinois, when two assailants robbed the restaurant and then proceeded to murder seven
employees. Drs. Donoghue and Kalelkar performed the autopsies finding that all seven victims
died of gunshot wounds and one victim’s throat was cut. The case went unsolved for nine
years, until a girlfriend implicated one of the assailants.
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In the early morning hours of March 16, 1993, a fire occurred at the Paxton Hotel at 1432 N.
LaSalle Street in Chicago, an apartment-hotel (SRO). The fire burned for hours and the building
collapsed with many victims still inside. The building was unsafe to enter following the fire and
had to be demolished. Medical examiner personnel examined the spoils both at the scene and
at a City of Chicago sanitation facility looking for the victims. Twenty one persons died in the
fire. The identification operation was made more challenging because of uncertainty about
who was in the building at the time of the fire and difficulty in locating victim relatives.
On April 1, 1993, Dr. Stein who had been in poor health retired and Dr. Donoghue was
appointed chief medical examiner in July after a nationwide search. Shortly afterward, Mitra
Kalelkar, MD, was promoted to deputy chief medical examiner. In July 1995, Dr. Donoghue and
the office were challenged in the form of heat wave that killed more than 800 persons. The
office was astounded when Chicago’s Mayor Richard M. Daley suggested that the number of
heat deaths was being exaggerated. Office personnel were in a bit of dilemma because they
were confident that they were right but understood that they could not confront the mayor
directly. Dr. Donoghue acknowledged the mayor of Chicago’s authority to ask questions about
the determination of heat related deaths. He also asserted that the office was confident of the
figures, welcomed a review, and was sure that it would be upheld. At a critical press
conference during the heat wave, Dr. Donoghue shared heat death mortality figures from
Kenosha, Racine, and Milwaukee counties supplied Jeffrey Jentzen, MD, chief medical examiner
of Milwaukee County, indicating that Wisconsin was having a similar or greater problem with
heat deaths. The incident has been written about in a very interesting book entitled “Heat
Wave: A Social Autopsy of Disaster in Chicago,” by sociologist Eric Klinenberg.
On October 31, 1994, during a severe rain storm American Eagle Flight 4184 from Indianapolis
to Chicago flew into severe icing conditions, lost control, and crashed into a soybean field in
Roselawn, IN. All 68 people aboard were killed in the high speed impact. Scott A. Wagner, MD,
a forensic pathologist from Fort Wayne, IN, who was working on the crash contacted Dr.
Donoghue and requested the assistance of the Cook County Medical Examiner’s Office. Drs.
Tae Lyong An, Thamrong Chira, Eupil Choi, Lawrence Cogan, Edmund Donoghue, James Filkins,
Mitra Kalelkar, Cynthia Porterfield, Adrienne Segovia, and Lary Sims along with pathologists and
anthropologists from the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology worked at the Indiana National
Guard Armory at Remington, IN, to identify the badly fragmented but unburned remains.
Executive Officer Roy Dames, Chief Investigator Patrick Angelo, and Investigator Sharon
O’Connor also ably assisted in this mission.
On November 19, 1996, the United Express Flight 5925 a Beechcraft 1900 turboprop collided on
landing at Quincy, IL, with a private Beechcraft King Air, that was taking off from an intersecting
runway. All occupants of both planes, twelve on board the 1900 and two on board the King Air,
died. The Coroner of Adams County requested the assistance of the Cook County Medical
Examiner’s Office in identifying the victims. Drs. J. Scott Denton, Edmund Donoghue, Aldo
Fusaro, and Mitra Kalelkar worked with Armed Forces Institute of Pathology pathologists in
examining the bodies. Executive Officer Roy Dames assisted the coroner with administrative
and logistical details.
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Chicago was fortunate in not having to handle a large numbers of celebrity deaths, but a least
two did occur. On December 18, 1997, comedian Chris Farley died is his apartment in the John
Hancock Building in Chicago. Dr. Edmund Donoghue performed the autopsy and determined
that Chris Farley died of cocaine and morphine intoxication with coronary atherosclerosis as a
significant contributing condition. On June 22, 2002, St. Louis Cardinal pitcher Darryl Kile was
found dead in his room at the Westin Hotel in Chicago when he failed to appear at practice for
a game with the Chicago Cubs at Wrigley Field. Dr. Donoghue performed the autopsy and
found that Kile’s heart was enlarged and that he had 80-90% occlusions of both the left anterior
descending and right coronary arteries. No press conferences were held in these cases and the
causes of death were revealed by press releases to media.
On March 15, 1999, an Amtrak train, the City of New Orleans, hit a semi-truck loaded with steel
that was blocking a grade crossing in Bourbonnais, IL, killing eleven passengers aboard the train.
The Coroner of Kankakee County and Cook County Medical Office alumnus Dr. Brian Mitchell
requested assistance from the Cook County Medical Examiner’s Office. Executive Officer Roy
Dames along with Drs. J. Scott Denton, Edmund R. Donoghue, and Aldo Fusaro assisted
Kankakee authorities in processing the victims.
On February 17, 2003, the first day of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences annual
meeting in Chicago, a stampede occurred when a security guard used pepper spray to break up
a fight at the E2 nightclub located at 2347 S. Michigan Avenue, killing 21 persons. This incident
was less complicated than most mass fatalities because the bodies were intact with personal
effects in place. The office identified and autopsied all 21 victims in a single day.
On a beautiful summer night, June 29, 2003, a third floor porch behind an apartment building
at 713 W. Wrightwood Avenue in the Lincoln Park neighborhood of Chicago collapsed under the
weight of an estimated 114 people, killing 13 and injuring more than 50. The fatalities were
processed over two days by the Office of the Medical Examiner.
In 1955, Emmett Louis Till, a 14-year-old black youth from Chicago, was kidnapped and lynched
in Mississippi for whistling at a white woman. The body was returned to Chicago and displayed
in a glass covered casket through which thousands people viewed Till’s decomposed and
mutilated remains. At the time of his death no autopsy was performed in Mississippi and no
attempt was made to identify Till by scientific means. In September 1955, Roy Bryant and J.W.
Milam were tried and acquitted of Till’s kidnapping and murder. In 2004, the United States
Justice Department and Federal Bureau of Investigation reopened the investigation of Till’s
death. On June 1, 2005, the body of Emmett Till was exhumed from Burr Oak Cemetery in
Alsip, IL, and transported to the Office of the Medical Examiner of Cook County. X-rays of the
body were taken and reviewed by John J. Fitzpatrick, MD, of the Cook County Hospital. Next,
Sanford Block, DDS, forensic odontology consultant, examined the mouth and teeth. The body
was then transported to Cook County Hospital for computerized tomography examination and
subsequently returned to the medical examiner office. On June 2, 2005, Drs. J. Scott Denton
and Edmund R. Donoghue assisted by Smithson Institution Forensic Anthropologist Douglas
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Ubelaker, Ph.D., autopsied the body of Emmett Till. The body was mummified and in a fairly
good state of preservation. The cause of death was a gunshot wound of the head. Other Cook
County Medical Examiner personnel participating in the exhumation included Leroy Martin,
Chief Investigator; Christopher J. Morris, Executive Officer; Maurice Carlton, Business Manager;
Katherine P. Krupela, Chief Photographer; Sherry L. Davis, Photographer; and Cecili Tomilson,
Autopsy Technician.
On December 31, 2005, Dr. Eupil Choi retired and Dr. J. Scott Denton was promoted to deputy
chief medical examiner. Dr. Denton also became co-director of residency training in forensic
pathology.
In the fall of 2006, after four years of repetitive 5% budget cuts, Dr. Donoghue was informed
that he would have to cut his 2007 budget by 17%. He realized that a cut of this size would
leave the office without the resources needed to perform its duties. Dr. Donoghue retired on
December 31, 2006, and took a job with the Georgia Bureau of Investigation in Savannah, GA.
Dr. Robert Stein served as president of the National Association of Medical Examiners in 19831984. He was selected for the Milton Helpern Award of the American Academy of Forensic
Sciences Pathology/Biology section in 1995. Although Dr. Stein was alive at the time the award
was announced, he died before he could receive it. In 1999, Dr. Edmund Donoghue served as
the president of the National Association of Medical Examiners and presided over the annual
meeting in Minneapolis, MN. In 2001-2002, he served as president of the Chicago Medical
Society and was the president of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences in 2005-2006. Dr.
Donoghue received the Milton Helpern Award of the Academy of Forensic Science
Pathology/Biology section in 2008.
In 2007, Dr. Nancy L. Jones was selected to be chief medical examiner following Dr. Donoghue’s
retirement. Dr. Jones was plagued with continued budget cuts and reduced staffing that
created backlogs in the disposition of unclaimed bodies and completion of pending death
certificates. The number of forensic pathologists declined from 14 to six.
In February 2012, the office received unwanted publicity when photographs of the body cooler
were leaked to the media. These photographs depicted bodies that were piled on the floor.
This tragedy was largely result of the loss of state funding for burial of indigent remains as well
as a lack of local support and funding for the office. This event was followed by an Illinois
Department of Labor inspection which identified over 20 safety violations. In June 2012, after
five year as chief medical examiner, Dr. Jones retired.
Following the Dr. Jones retirement, Dr. Stephen Cina was appointed as chief medical examiner
for Cook County in September 2012. At that time, Cook County had committed to adequately
fund the office and increase staffing. Shortly after Dr. Cina’s appointment, Dr. Ponni
Arunkumar was promoted to deputy chief medical examiner. Many of the safety violations had
been corrected by that time and the remainder were abated by January 2013. The office hired
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a permanent safety officer later that year to ensure that the workplace remained safe and
compliant with state, local, and federal regulations.
The office spent 2013 reviewing and rewriting all policies and procedures with the goal of
obtaining National Association of Medical Examiners accreditation in 2014, its accreditation
having been lost in 2011. Staffing, which had reached a low in 2012 of 76 employees, including
six forensic pathologists and one fellow, began to increase, with 125 employees budgeted for
2014. Designs were drafted for a new, state-of-the-art, $1.1 million cooler with an automated
body lift which became a reality in January 2014. One month later the office regained
provisional accreditation with National Association of Medical Examiners. In August 2014,
voluminous log books were replaced with a cloud-based case management system. The office
was now in the 21st century.
By 2016, the office had obtained full accreditation from the National Association of Medical
Examiners, resulting in a press conference at which NAME President David Fowler gave an
address. The office is now funded for 15 forensic pathologists and three fellows, with all
vacancies expected to fill by July 2016. It is hoped that the mistakes of the past, including
progressive budget cuts, will not repeat themselves; for the time being, the office is once again
a great place to work and train.
Appendix 1.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Cook County Medical Examiner
Fellows in Forensic Pathology
Shaku Teas, MD
Mitra B. Kalelkar, MD
Daniel P. DelBoccio, MD
Joanne M. Richmond, MD
H. Wayne Carver, MD
Barry D. Lifschultz, MD
William J. Moffett, MD
Hans Dolz, MD
Hugo Romeu, MD
Diane M. Scala-Barnett, MD
Michael J. Chambliss, MD
Nancy L. Jones, MD
Mary I. Jumbelic, MD
Margarita Arruza, MD
Ethel S. Dijamco, MD
Thamrong Chira, MD
Cynthia M. Porterfield, MD
Lary Sims, MD
James Filkins, MD
Adrienne Segovia, MD

Years
1977-1978
1978-1979
1980-1981
1980-1981
1980-1982
1981-1982
1982-1983
1983-1984
1983-1984
1985-1986
1985-1986
1986-1987
1987-1988
1988-1989
1990-1991
1992
1993-1994
1993-1994
1994-1995
1994-1995
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Brian R. Mitchell, MD
Mary T. Uckerman, MD
J. Scott Denton, MD
Aldo J. Fusaro, MD
Donna M. Skinker Hunsaker, MD
Matthew L. Areford, MD
Darinka Mileusnic, MD
Rexene R. Worrell, MD
Clare H. Cunliffe, MD
Kendall V. Crowns, MD
Tasha L. Zemrus, MD
Ronald J. Knoblock, MD
Ponni Arunkumar, MD
Valerie Arangelovich, MD
Michel Humilier, MD
Wendy Lavezzi, MD
Michelle A. Jorden, MD
Tera Jones, MD
John Ralston, MD
Hisham Hashish, MD
Hilary McElligott, MD
Steve White, MD
Dawn Bradley Holmes, MD
Marta Helenowski, MD
Tonya Townsend, MD
Latanja Watkins, MD
Jon Gates, MD
M. Galicia, MD
Mathew Fox, MD
Stephanie Powers, MD

1995-1996
1995-1996
1996-1997
1996-1997
1997-1998
1998-1999
1998-1999
1999-2001
2000-2001
2000-2002
2001-2002
2002-2003
2003-2004
2004-2006
2004-2006
2004-2005
2005-2006
2006-2007
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2011-2012
2011-2012
2012-2013
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2014-2015
2015-2016
2015-2016
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Steve Cina, MD
March 2016
In February 2012, the Office received unwanted publicity when photos of the cooler were
leaked to the media. These photos depicted bodies that were piled on the floor. This tragedy
was largely result of the loss of state funding for burial of indigent remains as well as a lack of
local support and funding for the Office. This was followed by an inspection by the Illinois
Department of Labor which identified over 20 safety violations.
Following the retirement of Dr. Nancy Jones, Dr. Stephen Cina took over as Chief Medical
Examiner for Cook County in September of 2012. At that time, the County had committed to
adequately fund the Office and increase staffing. Many of the safety violations had been
corrected by that time and the remainder were abated by January 2013. The Office hired a
permanent Safety Officer later that year to ensure that the workplace remained safe and
compliant with state, local, and federal regulations.
The Office spent 2013 reviewing and rewriting all policies and procedures with the goal of
obtaining NAME accreditation in 2014, its accreditation having been lost in 2011. Staffing,
which had reached a low in 2012 of 76 employees (including 6 forensic pathologists and 1
fellow) began to increase, with 125 employees budgeted for 2014. Designs were drafted for a
new, state-of-the-art, $1.1 million cooler with an automated body lift which became a reality in
January of 2014. One month later the Office regained Provisional Accreditation with NAME. In
August 2014, voluminous log books were replaced with a Cloud-based case management
system. The Office was now in the 21st century.
By 2016, the Office had obtained Full Accreditation from NAME, resulting in a press conference
at which NAME President David Fowler gave an address. The Office is now funded for 15
forensic pathologists and three fellows, with all vacancies expected to fill by July 2016. It is our
hope that the mistakes of the past, including progressive budget cuts, will not repeat
themselves; for the time being, the Office is a great place to work and train.
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Connecticut
The History of the Office of Chief Medical Examiner of the State of Connecticut

James Gill, MD
September 2015
The medicolegal investigation of death in Connecticut was first documented in 1662. It
involved a suspected death due to witchcraft.
Although the Salem Witch Trials are more famous, New England’s first “witch” execution
occurred in Connecticut when Alice Young was hanged in 1647 (the Salem trials occurred 45
years later in 1692). Over the next 50 years, ten more suspected witches would be executed in
Connecticut. During 1662, nine people were tried for witchcraft (a capital offense).
The Blue Laws of the Colony of Connecticut refer to the 1650 orders of the Connecticut General
Court and later the Code of Laws of the Colony of New Haven enacted in 1655. These were
enacted by the Puritans to control morality. Some believe the Blue Laws got their name
because they were printed on blue paper. Others believe that the word “Blue” came from its
use to denote a rigidly moral position.
The original Connecticut Blue Laws stipulated the death penalty for witchcraft: If any man or
woman be a Witch that is hath or "consulteth" with a familiar spirit they shall be put to death.
It was in this social context that the first recorded medicolegal autopsy in Connecticut occurred
in 1662. The General Court in Hartford ordered an autopsy on 8 year-old Elizabeth Kelly who
had died from suspected witchcraft performed by Goody Ayres.
Bryan Rossiter of Guilford Connecticut and founder of the Windsor colony was called to
perform the autopsy. His medical training is unknown but he was granted permission to act as
a physician. The first medical school in America (actually the 13 colonies) was founded in
Philadelphia in 1765 (over 100 years later). He performed the autopsy five days postmortem at
the graveside. He made the following report:
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“Upon the opening of John Kelly’s child at the grave I observed:
1. The whole body, the muscular parts, nerves and joints were all pliable without stiffness
or contraction, the gullet only excepted. Experience of dead bodies renders such
symptoms unusual.
2. From the costall ribs to the bottom of the belly in the whole latitude of the womb, both
the scarf skin and the whole skin with the enveloping or covering flesh had a deep blue
tincture, when the inward part thereof was fresh, and the bowels under it in true order,
without any discoverable pecaney to cause such an effort or symptom.
3. No quantity or appearance of blood was in either venter or cavity as belly or breast, but
in the throat only at the very swallow where was a large quantity as that part could well
contain, both fresh and fluid no way congealed or clodded as it comes from a vein
opened, that I stroked it out with my finger as water.
4. There was the appearance of pure fresh blood in the backside of the arm, affecting the
skin as blood itself, without bruising or congealing.
5. The bladder of gall was all broken and curded, without any tincture in the adjacent
parts.
6. The gullet or swallow was contracted like a hard fish bone that hardly a large pease
could be forced through (“The First Postmortem Recorded in the Country.” JAMA
21:661-662. October 28, 1893).
Although the autopsy of Elizabeth Kelly occurred in 1662, the General Court of the Colony of
Connecticut adopted a Code of Laws in 1650 for investigations into accidental and violent
deaths. The provision included "that whensoever any person shall come to any very sudden,
untimely, or unnatural death, some Magistrate or the Constable of the Towne shall forthwith
summon a Jury of Jury of sixe or twelve discreet men to inquire of the cause and manner of
theire death." Medicolegal death investigation in Connecticut developed slowly into a coroner
system over the next two centuries. In May 1883, an "Act Concerning Coroners" was approved
by the Connecticut Senate and General Assembly [Chapter CXVIII]. It provided the following
(condensed):
1. The judges of the superior court at their annual meeting shall appoint for each county
for a term of 3 years, upon the recommendation of the state's attorney for such county,
a coroner who will be an attorney residing in the county, familiar with "criminal practice
and medical jurisprudence".
2. Every coroner must give bonds with surety of $3000 to the State, conditioned for the
faithful performance of all the duties of said office.
3. The coroner shall appoint for each town an "able and discreet" person, learned in
medical science, to be medical examiner (also bonded with surety to the coroner for
$1000). They will hold the office at the pleasure of the coroner.
4. When any person shall come to "sudden, violent, or untimely death," and when any
person shall be found dead, the manner of whose death is not known, anyone who is
aware of such death shall forthwith report the same to the medical examiner for the
town in which the dead body lies, who shall pay the person first reporting such death
fifty cents, and who shall without delay repair to view and take charge of the dead body.
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5. Whenever after such view, the medical examiner shall be satisfied that the death was
not caused by a "criminal act, omission, or carelessness of another or others," he shall
make out and sign a certificate of death and leave with the town's registrar of births,
marriages, and deaths.
6. Whenever a medical examiner shall see reason to suspect that the person whose body
he has viewed came to his her death by the criminal act, omission, or carelessness of
another or others, he shall as speedily as possible by telephone (the first commercial
telephone exchange in the world was started in New Haven, Connecticut with 21
subscribers in 1878), telegraph, or otherwise, notify the coroner. The coroner will then
proceed to view and take charge of the body, and make all proper inquiry regarding the
cause and manner of death.
7. If the coroner has reason to suspect that the death was caused by criminal act,
omission, or carelessness of another, he may cause an examination or autopsy to be
made of the body by the medical examiner or by some other competent surgeon or
physician, who shall write every fact and circumstance found by such examination or
autopsy which tends to show the identity or condition of such dead body and the time,
manner, and cause of such death.
8. Should the coroner deem it necessary, he may by warrant cause a jury of 6 judicious
men to be summoned to assist him in his investigation. For the purpose of securing
evidence, the coroner may enter any and all places in his county; shall have the power
to compel testimony; and shall have the power to cause any person whom he has good
reason to suspect of having criminally caused the death to be arrested and committed
to the county jail.
9. If it is necessary to have a chemical or microscopic analysis, or other scientific
investigation, for the purposes of ascertaining the cause of death, he shall report it to
the state's attorney who may order such analysis which will be paid by the state.
10. The coroner fees are: $15 for each day necessarily employed and 40 cents for each legal
page of records and copies necessarily made after the termination of an inquest.
11. If a coroner has notice that a person has been "dangerously wounded or injured by
criminal act, omission, or carelessness of another or others, and who is likely to die from
such wounds" he shall take statement of such person concerning the manner and the
person by whom such injuries were inflicted.
12. In coroner cases, the medical examiner shall take and deliver to the coroner all the
property found upon or near the deceased person, or which in his judgment will aid in
the investigation of death. Whenever the deceased person shall not have left property
to defray the expenses of burial, then the same shall be paid by said town.
The 1950 Public Health Statutes of Connecticut detailed the fees paid coroners. These
included:
• $5 Recovery: "to bring to land a dead body of a person found in any of the waters"
• $10 External Examination
• $30 Autopsy
• $.50 To the first person to report a sudden, violent, or untimely death to the medical
examiner
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It also described provisions for bodies to be used for anatomical purposes. Any person in
control of an unclaimed body shall immediately notify the relatives, if known, and if unclaimed
shall within 24 hours give notice to the department of medicine of Yale University, and "upon
the expiration of 48 hours after death, or after such body shall have come into his control, shall
deliver such body to said department."
In May 1968, Connecticut State Senator Jay Jackson, proposed to eliminate the coroner system
in Connecticut and replace it with a Commission on Medicolegal Investigation (COMLI), headed
by a Chief Medical Examiner (Hartford Courant, May 22, 1968). During discussion of the OCME
bill, Senator Jackson stated the following:
"…it abolishes the present coroner system as we know it in the state of Connecticut. It
abolishes the coroner's inquest and replaces it with a chief medical examiner who is of
necessity a qualified pathologist."
He continued:
"The extent of the investigation made, in each case, will depend upon the nature of the
circumstances involved. However, unlike the present system, the Chief Medical Examiner
will not make a finding that a specific individual is or is not criminally responsible for any
death. I feel that in death cases just as in other cases that claim criminal conduct, such a
determination of criminal responsibility should be made only by a proper constituted court
after full protection of the rights of the parties."
In 1970, Connecticut established the Commission on Medicolegal Investigations (Public Act 69699) and in 1971 the Office of Chief Medical Examiner (OCME). The agency operated under the
authority of Connecticut General Statutes 19a-400 et seq. The OCME was placed under the
control of the Commission on Medicolegal Investigations. The Commission, composed of nine
members, are appointed by the Governor of the State of Connecticut. The Commissioners each
represent various groups and include the following (see Table 1):
• Commissioner of the Department of Public Health (Ex Officio member)
• Professor of Law (2)
• Professor of Pathology (2)
• A representative of the American Bar Association
• A representative from the American Medical Association
• Two members of the general public
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Table 1. Chairs of the Commission on Medicolegal Investigation
Name
Irwin H. Lepow, MD, Ph.D

Years of Service
1969-1971

Thomas L. Archibald, LL.B

1971-1972

Henry S. Gaucher, JD

1972-1982

Douglas S. Lloyd, MD, MPH

1982-1987

Steve E. Downing, MD

1987-2006

Todd Fernow, JD

2006-present

The COMLI had its first meeting on November 7, 1969. They agreed to start a search for a chief
medical examiner offering an annual salary of $35,000 and voted to have the Office located at
the University of Connecticut School of Medicine. They considered an additional office at Yale
University School of Medicine. They decided to invite forensic pathologists to Connecticut to
provide advice to the COMLI.
At the November 24, 1969, Dr. Milton Helpern, the Chief Medical Examiner of New York City
attended the meeting. He made the following comments recorded in the meeting's minutes:
Doctor Helpern offered congratulations on the passage of Public Act 699 saying that
Connecticut, because of its size, was ideal for this type of program.
Doctor Helpern commented: You need good people for this job. If a medical examiner makes
a mistake it can have a serious impact on many people. An organization is one thing but
unless you have people who have the interest to do it and sensitivity to what is involved, it
will not work. This is not merely an autopsy program. Autopsy work is the ultimate
performance but the preliminary work is just as important. Of all the deaths in New York,
one-third are reported to us initially. About one-fourth of these cases would really come up
for investigation. Of that number, as long as they are looked into carefully, many can be
disposed of without an autopsy. The difficulty in non-medical people evaluating this is that
you have agency problems on annual reports of how many cases are reported, autopsies,
and how many suicides and homicides. This is fine when you get through but you never
know at the beginning so you have to comb through a lot of material where a case may
appear suspicious.
Budget directors in our town will make an official remark at a luncheon, asking if we aren't
doing too many autopsies. You don't begin to discover all significant cases unless you have
wide coverage. You miss a lot of things if you do not properly screen. If an unattended
person is found dead you should ask for an autopsy. As a general rule people who are found
dead without a history of illness and other possibilities are to be considered an autopsy
should be done.
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Doctor Foote:

How about [autopsies for] sudden infant deaths?

Doctor Helpern: All should be done unless the family objects strongly for religious reasons,
etc. But even there, the doctor in charge has to handle the situation tactfully and do what
he feels is needed. The medical examiner has terrific responsibility in some situations where
there is going to be a little objection. It is up to him to explain why he is doing it. All you
have to do is see what happened in Massachusetts [Chappaquiddick Island, Massachusetts
on July 1969, Mary Jo Kopechne car crash with Senator Kennedy] you had a medical
examiner who had the authority to do it and yet did not and I think that Mr. Kennedy was
destroyed by his not doing it. No one doubts that the girl drowned but in a case like that an
autopsy should have been done.
Doctor Lepow: For the kind of projected load that we just talked about what sort of staff do
you think would be required?
Doctor Helpern: My staff has too much to do, so much that today we are doing yesterday's
unfinished load. I would say I would like you to have a system where a man doesn't have to
do more than a case a day, 250 a year should be sufficient. But I would say a man who
works out one case a day does very well. You would need at least six or seven pathologists
with a staff of eight people. You would need at least eight other medical investigators to
make the preliminary screening of cases.
Doctor Helpern suggested the chief medical examiner salary should be $35,000 to $40,000.
In May of 1970 the COMLI started searching for candidates for the Chief Medical Examiner
position. Dr. James Luke was considered for the position. He insisted that the "Office of
Medical Examiner" should be an integral part of the University. The COMLI believed that this
was not legally realizable based on the statute and the charge of the Commission. Dr. Luke
withdrew his name from consideration. Dr. Elliot Gross also was a candidate and ultimately
accepted the appointment. Dr. John Kriz (a pathologist at McCook Hospital in Hartford where
the autopsies were being performed) was the acting chief from July 1, 1970 until Dr. Gross
started.
In December of 1970, Dr. Gross reported that 2,882 deaths and 240 autopsies were done in the
first 5 months of the Office. Dr. Lepow "estimated that there would be about 8,000 cases and
between 2,000 and 2,500 autopsies and felt that the 24 hour coverage, when Dr. Gross is
located in the trailers, will give a better picture of the situation."
Dr. Elliot Gross left Connecticut in 1979 to become the Chief Medical Examiner of New York
City. He was succeeded by Dr. Catherine Galvin who served until 1986. It was under Dr.
Galvin's leadership that the Office applied for NAME accreditation in August 1985. Dr. Galvin
stepped down in March 1986 after complaints of delays for autopsy results and a former
employee in the medical examiner's office told the state police that dogs were allowed in the
autopsy room. Dr. H. Wayne Carver II became the acting Chief Medical Examiner until a new
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Chief was appointed. In September 1986, the COMLI reported that 35 applications had been
received for the Chief Medical examiner position. Dr. James Luke was appointed Chief in 1987.
During his time, he worked on creating information-sharing relationships with the CDC and
implemented a new case manager computer system. Dr. Luke was succeeded by Dr. Carver in
1989 who remained chief for the next 24 years (see Table 2). During this time, the OCME
changed from using local physicians as regional medical examiners to employ full time OCME
investigators to assist with investigations including scene examinations.
The facilities for medicolegal death investigation were centralized to the University of
Connecticut Health Center in Farmington in 1973. Prior to that autopsies were done at McCook
Hospital in Hartford and/or local hospitals. Initially, the work was done in trailers and Quonset
huts on the campus. A new building was completed in 1987 and it included toxicology and
histology laboratories. This is the current facility of the OCME.
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Table 2. Connecticut Chief Medical Examiners
Name
Elliot M. Gross, M.D.

Years of Service
1971-1979

Catherine A. Galvin, M.D.

1979-1986

H. Wayne Carver, II, M.D.

1986-1987

James L. Luke, M.D.

1987-1989

H. Wayne Carver, II, M.D.

1989-2013

James R. Gill, M.D.

2013-present

Table 3. Medical Examiners
Name
Elliot M. Gross
Catherine A. Galvin
H. Wayne Carver, II
Malka Shah
Arkady Katznelson
Edward McDonough
Ira Kanfer
James L. Luke
Kurt Nolte
Thomas Gilchrist
Susan Williams
Frank Evangelista
Thomas Gilson
James Gill
Maura DeJoseph
Gregory Vincent
Angela McGuire

Years of Service
1971-1979
1977-1986
1982-2014
1981-2008
1983-2004
1986-2009
1986-2015
1987-1989
1988-1990
1990-2003
2004-present
2004-present
2010-2011
2013-present
2014-present
2015-present
2015-present
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Table 4. 1971-1988 Part Time Medical Examiners
Celedonio M. Asuncion
Martin M. Berman
Frank Braza
Edward S. Breakell
Thierry J. Hufnagel
Leslie S. Kish
David J. Krugman
Moses K. Lieberman
David M. Lowell
Ronald M. Maenza
Jon S. Morrow
Dennis G. O'Neill
Gary R. Pasternak
Jeffrey Sussman
Dean F. Uphoff

Image 1: Dr. Katznelson in the original OCME office.
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Image 2: Breaking ground for the new OCME building July 1985 (from left: Dr. Shah, Dr. Katznelson,
Dr. Carver, Dr. Pinder (toxicologist), and Dr. Galvin)
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Dallas, Texas
History of the Southwestern Institute of Forensic Sciences

Joni L. McClain, MD
August 2012

History of the Southwestern Institute of Forensic Sciences
In Texas there are no coroners. The duties and responsibilities of the coroner’s office are
delegated to the justices of the peace. The justices derive their death investigation powers
from the portion of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure loosely designated as the “Inquest
Law.” This segment of the code is old and was originally intended to provide for the detection
of homicide. It has been modified many times and in the process has been extended so as to
include the authority of the justice to investigate suicidal deaths, deaths due to accident and
other deaths.
In the late 1940’s and early 1950s a coalition of physicians (both pathologists and others),
attorneys, and others pushed for legislative action to permit heavily populated counties to
establish positions for appointed medical examiners. These were to be physicians skilled in
autopsies, that is, pathologists. The so-called Baker Bill was proposed at the 1955 session of
the Texas legislature and was enacted into law. The new law provided that counties with a
population of more than 250,000 could establish a medical examiner system. If such a county
had within its boundaries a medical school then that facility would suffice. In 1965 the Code of
Criminal Procedure was changed to mandate that counties with a population of more than
500,000 establish a medical examiner’s office.
Dallas County adopted the law in 1969. Dallas County was unique in that the criminal
investigation laboratory, the medical examiner, and the toxicology department were combined
in the new facility and placed under the director. The director of the Institute is the Chief
Medical Examiner. The new combined facility was named the Southwestern Institute of
Forensic Sciences.

Southwestern Institute of Forensic Sciences, Dallas, TX
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The Kennedy Assassination
On November 22, 1963, President John F. Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, TX. At that time,
Dallas was still under the Justice of the Peace system. The justice had the authority to conduct
the autopsy in Dallas. Due to the media attention, he attempted to call the District Attorney.
The phones had been commandeered by the Secret Service and FBI and the justice was not able
to reach the district attorney.
Dr. Earl Rose, the forensic pathologist who performed the medicolegal autopsies authorized by
the Justice of the Peace, was a relative newcomer to Dallas. He had been on the Southwestern
Medical School faculty less than 6 months. Dr. Rose exhorted the Justice of the Peace and the
President’s staff to have the autopsy performed in Dallas. The body and the entourage left the
emergency room at Parkland hospital and departed for Washington DC. Dr. Rose continued to
lobby for a medical examiner system.

The Making of the Dallas County Medical Examiner System
During 1967-1968, there were 2 developments. First, an ad hoc committee of 5 was
established and met frequently. The members of the committee included Frank Crowley,
Commissioners Court; Alex Bickley, City Attorney; Jack Price, Parkland Hospital; Drs. Portman
and Marchman, Jr; President of the Dallas County Medical Society and Dr. Vernie Stembridge,
Professor of Pathology, UT Southwestern.
Second, Dr. Rose developed a seven page outline of a functional system combining Forensic
Pathology, Toxicology, and the Crime Lab. The committee accepted and refined Dr. Rose’s
proposal, so the principle seemed established. Struggles occurred, with the location and
organization being two main points. Issues as to location were as follows: 1) City: Police
Department downtown - greater use - Crime lab; 2) County: courthouse – commissioners; and
3) Parkland Memorial Hospital – ruled out by District Attorney Wade, intended for use and care
of indigent patients.
A remarkable opportunity presented itself: 1) the necessity for the facility to be recognized as
independent, impartial, and not for the plaintiff or the defense, which would be reinforced by a
neutral location, and 2) the necessity for a high quality professional staff, not under political
control.
The ultimate recommendations were presented to a large assembly of officials in May 1968.
The conclusions, presented to and generally accepted at that meeting were:
1) Construct a separate facility - $1.5 million certificates of indebtedness;
2) Located adjacent to Parkland and the Medical School – 0.24 acres of land to be
consolidated from the Hospital District, the County, and the University of Texas
adjoining the Medical School;
3) The professional staff had to be academically acceptable to the school and the school
would nominate personnel for the professional vacancies; and
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4) Negotiations would be open for future expansion of the building. The facility would
have a single director over the three functions - Forensic Pathology, Toxicology, and
Criminalistics.
Thus, in May 1968, everything seemed to be in place. Everyone was stunned that August by
Dr. Rose’s abrupt resignation. In retrospect, it took a shock of this magnitude to galvanize
everyone into action. Dr. Rose became the sacrifice for our benefit. Who was to do the
medicolegal autopsies? Dallas turned to two groups: 1) local pathologists including faculty –
most responded to the call, and 2) the residents in pathology – the residents would agree to
help but only after the county commissioners formally adopted the plan, which occurred
shortly. The Board of Regents likewise accepted the plan. So, when a crisis dictates, the system
really can move.
One of the tenets was that the professional staff had to be acceptable to the Medical School.
Thus, the recruitment was a school responsibility. Within 3 months (Sept-Nov) the school had
recruited one of the leading medical examiners in the country, Dr. Charles Petty. He arrived for
duty in the summer of 1969. Temporarily housed at both the Medical School and the Hospital,
Dr. Petty began assembling a staff and the design and construction of the 3 story, $1.5 million
building. In the fall of 1969, Dr. Petty implemented the provisions of the Baker Bill. He spent
countless hours laying the educational groundwork for this switchover.
With the occupancy of the building in February 1972, the system really started functioning well.
The strictly service aspects of the Forensic Sciences Institute came under the purview of the
Commissioners Court. For educational and research endeavors, that operation came under the
umbrella of the Medical School. Educational activities of the Institute involved medical
students, residents, pathologists, lawyers, and law enforcement officials. Continuing educations
programs were also provided.
Dr. Petty continued as Chief Medical Examiner and Director of the Southwestern Institute of
Forensic Sciences until his retirement in 1991. Dr. Jeffrey J. Barnard became the Director in
1991 and continues to this day in that post.
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Dr. Earl Rose
Photo taken mid 1960s
(1963-1968)

Dr. Charles Petty, MD
Director and Chief Medical Examiner,
SWIFS, 1968-1991

Parkland Hospital Emergency Room
November 22, 1963

Dr. Jeffrey J. Barnard, MD
Director and Chief Medical Examiner
SWIFS, 1991-present
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SWIFS – 5230 Medical Center Drive, Dallas, TX – 1971-2011

Construction of the original SWIFS, 1971

SWIFS original building 1972

Autopsy room 1972
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Concept for the new SWIFS

Concept for addition of top two floors

Aerial view of SWIFS with top two floors added
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Aerial view of the construction of the new SWIFS
2355 N. Stemmons Freeway, Dallas, TX
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Staff inspecting the building while under construction.
First row: Cathy Self, Forensic Coordinator; Joni L. McClain, MD, Deputy Chief Medical
Examiner; Jeffrey J. Barnard, MD, Director and Chief Medical Examiner; Erin Duddlesten,
Assistant autopsy technician supervisor; Elizabeth Todd, PhD, Chief Toxicology; Mary
Brownlee, Chief Field Agent
Back row: Darrin White, Autopsy technician supervisor; builder representative x 2

August 2012
Southwestern Institute of Forensic Sciences
2355 N. Stemmons Freeway
Dallas, TX 75207
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Autopsy room under construction

New autopsy room
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Medical Examiners
August 1, 2012
First row: Chester Gwin, MD; Joni L. McClain, MD – Deputy Chief Medical Examiner; Tracy J.
Dyer, MD, JD; Jill Urban, MD; Lynn Salzberger, MD; Janis Townsend-Parchman, MD; Stephanie
Burton, MD
Second row: Reade Quinton, MD; Keith Pinckard, MD, PhD; Jeffrey J. Barnard, MD- Director
and Chief Medical Examiner; William McClain, MD
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Comparisons
SWIFS 5230 Medical Center Drive, Dallas, TX
44,000 square feet
Cost: 1.5 million
SWIFS 2355 N. Stemmons Freeway, Dallas, TX
112,000 square feet
Cost: approximately 50 million
Caseloads
Medical Examiners
Autopsies
External examinations

1970
3
1214
1529

2011
10 with 2 fellows
3179
606

SWIFS total number of employees

40

110
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Denver
Chief Medical Examiners of Denver
and their Chief Medical Examiner Offspring

Randy Hanzlick, MD
April, 2014

Introduction
As part of NAME’s history and annual e-book projects, this document is a summary of the Chief
Medical Examiners in the Denver office since the elected coroner position was abolished in
1947 (see Page 7 of this report). Keep in mind that this change occurred prior to the 1954
Model Postmortem Examinations Act, but followed the 1928 and 1932 National Research
Council Bulletins which recommended that coroner systems be replaced with medical examiner
systems. Also included in this report are persons who trained or worked in the Denver office
who went on to become a Chief Medical Examiner of Chief Forensic Pathologist either in
Denver or elsewhere.
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Specific Information
The succession of Chief Medical Examiners in Denver, Colorado is as follows:
Chief Medical
Examiner

Year Service
Began

Year Service Ended

Persons who trained in Denver
under this Chief ME. Those
underlined went on to become a
Chiefs ME or Chief FP in various
places

Angelo Lapi
George Ogura

1947
1955

1955
1986

George Ogura
John Feegel, Jill Cobb Gould, John
Meyer, Robert Deters, William
Galloway, Patrick Allen

George Thomas
George Ogura
Thomas Henry
Robert Whitmore
Amy Martin

1986
1989
1991
2006
2007

1988
1991
2006
2007
2013

Michael Arnall, Don Habbe
Alan Stormo
Thomas Beaver

James Caruso

2014

Incumbent

Michael Burson, Joseph White,
Lindsey Harle, Garth Warren

Chief Medical Examiners of the Denver Office
Angelo Lapi received his MD degree from the State University of New York
in Buffalo, and became a fellow in the Department of Legal Medicine at
Harvard with Allen Mortiz, who recommended that Denver needed a
medical examiner system and that Dr. Lapi was qualified for the job. . He
had been serving as an assistant medical examiner in Massachusetts when
he was appointed Denver’s first Medical Examiner in 1947 at age 34 with
a salary of $866 per month. The coroner system was “junked” in 1947
leading to Dr. Lapi’s appointment, and George Ogura was designated to act as medical
examiner until Dr. Lapi arrived, and then served as Dr. Lapi’s assistant. He eventually went on to
be medical examiner for Kansas City, Missouri. He eventually retired and moved to Florida and
died there in 2009.
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George Ogura is a graduate of the University of Colorado and received
his MD degree from the University of Colorado in Denver, where he also
did his internship and pathology residency training. His forensic
pathology training was in Denver with Angelo Lapi, and he then became
Chief ME in Denver. In the 1960s and 1970s his associates included Ben
Miyahara, Henry Toll, and Don Clark, all now deceased. Doctors
Miyahara and Clark remained active with the office into the 1990s. Dr.
Ogura still resides in the Denver area.
George Thomas was born in New Britain, Connecticut. He obtained his
BA degree from Yale and his MD degree from the Medical College of
Virginia in Richmond. He did an internship at Jefferson Medical College in
Philadelphia and his pathology residency at the University of CaliforniaDavis in Sacramento. His forensic pathology fellowship occurred in
Albuquerque under the late James Weston. He also did postgraduate
work in forensic medicine at Guy’s Hospital in London. He worked as an
associate medical examiner in Miami-Dade with Joseph Davis, and then
moved to Denver in 1982. He was Deputy Coroner and Forensic
Pathologist there until he became Chief in 1986.
Thomas Henry is a South Dakota native and received his bachelor’s
degree from the University of South Dakota. His medical school years
were divided between the University of South Dakota (2 years) and
University of Colorado (2 years). Dr. Henry did his anatomic and clinical
pathology training at the University of South Dakota in Sioux Falls, and his
forensic pathology training was in Washington, DC with Jim Luke, Brian
Blackbourne, and Roy Riddick. Dr. Henry spends retirement travelling,
reading, studying, and following NAME-L.
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Robert Whitmore received his MD degree from St. Louis University
School of Medicine. His internship was at University of Kansas Hospital
and his pathology residency was completed at Stony Brook University
Hospital, SUNY Health Sciences Center. He did his forensic pathology
training in San Diego. Prior to his coming to Denver, he worked as
medical examiner in Brevard County, Florida. He served as Chief
Medical Examiner in Denver in 2006-07. He then worked in Alaska with
the late Dr. Frank Fallico where he served as acting Chief ME when Dr.
Fallico became ill. He now works as a forensic pathologist with the Kern County Sheriff’s Office
in Bakersfield, California.
Amy Martin did her forensic pathology fellowship in Cincinnati with
Harry Bonnell as her training director. She is a graduate of the Ohio
State University College of Medicine and did her pathology residency
at the Cleveland Clinic. She joined the Denver office as a forensic
pathology in 1992, became Chief Medical Examiner and 2007, and
retired in 2014.

James Caruso is from Chicago, spent his college years at the University
of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign, and received is MD degree from the
University of Illinois in Chicago. Duke University Medical Center is
where he did anatomic and clinical pathology training. He did a
transitional internship at the Naval Medical Center in Portsmouth,
Virginia and trained as an undersea medical officer. His forensic
pathology training occurred with the Armed Forces Medical Examiner
in conjunction with the Maryland Medical Examiner’s Office in
Baltimore, with David Fowler as his training director. He has spent
more than 25 years on active duty with the Navy, is board certified in
not only forensic pathology but Diving and Hyperbaric Medicine. And was Chief Deputy Medical
Examiner for the Armed Forces from 2003-2006. He is the current Chief ME in Denver and
began his service there in 2014.
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Chief Medical Examiners Spawned From the Denver Office
John Feegel received his forensic pathology training with George Ogura
in Denver. He was Chief ME in Hillsborough County (Tampa), Florida,
from 1974-1977. He also worked as a forensic pathologist in North
Carolina and in the late 1970s and early 1980s, in Atlanta. Dr. Feegel also
had a law degree and wrote multiple novels and after leaving Atlanta,
and primarily worked as a consultant in the Tampa area. Dr. Feegel died
in 2003.
Jill Cobb Gould is from Wichita, Kansas and received her undergraduate degree
from Wichita State University. He MD degree was received from the University of
Kansas Medical Center. Her internship and pathology residency occurred at
Denver General Hospital and her forensic pathology residency was done at the
Denver office. She then became Arapaho County, Colorado Coroner/ME and
served there from 1989-1993. She is now retired.
John Meyer became Boulder County, Colorado Coroner/ME in 1986. He served
in that position until 2002, but continues to work with that office and also
works as a pathologist at Boulder Community Hospital. He received his medical
degree from the University of Missouri in 1973 and completed an internship in
Internal Medicine at George Washington University School of Medicine in 1973.
After serving two years as a general practitioner in the Indian Health Services,
he completed his residency in Anatomic and Clinical Pathology at the university
of Colorado Health Services Center and a fellowship in Forensic Pathology at Denver General
Hospital
Patrick Allen is now the Chief Medical Examiner in Larimer County, Colorado.
He trained in Denver with George Ogura and others working in the office at the
time including Don Clark and Ben Galloway. Dr. Allen received his BS degree
and MD degree from the University of Louisville. Has pathology residency
occurred at the Medical University of South Carolina in Charleston and
University of Colorado in Denver.
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pathologists.

Don Habbe is the Chief Forensic Pathologist for the Coroner in Rapid City,
SD, and works with the Clinical Laboratory of the Black Hills. He received
his BS degree from the University of South Dakota in Vermillion, and also
received his MD degree there. His internship and pathology residency
were done at the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center in Denver
and he stayed on in Denver to also do his forensic pathology fellowship
there. Don is one of the best golfers within the ranks of forensic

Kenneth “Alan” Stormo . Referred to as “Stormy” by his friends and colleagues,
Dr. Stormo was acting Chief ME in Milwaukee in 2008 between the terms of
Russell Alexander and Christopher Happy. He had performed medicolegal
autopsies in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin while in private pathology practice, then
obtained additional forensic pathology training in Denver. He then was hired as
an associate medical examiner in Milwaukee and continued to also do cases for
Fond du Lac County. His work in Milwaukee began shortly before the Jeffery
Dahmer cases. Dr. Stormo was originally from Deadwood, South Dakota, received his bachelor’s
degree from the University of South Dakota and his MD degree from the University of Nebraska
College of Medicine. His internship and pathology residency were done at Denver General
Hospital, and his forensic pathology training also occurred in Denver. Dr. Stormo died in 2013.
Thomas Beaver served as Chief ME in Daytona Beach (Volusia County), Florida
and then later in Lubbock, Texas as Director of forensic pathology at Texas
Tech University Health Sciences Center. Prior to his move to Florida, he had
worked in Modesto and Stockton, California. He also served as Chief Forensic
Pathologist in Alameda County (Oakland), California. After his tenure in
Lubbock, he returned to California and worked as a forensic pathologist with
the Kern County Sheriff in Bakersfield. He now works in Fair Oaks, California
near Sacramento. He received his bachelor’s degree from the University of
California –Santa Barbara and obtained his MD degree from St. George’s University in the West
Indies. His pathology residency was at the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center and he
did his forensic pathology fellowship in Denver.
All Chief Medical Examiner noted above are/were board certified forensic pathologists.
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1947 Newspaper article about replacement of the Denver Coroner with a Medical Examiner
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Fulton County Medical Examiner
History of the Fulton County Medical Examiner

Randy Hanzlick, MD
March 2012

The Steiner Building on Butler Street near Grady Hospital was the first home of the Fulton
County Medical Examiner. The Medical Examiner was located there from 1965, when the
coroner’s office was abolished and the Medical Examiner established, until 1974.
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Thomas Dillon (left) was the first Medical Examiner, then Robert Stivers (right) became Chief in
1970 after Dillon died. Stivers served as Chief in the Steiner Building until the new facility was
opened in 1974.

At 50 Coca Cola Place SE, still only a block from Grady Hospital, the 9000 square feet, two story
building opened in 1974. The offices were upstairs and the morgue was downstairs.
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Robert Stivers (left) served as Chief in this building from 1974-1988 when he retired. Saleh Zaki
(middle) served as Chief from 1988 through 1997 when he retired. Randy Hanzlick (right) served
as Chief in this building from July 1998 until April 1999 when the newest of the Fulton County
Medical Examiner buildings was opened, where he remains Chief today. Eric Kiesel served as
Acting Chief in the time between Zaki’s retirement and Hanzlick’s appointment as Chief.

In the 1980s, the medical examiners were Robert Stivers (top photo left; photo taken in the
early 1980s in the Coca Cola Place building), John Feegel (top photo, right), and Saleh Zaki
(lower photo taken in 1997 just before his retirement).
Other staff medical examiners who worked in the Coca Cola Place facility were:
•
Gerald Gowitt, now Chief ME in adjacent DeKalb County.
•
David Rydzewski, now in Carrolton, GA.
•
Steven Dunton, went on to DeKalb County and now Buffalo, NY.
•
Thomas Young, left to work in the Kansas City area.
•
Cliff Nelson, now with State Medical Examiner in Portland, OR.
•
Frederick “Rick” Hellman, now in the general Philadelphia area.
•
Mark Koponen, went to GBI and now in North Dakota.
•
Anthony Clark, went to GBI and now in Tallahassee, FL.
•
Kris Sperry, now Chief ME for the GBI Medical Examiner System.
Fulton County Medical Examiner
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•
•
•
•

Geoffrey Smith, went to GBI and now back at FCME.
Michael Heninger, remains at FCME.
Carol Terry, now Chief ME in nearby Gwinnett County.
Eric Kiesel, now in the Tacoma, Washington area.

Some of the above staff were paid by the GBI via a contract with Fulton County, and the staff
did autopsies for both GBI and FCME. In 1997, the GBI went to having its own medical examiner
staff. Hellmann, Koponen, Clark, Smith, and Sperry left FCME and went to work in the GBI
system. Thus, in 1997, the following remained at FCME:
•
Saleh Zaki
•
Eric Kiesel
•
Michael Heninger
•
Carol Terry
Photos of previous staff are shown later in this report.

1997 Ground breaking for the new FCME facility to be built at 430 Pryor Street SW, Atlanta.
Saleh Zaki (third from right) wields a shovel at the ceremony.
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33,000 square feet, 3-building Fulton County Medical Examiner’s Center which opened in April
of 1999. Randy Hanzlick has been the only Chief ME to serve in this facility.

Current forensic pathologists at the Fulton County Medical Examiner’s Center. From left, Randy
Hanzlick (Chief ME), Deputy Chief Medical Examiner Michele Stauffenberg, and Associate
Medical Examiners Geoffrey Smith, Michael Heninger, and Karen Sullivan. Kim Collins, not
pictured, provides part-time services on some weekends.
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Smith trained at FCME and returned to FCME from the GBI when Carol Terry left FCME to work
in DeKalb and Gwinnett Counties. Heninger trained in Minneapolis (Hennepin County) and has
worked at FCME since 1995. Stauffenberg trained at FCME (2001) and remained on staff.
Sullivan trained at FCME (2002) and continued to work part-time, then returned full time when
Eric Kiesel left for Tacoma.

Previous FCME Forensic Pathologist Staff: 1985 – 2011
Gerald Gowitt did his forensic pathology fellowship in 1986. He
remained on staff until the mid-1990’s when he went to work in
adjacent DeKalb County, where he later became Chief ME. His
forensic pathology group has, and still does serve several other
counties in Georgia which still have coroners in the greater
Atlanta Metro Area. He, along with Steve Dunton, Thomas
Young, and Randy Hanzlick, were the first of the Fulton County
Medical Examiners to perform autopsies for the GBI, beginning
in 1989.

Thomas Young trained at FCME in 1988 and stayed on staff
until 1995 when he went into forensic pathology practice in
Kansas City, Missouri.

David Rydzewski began his fellowship at FCME in 1988 and he
remained on staff until 1990 when he moved to Carrolton, Georgia
where he practices forensic pathology.
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Steve Dunton, shown here in the obviously cramped
facility at 50 Coca Cola Place, trained at FCME in 1989 and
stayed on staff until 1996 when he went to work in
adjacent DeKalb and Gwinnett Counties. Recently, he has
continued his forensic pathology practice in Montgomery,
Alabama. Dunton, along with Gerald Gowitt, Randy
Hanzlick, and Tom Young were the first FCME medical
examiners to do autopsies for the GBI, helping with the
GBI’s efforts to cease the performance of autopsies by
non-physicians.
Kris Sperry trained and worked in Albuquerque, then joined
the FCME staff in 1990. He remained on staff at FCME until
1997 when he became Chief Medical Examiner for the GBI
Medical Examiner system. He still holds that job today.

Mark Koponen started his FCME fellowship in 1990. He
remained on staff until 1997 when several FCME medical
examiners (Sperry, Hellman, Koponen, and Smith) were hired as
medical examiners in the GBI Medical Examiner System. Mark
has now returned to his home state of North Dakota where he
continues to practice forensic pathology.
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John B. Parker trained in Dallas and then joined the FCME staff on a
part-time contract basis in 1990, and he worked with FCME until
2004. He then moved to Boston where he works in the Medical
Examiner’s Office.

Anthony “Tony” Clark trained at FCME in 1991 and stayed on Staff
until 1994 when he went to work for the GBI Medical Examiner
system. He worked at the branch lab in Moultrie, GA for many years
and then joined a hospital-based pathology group in Tallahassee,
Florida.

Cliff Nelson came to Atlanta from Oregon to do his fellowship at
FCME in 1993. He remained on staff until the end of 1994 when he
returned to Oregon where he now works for the State Medical
Examiner in Portland.
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Carol Terry started her forensic pathology fellowship at FCME in
1995. She remained on staff at FCME until 2004, when she went to
work in nearby DeKalb and Gwinnett Counties. She now is Chief ME
for Gwinnett County.

Fredrick “Rick” Hellman trained in Philadelphia and joined the
FCME Staff in 1996. In 1997, he was one of the forensic
pathologists to leave FCME and work with the GBI. He later
returned to the Philadelphia area.

Eric Kiesel trained in Seattle, practiced forensic pathology in
Washington State, and then joined the FCME staff as Deputy Chief
ME in 1997. He served as Acting Chief Medical Examiner in 1998.
Eric left FCME in 2007 when he returned to Washington State
(Tacoma).
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FCME Pathologists of the 70s
In reviewing old log books, it appears that the following were among pathologists who did
autopsies for the Fulton County Medical Examiner during the 1970s:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robert Stivers (deceased)
Saleh Zaki
Lawrence Alligood
Eugene McNatt
Joseph L. Burton (late 1970s)
Jack Bechtel
Charles P. Garrison (late 1970s)
Steve Phillips (late 1970s)

None of the above practice forensic pathology today, except for Joseph Burton who does
private consulting. Among the above, Stivers, Zaki, Alligood, and Burton did the most autopsies.
Zaki and Phillips are board certified in forensic pathology.

The “Wall of Fame” at the Fulton County Medical Examiner’s Center bearing photographs of the
nearly 40 people who have trained formally or informally in forensic pathology at FCME since
1979. James Metcalf was the first official fellow in 1979.
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Forensic Pathology Fellows
James Metcalfe, MD, Signal Mountain, TN (1979-80)
Randy Hanzlick, MD, Atlanta, Georgia (1982-1983)
Larisa Reifman, MD (1983-84)
Wayne Ross, MD, Bethlehem, PA (1985)
Beyla Galanter, MD (1985)
Donna Franco Jove, MD
Gerald Gowitt, MD, Atlanta, GA (1986)
Janet Pillow, MD, Leesburg, FL (1987)
Keith Norton, MD, Columbus, OH (1987)
David Rydzewski, MD, Carrolton, GA (1988)
Thomas Young, MD, Kansas City, MO (1988)
Steven Dunton, MD, Montgomery, AL (1989) Mark Koponen, MD, Grand Forks, ND (1990)
Anthony Clark, MD, Moultrie, GA (1991-92)
Brenda Reames, MD, Bossier City, LA (1991-92), (Deceased 1999)
Cliff Nelson, MD, Portland, OR (1993-94)
Tom Parsons, MD, Washington, DC (1994-95)
Carol Terry, MD, Atlanta, GA (1995-96)
Geoffrey Smith, MD, Atlanta, GA (1995-96)
Delbert Van Deusen, MD, Houston, TX (1996-97)
Cameron Snider, MD, LaFayette, LA (1997-98)
Mario Mosunjac, MD, Atlanta, GA (1998-99)
Keith Lehman, MD, Atlanta, GA (1998-99)
Joyce deJong, DO, Lansing, MI (1998-99)
Kris Podjaski, MD, Leesburg, FL (1999-2000)
John Younes, MD, Winnipeg, Canada (1999-2000)
Kay Fellows (2000-2001), Palatka, Florida
Allan Bennett (2000-2001), Charleston, South Carolina
Christie Elliott (2001-2001), Reno, Nevada
Michele Stauffenberg (2001-2002); Remained on staff at FCME
Steve Sgan (2002-2003), Tallahassee, FL
Karen Sullivan (2002-2003), Atlanta, GA
Eric Eason (started July 2003), Atlanta, GA
Susan Lee Anne Martin, MD (Started August 2004), Birmingham, AL
Jason K. Graham, MD (2005-2006), New York, NY
Stacey L. Smith, MD, (2006-2007), Houston, TX
Steven P. Atkinson, MD (2007-2008), Atlanta, GA
Stacey Tate, MD (2008-2009), Atlanta, GA
Kelly Rose, MD (2009-2010), Newberry, SC
Rhome Hughes, MD (2010-2011), San Antonio, TX
Anindita Issa, MD (2010-2011), Atlanta, GA
Jennifer Gardetto, MD (2011-2012) Tucson, Arizona
Emily Gorman (Birmingham, AL) will begin July 2012
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Office Information
Fulton County Medical Examiner’s Center 430 Pryor St SW
Atlanta, GA 30312
Phone: 404-613-4400
Fax: 404-730-4504
Website: www.fcmeo.org or http://www.fultoncountyga.gov/me-home
Fully Accredited by NAME since 2002. Population served = 1,000,000
2012 Annual Budget = $3,784,793
Historical Office case Load Information
Year
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Homicides
243
275
252
237
219
244
233
211
235
185
188
183
172
171
203
181
159
145
149
182
156
129
146

Suicides
76
98
85
87
105
86
86
78
99
81
73
100
76
87
83
79
90
78
77
86
84
86
101

Traffic Fatalities
147
149
130
104
109
128
151
124
139
122
157
127
143
125
125
113
137
130
132
121
119
111
80

Other Accidents
182
193
159
161
156
171
170
171
190
170
222
207
192
265
221
276
240
262
245
275
255
233
266

* Indicates on-site scene investigation
**Indicates cases in which body was examined by an investigator and/or medical examiner
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Procedural Statistics
Year

Total Cases

Certified

Autopsies

External

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

2109
2234
2199
2098
2014
2063
2298
2254
2171
2212
2238
2271
2371
2477

1380
1497
1407
1349
1361
1326
1312
1324
1322
1401
1403
1386
1418
1416

812
966
885
784
831
843
860
874
887
921
1002
940
893
910

160
248
304
331
355
302
412
310
369
436
365
303
456
367

Scenes* Total Bodies
Examined**
776
1180
888
1424
842
1357
832
1331
885
1406
930
1322
960
1554
883
1312
896
1427
890
1495
921
1482
894
1420
856
1441
848
1414

* Indicates on-site scene investigation
**Indicates cases in which body was examined by an investigator and/or medical examiner
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Georgia
Death Investigation in Georgia: From the Colonists to the Present

Randy Hanzlick, MD
September 2013

Forward
NOTE: The history presented here is derived in part from documents but much of it is based on
memory, personal experience, and the memories and words of others. Some opinions are also
expressed which are those of the author, who has practiced forensic pathology and served as a
medical examiner in Georgia since 1982. If there are inaccuracies, omissions, or other offenses
committed, please accept the author’s apologies in advance. The author’s best effort has been
put forth to provide accurate facts and to describe relevant an interesting historical details
about death investigation in the state of Georgia.
The author wishes to thank Terry Mills of the Georgia Bureau of Investigation’s (GBI) Division of
Forensic Sciences (DOFS) for providing historical documentation (“History of the GBI”), John
Cross, JD of the Fulton County Medical Examiner’s Office for conducting statute and historical
research , Joe Burton, MD and Gerry Gowitt, MD for recounting the events concerning County
Medical Examiner systems in Cobb, DeKalb, and Gwinnett counties, Wallace Vaughn for his
excellent memory of events and people from the 1960s in Fulton County, and Kris Sperry, MD
for his continual insights into Georgia death investigation in his role as the DOFS Chief Medical
Examiner since 1997. Some information was also derived from a Supplemental Brief for
Respondent, Case 35714, in the Supreme Court of Georgia, which dealt with the role and
functions of the coroner on the basis of common and state law.

From the Days of the Colonists
In reading Georgia’s first Constitution of 1777, it seems clear that the term “coroner” was
already quite familiar and in general use in Georgia. Article XI states “In case of absence of the
chief-justice, the senior justice on the bench shall act as chief-justice, with the clerk of the
county, attorney for the State, sheriff, coroner, constable, and the jurors.” This is the only
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mention of the coroner in that Constitution. “Coroner” is not defined, nor are the job duties
associated with that position. Thus, one would surmise that everyone already knew what a
coroner was and what the coroner did. Indeed – that is the case – and here’s why.
Remember that James Oglethorpe was English and arrived in 1733 in what is now known as
Georgia. Already, when Oglethorpe arrived in what became Savannah, “coroners” had existed
in England for more than 600 years. They were “old hat” in England and part of English
common law. In 1194, the Articles of Eyre required that 3 knights and a clerk in each district
attend each death in the district. These elected agents were referred to as “custos placitorum
coronae,” or “keepers of the pleas of the crown.” They were called “crowners,” and the term
“coroner” obviously grew from the Latin word “coronae.” The crowners had several missions.
One was to determine how the death occurred. A second had to do with investigating possible
suicides, which were prohibited and resulted in forfeiture of estate assets to the Crown. A third
task was to serve in a fiduciary capacity to appropriately dispose of assets of the estate and
ensuring the Crown got its share. They could hear and try pleas of the Crown.
21 years later in 1215, however, the Magna Charta restricted coroners and other individuals
from holding pleas of the Crown. In 1276, the Parliament’s Statute de Officio Coronatoris
described coroner’s duties to “enquire when anyone dies in prison, or comes to a violent or
sudden end, and by what manner he came to his end.” These provisions continued to be
regarded as common law. By the 1400s, justices of the peace had assumed the fiduciary duties
formerly conducted by coroners. So, 332 years before Oglethorpe left England to head toward
North America, coroners were defined, their duties were known, and their efforts were
concentrated on death investigation. The colonists brought these concepts to New England in
the early 1600s, and Oglethorpe followed suit in his trek to Georgia in 1732-33. By the time
Oglethorpe arrived, autopsies had already been performed in New England, such as an autopsy
in Hartford, Connecticut in 1632 to determine whether a young child may have died from
witchcraft. A Rembrandt painting of 1656 titled “The Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Joan Deyman”
depicts an autopsy being performed. Thus, death investigation is certainly not new.

Early Georgia
From the time Oglethorpe founded Savannah in 1733 under the Charter granted by King
George II, through the time Oglethorpe had his final departure back to England in 1743, and
further still while Georgia was a Crown Colony and the British withdrew in 1782, Georgia
followed English Common law. Thus, coroners probably existed during all these times, and
almost assuredly after 1755 when the Royal Government was established in the Crown Colony.
An Act of April 11, 1768 describes the fees allowed for the coroner for holding inquests. In
1784, it was reaffirmed that the common laws of England that were in force in Georgia in 1776
were still in full force and that coroners were governed by the common law of England.
However, good documentation of the English common law and statutes was hard to come by,
and in 1823, the Georgia General Assembly enacted legislation which set forth the duties and
functions of the coroner. Such provisions carried forth in all revisions of Georgia Code into the
20th Century.
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The only time the word “coroner” appears in any of the 10 Constitutions of Georgia that have
been in effect since 1777 is in the original Constitution as discussed above. Coroners in Georgia
have not been considered constitutional offices; rather, they have been regarded as public
officers. Coroners did have judicial-like authority. They could hold inquests, impanel a jury,
compel the presence of witnesses, examine witnesses under oath, issue warrants for arrests of
alleged perpetrators of homicides, and require witness to appear at criminal trials.
Of course, as the English settlers came to Georgia and other parts of America, they didn’t all
just stay here. Some went back and forth, and as new emigrants came, emerging concepts in
England came along with them. In England, for example, changes to coroner laws in 1836 and
1887 improved coroner death investigations by providing for a physician’s presence at inquests
and allowing for the coroner to order an autopsy. Such concepts were brought to New England
and other colonies. These were important events because it was recognized that death and
dying involve medical issues, and medical professionals were brought into the death
investigation processes of coroners. It is important to realize that there was no requirement for
coroners to have medical training. This is still true today in Georgia and in most other parts of
the United States which still have coroners. In Georgia, specifically, it was not until the mid1900s that medical doctors began to be more involved in death investigation, and it was not
until the late 1980s the medical doctors trained in death investigation began to play a
significant role in state-wide death investigation in Georgia.
When the original Georgia Constitution went into effect in 1777, there were 8 counties.
Through the 10 different Georgia Constitutions, 159 counties have emerged. The Constitution
of 1877 allowed for no new counties. An amendment of 1904 limited the number of counties
to 145. Additional amendments in 1906 and 1912 added 3 more. The current Constitution
defines a ceiling of 159 counties which is how many there are today. Georgia has more
counties than any other state except Texas. That means Georgia also has more coroners than
any other state except Texas. At virtually every county courthouse in Georgia stands a
historical marker which explains for whom the county was named, other famous locals, and
important public officers including the name of the coroner when the county was established.
This tells us that coroners have been ingrained in Georgia county government for a long time
and are important. It makes sense. After all, dying is one of the only things that all people do,
and somebody needs to address the issues when a death occurs. Preparing a complete report
of all coroners in all counties since each county was formed would be an almost
insurmountable, if not impossible task. The State of Georgia has not kept state records on these
positions and necessary records may not even exist in many of the counties, especially back to
the beginning of county history. An account of each coroner, their background, main
occupation, and interesting death investigations would probably be enjoyable reading, but
collecting the necessary information would probably fall upon county historical societies which
may have other interests, different priorities, and insufficient resources to find and report this
information. Just think about it. There are 159 counties. Many have existed for more than 100
years and some for more than 200 years, and a coroner’s term has typically been 2 to 4 years.
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It’s conceivable that there have been 2000 to 4000 coroners or more in Georgia’s history! What
a biography that would be.
As previously mentioned, the Georgia Constitutions have not defined coroners or their duties.
However, the Constitutions, such as the 1877 version, do define certain criteria for county
governments, including provisions that there be certain county officers, and that there be
uniformity in the types of county officers from one county to another. The nature of these
county officers is, according to the Constitution, determined by the Georgia General Assembly
(Legislature). The legislature has enacted laws that require certain county officers in each
county such as sheriff, tax collector, coroner, and others, but this is a matter of statute, not a
constitutional provision.

20th Century Georgia
For the first 53 years of the 20th century, coroners continued to operate under the principals of
English common law as clarified and set forth by the General Assembly’s act of 1823, and were
codified several times after that date including Georgia Code 21-2 as established in 1933.
When coroners needed a physician to perform a postmortem examination, they would have to
rely upon whoever was willing and available to perform such examinations. Often, perhaps,
medical examinations just didn’t take place. The laws did not provide specifically for physicians
to assist in death investigations. It occurred mainly by happenstance.
It was not until 1953 that the first major change in death investigation occurred in 20th century
Georgia. In that year, Code Section 21-2 was repealed. In its place, a new Code 21-205 was
enacted and titled “The Georgia Postmortem Examinations Act.” It was substantially similar in
many respects to the 1954 “Model Postmortem Examinations Act” put forth by the National
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. Obviously, Georgia had gotten early wind of the Model
Act and was timely in including some its provisions, which concentrated on a move toward socalled “medical examiner systems” which could be developed in place of the time-honored
coroner systems. By 1954, some regions of the country had already abolished the office of
coroner and established a system in which physicians were appointed as “medical examiners”,
New York City being one example and having done so in 1918. Such systems spread in the mid20th century, especially in the northeastern United States.
The 1953 Georgia Postmortem Examinations Act did not dramatically alter the law related to
coroners. What it did do, however, was establish law for a system that would improve death
investigation services state wide by providing for more organized availability of postmortem
examinations. It also provided, in conjunction with other state laws, that a county could abolish
the office of coroner and establishes in its place a county medical examiner system. County
medical examiner systems are discussed in more detail below. Presently, the improvements
having statewide implications will be discussed.
Many things were happening in the 1950s in Georgia as far as death investigation is concerned.
We need to take a step back for a moment to lay a foundation for discussion.
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In the late 1947s, Dr. Herman D. Jones was asked by the Fulton County Police Chief to establish
and direct a Crime Lab for Fulton County, which he agreed to do. The lab opened in June 1947.
Dr. Jones had the same viewpoint that many have today that a crime laboratory should be
independent of politics. He had declined a former invitation from Georgia Governor Arnall in
the 1940s for fear of political interference. Dr. Jones was not a medical doctor. He went to
college at Auburn University and Vanderbilt University and had received a doctorate in physical
sciences from Columbia University. He had worked in Alabama’s toxicology laboratory until
1942 when he moved to Atlanta as Professor of Biochemistry at Oglethorpe University. He left
that position to start up the Fulton County Crime Lab in 1947. There was a Fulton County
Coroner at that time.
In 1951, Governor Tallmadge asked Dr. Jones to set up a State Crime Laboratory and promised
him that such a crime lab would be free of political influence. In 1952, the Georgia General
Assembly worked with the City of Atlanta and Fulton County and they agreed to transfer the
Crime Lab to the Department of Public Safety and make it a State Lab. This was accomplished in
1952. At first, the state lab was a three-man operation, but it grew in subsequent years.
Operations were housed at the Old Confederate Soldiers Home on Confederate Avenue.
In 1953, the General Assembly enacted the Georgia Postmortem Examinations Act. Concern
had arisen about the quality of death investigation and the Act, among other things, established
the Director of the State Crime Lab (Dr. Jones) as Georgia’s Chief Medical Examiner and
authorized the State Crime Lab to provide and conduct postmortem examination services. It is
important to remember that Dr. Jones was not a medical doctor. He did, however, learn how
to perform autopsies and did them as Chief Medical Examiner. Dr. Jones retired in 1969. He
had been the mainstay of medical examiner services for the State for nearly two decades.
During his watch, a new GBI Crime Lab was built in 1957 on Confederate Avenue near the site
where the Confederate Soldiers Home had stood. This facility housed the Crime Lab until the
current State Crime Lab and GBI Headquarters was opened on Panthersville Road in Decatur in
the fall of 1984.
By 1969, Dr. Larry Howard had worked at the Crime Lab for 13 years. He held a PhD degree and
had worked as a toxicologist but had also learned how to perform autopsies while working at
the lab and had taken some courses in pathology. He was named Director of the State Crime
Lab in 1969 and became Georgia’s second Chief Medical Examiner as provided for in State
statute.
In 1980, the “State Crime Lab” was renamed the “Division of Forensic Sciences (DOFS).” It
remains a division within the Georgia Bureau of Investigation (GBI). Although the Director of
the GBI was typically appointed by the Governor and had changed numerous times since the
GBI began in 1938 (Joseph Bray 1938; Arthur Hutchins 1940; WS Roper 1941; William Spence
1943; Joseph Bray 1946; George Bagby 1947; William McLemore 1947; Delmar Jones 1948;
Barney Ragsdale 1963; Hugh Smith 1971; William Beardsley 1972; Beverly Ponder 1975; E.P.
“Phil” Peters 1980; J. Robert Hamrick 1985; Milton “Buddy” Nix 1992). Vernon Keenan is the
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current GBI Director. There had been only two Directors of the Crime Lab (Division of Forensic
Sciences) between 1952 and 1989 when Dr. Howard retired as DOFS Director. Governor
Tallmadge’s promise of no political interference appears to have held up.
While Larry Howard was DOFS Director, by the early 1980s, two additional forensic scientists at
DOFS learned how to perform autopsies while working at the lab. One was Dr. Byron Dawson
and the other was Warren Tilman. The former had a PhD in science and the latter a Master’s
degree and both had worked as forensic scientists at the Crime Laboratory. Thus, until the mid1980’s there were three individuals performing postmortem examinations for the DOFS system,
and none of the three were physician pathologists. All had learned their autopsy skills primarily
while working at the GBI Crime Lab (DOFS).

Bringing Physician Pathologists to the GBI
Requests for postmortem examinations continually grew as coroners realized that such services
were available and valuable. Further, there was no billing back to the counties so these
postmortem examinations were free to the counties. Body transport was also provided by the
state for the coroners. Demand exceeded the staff resources that were available. Further, Dr.
Howard recognized that postmortem examinations involved medical issues and that it would be
preferable to have postmortem examinations performed by physician pathologists. Thus, in the
mid-1980s, Kenneth Alonso, MD, was hired to provide postmortem examination services. Dr.
Alonso was a pathologist in hospital-based practice but became a board certified forensic
pathologist. His hiring marked the first time that a medical doctor (and certified pathologist)
had been hired to perform postmortem examinations in the DOFS system. In 1998, Dr. Alonso
returned to private practice and the DOF hired Janet Pillow, MD, who had just completed her
forensic pathology training at the Fulton County Medical Examiner’s Officer in Atlanta. She
worked with DOFS for one year and then accepted an offer to work in northern Florida.

Fulton County Medical Examiner Assistance to the GBI
It was July 1989 and DOFS needed help to meet demand for postmortem examinations. Dr.
Larry Howard had retired, and Dr. Byron Dawson was named as the third DOFS Director and
retained the title of Chief State Medical Examiner. The medical examiners who worked at the
Fulton County Medical Examiner’s Office had a sincere interest in assisting with the
improvement of death investigations throughout Georgia. Thus, the DOFS and Fulton County
entered into a contract that provided for the Fulton County Medical Examiners to perform
postmortem examinations for the DOFS, at the DOFS, along with the DOFS personnel who were
also performing them. The Fulton County medical examiners who provided such services
included Saleh Zaki, MD (then Chief Medical Examiner and now retired), Randy Hanzlick, MD
(then Associate Medical Examiner and now Chief Medical Examiner for Fulton County), Gerald
Gowitt, MD (then Associate Medical Examiner and now Chief Medical Examiner for DeKalb
County), Thomas Young, MD (who had just completed forensic pathology training at Fulton
County, had become an Associate Medical Examiner, and is now is practicing forensic pathology
in Kansas City, Missouri), and Steven Dunton, MD (then in Forensic Pathology Fellowship
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Training and now working in Montgomery, Alabama). All of these forensic pathologists, except
Dr. Zaki, had trained in Fulton County.
By late 1989, it became apparent that the medical examiner staff at Fulton County would need
to enlarge to adequately perform postmortem examinations at both Fulton County and DOFS.
In late 1989, Kris Sperry, MD, a forensic pathologist who had trained in New Mexico, wished to
relocate and had called to see if there were any employment opportunities at the Fulton
County Office. The answer was “man, do we have a job for you.” He was interviewed and hired
as an Associate Medical Examiner for Fulton County in December 1989. So, by the end of the
1980s, there were six forensic pathologists performing postmortem examinations for the DOFS
system. All of these examinations were performed at the DOFS Crime Lab in Decatur, in
addition to the examinations they performed at Fulton County. Between the two offices, about
2000 postmortem examinations were being performed per year. These forensic pathologists
were very busy.

Expansion of the GBI Medical Examiners
The DOFS Crime Lab system by 1971 had two branch crime labs—one in Savannah, and one in
Columbus. Each of these had a small morgue where autopsies could be performed, but no
pathologists were hired to work there. By 1977, two additional branch labs had been built in
Augusta and Moultrie. These also had small morgues but no pathologists to work in them.
Cases continued to be sent to the DOFS lab in Decatur if an autopsy was needed. Branch labs
were eventually added in Macon and Trion near Summerville, Georgia, making a total of 6
branch labs. In the early 1990s, John Parker, MD, who had trained in forensic pathology in
Dallas, Texas, was hired to work in the Macon DOFS branch. He was the first medical examiner
to occupy and work in a branch lab. He was replaced in 2000 by Melissa Sims, MD, who trained
in forensic pathology at the Medical University of South Carolina in Charleston. When Dr.
Parker left Macon, he continued to work as a forensic pathologist on a part time basis for
Fulton County, DeKalb County, and in the DOFS lab in Decatur. In 1994, Anthony “Tony” Clark,
MD, also a graduate of the Fulton County forensic pathology training program, was hired to
work in the Moultrie DOFS lab. That lab eventually closed its forensic pathology services and Dr.
Clark now works in Tallahassee. In 1999, Cameron Snider, MD, another pathologist who trained
in forensic pathology at Fulton County, was hired to work in the new branch lab in Trion. He
worked there for about a year and then returned to his home in Pennsylvania, and he was
replaced by Vania Revell, MD and then later, William Oliver, MD. The Trion lab also
subsequently was closed because of state budget issues. Snider now works as a medical
examiner in Louisiana, Revell in Oklahoma (not forensics), and Oliver as a medical examiner in
North Carolina at Brody School of Medicine at East Carolina University.
Mark Koponen, MD, had done his basic pathology training in New Mexico and came to Atlanta
in 1990 to do his forensic pathology training with the Fulton County Medical Examiner. After
completing training, he stayed on as a medical examiner there assisting in both Fulton County
and DOFS cases. Anthony Clark, MD, came from Connecticut in 1991 to do his forensic
pathology training and likewise stayed on after completing it to work with the DOFS and
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assume duties in Moultrie in 1994. Geoffrey Smith, MD, had trained in pathology at Emory
University and did a forensic pathology training year at the Fulton County Medical Examiner’s
office also went to work as a medical examiner for the GBI. For a period of time, Fredric
Hellman, MD, who had come from North Carolina, served as a medical examiner for both Fulton
County and the DOFS lab, but moved to Pennsylvania in 2000 to become the Medical Examiner
in Delaware County. Dr. Hanzlick left the Fulton Office as an Associate Medical Examiner in
1991, but continued to work on a part time basis doing postmortem examinations for the DOFS
and later, for Fulton County. Between 1991 and 1998, most of his professional time was spent
working at Grady Hospital and for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. He later
became Chief Medical Examiner for Fulton County in 1998 and remains in that position today.
In 1997, the DOFS decided to end the contract with Fulton County and hire its own medical
examiners as employees. Doctors Sperry, Koponen, Hellman, and Smith became medical
examiners solely for the DOFS in Decatur. Law changes in 1990 (see below), had created a State
Medical Examiner position, and Dr. Sperry became the State Medical Examiner in July 1997 and
was in charge of Doctors Koponen, Smith, and Hellman.
As additional funding became available, positions were added for forensic pathologist medical
examiners at the DOFS. In 1999, Keith Lehman, MD, from North Carolina and another graduate
of the Fulton County forensic training program, was hired in 1999 and remains today. Similarly,
Kris Podjaski, MD, who came from Connecticut, also trained in the Fulton County program and
was hired by DOFS in 2000 when he completed his training. He eventually left to work in
Florida.
In 2000, Andrew Falzon, MD was hired by DOFS to work in the Decatur lab. This completed the
group of DOFS medical examiners who were working as of year 2001. The group at that time
consisted of Doctors Sperry, Falzon, Lehman, Smith, Podjaski, and Koponen at the Decatur
DOFS, Clark in Moultrie, and Sims in Macon. Eric Eason, MD joined the GBI staff in 2004. As of
2013, Smith is working as a medical examiner in DeKalb County, Georgia after spending about
10 years in Fulton County. Koponen now works in North Dakota, Podjaski in Florida, Eason in
Cook County, Falzon in New Jersey, and Clark in Tallahassee.
Since 2004, additional forensic pathologists have been hired within the GBI system. As of July,
2013, the GBI medical examiner staff includes:
Atlanta:
Kris Sperry, Chief
Jacqueline Martin (did FP in Rochester NY and had worked in Syracuse)
Lora Darrisaw (did FP at GBI)
Keith Lehman (did FP in Fulton County)
Douglas Posey (trained in Detroit and Army)
Jonathan Eisenstat (did FP in New York City)
Steven Atkinson (did FP in Fulton County)
Stacey Desamours (did FP in Fulton County)
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Cassie Boggs (did FP in Baltimore)
Augusta:
Daniel Brown (did FP in Baltimore)
Macon:
Melissa Sims (did FP in Charleston)
Maryanne Gaffney-Kraft (did FP in North Carolina)
Savannah:
Jamie Downs (did FP in Miami and had worked in Charleston and Alabama)
Edmund Donoghue (did FP at AFIP and Detroit, former Chief ME in Cook County, Illinois)
Around the state in other locations, the 1953 Postmortem Act also allowed for the appointment
of medical examiners throughout the state to assist coroners in their death investigations.
Many times these were physicians but not necessarily pathologists, and almost always, they
had other jobs as physicians and did only occasional work for the coroners. A typical scenario
might be the pathologist at a local hospital who could examine bodies for the coroner or
perhaps do an autopsy in selected cases. Through the history of the DOFS system, however, it
has been fairly routine for autopsies in homicide and other difficult cases to be done in Atlanta
by the DOFS medical examiners.
Other board certified forensic pathologists who have served the state in some capacity include
James Metcalfe, MD; David Rydzewski, MD; Jerome Tift, MD; and James Whitaker, MD. The first
two trained at Fulton County. Doctor Metcalfe then moved to the Dalton, Georgia area and did
some forensic cases for coroners, and is now doing forensic pathology in Chattanooga. Doctor
Rydzewski moved to Carrollton, Georgia and does some autopsies for the coroner in the area
but most does hospital-based pathology. Doctors Tift and Whitaker came from out-of-state
and have provided some forensic pathology services for coroners, but for the most part,
practiced general pathology in the Macon and Warner-Robbins areas, respectively.
GBI/DOFS constructed a new autopsy facility adjacent to GBI headquarters in Decatur in 2001.
It was also renovated several of the older branch laboratories. The long term plan was to place
forensic pathologist medical examiners in each of the branch labs. This was accomplished in all
branch labs except Columbus, but due to budget problems, came to an end. In 2013, forensic
pathologists were working in Decatur, Augusta, Macon, and Savannah, and the Trion and
Moultrie autopsy service had been closed. In 2013, Vernon Keenan is the GBI Director and Paul
Kirk is the Director of the Division of Forensic Sciences. The State Medical Examiner, Dr. Sperry,
reports to these individuals.

Major Changes in Georgia Death Investigation Statutes
The Georgia Postmortem Examinations Act of 1953 was a pretty good one. It described the
types of deaths that needed to be investigated by coroners and medical examiners; provided
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for the Director of the Division to serve as the State’s Chief Medical Examiner; detailed the
requirements to run for the office of coroner; described procedures for coroner’s inquests and
the other duties coroners could perform; detailed the roles and interactions of the coroner,
medical examiner, law enforcement agencies, and DOFS; and included provisions for counties
that wished to abolish the office of coroner and establish a medical examiner system. The Act
was modified slightly through the years and was renumbered and retitled to Georgia Code Title
45, Chapter 16. Georgia Code 45-16-1 began with the laws related to coroners, and section 4516-20 began the section formally titled “The Georgia Postmortem Examinations Act” which
described all the specific of death investigation procedures in Georgia.
A major change occurred in the Act in the 1989. At that time, there was much interest in child
abuse and neglect. There was also much interest in clarifying some of the details about the
death investigation system, including the need to more clearly define certain words, terms, and
phrases that were in general use or mentioned in the Act. There was also interest in
formalizing a medically-oriented State Medical Examiner system for DOFS to enable continued
improvement in death investigation services throughout the state.
The medical examiners working in the Fulton County Medical Examiner’s office took the lead in
writing proposed law changes to address these issues. Those most directly involved included
Saleh Zaki, Randy Hanzlick, and Gerald Gowitt. These three worked closely with Joseph Burton,
who was medical examiner in DeKalb and Cobb counties, along with representatives from the
Division of Forensic Sciences, GBI, and State Representatives Steve Thompson and Mary
Margaret Oliver who were major sponsors of proposed legislation. The work in late 1989 and
early 1990 was feverish, and the proposed changes specified in Act Number 1385 (HB 1323)
ultimately passed the General Assembly and were signed into law by Governor Harris on April
16, 1990.
The revised 45-16-20 and subsequent sections of Chapter 16 fully defined terms such as
“medical examiner“, “scene investigation”, “autopsy”, “inquest”, and many other related terms
in common use. It also made clearer the duties of specific individuals, second, the law called
specific attention to the need to investigate deaths of children. Third, and very importantly, Act
Number 1385 also included revisions of Chapter 3, Title 35 (which covers the GBI) provided for
the creation of a State Medical Examiner which was required to be a board certified forensic
pathologist with formal training and experience.
The real interest among death investigators was to establish a medically-based, professional
State Medical Examiner’s Office that was run by forensic pathologists and was independent
from the GBI (a law enforcement agency) and its Division of Forensic Sciences (DOFS). Neither
the GBI nor DOFS favored this and did not support the concept of an independent State Medical
Examiner’s Office. The GBI did support the establishment of a State Medical Examiner Office
within the DOFS, so long as the State Medical Examiner was appointed by the Director of GBI.
One aspect of the revised 35-3 was the enabling of a Medical Examiner Commission which was
to consist of the Commissioner of Human Resources, a district attorney, a defense attorney,
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two physicians (one of which had to be serving as a full time medical examiner in Georgia), a
coroner, a superior court judge, a layperson, a sheriff or local law enforcement officer, and a
licensed funeral director. The purpose of this Commission was to make recommendations for
improving death investigation services, and to recommend candidates for appointment as the
State Medical Examiner. This was an important concept, because it: included the stakeholders
involved in death investigation; provided for evaluation and recommendations from outside the
GBI system; created a quality assurance mechanism to thoroughly evaluate potential
candidates to serve as the State Medical Examiner; and assisted the State Medical Examiner,
GBI, and DOFS in the establishment of death investigation policy and procedure. In essence, it
provided a non-law enforcement oversight to the death investigation system.
Another important aspect of 35-3 was that the State Medical Examiner would appoint, after
consultation with the local coroner and other officials, local medical examiners who could assist
coroners on a local basis. This provision was included to provide a mechanism to evaluate the
credentials of physicians who wanted to serve as local medical examiners, to ensure that such
local medical examiners met some minimum qualification, and to ensure that the best qualified
people locally were considered. Unfortunately, this portion of the Act, although passed into
law, was never implemented. A State Medical Examiner, consistent with the spirit of the revised
statute of 1990, was not hired until 1997.
Another important aspect of revised 45-16 was that it had language that effectively prohibits
non-physicians to serve as medical examiners. This was a major advancement. The statute
contained language that grandfathered the last remaining non-physician medical examiner.
That person was permitted to continue until leaving services, after which said time nonphysicians could no longer continue to serve as a medical examiner. This paved the way for
improving death investigation by requiring medical examiners to be physicians.
All of this was well and good, and implementation of all new provisions in 45-16 and 35-3 could
have made good strides toward a high quality, professional death investigation system that was
at least partially influenced by sources other than the GBI and DOFS. However, further revision
of 35-3 occurred after 1997. These changes were proposed by the GBI.
First, the entire Section of 35-3-15, which created the State Medical Examiner and Commission,
was struck. In its place, a much shorter 35-3-153 was created. This section, which passed the
General Assembly and was signed into law, created a “Chief Medical Examiner” to be appointed
by the GBI Director. It allows the DOFS Director to serve as Chief Medical Examiner if there is a
vacancy in the position. Related changes in 45-16 removed the requirement that the Chief
Medical Examiner approve the appointment of local medical examiners working for coroners.
The good side of the 1997 statute changes was that a board certified forensic pathologist was
hired as Chief Medical Examiner. Kris Sperry, MD, who had worked in the Fulton County
Medical Examiner’s Office applied for he position and was selected. In July 1997, Dr. Sperry
became the State’s first Chief Medical Examiner. The actual appointment of a forensic
pathologist Chief Medical Examiner for the state, and funding of professional staff, were major
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advances in the history of death investigation in Georgia, but didn’t happen to almost the end
of the 20th century.
A recent change in the law has placed some deaths which occur in/near state-owned buildings
under the jurisdiction of the GBI and DOFS Chief Medical Examiner. Formerly, they were
investigated by the county coroner or medical examiner in the county where the incident
occurred. Practically, the GBI accepts jurisdiction in suspicious deaths and apparent homicides,
while the county coroner or medical examiner investigates other types of death in/near stateowned buildings.
Today, all persons doing full-time medical examiner work for the GBI or the four counties with a
county medical examiner office are physician pathologists. Twenty of 23 such persons are board
certified forensic pathologists. This is a major change since the 20th century. In comparison, in
1985, there were only about five board certified forensic pathologists doing medicolegal
autopsies in the state.
The requirements to serve as elected coroner in Georgia are much the same as they have been
throughout recent Georgia history. The candidate must be a registered voter, at least 25 years
of age with a high school diploma or equivalent, have no felony conviction, and must undergo
initial and annual training. There are no term limits for coroners in Georgia.

Development of County Medical Examiner Systems
At present, 5 Georgia Counties have abolished the office of Coroner to establish a County
Medical Examiner. These are, in order, Fulton (1965), Cobb (1973), DeKalb (1981), Gwinnett
(1989), and Clayton (2001). The first three were systems in which forensic pathologists had
worked and in which the Coroners were supportive of a change to the medical examiner
system. The impetus for change in the fourth county (Gwinnett) grew out of concern from the
District Attorney and Director of Public Safety. The most recent followed the indictment and
arrest of the incumbent coroner on charges mainly related to financial improprieties. A brief
summary of the events in each county is presented below. In Georgia, the usual procedure to
abolish the coroner is to hold a county referendum on the issue and then have the office
formally abolished by an act of the state legislature.
Fulton County (1965)
Some of the history in Fulton County is taken from written records, but much is taken from the
personal memory of Wallace Vaughn, who was working as a morgue attendant in Fulton County
in the Coroner’s system of the early 1960s, and who remained a morgue attendant for Fulton
County until his retirement in 1992. Thanks to Wallace for his excellent memory and willingness
to recount it. He was a painter working for the county when the Steiner facility (the first
“county morgue’) was being constructed near Grady Hospital, and was hired as the first morgue
attendant because of his military experience in the medical/mortuary services.
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In the late 1950s, Tom Compton was the elected County Coroner for Fulton County. He was an
attorney who worked with the State Court. The Coroner’s Office was on the 9th floor of the
County Courthouse. In 1960, Tom Dillon, MD, originally from Georgia, and a medical examiner
in the Boston area, was recruited and returned to Georgia to work in the Fulton County
Coroner’s Office as a coroner’s pathologist. Tom Compton himself recognized that the needs of
the county were outgrowing the abilities of the coroner system and he not only advocated a
switch to the medical examiner system as had occurred in other major cities in the United
States. It was basically his idea. Thus, the non-physician coroner advocated change to a medical
examiner system. Most assuredly, Dr. Dillon’s experience played a facilitating role. Tom
Compton had been critically involved in getting the first facility built for coroner’s operations in
1961, in the renovated basement of the Steiner Building near Grady Hospital. It has been an
animal research lab prior to that time.
The Office of Coroner was abolished at the end of Tom Compton’s terms and Dr. Dillon became
the first Fulton County Medical Examiner in 1965. Two younger physicians, Dr. Kenneth Snell,
and Dr. Robert Stivers, worked with Dr. Dillon. Dr. Snell was drafted, and Dr. Stivers continued
to work there while in medical training. Upon Dr. Dillon’s death, Dr. Stivers became the next
Medical Examiner for Fulton County (1970). He served until 1988 when his Associate Medical
Examiner, Saleh Zaki, MD, was named Chief Medical Examiner following Dr. Stivers’ retirement.
Dr. Zaki served until 1998, when Randy Hanzlick, MD, an Associate who had worked with the
office either full-time or part-time since 1982, was appointed as Chief Medical Examiner.
The facility in the Steiner Building was used until 1974, when the Medical Examiner moved to a
new 8800 square feet facility constructed at 50 Coca Cola Place. There it remained until the
current 33,000 square feet facility opened in April of 1999.
In Fulton County, the Medical Examiner is appointed by the County Commissioners. At first,
investigators were Atlanta Police Officers provided by the Atlanta Police Department (a preexisting Fulton County Police Department had been abolished in the 1950s). Later, when Fulton
County re-established its own Police Department, investigators were Fulton County Police
Officers assigned to the Medical Examiner. In the late 1980s, as the various police officers
retired or left employment the vacated investigator positions were filled with civilians.
The Fulton County Medical Examiner’s Office has always been run with county employees. It
has never been privatized, and has always operated in facilities provided for by the County. The
FCME has an ACGME-Accredited Forensic Pathology Fellowship training program and is
accredited by the National Association of Medical Examiners.
The entire staff-past and present- of the Fulton County Medical Examiner’s Center is listed on
the FCME web site at www.fultoncountyga.gov/me-home
Today, the medical examiner staff includes Randy Hanzlick (Chief), Michele Stauffenberg
(Deputy Chief, trained at FCME), Karen Sullivan (Associate ME, trained in Fulton), Michael
Heninger (Associate ME, trained in Hennepin County), and Melissa Pasquale (Associate ME,
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trained in Miami and Detroit, had worked in New York City before coming to FCME). Other
forensic pathologists who have worked at FCME in the 21st Century include Eric Kiesel (former
Deputy Chief ME and now in Tacoma), and Carol Terry (former Associate ME, FCME-trained,
who then worked for DeKalb County and is now Chief Medical Examiner for Gwinnett County,
Georgia.)
Cobb County (1973)
Prior to 1973, the Cobb County Coroner relied upon a local hospital pathologist, Dr. Scherer, to
perform autopsies for the county. Dr. Stivers, who was Medical Examiner for Fulton County,
eventually provided autopsy services for the coroner, replacing Dr. Scherer. There was no
serious opposition to the abolition of the office of coroner and the idea had support of the
District Attorney and others. In 1973, Cobb County abolished the Office of Coroner and Dr.
Stivers became the Medical Examiner on a contract basis. Subsequently, Dr. Stivers made a
choice to concentrate his efforts in Fulton County, and he recruited William Anderson, MD, who
had trained in North Carolina, to become the Medical Examiner in Cobb County around 1977.
Dr. Anderson eventually moved to Florida. Dr. Joe Burton, who had trained in Miami, was also
performing some autopsies for Cobb County. About one year later, in 1978, Dr. Burton acquired
the contract to serve as Cobb County Medical Examiner. He remained in that role until February
of 1999 when his associate, Brian Frist, MD, assumed the contract as Chief Medical Examiner.
Dr. Frist had gained his forensic pathology experience working with Dr. Burton in the DeKalb
County Medical Examiner Office (see below). Originally, autopsies were performed in
Kennestone Hospital in Cobb County, but in the mid-1980’s, a free standing medical examiner
complex was constructed near the police department in Marietta. Today, Dr. Frist uses parttime services of other Georgia forensic pathologists to perform some autopsies.
DeKalb County (1981)
Dr. Stivers also provided pathology services to the Coroner of DeKalb County. About the same
time Dr. Stivers ceased providing services to Cobb County, he did so in DeKalb as well and Dr.
Anderson also assumed the pathologist duties for DeKalb County. When Brian Cavan (an
attorney) was the coroner, he ultimately spearheaded a move toward a medical examiner
system in DeKalb. Dr. Burton had also provided autopsy services for DeKalb and eventually
acquired the contract as Chief Medical Examiner. Dr. Burton remained Chief Medical Examiner
until March of 2000, at which time Gerald Gowitt, MD, who had trained at Fulton County and
had become an associate of Dr. Burton, acquired the DeKalb contract as Chief Medical
Examiner. Through the years, pathology services were provided to Dr. Burton by Randy Hanzlick
(early 1980s), Wayne Ross (who trained at Fulton County and eventually returned to the
Northeast, Emily Ward (who later moved to Mississippi), Jan Garavaglia (who later moved to
Texas), Gerald Gowitt, and Steven Dunton (both of who trained at Fulton County-- Dunton later
became Chief Medical Examiner for Gwinnett County; see below); and Brian Frist, who worked
with Dr. Burton for several years and later became Chief Medical Examiner in Cobb County as
described above. The late John Parker provided regular coverage in DeKalb for Dr. Gowitt, and
other local forensic pathologists also provide occasional coverage there. Originally, autopsies
were done in a small morgue at the police station and offices were maintained in rented
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commercial office space. In the late 1990s, DeKalb County constructed and opened a standalone medical examiner facility with autopsy and office areas. Today, Gowitt remains Chief
Medical Examiner and Geoffrey Smith is Associate Medical Examiner. Carol Terry worked as an
Associate Medical Examiner in DeKalb after 2003 until she became Chief Medical Examiner in
Gwinnett County. Dr. Gowitt also uses some part-time services of other Georgia forensic
pathologists.
Gwinnett County (1989)
Prior to 1989, the Gwinnett County Coroner was Randy Simpson. Gerald Gowitt had a contract
with the coroner to provide forensic pathology services. Prior to that, the coroners (Randy
Simpson and earlier, Billy Wages) had used the pathology services of Dr. Tom Orourke and Dr.
Dove, respectively. In 1989, the Director of Public Safety, the District Attorney, and local
forensic pathologists advocated a move to the medical examiner system which occurred in
1989. At that time, Joe Burton acquired the contract with Gwinnett County to serve as Chief
Medical Examiner. He held the contract until May of 1999 when Steven Dunton, MD (who
trained at Fulton County and had worked as an associate of Dr. Burton) assumed the contract
as Chief Medical Examiner. Autopsies are performed in an autopsy facility in the county police
department complex, which was constructed with federal grant funds in the 1970s. Carol Terry,
MD is now the Chief Medical Examiner and uses part-time services of other Georgia forensic
pathologists to do some autopsy cases. Plans are underway for a new autopsy facility.
Clayton County (2001)
The Coroner serving in Clayton County prior to 2001 was indicted for alleged financial
improprieties. In 2001, the state legislature approved the abolishment of the Office of Coroner
in Clayton County. However, the County has not made plans for its own medical examiner
system and, in the meantime, is using the DOFS medical examiner system to perform its
autopsies. At present, Clayton County does not have its own autopsy facility.
Accreditation
The Fulton County Medical Examiner was the first system in Georgia to be fully accredited by
the National Association of Medical Examiners and remains fully accredited. The GBI/DOFS
medical examiner has also become NAME-accredited. DeKalb County and Gwinnett County are
making plans to seek NAME accreditation.
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Photographs

Typical County Historical Marker in Georgia, describing the formation of each county and
including the name of the original coroner.

The Old Confederate Soldiers Home. Site of the first state crime lab in Georgia, the original
Georgia Bureau of Investigation, prior to 1957.
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2nd Home of the GBI DOFSD Crime Lab on Confederate Avenue.
The lab was housed here from 1957 to 1984.

GBI and DOFS Headquarters constructed in 1984. Panthersville Road, Decatur.
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New lab space and autopsy area being constructed adjacent to GBI main building in 2002.

The Fulton County Medical Examiner was first housed in the basement of the Steiner Building
near Grady Hospital, and operated there until 1974. The buidling still stands today.
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The Fulton County Medical Examiner moved into this newly constructed, 8,000 square foot
facility on Coca Cola Place (near Grady Hospital) in 1974. They operated there until 1999. The
building still stands today.

In April 1999, the Fulton County Medical Examiner moved to this newly constructed 33,000
square foot building on Pryor Street, just south of downtown Atlanta.
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Greene County, Missouri
History of the Greene County, MO Medical Examiner’s Office
Ron Yoder, BA, BSN, RN
May 2011
Dr. James Spindler took over as the Greene County Medical Examiner in January of 1996. Dr.
Erwin Busiek was the Examiner for approximately 23 years prior to Dr. Spindler. Dr. Spindler
did the autopsies for Greene County starting in about 1990 when Dr. Busiek was still the
Medical Examiner.
In January 1996 the new office opened in the court house and Ron Yoder BA, BSN, RN ran the
office for Dr. Spindler. This was the first time Greene County had an office dedicated to being
solely the Medical Examiner office. Prior to this it was run out of Dr. Busiek’s medical
office. The office was under the directorship of Mr. Yoder as Dr. Spindler appointed him as the
Deputy Medical Examiner. In 1999 an assistant was hired as full time help to assist in the office
operation.
The office did various types of training as Dr. Spindler and Mr. Yoder went to Jefferson City to
teach a course on Death scene Investigation twice a year. Dr. Spindler and Mr. Yoder also did
many lectures at Missouri State University, Drury and Evangel. The autopsies were mostly done
at Cox Medical Center Morgue and those inappropriate for Cox were done at Springfield
Mortuary Service. Dr. Spindler was the Chief Medical Examiner for Greene County until July of
2003.
The statistics for the office were left with the office when we left.
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Indiana
History of Forensic Pathology in Indiana 1779-2012

John E. Pless, MD

Joseph A. Prahlow, MD

May 2012
Indiana, the pocket shaped Hoosier State, was literally created by the borders of Ohio and
Illinois on the East and West, respectively, as well as Lake Michigan and the Ohio River on the
North and South, respectively. Vincennes Indiana was the capital of the Northwest Territory
established in 1779, including the present-day states of Wisconsin, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois. The territorial government adopted the death investigation laws of Virginia that
included a Coroner System, but the verbiage of this law limited investigation to deaths due to
casualty, i.e. homicide, suicide or accident until 1963. There was no mention of sudden
unexpected deaths or those occurring in suspicious or unusual circumstances.
The original coroner’s statutes were adopted from the territorial constitution until 1852 when
the same laws were inserted in the first Indiana constitution developed in a convention during
that date. Payment for autopsies was not included in the law until the 1930’s.
The first trained anatomic and clinical pathologist in Indiana was probably Virgil Moon who
came to Indiana University School of Medicine with William Emerson from Johns Hopkins when
Emerson became Dean in 1911. He set up a clinical laboratory at the Indianapolis City Hospital
(now the Wishard Hospital) and started performing coroner’s autopsies. There were no clinical
laboratories at the University Hospital until 1931 because Dr. Emerson insisted that doctors
should do their own laboratory work on the wards. The University Pathologists were morbid
anatomists and they did not do coroner’s autopsies.
The only well recorded forensic examination in the early years occurred in 1925 when David
Curtis (DC) Stephenson, the Grand Dragon of the KKK in 22 states, was accused of killing a
young secretary, Madge Oberholtzer. He apparently raped her and severely mutilated her with
bite marks in his private railroad car on the way to Chicago. She subsequently went to a drug
store in Hammond, IN and purchased bichloride of mercury, apparently as an abortifactant.
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Distraught over the humiliation of the act and suffering the pain of the bites, she reportedly
took the poison by mouth instead of using it as a douche. She became ill immediately, and the
Stephenson people took her back to Indianapolis where D. C. Stephenson had an apartment
above his garage. She remained there about a week and then was taken to her parent’s house
just a block away.
Madge Oberholtzer died a month later, after giving an affidavit concerning her attack. The
Indianapolis Times was a prodigious critic of the KKK and took up her cause with the local
prosecutor. The autopsy was performed by Dr. Virgil Moon and certified by the Marion County
Coroner, O. D. Robinson, MD, who was a member of the KKK. Rolla Harger, PhD did the
toxicology and he testified that Madge died from bichloride of mercury poisoning. Dr.
Robinson listed mercury poisoning as the cause of death and suicide as the manner. Dr. Moon
testified that the mechanism of death was pneumonia from the infected traumatic bites. He
classified the death as a homicide. He reasoned that although she had damage to her kidneys
from the mercury, she had survived over a month from that insult, so the mercury was not an
issue in her death. A guilty decision and the national publicity of the rape and molestation
destroyed the KKK in America. The organization went from a membership of 3,000,000 in 1924
to less than 3,000 by 1930.
Dr. Moon received several death threats and eventually had to leave Indiana for Pennsylvania
where he became Chairman of Pathology at the Hahnemann Medical College. He was one of
the first pathologists to become board certified in pathology in 1938. Autopsies for the
coroners in Central Indiana continued to be done by pathology residents at City Hospital in
Indianapolis following the loss of Dr. Virgil Moon.
The first board certified forensic pathologists in Indiana were Dr. Louie Sneider in Fort Wayne
and Dr. William McFadden in Lafayette. Both were certified by the “grandfather rule” but both
did take the national examination set forth by the American Board of Pathology in 1959. That
examination was held at Indiana University because Dr. Edward B. Smith was the secretary of
the American Board of Pathology. Dr. McFadden did a good number of coroner’s autopsies in
Lafayette and surrounding counties until his death in 1991. Dr. Sneider did most of the
autopsies for Allen County until his death in 1992. Dr. Scott Wagner, who did a forensic
fellowship with Dr. Pless at Indiana University in Indianapolis, replaced him.
Over the years, autopsy centers developed as various modern clinical laboratories developed in
large communities around the state. Residents at the South Bend Medical Foundation did
autopsies in South Bend and surrounding counties. This began in the 1930’s when Dr. Gerald
Giordano established a central not-for-profit laboratory that did clinical laboratory procedures
for hospitals in South Bend, Mishawaka, Elkhart, and Goshen, Indiana as well as Three Rivers,
Dowagiac and Niles, Michigan. The first forensic pathologist there came in 1984: Dr. Rick L.
Hoover, who trained at the Southwestern Institute for Forensic Sciences in Dallas, TX with
Chuck Petty. Dr. Joseph Prahlow, who also trained in Dallas (under Dr. Jeffrey Barnard) joined
Dr. Hoover and the South Bend Medical Foundation in 1999.
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Dr. Lall Montgomery started the clinical laboratory at Ball Memorial Hospital. Ball pathology
residents did most of the coroner’s autopsies in Muncie and several surrounding counties.
Since 2002, Dr. Paul Mellen, a board certified forensic pathologist who trained in Philadelphia,
now supervises the forensic autopsies in Muncie.
Dr. Philip Adler, based in Columbus, was the first board certified anatomic pathologist in
Southern Indiana, arriving shortly after WWII. As an itinerant pathologist, he literally served
most counties between Indianapolis, Louisville and Evansville. He had no formal forensic
training.
Dr. Anthony Pizzo began his practice in Bloomington, replacing Dr. Adler in 1951. He covered
hospitals in Bedford and Bloomington. He and his partners did most of the coroner’s autopsies
in South Central Indiana until the arrival of Dr. John Pless in 1971. Dr. J. Michael Jacobi in
Bedford became board certified in forensic pathology in 1992 on the basis of experience. He
continues to serve much of South Central Indiana, including Evansville.
Pathologists at the Clark County Hospital in Jeffersonville served the Jeffersonville and New
Albany areas of the Southern Counties along the Ohio River. The two pathologists there, Drs. L.
C. McCloud and Francis Masser were both certified in forensic pathology on the basis of
experience and work that they did at the Kentucky State Medical Examiner’s office in Louisville,
KY across the river. Walter Jones, MD also board certified in the same way and continues to
serve the counties along the river. The Kentucky State Medical Examiner now performs many
forensic autopsies for Southern Indiana counties in Louisville (under the direction of Chief
Medical Examiner Tracy Corey).
Evansville has always had a problem getting adequate forensic post mortem examinations. For
many years a non-certified anatomic pathologist traveled around Evansville doing inappropriate
examinations. This finally ended in 1984. A new morgue facility was built in 1988 and a board
certified forensic pathologist, Dr. John Heidingsfelder, became the first full time coroner’s
pathologist. He continued in good stead until about 2000 when he had to leave the country
because of problems with his federal income taxes. Dr. J. Michael Jacobi currently serves
Evansville.
Dr. Jack Weinstein served Terre Haute throughout the 1960’s and 70’s until his untimely death
in 1984. He was replaced by Dr. Roland (Rick) Kohr who became certified in forensic pathology
by experience in 1994. Dr. Kohr serves most of the southwestern part of Central Indiana,
including Bloomington.
In 1959, Dr. Edward B. Smith, Chairman of Pathology, at Indiana University wrote an article in
the Indiana Medical Society Journal entitled “Indiana: One of the Best States to Commit
Murder”. In this article he deplored the status of death investigation claiming that nonphysicians were doing autopsies and untrained coroners were missing proper investigations.
This was very true and one of the worst offenders was the head of the State Police Laboratory,
Ed Davis, who was a trained police officer with literally no training in medicine. He would
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conduct examinations of bodies found dead especially if the body was found in a remote area
and decomposed. He used the services of a physical anthropologist at Indiana University in
Bloomington to back him up. That anthropologist, George Newman, PhD was later discredited
on the basis of his findings in Native American Indians. Ed Davis wrote a contradictory article in
the Indianapolis Star that emphasized the importance of the State Police in acting when no
local expertise or facilities were available.
As a result of this controversy, thanks to Dr. Edward Smith, the State Legislature passed
changes in the coroner statutes in 1963 that required that only a board certified anatomic
pathologist be allowed to examine a dead human body. It was also stated that investigation of
death should be done on all sudden unexpected deaths as well as those occurring under
unusual and suspicious circumstances. There was also an effort to pass a law that would do
away with the coroner system. It passed the legislature on two terms by 1972 and was
included as a referendum in the 1973 election, but the inclusion of the elimination of the
surveyor without providing alternatives for either position (coroner and surveyor) complicated
the matter.
During this legislative effort, it was decided that Indianapolis and the State of Indiana needed a
Forensic Pathologist, Chief Medical Examiner. Dr. Charles Petty was hired from the Maryland
Medical Examiner System in 1968. He arrived about the same time that Dr. James Benz was
returning from 6 years in the Air Force. Benz was stationed at the Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology where he was responsible for setting up the Aircraft Accident Investigation Division.
Dr. Benz was hired to be the Chief of Pathology at the Marion County General Hospital
(formerly Indianapolis City Hospital). This is where Dr. Petty set up a new morgue for doing
forensic autopsies. Dr. Petty trained Jim Benz, who was subsequently certified in forensic
pathology by the ABP in 1969.
Unfortunately, a new coroner was elected in Marion County in 1970. He was determined that
residents at Methodist Hospital would continue to do coroner’s autopsies. Meanwhile, Dr.
Petty was invited to move to Dallas, TX in order to head up a new forensic pathology institute.
They built him a new building and gave him support through a law giving him complete control
over death investigation in Dallas County and serving as a resource for several counties in
central Texas.
Jim Benz continued as the forensic pathologist in Indianapolis and in the 1970’s he set up a
training program. Dr. James Swinehart was his first trainee. Dr. Swinehart had trained in
general pathology at Indiana University, but following his forensic training, he returned to his
hometown of Fairfield, Ohio. Dr. Benz also trained Higenio Esparza in 1970. Esparza became
board certified in forensic pathology in 1972. Unfortunately, Dr. Esparza died in 1976 when
the office assumed responsibility for doing all the medical legal autopsies from Lake County
Indiana. Following the death of Dr. Esparza, Dr. Benz hired Jesse Aguilar from Cyril Wecht’s
fellowship program. Dr. Aguilar created much legal and social controversy after less than two
years and ultimately left the state for Alabama. John Eisele, who trained in Cleveland with
Charles Hirsch, came to Indiana in 1978 and remained until 1981. He went to Seattle where he
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made an excellent review of the Mount St. Helen’s disaster. Jim Benz continued to use
residents to help him perform autopsies until February of 1983, when he left for Florida.
As the 1970’s developed, two centers became important: Indianapolis and Bloomington. Dr.
John Pless, a graduate of the South Bend Medical Foundation and the Oklahoma Medical
Examiner System under the direction of Dr. James Luke, located in Bloomington in 1971. He did
most of the forensic autopsies in Southern Indiana until he moved to Indiana University in
Indianapolis in 1983 following the relocation of Dr. James Benz to Fort Lauderdale Florida and
District #15.
In August of 1983, Dr. John Pless reorganized the forensic program at Indiana University. He
immediately set up a forensic fellowship and Dean A. Hawley, MD was his first graduate in
1984. Dr. Hawley continues at Indiana University in Resident Training today. The second
trainee was Dr. David Gauger, 1986. He was a graduate of the University of Iowa Pathology
Residency and had been in the private practice of pathology. He continues in private practice
today in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
During Dr. Pless’ time at Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis, he trained a total
of 14 forensic pathology fellows (see Table 1). Other forensic pathologists who assisted with
autopsies and in the training of fellows, residents, and medical students, include the following:
Dean Hawley, Michael Clark, MD, PhD (years of employment: 1987-2002, graduate of Ohio
State University medical school, residency and FP fellowship via the AFIP and Baltimore),
Richard Harruff (years of employment: 1990-1993, medical school: IU, residency: Baptist
Hospital in Memphis, forensic training with Jerry Francisco in TN).
During a several year period in the 1990s, there was quite a bit of tension within the Marion
County (Indianapolis) Coroners Office, with the coroner ultimately believing that the coroner’s
office should exert more “control” over the forensic pathologists. This tension ultimately
resulted in the county severing official ties with the Indiana University forensic pathologists for
the performance of autopsies for a period of approximately 18 months. During that time, the
coroner hired several pathologists, one after the other, in order to attempt to perform the
Marion County coroner’s autopsies. The reality of the situation was that too few pathologists,
several of whom were not sufficiently qualified, were attempting to match the expertise that
had, for years, been provided by the forensic pathologist staff at Indiana University. At least
one of the pathologists was not even licensed to practice medicine in Indiana. It soon became
evident to most individuals that the coroner had made a terrible mistake in severing ties with
Indiana University. With a newly-elected coroner, Marion County renewed its relationship
with Drs. Pless, Clark, and Hawley, where they continued serving Marion County and other
counties for several more years. Dr. Clark died in 2002. Following Dr. Clark’s death, in 2002,
IUSM hired Dr. Steve Radentz, who had trained and worked at the Maryland State Medical
Examiner’s Office in Baltimore. Dr. Pless retired in 2003.
Some additional important notes of interest concerning Dr. Pless’ tenure in Indianapolis include
the fact that he held the prestigious Culbertson Chair of Pathology within the Department of
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Pathology of Indiana University School of Medicine, he served as President of the National
Association of Medical Examiners (NAME) from September of 1997 through January of 1999, he
served as Chairman of the Board for NAME in 1999, and he hosted the NAME Annual Meeting
in 2000.
Following Dr. Pless’ retirement, there was more turmoil in Indianapolis, but this time, not only
did it involve the relationship between IUSM and the coroner’s office, but it also affected the
relationship between the forensic pathologists and IUSM. The ultimate outcome was that IUSM
no longer provided FP services for the county, and the long-standing official relationship that
existed between the FPs and IUSM was also severed. No longer were the FPs considered
faculty members within the Pathology Department. As a result of this change of direction, Dr.
Dean Hawley, who was a tenured professor at IUSM, remained on faculty and currently
continues as a professor of pathology and is involved in residency training. Drs. Steve Radentz
and Michelle Catellier initially continued to perform cases for the coroner, but this arrangement
only lasted for about a year. The current group of the forensic pathologists in Indianapolis has a
less formal affiliation with IUSM, and performs autopsies for the Marion County Coroner’s
Office, as well as numerous surrounding Indiana Counties. Dr. Joye Carter (fellowship training
in Baltimore, MD, former Chief ME in Washington, D.C., and Houston, TX) is the chief of the
group (hired in late 2006). Assisting Dr. Carter on a part-time basis when she first began
performing autopsies for Marion County were pathologist Allen Griggs and forensic pathologist
Kent Harshbarger. In 2008, Dr. Harshbarger’s contracting firm brought 2 additional FPs (trained
in Cincinnati) in on a part-time basis, with Dr. Carter remaining as the full-time FP and serving as
chief. The FP fellowship was revived in 2009. The first fellow trained under Dr. Carter was Dr.
Thomas Sozio, DO. Dr. Carter’s company (J and M Forensic Consulting) took over as the fulltime contractor with Marion County in 2009 and hired Dr. Sozio, as well as John Cavanaugh
(trained at IU under Dr. Pless, and formerly serving in Lake County, IN). Jolene Clouse (medical
school: IUSM, residency: Ball Memorial, fellowship: Wake Forest), who had worked in Marion
County via Dr. Harshbarger’s group, was hired as a part-time FP in 2010. Dr. Clouse has since
moved to Muncie, where she teaches at the IUSM-Muncie campus and practices FP. Dr.
Michelle Elieff (trained by Dr. Pless) joined Dr. Carter’s group on a part-time basis, and plans to
join full-time in 2012. J and M Forensic Consulting covers autopsies for Hamilton, Boone, and
Marion County coroner’s offices. Besides Dr. Sozio, other FP fellows who have been trained
under Dr. Carter’s leadership include: Dr. John Daniels (2010-11) (now working in Columbus,
OH), and Dr. Den Obenson (2011-12), who plans to return to his native Canada following
training. Prospective fellows have been accepted through the year 2014.
Over the years, the Marion County autopsies, as well as many coroners autopsies from several
surrounding Indiana counties, were performed in a variety of locations. Foremost amongst
these locations were the basement morgue housed in the basement of the Marion County Jail
in downtown Indianapolis, the Pathology Department morgue in the medical science building
on the Indiana University School of Medicine campus, and a renovated building south of
downtown Indianapolis that houses the Marion County Coroner’s Office and the morgue. The
latter facility continues to be used today for coroner’s autopsies, under the direction of the Dr.
Joye Carter.
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Lake County, Indiana, which encompasses “the Region” of northwest Indiana encompassing
Gary, Hammond, and several other communities, represents an area of the state that has
always had a great need for forensic pathologist services. For many years, pathologists with no
formal forensic training provided the only coroners autopsies. From September, 1988-August,
1992, Dr. Elliott Gross taught at IUSM-Northwest and provided part-time local FP expertise.
John Cavanaugh, trained by Dr. Pless, became the area’s first fulltime fellowship-trained, boardcertified forensic pathologist. Dr. Cavanaugh provided FP autopsy performance services for
Lake County and some surrounding counties for several years from the late 1990s into the
2000s, before returning to Indianapolis, where he currently works with Dr. Joye Carter.
Currently, Lake County is without a fulltime FP. Most cases in Lake County are again performed
by a non-forensically-trained pathologist.
As mentioned previously, the pathologists at the South Bend Medical Foundation have
provided coroner autopsies for many decades. Dr. Rick Hoover (MD at Indiana University
School of Medicine; residency at SBMF; FP training in Dallas with Charles Petty) returned to the
SBMF as the area’s first Board-certified FP in 1984. Joseph Prahlow joined Dr. Hoover in 1999,
after completing his FP training in Dallas under Dr. Jeffrey Barnard. Dr. Prahlow now performs
a bulk of the coroner’s autopsies for the area. Following in Dr. Pless’ footsteps as a Hoosier
forensic pathologist in a national leadership role, Dr. Prahlow served as President and Chairman
of the Board of the National Association of Medical Examiners in 2007 and 2008, respectively.
Although not organized at the state level, there are several “regional centers” around the state
that currently offer forensic autopsies for county coroners in Indiana. Many of them are staffed
by Board-certified forensic pathologists. Unfortunately, some are not.
Indianapolis (Marion County) – Joye Carter
South Bend – Joseph Prahlow
Fort Wayne – Scott Wagner
Muncie – Paul Mellen; Jolene Clouse
Terre Haute – Roland Kohr
Southeastern Indiana (Louisville, KY area) – Tracy Corey (Louisville)
Evansville – Michael Jacobi
Lake County –
Despite the presence of several “regional centers” that offer forensic autopsy services
throughout the state, the reality of the current state of affairs in Indiana is two-fold:
1) Even when a regional center has a Board-certified forensic pathologist, not every center
has only Board-certified forensic pathologists. In other words, if a coroner sends a case
to certain regional centers, there is no assurance that the autopsy will be performed by
a forensic pathologist.
2) Many coroners utilize non-forensic pathologists to perform many of their autopsies.
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List of Fellows Trained in Forensic Pathology at Indiana University (Under Dr. John Pless, 19842003; Dr. Steve Radentz, 2004; Dr. Joye Carter, 2006-present)
Dr. Dean A. Hawley, 1984 – Indiana University Department of Pathology
Dr. David Gauger, 1986 – private practice, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Dr. Joni McClain, 1988 – Associate Medical Examiner, Dallas, Texas
Dr. Jesse Giles, 1989 – Chief Medical Examiner, Jacksonville, Florida
Dr. Scott Wagner, 1992 – Chief Forensic Pathologist, Fort Wayne, IN
Dr. Amy Llewellyn, 1993 – Medical Examiner, Reno, NV
Dr. John Cavanaugh 1997 – Medical Examiner, Lake County Indiana
Dr. Romeo Pineda 1998 – General Practitioner, Indianapolis, Indiana
Dr. Jessica Bowman 1999 – Forensic Pathologist – Bloomington, IL
Dr. James Luter 2000 – General Practitioner, Indianapolis, Indiana
Dr. Donna Smith 2001 – General Practitioner, Indianapolis, Indiana
Dr. Dzuy Nguyen 2002 – AFIP - Armed Forces Medical Examiner
Dr. Mark Peters 2003 – Medical Examiner, Rockford, Illinois
Dr. Michelle Elieff 2004 – Medical Examiner, Colorado
Dr. Thomas Sozio 2009 – Indianapolis, IN
Dr. John Daniels 2011 – Columbus, OH
Dr. Ken Obenson 2012 - Canada
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List of “forensic pathologists” in Indiana:
Name
Location
Dates
William McFadden* Lafayette
’59-90
Louis Sneider*
Fort Wayne ’59-92
Charles Petty*
Indianapolis ’68-’70
James Benz*
Indianapolis ’70-’83
John Pless
Bloomington/
Indianapolis ’71-’03
Higenio Esparza*
Indianapolis ’72-76
Jesse Aguilar
Indianapolis ’76-’80
John Eisele*
Indianapolis ’77-’82
Richard McClure
Dean Hawley
Albert Kaltenthaler*
Michael Clark*
Richard Harriff
Rick Hoover
Scott Wagner
John Heidingsfelder
J. Michael Jacobi
Michelle Catellier
John Cavanaugh
Roland Kohr
Ruth Kohlmeier
Joseph Prahlow
Paul Mellen
Steve Radentz
Jennifer Swartz
Jolene Clouse
Joye Carter
Elliott Gross
Kent Harshbarger
Thomas Sozio
Michelle Elieff

Noblesville
Indianapolis
Lafayette
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
South Bend
Fort Wayne
Evansville
Bedford
Indianapolis
Evansville,
Lake Co.,
Indianapolis
Terre Haute
Angola
South Bend
Muncie
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Muncie, IN
Indianapolis
Lake Co.
Marion Co.
Indianapolis
Indianapolis

Certification
experience
experience
experience
training

Location of training
2 wks in Baltimore
2 mo. New York
12 years in Baltimore
6 yrs. at AFIP, 1 yr. Indy

training
training
training
training

1 yr. Jim Luke – Oklahoma
1 yr. Jim Benz – Indianapolis
1 yr. Cyril Wecht – Pittsburg
1 yr. Charles Hirsch Cleveland
1 yr. Charles Petty - Dallas
1 yr. John Pless – Indianapolis
1 month – Cleveland
1 yr. Russell Fisher – Baltimore
1 yr. Jerry Francisco - Memphis
1 yr. Charles Petty – Dallas
1 yr. John Pless – Indianapolis
12 yrs. practice in Louisiana
2 weeks - Indianapolis
1 yr. Jeff Jentzen – Milwaukee

’78-’05
’84-pres
’86-’09
’87-’02
’90-’94
’90-pres
’92-pres
’93-’04
’94-pres
’90-’07

training
training
experience
training
training
training
training
experience
experience
training

’97-pres
’98-pres
’99-pres
’99-pres
’02-pres
’02-pres
‘03-’06
’09-’11;
‘11-pres
’06-pres
‘88-’92
‘06-’08
‘09-pres
‘11-pres

training
experience
unknown
training
training
training
training

1 yr. John Pless – Indianapolis
2 weeks, Indianapolis

training
training
experience
training
training
training

1 yr. Pat Lantz – Wake Forest
1 yr. John Smialek – Baltimore
NYC
1 yr. Dayton, OH
1 yr. Joye Carter – Indianapolis
1 yr. John Pless – Indianapolis
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1 yr. Jeffrey Barnard – Dallas
1 yr. Haresh Mirchandani - Philadelphia
1 yr. John Smialek – Baltimore
1 yr. David Fowler – Baltimore

Iowa
Iowa Office of the State Medical Examiner

Julia C. Goodin, MD
August 2012
The Mission of the Iowa State Medical Examiner
To establish credibility in death investigation in a system that will operate efficiently and serve
the needs of the citizens of Iowa.
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History
In the late 1950s, several individuals got together and decided deaths would be better
investigated if the persons determining the need for an autopsy and completing death
certificates were local physicians. This idea prompted legislative action to replace coroners
with county medical examiners in 1961. The original proposed bill (House File 260) also created
the position of State Medical Examiner. However, the bill was amended before leaving the
legislature returning all power back to the counties, and no State Medical Examiner position
was created, essentially, creating a county medical examiner system.
The law passed by the legislature in 1959 required each County Board of Supervisors to appoint
a county medical examiner whose term would begin January 2, 1961. The appointed person
had to be a physician who was responsible for investigating deaths that occurred in their
county, and the death had to fall under medical examiner’s jurisdiction. The county medical
examiner determined if an autopsy was necessary, and if not, certified the death by gathering
information from the scene and medical history. The 1959 legislation established examination
certificate fees on a county level: $15.00 per certificate plus expenses. Until the late 1980s,
when an autopsy was needed, the county medical examiner arranged for a local pathologist or
the University of Iowa to perform the autopsy.
In 1970, the Iowa legislature repealed the 1959 law and passed Senate File 585, establishing a
State Criminalistics Laboratory and creating the position of State Medical Examiner. As stated
at the time in Iowa Code Chapter 1280:
“SEC. 5. ...The state medical examiner shall be a physician and surgeon or
osteopathic physician and surgeon and be licensed to practice medicine in the state of
Iowa, and possess special knowledge in forensic pathology. The state medical examiner
shall be appointed by and serve at the pleasure of the governor. The state medical
examiner may be a faculty member of the college of medicine or the college of law at
the University of Iowa, and any of his assistants or staff may be members of the faculty
or staff of the college of medicine or the college of law at the University of Iowa.
SEC 6. The duties of the state medical examiner shall be:
1. To provide assistance, consultation, and training to county medical examiners
and law-enforcement officials.
2. To keep complete records of all relevant information concerning deaths or
crimes requiring investigation by the state medical examiner.
3. To promulgate rules and regulations pursuant to chapter seventeen A (17A) of
the Code regarding the manner and techniques to be employed while conducting
autopsies; the nature, character, and extent of investigations to be made in cases of
homicide or suspected homicide necessary to allow a medical examiner to render a full
and complete analysis and report; the format and matters to be contained in all reports
rendered by medical examiners; and all other things necessary to carry out this Act. All
county medical examiners and peace officers shall be subject to such rules and
regulations.”
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The position of State Medical Examiner remained vacant, however, until
1983 when Thomas L. Bennett, M.D., began his term as the State Medical
Examiner. Except for an approximately 1 1/2 year period in 1985-1986,
Dr. Bennett remained in this position until 1997. Autopsies were performed
at Broadlawns Medical Center in Des Moines, Iowa, and at other locations
throughout the state. Until the mid-1990s, there was no provision for a
salary for the State Medical Examiner, Dr. Bennett received payment on a
fee-for-service basis from the counties. On July 1, 1996, the State Medical
Examiner became a full-time salaried employee of the Department of Public
Safety, and at that point, the State Medical Examiner needed to be a
forensic pathologist and became directly responsible for forensic autopsies.

Thomas L. Bennett, M.D.

When the office of State Medical
Examiner was established, it was
administered under the Iowa
Department of Public Safety. Despite
repeated requests for funding, staffing,
and a better facility, little changed until
controversy occurred in the State
Medical Examiner’s office in 1997. At
this time, a serious effort was made to
look at the needs of the state office.
The National Association of Medical
Examiners (NAME) was asked by Paul
Wieck, Iowa Public Safety
Broadlawns Medical Center
Commissioner at that time, to perform
a consultative evaluation of Iowa’s medical examiner’s office.
The NAME conducted a review of the State Medical Examiner’s Office in 1998. Their
recommendations included:
 Moving the office from the Department of Public Safety so it would stand alone, or to
another department.


Change the existing law to give subpoena power to the State Medical Examiner.



Increase the budget.



Noted the need for a facility.

The report produced by NAME is an important document and a milestone in the development
of the Iowa Office of the State Medical Examiner (IOSME). NAME cited in their report that
having the IOSME administrated under the Department of Public Safety, an arm of law
enforcement, gave an appearance of bias toward the prosecution. To address this concern,
Governor Thomas J. Vilsack signed a bill on May 27, 1999, moving the office from the
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Department of Public Safety to the Department of Public Health, and creating the State Medical
Examiner Advisory Council and the Interagency Councils.
When Julia C. Goodin, M.D., was hired as the Chief State Medical Examiner
in December 1999, there was only one other employee, an office worker,
The office had no supplies, no instruments, and only rented morgue space.
Over the last twelve years, the office has grown to a staff of 12 full-time
employees and 31 part-time employees, including 4 full-time forensic
pathologists. The office performs approximately 750 autopsies per year
and reviews the reports from all cases that occur throughout the state.
Not all autopsies within the county medical examiner jurisdiction, however,
are performed by the state office. Some autopsies are still performed by
local pathology groups and the pathologists at the University of Iowa.
Dr. Gregory Schmunk, the Polk County Medical Examiner, also provides
autopsies for Polk County.
The State Medical Examiner was given subpoena power by Senate File 2302
Julia C. Goodin, M.D.
during the 2000 Legislative Session. The same Senate File gave the State
Medical Examiner additional power to adopt rules relating to the duties, responsibility, and
operations of the state office and the county medical examiners.
Dennis F. Klein, M.D., was brought on as Deputy Chief State Medical Examiner on August 1,
2000.
In 2008, the Iowa Office of the State Medical Examiner achieved accreditation by the National
Association of Medical Examiners.
In 2001, funding of $51 million was appropriated to build a new facility to house four separate
laboratories, including the State Medical Examiner’s Office. The original estimated cost was
$62 million. The firm of Henningson, Durham and Richardson (HDR) was contracted to perform
the architectural engineering and design work of the entire complex, including the
24,000 square feet, $11 million medical examiner’s section.
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House File 2453, passed by the 2002 Legislature on March 18, 2002 and signed by Governor
Vilsack on April 9, 2002, made autopsy reports confidential. An amendment was made to Iowa
Code Chapter 22.7(41) requiring release of only cause of death and manner of death to the
public, and only if doing so will not hinder an ongoing investigation. Administrative rules were
written to determine which cases needed to be autopsied, and to establish responsibilities and
qualifications for county medical examiner investigators.
The Iowa Office of the State Medical Examiner (IOSME) serves a population of 3,062,309 (2011
census). There are 99 counties in Iowa, and currently there are 105 appointed county medical
examiners, with some larger counties sharing duties between two or more county medical
examiners. Assisting them are 218 deputy county medical examiners and 243 county medical
examiner investigators.
All county medical examiners and deputy medical examiners are physicians. County medical
examiners (CME) are appointed for a two-year term by their respective county’s Board of
Supervisors per Iowa Code 331.321. The appointed CME may appoint deputy medical
examiners and county medical examiner investigators, who must be approved by the IOSME.

Julia Goodin, M.D.
Jonathan Thompson, M.D.
Dennis Klein, M.D.
Michele Catellier, M.D.
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First State Medical Examiner
Dr. Thomas Bennett served as State Medical Examiner of Iowa from 1983 to 1997, with a short
break in service between 1985 to 1986, when he served as
Mississippi’s State Medical Examiner.
Dr. Bennett received his B.A. in Biology from Drake University.
Following medical school at the University of Iowa College of
Medicine in Iowa City, Dr. Bennett completed his a residency in
Anatomic and Clinical Pathology at the Institute of Pathology,
University Hospitals of Cleveland. After completing his fellowship in
Forensic Pathology at in the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner in
Chapel Hill, NC he completed additional a residency training in Clinical
Pathology at Royal C. Johnson Veterans Administration Hospital in

Thomas L. Bennett,
M.D.
Sioux Falls, SD.
Dr. Bennett is certified by the American Board of Pathology, is licensed in the States of
Montana, Wyoming and Iowa, and is currently affiliated with Pathology Consultants, P.C. in
Billings, Montana. He is a member of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences (AAFS), the
National Association of Medical Examiners (NAME), the American Society on the Abuse of
Children (APSAC), the College of American Pathologists (CAP), the Montana Medical Association
(MMA), and the American Medical Association (AMA).
During his time as State Medical Examiner, Dr. Bennett authored the original Iowa County
Medical Examiners Handbook, which with revisions and updates is still in use today providing
consistency in death investigation throughout the state. Dr. Bennett led the forensic team that
autopsied the 111 victims of the United Airlines DC-10 crash at Sioux City Airport in July 1989.
United 232 Air Disaster

On July 19, 1989, Iowa experienced its worst air disaster with the crash of United Airlines
flight 232. On board were 285 passengers and 11 crewmembers; 110 passengers and 1 flight
attendant died in the crash. Investigation of the accident revealed that a cracked fan disc in the
tail-mounted engine of the DC-10 aircraft fragmented, causing damage to the hydraulic
mechanisms that resulted in complete loss of control of all the flight control surfaces. Captain
Alan Haynes, with the assistance of his crew and a flight instructor who happened to be riding
as a passenger, improvised a method to control the plane by varying the thrust to the two wing
mounted engines. The crew aligned the aircraft for landing and nearly made the approach
when the right wing suddenly dipped causing the plane to skid, and the cabin to break up,
invert and catch on fire. To this day aviation experts are unable to repeat in simulators what
the United 232 crew was able to accomplish for 40 minutes in the air before the crash.
Dr. Thomas Bennett, State Medical Examiner, and Dr. Dennis Mallory, Tama County Medical
Examiner, along with assistance from the Division of Criminal investigation and the Iowa
National Guard responded to the mass disaster, ensuring victims of the accident were properly
identified. Dr. Bennett also determined that approximately half of the deaths were caused by
smoke inhalation and half were due to blunt force injuries. Survivors of the accident credit
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their survival to the skills of the flight crew and to the Sioux Gateway Airport and surrounding
communities, which had in place and practiced emergency plans.

Current State Medical Examiners
Dr. Julia Goodin began her duties as Iowa Chief State Medical
Examiner on December 13, 1999. She is Associate Professor of
Pathology with the University of Iowa and Adjunct Associate
Professor with Des Moines University.
Dr. Goodin received her B.S. in Biology and Chemistry from
Western Kentucky University and an M.D. from the University of
Kentucky in Lexington. She trained in both anatomic and clinical
pathology at Vanderbilt University Medical Center followed by a
one-year fellowship in forensic pathology at the Office of the
Medical Examiner for the state of Maryland (Baltimore).
Julia C. Goodin, M.D.
She was Assistant Medical Examiner, Office of the Chief Medical
Examiner in Baltimore, Maryland; Assistant Medical Examiner and later Acting Chief Medical
Examiner, Office of Chief Medical Examiner in Nashville, Tennessee; Associate Medical
Investigator, State of New Mexico, Health Sciences Center; and a State Medical Examiner,
Alabama Department of Forensic Sciences, Mobile Regional Lab, Mobile, Alabama.
Dr. Goodin is board certified by the American Board of Pathology in Anatomic, Clinical and
Forensic Pathology. Dr. Goodin is an active member of the National Association of Medical
Examiners and the American Academy of Forensic Sciences. She served six years on the Board
of Directors for each. She is also a member of the Association of Military Surgeons of the
United States and the Iowa Medical Society, and served on their board of directors for three
years. She is a Captain in the Navy Reserve. She has a special interest in Cardiovascular
Pathology and Sports Related Sudden Deaths.
Dr. Dennis Klein began his duties as Iowa Deputy State Medical
Examiner on August 1, 2000. He is Adjunct Clinical Assistant
Professor with the University of Iowa School of Medicine and
Adjunct Associate Professor of Forensic Pathology with Des
Moines University in Des Moines.
Dr. Klein completed his fellowship in forensic pathology at the
Office of the Medical Investigator in New Mexico on July 31, 2000.
He received his B.S. in Chemistry, cum laude, from Bowdoin
College in Maine and his M.D. from the University of Vermont
College of Medicine. Dr. Klein completed a one-year internship in
Internal Medicine and a four-year residency training program at
Dennis F. Klein, M.D.
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. He completed a one-year
fellowship in forensic pathology at the Office of the Medical Investigator, State of New Mexico.
Dr. Klein is certified by the American Board of Pathology in Forensic Pathology, and Anatomic
and Clinical Pathology.
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Dr. Klein is a member of the IOSME Interagency Council. He was involved in developing and
implementing specialized training for Iowa county medical examiners and county medical
examiner investigators. He is the Program Director for the Iowa Association of County Medical
Examiners Fall Meeting.
Dr. Michele Catellier began her duties as Associate State Medical Examiner
at the Iowa Office of the State Medical Examiner on October 2, 2006. She is
a Clinical Assistant Professor with the University of Iowa Carver College of
Medicine and an Adjunct Assistant Professor of forensic pathology with Des
Moines University.
Dr. Catellier received her B.S. from Indiana University in Occupational
Therapy. She received her M.D. from Indiana University School of Medicine.
She completed a five-year residency in anatomic and clinical pathology at
Methodist Hospital of Indiana and also completed a one-year fellowship in
forensic pathology at the Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Michele J. Catellier,
M.D.

Following her training, she worked in general pathology for approximately ten years at Winona
Memorial Hospital in Indianapolis, where she was Medical Director of the Laboratory. Prior to
arrival in Iowa, she worked in the field of forensic pathology in Indianapolis, Indiana.
Dr. Catellier is certified by the American Board of Pathology in Forensic, Anatomic and Clinical
Pathology.
Dr. Catellier is a member of the Strangulation Task Force and Child Death Review Team.

Jonathan G. Thompson,
M.D.
Pathology.

Dr. Jonathan Thompson began his duties as Associate State
Medical Examiner at the Iowa Office of the State Medical Examiner
on December 12, 2008. He is an Associate Professor of Pathology
with the University of Iowa and an Adjunct Assistant Professor of
Forensic Pathology with Des Moines University.
Dr. Thompson received his B.S. from the University of Iowa in
Exercise Science. He received his M.D. from the University of Iowa
School of Medicine. His four-year residency training took place at
the University of Minnesota Medical Center and his fellowship in
forensic pathology was done at the Hennepin County Medical
Examiner's Office. Dr. Thompson is certified by the American Board
of Pathology in Forensic Pathology, and Anatomic and Clinical

Prior to Iowa, he was Assistant Medical Examiner with the Hennepin County Medical Examiner’s
Office in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Dr. Thompson coordinates medical students on rotation at the IOSME.
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Assistant State Medical Examiners at University Of Iowa
Dr. Marcus Nashelsky has served as Assistant State Medical Examiner
providing autopsies at the University of Iowa in Iowa City since 2009,
and as Johnson County Deputy Medical Examiner since 2011. He is a
Clinical Professor of Pathology at the University of Iowa Hospitals and
Clinics in Iowa City.
Dr. Nashelsky received his B.A. from the University of Wyoming and his
M.D. from the University of Nebraska-College of Medicine. He
completed a five-year residency at the University of Missouri-Columbia
Hospitals and Clinics, followed by a one-year fellowship in forensic
Marcus B. Nashelsky, pathology that took place at the University of New Mexico School of
Medicine. Dr. Nashelsky is certified by the American Board of
M.D.
Pathology in Forensic Pathology, and Anatomic and Clinical Pathology.
Dr. Dennis Firchau has served as Assistant State Medical Examiner since 2010 and
as Johnson County Deputy Medical Examiner since 2010. He is a Clinical Assistant
Professor of Pathology at the University of Iowa Hospital and Clinics.
Dr. Firchau received his B.S. from Michigan State University. He earned his M.D.
at Wayne State University of Medicine and completed his residency in pathology
at the Medical College of Wisconsin. His fellowship in forensic pathology was
completed at the Hennepin County Medical Examiner’s Office, and an additional
fellowship in cardiovascular pathology took place at Mayo Clinic. Dr. Firchau is
certified by the American Board of Pathology in Anatomic and Clinical Pathology,
and Forensic Pathology.
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Dennis J. Firchau,
M.D.

Previous IOSME Forensic Pathologist Staff
Dr. Jerri McLemore served as Associate State Medical Examiner from 2003 to
2010.
Dr. McLemore received her B.A. from the University of Kansas and graduated
with Honors in Human Biology and with Highest Distinction. She received her
M.D. from the Kansas University School of Medicine. Her five-year residency
training took place at the University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center in
Albuquerque, New Mexico as did her fellowship in forensic pathology. She was
an instructor in surgical pathology and cytopathology at the University of New
Mexico Health Sciences Center before beginning her fellowship in forensic
pathology. Dr. McLemore is certified by the American Board of Pathology in
Forensic Pathology, and Anatomic and Clinical Pathology.

Jerri L. McLemore,
M.D.

While at the IOSME, Dr. McLemore was a member of the Child Death Review Team and
coordinated the Des Moines University medical student rotations.
Dr. McLemore is currently an Assistant Professor at Wake Forest School of Medicine,
Department of Pathology.
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A New Facility
IOSME
Bldg. B

Artist’s Rendition of the New Four-Laboratory Complex
A Groundbreaking Ceremony for the new facility took place on
July 29, 2002, with more than 300 people in attendance. Several
speakers were there to celebrate, including Governor Thomas Vilsack,
who said the project is “an appropriate investment.”

Governor Thomas Vilsack
(Currently U.S. Secretary of Agriculture)
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Dr. Julia Goodin
addresses the crowd
at the
Groundbreaking
Ceremony.
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Drs. Francis Garrity, Julia Goodin, Jerri McLemore,
Marcus Nashelsky, and Dennis Klein on a visit to the site
during construction of the facility.
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The new facility was
completed in 2005.
The 175,956 square foot facility
houses both the IOSME and morgue,
along with the Department of
Criminal Investigation, Agricultural
Lab, and Hygienic Lab.
The IOSME 24,000 square feet of
space. The autopsy room has four
stations and natural lighting. The main
body cooler holds up to 24 bodies
with room for 6 more in the special
body cooler.
Remote electrical outlets are available
for refrigerated trucks as a disaster
contingency. In a power outage, the
laboratory runs on a backup
generator.
A drive-through garage
accommodates receiving and
releasing bodies. The IOSME is staffed
24 hours per day, 365 days per years,
accepting phone calls, and receiving
and releasing bodies 24/7.

The facility consists of four buildings
connected by walkways.

The main autopsy room during construction and after completion.
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The RibbonCutting Ceremony
took place on
June 7, 2005.

Each Laboratory represented in the new
facility had a framed plaque for the
ceremony.
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Involvement and Education
Interagency Council
The Interagency Coordinating Council was created by the Iowa Legislature in 1999 with the
purpose to advise the State Medical Examiner concerning the assurance of effective
coordination of the functions and operations of the Office of the State Medical Examiner with
the needs and interests of the Departments of Public Safety and Public Health (Iowa
Code 691.6B). Members of the Interagency Coordinating Council include the State Medical
Examiner; the Commissioner of Public Safety, the Director of Public Health, and the governor,
or a representative designated by the member. The Interagency Coordinating Council meets
biannually.
Advisory Council
The State Medical Examiner Advisory Council was established in 1999 via Iowa Code 691.6C.
This Council was established to “advise and consult with the State Medical Examiner on a range
of issues affecting the organization and functions of the office of the State Medical Examiner
and the effectiveness of the medical examiner system in the state.” The Advisory Council
meets biannually and is currently holding meetings by ICN with origination at the Iowa
Laboratory Facility. Membership is determined by Dr. Julia Goodin, State Medical Examiner, in
consultation the Director of the Iowa Department of Public Health.
Current membership includes the State Medical Examiner, Deputy State Medical Examiner, and
representatives from the University of Iowa–Department of Pathology, Attorney General’s
Office, Iowa Association of Pathologists, Iowa County Attorney’s Association, Iowa Funeral
Directors Association, Iowa Association of County Medical Examiners, Iowa Medical Society,
Iowa Department of Public Health, Iowa Public Defender’s Office, Iowa Department of Public
Safety, and Iowa Emergency Medical Services Association
Child Death Review Team
The State of Iowa Child Death Review Team was established in 1995 by Statute 641-90.1.
Functions of the Team were originally coordinated by personnel within the Bureau of Family
Health in the Iowa Department of Public Health. In the spring of 2009, the Iowa Office of the
State Medical Examiner (IOSME) was assigned the coordination of this multi-disciplinary team.
The purpose of the Iowa Child Death Review Team is to aid in the reduction of preventable
deaths of children under the age of 18 years through the identification of unsafe consumer
products; identification of unsafe environments; identification of factors that play a role in
accidents, homicides, and suicides, which may be eliminated or counteracted; and promotion of
communication, discussion, cooperation and exchange of ideas and information among
agencies investigating child deaths.
Fatality Assessment and Control Evaluation (FACE)
The Iowa Office of the State Medical Examiner is considered a principle investigator for the
Iowa Fatality Assessment and Control Evaluation (FACE) Program, which collects basic
information on all occupational fatalities in the state of Iowa. This program is comprised of
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individuals who meet monthly from the Iowa Department of Public Health, the Iowa Office of
the State Medical Examiner and the University of Iowa. The Program collects in-depth
information on select fatal injuries, occasionally conducting detailed on-site investigations. The
mission of the Program is to alert employers, employees, and those who are self-employed,
such as farmers, by making recommendations and suggestions to help prevent similar fatalities.
The National Institute for Occupational Safety & Health's state-based FACE program began in
1989. Currently, eight other state health or labor departments have cooperative agreements
with NIOSH for conducting surveillance, targeted investigations, and prevention activities at the
state level.
IMORT
The Iowa Mortuary Operations Response Team (IMORT) is a formal public health response
team whose mission is to respond to mass fatality events within the State of Iowa and work
under the direction of the state medical examiner. IMORT works closely with law enforcement
agencies to help identify, collect and preserve evidence that will aid in determining the cause
and manner of death; assist with scene documentation; assist with recovery and processing of
remains; and provide family assistance. Each member of the team is a volunteer. A majority of
the team is comprised of county medical examiner personnel and funeral service professionals.
Iowa Office of the State Medical Examiner’s Commitment to Education
In addition to providing high quality death investigation for law enforcement and families
grieving the loss of a loved one, the staff at the Iowa Office of the State Medical Examiner is
dedicated to educating future physicians and physician’s assistants through our affiliation with
Des Moines University Osteopathic School of Medicine and the University of Iowa medical
school. We have designed two forensic pathology programs for students at Des Moines
University, a 3rd and 4th year elective rotation for medical students, and an elective rotation
for physician’s assistants. The medical student rotation has been very popular, and the
students’ evaluations have been enthusiastic. The IOSME is also a part of the University of Iowa
medical school’s community-based primary care clerkship, where the medical students learn
about the office’s role in the public health system. Staff at the Iowa Office of the State Medical
Examiner considers education of health care professionals, law enforcement officials, legal
representatives, and the general public an integral part of their duties.
County Medical Examiner Investigators Training
The IOSME has received Paul Coverdell Forensic Science Improvement Grants since 2004. The
funds were applied toward sending Iowa county medical examiner personnel to the
medicolegal death investigator training course in St. Louis, Missouri, sending IOSME personnel
to continuing education conferences/seminars and various equipment items such as digital
cameras for scene investigations, autopsy/morgue equipment and a computerized case
management system.
As of August 2012, Iowa has 32 Registered Diplomates and 5 Board Certified Medicolegal Death
Investigators.
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ME 101 on the Road
ME 101 began in June 2007 and is a popular hands-on learning session offered prior to the Iowa
County Medical Examiner Conference each November. The course is offered periodically during
the year at different counties throughout Iowa. Traveling to the counties to provide instruction
offers many advantages including wider participation and convenience for individuals involved
with death investigation at the local level.
What is covered in ME 101 on the Road?
• Review accurate completion of the ME-1 Form.
•

Describe how to conduct a thorough medicolegal death scene investigation.

•

Review the roles of the ME and the ME Investigator at a death scene.

•

Discuss the scientific basis of human identification.

•

Identify the necessary tasks at infant death scene investigations.

•

Describe the types of deaths investigated in Iowa.

•

Discuss the Medicolegal system and administrative rules pertinent to death
investigation in the state of Iowa.

•

Determine which cases come under medical examiner jurisdiction and which ones need
to have an autopsy.

•

Discover strategies for establishing cost effective contracts for body transportation and
reimbursement for medicolegal death investigation.
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Organizational Chart
The IOSME currently has twelve full-time staff members: Four forensic pathologists, one
director of forensic services, one medicolegal death investigator, three secretaries, one
radiologic technician, and two Autopsy Technicians. In addition, the office employs sixteen
part-time morgue attendants who staff the facility overnight, twelve part-time autopsy
technicians, one radiologic technician, and two part-time secretaries. Full-time and part-time
employees are cross-trained in other areas in order to maintain efficiency when the workload
increases.
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Office Information
Iowa Office of the State Medical Examiner
2250 South Ankeny Blvd.
Ankeny, IA 50023-9093
Phone: (515) 725-1400
Fax: (515) 725-1414
Website: www.iosme.iowa.gov
Fully accredited by NAME since 2008
Population served: 3,062,309 (2011 census).
2011 Annual Budget: $2,722,530 (including revenue) - $907,235 (General Fund)
2012 Annual Budget: $3,080,034 (including revenue) - $852,801 (General Fund)
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HISTORICAL CASE INFORMATION
Autopsied by IOSME
Year

Homicide

Suicide

Accident

Natural

Undetermined N/A

TOTAL

2000

28

27

79

41

8

6

189

2001

33

56

120

97

6

2

314

2002

34

43

120

123

9

3

332

2003

30

64

189

110

14

2

409

2004

21

71

153

112

18

1

376

2005

26

86

249

151

26

2

540

2006

39

108

228

146

41

4

566

2007

37

108

270

150

47

6

618

2008

48

163

311

178

56

1

757

2009

34

151

283

160

42

0

670

2010

41

143

311

145

62

1

703

2011

38

162

290

165

55

11

721

Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

State-Wide
# ME Cases
# Autopsied
3418
3030
3341
3489
3265
3386
3792
4230
5040
4608
4639
5044
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972
1068
1238
1309
1378
1472
1505
1442
1538
1391
1480
1546

Public Artwork

“SLIDES”
Designed exclusively for the Iowa Laboratory Facility
By Seattle public artist Norie Sato
Framing the main entryway of the Iowa Laboratory Facility, glass slides, reminiscent of the glass
slides used with specimens for microscopes, are set in metal grooves enabling them to be
moved horizontally across a track. As the panels are moved, the southern sun shines through
the panels, creating an ever-changing array of color
and light.
The three separate displays contain forty painted and
sandblasted glass panels. Each section includes five
layers. A base layer is stationary and includes an
image of an Iowa landscape. The four sliding glass
panels in front of each landscape have images based
on the work of each of the laboratories housed in the
facility.
The glass was produced at Franz Mayer Studios in
Munich, Germany, as a collaborative effort between
the glass craftspeople at the studio and the artist, who
hand painted many of the panels.
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The IOSME Today
The IOSME is proud to have a state medical examiner system. Through combined efforts of the
centralized state office and the local county offices throughout the state, Iowa has a strong,
modern medicolegal death investigation system.
The county medical examiners determine whether an autopsy is necessary, and they determine
cause of death and manner of death in cases that are not sent for autopsy.
The IOSME provides many services, including guidelines, assistance, direction, and training to
county medical examiner personnel and law enforcement officials. The IOSME also provides
autopsy service to the counties, testimony for court, and education for the medical school and
many other groups throughout the state.
County medical examiner responsibilities are outlined in §§ 331.801-805 of the Code of Iowa
while the duties of the State and Deputy State Medical Examiner can be found under §§
691.5-6C. With the goal of having a high level of standard of practice through the state, the
IOSME expounded on these established rules for death investigation via the 641 Iowa
Administrative Code Chapter, 126 State Medical Examiner and Chapter 127. These codes and
rules can be viewed and printed from the links found on the Medical Examiner main page
(www.iosme.iowa.gov).
The physicians in the county are paid very little, if at all, for their services to the county. Some
of them even volunteer, along with running a practice. Many county medical examiners are
family physicians or ER physicians, and it is difficult for them to get away from their practice to
go to a death scene. To help alleviate this problem, the IOSME has promoted the use of
Medicolegal Death Investigators. The IOSME provides training for the investigators and
encourages them to attend the St. Louis
Medicolegal Death Investigator course.
Some of the funds that the IOSME
receives from the Paul Coverdell Grant are
used to send county medical examiner
investigators to the St. Louis death
investigators course.
The IOSME was successfully accredited by
NAME in 2008. Iowa is one of only eight
states where the state medical examiner’s
office and the state crime laboratory are
both accredited by their respective
bodies.
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Missouri
History of the Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office Kansas City, Missouri and Missouri
Death Investigation

Mary H. Dudley, MD.
August, 2012

Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office
Office Information
Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office
660 E. 24th Street
Kansas City, Missouri
(816) 881-6600
(816) 404-1345 fax
Website- http://www.jacksongov.org
Mary H. Dudley, MD.
Chief Medical Examiner
January, 2007 to present
The Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office
(JCMEO) current jurisdiction includes Jackson County,
and the surrounding contract counties of Platte, Cass and Clay.
Population of jurisdiction covered:
Jackson – As of 2010, the population was 674,158
Cass – As of 2010, the population was 99,478
Clay – As of 2010, the population was 221,939
Platte – As of 2010, the population was 89,322
Total population coverage: 1,084,897
2012 Annual Budget, approximately - $2.7 million
Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office
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•
•

Fully Accredited by National Association of Medical Examiner’s (NAME) -1999;
Reaccredited 2004 and 2009
The Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) – 2002;
Reaccredited – 2011
Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Organizational Chart
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Personnel
Total of 23 full-time employees: 4) Full Time Board Certified Forensic Pathologists, 1) Chief of
Forensic Operations and Investigations, 1) Deputy Chief Investigator, 8) Full Time Medical Legal
Death Investigators, 1) Forensic Supervisor, 2) Full Time Forensic Technicians, 4) Full Time
Administrative Staff, 1) Executive Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner, 1) Forensic
Pathology Fellow (vacancy)
4 Full Time Board Certified Forensic Pathologists
• Dr. Mary H. Dudley, Chief Medical Examiner
• Dr. Diane Peterson, Deputy Medical Examiner
• Dr. B. Robert Pietak, Deputy Medical Examiner
• Dr. Marius Tarau, Deputy Medical Examiner

Mary H. Dudley, MD Diane Peterson, MD Robert Pietak, MD Marius Tarau, MD
10 Full Time Medical Legal Death Investigators
• 24/7 telephone coverage for reported deaths.
• Prepares intake form on reported deaths.
• Conducts scene investigations,
documenting circumstances of death through photographs, diagrams,
narrative, and witness interviews.
• Acts as family liaison.
• Reports findings to the Forensic Pathologist to assist in determining the cause and manner
of death.
• Documents injury and natural
disease.
• Attends all death scenes.
• Involved in mass fatality preparedness.
3 Full Time Forensic Technicians
• Assisting with Forensic Autopsy
• X-Rays
• Collection of evidence
• Collection of toxicology, histology and microbiology specimens
Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office
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• Documentation of clothing and property
• Release of body to funeral home
4 Full Time Administrative Staff
1 Executive Assistant to the Chief Medical Examiner
• The five administration personnel in this division of the Jackson County Medical Examiner’s
Office are responsible for the forensic administrative functions of the office. Our personal
staff prepares payroll, maintain account payables and receivables, releasing information to
families, agencies, hospitals. The transcriptionist types all autopsy reports for the Medical
Examiner and staff by transcription and dictation. Personnel also send autopsy reports to law
enforcement agencies, families and attorneys, and perform filing and receptions duties.
Personnel perform data entry into the computer of information from the investigator’s intake
form, the doctor’s information, death certificate, autopsy and drug and alcohol findings on
each case. The receptionist provides information to callers or visitors regarding office policies
and procedures, death certificate and burial handling. Additional duties include making
notification of Child Fatality Review Board and to Kansas City Health Department on heat
related deaths. Prerequisites for forensic administration include forensic and medical
terminology, clerical typing skills and ability to handle distraught families with compassion
and empathy.
Duty and Authority of the Medical Examiner:
The medical examiner has direct jurisdiction for Jackson, Cass, Clay and Platte Counties and is
empowered by Missouri State Statutes #RSMo 58.720 to investigate deaths as a result of:
1. Violence by homicide, suicide, or accident;
2. Thermal, chemical, electrical or radiation injury;
3. Criminal abortions, including those self-induced;
4. Disease thought to be of hazardous and contagious nature or which might constitute a
threat to public health;
5. Any person dies suddenly when in apparent good health;
6. When unattended by a physician, chiropractor, or an Accredited Christian Science
Practitioner, during a period of thirty-six hours immediately preceding death;
7. While in custody of the law, or while an inmate in a public institution;
8. In any unusual or suspicious manner;
9. All child deaths, involving individuals below the age of eighteen years

Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office
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Cases
Case Load
Year
2007

Homicides
133

Suicides
148

Traffic
131

Accidents
453

2008

160

163

145

371

2009

138

156

105

386

2010

149

156

124

363

2011

143

184

99

353

Procedural Statistics
Year
2007

Total Cases
2312

Autopsies
560

Ext Exams
489

Scenes
733

2008

2351

521

518

766

2009

2324

653

392

1147

2010

2217

569

464

1223

2011

2195

502

466

1255

Office Accomplishments
•

In 2011, the new forensic database program, VertiQ and electronic death certificate system,
Missouri Electronic Vital Records (MoEVR) systems were implemented.

•

The Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office (JCMEO) has teamed with the Mid America
Regional Council (MARC) in an effort to raise efficiency in response to mass fatality events
and received approximately $148,000 from MARC for the purchase of mobile morgue
equipment, as well as a customized 53 foot refrigerated trailer necessary for temporary
storage of decedents. With the joint effort of the Mid America Regional Council, at little
cost to the Medical Examiner’s Office, our office is capable of responding to a mass fatality
event with less assistance from federal agencies.

•

Four members of the DMORT 7 team received Certificate of Recognition for their assistance
in the recovery efforts in Joplin, Missouri to assist in identification of the tornado victims.

•

Our office assisted in creating a regional 11 county team, Kansas City Regional Mortuary
Operational Response Group (KCRMORG), to train and prepare for mass fatality events.

•

The JCMEO is very supportive of organ and tissue donation and aims for zero denial rate.
The Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office (JCMEO) was recognized by the Midwest
Transplant Network (MTN) for their efforts in tissue donation. Chief Medical Examiner Dr.
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Mary Dudley and members of her staff received the “Outstanding Achievements in Tissue
Donation” award at the Medal of Honor Hospitals and Donation Champions in both 2010
and 2011.
Publications/Research/Presentations
•

Dudley, MD, Carson, HJ, Lingamfelter, DC, Hensley T, Frank, EL, Tarau, M; Leptospirosis
Presenting as Presumptive Pandemic Influenza a (H1N1) Infection; National Association of
Medical Examiners, Baltimore, MD. Nov. 2012

•

Frazee C, Uttam G, Peterson D, Pietak R, Dudley MH; “Bath Salts: Observations and Results
from Eight Cases poster presentation; The Society of Forensic Toxicologists” annual
meeting. July 2012, Boston, MA

•

Dudley MH & Chapman B, et al. “Death of a Six-Year-Old Boy with Mental Retardation:
Accident versus Child Abuse” Journal of Forensic Science, July 2012

•

Peterson D, Frazee C. Garg U., Dudley MH, “Case Report of a Death Involving
Methylenedioxypyrovalerone (MDPV) from Bath Salt Use” poster: February, 2012 American
Academy of Forensic Science Conference Atlanta, GA.

•

Jares, Morgan, Reiner, Dudley, Herrera, Hensley, Lane, Minniear; “What Medical Examiners,
Coroners, and Forensic Pathologists Think About Tissue Donation: A Survey”; AATB 35th
Annual Meeting Scottsdale, AZ. Sept. 8-12, 2011

•

Dudley MH, Hensley T, Morgan C., Lane S., Minniear M. “A Review of Coroner and Medical
Examiner Opinions Regarding Tissue Donation Issues in the United States” poster
presentation; National Association of Medical Examiners Conference Seattle, WA. August,
2011

•

Dudley MH, Hensley T, Cai J, Hoff G, Edwards JM, Haldiman L; “Infant Death and Sleep
Environment” poster presentation. National Association of Medical Examiners Conference
Seattle, WA August, 2011;

•

Dudley MH, Fleming S, et al. “Fatality Involving Complications of Bupivacaine Toxicity and
Hypersensitivity Reaction: A Case Report” Journal of Forensic Sciences; April, 2011

•

Dudley MH, Carson H, et al. “Severe Leptospirosis Similar to Pandemic (H1N1) 2009, Florida
and Missouri, USA.” CDC Publication June, 2011 17:6

•

Dudley MH, Fleming S., et al. “Marcaine” poster presentation; February 2011; American
Academy of Forensic Science Conference Chicago, IL.
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•

Dudley MH, Knoblauch J, et al. "Psilocin Related Accidental Death: A Case Study". ToxTalk
Publication June/July 2011

•

Dudley, MD & Fleming S., et al. “Anaphylaxis: Fatal Hypersensitivity Reaction to
Carboplatin”; National Association of Medical Examiners, Cleveland, OH Oct 2010

•

Frazee, Dudley, MD, Fleming, Garg, Lingamfelter and Sabharwal; “Huffing: Two Deaths
Involving 1,1-Difluoroethane” Poster presentation, SOFT Annual Meeting Richmond, VA. Oct
2010

•

Dudley M.H, Pons-Sepsis, A. “Expanding the Scope of Practice: The Forensic Nurse's
Administrative Role in a Medical Examiner's Office”; International Association of Forensic
Nurses Pittsburgh, PA Oct 2010

•

Dudley MH, Parker A; “Fatal Fall of a Nine-Month- Old Infant” American Society of Forensic
Pathology Check Sample No. FP 10-8 (FP-359) May 2010

•

Carson HJ, Knight LD, Dudley MH, Garg U, et al. “A fatality involving an unusual route of
fentanyl delivery: Chewing and aspirating the transdermal patch” Legal Medicine 12 (2010)
157-158

•

Carson HJ, Dudley MH, et al. “Severe Leptospirosis with Presentations Similar to Pandemic
(H1N1) 2009 Florida and Missouri “USA Emergency Infectious Diseases-10-0980 Jun 2010

•

Dudley MH, Fleming SW, Porter WR, Frazee III CC, Garg U, Gidwani RM, and Sabarwal KD.
Anaphylaxis: Fatal Hypersensitivity Reaction to Carboplatin: A Case Study. Forensic
Pathology Check Sample, FP 10-7. Chicago, IL: ASCP; 2010

•

Dudley, Fleming, Frazee, Garg, Knight, and Young; “Deadly Ingestion Involving Zolpidem,
Clonazepam And Ethanol: A Case Report” poster presentation; 2009 Annual Society of
Forensic Toxicology meeting, Oct 18-23, 2009, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

•

Dudley M. H., Hensley S. T.; “Management of Multi-Vehicle Accident with Multiple Fatalities
Single Vehicle MVA-Determining Cause & Manner of Death” National Association of Medical
Examiner’s Annual Meeting, San Francisco, California, Sep 11-16, 2009

•

Knight, Dudley, Fredrickson, and Stueve; “Young Drivers Over-Represented In Traffic
Fatalities In Missouri: Retrospective Review Of Young Driver Deaths In A Large
Metropolitan Jurisdiction, 2006-2008, With An Eye Toward Prevention”; Poster
presentation, Annual Meeting of the National Association of Medical Examiners, San
Francisco, California, September 11-16, 2009
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•

Dudley, M.H.; “Role of the Coroner/Medical Examiner, Mass Fatality, Crime Scene to Trial- a
Quadruple Homicide Case Study (Carr Case)”, National Academy of Sciences Report, SUIDI;
Wisconsin Coroner Medical Examiner Association Conference; June 8, 2009; Au Claire,
Wisconsin

•

Fleming S, Frazee III CC, Garg U, Dudley M, Knight L, et al “Deadly Ingestion Involving
Zolpidem, Clonazepam and Ethanol: A Case Report” ToxTalk. 33(4): 15-17, 2009

•

Dudley, Goldschmidt, and Hensley; “Commotio Cordis: A Forensic Science Perspective”;
AAFS Annual Meeting, Denver, Colorado, Feb 16-21, 2009

•

Dudley MH, “Application of Lean Quality Management Theory to Forensic Autopsy Service”
poster presentation; National Association of Medical Examiners annual meeting September,
2008 Louisville, KY

•

Fleming S, Frazee CC, Garg U, Johnson, Dudley MH, et al; “Toxicological Findings of
Dicyclomine and Morphine in a Deceased Cancer Patient” Tox Talk, Spring 2008, Vol 32,
Issue 1

•

Dudley, M.H., Fredrickson, L; An Example of the Importance of Scene Investigation by a
Medico-legal Death Investigator in Providing Clues to the Cause and Manner of Death,
National Association of Medical Examiners Annual Conference, October 2007; Savannah,
Georgia

•

Dudley, M.H., Hensley, S.T.; Cold Case Serial Murders, National Association of Medical
Examiners Annual Conference, October 2007; Savannah, Georgia

•

Dudley and Sciotto “Mitial Valve Prolapse and Promyelocytic Leukemia Associated with
Fatal Stroke” Check Sample ACSP, Aug 2007
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Forensic Pathology Fellowship
Since 2002, Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office has offered a 1 year ACGME accredited
forensic pathology fellowship. The program’s first fellow was Dr. Miguel Laboy in 2005. In 2007,
Dr. Laboy was hired at JCMEO as a Deputy Medical Examiner. Dr. Laboy currently serves at
Medical Examiner for Forensic Medical Management Services in Davidson County, Tennessee.
In 2009, Dr. Harry Carson attended the fellowship program; he currently serves as Anatomic &
Clinical Pathologist at Mercy Hospital in Iowa City, Iowa. The program received ACGME reaccreditation in 2011.

Miguel Laboy, MD. 2005 - 2007

Harry Carson, MD. 2009 - 2010

Pathology Residents Rotation
We offer one-month forensic pathology rotation to in the training of University of MissouriKansas City (UMKC) and The University of Kansas Medical Center (KUMC) residents in
Pathology, Children’s Mercy Hospital Fellows in Pediatric Pathology and Child Abuse Pediatric
Fellows during one month rotations.
The Chief Medical Examiner serves as Associate Clinical Professor, and the 3 Deputy Medical
Examiners serve as Clinical Assistant Professors at both KUMC and UMKC.
Academic involvement through research, education, and training include sharing knowledge
and skills with the next generation of Forensic Pathologists and Death Investigators.
•
•
•

JCMEO hosts a monthly forensic lecture series to Pathology Residents.
Continuing education lecture on “Sudden Unexpected Infant Death Investigation and Sleep
Environment” to Children’s Mercy Hospital staff.
Lectures on “Body Farm/Death Investigation” and “Autopsy/Toxicology” for Practicum
Students of UMKC Dental School

Public Training and Public Service
The Chief Medical Examiner, 3 Deputy Medical Examiners and Medical Legal Death
Investigators provide education and training to the communities and agencies we support. To
better address certain priorities, the JCMEO has in-house committees to focus on both shortJackson County Medical Examiner’s Office
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term and on-going needs. Select members of these committees often participate in public
education or interagency informational seminars.
Hospital Liaison Committee, created to educate local hospitals on forensic issues and proper
reporting of deaths.
• Hospital presentation on “Reportable Deaths to the Medical Examiner’s Office” at a local
hospital educating ER nurses and ICU nurses.
• Local hospital presentation on “Forensic Nursing and the Trauma Patient” to local sexual
assault nurses.
Community Liaison Committee, formed to create marketing materials to use at schools,
colleges, etc. regarding careers in forensics. Select members of these committees often
participate in public education or informational seminars.
• Motor Vehicle Re-enactment with the Independence Fire Department to high school
students.
• Presentation on “Death Investigator’s Role During Scenes” at the Junior Police Academy
• Mock accident assembly for students at Park Hill South High School.
• “Death Investigation and Crime Scene Investigation” presentation at Fort Osage High School
career day.
• Participation in a question and answer session at the Adhoc Group Against Crime for family
of homicide victims.
• Presentation to radiology technology students on Forensic Pathology.
Interagency Coordination
It has always been a high priority of The Medical Examiner’s Office to create and maintain great
working relationships with all outside agencies, including law enforcement, attorneys, organ
and tissue agencies, and health departments. JCMEO has improved community relationship
with associated agencies in public health and safety, mass fatality preparation and prevention
with our community partners.
• Presentation to members of a regional group of agencies; Fire/EMS, Police, Missouri
Department of Transportation, tow truck industry, Missouri Department of Natural
Resources, discussing Traffic Accident Management and Scene Safety for first responders.
• Crime scene testing for fingerprinting with the Kansas City Police Department.
• “Wound Recognition of Gunshots”, “Blunt Force Trauma” and “Penetrating Trauma”
lectures at the KCMO Police Academy, Metro Homicide Squad Training
• Lecture on “Emergency Preparedness, Capabilities of the MEO” and “Experiences in Joplin”
to State Emergency Management Agency (SEMA) representatives.
• “Basic Death Investigation” and “Mass Fatality” presentation for members of the Jackson
County Sheriff’s Department.
• Presentation “Overview on the Medical Examiner’s Office” at the Grain Valley Police
Citizens Academy.
• Attendance at the State Emergency Management Agency New, Madrid Exercise in Jefferson
City.
Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office
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•

Participation in “Gunshot Residue and Blood Spatter Training” at the Jackson County
Shooting Range.

Local Affiliations
Mass Fatality
Response

Midwest
Transplant
Network

Law Enforcement
& Crime Lab
Jackson County

Truman Medical
Center

Medical
Examiner

Colleges &
Universities
Mid America
Regional Council

Children’s
Mercy Hospital

Child Fatality
Review Panels

Prosecutor
Offices

Disaster Management and Readiness Program
Kansas City Regional Mortuary Operational Response Group (KCRMORG)
For the past 5 years the Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office has been working in
conjunction with the Mid-America Regional Counsel in the area of mass fatality preparedness
and response. In 2011 the Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office received over $200,000.00
in mass fatality equipment from the Mid-America Regional Counsel. The equipment consisted of
a customized 53ft refrigerated trailer and several components of morgue equipment that will
allow us to set up mortuary operations outside the Medical Examiner’s Office during a mass
fatality event. This equipment included generators, power cords, autoclave, lights, body bags,
freezer, tarps, hot water heaters, plastic utility tables, PVC pipe for morgue wall construction,
autopsy tables, and other operating equipment. The Jackson County Medical Examiners added
to the equipment by purchasing PPE, administrative supplies, pathology, anthropology, x-ray,
dental x-ray and several other operating supplies. With the equipment purchased by the MidAmerica Regional Counsel and the Medical Examiner’s Office, there is approximately $500,000.00
worth of mortuary equipment which will enable emergency mortuary response team. Members
are from the Kansas City Regional area from both Missouri and Kansas. This team is called the
Kansas City Regional Mortuary Operational Response Group and rosters approximately 100
professionals from several aspects of forensic investigation. This team is responsible for the
response and management of a mass fatality event and can be deployed by the Medical Examiner
or Coroner of the affected area. The Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office is responsible
this equipment, team training and is the lead agency for the KCR-MORG. Members of the Kansas
Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office
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City Crime Lab, Johnson County Crime Lab, Dental School, First Call Morgue, Speaks Funeral
Home, Boone County Medical Examiner’s Office, Miami County Coroner’s Office, Wyandotte
County Emergency Management, Jackson County Sheriff’s Department and the Jackson County
Medical Examiner’s Office make up this response team. This team will be able to respond within
a short notice and will be under the jurisdiction of the local Medical Examiner or Coroner. Having
the resources within the Region, and being able to respond and complete a mass fatality event
with little assistance from the Federal Agencies, demonstrate the hard work and dedication that
the local and regional government authorities have put forth for the preparedness and
management of a mass fatality event.
Death Certification
Originally, the Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office death certificate was typed on an IBM
electric typewriter and only initiated for deaths in Jackson County. Once the medical examiner’s
portion of the death certificate was completed by the clerk, and signed by the doctor, the
original is mailed to the funeral home. Over the years the death certificate forms have changed.
Presently, the office issues death certificates for Jackson, Clay, Platte, and Cass County. These
death certificates are required by state law to be done electronically (on-line) by the Funeral
Homes, Certifying Physicians and Medical Examiner/Coroners, who have been trained by the
state. At this time, only 50% of the death certificates are done electronically, but this should
increase once more funeral homes receive their training by the state. The electronic death
certificate has improved the efficiency of the process of death certification allowing families to
receive the completed death certificate sooner, reduces the number of errors and ensures
proper cause and manner of death completed by the Medical Examiner/Coroner.
A History of Recording Deaths and the Coroner/Medical Examiner System
In 1812, 5 original territories formed to make up the State of Missouri: Cape Girardeau, St Louis,
New Madrid, St Genevieve, and St Charles. As pioneers moved westward in the 19th century,
the Missouri General Assembly declarations authorizing county formations occurred
throughout the state. On December 15, 1826 the General Assembly of the State of Missouri
declared Jackson County Missouri as a county. Prior to the adoption of the current County
Charter in 1970, the governing body in Jackson County, Missouri, was called the Jackson County
Court, a form of County government that dates back to Jackson County’s formation on
December 15, 1826. The County Court consisted of a legislative panel of three individuals
popularly elected. Each one’s title was “County Judge,” which is like a county commissioner
common in other areas of the country. Coroners were elected in each county. This system
remained in place until 1970 for Jackson County until the Home County Charter was voted in.
Information regarding Jackson County death records in Missouri was obtained from the Jackson
County Historical Society, Missouri Digital Heritage and at local libraries. In Jackson County
Missouri, the oldest government city or county record of death in Jackson County is found in
the Jackson County probate record #1 dated September 12, 1828. On that date, Jackson County
Clerk Samuel Owens, entered into permanent record, the probate record of decedent
Baronette Vasques. The record was initiated by his widow Emily F. Vasques. There is no location
Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office
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of death, no stated date of death, time of death or cause and manner of death in the county
probate record. There were no legal documents required for proof of death. This is the earliest
form of county/city government documentation that a death had occurred in the county.
Government records of death in Jackson County include registry books listing deaths within
rural Jackson County and the city limits of Kansas City, MO and Independence, MO. The registry
books were maintained by each city and the county maintained a separate a “Death Registry
from 1883-1891.
In Kansas City, the 2 registry books were simply called the “Record of Deaths, Kansas City
Missouri”, “Book A” (August 3, 1874 – July 31, 1889) and “Book B” (August 18, 1889 –
December 31, 1898). The lists in Book A of the Kansas City register totals 14,470 names while
the total names in Book B is 17,338. The first decedent listed in “Book A” was “Levi Howard who
died on August 3, 1874 at the corner of 14th & Main Street.
Brief History of Vital Records in Missouri
In 1883, the Missouri General Assembly enacted legislation providing for the Board of Health to
have supervision of the statewide registration of births and deaths. This supervision amounted
to prescribing “such forms and recommending such legislation as shall be deemed necessary for
a thorough and complete registration of vital and mortuary statistics through the state.” The
State Board of Health was charged with preparing printed forms of certificates of births and
deaths; these were to be provided to the clerks of the various counties and it was the duty of
the county clerks to furnish the printed forms to the persons required to file birth and death
reports. The law required the recording of births and deaths at the county level.
This law did not make the reporting of all births and deaths mandatory. Due to non-compliance
from 1883 through 1893, the General Assembly repealed the statutes relating to the
registration of births and deaths in Missouri in 1893. Most counties do have these registers, but
there is enormous variation as to how complete and/or comprehensive they are.
It was not until 1910 that the General Assembly again provided for the registration of births and
deaths on a statewide basis. Approved May 6, 1909, the act was to “provide for the immediate
registration of all births and deaths throughout the state of Missouri by means of certificates of
births and deaths and burial or removal permits; requiring prompt returns to the central bureau
of vital statistics at the capital of the state, as required to be established by the state board of
health, and to insure the thorough organization and efficiency of the registration of vital
statistics throughout the state, and providing certain penalties.” Pursuant to this 1909 law, all
births and deaths that occur in Missouri are reported to the Missouri Department of Health and
Senior Services. The Bureau of Vital Records maintains these birth and death records.
No vital records were kept on the state level before 16 August 1909. The Bureau of Vital
Statistics at the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services, Bureau of Vital Records in
Jefferson City, MO maintains certificates of Missouri deaths less than fifty years old.
Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office
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In 1970 the voters of Jackson County adopted a Constitutional Home Rule Charter for the
County, establishing a County Executive position and the County Legislature. The heart of the
Charter is a strong-elected Executive, accountable to all the voters, who has the power to
appoint the administrative officers of his government, the power to veto legislation, and both
the responsibility and the means at hand with which to operate an effective, efficient County
government. The County Executive is allowed to appoint administrative officers (department
heads) of each department. The medical examiner is appointed in such a manner.
History of Coroners & Medical Examiners Serving Jackson County

Dr. Charles B. Wheeler Jr.
Coroner
1965-1966
Dr. Charles Wheeler was the first Jackson County Coroner with forensic pathology training and
served for 2 years from 1965-1966. Dr. Wheeler attended medical school at KU Medical Center
from 1946-1950. He completed his internship at Charity Hospital in New Orleans, LA in 1951. He
did his pathology residency at St. Luke's Hospital in Kansas City, Missouri from 1953 to 1955. He
received his forensic pathology fellowship training at the University of Maryland in Baltimore
and studied under Dr. Russell Fisher from 1955-1956. Wheeler is an American Diplomat of the
Board of Pathology, certified in Anatomic, Clinical, and Forensic Pathology. Dr. Wheeler was the
laboratory Directory for KC General Hospital from 1957 to 1963.
Dr. Wheeler’s administrative office was located in the basement of the Jackson County
courthouse while autopsies were performed in the pathology department of General Hospital
located a few blocks away. Dr. Wheeler was also the Associate Pathologist and Director of
Laboratories at Kansas City General Hospital at the same time he served as coroner of Jackson
County. According to Dr. Wheeler, prior to coroner autopsies being performed at the General
Hospital, the autopsies were performed at local funeral homes in the metropolitan area.
Staffing at the medical examiner’s office consisted of (2) clerical staff and himself. An autopsy
assistant was not on his staff, but was borrowed from the pathology department at General
Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office
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Hospital. During Dr. Wheeler’s term, the city experienced an enormous amount of mafia related
homicides including bombings at the River Quay – River Market area of Kansas City. In 1967, Dr.
Wheeler was elected as Judge of Western district of Jackson County Court until January 1971.
He also served as Mayor for 2 terms and State Senator from 1971 to 1979. He was the recipient
of the American Medical Association’s Rush Award (1971), The University of Missouri-Kansas
City Lifetime Achievement Award (1984), and the Kansas University Medical Distinguished
Alumnus Award (1997). Dr. Wheeler was very influential in changing the county statues in 1970
allowing appointed medical examiners to serve in Jackson County. He currently resides in
Kansas City, Missouri.

Dr. Andrew McCanse
Coroner
1967 – 1968
Dr. McCanse was the Jackson County Coroner from 1967 until 1968. He graduated from North
Kansas City High School in 1945. He completed his medical degree at Washington University in
St. Louis and obtained 3 degrees from the University of Missouri where he was a member of
Sigma Chi. Dr. McCanse died July 21, 2012.
Coroner
1969 – 1972
Dr. Bryan served as Jackson County Coroner from 1969 until 1972.
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Bonita J. Peterson
Chief Medical Examiner
1973-1989
Dr. Bonita Peterson was the first medical examiner appointed by the county executive in 1973
and the second forensic pathologist to work for Jackson County. Dr. Peterson attended medical
school at Columbia University in New York City from 1950-1954 and did her one-year internship
at the University of Kansas Medical Center in Kansas City, Kansas. She attended the Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP) in Washington, DC for 4 years of pathology residency. She
received one year forensic pathology training at the Medical Examiner’s office in Baltimore,
Maryland.
In 1973, the Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office was located in the basement of the
General Hospital at 2315 Locust in Kansas City, Missouri until they moved across the street in
1976 to Truman Medical Center-West at 2301 Holmes, Kansas City Missouri. Staffing at the
medical examiner’s office consisted of one pathologist, one autopsy assistant, one clerical and
one assigned KCMO Police Detective.
Dr. Peterson took calls 24 hours a day, 365 days a year beginning her day at 6 a.m. She worked
as the Chief Medical Examiner and the only forensic pathologist covering the metropolitan
Kansas City area for 16 years. There was no “data base” and the filing system was maintained
on index cards. Much of the case file consisted of hand written notes. According to a
newspaper article published in 1981, “the intense pace and responsibility that Dr. Peterson
must keep, is more than most medical examiners must deal with. In 1979, an evaluating team
from the National Association of Medical Examiners came to examine the conditions under
which this medical examiner must work. What they found was that she was overworked,
understaffed, and without the laboratory facilities provided to most examiners in her position.
Some large cities like Chicago and New York have 20 medical examiners. Dr. George Gantner, a
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member of the evaluating team, suggested that Dr. Peterson obtain one assistant, at the very
best.”
During her service at Jackson County, there was a 5 year period where one disaster a year
occurred in Jackson County Missouri. In 1977, a flood claimed the lives of several residents in
the Kansas City, 1978 - the Coates House Hotel Fire in Kansas City occurred claiming 20 lives,
1979 - Kansas City Mortuary Service abandoned 32 bodies dating back to 1977, 1980 - heat
related deaths accounted for 157 deaths in Kansas City, 1981 – The Hyatt Skywalk collapse
claimed the lives of 114 people.
The JCMEO is very grateful for her many years of dedicated professional forensic service to the
Kansas City area. She was indeed a pioneer woman who, with limited resources, cleared the
path for those who followed in the forensic pathology field. Dr. Peterson continues to do
consulting in forensic pathology and resides in Kansas City, Missouri.
John C. Overman, M.D.
Chief Medical Examiner
1990-1993
John Overman, M.D. served as the Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office beginning on 701-1986 until 10-29-1993. Dr. Overman was a graduate of the UMKC School of Medicine 6 year
program. He attended college and medical school from 1976 – 1982 and received his medical
degree from UMKC. His residency training in Pathology was from the University of Kansas
Medical Center, Kansas City, Kansas. He was certified in anatomic and clinical and forensic
pathology by the American Board of Pathology. He served as Staff Pathologist at Truman
Medical Center from 1987-1993. He was appointed Clinical Assistant Professor at the UMKC
School of Medicine in 1987. In 1991 he became Clinical Associate Professor at the UMKC
Medical School. The following year Dr. Overman was appointed Clinical Associate Professor at
the University Of Kansas School Of Medicine. He authored articles published in the ``Annals of
Clinical and Laboratory Science'', and the ``Journal of Forensic Science''.
Dr. Overman was appointed Chief Medical Examiner in 1990. Prior to April of 1991, the medical
examiner’s office had a staff of 5 personnel, 1 - Chief Medical Examiner, 1 – Deputy Medical
Examiner, 2 – Clerical Staff and 1 – Autopsy Assistant. The death scenes were investigated by
law enforcement. After his appointment as Chief Medical Examiner, Dr Overman
accomplishments included expanding the office staff to acquiring a team of 6 death
investigators for a total of 11 forensic staff. The medical examiner death investigators
conducted scene investigations, photograph death scenes, take custody of the body, examine
the body, interview witnesses, bystanders, family members and others, write investigative
reports, perform body exams, gather medical records, coordinate release of the bodies to
funeral homes and other jobs as needed. In 1990, computerization of case files began under Dr.
Overman’s leadership. In 1992, the medical examiner’s office was first accredited by National
Association of Medical Examiners (NAME). During his years of employment in JCMEO, Dr.
Overman handled many high profile cases, including several serial murder cases in the Kansas
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City area. Dr. Overman relocated to Hutchinson, Kansas where he worked as a coroner for Reno
County and performed forensic autopsies. Dr Overman died accidentally in 1997.
Brij Mitruka
Chief Medical Examiner
1993-1994
Dr. Mitruka served one year as the Jackson County Medical Examiner from 1993 until 1994. He
was a clinical staff pathologist at Truman Medical Center – West in Kansas City Missouri.

Dr. Thomas Young
Chief Medical Examiner
1995 - 2006
Thomas Young was appointed Jackson County Chief Medical Examiner on 7/10/1995. Prior to
coming to Jackson County, Dr. Young worked as a Associate Medical Examiner, Fulton County
Atlanta, Georgia from July 1989 - June 1995 at the Fulton County Medical Examiner’s Office in
Atlanta, GA. Dr. Young attended Medical School at Loma Linda University School of Medicine,
Loma Linda, California from September 1977 - November 1980. His Internship and Residency in
Anatomic and Clinical Pathology was from Loma Linda University Medical Center and Jerry L.
Pettis Memorial Veterans Administration Hospital in Loma Linda, California from January 1981 December 1984. Dr. Young’s Fellowship in Forensic Pathology was from the Office of the
Medical Examiner, Fulton County (Program affiliated with Emory University, School of
Medicine) in Atlanta, Georgia from July 1988 - June 1989.
Dr. Young expanded the medical examiner services to other surrounding counties providing
revenue for Jackson County and creating a regional MEO resource. From 1995-2004 three
surrounding KC metropolitan counties contracted with Jackson County to provide complete
death investigation and medical examiner services. Other counties referred cases for autopsy
services only. In 1997, construction contracts for office space at 660 E. 24th St, KCMO were
awarded. In August of 1997, Dr. Young and Investigator, Tom Hensley, were deployed to Guam
to assist in the Korean Airline Crash as members of the mass fatalities team, Disaster Mortuary
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Operations Response Team (DMORT). In 1998, the office relocated to a 4500 square foot office
at 660 E. 24th St, Kansas City, MO. In 1999, the office purchased a vehicle for investigators to
respond to scenes. Also that year an Alternate Light Source was purchased for evidence
detection. In 2000, JCMEO contracted with the Missouri Department of Corrections to perform
autopsies on inmates for half the states prison facilities. On July 4, 2004, Legislators approved
funding to expand the office space to approximately 9000 sq ft. In 2005, the renovation project
was completed.
Dr. Young became a member of NAME in 1991 and gave 3 presentations at the annual NAME
meetings. The JCMEO was reaccredited twice by NAME in 1999 and 2004, while Dr. Young
served as Chief Medical Examiner. Dr. Young also started the ACGME accredited Forensic
Pathology Fellowship Program in 2002.
Dr. Young’s forensic staff grew from 11 to 15 full-time employees including 6 Death
Investigators, one Chief Investigator, 3 clerical staff, one Chief Medical Examiner, one Deputy
Medical Examiner, one Forensic Fellow, and two Forensic Assistants during his 10 ½ years as
Chief Medical Examiner. Dr. Young resigned in 2006 and resides in the Kansas City area.
Medical Examiner/Coroner Facilities History

General Hospital
2315 Locust Kansas City, MO
1965 – 1976
Dr Wheeler – Coroner, had his administrative office at the Jackson County Courthouse but
conducted autopsies for coroner cases at the General Hospital #1, 2315 Locust in Kansas City
Mo from 1965 until 1976.
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Truman Medical Center West (TMC-W)
2301 Holmes Kansas City, MO
1976 – 1998
While Dr Bonita Peterson was chief medical examiner in 1976, the medical examiner’s office
moved from General Hospital #1 to the Truman Medical Center - West Hospital and remained
there until 1998.
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Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office
660 E. 24th Street Kansas City, MO.
1998 – Present
In 1998 while Dr Thomas Young was chief medical examiner, the medical examiner’s office
moved from across the street at TMC-W to the Truman Hospital Diagnostic and Treatment
Center and Children’s Mercy Hospital complex on Hospital Hill. Hospital Hill is a neighborhood
in Kansas City, Missouri. The neighborhood is located between 22nd Street to 25th Street and
Gillham Road to Troost Avenue. This name reflects not only the geography on which the
buildings rest, but also a history of public hospitals on the same site dating back to 1870.
Hospital Hill grew in concordance with the construction of local hospitals, and was further
populated as the University of Missouri–Kansas City School of Medicine was established.
Truman Medical Center-Hospital Hill and Children's Mercy Hospital, Kansas City Missouri Health
Department, along with the University of Missouri – Kansas City schools of medicine, pharmacy,
nursing, and dentistry, are located on the Hospital Hill campus.
County Medical Examiner's Office Described As A 'Model' For Others

MAY 20, 2009 (Kansas City, Missouri) Jackson County News Release
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Jackson County has a Medical Examiner’s Office that could serve as a “model” for others in the
nation. The National Association of Medical Examiners (NAME) reached that conclusion after
finding no deficiencies while inspecting the County Medical Examiner’s office earlier this year.
Dr. Jeffrey M. Jentzen, Chairman of NAME’s Inspection and Accreditation Committee,
personally conducted the Jackson County Inspection January 29. The former Chief Medical
Examiner from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, returned to Kansas City on Monday to present Jackson
County’s Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Mary Dudley, the official NAME accreditation certificate
during the regular weekly meeting of the County Legislature.
The Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office is now one of approximately 60 from across the
nation to earn NAME accreditation. The NAME inspection involves an office’s administration,
facilities, safety, records keeping, autopsy reports and performance improvements.
“This accreditation assures we’re meeting the highest standards set by our peers,” said Dr.
Dudley. “The medical examiner community is most likely moving towards mandatory
accreditation, so this puts us ahead of the curve – especially being cited as a model for other
medical examiner offices in the country.”
Dr. Dudley thanked her forensic and administrative staffs for their two-year effort to prepare
for the NAME inspection. County Executive Mike Sanders praised Dr. Dudley and her staff for
their professionalism in achieving this national recognition. “Our Medical Examiner’s Office,
under Dr. Dudley’s leadership over these last two years, is not only meeting the highest
standards but is exceeding them,” Sanders said. “With NAME calling it a ‘model office,’ I would
also have to say that our Medical Examiner’s Office is now helping to set the standards.”
When calling the Jackson County Medical Examiner's Office a "model," the NAME inspection
report especially praised the office's interaction with its community partners, including law
enforcement agencies, health departments, donor networks and hospitals.
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Kentucky
History of the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program
Tracey S. Corey, MD and David W. Jones
October 2014
Kentucky was established as a Commonwealth in 1792. The County Coroner, in each of
Kentucky’s 120 counties, is a constitutional office, as written into Kentucky’s constitution. Each
of Kentucky’s 120 counties elects a coroner every four years. Each Kentucky coroner appoints
deputy coroners, to help them provide death investigative services; the number of appointed
deputies is dictated by the population size in the county. In January of 1968, the Kentucky
General Assembly passed legislation, establishing a Kentucky Medical Examiner Program, with
the expressed intention to provide professional and technical assistance to the coroners in
Kentucky’s 120 counties.
In October of 1968, at the request of Governor Louis Nunn, the Commissioner of the Kentucky
Health Department, Dr. Russell Teague, appointed the following individuals to serve on the first
Kentucky Medical Examiner Program Advisory Commission:
• Dr. Fred Stein- Kentucky Medical Association (and an elected coroner)
• Dr. Leonard Wallace – Pathologist, University of Kentucky Medical Center
• Charles Owen, Kentucky Bar Association
• Chester Hager – Kentucky Coroner’s Association
• Commissioner Russell Teague – Kentucky Department of Health
• Commissioner W.O. Newman – Kentucky Department of Public Safety
Although there was an advisory commission, there wasn’t actually a program yet in place, and
there were no state employees within the Kentucky Medical Examiner program.
In May of 1971, the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program Advisory Commission received a grant
from the Kentucky Crime Commission for $83,333.00. These funds were to be used to pay
administration costs to establish the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program, and for “toxicology
implementation,” to establish postmortem toxicology services for coroner services. Both the
office of the administrator and the toxicology laboratory were housed in the Kentucky
Department of Health building in Frankfort, as part of the Department of Health. This original
grant money was utilized to purchase laboratory equipment, for a pre-existing Health
Department toxicology laboratory, to allow that laboratory to perform postmortem toxicology
services for coroners. There were few requests for toxicologic analysis in postmortem
investigations in those early years.
In February of 1972, the Kentucky Medical Examiner Advisory Commission contracted with Dr.
Jerry Francisco, Tennessee Chief Medical Examiner, to assist the Commission. Dr. Francisco was
to provide technical advice, and assistance in recruiting an administrator to manage the
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Kentucky Medical Examiner Program. In March of 1972, Dr. Francisco recommended that the
state be divided into 10 regions, and a hospital pathologist be appointed in each region to serve
as a regional medical examiner. The regional medical examiners would perform autopsies at the
request of the county coroners within their region. Each hospital pathologist serving as a
Regional Medical Examiner would be paid by the state on a “fee-per-case” basis. In 1972, the
fees paid were $150 for each “coroner’s autopsy,” and $75 for any “partial autopsy.” The first
“Kentucky Regional Medical Examiners” are listed in Table 1. Unlike programs in other states,
from the very inception, the doctors serving as medical examiners would be paid directly by the
state government, but would be doing work, as authorized and requested, by county offices.

The First Full Time Employee of the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program
In January of 1973, David W. Jones was hired by the Commonwealth of Kentucky to be the
“Administrator” for the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program, and thus became the first full
time employee. As Administrator, Mr. Jones was responsible for the coordination of all aspects
of the Medical Examiner Program, including maintenance of all autopsy records and any other
reports generated by the Regional Medical Examiners. The Administrator was also expected to
arrange and participate in seminars, conferences and meetings for the coroners, regional
medical examiners, and law enforcement officials in Kentucky regarding death investigation.
Given the magnitude of the duties and responsibilities of the position, in the same month of his
hiring, January 1973, Administrator David Jones hired Susan Hayden to become the first
administrative secretary for the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program. Thus, as January 1973
drew to a close, the staff of the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program consisted of two
individuals – an administrator and an administrative secretary. These two employees shared a
single office space allotted to the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program, which consisted of a
small room just outside the office of the Director of Laboratory Services for the Kentucky
Department of Health. This small single office housed both employees, and had just enough
room for two desks facing one another, a phone, two typewriters, and three file cabinets.
In July of 1973, Administrator David Jones met with Dr. William Petty, Jefferson County Coroner
and Dr. William Christopherson, Chairman of the University of Louisville (U of L) School of
Medicine Department of Pathology, to inquire if Dr. Christopherson would consider having the
Department of Pathology serve as a Regional Medical Examiner Center, to perform autopsies
for the Jefferson County Coroner. Mr. Jones explained to Dr. Christopherson that the purpose
of the new Medical Examiner Center at U of L would be to perform forensic autopsies at the
request of the Jefferson County Coroner, and that through the Kentucky Medical Examiner
Program, the Department of Pathology would be paid $150 for each autopsy performed. Dr.
Christopherson quickly agreed to participate, as the department was currently performing
autopsies for the Jefferson County Coroner directly, for a fee of only $50 per autopsy.
The first official Medical Examiner Program autopsy at the University of Louisville School of
Medicine, Department of Pathology, was performed in July of 1973. At that time, the
Department of Pathology was located in what was known as Louisville General Hospital, in
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downtown Louisville. Louisville General Hospital continued to house the autopsy facility for the
Medical Examiner Program until its closure in the mid 1980’s.
In 1973, the first official year of operation of the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program, the
operating budget for the year was $99,962.00. After salaries and fringe benefits for the two
employees and other office expenses, the remainder of the annual budget was used to pay the
fees to regional medical examiners (hospital pathologists) for autopsies performed at the
request and authorization of Kentucky coroners. In 1973, the Kentucky Medical Examiner
Program conducted 227 autopsies, all conducted by hospital pathologists serving as Regional
Medical Examiners. Of these 227 autopsies, 143 were homicides, 35 were natural, 30 were
accidents, and 19 were suicides.
In October of 1976, the annual Kentucky Coroner’s Conference invited, as the principal speaker,
Dr. George Gantner, the St. Louis County Chief Medical Examiner. While at the conference, Dr.
Gantner and Administrator David Jones discussed a mass fatality incident known as the Scotia
Coal Mine incident that Mr. Jones had investigated in May, 1976 (see section entitled “History
of the Kentucky Medical Examiner’s Office Response to Mass Fatality Events”). Mr. Jones
expressed that he “thought there should be somewhere to go to get more in depth training for
death investigators.” Dr. Gantner replied that he was developing a course to provide that very
training. Following up, in February of 1977, Mr. Jones received a call from Dr. Gantner in St.
Louis, inviting Mr. Jones to a new course, “The Basic Medical Legal Death Investigators’
Course.” One entire day of Dr. Gantner’s newly minted training was devoted to mass fatality
incident response. According to Mr. Jones, at the time, he “had no idea just how important this
training would soon become.” Just months later, Mr. Jones found himself responding to a fire at
the Beverly Hills Supper Club in Fort Thomas, Kentucky in which 167 people perished (see
section entitled “History of the Kentucky Medical Examiner Office Response to Mass Fatality
Events”).
In March of 1977, Mr. Jones secured funding to recruit Louisville native Dr. George Nichols to
become the first Chief Medical Examiner for the Commonwealth of Kentucky. The son of a
physician, Dr. Nichols had grown up in Louisville, and had completed medical school and a
residency in anatomic and clinical pathology at University of Louisville School of Medicine. At
the time of his recruitment, Dr. Nichols was serving as a forensic pathology fellow in Cincinnati,
Ohio. It was agreed that Dr. Nichols would become Chief Medical Examiner for the
Commonwealth of Kentucky upon completion of his forensic fellowship year with Dr. Frank
Cleveland in Cincinnati.
On July 1, 1977 Dr. George Nichols went straight from fellowship to become the first Chief
Medical Examiner for the Commonwealth of Kentucky. The Office of the Chief Medical
Examiner was located on the second floor of the University of Louisville’s Medical-Dental
Research Building on South Floyd Street in Louisville. The building was one block away from the
Louisville General Hospital, where medical examiner autopsies were conducted. In July of 1977,
with the appointment of Dr. Nichols to the position of Chief Medical Examiner, the entire
Kentucky Medical Examiner Program consisted of 4 employees:
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•
•
•
•

Dr. George Nichols, Chief Medical Examiner
Janice Voyles, Secretary at the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner
David Jones, Administrator Kentucky Medical Examiner Program
Patricia Brown, Secretary of the Office of the Administrator of the Medical Examiner
Program

Annual Meeting of NAME in Kentucky in October 1977
In October, 1977, the President of the National Association of Medical Examiners and
Tennessee Chief Medical Examiner Dr. Jerry Francisco arranged a joint conference of the
National Association of Medical Examiners and the Kentucky Coroner’s Association. This joint
meeting between the national organization of medical examiners and the state association of
coroners was held at the Galt House Hotel along the Ohio River, in Louisville. The conference
was entitled “Medical Legal Investigations of Death in the Rural Community.” The conference
schedule included prominent pathologists from throughout the United States, speaking on
issues that were considered “hot topics” at the time. These included:
• Dr. Thomas Noguchi (Los Angeles, CA): “Medical Legal Investigation of Deaths of
National Concern”
• Dr. Joe Davis (Miami FL): “Dilemmas Created by the Autopsy Protocol and
Professional Opinion”
• Dr. Leslie Lukash (Nassau County NY): “NAME Inspection and Accreditation Program”
• Dr. Cyril Wecht (Pittsburgh PA): “Communicating With the Media”
• Dr. William Sterner (Rhode Island): “Dilemmas in the Certification of Death”
It is interesting to note that at the time of this writing, in 2014, every one of the above subjects
remains a “hot topic” in our national discussion in forensic pathology. The more things change,
the more they do indeed stay the same.
The speaker for the evening banquet at the meeting was Dr. Fred Stein, Coroner of Campbell
County Kentucky, who spoke about the Kentucky experience with a mass fatality fire, entitled
“The Beverly Hills Nightclub Revisited.” For a more complete list of speakers and topics from
this historic conference, please see Table 2.
The last day of the conference included a panel discussion entitled “Investigating Unique
Deaths.” Approximately 30 minutes into the panel discussion, there was a very loud crash just
outside the conference room. Following the crash, an individual ran into the room shouting “Is
there a doctor in the room?” According to Mr. Jones, “there were at least 40 doctors in the
room.” As conference participants rushed out of the room, they encountered a deceased
individual on the floor, beneath a shattered ceiling. Investigation revealed that a man checked
into the hotel about an hour before the crash, shortly before the convening of the panel
discussion. He asked for a room on the 22nd floor with a view of the Ohio River. The man, a
suspect in the recent violent deaths of his parents, jumped from his open window on the 22nd
floor, and crashed through the roof of the room next to the conference room. According to Mr.
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Jones, “He missed coming through the conference room roof by about 12 feet.” Observing the
decedent and the scene, one of the conference attendees was heard to remark: “Now, that is a
great example of a unique death!”
It can be said that Kentucky provided true southern hospitality, providing forensic pathologists
from around the nation with an active scene to observe on the last day of their national
meeting. Following that meeting, the National Association of Medical Examiners never had
another joint meeting with another coroners association. Thirty-one years later, in 2008, the
Kentucky Medical Examiner Program hosted the Annual Meeting of the National Association of
Medical Examiners at the historic Seelbach Hotel, with Kentucky Chief Medical Examiner Dr.
Tracey Corey serving as Program Chair and Meeting Host. Although it received good reviews for
the scientific program and meeting venue, the 2008 meeting did not provide such a memorable
event, as there was no active death scene at the host hotel during the meeting.

Growth and Development of the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program
In addition to their other duties, Dr. Nichols and Mr. Jones spent a significant amount of time
and energy in 1978 devoted to writing suggested language for the Coroner Medical Examiner
Statutes in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. This broad sweeping, and comprehensive language
detailing the authority and duties of Kentucky coroners and medical examiners passed the
Kentucky Legislature in March 1978. The statutes that were subsequently enacted into law are
often referred to as the “Coroner’s Act of 1978.”
By July of 1978, Dr. Nichols was growing weary of being the single salaried physician performing
autopsies for the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program. Dr. Nichols recruited two local
pathologists, Dr. L.C. McCloud and Dr. Frances Masser, to work at the Office of the Chief
Medical Examiner as part-time employees.
In August 1978, Forensic Anthropologist Dr. David Wolf came to work for the Kentucky Medical
Examiner Program as the first Forensic Anthropologist, on a “per-case” basis through a Personal
Service Contract.
By March of 1979, Dr. Nichols and Mr. Jones had arranged funding for an Associate Chief
Medical Examiner, to be created in Lexington, Kentucky in association with the Department of
Pathology at University of Kentucky’s School of Medicine. Dr. Nichols notified colleagues
around the country of this newly created position. North Carolina Chief Medical Examiner Dr.
Page Hudson called Dr. Nichols to recommend a physician in his office, Dr. William Hamilton,
for the position. Shortly after interviewing, Dr. William Hamilton accepted the offer extended to
him by Dr. Nichols, and thus became the first Associate Chief Medical Examiner for the
Commonwealth of Kentucky. Dr. William Hamilton began work as the first Associate Chief
Medical Examiner for the Commonwealth of Kentucky in October of 1979.
In January 1980, Dr. Frank Cleveland, Coroner for Hamilton County (Cincinnati, OH), sent a
letter to Administrator David Jones indicating that his office could no longer afford to perform
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forensic autopsies for the Northern Kentucky area, given the amount of money the Medical
Examiner Program was paying. Therefore, beginning in 1980, forensic autopsy services for the
Northern Kentucky coroners were performed by hospital pathologists, Dr. George Tanner and
then Dr. Charles Stephens at St. Luke’s Hospital in Fort Thomas, Kentucky. Dr. Charles Stephens
continued to perform forensic autopsies for the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program
throughout the remainder of his career, eventually leaving his hospital pathology practice to
serve as a full-time Medical Examiner for Northern Kentucky. Dr. Charles Stephens obtained his
board certification in forensic pathology in 1991. He continued to perform forensic autopsies
for the Northern Kentucky Medical Examiner’s Office until he retired in 2014.
In July of 1981, Dr. Barbara Weakley-Jones began working full-time for the Kentucky Medical
Examiner Program, and eventually undertook the one year forensic pathology fellowship with
Dr. Nichols in the Louisville office, after he secured ACGME accreditation for a fellowship
position. Dr. Weakley-Jones served as a Kentucky Medical Examiner in the Louisville Office
continuously from this time until her retirement in 2010. After retirement from the Medical
Examiner Program, Dr. Weakley-Jones was appointed, and then successfully ran for office as
Jefferson County Coroner. She continues to serve in this capacity at the time of this writing
(2014).
Relying on language drafted by Dr. Nichols and Mr. Jones, the Kentucky General Assembly
passed legislation referred to as “The Postmortem Act” in March, 1982. The major changes
associated with this legislation included”
•
•
•

Mandatory notification of a law enforcement agency in all suspected homicides,
suicides, and accidental deaths.
Mandatory completion of a 37 hour Basic Training Course by all Deputy Coroners,
along with 18 hours of in-service training annually thereafter.
Mandatory payment by the county fiscal court for all expenses incurred by a coroner
or deputy coroner to transport a decedent to the regional medical examiner facility.

In December 1980, Dr. William Hamilton resigned his position as Associate Chief Medical
Examiner, and relocated to another state. In November 1982, Kentucky Justice Cabinet
Secretary Billy Wellman officially announced that Dr. John Hunsaker would become the new
Associate Chief Medical Examiner for the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Dr. John Hunsaker began
his work in the Commonwealth of Kentucky, as Associate Chief Medical Examiner in February
1983, and spent two months setting up the office. He performed his first postmortem
examination as Associate Chief Medical Examiner in April, 1983.
As of April, 1983, the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program consisted of:
• Dr. George Nichols, Chief Medical Examiner
• Dr. John Hunsaker, Associate Chief Medical Examiner
• David Jones, Administrator
• Dr. Barbara Weakley-Jones, Medical Examiner
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•
•
•
•

Patricia Brown, Secretary
Dr. David Wolf, Forensic Anthropologist
Dr. L.C. McCloud, Medical Examiner, part-time
Dr. Frances Masser, Medical Examiner, part-time

Additionally, there were six “District Medical Examiners” in 1983. These District Medical
Examiners were actually hospital pathologists still performing forensic autopsies on a fee-percase basis in hospitals around the state.
By 1988, few hospital pathologists were willing to perform forensic autopsies on a fee-per-case
basis around Kentucky. Most cases from around the state were being transported to Dr.
Nichols’ Office in Louisville, or Dr. Hunsaker’s Office in Lexington. During 1988 and early 1989,
Dr. Nichols and Mr. Jones negotiated with Trover Clinic, a regional medical center in
Madisonville Kentucky, to establish forensic pathology services in Western Kentucky, and to
house and employ a full-time forensic pathologist as the Western Kentucky Medical Examiner
within the Trover Clinic facility. In August of 1989, Dr. Mark LeVaughn became the first Western
Kentucky Medical Examiner, working out of Trover Clinic in Madisonville. In 1991, Mr. Jones
worked with St. Luke’s Hospital East Administrator John Hoyle in Fort Thomas Kentucky, to
negotiate a contract for St. Luke Hospital East to provide dedicated Medical Examiner Services
for Northern Kentucky. Working under a biennial contract, St. Luke Hospital East provided full
forensic pathology services for the citizens of Northern Kentucky including a full-time forensic
pathologist and associated technical and administrative support staff, autopsy facilities,
histology, and radiology.
In the late 1980’s, the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, which initially consisted of a single
pathologist, had grown to 3 full-time pathologists -- Dr. Nichols, Dr. Weakley-Jones, and Dr.
Greg Balko. In the late 1980’s, Dr. Balko decided to leave full-time medical examiner work, and
pursue a fellowship in neuropathology. He has remained affiliated with the Kentucky Medical
Examiner Program throughout the years, and currently serves, through contract, as the
Neuropathology Consultant for the program. At Dr. Balko’s departure, Dr. Nichols hired Dr. LC
McCloud to be the third full-time pathologist in the Louisville office. Dr. McCloud was retiring
from a full-time hospital pathology practice in Clark County Indiana. For many years, Dr.
McCloud had provided weekend coverage for Dr. Nichols at the OCME, and was ABP- board
certified in forensic pathology. Dr. Frances Masser continued to assist with weekend coverage
at the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner until 1991, when Dr. Tracey Corey joined the office
as the fourth full-time pathologist.
By 1991, Kentucky employed 1 part-time and 4 full-time forensic pathologists in Louisville, 1
full-time Forensic Pathologist in Lexington, 1 full-time forensic pathologist in Madisonville,
Kentucky, 1 full-time forensic pathologist in Northern Kentucky, and a full-time administrator
and a full-time anthropologist in Frankfort Kentucky. In the words of Administrator David Jones:
“On January 1st, 1973, David W. Jones became the first and sole employee of the
Kentucky Medical Examiner Program, when the Commonwealth of Kentucky hired him
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as the Administrator of the Medical Examiner Program. The purposes of the program
were to perform forensic autopsies, and provide technical assistance to the Kentucky
coroners and deputy coroners in death investigations. In September 1991, 18 years
from the time Mr. Jones was first employed, the Medical Examiner Program had 8
forensic pathologists and one forensic anthropologist to assist the coroners and deputy
coroners throughout the state. The lesson learned: “Nothing moves fast when you are
involved in a state bureaucracy”.
As of September 1991, the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program now had 4 dedicated Regional
Medical Examiner Offices, and one administrative office, located in:
• Louisville (Office of the Chief Medical Examiner),
• Lexington (Office of the Associate Chief Medical Examiner),
• Madisonville (Western Kentucky Medical Examiner’s Office, located in Trover Clinic
Medical Center), and
• Fort Thomas, Kentucky (Northern Kentucky Medical Examiner’s Office, located in St.
Lukes Hospital).
• Frankfort (Office of the Administrator and Forensic Anthropologist)
As the caseload continued to grow for Dr. Hunsaker in Lexington, Kentucky, it became
necessary to hire a second pathologist. Dr. Carolyn Coyne was recruited and joined Dr.
Hunsaker as a full-time University of Kentucky employee in the 1991-1992 academic year. In
May of 1992, the Office of the Associate Chief Medical Examiner moved from the facility within
University Kentucky Department of Pathology to a new dedicated facility in downtown
Lexington. This new dedicated facility also housed the Fayette County Coroner’s Office. The
Office of the Associate Chief Medical Examiner continued to operate out of that facility until the
new Central Laboratory Facility opened in Frankfort, Kentucky, in 1994. In addition to housing
the Office of the Associate Medical Examiner, the Central Laboratory Facility houses other
offices important to the death investigation system, including the Kentucky State Police Crime
Laboratory.
As the caseload from eastern Kentucky continued to grow, Dr. Gregory J. Davis joined Drs.
Coyne and Hunsaker, relocating from Winston Salem, North Carolina, in 1996. Dr. Hunsaker
served as Associate Chief Medical Examiner from 1983 until 1998. In 1998, because of potential
conflicts due to a family member also being an employee of the Medical Examiner Program in
another regional ME office, Dr. Hunsaker stepped down as Associate Chief Medical Examiner
for the Commonwealth, but retained his title of Division Director of the Division of Forensic
Pathology, Department of Pathology, University of Kentucky, and continued as a Kentucky
Medical Examiner. In 1998, Dr. Gregory J. Davis became Associate Chief Medical Examiner, and
served in this role until he became Program Director of the University of Kentucky’s
Department of Pathology Residency Program in 2005. Dr. Davis has continued to work in the
Office of the Associate Chief Medical Examiner on a part-time basis. Upon Dr. Davis’ departure
from full-time medical examiner work, Dr. Hunsaker graciously re-accepted the title of
Associate Chief Medical Examiner. He continues in the roles of Associate Chief Medical
Examiner and Division Director of Forensic Pathology at the time of this writing (2014).
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Through the years, as the caseloads have grown, the number of forensic pathologists has
increased. Complete lists of the forensic pathologists and anthropologists who have served in
various Kentucky Medical Examiner Offices are listed in Tables 3 through 8.

Summary of Structural Facilities of the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program
Forensic pathology services throughout Kentucky began as a fragmented, but statewide system
in which many hospital pathologists, scattered throughout the state, provided autopsy services
for Kentucky coroners on a fee-per-case basis. Under the leadership of Administrator David
Jones and Chief Medical Examiner Dr. George Nichols, over the years the system gradually
transitioned to a true regional medical examiner system, with full-time forensic pathologists
and staff. With this transition, the ‘fee-per-case” contracts were abolished. At this writing, 3 of
the 4 Medical Examiner facilities in Kentucky are housed in facilities that are dedicated to the
Medical Examiner (Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Office of the Associate Chief Medical
Examiner, and Western Kentucky Medical Examiner’s Office). The Northern Kentucky Medical
Examiner Office continues to be housed in St. Elizabeth’s Healthcare Hospital in Ft. Thomas,
Kentucky. At this writing, 2 of the facilities, The Office of the Associate Chief Medical Examiner
in Frankfort, Kentucky and the Western Kentucky Regional Medical Examiner Office in
Madisonville, Kentucky, are relatively new facilities that were built specifically for the Medical
Examiner. It is recognized by the Medical Examiner’s Office and the Kentucky Justice and Public
Safety Cabinet that 2 offices, The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner and the Northern
Kentucky Regional Medical Examiner Office are in dire need of new office space. Due to the
impending closing of the current office location, The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner will
be relocated within the next 2 years. Funding requests have been made over the years by both
the Chief Medical Examiner and the Kentucky Justice Cabinet Secretary, for new construction
for the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner in Louisville, and the Northern Kentucky Medical
Examiner’s Office. Despite inclusion of funds for a site selection for OCME construction in
Governor Steve Beshear’s budget proposal in 2013, the funding was removed from the budget
by the Kentucky Legislature. As of this writing (2014), the Kentucky Legislature has not
approved funding for “new-construction” facilities for either The Office of the Chief Medical
Examiner or the Northern Kentucky Regional Medical Examiner’s Office.

Changing of the Guard
As the first employee of the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program, Administrator David Jones
laid the foundation for a statewide medical examiner system. Under the leadership of Mr. Jones
and Chief Medical Examiner Dr. George Nichols, the program grew into a well-organized
statewide system. Starting as Chief only of himself, at the time of his retirement, Dr. Nichols
oversaw 4 regional offices. Known for his frank expression of opinions, and maxims, including
“rarely in error, never in doubt”, Dr. Nichols stated repeatedly through the years that he would
serve his tenure as Chief Medical Examiner as “20 and out”, indicating 20 years of service as
Kentucky’s first Chief Medical Examiner. True to his word, Dr. Nichols became Kentucky’s first
Chief Medical Examiner on July 1, 1977, and retired as Kentucky Chief Medical Examiner in
August of 1997.
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With news of Dr. Nichols’ impending retirement, Kentucky Justice and Public Safety Cabinet
Secretary Dan Cherry established a search committee to choose a new Kentucky Chief Medical
Examiner. The Search Committee included representatives from the Kentucky Coroner’s
Association, the Chairs of the Departments of Pathology of University of Louisville and
University of Kentucky, as well as retiring Chief Dr. George Nichols.
Following a national search, Dr. Tracey Corey was appointed by Kentucky Governor Paul Patton
to serve as Kentucky’s second Chief Medical Examiner. After an internship year in Internal
Medicine, Dr. Corey began her service with the Medical Examiner’s Office first as a resident in
University of Louisville’s Department of Pathology in 1988. One of her fellow residents in the
program was Dr. Gregory J. Davis, the future Kentucky Associate Chief Medical Examiner. Dr.
Corey and Dr. Davis both completed their forensic pathology fellowships with Dr. Nichols at the
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner in Louisville, Kentucky. After finishing her training, Dr.
Corey took a position offered to her by Dr. Nichols as a Medical Examiner in the Louisville Office
in 1991. Dr. Corey was appointed Chief Medical Examiner for the Commonwealth of Kentucky
on September 1, 1997, and continues in this role as of this writing.
The Kentucky Medical Examiner Program initially began to take shape in the 1970’s, due to the
forward thinking of those in local and state government. The process was greatly influenced by
the advice and efforts of Dr. Jerry Francisco, the Chief Medical Examiner in Tennessee. Being
from a state similar in size, population, and geography, Dr. Francisco realized that the
geographic distribution of the citizens of Kentucky, and the constitutional office of county
coroner should be taken into consideration in the development of the Kentucky Medical
Examiner Program. We, here in the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program, remain indebted to
Dr. Francisco for his time and energy. In an interesting corollary, in 2014, Kentucky Chief
Medical Examiner Dr. Tracey Corey served as one of three Chief Medical Examiners chosen by
the National Association of Medical Examiners to conduct a formal review of the death
investigation system in Tennessee, and to provide formal recommendations for the way
forward in that state, as requested by the Tennessee Commissioner of Health, and the
Tennessee Chief Medical Examiner Karen Cline-Parhamovich.

NAME Accreditation
Realizing changing times, and changing expectations by the courts and the public, Chief Medical
Examiner Dr. Tracey Corey made NAME Accreditation a goal for the OCME in the early 2000’s.
Although practicing good forensic pathology standards for the day, the previous administration
did not see written documentation of policy and procedure as a priority. Thus, there were no
written documents regarding standard operating procedures, or any type of Policy and
Procedure Manual. All such records had to be created, de novo, before the first inspection.
Dr. Corey was assisted by various members of the OCME staff, with a huge effort exerted by Dr.
Donna Stewart, who spent countless hours working on the Policy and Procedure Manual, in
addition to her duties as a Kentucky Medical Examiner. The OCME underwent its first
inspection, by Dr. John Howard from Washington, in 2002, and passed with no phase 1 or phase
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2 deficiencies. The OCME was re-inspected, as part of the normal five-year inspection cycle, in
2007 (again by Inspector Dr. John Howard), and in 2012 (by the Chair of the NAME Inspection
and Accreditation Committee and Maryland Chief Medical Examiner Dr. David Fowler, with a
ride-along inspector, Volusia County FL Chief Medical Examiner Dr. Marie Herrmann). The
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner has retained full accreditation throughout, since the first
inspection in 2002. Re-inspection for NAME-Accreditation for the Kentucky Office of the Chief
Medical Examiner will be due in 2017.

Forensic Pathology Fellowship Training in Kentucky
Early in his tenure as Kentucky Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Nichols established an accredited
Forensic Pathology Fellowship Training Program at the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner.
The first trainee, Dr. Barbara Weakley-Jones, began her fellowship with the program in 1984,
after having already begun work for the program in 1981. Upon completion of her fellowship,
she continued as a staff person, serving as second in command at the Office of the Chief
Medical Examiner, until her retirement in 2010. Throughout the years, 14 physicians have
successfully completed their forensic pathology training at the Office of the Chief Medical
Examiner, in conjunction with the University of Louisville, Division of Forensic Pathology. Upon
Dr. Nichols’ retirement in 1997, newly appointed Chief Medical Examiner Dr. Tracey Corey
became Program Director of the ACGME-Accredited Fellowship that continues to this day. In
2013, Dr. Corey appointed Kentucky Medical Examiner and former Forensic Pathology Fellow
Dr. Jeff Springer to the newly created position of Forensic Pathology Training Program CoDirector. Many of the individuals who have trained at the Fellowship Program in Louisville have
gone on to serve the Kentucky Medical Examiner’s Office in various regional offices throughout
the state. For a list of forensic pathologists who have successfully completed their Forensic
Pathology Fellowship at the Kentucky Office of the Chief Medical Examiner/University of
Louisville Division of Forensic Pathology, please see Table 9.

History of Mandatory Training for Kentucky Death Investigators
The first known organized training session for death investigators in Kentucky occurred in April
of 1972, the very year Kentucky was first divided into regions for the purposes of provision of
“coroner autopsies” by hospital pathologists around the state. Dr. Malcolm Barnes, the
regional Medical Examiner in Louisville, arranged a seminar for the Kentucky coroners and
regional medical examiners at the Brown Hotel in Louisville, Kentucky. Presented by Tennessee
Chief Medical Examiner Jerry Francisco, this seminar was entitled “Why Are Medical-Legal
Autopsies Necessary?”
In November of 1973, the newly-minted Bureau for Criminal Justice Training at Eastern
Kentucky University conducted its first training session for Kentucky coroners and deputy
coroners. The instructors for the course were Kentucky Medical Examiner Program
Administrator David Jones, and Tennessee Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Jerry Francisco.
Although not mandated initially, the first Kentucky Coroners Basic Training Course was held in
August of 1979, conducted at the Bureau of Training Facilities at Eastern Kentucky University.
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Thirty-six Coroners and Deputy Coroners participated in that week-long course. At the
conclusion, all participants were presented with a document certifying that they had completed
“Coroner Basic Training.” Don Stith, Coroner of Boone County, received Certificate #1, and thus
became the first Kentucky coroner to be certified by the Kentucky Department of Justice
Bureau of Training the Department of Human Resources, Division of Medical Programs. In
September of 1979, the second coroner’s basic course was presented to 30 Coroners and
Deputy Coroners.
In March 1983, in accordance with new legislation enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly,
the first statutorily-mandated Coroners Basic Training Course was conducted at the Bureau of
Training Facilities at Eastern Kentucky University. Forty-two coroners and deputy coroners
participated in this first mandatory course.
Currently, all Kentucky deputy coroners must undergo mandatory, accredited training through
the Department of Criminal Justice Training. This agency accredits and/or provides mandated
training for all sworn law enforcement officers in Kentucky. As constitutional officials, training
cannot be mandated for elected coroners. However, the vast majority of coroners through the
years have participated in training, along with their deputies.
When deputy coroners first begin working for the coroner’s office in their county, they must
undergo a 40 hour “basic course” curriculum established by the Department of Criminal Justice
Training. After this initial basic certification, each deputy coroner must undertake a 2 day “inservice training” on an annual basis. This in-service training must be in a class either accredited
by, or approved by The Department of Criminal Justice Training (DOCJT). These training
sessions, taught by certified instructors, are provided at no charge. Multiple types of courses
and subjects are offered in various locations throughout the state, and at various times of the
year. These courses are taught by DOCJT instructors and the forensic pathologists and
administrators that serve in Kentucky Medical Examiner’s Office.
At the time of this writing, since August 1979, 1383 Kentucky coroners and deputy coroners
have undergone training, with a structured curriculum, and approved and certified instructors,
through the Kentucky Department of Criminal Justice Training.

History of the Kentucky Medical Examiner’s Office Response to Mass Fatality
Events
In April of 1974, a tornado struck Brandenburg Kentucky, resulting in 31 fatalities. This event
marked the initial participation of the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program in a mass fatality
incident. Administrator David Jones, and District Medical Examiner for Louisville, Dr. Malcolm
Barnes, assisted Meade County Coroner, Kenneth Hager, with body recovery and operation of a
temporary morgue.
In March of 1976, the Kentucky Medical Examiner’s Office responded to its second mass fatality
incident. Two separate explosions in Scotia Coal Mine Number One in Letcher County, Kentucky
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killed a total of 26 people – 15 coal miners were killed in the initial explosion, and then 11
responders to that event were killed in a second explosion. The bodies were finally recovered
281 days after the explosion, when the mine was deemed safe for entry. Administrator David
Jones was assisted in the scene investigation and recovery of the 11 responders by Dr. George
Nichols II, a native of Louisville who was completing his forensic pathology fellowship with Dr.
Frank Cleveland in Cincinnati. In addition to Dr. Nichols and David Jones, other death
investigators participating in this mass fatality incident response included Dr. John Feegel, a
pathologist from Atlanta, Georgia representing the Blue Diamond Coal Company, and Dr.
Robert Thompson, a pathologist from Washington, D.C., representing the Federal Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administration. According to Administrator David Jones “The main
conclusion by the forensic team was that only trained and qualified miners should investigate
anything that ever happens in a coal mine.”
In May of 1977, a fire erupted on a busy night at the Beverly Hills Supper Club in Southgate,
Kentucky, resulting in 167 fatalities. Dr. Fred Stein, the Campbell County Coroner, called
Kentucky Medical Examiner Program Administrator Jones to assist in the response. At the
scene, Administrator David Jones came to the quick realization that Kentucky was not prepared
to respond to such a tragedy. There was no clear plan of response, nor was there an
organization to take responsibility for the recovery and identification of the deceased victims.
Indeed, there were not even enough body bags available for the number of fatalities. From
across the Ohio River in Cincinnati, forensic pathology fellow Dr. George Nichols assisted the
officials in Kentucky with the mass fatality response to this tragedy, and Dr. Frank Cleveland
allowed the use of the Hamilton County Morgue in Cincinnati. At that tragedy, Administrator
Jones realized that one of his main missions in his professional life would be preparation of the
death investigation system in Kentucky in mass fatality response.
On June 2, 1983, Air Canada Flight 797 left Dallas-Ft. Worth Airport, bound for Toronto. While
flying over Kentucky, heavy smoke, originating from a fire behind the rear lavatory, forced an
emergency landing at the Greater Cincinnati airport, in Boone County, Kentucky. After a
difficult landing, due to loss of the electrical system, the 43 people on the plane attempted to
exit emergently. When the over-wing emergency exits were opened to allow for evacuation,
the influx of fresh air fueled the fire and caused a flashover. Twenty-three of the passengers
died. Dr. Nichols’ wife heard of the tragedy on the news, but did not inform Kentucky’s Chief
Medical Examiner at the time, as she did not realize that the Greater Cincinnati airport was
actually in Kentucky. Dr. Nichols learned of the mass fatality later, and responded, along with
Associate Chief Dr. John Hunsaker, from Lexington. The investigation was largely conducted by
representatives of the federal government. Dr. Frank Cleveland, the forensic pathologist who
had trained Dr. Nichols, allowed the use of the Hamilton County Morgue in Cincinnati for the
examinations conducted by Drs. Nichols and Hunsaker.
Late in the night on May14, 1988, a church bus was returning to Radcliff, Kentucky from a day
at an amusement park north of Cincinnati. Most of the passengers on the bus were children.
The former school bus was traveling southbound on interstate 71 in Carroll County, Kentucky,
when it was struck head-on by a pickup truck traveling in the wrong direction on the interstate,
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driven by drunk driver Larry Wayne Mahoney. Of the 67 persons on the bus, 27 died in the
resultant fire, when the passengers could not escape through the rear door and the front door
was engulfed in flames. Of the 27 victims who lost their lives, 24 were children. This incident
remains the deadliest drunk driving incident and the second deadliest bus disaster in United
States history. Chief Medical Examiner Dr. George Nichols was assisted by Dr. Barbara WeakleyJones, Administrator David Jones, and technical support staff in the recovery, autopsy
examination, and identification of the victims of this mass fatality incident. Forensic
odontologist and University of Louisville Dental School professor, Dr. Mark Bernstein conducted
the dental identifications. Following this incident, Administrator Jones continued his
organizational efforts in preparing the county coroners, and the Kentucky Medical Examiner’s
Office for mass fatality response.
Through the leadership of Administrator Jones, an active “Medical Examiner–Coroner Mass
Fatality Response Team” developed in the ensuing years. This team, consisting of coroners and
medical examiners from around the state, met regularly and trained in scene response, victim
recovery, and morgue operations necessary for a mass fatality incident. Additionally, Mr. Jones
secured funding for the purchase of mass fatality response trailers and associated equipment,
strategically placed throughout the state, to be used at a moment’s notice, should a mass
fatality event occur in the general area.
On the morning of Sunday, August 27, 2006, Conair Flight 5191, bound for Atlanta Georgia,
crashed during an attempted takeoff from Bluegrass Airport in Lexington, Kentucky. Of the 50
souls on board, 49 perished in the crash and ensuing fire. At the request of Fayette County
Coroner Gary Ginn, members of the Kentucky Medical Examiner – Coroner Mass Fatality
Response Team responded to the crash site in Lexington. Members responding to the scene
included, among others, Chief Medical Examiner Tracey S. Corey, MD, forensic anthropologist
Emily Craig, PhD, and then-retired Executive Director, David Jones. Due to the extensive
planning and training that had occurred in the previous years, the team was well organized and
prepared to respond to this mass fatality event. While Drs. Corey and Craig, and Administrator
Jones responded to the scene, other members of the team immediately began to prepare the
morgue operations. Persons responding to the morgue, in preparation for arrival of victims,
included Dr. Barbara Weakley-Jones, (who had assisted Dr. Nichols with the Carrollton bus
crash), Dr. John Hunsaker, and forensic odontologist Dr. Mark Bernstein (who had performed
the dental identifications in the Carrollton bush crash.
Recovery of the victims of the crash of Conair Flight 5191 began shortly after 2:00 p.m., August
27, 2006, after the federal authorities had performed their scene examination, and secured
necessary evidence including the voice and flight data recorders. All victims were recovered on
the day of the crash, and transported to the Office of the Associate Chief Medical Examiner, in
Frankfort, Kentucky. Due to the organization by Drs. Weakley-Jones and Hunsaker, the morgue
stations were established prior to victim arrival, and postmortem examinations began
immediately upon receipt of the victims, on the day of the crash. Through the week, Chief
Medical Examiner Dr. Tracey Corey was assisted in examinations and organizational meetings
late into the night, with extensive involvement by Dr. William Ralston and Forensic Autopsy
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Technician Jason Ritter. Over the ensuing days, with assistance from members of the Mass
Fatality Response Team, the Kentucky State Police Crime Laboratory, and medical examiners
from the Frankfort and Louisville offices, and with the Forensic Odontology Team led by Dr.
Mark Bernstein, all crash victims were examined and forensically identified. Many agencies
provided assistance and support throughout the response, including (but not limited to) the
American Red Cross, the Kentucky Public Health Department, the Kentucky State Police Crime
Laboratory and a host of police and fire agencies from throughout the area. The federal
organization, D-MORT, was helpful in gathering important information from victims’ loved
ones. NTSB was extremely helpful in helping to coordinate the flow of information,
communication with families, and press releases. Paul Sledzik and Deborah Hersman were two
of the representatives from NTSB who ensured the success of the governmental response to
this tragedy. The plane had crashed on the morning of Sunday, August 27, 2006. All forty-nine
victims of the crash of flight 5191 were examined, identified, and released by the Kentucky
Medical Examiner Office for funeral home retrieval by noon, Thursday August 31, 2006.
Although other smaller mass fatality events have occurred before and since the crash of Conair
5191, as of this writing, this tragedy marks the last large-scale fatality event to occur in
Kentucky. Now called the Kentucky Coroner-Medical Examiner Incident Response Team, the
team first envisioned and organized by Administrator David Jones continues to meet on a
regular basis, and participate in incident exercises throughout the state, including regularly
scheduled airport drills. Most members of today’s team have participated in at least one mass
fatality incident, and are well-versed in the need for continuing training, planning, and
preparation. Mr. Jones has indeed accomplished the goal of mass fatality response
preparedness that he first set in 1977. Thanks in large part to Mr. Jones’ ongoing efforts and
dedication throughout the decades (even after his official retirement), Kentucky has one of the
most active, well-equipped, well-trained, and well-organized mass fatality response teams in
the United States.

Conclusion
The Kentucky Medical Examiner Program has a long history of stability, having had only two
Chief Medical Examiners and three Associate Chief Medical Examiners since its inception in
1978. Further, the majority of the forensic pathologists serving as Kentucky Medical Examiners
throughout the state, tend to stay for many years, and actually retire from their position in
Kentucky. This “continuity of care” ensures consistency in policy and procedure, ensures
continuing maintenance of integrity of evidence and records, and instills a sense of stability and
security for the employees of the Medical Examiner Program, and the various offices that
interact with the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program throughout the Commonwealth.
**Special thanks to Kendall Gault, who prepared tables, and assisted in gathering information.
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TABLE 1: FIRST KENTUCKY “REGIONAL MEDICAL EXAMINERS”* MARCH 1972
NAME
Dr. Elmer Ylitalo
Dr. Frank Pitzer
Dr. David Orrahood
Dr. Malcolm Barnes
Dr. George Tanner
Dr. Carl Nudorfer
Dr. Leonard Wallace

CITY
Paducah
Hopkinsville
Owensboro
Louisville
Fort Thomas
Ashland
Lexington

*Hospital pathologists paid to do “coroner’s autopsies” on a “per case” basis
TABLE 2: SPEAKERS AND TOPICS AT THE JOINT MEETING OF NAME AND THE KENTUCKY
CORONERS’ ASSOCIATION, LOUISVILLE KY, 1977
SPEAKER AND PRESENTATION
DAY 1:
Dr. Ali Hameli, Chief ME Delaware: “A Model Medical Legal Death Investigation System”
Dr. Leslie Lukash, Chief ME Nassau County NY: “NAME Inspection and Accreditation”
Dr. William Sterner, Chief ME Rhode Island: “Dilemmas in the Certification of Death”
Dr. Thomas Noguchi, Chief ME Los Angeles, CA:“Medical Legal Investigation of Deaths of
National Concern”
Dr. Cyril Wecht, Coroner, Allegheny County PA, speaking on “Communicating With the Media”
Dr. John Pfaff, Chief ME Montana: “Problems of Identifying Human Remains in Remote Areas”
Dr. Joe Davis, Chief ME Miami, FL: “Dilemmas Created by the Autopsy Protocol and Professional
Opinion”
Dr. Ronald Kornblum, ME Ventura, CA: “Investigating Deaths in Mental Hospitals”
DAY 2:
Dr. Charles Petty, Chief ME Dallas TX: “Residues on the Hands of Alleged Suicide Victims”
Dr. Werner Spitz, Chief ME Detroit MI: “Investigating Deaths in Penal Institutions”
Dr. Jerry Francisco, Chief ME TN: “History of the Kentucky Coroner Medical Examiner System”
Dr. Richard Greathouse, Coroner Jefferson County KY: “Investigating Child Abuse Deaths”
Dr. George Gantner, Chief ME St. Louis MO: “Investigating Farm Related Deaths”
Dr. William Cross, Chief ME Hartford CT: “Medical Examinations and Homicide Investigations in
Small Police Departments”
Dr. George Nichols, Chief ME KY: “Investigations of Deep Coal Mine Fatalities.”
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Table 3: Kentucky Medical Examiner Executive Staff
Name
Title
George Nichols, MD
Chief Medical Examiner
Tracey Corey, MD
Chief Medical Examiner
William Hamilton, MD
Associate Chief Medical
Examiner
John Hunsaker, MD JD
Associate Chief Medical
Examiner
Gregory J. Davis, MD
Associate Chief Medical
Examiner
David Jones
Executive Director
Joe Grantham
Executive Director
Dan Able
Executive Director
Mike Wilder
Executive Director
Mandy Combest
Staff Assistant

Dates of Service
1977-1997
1997-Present
1979-1980
1983-1998, 2005-Present
1998-2005
1972-2002
2003-2004
2004-2008
2008-2010
2004-Present

Table 4: Pathologists at the Kentucky Office of the Chief Medical Examiner
Name
Dates of Service
George Nichols, MD
1977-1997
Barbara Weakley-Jones, MD
1981-2010
L.C. McCloud, MD
1978-1999
Frances Masser, MD (Part Time)
1978-1991
Greg Balko, MD
1987-1990
Tracey Corey, MD
1991-Present
Amy Burrows-Beckham, MD
1995-Present
Donna Stewart, MD
1998-Present
William Ralston, MD
2000-2008
Betty Spivack, MD
2001-2006
Polly Purcell, DO
2008-2010
Mike Johnson, MD
2010-2012
Rameen Starling-Roney, MD
2010-2012
Darius Arabadjief, MD
2010-Present
Jeff Springer, MD
2013-Present
Victoria Graham, MD
2013-Present
Table 5: Pathologists at Northern Kentucky Medical Examiner Office
Name
Dates of Service
Charles Stephens, MD
1991-2014
Leopold Buerger, MD (Part Time)
~1991-~2006
Greg Wanger, MD
2007-2013
Ashton Ennis, MD
2013-Present
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Table 6: Pathologists at the Western Kentucky Medical Examiner Office
Name
Dates of Service
Mark LeVaughn, MD
1989-2002
Deirdre Schluckebier, MD
2003-2011
Greg Wanger, MD
2013-2014
Table 7: Pathologists at the Kentucky Office of the Associate Chief Medical Examiner
Name
Dates of Service
William Hamilton, MD
1979-1980
John Hunsaker, MD
1983-Present
Carolyn Coyne, MD
1991-1996
Gregory J. Davis (Full Time), MD
1996-2005
Cristin Rolf, MD
1997-2014
Gregory J. Davis (Part Time), MD
2005-2014
Jennifer Schott, MD
2005-2009
Mary Goolsby, MD
2009-2010
Victoria Graham, MD
2011-2013
Meredith Frame, MD
2013-Present
William Ralston, MD
2014-Present
Table 8: Forensic Anthropologists at the Kentucky Medical Examiner Program
Name
Dates of Service
David Wolf, PhD
1982-1991
Emily Craig, PhD
1994-2010
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Table 9: Kentucky Office of the Chief Medical Examiner Fellows Successfully Completing
Program
Name
Dates of Service
Barbara Weakley-Jones, MD
1984-1985
Greg Balko, MD
1986-1987
Greg Davis, MD
1989-1990
Tracey Corey, MD
1990-1991
Marie Herrmann, MD
1992-1993
Amy Burrows, MD
1994-1995
William Ralston, MD
1999-2000
Leigh Thorne, MD
2000-2001
Angela Wetherton, MD
2001-2002
Deirdre Schluckebier, MD
2002-2003
Polly Purcell, DO
2007-2008
Victoria Graham, MD
2009-2011
Jeff Springer, MD
2012-2013
Rand Falls, DO
2014-2015
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Los Angeles County Medical Examiner-Coroner

Lakshmanan Sathyavagiswaran, M.D.
September 2013

History of the Department
It is difficult to account accurately for the early history of this department. Our oldest records
date from 1888, and the oldest budget record is for 1954.
1850

Coroner’s Office was established. The law said little about jurisdiction or
procedure, except that the Coroner must keep “records”. The County
population was 3,530.

1852

Coroner’s Office was merged as an ex-officio office under the Public
Administrator.

1888

The law defined what records the Coroner must keep and that the “Coroner’s
File” was to be a public record. The population of the County had grown to
approximately 100,000.

1905

Death certificates became required by law. Embalming was established as a
practice by morticians enabling bodies to be held longer before examination.
Inquests were the principal method by which the Coroner determined the cause,
manner, and responsibility of death. Occasionally, autopsies were done where
cause of death was unknown or where the presence of heavy metals, cyanide,
strychnine, morphine, opium, and other poisons was suspected. As a result, the
coroner occasionally enlisted the services of a chemist. The population was now
approximately 350,000.
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1915

Paperwork began to mount (e.g., Coroner’s file, inquest records, photographs,
autopsy and chemical analysis records, reports of certain deaths to various
public agencies, etc.). Population was now at 700,000.

1916-1930

This was a period of significant growth for the department. A Central Coroner’s
Office was opened with facilities to process cases in a more desirable scientific
environment. In 1930 autopsy tables, embalming tables, instruments, cameras,
dark rooms, refrigeration, vehicles, inquest room, and routine office spaces were
provided. The full-time staff increased to include autopsy surgeons, inquest
deputies, deputy coroners, technicians, and a clerical staff. Inquests were still
the main method by which cause and manner of death were determined.
Testimony was sought as to the autopsy, chemical, and police investigative
findings. Toxicological tests were performed by the County Health Department.
In 1930, the population was 2,208,492 and the number of Coroner’s cases was
3,894.

1942

A toxicologist, his staff and laboratory were administratively transferred from
the Health Department to the Coroner. Alcohol blood tests and other tests
became almost routine for the Coroner to conduct. An increase in traffic deaths
and occasional drug overdoses resulted in a growing workload for the
department. Questions arose involving liability, insurance payments, etc., which
called for careful investigation on the part of the Coroner’s staff. Population was
now approximately 2,800,000 and Coroner’s cases now numbered about 5,500
per year.

1956

The coroner was not required to be physician until 1956. Los Angeles County
voted a Charter Amendment which separated the Public Administrator’s and
Coroner’s Offices. According to the new law the Coroner now had to be a
pathologist and the department was designated “Chief Medical ExaminerCoroner”. Due to the level of expertise increasingly demanded by the courts, the
medical staff shifted from autopsy surgeons to forensic pathologists.
Documentation of Coroner’s work became more demanding as the judicial world
changed. Identification, notification, and storage problems increased as larger
and larger numbers of transient and migratory people began dying in the
County. Narcotic and other deaths began to increase, calling for a large number
of autopsies on unembalmed bodies. This necessitated bringing more bodies
into the central facility from “outside” districts. Population was now more than
5,000,000 and Coroner’s cases were about 10,000 per year.

1961

Drug deaths, suicides, homicides, and traffic deaths increased above normal
population increases. A new state law took effect stating that a death was
reportable to the Coroner when a physician had not been in attendance during
the 10 days prior to death. As a result of this law, approximately one-third more
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cases became reportable to the Coroner. Population was now over 6,000,000
and there were approximately 11,000 Coroner’s cases per year.
1962-1970

This was a period of civil disobedience and one in which the drug culture
flourished. There occurred an alarming increase in homicides, suicides, and
drug-involved deaths. Court time demanded by the District Attorney and Public
Defender increased as well as their need, and the need of other agencies (e.g.,
law enforcement, insurance, etc.), for increased documentation of records,
evidence, microscopic slides, tissue, photographs, x-rays, clothing, etc. Security
and chain-of-evidence procedures were strengthened. In 1965 the department
established specialists/professionals in the investigation of Coroner’s cases.
These positions were entitled Coroner’s Investigators. During this time the
department began experiencing a new demand – a demand for information.
Requests came from local, state, and federal agencies, the press, educational
institutions, private citizens, etc. These demands have continued and increased
to the present time. By 1969 the population had increased to over 7,000,000
and the number of Coroner’s cases increased to over 14,000.

1970-1972

During this period, the department opened two substations—one in 1970 in
Long Beach and a second in 1972 in the San Fernando Valley. In 1972 the
department moved into the new Forensic Science Center (Central Facility) on the
grounds of the LAC/USC Medical Center. At this time approximately 50% of the
autopsies were performed in the Center and 50% in the mortuaries.

1973

The Scanning Electron Microscopy Laboratory was established and began full
operation.

1974-1977

This was a period of increasing budgetary restrictions. As a result, the
substations were closed in 1975. All autopsies in the County, with the exception
of the upper desert, were now performed in the Forensic Science Center. The
Coroner’s Investigators were given authority to certify cause of death at
mortuaries in those cases where an autopsy was not required. By law, the
department became responsible for investigating nursing home deaths. A new
State law took effect stating that a death was reportable to the Coroner when a
physician had not been in attendance during the 20 days prior to death (in 1961
it was 10 days prior to death). Although the County population stabilized at its
1969 level, approximately 7,000,000, the number of Coroner’s cases increased to
approximately 16,000.

1977-1979

Homicides and traffic accidents increased 28% and 23% respectively over the
previous two years. Drug deaths decreased by 28% during the same time period.
Overall, the Coroner’s workload increased primarily due to an increase in the
number of complex cases, particularly those involving new and exotic drugs, and
to the additional effort required to satisfy the demand of the courts.
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1979-1981

Homicides increased 25% over the previous two years, while vehicle accidents
increased only 2% over previous experience. Drug deaths decreased 19% during
the same period. The Coroner’s workload of complex cases continued to
increase.

1981-1983

Homicides and traffic accidents decreased 9% and 11% respectively over the
previous two years. Drug deaths increased 20% during the same period, which
increased the toxicological workload 27%. The Coroner’s workload continued to
increase with the complex nature of cases.

1984-1992

Regional offices were opened in Antelope Valley, Sylmar, and South Central Los
Angeles to improve response time for the department. In 1990, by ordinance,
the Department’s name changed from Department of Chief Medical ExaminerCoroner to Department of Coroner and the position of Director was created for
all non-medical Departmental operations in support of the Chief Medical
Examiner-Coroner, whose position was retained to carry out statutory Coroner
functions.
The department received the highest accreditation possible for the Forensic
Resident Training Program and Continuing Medical Education at four and three
years’ accreditation respectively. The department was also accredited to teach
Advanced Peace Officer Standard and Training. The department received the
National Association of Counties awards for Expanding the Availability of Corneal
and Other Tissues to the Community, Laboratory Robotic System, Visiting
Foreign Physician Program, and the Mass Fatality Management Program
(MFMP). The Mass Fatality Management Program also received the 1992
Challenge Award from the County Supervisors Association of California.
The Youthful Drunk Driving Program was implemented as a prevention tool for
the court to use for youthful offenders sixteen year old and younger. Forensic
Laboratories Division was automated by the installation of several systems
including the Laboratory Robotic system and an automated solid phase
extraction system. The Robotics System provided cocaine drug screening for
Coroner cases.
In response to the department’s designation as a lead emergency management
department, the Disaster Service Division was established in 1991 as the
planning unit for emergency and disaster response. A Research and Publication
Committee was formed to study and prioritize all requests for research and
present recommendations to the Director.
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In 1991, the department entered into a three year contract with Tissue Bank
International (TBI) to provide funding to enhance tissue collection activity and
allow for an increased availability of tissue for transplantation in the community.
1993-2002

During this period, new technology improved the Department’s ability to
transport and identify decedents, respond to public requests for information,
and plan for future needs.
The Department purchased a scanning electron microscope with an automatic
stage, increasing the speed of analysis. A Livescan system was installed for rapid
identification of decedents. A computer network, initially installed in 1991, was
upgraded substantially in 2000, providing easy access to Coroner’s cases for
public inquiries and statistical research. The laboratory improved its ability to
detect new drugs, using new instrumentation such as a gas chromatograph-mass
spectrometer-mass spectrometer and automated minilyser using ELISA
technology. The Department Internet site provided rapid access to general
information, as well as e-mail addresses for key staff members. A
videoconferencing system was completed. This allowed for continuing medical
education and interaction with other agencies and the criminal justice system.
The Department purchased two multi-decedent vehicles, capable of transporting
14 decedents at once. These vehicles have been valuable in mass disasters. The
Department provided mass casualty training for hospitals, medical groups, and
large corporations throughout the county.
The Department was accredited by the National Association of Medical
Examiners until 2006, American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors until 2003,
California Medical Association (continuing medical education) until 2004, and the
Accreditation Council of Graduate Medical Education (residency) until 2005. The
Department was also certified to provide credit under Peace Officers Standards
and Training.
Skeletons in the Closet, the Coroner’s marketing program, was very successful in
generating additional revenue. The Department gave the annual West Coast
Seminar, a regional conference covering topics of interest to the forensic
community. The Youthful Drunk Driver Visitation Program provided classes for
individuals at risk for drunk driving accidents. Access to this program was by
court order.
The Coroner participated in the Interagency Child Abuse Network, working with
other county agencies to improve child protective services. Regional offices
were opened in the Santa Clarita Valley, Antelope Valley, and South Bay areas.
These offices improved response time to calls in their respective areas.
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The Department received recognition from the Los Angeles County Quality &
Productivity Commission for performance measurement. The National
Association of Counties recognized the Department for its achievements in
videoconferencing.
2003

The Department worked with the County Chief Administrative Office to acquire
the newly renovated Old Administration Building adjacent to the Coroner’s
Office. This building houses non-biohazardous Department functions. The
Department prepared for mass disasters by screening all incoming decedents for
radiation, training field response employees in Standardized Emergency
Management System (SEMS), and offering smallpox vaccination to employees.
With the Health Department, the Coroner instituted automatic reporting of
incoming cases to Acute Communicable Disease Control. This system provides
an early warning of outbreaks of contagious disease.
The Operations Division implemented an on-call investigator field response
program to provide efficient regional response to cases, reduce overtime, and
offset staffing shortages.
The Department worked with the California State Coroner’s Association and
Orange County Coroner to create an advanced training curriculum for Coroner’s
investigators throughout the state. In June 2003 the Department held the
Forensic Skeletal Recovery Workshop, and in March 2003, the Department held
a Disaster Symposium.

2004

The laboratory obtained re-accreditation by the American Society of Crime
Laboratory Directors. The Department obtained re-accreditation of the
Department as a provider of continuing medical education. The Coroner
received an award from the National Association of Counties for the special
operations response team and infectious disease surveillance program and
completed an internal review of the Department’s residency program to meet
accreditation requirements.

2005

The Department received continued accreditation of the forensic pathology
fellowship program until 2008, and sponsored the meeting of the National
Association of Medical Examiners at the Biltmore Millennium Hotel. Work on
the Department’s Business Continuity Plan was started. The Coroner received
recognition from the Board of Supervisors for participation in the MetroLink
train disaster of January 26, 2005.

2006

The Coroner received funding from the Productivity Investment Board for the
multi-year development of a DNA lab. The Department’s phone system was
replaced with Voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP). Staff members participated in
formation of the County’s elder death review team and implemented a
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Department wide quality assurance committee. The Department obtained reaccreditation of the Department by the National Association of Medical
Examiners
2007

Neuropathologists affiliated with the Department published an atlas of
neuropathology that presents Coroner’s case material. Planning started for the
renovation of the Coroner’s building.
The Department obtained Board of Supervisors’ approval to contract with
forensic pathologists for as-needed services. Operations Bureau implemented a
veteran’s disposition program designed to expedite veterans’ burials for eligible
decedents. Forensic Laboratories began the process of developing an in-house
DNA laboratory.

2008

The Department of Coroner worked with the State of California to implement
EDRS, a statewide death certificate registration program. The Department’s
Business Continuity Plan was completed. The Coroner contracted with Rosalind
Franklin University to arrange rotations for pathologist’s assistant students.
Medical Division implemented daily quality assurance review of autopsy reports
by the senior pathologists.

2009

Planning continued for a major renovation of the Forensic Science Center,
including a new crypt and improved ventilation on the autopsy floor, as well as
an on-site DNA laboratory. The Department undertook projects to improve the
cost-effectiveness of Coroner’s services, including establishment of an Efficiency
Committee, cellular telephone cost reduction, and paper reduction. The
Department explored the availability of Federal grant funding for improvements
in computerization.

2013

In 2013, the Board of Supervisors revised the County Code to reestablish the
single department head structure of the Department. The Board renamed the
Department to the Department of the Medical Examiner-Coroner, and gave the
responsibility of administering the Department to the Chief Medical ExaminerCoroner.

Legislation
Legislation changes 1993 through 2002
• SB 297 (2001) - Requires Coroner to collect DNA samples from unidentified decedents and
submit them to the California Department of Justice for possible identification (California Penal
Code 14250).
• SB 1736 (2000) - Specifies procedures Coroner must use for identification of an unidentified
body (California Government Code 27521, Health & Safety Code 102870).
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• AB 1225 (1998) - Modifies procedures for Coroner’s autopsy of victims of sudden infant death
syndrome (California Government Code 27491.41).
• SB 1403 (1998) - Requires explicit consent for all postmortem tissue donation; implied
consent may no longer be used for cornea procurement (California Government Code
27491.47).
• HR 3923 (1996) - Establishes a procedure for assisting families of aviation disaster victims
(Title 49, United States Code, section 1136).
• SB 1230 (1995) - Establishes interagency domestic violence review teams (California Penal
Code 11163.3).
• AB 3111 (1994) - Requires twelve-hour search for next of kin of tissue donors (California
Health & Safety Code 7151.5).
• AB 1872 – Establishes procedures for the Coroner, in the event of a mass fatality, to submit a
single petition to the Superior Court for an order to judicially establish the fact of, and the time
and place of, the deaths of the victims. (California Health & Safety Code 103450).
• HR 3162 – Provides grants to state and local agencies in 2002 to 2007 to enhance preparation
for and response to terrorist acts (Title 42, United States Code, section 3714).
Legislation changes in 2003
• AB777 – Establishes procedures for cases where the medical examiner or coroner is
considering withholding permission for organ procurement. (California Health & Safety Code
7155.7).
• AB2811 – Includes competent adult children among those who may be responsible for
disposition of human remains (California Health & Safety Code 7100).
Legislation changes in 2004
• SB 1313 – Changes certain provisions of child abuse reporting laws. Employers of mandated
reporters are strongly encouraged to provide training in child abuse reporting (various Penal
Code sections).
• SB1081 – A medical examiner or other physician may test a decedent for human
immunodeficiency virus without consent if an autopsy is performed or body parts are donated
(Health and Safety Code 120990(b)).
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• United States Code Title 18, Ch 228A, Section 3600A – Requires the government to preserve
biological evidence secured during investigation or prosecution of a Federal offense if the
defendant is under sentence of imprisonment. Provides criminal penalties for failure to do so.
Legislation changes in 2005
• AB 268 – Requires Coroners to report deaths due to an osteopathic physician’s gross medical
negligence or incompetence to the Osteopathic Medical Board of California (Business and
Professions Code 802.5)
• AB 299 – Permits child abuse reports to be made by fax or electronic transmission (Penal
Code 11166)
• SB 630 – Extends law which establishes criteria for the Coroner for organ procurement
(Health & Safety Code 7151.20)
Legislation changes in 2006
• SB 1562 – Coroner may recover certain costs related to patients at a state hospital (Penal
Code 4758).
• AB 2156 – A certified pathologist’s assistant is authorized to perform autopsies (Business &
Professions Code 1269.3).
Legislation changes in 2007
• AB 682. Consent is not required for HIV testing during autopsy (California Health & Safety
Code 120990)
• AB 1689. The Coroner may allow anatomical gifts under specified circumstances. Tissue may
be used for research or education only if an anatomical gift has been made. The Coroner may
disallow organ donation in Coroner’s cases only under specified circumstances. (California
Health & Safety Code 7150-7151.40).
• SB 1196. The Coroner must inquire into deaths where the decedent has not seen a physician
or a hospice-associated registered nurse within 20 days of death. (California Government Code
27491). When requested by the next of kin, the Coroner shall perform an autopsy if there has
been no previous autopsy on a decedent, and may perform an autopsy if there has been a
previous autopsy (California Government Code 27520).
Legislation changes in 2008
• AB 1689: Restricts the circumstances where the Coroner may decline organ procurement for
transplantation in Coroner’s cases (Health & Safety Code Section 7151.20).
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• SB 1196: Changes existing law on Coroner’s jurisdiction to require the Coroner to inquire into
deaths where the decedent has not been attended by either a physician or a registered nurse
who is a member of a hospice care interdisciplinary team in the 20 days before death.
(Government Code Section 27491).
Legislation changes in 2009
• AB 275: Requires California Coroners to collect DNA samples from unidentified decedents and
submit them to the California Department of Justice for possible identification (Penal Code
Sections 14250 and 14251).
• Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, U.S. Supreme Court 07-591. Restricts admissibility of expert
witness testimony in criminal cases under some circumstances

Los Angeles County Coroners
1850-1851
1852
1853
1854-55
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860-61
1862-65
1866-67
1867-68
1870-73
1874-75
1876-77
1878-79
1880-84
1885-86
1887-90
1891-93
1893-95
1895-99
1899-1901
1901-1908
1908-20
1920-21
1921-45

Alpheus P. Hodges, Physician
Rafael Guirado
J. S. Mallard
T. Mayes
Q. A. Sneed
J. B. Winston
A. Cook
Henry A. Miles
H. P. Swain
J. S. Griffin, Physician
J. L. Smith
V. Gelcich
J. Kurtz
N. P. Richardson
J. Kurtz
J. Hannon
H. Nadeau
A. McFarland
J. M. Meredith
W. A. Weldon
H. G. Cates
H. G. Campbell
L. T. Holland
J. H. Trout
Calvin Hartwell
F. T. Williams
Frank A. Nance
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1945-53
1953-57

Ben H. Brown
E. A. Winstanley

Chief Medical Examiner-Coroners
1957-68
1968-82
1982-90
1990-92
1992-2013
2013 to present

Theodore J. Curphy, M.D.
Thomas T. Noguchi, M.D.
Ronald N. Kornblum, M.D.
J. Lawrence Cogan, M.D. (Acting)
Lakshmanan Sathyavagiswaran, M.D.
Mark A Fajardo M.D.

Directors
1990-93
1993-2012
2012-2013

Ilona Lewis
Anthony T. Hernandez
Lakshmanan Sathyavagsiwaran, M.D. (Interim)
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Maryland
Death Investigation in Maryland
Bruce Goldfarb
October 2015
The history of death investigation in Maryland dates nearly to its founding in 1634. Under the
authority of King Charles I, provincial Governor Leonard Calvert appointed Thomas Baldridge, a
tobacco planter in St. Mary’s County, as sheriff and coroner in 1637. The coroner was
authorized to “[d]oe all and everything…the office of sheriff or coroner of any county in England
doe.” 1
The coroner was instructed how to determine the cause of death:
“Upon notice or suspicion of any person that hath or shall come to his or her death
entirely within the limits of that hundred as you conveniently may to view the dead
body and to charge the said persons with an oath truly to inquire and true verdict to
grant how the person viewed came upon his or her death according to the evidence.” 2
Two days after his appointment as coroner, Baldridge conducted his first inquest. 3 On Jan. 31,
1637, a jury of twelve freemen tobacco planters was called to view the body of John Bryant,
who met an untimely death while felling a tree. According to a witness who testified under oath
to the jury, Bryant stepped back five or six paces as the tree toppled. The falling timber glanced
off another nearby tree and rebounded onto Bryant. “[T]he said John Bryant spake not one
word after,” the jury noted. 4
Examination of Bryant’s body showed “two scratches under his chinne on the left side.” The
jury concluded that Bryant died because “his bloud bulke broke.”
The tree responsible for Bryant’s death was forfeited to the Lord Proprietor of the Province of
Maryland --the earliest example of a deodand in the New World. It was the coroner’s
responsibility to ensure a proper disposition of the deodand. Acting as a sort of executor at
large, the coroner also liquidated a decedent's material possessions to settle his debts.
One of the first death investigations to include the participation of a medical person occurred in
1642. A jury of twelve St. Mary’s County men was empaneled to consider the death of an infant
named Anne Thompson. One member of the inquest was Robert Ellyson, who is described in
1

Introduction to Forensic Sciences, Second Edition. William G. Eckert. New York: Elsevier 1992
Criminal Investigation. Ronald F. Becker & Aric W. Dutelle. Burlington , MA: Jones & Bartlett 2013
3
Proceedings of the County Court of Charles County, 1658-1666. J. Hall Pleasants, editor. Archives of Maryland
1936, xl-xli
4
An Inquest taken before the Coroner, at mattapient in the county of St maries, on Wednesday the 31. of January
1637. USGenWeb Archive (http://files.usgwarchives.net/md/stmarys/wills/briant-j.txt)
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records as a “Barber-Chirurgeon.” After viewing the body of the infant and hearing from
witnesses, the panel concluded “that they do not find anything, but that the said Anne came to
a naturall death.” 5
The earliest known forensic autopsy in America was performed in St. Mary’s County on Feb. 25,
1642. It was likely performed by George Binx, a “Licentiate in Physicke” serving as foreman on
the coroner’s inquest investigating the homicide of a Native American youth, who was killed by
a bullet fired by John Dandy, a blacksmith.6
“[W]e find that this Indian ladd (named Edward) came to his death by a bullet shott by John
dandy, which bullet entered the epigastrium neare the navel on the right side, obliquely
descending, & piercing the guts, glancing on the last vertebra of the back, and was lodged in the
side of Ano,” the inquest reported. 7
The coroner system existed in Maryland for more than 300 years. For most of this time,
coroners were untrained laypeople who lacked any qualification other than being an adult
male. Initially, the office of coroner was combined with that of the sheriff, constable, or justice
of the peace. Due to the potential for abuse, in 1666 the provincial Assembly passed an act
prohibiting the same person from holding both offices, and directed the Governor to appoint
coroners for each of Maryland’s counties. 8 Unlike Massachusetts, where coroners were chosen
by popular vote, Maryland's tradition of appointing death investigators continues to this day.
In 1671, the Assembly set a fee for coroners – about 250 pounds of tobacco per case -- which
was on a scale slightly higher than the amount paid to their counterparts in England.9 Although
they were state officials, coroners were paid by local governments.10
The 1671 act limited the duties of coroner to “the holding of inquests over the bodies of those
dead by misadventure, murder, suicide, or other forms of violence, as well as the serving of
writs or subpoenas upon a sheriff in any suit to which he is a party, or for the arrest of a
sheriff.” 11 The coroner was authorized to make arrests in cases of homicide. 12
The term of service for coroners varied by jurisdiction until the Maryland Constitution of 1777,
which gave the Governor authority to appoint coroners to two-year terms. 13

5

Illustrations of Medicine in Maryland in “Ye Olden Time.” Maryland Medical Journal Sept. 1 1883, 275-276.
Early Medicine in Maryland, 1636-1671. JAMA June 21, 1902. Vol 38 No 25: 1639
7
Judicial and Testamentary Business of the Provincial Court, 1637-1650: Maryland State Archives, Vol 4: 254
8
Proceedings of the County Court of Charles County, op cit.
9
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Suspicious Deaths in Mid-19th Century Baltimore. Baltimore City Archives . Family Line Publications, 1986, p iii
11
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Grievous and Oppressive
Noting that "the prevailing practices of coroners are improper, grievous and oppressive," a law
enacted in 1821 established a fee schedule for coroners and jurors serving on inquests. No
coroner was to be paid more than $4.17 for his services, plus an additional $2.50 if he provided
a coffin and another $2.50 if he dug the grave and buried the body. Although coroners
throughout the State faced a steep penalty up to $100 for overcharging for their services,
additional sums of money were allowed "for any business done" by coroners in Baltimore
County. The law compensated each juror serving on a coroner's inquest 50 cents, and 12.5
cents per juror for the constable or coroner who summons them. 14
The unceremonious treatment of the deceased, particularly the unknown dead, was affected by
a burgeoning demand for cadavers for medical education. University of Maryland was one of
the first medical schools in America to add a requirement for human dissection to its
curriculum, in 1833. 15 The need for cadavers for anatomical study increased substantially as
Baltimore became home to a growing number of medical schools, with at least seven
institutions in business during the 19th Century.16
Grave-robbing was frequently employed to acquire bodies for medical schools in Baltimore and
elsewhere, often retrieved from the Eastern Potter's Field at the corner of Orleans and
Broadway -- presently the location of the Weinberg-Kimmel Cancer Center at Johns Hopkins
Medical Center. Baltimore's reputation as an abundant source of cadavers for anatomical study
during the 1800s earned it the nickname "the Paris of America." 17
The earliest statute related to the participation of a physician in an inquest is an 1847 Baltimore
City ordinance enacted by the Maryland General Assembly. 18 The ordinance allowed the
coroner to require the attendance of a physician from the same jurisdiction to examine the
body and provide testimony if a decedent was suspected to have met a violent death. A doctor
who declined to cooperate with an inquest faced a fine from the coroner or justice of the
peace. Otherwise he was compensated $5-10 for his services.
Many local governments believed that coroners were lining their pockets by calling for inquests
in cases when it wasn't necessary. 19 A law similar to the Baltimore ordinance, enacted
statewide in 1860, contained the same provision for physician participation in suspected violent
deaths. 20 The law also featured a key limitation on coroners, prohibiting inquests "where it is
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The General Public Statutory Law and Public Local Law of the State of Maryland. Maryland State Archives, 2000.
Vol. 141, Ch. 243, p 778-779.
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Human Dissection: Its Drama and Struggle. M. Lassek (Boston; Charles C. Thomas, 1958), p. 226.
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p. 127.
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known that the deceased came to his death by accident, mischance or any other manner"
except if the person died in jail or as the result of a felony.
Other duties assigned to coroners by the 1860 law included assuring the safety and security of
people in his custody and, when required, burying the dead. "Whenever it shall be necessary
for a coroner to bury any deceased person, he shall provide a coffin and decently bury him," the
law stated.
In 1868, a State law was enacted authorizing the Governor to appoint "a competent member of
the medical profession" as sole coroner for the City of Baltimore, who served a two-year term
at an annual salary of $2,000. 21 The coroner was instructed to hold inquests over any person
found dead in the city when the cause and manner of death were not already known as
accidental or natural causes. He was responsible for the interment of unclaimed and
unidentified bodies, and was required to provide monthly reports of his activities to the police.
The population of Baltimore soared in the 1800s. By the mid-century, Baltimore was larger than
Philadelphia, second in size to New York City. As the demand for cadavers for anatomical study
increased steadily during the 1800s, the call for a dignified method for the disposition of
unidentified and unclaimed bodies became increasingly urgent.

A Dead House
In 1861, Baltimore coroner Hiram Greentree requested that the City Council consider building
"a dead house, in which to deposit dead bodies." 22 According to Greentree, "the bodies of
persons accidentally killed &c., are often interred in the Potter's Field, and taken therefrom to
the dissecting rooms, before their friends are aware of their death, thus causing great anguish
to families." The matter was referred to the council's health committee, where no further
action was taken.
The following year, Charles H. Bradford, M.D., Commissioner of Health and City Physician,
brought up the matter of a dead house in his annual report to the Mayor and City Council. 23
The erection of a dead house in some central and suitable location within the city, has
been so often urged upon your Honorable bodies, that we should not venture to touch
upon the subject, did not circumstances of almost daily occurrence so clearly
demonstrate the necessity of such an institution.
Under existing circumstances, the bodies of unknown persons found dead, are ordinarily
carried to some of the police stations; but as there is no suitable place of deposit at
those places, they are generally removed to the public burial ground with as little delay
as possible; and it not infrequently happens that the jury is had, the coffin obtained, and
21
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the body interred, even before the deceased is missed from his home; and when the
body is subsequently sought for by his family or friends, it cannot always be found; such
unpleasant circumstances must continue to occur so long as the city is without the
convenience of a dead-house, or some means by which dead bodies may be kept for a
time sufficiently long for their recognition.
In 1869, Baltimore enacted an ordinance ordering that space be allotted in the new Central
Police Station, slated for construction at Fayette and Fallsway, for a "Morgue or Dead House for
the reception and keeping for identification of the bodies of unknown persons dying within the
city, and such other bodies as may be directed to be placed therein by the Coroner of Baltimore
City" unless the bodies were infectious or too decomposed for identification. 24 Bodies were to
remain at the dead house for 24 hours. The ordinance directed that a room be provided for the
preservation of clothing and personal effects, which were kept for 12 months.
The 1869 ordinance also authorized the City Commissioner to build a vault in the Eastern
Potter's Field where unidentified bodies were taken after 24 hours at the police station. Bodies
remained at the vault awaiting identification for at least 15 days from September to May, and
ten days during the warmer months, before final interment.
An update to the City Code in 1878 increased the number of coroners in Baltimore to four, paid
an annual salary of $600 each. 25 The coroners were assigned to police districts throughout the
city. Although the salary for coroners was reduced, the position evolved into a profitable
occupation by those shrewd enough to figure out how to exploit it. According to anecdote,
physicians would write longer, more detailed reports for wealthy citizens. Coroners would also
delay filing death certificates with Vital Records, forcing attorneys and others with a need for
the document to settle a decedent's affairs to pay $10 to $25 for a death certificate that should
cost 50 cents. 26

The Anatomical Board
In response to the scandalous way bodies were acquired for anatomical study in Baltimore's
medical schools, in 1882 State lawmakers established an Anatomical Board in Baltimore City.27
The board, composed of anatomy faculty from each of the medical schools in the State of
Maryland, was authorized to "take such bodies within forty-eight hours of death...for the
advancement of Medical Science."
The Anatomy Board formed in 1882 was not able to provide a sufficient supply of cadavers for
medical teaching, and the practice of grave-robbing and other abuses persisted.28 The only
known instance of "burking" to occur in the United States happened in Baltimore in 1886, when
24
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a woman named Emily Brown, whose life had deteriorated to drugs, alcohol and prostitution,
was strangled to death. Her killer, John T. Ross, worked in the dissecting room at University of
Maryland, where he sold her body for $15. Brown's death was partly the impetus for an
expanded State Anatomy Board established in 1890. The last illegally acquired body reportedly
occurred in 1899. 29
Postmortem examinations, when they were done at all, were performed at police stations,
funeral parlors, hospitals, private homes and other places of convenience. Efforts to establish a
morgue were stymied by a widespread NIMBY (not in my backyard) bias among Baltimoreans.
Some argued that the morgue should be located near the center of the city, as morgues were in
New York, and Paris. Others contended that it made more sense to place the morgue near the
waterfront, since so many decedents were victims of drowning.
One proposal suggested locating a morgue on the former city spring property on Calvert Street
between Mulberry and Lexington, near the College of Physicians and Surgeons (subsequently
subsumed by the University of Maryland School of Medicine). 30 Residents of the upscale
neighborhood objected to the presence of the morgue and the potential to cause traffic
congestion on a major central thoroughfare. Today this location, known as Preston Gardens, is
a slender park across the street from Mercy Medical Center.

Former city spring on Calvert Street, now Preston Gardens, proposed morgue site. 1920s
Noting that there were five dissecting rooms in Baltimore where bodies were kept for weeks or
longer without complaint, a committee of College of Physicians and Surgeons faculty sought
unsuccessfully to assuage concerns of the public: 31
A great deal has been said about the ineligibility of the Calvert-street spring lot for a
morgue, and frightful pictures have been drawn of bloated and stinking corpses
spreading consternation, disgust, and, perhaps contagion in their track, being carried
through the city. One writer has even suggested that the fetid emanations from the
29
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morgue itself would render Calvert street unendurable as a place of business or
residence, and even impassible to sensitive people…
As unknown persons will be killed by railroad and other accidents, or will commit suicide
by means of poison, the pistol or the rope, as well as by drowning, they will never be
confined to any particular part of the city, and no matter where the morgue is located
some portion of the city must be traversed in conveying them to it…
Wherever a morgue may be located some opposition will inevitably be around among
those living in that particular neighborhood. 32
In May of 1887, the City Council passed an ordinance to establish a morgue in Baltimore, but
made no appropriation for provide for its construction. 33

A Hopkins Proposal
With no funding made available for a morgue, Francis T. King, president of the Johns Hopkins
Hospital being developed on N. Broadway, offered to furnish and equip facilities for the
unknown dead and provide "post-mortem examinations in medico-legal cases." King offered to
build the facility and have the Hopkins medical staff perform forensic autopsies, all at no cost to
the city. His motivation for the gesture was "the desire of making the hospital as useful as
possible to the city; second, the belief that the work which should be done in a morgue, and the
methods which ought to be employed in medico-legal autopsies, are subjects for which it is
very desirable that systematic and skilled instruction should be given for the benefit of justice
and of the public." 34
Baltimore officials declined King’s offer. City health commissioner James A. Steuart, M.D.,
argued that a morgue should be under the supervision and control of the police and the health
department, and that such an arrangement would be fundamentally unfair to the city’s medical
schools. “[I]t would be wrong to give any one medical school the monopoly of the advantages
to be derived from the use of the corpses of the unknown dead,” he said. “It would be in effect
saying that the Hopkins Medical University shall teach anatomy.” 35
The need for a modern morgue became increasingly desperate. "In the name of the afflicted
friends of the unknown dead, in the name of our efficient and zealous police force, and in the
name of every reflecting citizen of Baltimore, I urge that this long felt want shall no longer be
neglected and laid aside as a matter for future consideration," city health commissioner
32
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Steuart, said in 1888. "A city of five hundred thousand people cannot afford to be without a
Morgue any more than she can be without electric lights." 36
Baltimore made major strides in the care for its dead during the last decade of the 19th
Century. On March 9, 1890, Mayor Robert Davidson approved an ordinance passed by the City
Council to appoint two physicians to serve as medical examiners for the city. 37 Four months
later, city leaders appropriated $4,000 to select "a suitable site on the water front, or easy
access from the harbor, and cause to be erected thereon a building to be used as a morgue or
dead-house." 38

Medical Examiners
Organized within the city's Board of Health, the 1890 ordinance authorized the appointment of
a Medical Examiner and an Assistant Medical Examiner. 39 The physicians were appointed by the
Board of Health to two-year terms, at an annual salary of $1,000 and $500 respectively. The law
directed the medical examiners to make post-mortem examinations whenever called upon by
coroners or the State's Attorney. The city's health commissioner was also authorized to order
an autopsy. 40
The medical examiners primarily performed autopsies on cases of homicide, and occasionally
on cases of suspected poisoning.41 Upon completion of their investigation, the medical
examiners were directed to furnish the evidence and a formal written report to the Board of
Health and the State's Attorney. 42 Baltimore's first Medical Examiner was Nathan G. Keirle,
M.D., who served in that capacity for 29 years. 43
The site selected for the morgue was at the foot of President Street, on the northwest corner of
Lancaster. Located in the lumber district of the waterfront, the morgue was on the eastern side
of Baltimore's inner harbor adjacent to the mouth of the Jones Falls. The Jones Falls is an 18mile long flood-prone stream used for commercial navigation as well as a conduit for the city's
open sewers. One of the least desirable pieces of real estate in the city, the Jones Falls
effluvium and various waterfront aromas were no doubt intended to provide olfactory
camouflage for the morgue's operation.
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Prior to designing the morgue, city health officials visited similar facilities in Philadelphia, New
York and Boston to glean ideas and suggestions for Baltimore's facility. When completed in
1890, the two-story sand brick building was 40 feet wide and 18 feet deep. The building had an
autopsy room, a storage room for surgical instruments, an office, a room for holding inquests,
and a room for the storage of the clothing and personal effects of decedents. An additional
appropriation of $500 was necessary to properly furnish and equip the facility. 44
“It may be said without exaggeration that no city in the country is now provided with a morgue
better adapted for the uses of such an institution than the one just completed in Baltimore,”
the city’s health commissioner reported upon completion of the facility in 1890. 45

Baltimore's first morgue at Lancaster and President, mid-1890s
All that was needed was somebody to run the place. The health commissioner noted the need
to appoint a keeper or superintendent, and recommended “a practical undertaker, familiar with
the methods of preserving bodies and of so preparing them for preservation that identification
will be easy and the sensibilities of the relatives and friends of the dead person be not shocked
by improprieties and unseemly conditions of the body or its surroundings.” 46
Initially, the morgue had an ice-chilled refrigerator that could hold eight bodies, which could be
doubled up when necessary. This woefully inadequate capacity proved to become a chronic
problem over time. In late December, 1895, newly elected Mayor Alcacus Hooper suggested
several improvements during a tour of the morgue. 47
“Eighteen bodies were removed to the morgue Friday night – two more than the ordinary
capacity,” according to an account of the mayor’s visit. “Of course, the bodies over and above
the capacity of the morgue had to be placed wherever room could be found.” Hooper
44
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recommended that a wooden shed next to the morgue be torn down and a room with a
concrete floor built to hold bodies temporarily.
Hooper also said that “there ought to be a telephone at the morgue and also at the residence
of the superintendent of the morgue.” He directed the health commissioner to install a
telephone immediately.
Additional improvements were made to the morgue in 1898, but by the turn of the 20th Century
the facility was recognized as inadequate and outdated. “The building now used as a morgue is
entirely inadequate and serves very poorly for the purposes intended,” coroner J. Ramsey
Nevitt reported to officials. He cited as an example a recent incident in which the stench
emanating from the morgue caused a nearby police station “to vacate, temporarily at least,
their quarters, even after every precaution had been taken, including the liberal use of
disinfectants.” 48
The morgue lacked sufficient storage space to keep records and maintain the property of
decedents, according to Nevitt. Surrounded by the sights and sounds of a bustling waterfront
and often shrouded in smoke from passing boats and trains, it was also unpleasant for
members of the public who had to visit the morgue to identify a decedent. “The mode of access
to the building and its immediate surroundings cause quite a shock to sensitive people,
especially to women,” Nevitt said.
The morgue was improved again in 1909 with the addition of an incinerator and a
steam/formaldehyde sterilizer that passed through to a clean room. A wharf was constructed to
receive bodies directly from watercraft. Another innovation introduced at the time was the
acquisition of an ammonia refrigeration plant that kept bodies at a constant 38 degrees F
without the need for ice. 49 The new refrigerator doubled the capacity to 16 bodies, which was
still insufficient to meet demand.

Fumigation and Burial
Within the Baltimore City Health Department, the morgue was organized in the Division of
Fumigation and Burial, which was also responsible for the control of tuberculosis, diphtheria,
scarlet fever and other communicable diseases. Thousands of blankets, pillows and
miscellaneous goods were sterilized or incinerated at the morgue each year. 50
During the year of 1914, the morgue received 394 bodies, primarily unidentified persons. Keirle,
the city’s medical examiner, performed autopsies in 67 cases (17 percent), the vast majority of
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which were at the request of a coroner. 51 That same year, 880 bodies had been received by the
Anatomical Board and distributed to ten medical teaching facilities in the city.
In 1914, Baltimore had coroners in each of the police districts, and one serving at large
throughout the city. Coroners were appointed to two-year terms and paid a $1,000 annual
salary. They were responsible for holding inquests for deaths that occurred within their district.
Cases requiring an autopsy were sent to the morgue for Keirle’s examination. 52
A 1914 study of the U.S. Public Health Service was critical of Baltimore’s coroner system:
The coroners lack organization, inasmuch as each works independently of the other and
confines his particular work to his own district; he does not care even in an emergency to
accept a case which may be just over the border line. To get the most efficient service
from such an important office as the coroner’s office there should be one coroner
appointed for the city, who would be responsible and who should be given as many
assistants as would be necessary to perform the work. He should have his office in police
headquarters, and there should be a coroner on duty at all times.53
Despite the improvements made over the years, in 1917 the city sold the property on which the
morgue was located to the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, which planned to build a bridge near
the foot of President Street. The B&O paid $32,000 for the property and $6,000 for the cost of a
new morgue, which was temporarily located in a leased vacant lumber warehouse on the
southwest corner of Fallsway and Fleet streets. 54 The temporary relocation, which was
originally to be for three months while a new morgue was built, lasted for more than seven
years. 55
As it had years earlier, decisions about the new morgue were bogged down by issues of
location. There was uniform consensus that a morgue was absolutely essential, but nobody
wanted it near where they worked or lived. One plan that was briefly considered proposed
building a morgue straddling the Jones Falls on the south side of Pratt Street, with a platform
that could be lowered to receive a body directly from the water out of view from the public. By
present-day geography, this is situated between the Inner Harbor and Little Italy. In 1920, the
city’s building inspector unveiled plans for a morgue spanning the Jones Falls, with a chapel and
provisions to keep 60 bodies under refrigeration. 56 The proposal was abandoned when
businesses and merchants in the vicinity objected, claiming that their employees threatened to
quit if forced to work near the morgue. “[N]ot only negroes, but white men and women would
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refuse to work near a place where bodies were kept in cold storage,” according to a
contemporaneous account. 57

The Worst Blot on the City
Meanwhile, conditions of the dismal, run-down former lumber shop were widely decried. The
morgue was described as a small room with dirty green painted wallboard and an old concrete
floor with a drain in the middle. An office was off to one side, and beyond that an autopsy room
with a grimy white cabinet and an enameled washstand. The morgue had an icebox with eight
shelves to hold bodies. There were no chairs on the entire first floor of the building. 58
One member of the public wrote to the paper to describe the experience of having to go to the
morgue to identify the husband of a friend:
Aside from the nasty, dirty and partly dangerous section, I must say that inside the room
is one of the dirtiest holes in town. There is no waiting room for ladies, no chairs to sit
on if anyone should become faint and no disinfectant whatever kept in the place…
When we viewed the body we could not help seeing other bodies, for they were all in
the same compartment and mostly all exposed. Bodies that were dragged out of the
river and the remains of persons who were killed and mangled in accidents, both black
and white, male and female, all were in the one part, and those that had been there for
a week or more had started to decompose and the worst stench filled the room, aside
from the dirty can that held the old, wet and dirty clothing that was removed from the
bodies.59
In 1922, a group of coroners spoke out about the conditions at the morgue. “The administration
will build a stadium that costs thousands of dollars and allow this disgrace, this hole, to exist,”
said southern district coroner George C. Blades, M.D., “It is the worst blot on this city that I can
think of. There are absolutely no facilities for work by physicians. A person dropping dead in the
city streets because of heat or sudden illness is brought into this terrible place and put side by
side with some decomposed body that had been dragged from the water. I feel positive that if
the majority of people knew of the conditions they would rise up in their ire and demand
immediate correction of the evils now existing.” 60
“We have no decent facilities for an autopsy, not half of the proper medical instruments
required, no photographic room, no room for records or files, no refrigeration plant, no plant
for hot water, no nightkeeper and only eight shelves on which to place the dead that come
here,” said at-large coroner Otto M. Reinhardt, M.D. “The place is absolutely filthy and
unsanitary.”
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Although land for a new morgue had been acquired by the city and $65,000 had been budgeted
for construction, authorization to proceed had been delayed by a lack of approved plans for the
“elaborate arrangements” necessary to construct a modern facility, according to morgue
superintendent August H. Rittmiller. 61
“I hate to take people into this building,” Rittmiller told a reporter. 62 “Slabs are falling down and
wood is rotting. I have a scar on my leg which I will carry through life as a result of conditions
here. The lower part of the stairs rotted away under me.”
Although he diligently hosed the premises with disinfectant, “the stench cannot be overcome in
these quarters,” Rittmiller said.63
In 1922, the city purchased a piece of property for a new building across the street from the
temporary morgue, on the northwest corner of Fallsway and Fleet Street.64 The lot was located
behind the Eastern Avenue Pumping Station, built in 1912. One of the last major American
cities to install enclosed sanitary sewers, the sewage pumping station was the crown jewel of
the Baltimore’s newly unveiled sewer system.
City officials announced plans to build a reinforced concrete one-story building with a capacity
to hold 60 bodies, as well as a chapel and a waiting room.65 This vision was whittled back over
time. The city’s health commissioner approved plans for a facility that could hold 50 bodies in
refrigeration, and featured an inspection room for the purposes of body identification, an
autopsy room, an incinerator for infectious and unclaimed property, and a laboratory for
performing chemical analyses. 66 Leaders balked when the low bid for the project came in at
$172,000, far more than the $65,000 that was appropriated for the morgue. Scaled-back plans
that lacked a chapel and a refrigerator capacity for 36 bodies elicited a bid of $100,000.67
Ultimately, the chapel and other amenities were pared away, and officials approved plans for a
facility with a capacity for 64 bodies, as well as a room for the identification of decedents, an
autopsy room, a room for coroner inquests, an incinerator, and a rudimentary laboratory. The
final budget for the new morgue was $65,000, with another $18,000 spent to acquire the
property.
Even before construction was under way, Health Commissioner C. Hampson Jones, M.D.
complained that the morgue, although modern in design, was not as large as it should be. “We
should build the morgue with a view to future needs,” he said. 68
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Baltimore Morgue/Medical Examiner Office at 700 Fleet Street, 1927
A further manifestation of what reporters called the “jinx” that had plagued attempts to build a
new morgue over the years occurred at the laying of the cornerstone of the building on June
19, 1924. With Mayor Howard W. Jackson, various elected officials and civic leaders in
attendance along with members of the press, it became apparent that nobody had made
arrangements for the customary records and newspapers that were to be sealed beneath the
cornerstone. Instead, the mayor, his secretary, the commissioner of health, the inspector of
buildings, and members of the De Con & David construction company dropped their business
cards into a box that was placed under the cornerstone.69
When the morgue at 700 Fleet Street was completed and opened in 1925, $15,000 over
budget, the facility inaugurated 24-hour service.

Guesses and Hearsay
By the 1930s, the coroner-based death investigation system in Baltimore – and throughout the
State of Maryland – had evolved into one that was unreliable, dissatisfactory, and vulnerable to
corruption and abuse. “It’s a known fact that the old system of ‘coroner’s’ diagnosis is replete
with guesses, snapshot diagnoses based often on hearsay and without personal investigation,”
said Howard James Maldeis, M.D., who served as Chief Medical Examiner from 1939 until 1949.
Discrepancies and inaccuracies were so common on death certificates, he said, that “in a large
proportion of cases they were worthless for giving immediate causes of death with accuracy.” 70
The coroner system was held in low regard by the public. The Baltimore Sun editorial page said
that the “antiquated coroner system…has long provided lucrative jobs for politically minded
physicians,” 71 and that “[t]he system is a relic of the past and fails utterly to meet the present-
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day demand for immediate, competent inquiry into all deaths resulting from other than natural
causes.” 72
Among the harshest critics of the system was the Medical and Chirurgical Faculty of Maryland
(MedChi), the state medical society, which characterized the practice of coroners as
racketeering.73
Starting in the mid-1930s, MedChi members began meeting to discuss the coroner system and
ways in which it could be reformed. In April of 1937, surgeon Richard T. Shackelford, M.D., a
member of MedChi’s Medical-Legal Committee, presented a paper about the problems posed
by doctors testifying as witnesses in the coroner system. 74
Shackelford noted that a growth in insurance was among the factors contributing to an increase
in court cases involving medical testimony. According to Shackelford, medical witnesses
appeared in about half of all cases that come to court. Doctors, he said, were poorly equipped
to be thrust into the adversarial arena of the courtroom and are often unaware of their rights
on the witness stand. Physicians felt they were being exploited, losing income while testifying in
court, and browbeaten into providing expert opinions for the payment of $1 per day allotted
for fact witnesses. “The average physician views this contingency with great distaste, and often
goes to ridiculous extremes in his efforts to avoid it,” Shackelford said.

A New Approach
The general election of 1938 opened a door to the possibility of reforming death investigation
in Maryland. MedChi had a sympathetic ear in Herbert O’Conor, a Democrat who served as
Baltimore City State’s Attorney for ten years before being elected as Attorney General of
Maryland in 1932. More than almost anybody, newly elected Governor O’Conner understood
the deficiencies of the coroner system.
The 1938 election also brought a General Assembly determined to undertake a sweeping
restructuring of state government, in which numerous commissions and departments were
eliminated or reorganized. 75 For example, lawmakers merged the Conservation Commission,
the State Forestry Department, the Geologic Survey, and the State Weather Bureau into a new
Department of Natural Resources. 76
Tackling the coroner system fit well into the reform movement, and MedChi struck while the
iron was hot. Within a month of the election, MedChi formed a committee, chaired by
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Shackelford, to study the issue and draft legislation for a radically different approach to death
investigation.
During a series of meetings, members of MedChi discussed the shortcomings of the coroner
system. Shackelford pointed out that appointments to coroner are strictly political, with no
qualifications necessary to hold the office. With a two-year term, coroners had no incentive to
increase their efficiency or expertise. The coroners had no supervision or accountability, and
were slow and unreliable to submit reports to the Health Department and the State’s Attorney.
By 1939 there were ten physicians serving as coroners in Baltimore City. Eight were assigned to
police districts, one served at-large throughout the city, and one was assigned specifically to
automotive fatalities. 77 Death investigation was uneven elsewhere in Maryland. Physician
coroners served in only six of the state’s 23 counties, with magistrates acting as coroners in the
remainder. 78
The MedChi committee sought to abolish the coroner system and replace it with a state-wide
medical examiner system modeled after some of the best features of the laws governing
medical examiner offices in New York City and Newark, N.J., combined with some original and
innovative provisions. 79
Among key features of the draft legislation, which became known as the Coroner Bill:
•
The abolition of the office of coroner throughout the State of Maryland, and a
prohibition on inquests
•
Separation of the medical and legal duties of the coroner, with the latter assigned to the
State’s Attorney
•
Appointment of a Chief Medical Examiner with the authority to conduct forensic
investigations without the need for permission of the State’s Attorney or law
enforcement agencies. 80
MedChi members were of the consensus that two years of pathology training was an adequate
minimum qualification for appointment as Chief Medical Examiner. The Chief Medical Examiner
would be based at the Baltimore morgue, which would serve as the primary site of autopsies
for Baltimore City and the five counties in closest proximity – Anne Arundel, Carroll, Howard,
Harford, and Baltimore County – and provide laboratory services and expertise throughout the
state. The central Baltimore office would also be the permanent repository of forensic
investigation records. 81
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In Maryland’s 18 outlying counties, Deputy Medical Examiners would be appointed for each
jurisdiction based on the recommendation of the county medical society. Deputy Medical
Examiners, under the supervision of the Chief, could conduct an autopsy at a local hospital or
have the body transported to Baltimore.
A considerable amount of discussion among MedChi committee members centered on
governance, how medical examiners would be appointed and supervised. Initially, the medical
examiner’s office was envisioned under the State Health Department, with appointments by
the State Board of Health. Another suggestion was for medical examiners to be appointed by
county medical societies or county health commissioners. None of these options were
acceptable to MedChi members, who were “quite determined to keep the job out of politics if
possible.” 82

An Independent Commission
A proposal that the committee considered most favorably called for the establishment of an
independent commission, comprised of the chairman of pathology at University of Maryland
and Johns Hopkins medical schools, the director of the State Department of Health, the
commissioner of the Baltimore City Health Department and the Attorney General of Maryland.
The unpaid commission would be nonpartisan and nonpolitical, have expertise to appoint and
supervise qualified medical examiners, and provide a link to university and state laboratories
for assistance when needed.
As in New York City, authority to conduct a forensic investigation was vested in the medical
examiner, and not done at the behest of the coroner or State’s Attorney. “The medical
examiner need not obtain permission….Therefore, they are not handicapped and make their
own decisions regarding autopsies. There are no interfering influences and the responsibility is
on the examiner,” Maldeis said. 83
Under the proposed model, the Chief Medical Examiner did not work for the coroner, the
police, or the State’s Attorney. His primary responsibility was to look after the interests of the
citizens of Maryland, divorced from politics, the criminal justice system, and other
considerations.
“One of the most important duties of the chief medical examiner is to protect those concerned
after the demise of a loved one, and to see that they are dealt with honestly,” Maldeis said.84
The Coroner Bill was among the first pieces of legislation introduced during the 1939 session of
the Maryland General Assembly, sponsored by Emanuel Gorfine, a Senator representing
Baltimore City. Initially, the bill languished in the Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee. When
presented to the full Assembly, the bill was the subject of contentious debate. Some lawmakers
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were skeptical of financial aspects of the legislation, while others were opposed to having the
state meddle in what had traditionally been a local activity. Reporters suspected the real
objection was something more tangible; “politicians do not look with much favor upon the
removal of these lucrative appointments from the political sphere,” one noted.85
Despite an attempt to defeat the Coroner Bill by an amendment that would render it
impractical, the legislation was passed on April 3, 1939 – the last day of the General Assembly –
and signed into law by Gov. O’Conor on May 3.86,87 All but one of Maryland’s 23 counties were
covered by the new law. Cecil County, the lone holdout, joined the system in 1941.

Baltimore Morgue/Medical Examiner Office, center, 1930s
Once the legislation was signed, events moved very quickly. The law was slated to go into effect
on June 1, 1939. A new system had to be operational in less than a month. In the meantime, a
citizen petition was filed with the Secretary of State requiring the new law held in abeyance
until the matter could be decided by voters in the 1940 election. Attorney General William C.
Walsh determined that the petition was defective because half of the names must be residents
of Baltimore City and half from the counties, and ruled that the law could take effect as
planned.88
Almost immediately, the newly minted Post Mortem Examiners Commission set to work
developing guidelines – later formalized into regulations – to govern forensic investigations.
The Commission established guides for defining sudden death and determined which deaths
were medical examiner cases. Certain medical examiner cases that occurred during
hospitalization could be released without a forensic autopsy subject to the approval of the
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medical examiner. The Commission eliminated the requirement that any deaths that occur
during the first 24 hours of hospitalization are automatically coroner’s cases. They also issued a
requirement that hospitals designate a person responsible for providing reports and records to
the medical examiner in forensic investigations. 89
The framework established by the Commission in 1939 remains in effect today with very little
change. One minor revision was made by lawmakers subsequent to passage of the bill; the
Director of the Maryland State Police was substituted for the Attorney General on the Post
Mortem Examiner’s Commission. 90 The composition of the Post Mortem Examiner’s
Commission has remained the same ever since.
The law authorized a $6,500 annual salary for a Chief Medical Examiner, and two Assistant
Medical Examiners at an annual salary of $5,000 each. Twenty-three deputy medical examiners
were appointed for the counties, paid at a rate of $10 per case they investigated. Maldeis, who
had served as post-mortem physician at the Baltimore Morgue since 1919, was appointed as
the first Chief Medical Examiner by the Commission.
A native of Baltimore, Maldeis was a 1903 graduate of the
University of Maryland School of Medicine. The following year
he was appointed to teaching positions in the UM medical
school’s departments of bacteriology, histology, and clinical
pathology. In addition, until 1936 Maldeis was a professor of
histology and embryology and chief of the science laboratories
at UM School of Dentistry. At the time of his death, he was also
an associate professor of legal medicine.91
As a pathologist, Maldeis was committed to developing the
profession. He was involved in organizing the pathology section
of the Baltimore Medical Society and the Maryland Pathologists
Howard J. Maldeis, M.D.
Association. He was elected a Founding Fellow of the College of
American Pathologists and was certified by the American Board of Pathology. 92
Maldeis deserves credit for forging a state-wide medical examiner system from a patchwork of
jurisdictions, and for transforming the Baltimore Morgue into a centralized facility. He improved
and expanded the morgue’s laboratory capabilities, adding a part-time toxicologist and a
laboratory technician to the staff, 93 and introduced photography as a routine part of forensic
investigation.
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The medical examiner system proved superior to the coroner system, ultimately winning over
even its most vocal critics. Death investigations were more thorough and completed sooner,
and records available more promptly.
“The law definitely separates the legal and medical duties and yet creates a close cooperation
between the legal agencies and the police departments,” Maldeis said. “This system, through
separate investigation of a death, is much more satisfactory. If the case is turned over to a
grand jury, it is much better prepared for prosecution. The evidence is more direct and
trustworthy….A great improvement likewise has been brought about in the accuracy of the
causes of death as placed on the death certificates for medical examiner cases. This results
from the more careful and efficient investigations of the deaths as compared with the coroner
system.” 94
One of Maldeis’ final accomplishments as Chief Medical Examiner was overseeing a $100,000
renovation to the Baltimore Morgue, completed in 1948, which added a second floor to the
building and substantially increased space to accommodate the growing work load. 95 The
expanded building had about 7,400-square-feet of space.

Baltimore Morgue/Medical Examiner Office after 1948 renovation
Maldeis died on January 15, 1949, after a brief illness. 96 A search to find a suitable replacement
commenced immediately.
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Frances Glessner Lee

At the time, there were very few pathologists trained in
medicolegal or forensic pathology in the U.S. The Commission’s
search led to Francis Glessner Lee, the International Harvester
heiress who used her fortune to establish the country’s first
program in legal medicine at Harvard University. Lee was
considered well-informed about developments in legal medicine
around the country. The Commission sought her advice about
candidates, and met with Lee and her friend Erle Stanley
Gardner, author of the bestselling Perry Mason novels, over
dinner at the Elkridge Country Club near Baltimore. 97
Lee spoke highly of a young Harvard-trained forensic pathologist
who she met at one of her homicide seminars, Russell Fisher, M.D.
Fisher had recently completed a three-year research fellowship, and
was looking for a place to apply his expertise. Gardner assured the
Commission members that Fisher had the strength of character to
resist political pressure.98

The Commission appointed Fisher Chief Medical Examiner in 1949, a
position he held for the next 35 years. Fisher transformed the
Baltimore Morgue into a leading center of research, education, and
training in forensic pathology. Barely a year into his tenure, Fisher
began conducting seminars on homicide investigation for officers at
law enforcement agencies throughout the state, which included
Russell Fisher, M.D.
practice with Lee’s celebrated crime scene dioramas, the Nutshell
Studies of Unexplained Death.99,100
In the 1950s, Fisher established a postgraduate forensic pathology and toxicology program that
flourished over the years. The roster of medical examiners who trained in Fisher’s office
includes Charles S. Petty, M.D. of Dallas; Joseph H. Davis, M.D. of Miami-Dade County; Ronald
N. Kornblum, M.D., of Los Angeles; Charles S. Hirsch, M.D. of New York City; Vincent Di Maio,
M.D., of San Antonio; and Werner U. Spitz, M.D. of Detroit among many others.101 During an
interview with a newspaper reporter late in his career, Fisher estimated that about 20 percent
of the 350 board-certified pathologists in the world at the time passed through Maryland’s
facility. 102
Fisher’s research interests included sudden cardiac death, mechanisms of drowning, vehicular
crash trauma, sudden infant death syndrome, ballistics, the aging of injuries, and studies of
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cancer in chromate workers. 103 By 1952, he was generating $50,000-100,000 in research
grants. 104
Pioneering trauma surgeon R Adams Cowley, M.D. credited Fisher with contributing to research
of irreversible shock leading to death, which produced insights and innovations that developed
into the field of trauma care. Maryland’s Shock Trauma Center was the first to establish an
immediate autopsy protocol, the majority of which were performed by Fisher. 105
Fisher facilitated the work of trailblazing injury epidemiologist Susan Baker, who as a research
associate at the medical examiner’s office during the 1970s conducted studies that
demonstrated the importance of transporting seriously injured patients to specialized trauma
centers. Baker’s presence at Fisher’s office provided a vital link between forensic pathology and
injury epidemiology. Her groundbreaking research includes the relationship between alcohol
and homicide, choking hazards in young children, the use of drugs and alcohol in adolescent
suicide, and the role of cigarettes in the house-fire deaths of nonsmokers. Baker’s research
helped convince legislators across the country to pass mandatory infant and child restraint
laws. In 1987, Baker founded the Center for Injury Research and Policy at the Johns Hopkins
School of Public Health. 106
In 1969, Fisher was among a group of four forensic pathologists asked by U.S. Attorney General
Ramsey Clark to re-examine the findings of the Warren Commission investigation of the
assassination of President Kennedy. The group was given a very limited charge; to review
Kennedy’s wounds without considering any other medical conditions or the injuries sustained
by Gov. John Connally. Additionally, the pathologists were unable to examine Kennedy’s brain,
which vanished somewhere between the White House and the National Archives. 107
“There is, therefore, a great mystery as to what happened to the brain,” Fisher recalled. “And
the brain remains missing to this day.” 108
Nonetheless, the pathologists concluded that the medical evidence supported the Warren
Commission’s conclusions that Kennedy was shot from behind through the shoulder, missing
the spine, and exiting from the front of the neck. A second shot from behind entered high on
the back of the head, tearing out large pieces of the right side of the skull.
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An Aging Facility
As the 1960s rolled around, it became increasingly apparent that the aging Fleet Street morgue
was obsolete and inadequate for the needs of a modern medical examiner’s office. The
decrepit building, next to a sewage pumping station along Baltimore’s derelict waterfront,
hardly matched the prestige contained within.
Fisher’s colleague and collaborator Werner U. Spitz recalled taking a cab to the morgue to begin
his fellowship. “I was taken to a very dilapidated part of town within the harbor area of
Baltimore,” he said. “When the cab stopped I looked out the window and debated whether to
get out or return to the hotel, until the driver pointed out the sign above the door of the
building which read ‘State of Maryland Medical Examiner’s Office.’” 109
Inside, the office was crowded and busy. A newspaper reporter documented a visit in 1962;
The medical examiners and their staff work under jammed and jostling conditions as the
number of cases continues to outrun the available office and laboratory space.
The Morgue is a place where secretaries have desks in converted closets, where filed and
shelves of supplies line hallways, where specimens are stored in the boiler room, where
other specimens are on top of the refrigerating machinery, where a camera is in one
place and film in another, where a toxicologist must sit on the corner of his secretary’s
desk to dictate notes because there is no room for another chair, and where a
pathologist may have to go to the basement to find the records he needs.
The Morgue is also a place where bodies have to be brought out into a main hall to be
photographed, and while the photography proceeds, the technicians making tests on
tissues can’t get by to the basement storage area where specimens and files are kept. 110
Frances Glessner Lee, the patron of Harvard’s legal medicine program, died on Jan. 27, 1962.
With Lee’s death, interest and support in the Harvard program waned. Fisher reached out to
associates at Harvard and made arrangements to assume Lee’s seminar in homicide
investigation in Baltimore. The Nutshell Studies of Unexplained Death were relocated in 1966,
and the first Frances Glessner Lee Seminar in Homicide Investigation was conducted in
Baltimore in 1968. The highly regarded seminar is now in its 70th year.
In 1962, discussion about building a new medical examiner’s office began to gain traction.
Fisher and the Post Mortem Examiners Commission envisioned a $900,000 three-story state-ofthe-art medical examiner’s office. One floor of the building would be dedicated to research, for
which Fisher had $250,000 in funding lined up.111
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Once again, Baltimore’s two medical schools competed to have the proposed facility located
near their respective campuses.
University of Maryland had a site across the street from the old Western District police station
on Pine Street, between Baltimore and Fayette, which offered proximity to the schools of
medicine and law. Johns Hopkins set aside a lot at Madison and McDonough streets, near the
present-day location of Kennedy Krieger Institute, which could operate in close association with
the Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public Health. The Baltimore City Planning
Commission selected the Hopkins site, which was also the preference of Mayor J. Harold
Grady. 112 Initially, Fisher expressed a preference for the Hopkins site as well, believing it would
enhance funding for medical-legal research.113,114 The Hopkins location was also closer to a
medical library, the convenience of which was essential for the pathologists, Fisher said.115
Ultimately, Fisher agreed to abide by whatever decision was made by civic leaders.
The University of Maryland site was preferred by Gov. J. Millard Tawes, U.M. President Wilson
H. Elkins, and Baltimore City Councilman William Donald Schaefer, who served as Mayor from
1971-1987 and as Governor from 1987-1995. 116 Tawes threatened to withhold State funding for
the facility if it were located at Hopkins. 117

Medical Examiners Building at 111 Penn Street, 1970s
In the end, the State acquired property near the U.M. campus on the northeast corner of Pratt
and Penn streets, the location of an Anheuser-Busch beer distribution warehouse. 118 Funding
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for the new building was earmarked from the State’s racetrack revenues, supported by a
$100,000 donation from the Maryland Medical-Legal Foundation. 119,120
One small detail proved to be a minor stumbling block to
construction of the new building. An ordinance
introduced by Schaefer in 1964 to improve the aesthetics
of the urban landscape required that one percent of the
estimated construction cost of municipal projects must
be spent on “fine arts embellishment such as mosaics,
sculpture of ornamental fountains.” 121 With an estimated
final price tag of $1.2 million, Fisher felt that the $12,000
could be better used in the laboratory than on art. A bill
was introduced in the City Council at the request of an
organization funding infant death research in Fisher’s
office, seeking an exemption to the ordinance for the
new building. The effort was defeated in the Council,
mainly by dint of Schaefer’s objections.
Faced with the inevitability of acquiring public art, Fisher
approached
the task diligently. He recommended District
Una Hanbury's bronze sculpture
of Columbia artist Una Hanbury, who specialized in bronze
122
sculpture. Once Hanbury was approved by the city’s Civic Design Commission, she designed a
6-foot tall piece that depicts a group of people – a guardian figure representing law, a doctor
holding the map of knowledge, a symbolic figure of justice, and the public. 123 Hanbury’s
sculpture has since been incorporated into the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner seal.
When the building at 111 S. Penn Street was dedicated on Sept. 10, 1969, it was four times the
size of the Fleet Street office, with space for laboratories and classrooms, a modern
photography lab, and other improvements. The building was given a designation befitting its
stature. No longer the Baltimore Morgue, informally or otherwise, the new facility was to be
called the Medical Examiners Building.124
The press praised the development. “The emergence of Dr. Russell S. Fisher and his postmortem examiners from the shadows of harborside decay to fresh, physically adequate
quarters…marks the end of a long struggle for a building and equipment commensurate with
the importance of their work,” an editorial noted.
The Penn Street building, with renovations, served its purpose until 2010.
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Fisher made lasting contributions to the State of Maryland and his profession. The textbook he
co-edited with Spitz, Medicolegal Investigation of Death, is regarded as the bible of forensic
pathology. Much of what is considered standards of practice in forensic pathology has its
origins in Maryland. From modest beginnings, Fisher created a world-renown center of research
and training that conducted thorough, science-based investigations at a cost to the public that
was less than the State spent on stocking fish in recreational waters. 125
Fisher worked until illness forced his retirement in 1984. Three weeks later, he died at age 67.

The Smialek Years
The person appointed by the Post Mortem Examiners Commission to continue Fisher’s legacy
was John E. Smialek, M.D. A native of Toronto, Smialek received his medical degree at
University of Toronto in 1967. For three years, he served as a general practitioner and area
coroner in Thunder Bay, Ontario. He returned to Toronto for specialty training in pathology and
a fellowship in forensic pathology at Spitz’s medical examiner office in Detroit. Smialek
remained in Detroit as an Associate, and then Deputy Chief Medical Examiner, before moving to
Albuquerque as the Chief Medical Examiner for New Mexico.
Smialek had not been on the job long when he was thrust to the center of a national media
story. On June 19, 1986, top NBA prospect Len Bias died in his University of Maryland dorm
room after a night of partying. The forensic investigation revealed cocaine intoxication as the
cause of death. Typically taciturn and publicity-shy, Smialek faced a media scrum with patience
and professionalism.
In 1987, Smialek introduced a program to train contractual on-call
forensic investigators to provide coverage in the counties for
Deputy Medical Examiners who were unable to get to a scene in a
timely fashion. Trained similarly to forensic investigators who
worked in Baltimore City, ranks of the county forensic investigators
were drawn primarily from law enforcement, fire service, and EMS
personnel. The county forensic investigators ensured that the OCME
was able to respond to scenes within one hour throughout the
state.
Approaching its third decade of use, the Medical Examiners Building
was sorely in need of renovation and improvements. Beginning in
John E. Smialek, M.D.
1987, Smialek oversaw a multi-year project to modernize the OCME.
The first phase included the acquisition of a $250,000 gas
chromatography mass spectrophotometer for the toxicology lab, and a $70,000 renovation of a
biosafety autopsy room for handling decomposed and infectious decedents. The OCME also
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implemented a computerized case management system and acquired personal computers for
staff.126
Phase II of the modernization project was delayed by several years, and didn’t get under way
until 1994. Budgeted at $2.1 million, Phase II included the construction of a penthouse for new
heating, ventilation and air conditioning equipment, a new sprinkler and fire alarm system, an
emergency electrical generator, modernization of the building’s two elevators, and several
other improvements to comply with building codes and address inadequate working conditions.
The project included renovations to the histology and toxicology labs, and a new tissue storage
room. 127
Pathologists who trained during Smialek’s tenure include Julia C. Goodin, M.D., Chief Medical
Examiner of Iowa; Ljubisa J. “Luby” Dragovic, M.D., Chief Medical Examiner in Detroit; James
Kaplan, M.D., Deputy Chief Medical Examiner in West Virginia; and Charles Kokes, M.D., Chief
Medical Examiner in Arkansas.
Smialek served as Chief Medical Examiner until he died suddenly while at work on May 9, 2001.

The Fowler Years

David R. Fowler, M.B., Ch.B.

In 2002, the Post Mortem Examiner’s Commission appointed as
successor David R. Fowler, M.B., ChB, MMed Path (forens), who
had been Deputy Chief Medical Examiner since 1998 and served
as acting Chief Medical Examiner since Smialek’s death. A native
of Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe), Fowler attended medical school at
University of Cape Town, where he also completed a five-year
residency in forensic pathology. He came to Baltimore in 1991 for
a residency in anatomic pathology at University of Maryland
Medical Center. Upon completion of a two-year fellowship in
forensic pathology at the OCME, Fowler was appointed
Assistant Medical Examiner.

Having risen through the ranks, Fowler was ideally suited to continue the OCME’s commitment
to training and education, research, and excellence in forensic pathology. Much of Fowler’s
tenure as Chief Medical Examiner has been shaped by events occurring in the Fall of 2001 – the
attacks of 9/11 and the U.S. mail anthrax attack in October of that year that resulted in five
deaths and sickened 17 people. 128 The autopsy of one of the anthrax victims, a postal worker,
was conducted in the Penn Street office. The events starkly demonstrated the inadequacy of
the 32-year-old Medical Examiners Building to meet the needs of a post-9/11 era.
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Uniquely situated in the mid-Atlantic in proximity to the National Capital area, the OCME had to
be better prepared for potential mass-fatality incidents and bioterror attacks in addition to
dealing with burgeoning problems with drugs, urban violence, and the variety of ills faced by
modern society. The OCME was performing about 4,000 autopsies a year, twice the amount the
building was designed to accommodate.
Planning for a new Forensic Medical Center began in 2002. One proposal envisioned a $41
million one-story, 72,000-square-foot building on eight acres of State-owned land south of the
city center on Potee Street. However, this site would require decontamination, venting of high
levels of methane, and removal of hazardous waste. 129
Ultimately, the State acquired property in the University of Maryland BioPark, a 10-acre
community of life science companies and translational research centers west of the
UMAB/medical center campus. Working with a team of architects and designers, Fowler and
other State officials developed plans for a 120,000-square-foot six-story building that occupying
an entire block. When completed, the facility would be one of the largest freestanding forensic
medical centers in the U.S., rivaling the military’s largest mortuary at Dover Air Force Base.
Ground was broken on the site on Oct. 22, 2008, and the Forensic Medical Center of Maryland
officially opened on Sept. 21, 2010, under budget with a final cost of $43.6 million.

Forensic Medical Center of Maryland, 900 W. Baltimore Street
The group designed an idealized forensic medical center, employing innovative features and
technology for a truly state-of-the-art facility. In a departure from earlier efforts, the new
building was designed with future growth in mind, so that major renovations would not be
necessary for 25 years. Substantial portions of most floors of the building are unfinished shell
space that can be economically finished into offices, classrooms, labs, or future needs that can’t
be envisioned yet.
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Among the noteworthy elements of the building:
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Energy-saving features including a curtain wall system with argon gas low E glass that is
up to three times more energy efficient than standard single glazed glass; sensors to
turn off lights in unoccupied spaces; water conservation measures on all plumbing
fixtures; variable speed controllers on all fans and pumps; night set back operations on
all HVAC systems; use of high-efficiency air cooled chillers; a system to cool the
computer rooms via outdoor air in the winter time to minimize the load on chillers.
A radio frequency identification (RFID) system for case files so they can be located at
any time anywhere in the building.
An enclosed 15,000-square-foot ground-floor receiving and mass fatality triage area that
permits smooth, logjam-free access for transport vehicles and deliveries. Columns in the
ground floor area are fully equipped with water, electrical, data lines and other utilities
necessary to set up a temporary morgue or autopsy stations in event of a mass fatality
incident. The space is scaled to allow access for tractor trailers, a decontamination tent,
or anything else that may be required.
In-house histology, toxicology, and neuropathology laboratories. The toxicology lab can
provide STAT results within an hour, negative results in three days, and quantified final
results within five days. Sufficient space is provided for specimen preparation and
storage.
A biosafety level (BSL) III suite for handling decomposed or infectious decedents. The
suite has three rooms equipped with two stations each, and includes a gowning room
and shower, a pass-through sterilizer, and a dedicated elevator to the ground-floor
receiving area. Two additional rooms are ready to be finished for use as BSL-III autopsy
rooms in the future.
Two spacious main autopsy rooms with eight stations each. The rooms have abundant
natural light, bright, shadow-free artificial lighting, and an extremely efficient laminar
ventilation system. At present, the OCME has a total of 22 autopsy stations; 16 in the
main autopsy rooms and six in the BSL-III suite. The autopsy suite also has a viewing
room and an operating room for harvesting tissues.
A radiology suite with computed tomography and a Lodox low-dose X-ray machine that
produces a crisp, full-body digital image in less than 15 seconds.
Scarpetta House, a training facility donated by novelist Patricia Cornwell, who based
the futuristic space-age forensic medical center in her books on the OCME. Designed
much like a studio apartment, the facility is used to stage a variety of crime scenes.
Aside from being used to train the OCME’s forensic investigators, Scarpetta House has
been employed to train members of the Disaster Mortuary Operations Response Team
(D-MORT), Baltimore City Police Department homicide detectives, attendees of the
Frances Glessner Lee Homicide Seminar, and other groups.

The OCME Today
The Forensic Medicine Center of Maryland is considered a model in the U.S. and internationally.
OCME has hosted visits from U.S. and foreign medicolegal death investigation agencies to
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observe the building for their own design process, including representatives from San Francisco,
Houston, Singapore, Turkey, Japan, United Arab Emirates, and the People’s Republic of China.
The OCME maintains a role in resident training for the two medical schools in Baltimore, three
in the District of Columbia, and the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology. Students have been
hosted from China, Japan, Ireland, South Africa, Malaysia, and numerous other countries.
The OCME has established educational relationships in China, largely through the efforts of
Assistant Medical Examiner Ling Li, M.D. In 2012, OCME formed an international study
agreement with Ningbo University medical school and hosted two visiting scholars from Fudan
University. Two years later, the OCME launched the U.S.-China Forensic Science Research
Center, which includes a new forensic science master’s program in conjunction with the
University of Maryland Graduate School and the China University of Political Science and Law. Li
and Fowler also produced the first English language forensic pathology textbook in China.
Today, the OCME investigates more than 9,000 deaths and conducts about 4,400 autopsies
annually. The OCME’s 12 Assistant Medical Examiners are supplemented by three fellows and a
dozen full-time forensic investigators. The OCME has a strong institutional lineage of
excellence, following policies and best practices enacted by Smialek, Fisher and Maldeis.
Maryland’s forensic investigation system is tightly integrated, with one centralized facility for
autopsies, laboratories, records, training, and supervision. The OCME is one of the few forensic
medical centers with quality assurance practices-- multiple layers of peer review with morning
rounds and afternoon conferences -- to ensure that findings are as close to the truth as
humanly possible.
The work at the OCME is done with remarkable efficiency, mindful of costs to the public.
Among peer forensic investigation systems, the average cost is $3 per taxpayer annually, while
the OCME operates at $1.97. The OCME’s $10 million annual budget is still less than the State’s
Fisheries Service. 130
These are among the reasons why the OCME is regarded as the gold standard to which other
forensic investigation systems are compared. After a site visit and assessment for accreditation
by the National Association of Medical Examiners, evaluators called the OCME “a stellar
example of modern and professional medicolegal death investigation.
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New York City OCME
History of the NYC Office of Chief Medical Examiner
Accessed from the office web site
http://www.nyc.gov/html/ocme/html/about/about.shtml
April 2016
The Office of Chief Medical Examiner of the City of New York (“OCME”) was established in 1918
pursuant to a 1915 Act of the New York State Legislature. In addition to being the first
governmental agency of its type in the United States, OCME established the first toxicology
laboratory in 1918 and the first serology laboratory in 1938, both at Bellevue Hospital in
Manhattan.
In 1933, New York University established the first Department of Forensic Medicine in the
country. Since that date, Medical Examiners at OCME have held faculty positions in NYU’s
Forensic Medicine department.
OCME’s administrative offices were in the Municipal Building from 1918 to 1934, and at 125
Worth Street from 1934 to 1960; autopsies were performed at Bellevue Hospital and other
borough municipal hospitals during those years. In 1960, OCME’s six-story headquarters at 520
First Avenue (northeast corner of First Avenue and 30th Street) opened on land provided by
New York University, adjacent to NYU Medical Center.
In 1968 the Institute of Forensic Medicine of New York University and the City of New York was
created; in 1977 the Institute was named after the late Milton Helpern, Chief Medical Examiner
from 1954 to 1973. The Institute is comprised of OCME, the New York University School of
Medicine, and the New York University College of Dentistry. OCME’s headquarters at 520 First
Avenue houses executive offices, the mortuary, autopsy rooms, X-Ray/photography facilities, as
well as toxicology and histology laboratories.
In February 2007, OCME opened the OCME DNA Building located at 421 East 26 Street (east of
First Avenue), which houses state of the art Forensic Biology laboratories, as well as OCME’s
Administrative unit and Evidence facilities including a forensic garage to examine vehicles for
forensic evidence.
http://www.nyc.gov/html/ocme/html/about/about.shtml Accessed April 2016
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Oregon
History of Medicolegal Death Investigation in Oregon
Jeff McLennan and Karen Gunson
September 2013
The history of the Oregon Territory and the Oregon Trail is rich with stories of pioneer spirit and
replete with frontier personalities that hold the imagination of every Oregonian, whether
indigenous or transplanted to the great Northwest.
Sadly, historical references to Oregon’s first death investigation system are limited to footnotes
reflecting the existence of a Coroner system. The work and findings of these pioneers in
Oregon’s forensic sciences are reduced today to ledger style journals dating from 1894 until
Oregon yielded its Coroner system to the modern day medical examiner program in 1959.
While a few newspaper clippings and random photos depicting the aspects of ‘high-profilefrontier-justice’ remain, there is little written that speaks to the system and people who plied
the realm of the dead.
Oregon’s first recognized Coroner was Dr. Forbes Barkley who was elected in 1850 to serve as
Coroner for the Oregon territory. He had served as a physician to the Hudson’s Bay Company at
Fort Vancouver in 1848-1850 but found his way to the historical end of the Oregon Trail in
Oregon City in 1850. There, he was elected Mayor and Coroner and served the community as a
physician. The Barkley House in Oregon City stands today as a reminder of this bygone era.
While Dr. Barkley was the first physician Coroner to be mentioned in the history books
concerning Oregon, he was likely not the only frontier-minded Coroner. Oregon’s death
investigation system called for a Coroner in each county. Unlike the 36-counties in Oregon
today, Oregon was divided into much larger geographic regions. With fewer people and larger
areas to manage, the Coroner’s of the first Oregon were likely a few, dedicated pioneers who
saw the importance in documenting death as a necessity rather than a bureaucratic function.
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Dr. Forbes Barkley served as the first
recognized Coroner in the Oregon Territory
in 1850. Dr. Barkley had served as a
physician for the Hudson’s Bay Company
at Ft. Vancouver from 1848-1850. He
subsequently settled in the Oregon City
area where he held the elected position of
Coroner as well as Mayor of Oregon City
at the historical end of the Oregon Trail.

Actual accounts of death investigations from 1850-1894 are limited in the State Archives.
Information is available for specific death cases but unless you are researching a particular
individuals death, there is little available for public access.
Ledgers dating from 1894 to the late 1950’s from the Multnomah County Coroner give a
glimpse into this fascinating time in Oregon’s history. In one-line, matter-of-fact terms these
ledgers record who died, their age, country of origin, cause, manner and circumstances of
death. There were also entries concerning whether they were examined by the Coroner or
were the subject of an inquest. There is also a notation about where they were buried and who
took responsibility for the burial. The ledgers include entries for the property or money with
the deceased at the time of death and who was responsible for the death in cases of homicide
or accident.
The first entry found in the ledger from July, 1894 is Charles Kollnier who was killed by a “blast”
in some kind of accident. He was buried by friends.
In other noteworthy entries, we find causes of death defined in terms no longer found in
modern medicine. These include causes listed as: Cholera, Apoplexy, Old age (80-years),
Convulsions, Consumption, and Dropsey. We also find that a younger Oregon had its share of
violent death too. Gunshot wounds, knife wounds and poisoning were common causes of
death seen during that time. Some of the more unusual entries include: Accidentally injured by
a pitchfork, runaway horse and run over by streetcar going too fast.
Historic Oregon had its share of drug problems too. While morphine seems to top the list of
early drug related deaths, laudanum and illuminating gas were popular too.
One only has to review these Tombs of history to be transported to another time. You can
almost see and smell the scenes as the Coroner and his deputies reduce the story of a life cut
short to a single line in the ledger. Each entry is elegantly handwritten in delicate and clear
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script, penned in ink with few errors or corrections; a simple journal entry that marks the
passing of time and a life.
A model of progressive thinking for others to follow
Oregon, like other states and merry old England before, experienced its share of abuses from
the Coroner system of death investigation. While not well documented, it is likely that
Oregon’s Coroners found themselves with too much power, too little oversight and too many
opportunities to exploit the system to their individual benefit. While seizing the property of the
accused in a murder or accident case (deodand) did not find its way to the US Coroner system,
the fact that the Coroner’s of America held control over the findings of the investigation (and
therefore the person or company at fault in a death) the political machinery was ripe for
“steering”. The Multnomah County Coroner ledgers are filled with references to an individual
being run over by a train operated by a specific railroad or a ship owned by a particular steamline. It’s easily deduced that these references are present for more than statistical purposes.
In any case, Dr. William Brady writes in the Willamette Law Journal of 1973, that because of
abuses in the elected coroner system and the recognized need to improve death investigation
throughout Oregon, the Oregon legislature approved House Joint Resolution 7 in May, 1955.
This resolution would amend the Oregon Constitution by removing the county coroner as an
elected position. Before the general election of 1956, the legislative committee of the 48th
Legislative Assembly stated in the voter’s pamphlet, “Article 6 of the Oregon Constitution
requires that the Coroner be a constitutional office for whom it is impossible to provide any
qualifications.” The pamphlet continued, “The Oregon Supreme Court has decided that upon
the basis of the present sections, the Legislature cannot provide any additional qualifications
and it is now possible for one to be elected and qualified…who is not competent…Because of
the technical duties which are attached to the office…of coroner…it seems desirable…that the
Legislature should have free hand in fixing minimum qualifications for the office.”
Brady continues…”After House Joint Resolution 7 was approved in the 1956 general election,
the Oregon legislature created a special interim committee composed of nine members to
“examine, study and report and make findings and recommendations to the 50th Legislative
Assembly and to the Governor concerning the special qualifications which should be prescribed
by law to be possessed by county coroners.” This committee drafted legislation that created
the first medical examiner system west of the Mississippi. By June 1963 the new system was
functioning with one full-time state salaried forensic pathologist.
Meet Dr. Russell C. Henry
Born in Altus, Oklahoma, Russell C. Henry received his Medical degree at the University of
Oklahoma in 1940. After interning in an emergency hospital in Washington D.C., Dr. Henry
entered general practice in Coalgate, Oklahoma for four years. His residency training took him
to Boston where he worked in pathology and forensic pathology at Massachusetts General
Hospital and the Department of Legal Medicine at Harvard Medical School.
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Dr. Henry was in the Air Force Medical Corps, serving at the rank of major in 1951. Dr. Henry
practiced general pathology and forensic pathology in North Carolina from 1954-1961. From
1961-1963, Dr. Henry was the Assistant Chief Medical Examiner for the Commonwealth of
Virginia.
In June 1963, Dr. Russell C. Henry accepted the position of Oregon’s first full-time Chief Medical
Examiner. During his tenure from June 1963 until December 1968, Dr. Henry averaged over
25,000 miles a year on the back roads and highways that were and are Oregon. From the mud
of a murder scene to the courtrooms in every county seat in the State, Dr. Henry made a ‘roadshow’ out of the fledgling medical examiner program.
Dr. Henry’s ‘facility’ was composed of the trunk of his well-traveled car, which became a virtual
rolling forensic laboratory. Bringing the investigation to the scene was a concept that Dr. Henry
pioneered in Oregon and a process that has gained merit nationwide.
By the end of 1968, Dr. Henry had become the first ‘victim’ of the now infamous term
“unfunded mandate”. Working alone with the help of just one full-time secretary and one parttime transcriptionist, Dr. Henry was at the mercy of those in control of the State Health Division
for funding and support. Eventually, the lack of toxicology funding, proper facilities for
autopsies and an uphill battle against the status quo, Dr. Henry accepted a position in the Los
Angeles County Medical Examiner/Coroner’s Office as Director of the Medical Division.
Dr. Henry’s time in Oregon, although fraught with frustration over support and understanding,
was not without its highlights. In 1967, for example, Dr. Henry received national attention
when he reported on a two-year study that indicated an apparent relationship between
“rainbow” diet pills and the deaths of six Oregon women. Dr. Henry subsequently testified in
Washington D.C. before a Senate subcommittee investigating the diet pill promotion.
Dr. Henry was also the author of an article on death investigation for the Federal Bureau of
Investigation that was circulated internationally in the official FBI publication. As an associate
professor at the Oregon Health Sciences University, Dr. Henry also lectured to forensic
pathology and medical students regularly.
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Dr. Russell C. Henry served as Oregon’s
first Chief Medical Examiner from 19631968. Dr. Henry is credited for initiating
uniform medical investigation and
reporting procedures for suspicious or
unusual deaths in Oregon.

Enter the ‘father’ of the Oregon Medical Examiner law
Although not the first Chief Medical Examiner in Oregon, perhaps the most colorful and
influential was Oregon’s second Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. William J. Brady. Dr. Brady served
as Chief Medical Examiner from 1969 until 1985. Dr. Brady is perhaps best known as the coauthor of the Oregon medical examiner law (formerly the Oregon coroner law) Oregon Revised
Statute 146. Others credit Brady with ‘shining a light’ onto the death investigation system for
prosecutors, legislators and lobbyists in order to reinforce the credibility and importance of a
competent medicolegal investigation.
William J. Brady graduated from the University of Oregon Medical School in 1958. He worked
as a pathologist in the New York City Medical Examiner’s Office from 1963-1964. In 1965, Dr.
Brady became Coroner for Multnomah County (one of the last remaining vestiges of the
coroner system in Oregon after the change in Oregon law in 1958). He served as Multnomah
County Coroner until 1968. In 1969, Dr. Brady closed the door on the Coroner system in the
most populous county in the state and took the helm of the medical examiner system in
Oregon.
Through continuous political maneuvering and well-placed allies in the legislature, Dr. Brady
crafted the essential elements of the Oregon Medical Examiner law. By 1973, the vision of a
county-based medical examiner program, supported and overseen by the state was finally
recognized. Although the process took 18-years to accomplish, the transition from Coroner to
medical examiner in Oregon moved at light speed when compared to old England and even
most of the US.
The cornerstone of Oregon’s medical examiner system was a substantial series of revisions to
the law. From 1965-1970, every legislative session had taken a crack at making adjustments to
the medical examiner law. It became clear that the law (ORS 146) lacked organization and
frequently had no delegation of authority and responsibility. With the support of the Oregon
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Criminal Law Revision Committee in 1971, a new, comprehensive state death investigation
statute was drafted by representatives of the State Medical Examiner’s Office (Brady) and the
Oregon District Attorney’s Association. With relatively few modifications, the drafted bill was
passed unanimously by both the House and Senate of the 1973 Oregon legislature.
The new Oregon statute was drafted on three premises:
1.) Investigation of death is a medical problem
2.) To be effective, county programs must receive state support and direction.
3.) Experienced medical specialists (forensic pathologists) must be available to help local
physicians and to supervise and review the work of each county office.
While Dr. Henry promoted the Oregon medical examiner system as a ‘boots-on-the-ground’
forensic presence at as many death cases as he could find, Dr. Brady found greater success in
the ‘top-down’ approach, preferring changes in the law and administrative alignment of the
program to meet the visionary requirements of a progressive system. Modern historians reflect
that the style used by Dr. Brady led to recognition (both personal and institutional) that greatly
enhanced the stability of the blossoming program. Many consider Dr. Brady as the ‘father’ of
Oregon’s medical examiner system. Although chronologically inaccurate, certainly the
contributions made by Dr. Brady have survived the test of time and he is often given deserved
credit for laying the foundation for a forward looking death investigation program that serves
the people of Oregon with considerable efficiency.
Dr. William J. Brady, Oregon’s second Chief Medical
Examiner. Dr, Brady served as State Medical Examiner
from 1969-1985. Credited with writing major changes
to Oregon’s medical examiner law, Dr. Brady worked
with legislators and the Oregon District Attorney’s
Association to bring organization and authority to the
death investigation system. Politically savvy and
respected as a forensic practitioner, Dr. Brady left
state service in 1985 amidst a cloud of controversy.

The clouds of controversy
Taylor Clark at Portland’s Willamette Week newspaper reported on the controversy
surrounding the demise of Dr. Brady’s colorful tenure as Oregon’s Chief Medical Examiner.
Clark writes: “Dr. William J. Brady had a spotless reputation. Over his medical career, he
performed 10,000 autopsies and signed 20,000 death certificates. In 1964, he became the
state’s last elected coroner, having made a campaign pledge to eliminate the office and
establish a medical examiner system in its place. Brady kept his word, modernizing Oregon’s
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death-investigation system and serving as the state’s chief medical examiner from 1969 until
1985.”
“But it’s amazing how fast one little scandal can sink all that”, Clark explains.
“In June 1985, the Oregonian revealed that Brady’s office had been harvesting skin samples and
pituitary glands from cadavers—without the knowledge of the victim’s families—and selling
them. Brady funneled the cash, which totaled $16,000 over nine years, into office amenities
such as flowers, coffee, interior design, a sofa for the lunchroom—even an office Christmas
party.”
Clark summarizes: “You could say Brady’s career was dead on arrival.”
For Brady’s part, he contended: “The law was unequivocal that we had the right to remove and
submit these glands for research purposes. I ran the office with dignity and respect for the
families of the people whose bodies we handled. Always have.”
According to Clark, each pituitary gland, a pea sized part of the brain that regulates growth,
fetched $2-$4 from the National Hormone and Pituitary Program. The glands were used to
produce growth hormone for stunted children. “Some kids would not grow to normal height
without these injections,” Brady reported. “At that time, the only source of the growth
hormones was pituitaries collected from cadavers.”
Though he broke no laws, Brady offered to resign in the face of the controversy. Kristine
Gebbie, State Health Division Administrator, declined his offer but three months later, she
terminated him.
Convinced he had done nothing wrong; Brady filed a lawsuit against the State. Eventually, in
March 1987, a jury awarded Brady $300,000 but refused to reinstate him as Oregon’s medical
examiner. The appeals eventually found their way to the US Supreme Court but in the end, the
award and its ramifications stood.
Brady maintains, however, that he didn’t win. “I lost and everybody lost,” he said. “I got a lot
of money from the state of Oregon that I didn’t want, so the state lost. The program lost, and
my family lost. So nobody wins in a case like that. I got caught up in a political crossfire, and it
was ugly.”
In the end, Dr. Brady managed to dodge the proverbial bullet. His previously “spotless”
reputation and formidable credentials have served him well in the private sector. Although
Brady’s reputation now includes more than one unconventional footnote, he is often
considered the “go-to” expert in forensic pathology outside of the public arena in the
northwest. Dr. Brady continues to practice forensic pathology in cases of malpractice, worker’s
compensation and of course defense work in criminal homicide.
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While his colleagues at the State Medical Examiner’s Office have mixed feelings about the
former chief, all agree that Dr. Brady’s work and contributions to the modern medical examiner
program deserve acknowledgement.
New leadership from a familiar face
With the unanticipated departure of Dr. Brady from State service, the Medical Examiner
Advisory Board (a component ironically written into the Oregon Medical Examiner law by Dr.
Brady) met with the responsibility of selecting a replacement for the vacated chief’s position.
Although this may seem a straightforward task, the number of board certified forensic
pathologists with the experience and reputation to lead the State program were (and are)
scarce.
While the State Medical Examiner Advisory Board conducted its exhaustive search for a
replacement, Deputy State Medical Examiner Dr. Larry Lewman was promoted to acting chief
medical examiner for Oregon. Not wanting to carry the administrative and political burden of
the position without support, Dr. Lewman negotiated the hiring of a program administrator to
assist with these aspects of the system. Public Health Administrator Herb Hirst was hired to
manage the program while Dr. Lewman provided leadership to the operational aspects of the
program.
Dr. Lewman received his medical degree from Kansas University School of Medicine in 1967.
He completed internship and residency training in anatomic pathology at the Institute of
Pathology, Case-Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio in 1971. Dr. Lewman then
completed subspecialty (Fellowship) training in forensic pathology at the Cuyahoga County
Coroner’s Office in Cleveland, Ohio.
During Dr. Lewman’s medical career, he has testified before both the US House of
Representatives and the US Senate on the topic of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome. He has also
made a presentation before a US Senate Subcommittee on propoxyphene related deaths.
Dr. Lewman has authored hundreds of scientific papers and articles for such publications as the
American Journal of Cardiology, the New England Journal of Medicine and the American Journal
of Forensic Medicine and Pathology.
During this same time (1985), Dr. Edward Wilson and Dr. Karen Gunson were assigned to the
Portland office of the State Medical Examiner and served as Deputy State Medical Examiner’s
alongside Dr. Lewman. Although the search for a permanent Chief Medical Examiner
continued, the day-to-day operations of the program stabilized and settled into a routine that
was less politically charged.
The process of selling tissue specimens and pituitary glands was abolished (although this was, in
fact, legal) and the focus of the program became one of supporting the local medical examiner
offices around the State. All forensic cases were customarily handled through the Portland
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office or by having the forensic pathologist from Portland travel to the rural areas of the State
to perform the autopsy there.
In 1987, the Medical Examiner Advisory Board concluded that the leadership being provided by
Dr. Lewman, with the assistance of Mr. Hirst as program administrator was meeting the needs
and expectations that the Board had prescribed for the program. Dr. Lewman’s “acting”-chief
status was changed to chief and the program carried on as it had for the previous two years.
Dr. Lewman took the reins as Oregon’s third
State Medical Examiner in 1985, serving until
1999 when he ‘retired’ as State Medical
Examiner but continued in his practice of
forensic medicine as a Deputy State Medical
Examiner. Seen here in 2005, Dr. Lewman is
a knowledgeable and respected pathologist
who brings a wealth of experience to the
State Medical Examiner’s Office.

While the State Medical Examiner program appeared to become stable, it was certainly not free
of its share of challenging matters. In 1987, the Office of the State Medical Examiner consisted
of three forensic pathologists, one administrator and two secretarial staff members. There was
no facility, no equipment and no assurance that the program would receive sufficient funding
from year to year.
The forensic pathologists for the State practiced their science at the Multnomah County
Medical Examiner’s Office/Morgue. An antiquated funeral home built in 1928 and located in
inner-northeast Portland, the building was a two-story brick building with full basement and
detached garage. Renovations to the old funeral home were made to accommodate the
immediate needs of the forensic pathologists and the investigators for the Multnomah County
office. What had once been the embalming room for the funeral service was now the autopsy
room. The chapel area had been modified to hold 12-horizontal freezer trays and a walk-in
refrigeration unit capable of holding five bodies on roll-in trays.
Although this facility may have met the needs of 1960’s Multnomah County, it was a far cry
from what was needed in the late 80’s, not to mention the burden of cases from throughout
the entire State that found their way here. Recognizing that the rapidly aging and insufficient
Multnomah County facility could not meet the requirements of a growing state’s medical
examiner’s office, Dr. Lewman and the balance of his staff began working toward the goal of a
new facility as early as 1987.
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The Multnomah County Medical Examiner’s Office & Morgue, located in northeast Portland was
a refurbished funeral home originally constructed in 1928. The facility became the home of the
State Medical Examiner’s Office in 1958. The facility served the death investigation
requirements of the State until October of 2004. The severely limited and outdated facility could
hold no more than 5-bodies in refrigeration.
The Multnomah County Medical Examiner’s Office became the ad-hoc home for the State
Medical Examiner. Office space, telephone support and many budgetary and secretarial
functions were merged over time, making it difficult to distinguish between the Multnomah
County program and that of the State.
Interestingly, one area of the old funeral home that remained unchanged was the upper level,
which had been built to accommodate an embalming student or two. These students would ply
their newly learned skills in the funeral home by day and answer the phone and make body
removals for the funeral home at night. Once the building was converted into the Multnomah
County morgue, the upstairs apartments were rented to university students who, as part of
their rent, would take turns answering the phone at night and open the back door at all-hours
to allow for bodies to be delivered or picked-up.
Adding to the pathology staff and changing alignment
As discussed previously, the death investigation program in any jurisdiction is far too small a
public service to be politically significant when it comes to funding. Therefore, virtually every
death investigation program is somehow funded through other, larger programs. In Oregon,
this parent organization had been the State Health Division.
By the end of the 80’s it was patently obvious that the medical examiner program was
competing with other public health programs for vital funding. Unable to find adequate
political support within the health division to sustain even its most basic program needs, the
State Medical Examiner reached out to the Oregon State Police for support.
After conferring with a Blue Ribbon Task Force including then Attorney General Ted Kulongoski
and acting upon their recommendation, the State Medical Examiner’s Office became a division
within the Oregon Department of State Police in 1995. While the program’s operational
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features remained generally unchanged, the structure and support of essential services met
with more realistic acceptance and less competition for tight budget dollars.
As the workload for Dr. Lewman and his deputies, Dr.’s Wilson and Gunson continued to grow
throughout the late 80’s and early 90’s, it became increasingly apparent that another forensic
pathologist was necessary to keep the cases moving through the office without undue delay. In
1996, Dr. Clifford Nelson joined that staff after completing his residency in Atlanta and serving
as Deputy Coroner in Vancouver, Washington.
Dr. Clifford Nelson joined the office in
1996 as Deputy State Medical Examiner.
Dr. Nelson has conducted significant
research on unexplained infant death. His
research has led to changes in the way
deaths involving infants are certified
throughout the state. These changes
reflect a more accurate diagnostic
protocol.
During this period of realignment for the State program, Deputy State Medical Examiner Dr.
Wilson retired from Oregon and accepted a position in Pennsylvania. Dr. Nicholas Hartshorne
was hired in 1998 to fill the resulting vacancy in the Portland Office.
Dr. Edward Wilson
served as Deputy State
Medical Examiner until
1998 in the Eugene and
Portland Offices.

After seeing to these realignments and staffing increases, Dr. Lewman decided that his
preference was to step-down from Chief Medical Examiner in favor of working as a Deputy
State Medical Examiner. This process allowed for Dr. Lewman to continue to provide forensic
pathology services for the State, but reduced some of the pressures borne by the Chief alone.
A changing of the guard
With Dr. Lewman’s decision to relinquish the Chief Medical Examiner position in 1998, the State
medical Examiner Advisory Board began a rigorous search for a suitable replacement Chief.
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During this process, Deputy State Medical Examiner Dr. Karen Gunson was appointed acting
chief.
Dr. Gunson received her medical degree from the Oregon Health Sciences University in 1981.
Her internship and residency in clinical and anatomic pathology were completed at the Oregon
Health Sciences University in 1985. In 1987, Dr. Gunson completed her subspecialty
(Fellowship) training in forensic pathology at the Oregon State Medical Examiner’s Office.
Dr. Gunson has served on the Advisory Committee to the American Board of Pathology and has
been active in test development for the American Board. Dr. Gunson has also served on the
executive committee and board of directors for the National Association of Medical Examiners.
She is the author of numerous manuscripts and abstracts published in the Journal of the
American College of Cardiology, Heart Rhythm and Circulation journals.
The search for Dr. Lewman’s replacement garnered national interest. Although the field of
qualified forensic pathologists is but a few hundred in the country, the attitude adopted by the
Advisory Board was to do their best to find the best. To the credit of the existing program, the
Board’s recommendation to the Superintendent of the State Police was to appoint Dr. Gunson
to the permanent position of State Medical Examiner.
To the relief of many at the State and County level, Dr. Gunson accepted the appointment and
was promoted to the permanent position of Oregon’s fourth State Medical Examiner in 1999.
Although Dr. Gunson faced many challenges, one of her first priorities became the need for
improving the facilities used by the State Medical Examiner. Although it was easy to convince
even the most stalwart politician or bureaucrat of the need for a suitable facility in which to
conduct Oregon’s death investigation work; finding the funding, location and plan that would fit
into the budgetary constraints facing the Oregon State Police and please the Oregon
Department of Administrative Services became a formidable matter that required several years
of effort.
Oregon’s fourth State Medical Examiner, Dr.
Karen Gunson has served as Chief since 1999.
Credited with the vision and leadership to
take a state-of-the-art medical examiner’s
office from pipe dream to reality, Dr. Gunson
oversees the State Medical Examiner
program from her office at the Clackamas
facility.
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Tragedy visits the medical examiner’s office
Although death is the staple of the medical examiner’s office, when it visits one of our own, we
are all shocked into realizing the gravity of our work. We learn quickly that the wall of
anonymity separating us from the deceased is all we have to keep us from experiencing the
feelings of loss and grief that are the reminders of our mortality. Sadly, in August of 2002, we
were all painfully reminded of this fact.
Dr. Nikolas Hartshorne, who joined the office in 1998, was known to many of us as “Doctor
Nik”. A wiry Brit with a charming accent and the metabolism of a hummingbird, Dr. Hartshorne
was as colorful as he was skilled. Quick with both his autopsy protocol and his humor, Dr.
Hartshorne enjoyed heavy metal rock music while in the autopsy suite and collecting heroin
spoons seized from overdose death scenes. While these seem like odd but benign passions, Dr.
Hartshorne’s interests away from the office were far more extreme.
Dr. Hartshorne once observed a Base jumper plunge from some fixed object at break-neck
speed toward the earth, sparing certain death at the last possible moment by deploying his
chute and gently gliding to the ground, seemingly unharmed and unhindered by it all.
Fascinated, Dr. Hartshorne asked how he could learn to be a BASE jumper. He was told that he
would first have to complete a number of conventional skydiving jumps and then learn the
sport from an experienced instructor.
Undaunted, in fact stimulated by the challenge this represented, Dr. Hartshorne completed his
tame skydiving requirements in near record time. It was on to BASE jumping, learning from the
best he could find.
Over time, Dr. Hartshorne pushed the limits, jumping from bigger, higher and more dangerous
locations with almost every opportunity. His colorful personality and contagious humor won
the hearts of base jumpers the world over. He was known in this circle as Doctor Nik, who was
always good for a laugh and who was there to mend the broken bone or nasty cut sustained by
a bad landing or hasty retreat over the barbed wire as the authorities closed in on the
unauthorized jumper.
In August 2002, Dr. Nikolas Hartshorne was killed in a BASE jumping accident in Switzerland. He
was just 38. His life and death touched the hearts of everyone who knew and worked with him.
We were all at a loss for words. The inevitable had happened and many lost a trusted friend.
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Dr. Nikolas Hartshorne
joined the Oregon
Medical Examiner’s
Office in 1998 as a
forensic pathologist. He
was killed in a BASE
jumping accident in
Switzerland in August,
2002.

Moving forward
In the wake of Dr. Hartshorne’s death, Dr. Gunson and the staff of the State Medical Examiner’s
Office initiated the search for another forensic pathologist to fill the vacancy. In the spring of
2003, Dr. Glen Rudner was hired to serve as a Deputy State Medical Examiner in the Portland
Office.
After just 13-months, Dr. Rudner left the program and was replaced by Dr. Christopher Young
who joined the office as Deputy State Medical Examiner in July of 2004.

Dr. Christopher
Young joins the
Oregon State
Medical Examiner
program in July of
2004 as a Deputy
State Medical
Examiner.

The new facility
With a staff of four forensic pathologists and the ever-increasing demands for more and better
services, Dr. Gunson carried the need for a new facility to house the medical examiner to every
corner of the state.
With the help of the Oregon State Police, Dr. Gunson and Forensic Laboratory Director Dave
Schmierbach convinced the Department of Administrative Services and the State Legislature of
the necessity for a new combined Medical Examiner/Forensic Laboratory facility.
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The solution to the new medical examiner’s office was found along with the need to relocate
and expand the overburdened State Police forensic Laboratory that had served metropolitan
Portland. The solution also included retrofitting an existing and vacant building, rather than
starting from bare earth. The solution included a compromise in locations, finding the facility
located where it was available rather than where Dr. Gunson and others would have preferred
it to be.
The building, formerly the research and development laboratory for an area metal fabrication
company, is located in the rapidly growing Clackamas area, a few miles south of Portland. The
60,000 square foot building underwent substantial remodeling and in the end, only portions of
the exterior really resemble the former structure.
In the end, the new medical examiner’s office represents only about 1/3 of the total square
footage inside the shared building; the balance being occupied by the metropolitan forensic
laboratory.
While it would seem that compromise was the name of the game, the end result is a facility
that is about 4 ½ times larger than the dilapidated Multnomah County morgue from whence
the State Medical Examiner came. The refrigerated body storage area went from a capacity of
five bodies to about 65. The freezer capacity grew from 12 bodies to about 30. And autopsy
stations went from two to five.
Added in the new facility is an on-site radiography suite, forensic anthropology suite, biological
hazard- refrigeration area, histology station, and prep room, body receiving area, scaling station
and intake photo/fingerprint identification station. A police autopsy viewing room has also
been added to afford safe and effective viewing of the forensic examination by law
enforcement or district attorney personnel.
The administrative areas of the new facility include a conference room, compressed file storage
and enough work stations/office space to house the investigative staff and support services of
the Clackamas and Multnomah County Medical Examiner’s Offices as well as the State
administrative positions.
Measuring just less than 14,000 square feet, the medical examiner’s office has incorporated
many of the features found in larger facilities throughout the country. Maximizing the use of
space and employing technology with an eye on both current and future needs, the facility is
anticipated to meet the needs of the State of Oregon for the next 50-years.
The new facility and its neighbor the Metropolitan Forensic Lab are among the most secure
facilities operated in the State. Over 20 surveillance cameras keep a constant watch over the
facility and detailed security measures segregate, separate and confine areas within the facility
in order to constantly maintain the integrity over the chain of evidence. Coupled with a facility
operations philosophy that emphasizes security and safety, the facility is well hardened and
does not lend itself to public access.
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Still, amenities such as a family meeting room have been included to meet the needs of the
people the building and its purpose were designed to serve. Even the mandated artwork
reflects the seriousness of the work that is done here. Inlaid graphics in the granite entry tiles
depict tire skid marks, footwear impressions and fingerprints among others.
Dedicated to public service in October of 2004, the facility is fully operational and has taken on
the continuation of the medical examiner’s work.

The new combined State Police Medical Examiner’s
Office/Metropolitan Forensic Lab located in Clackamas will serve the
growing needs of Oregon for the next 50-years.
The next steps
One of the fundamental concepts of Dr. Brady’s pitch for revisions to the death investigation
program in Oregon was that death is a medical problem. This premise, served to support the
argument in favor of moving to an appointed medical examiner instead of the elected coroner.
It served to demonstrate the need to have a medical professional investigate and certify the
cause and manner of death. It formed the basis for the physician based medical examiner we
know today.
Still, virtually every death investigation begins at the scene of the death, not in the laboratory.
The scene and the circumstances found there are essential elements to the accuracy of the
death investigation process. Without the information and evidence found at the death scene
and in the story accompanying the death, the forensic pathologist is left with a dead body and
perhaps little else.
The death scene investigator serves as the eyes and ears and hands of the forensic pathologist
at the death scene. He or she must observe, recognize and report the scene in an
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understandable fashion to the forensic pathologist if there is to be any benefit of the scene
investigation.
With this said, the death scene investigator must have a thorough command of human
anatomy and physiology. He or she must understand the workings of the human system and
how and why it dies. He or she must be able to interpret what is present, what is absent and
correlate the data from the scene with the story he or she is told about the deceased and what
led to the death.
While keen investigative skills are essential, the core issues remain a medical problem. Yet,
since the inception of the modern medical examiner program in Oregon, the physician medical
examiner has relied upon the police officer to perform these functions.
The standard, established with the revisions to the medical examiner law in 1973, calls for the
County Medical Examiner and the County District Attorney to appoint and confirm the Deputy
Medical Examiner (County) or death scene investigator. In many cases, this individual has
received nothing more than a single 8-hour death investigation seminar provided by the state
forensic pathologists. Just like the coroner of yesteryear, the death investigator of today may
or may not know anything about medicine. Still, he or she is expected to observe and report on
the “medical problem” that is death.
While attention has been paid over the past 50-years to improving the professional end of the
death investigation system in Oregon, nothing has been done to address the field half of this
equation. In most areas of Oregon, when a death occurs, the death scene is investigated by a
police officer or deputy sheriff who has received a one-day class sometime in the distant past.
Although his or her training in law enforcement matters has continued to advance to keep pace
with the demands of public safety; the medical and diagnostic skills necessary to accurately
observe and report the findings at the death scene have gone unaddressed. When we remind
ourselves that death is a medical problem, we can clearly see the need to improve the
standards for death scene investigation in Oregon’s communities.
Oregon is not alone in this dilemma. Most, if not all states suffer from this disparity between
advancing laboratory and professional services and stagnant death scene investigation skills.
To address this issue, the US Department of Justice, through the National Institute of Justice
(NIJ) launched a study in 1995 to assess the needs for standards in death scene investigation.
An overwhelming majority of those surveyed reported deficiencies in the death scene
investigation component of their programs. In 1997 the first draft of the NIJ standards for
death scene investigation was published. The second addition, with a few revisions was
released in 1999.
Finally, a national standard had been established for death scene investigation. Still, only a
scant few jurisdictions embraced the concept for the first few years after the standards were
released.
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Professional standards come to the death scene investigation
To promote and oversee the development of professional standards and training in the
emerging field of medicolegal death investigation, the US Department of Justice and its
National Institute of Justice collaborated with the National Association of Medical Examiners
and formed the American Board of Medicolegal Death Investigators. This oversight and
professional standards board was charged with the training and evaluation of death scene
investigators nationwide. Emphasizing the use of the NIJ guidelines for death scene
investigation, the American Board of Medicolegal Death Investigators created a modular
training program designed to assist the death scene investigator in many aspects of their daily
work. Combined with the use of the step-by-step procedural guides found in the NIJ standard,
the curriculum developed by the American Board of Medicolegal Death Investigators provides a
solid foundation for the death scene investigator to build upon using state, regional and local
laws or practices.
The National Guidelines for Death
Scene Investigation represent the
second addition of the step-bystep procedural guideline created
by the National Institute of Justice
for the medicolegal death
investigator.
The first addition (shown at left)
was published in 1997. The
revised edition, with the updated
title, was released to the public in
1999.
Following a 22-step procedure,
the updated guidelines address
standards that are applied to
each death investigation
conducted by the medicolegal
office.
A comprehensive medicolegal death investigator training text was developed by several
members of the Board of Directors for the American Board of Medicolegal Death Investigators
in 1996. This text forms the basis from which the national training curriculum is presented in
classrooms at the St. Louis School of Medicine and various satellite locations across the country.
Death scene investigators attend these training programs and draw from the experience of
well-prepared instructors who focus upon a national standard for investigation rather than
state or local systems.
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The net result of this training program is a general overview of the death investigation process,
minus any specific training for the death investigation system used in a particular jurisdiction.
The American Board of Medicolegal Death Investigators offers national registry and board
certification to individual applicants who complete an approved course of initial instruction,
background evaluation, 260-point externship and modular written examinations. Board
certified Fellows must also have significant work experience and complete a supplemental
written examination including a variety of essay-style questions.
Both nationally registered Diplomates and board certified Fellows are required to maintain
their certification through annual continuing education in the field of medicolegal death
investigation.
The training text for the course of
initial instruction prepared by the
American Board of Medicolegal Death
Investigators provides the death scene
investigator with a solid foundation of
death investigation tactics necessary to
facilitate the 22-step National
Guidelines of Death Scene Investigation
recommended by the National Institute
of Justice.
The training program is administered
and evaluated by the Board who offers
national registry and board
certification levels for its members.
Fast becoming the national standard,
many death investigation programs
now require standardized training and
certification as a hiring requirement.
The Oregon Solution
Recognizing that death investigation entails not just the laboratory and forensic pathologist; Dr.
Gunson has worked diligently to promote a medicolegal death investigator training and
certification program in Oregon. This program, designed around the 40-hour course of initial
instruction developed by the American Board of Medicolegal Death Investigators, targets
specifics in the Oregon Medical Examiner law and the dynamics found within the boundaries of
the State to create a program that is based on national standards but emphasizes Oregon
issues.
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Knowing that the majority of Oregon’s death scene investigators (County Deputy Medical
Examiners) are cross-trained as police officers, the Oregon Certified Medicolegal Death
Investigator Training Program does not include the extensive externship requirements of the
national training program. Rather, a one-day laboratory experience for the applicant is
substituted for the 260-point externship. Although abbreviated, the one-day externship
includes a variety of performance requirements for the applicant and provides the student with
a hands-on opportunity to view, participate and discuss forensic work with the physician
medical examiner in a one-on-one environment.
The Oregon Medicolegal Death Investigator Training Program was first offered in the summer
of 2005. 27-students participated in the 40-hour classroom course. The instructor cadre
included four forensic pathologists, a prosecuting attorney, several nationally registered or
board certified medicolegal death investigators and a variety of subject matter experts who
presented the knowledge objectives found in the national training text to the students.
In this first offering, all 27-students successfully completed the course with a minimum final
examination score of 80%. Many have gone on to complete their externship requirement and
the goal of certifying medicolegal death investigators in Oregon is being recognized through this
effort. Those who have met the requirements for initial certification must maintain their
training and development by completing annual continuing education.
Valuable feedback was obtained from this first group of students, and significant revisions to
the training program were undertaken immediately upon completion of the first course. This
text and the course curriculum, now relying heavily upon scenario based training and group
interaction has served to create an enhanced learning opportunity for the novice and
experienced death scene investigator alike.
The goal
As Oregon takes aim at improving the standard of death investigation services throughout the
State, Dr. Gunson’s vision is to have every death scene investigator currently serving a county
program in Oregon participate and complete the Oregon Certified Medicolegal Death
Investigator Training Program by 2010.
In order to meet this goal, the training team at the State Medical Examiner’s Office has planned
to offer the course of instruction twice annually over this five-year period. Courses will be
offered free of charge to those currently serving as Deputy Medical Examiners in Oregon and
will include all materials necessary for the course.
Upon completion of this five year training project, discussions will include making changes to
the Oregon Medical Examiner law to recognize and require Oregon Certified Medicolegal Death
Investigator training for appointment as a death investigator in any Oregon county.
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By enhancing and standardizing the training provided to the death scene investigator, the
medical examiner program will benefit through improved reliability and efficiency. The citizens
served by the program will benefit from improved effectiveness and service, and community
standards statewide will improve through an enhanced understanding of the death
investigation process.
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Pennsylvania
History of Modern Day Development of Official Governmental Medical-Legal Investigation in
the Commonwealth Of Pennsylvania

Cyril H. Wecht, MD JD
February 2016
There are 67 counties in Pennsylvania. Up until 1950, each county had an elected coroner. In
1950, there was a home rule charter adopted in Philadelphia, and an appointive medical
examiner system was implemented to replace the elective coroner system in 1955.
Dr. Joseph Spelman was appointed as the first Chief Medical Examiner. I first met Dr. Spelman
in 1962 when I visited his facility as part of an opportunity provided to me by my Chief, Dr.
Russell Fisher, during my fellowship at the Maryland ME Office, to visit three other facilities. (I
went to Cuyahoga County and visited with Dr. Lester Adelson; New York City to visit with Dr.
Milton Helpern; and Philadelphia where I visited with Dr. Spelman). Dr. Spelman was
considered one of the top forensic pathologists at that time along with Drs. Helpern, Moritz,
Fisher, Mann, Adelson and a few others. Dr.
Spelman did a good job in developing the ME Office
in Philadelphia, including an excellent forensic
toxicology program headed up by Dr. Fredric
Rieders.
Subsequently, in 1979 an M.E. system was also
adopted in Delaware County in 1979. There are
two counties that now have Coroners who are
appointed. The remaining counties in Pennsylvania
continue to have elected coroners. There are no
Lester Adelson
Milton Helpern
specific qualifications for this position. Probably
the single largest category of individuals occupying this position in Pennsylvania is Funeral
Directors. There are a couple of forensic pathologists.
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In 2005 the electorate voted for a change in the system in Allegheny County (Pittsburgh and
surrounding communities). The first Allegheny County Medical Examiner System commenced
on January 1, 2006, and I was appointed to that position by the Chief Executive of Allegheny
County. The building in which the Allegheny County ME Office is located was officially
dedicated in my honor as “The Cyril H. Wecht Institute of Forensic Science and Law” in the fall
of 2009.

The most significant and important change in Pennsylvania pertaining to official governmental
medical-legal investigation is the utilization of forensic pathologists. To my knowledge, I
believe that forensic pathologists are performing autopsies for coroners throughout
Pennsylvania almost exclusively. There still are a few small counties that use hospital
pathologists, but such affiliations have been decreasing with each passing year. Elected
coroners, no matter what their background and limited degree of medical knowledge may be,
have come to realize, along with their respective county District Attorneys and law
enforcement officials that it is necessary to have autopsies performed by forensic pathologists
if cases are to be properly prepared and presented at trial, especially homicide cases.
More and more universities and colleges in Pennsylvania have implemented programs in
forensic science and criminal justice, just as has occurred elsewhere throughout the United
States. Numerous high schools have also developed introductory courses in forensic science. I
have had the opportunity to give lectures at many of these colleges and universities as well as
high schools over the past years. I have even given some talks on forensic science to
elementary school children.
I have been teaching a course in legal medicine and forensic science at Duquesne University
School of Law since 1963. I have always encouraged my law school students to attend an
autopsy and have provided the opportunity for them to do so.
Over the years I have organized numerous programs dealing with legal medicine and forensic
science for attorneys, health care professionals, and law enforcement officers. Such programs
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continue to be offered on a regular basis at the Cyril H. Wecht Institute of Science and Law at
Duquesne University.
I also meet with pathology residents at the University of Pittsburgh, School of Medicine each
year and give lectures at the University of Pittsburgh, Duquesne University, and Carlow
University where I have faculty appointments.
As we move ahead in the year 2016, I believe that it is fair and accurate to state that the quality
of forensic scientific services throughout the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania within the realm
of official governmental services has changed dramatically in less than half a century. Things
are far from perfect, but vastly improved from what existed prior to 1955 in Philadelphia, prior
to the late 1960’s in Allegheny County, and prior to the 1970’s and 80’s in the remainder of the
state.
A major problem, however, that regrettably continues needs to be highlighted and addressed
by forensic pathologists throughout the country. This has to do with the failure of public
defenders and court appointed attorneys to be provided sufficient funds to consult with
independent experts in forensic pathology and other forensic scientific fields when
appropriately necessary in various kinds of homicides and other criminal cases. Too many
judges remain ignorant of the significance and critical importance of forensic science, and many
simply have a prosecutorial bias because of their earlier professional affiliations. This is a
serious matter that should be addressed in my opinion by individual forensic pathologists and
organizations such as NAME and AAFS throughout the country in a more dynamic and
concerted fashion. Until that is done, it cannot be said that forensic science is being utilized to
an optimal degree in the pursuit of both civil and criminal justice.
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Bexar County – San Antonio, Texas
Historical Summary of the Bexar County Medical Examiner’s Office
Randall Frost, MD and Vincent DiMaio, MD
September 2012

BEXAR COUNTY MEDICAL EXAMINER’S OFFICE
7337 LOUIS PASTEUR
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78229-4565
(210) 335-4053
FAX (210) 335-4052
www.bexar.org/medicalexaminer
Accredited by the National Association of Medical Examiners
Death investigations in early Texas are not well documented, though the laws of the Republic of
Texas (1836-1946) do have references to the office of Coroner. However, these statutes do not
reference death investigation practices to any significant degree, and it is likely that such
investigation was quite variable and performed on an ad hoc basis on the Texas frontier. Texas
became a state in 1846, and death investigation responsibilities were eventually assigned to the
office of Justice of the Peace, though some early state constitutions and statutes continue to
reference the office of Coroner, including discussions of inquests on dead bodies. But by 1879,
death investigation was clearly vested in the office of Justice of the Peace, as codified in the
Code of Criminal Procedures of that year. It remained a part of the duties of that judicial office
in the majority of Texas counties with little change over the ensuing years. However, a
significant change occurred with passage of legislation in 1955 that allowed for the formation of
Medical Examiner’s Offices in certain counties having populations in excess of 250,000. Under
the law, these counties could remove the responsibility for death investigation from the
Justices of the Peace and vest this authority in a physician Medical Examiner.
At that time, four counties fell under the provisions of this law: Bexar (San Antonio), Harris
(Houston), Dallas and Tarrant (Ft. Worth). However, passage of the law was initially met by
indifference, and none of the counties adopted the Medical Examiner System. Then, on
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December 5, 1955, an automobile accident occurred four blocks from the residence of one of
the Bexar County Justices of the Peace. The police, thinking the victim might still be alive,
rushed him to the hospital where he was pronounced dead on arrival. They then called the
Justice of the Peace in the precinct where the accident occurred. He refused to hold an inquest
because he felt the police should not have removed the body. The police then called the
Justice of the Peace for the precinct in which the hospital was located. They asked him to hold
an inquest. He refused because he was not called first. The body then remained in the hospital
from the evening of the day of the accident until noon the next day when a Justice of the Peace
was located who agreed to hold an inquest.
This incident was well-publicized by the media with charges of "prima donna" actions by the
Justices of the Peace. At the next meeting of the Bexar County Commissioners' Court, a
majority of the Justices of the Peace, the Police Chief, and other City and County officials,
recommended that a Medical Examiner System be established. Most of these individuals had
made a similar recommendation in the past. It was the strong public opinion in regard to the
incident that won approval for the establishment of the Medical Examiner System.
The Commissioners' Court then went on to adopt the concept of a Medical Examiner's
Office. On December 28, 1955, The Bexar County Commissioners' Court authorized the County
Auditor to include in the 1956 Budget the sum of $25,000 to create the position of Medical
Examiner, with the money used to defray the salary and office expenses of the Medical
Examiner. On April 2, 1956, the Commissioners' Court appointed Dr. Robert Hausman as the
first Medical Examiner effective July 1, 1956. He was given a salary of $14,000 per year with an
expense allowance of $1,200. He was also allowed an assistant at $3,600 per year with $600
per year expense allowance, and a secretary at $3,000 per year. The Bexar County Medical
Examiner's Office became operative July 1, 1956. Dr. Hausman, took the oath of Office on July
2, 1956, and received his first case, a suicide, two hours after the ceremony. Dr. Ruben Santos
was appointed Assistant Medical Examiner in the summer of 1962. After Dr. Santos had been
Assistant Medical Examiner for one year, Dr. Hausman took a 2 year leave of absence and Dr.
Santos became acting Chief. Dr. Hausman resigned in 1968 and was replaced by Dr. Santos who
was the Chief Medical Examiner until December 4, 1980.

Dr. Robert Hausman

Dr. Ruben Santos
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Dr. Vincent J.M. Di Maio was appointed Chief Medical Examiner, effective March 1, 1981, on a
vote of the County Commissioners' Court of December 18, 1980. Members of the Court were
County Judge Albert Bustamante and Commissioners Leo Mendoza, Jr., Tom Stolhandske, Jeff
Wentworth and Tom Vickers. Under Dr. DiMaio’s leadership, the BCMEO was transformed
from a small, essentially one-man operation into a modern and highly respected medical
examiner department. During his 25 year tenure as Chief Medical Examiner, a forensic
pathology fellowship training program was established in the office, accreditation by the
National Association of Medical Examiners was achieved, and the staffing and budget of the
office was increased commensurate with the rapid growth of Bexar County. Dr. DiMaio’s
international reputation as a forensic pathologist contributed greatly to the stature of the
office. Dr. DiMaio remained Chief Medical Examiner until his retirement on December 31, 2006,
and was succeeded by Dr. Randall E. Frost, formerly Deputy Chief Medical Examiner, on January
1, 2007.

Dr. Vincent J.M. DiMaio

Dr. Randall E. Frost

In 1956, Bexar County had an estimated population of 710,451. The Medical Examiner's Office
consisted of 3 full time and 6 part time employees. The Medical Examiner at that time, Dr.
Robert Hausman, was a qualified Forensic Pathologist who performed both the administrative
duties of the office and nearly all the medical-legal autopsies. In 1957, the cost to operate the
Bexar County Medical Examiner's Office was 4.2 cents annually per capita. In the first 4 months
of the Office, 249 deaths (16.5% of all deaths in Bexar County) were investigated: 95 violent
deaths; 154 natural. 131 autopsies were performed. Blood alcohol samples were initially sent
to Austin to the State crime lab. Medical Investigators employed by the Medical Examiner's
Office did not begin to go to death scenes until January of 1982.
On May 15, 1958, the first Toxicologist was hired, with the first toxicology test performed on
July 31, 1958 for arsenic. The first Toxicology Laboratory was set up in a 7 x 8 ft. room next to
the morgue in the Robert B. Green Hospital. After several months, the lab moved to a larger
room in the County Courthouse where the Administrative Office was located. In 1961, the lab
and administrative department moved to the Courthouse Annex at 203 W. Nueva.
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In 1969, the Administrative Office and Laboratory moved to the Robert B. Green Hospital. It
remained there until October 1978 when the BCMEO moved to a new 16,000 sq. ft. building at
600 North Leona. In June 1993, the BCMEO moved to a new 52,000 sq. ft. facility on the
campus of the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio which it shared with
the Bexar County Criminal Investigation Laboratory.
The Bexar County Medical Examiner's Office (BCMEO) is accredited by the National Association
of Medical Examiners. The office operates a fully accredited training program (fellowship) in
Forensic Pathology, and provides pathology resident and medical student teaching services for
the adjacent University of Texas Health Sciences Center School of Medicine and for the local
military pathology training program. The Toxicology Section of the BCMEO is one of only
approximately 30 institutions in the United States and Canada accredited by the American
Board of Forensic Toxicology. The Toxicology and Medical Investigations Sections of the Office
also offer competitive internship opportunities in their respective areas for interested and
qualified university students.
Currently (2012) the office is staffed by five full time forensic pathologists (listed below with
their fellowship training program) all of whom are certified in Forensic Pathology by the
American Board of Pathology.
• Randall Frost, M.D., Chief Medical Examiner (Dade County Medical Examiner’s Office)
• Kimberley Molina, M.D., Deputy Chief Medical Examiner (Bexar County Medical
Examiner’s Office)
• Jennifer Rulon, M.D., Deputy Medical Examiner (Bexar County Medical Examiner’s
Office)
• Elizabeth Peacock, M.D., Deputy Medical Examiner (Dallas County Medical Examiner’s
Office)
• Rajesh Kannan, M.D., Deputy Medical Examiner (Bexar County Medical Examiner’s
Office)
One or two fellows are also trained in the office each year. The forensic pathology training
program is approved by the American Council on Graduate Medical Education for two
positions, but historically only one position is funded by Bexar County. Occasionally a military
physician has occupied the second, unfunded, position. Physicians who have trained in forensic
pathology in the office are:
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Fellow Name
Dana, Suzanna E.
Yudt, William M.
Bux, Robert C.
Kaplan, James A
Brown, Tommy J.
Caballero, Eduardo
Somerset, Scott J.
Nielsen, Jody L.
Zivot, Udelle D.
Sikirica, Michael
Haas, Thomas
Erickson, Stephen A
Milovanovic, Alexander
Deidiker, Russell
Rulon, Jennifer
Farley, Norma J.
Humphreys, James L.
Kohlmeier, Ruth E.
Rouse, Elizabeth A.
Natarajan, Sridhar
Feig, James A.
DuPre, D'Michelle
Molina, Kimberley
Stash, John A.
Schmidt, Matrina
Kannan, Rajesh
Wood, Leisha
Kobayashi, Masahiko
Perez, Danielo B.
McClain, William D
Evans, Samantha

Entered Training
7/1/1983
8/1/1983
8/8/1984
7/1/1987
7/1/1988
7/1/1989
7/1/1990
1/1/1991
7/1/1991
7/1/1992
7/1/1993
7/1/1994
7/1/1995
7/1/1996
7/1/1997
7/1/1998
7/1/1999
7/1/2000
7/1/2000
7/1/2001
7/1/2001
7/1/2002
4/1/2004
7/1/2005
7/1/2005
7/1/2006
7/1/2007
7/7/2008
7/1/2010
7/1/2011
7/1/2012

Completed Training
7/30/1984
6/30/1984
8/7/1985
6/30/1988
6/30/1989
6/29/1990
6/30/1991
12/31/1991
6/30/1992
6/30/1993
11/15/1993
6/30/1995
6/30/1996
6/30/1997
6/30/1998
6/30/1999
6/30/2000
6/30/2001
6/30/2001
6/30/2002
6/30/2002
6/30/2003
3/31/2005
6/30/2006
6/30/2006
6/30/2007
6/30/2008
9/30/2009
6/30/2011
6/30/2012
Present

The office operations are divided into four sections, each led by a Section Head:
• Administration: Gloria Delgado
• Toxicology: Michael Neerman, Ph.D.
• Investigations: Jimmy Holguin
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•

Autopsy/Morgue: Kelley Beyer

There are currently a total of seven clerical staff, twelve Medical Investigators, ten toxicology
staff, and seven Autopsy Technicians.
In addition to having jurisdiction over deaths occurring within Bexar County, the Bexar County
Medical Examiner’s Office also provides forensic autopsy services for many of the smaller,
predominately rural counties in the surrounding area of South and Central Texas. In such cases,
jurisdiction over the case investigation is retained by the Justice of the Peace in the county of
origin, but the BCMEO will provide autopsy services and professional consultation on a fee-forservice basis. In recent years, these cases have decreased somewhat due to an increase in the
number of medical examiner offices and private forensic autopsy facilities in the state.
A historical comparison of case load data is shown in the table below.
Year
1958
1960
1970
1980
1981
1990
Cases reported
2638
2987
4461
Cases accepted 662
729
939
1393
1549
1653
Autopsies
325
331
332
414
736
1048
Scene
0
0
0
0
0
342
Investigations
Toxicology tests
345
1374
1689
5031
9017
Out-of-county
0
0
0
0
0
185

2000
8125
2059
1324
425

2010
9969
2253
1335
850

33445 81,892
331
95

The current annual budget of the office is slightly over $4 million, with income of nearly $1
million from fees for out-of-county autopsies, toxicology services in non-death cases, and other
fees. This results in a per capita expense of approximately $1.75 per Bexar County taxpayer for
current funding of the office.
All staff Medical Examiners are required to be board certified in Anatomic and Forensic
Pathology by the American Board of Pathology. The Medical Investigators in the office all
receive requisite training to obtain Texas Peace Officer certification, and are also required to
obtain certification by the American Board of Medicolegal Death Investigation during their first
two years of employment. Many Toxicology Chemists are certified by the American Board of
Forensic Toxicology, and many have advanced degrees in their field. The Chief Toxicologist is
required to have a doctoral level degree.
The Bexar County Medical Examiner’s Office continues to expand to keep pace with a rapidly
growing San Antonio metropolitan area, with a current population of approximately 1.7 million.
The goal of the Office is to continue to provide the finest in forensic pathology and death
investigation services to its citizens, while maximizing efficiency in the expenditures of taxpayer
dollars. We strive to provide outreach and training to the local medical community, civic
groups, and law enforcement and judicial officials from Bexar and surrounding counties. To
that end, an annual, highly reviewed death investigation course for police, attorneys, and
Justices of the Peace has been established, and Medical Examiners give frequent presentations
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on topics of forensic pathology to a variety of local groups. Our staff members also support
local interdisciplinary organizations such as Child Fatality Review Teams on a regular basis. The
training of young physicians in the field of forensic pathology is an ongoing priority of the
Office, and medical students, pathology and pediatric residents, and forensic pathology fellows
train in the facility. The office has frequently hosted forensic pathologists, physicians, and
investigators from other countries during visits to the United States to learn about American
forensic pathology practice and death investigation.
While economic realities have constrained growth in most governmental agencies in recent
years, the BCMEO has been able to maintain services at its traditionally high level of excellence
because of a very dedicated staff that continually strives to increase efficiency throughout the
office.
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Tennessee
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, State Of Tennessee 2010-Present
Karen Cline-Parhamovich D.O.
August 2014
Tennessee, at the state level, has made significant changes in a modern medical examiner
system. The statutory requirement for NAME accreditation, strategically placed regional
forensic centers, and credentialed medical death investigators establish a strong foundation
from which to build.
The statute requires that all forensic autopsies in the state must be performed at a NAMEaccredited facility. Generally, the regional forensic centers are the county medical examiner
office for the county in which they are located and an autopsy referral center for the other
counties. Therefore, the mandatory NAME accreditation ensures minimum standards of both
death investigation and autopsy performance for a small number of counties that are home to
a regional forensic center. Although the components of a statewide system are in place, the
statutory and budgetary links necessary to connect them are non-existent, which results in a
system that functions as a county medical examiner system.
In 2010, Dr. Teresa Campbell served briefly as the Interim State Chief Medical Examiner. Later
in the year, after Dr. Campbell changed her career course to focus on academics, Dr. Karen
Cline-Parhamovich was appointed as the Interim State Chief Medical Examiner. This was a parttime consultative position that was subcontracted through the Tennessee Department of
Health. The main purpose of the position was to oversee autopsy reimbursements to the
regional forensic centers and provide education and training to county medical examiners and
death investigators.
In 2010, an autopsy bill was introduced by the legislature that would have had a deleterious
effect statewide. Forensic pathologists from Johnson City, Knoxville, Chattanooga, Nashville and
Memphis organized and successfully prevented progression of the bill, which was moving
ominously fast.
The year 2012 was a major turning point for the Tennessee medical examiner system when Dr.
John Dreyzhener, the State of Tennessee Commissioner of Health, recognized that the State
Chief Medical Examiner position merited full-time status and integrated it within the Tennessee
Department of Health.
In 2012, Dr. Karen Cline-Parhamovich was appointed as the state’s first full time Chief Medical
Examiner, fully integrated within the Tennessee Department of Health. The State Office of the
Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) began its operation out of the William L. Jenkins Forensic
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Center at East Tennessee State University, Quillen College of Medicine in Johnson City,
Tennessee in July 2012.
Also in 2012, a two-day strategic planning meeting led by the OCME brought together
leadership from the five regional forensic centers. During this meeting, the necessary elements
for systemic improvement were defined: the need for a statewide case management database,
standardized death investigation, and death scene investigation education.
The OCME educational budget is largely dependent on grant funding. Programs administered
through the OCME include funding to attend established death investigation courses and
providing equipment to perform scene investigations. The death scene investigation kits include
basic supplies that enable digital scene photography, doll re-enactments and electronic entry of
case information. To address the needs of the more distant counties, each kit was individually
delivered by a medicolegal death investigator (Danny Cupples, D-ABMDI) who donated his time,
traveling 3100 miles over two weeks delivering the kits across the state and providing
individualized assessment and training.
The Tennessee State Mass Fatality Plan underwent a comprehensive revision, and a series of
statewide seminars revealed that many areas of the state are ill-equipped to handle individual
fatalities, let alone multiple simultaneous fatalities. This led to the establishment of the State
Medicolegal Death Investigation Strike Team (MDI-Strike Team) in 2014. The MDI-Strike Team is
a volunteer group of qualified medicolegal death investigators from different parts of the state
who are deployed to assist with on-scene death investigations in counties with an incident that
exceeds local resources but is well under the threshold to trigger federal resources.
In 2014, three Deputy State Chief Medical Examiners, one for each Grand Division of
Tennessee, were appointed by the Medical Examiner Advisory Council: Dr. Karen Chancellor
(West), Dr. Steven Cogswell (East), and Dr. Amy McMaster Hawes (Middle). Implementation of
a comprehensive case management system that includes uniform investigative protocols and
mass fatality capabilities is expected to begin in 2015.
The short term goal of the OCME is to establish a statewide case management system, update
standards of practice under current law and develop standard protocols. The vision of the
OCME is to connect the components in a manner that enables consistent and high quality
medicolegal death investigation to all counties urban, suburban and rural. In order to
accomplish this, clear lines of authority need to be statutorily established, and legislative
options are currently under consideration.

The History of the Tennessee Medical Examiner System
Jerry T. Francisco M.D.
In 1961, using the Model Act published by the National Municipal League, the Tennessee
legislature passed a postmortem act for the state. This act had the active support of the
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Tennessee State Health Department, Tennessee Medical Society, Tennessee Society of
Pathologists and the State District Attorney’s General Conference.
The Division of Post Mortem Examination was housed in the Department of Public Health. The
first State Medical Examiner was Thomas Littlejohn, M.D. After two years Dr. Littlejohn took a
leave of absence to enter a forensic pathology training program. Jerry T. Francisco, M.D. was
appointed on a contract basis to serve as the Chief Medical Examiner. He was to retain his
position as Professor of Pathology at The University of Tennessee Medical Units in Memphis
and have his office in Memphis. The contract also provided funds for a Forensic Pathologist
Fellowship. Maurice Acree, M.D. was appointed as the trainee with the understanding that he
would remain in the state for two years and provide forensic pathology services during this
time. He practiced in Obion county of Tennessee for several years and accepted autopsy
consultations from County Medical Examiners during his practice there.
In 1965, Dr. Littlejohn returned to the position of Chief Medical Examiner and Dr. Francisco was
retained as consultant Forensic Pathologist to the Chief Medical Examiner.
The 1961 law provided that each county in the state should appoint a physician as County
Medical Examiner and that certain categories of deaths should be reported to the Examiner.
Following notification of a death that fit the statutory requirements, the Examiner would
investigate and either assign a cause of death or—if a homicide was suspected—notify the
District Attorney General who could recommend that an autopsy be ordered. The Medical
Examiner did not have the authority to order an autopsy. Once an autopsy was ordered, the
County Medical Examiner designated a pathologist to perform the autopsy. Some of the
pathologists in the state were willing to perform forensic autopsies and some were not. In any
event, the statute did not specify the amount of payment, and the amount paid by the state did
not induce many pathologists to participate.
There are 95 counties in the state, ranging in population from a few thousand to more than 3/4
million. Two counties choose to exclude themselves from the postmortem act, including the
county of the state capital (Davidson).
The Tennessee Department of Public Health established a laboratory subsection in the
Industrial Hygiene Laboratory that would receive specimens from county Medical Examiners or
consulting pathologists for analysis. The U.T. Department of Pathology established a Chemical
Pathology and Toxicology laboratory to support the efforts in Shelby County (Memphis).
Because the 19 counties in Western Tennessee could refer their cases to Memphis, the western
part of the state had toxicology coverage if an autopsy was performed. The payment for these
autopsies was covered by contract with the Tennessee Health Department.
In 1970, Dr. Littlejohn resigned and Dr. Francisco was again appointed Chief Medical Examiner.
His office was to remain in Memphis as Professor of Pathology at the U.T. Medical Units. The
purpose of this arrangement was to emphasize the mission of education by the Chief Medical
Examiner.
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The educational efforts included:
• The development of a microfiche card to show images of typical medical examiner cases
that would be encountered by County Medical Examiners. These were mailed to all
County Medical Examiners.
• A Medical Examiner handbook was written and published to be sent to all County
Medical Examiners. The handbook copied the pattern used by the State of Virginia.
• A series of seminars was established throughout the state. These were to be afternoon
or evening seminars of 2-3 hours each to accommodate the practicing physicians who
were serving as County Medical Examiners.
Organizational efforts included:
• The development of a standard report form to be used by the County Medical Examiner
for each death investigated. The law required that one copy of the report be sent to the
central office, one sent to the District Attorney’s General if a homicide was suspected
and one to the county coroner.
• The development of a telephone network with a listing of all County Medical Examiners,
District Attorneys General and all pathologists who had agreed to consult with County
Medical Examiners and perform autopsies.
• Due to the autopsy funding problem contracts were written for pathologists who had
agreed to perform autopsies.
• A plan to provide additional support was developed to have toxicological laboratories in
the five major areas of the state:
o Memphis( already established)
o Nashville (already established)
o Chattanooga
o Knoxville
o Kingsport
By 1976, all laboratories were in place, equipped and staffed. They were providing analysis of
solid dosage drugs confiscated by law enforcement and alcohol testing in suspected DUI cases.
In 1979-80, The Tennessee Bureau of Investigation was separated from Safety and assumed the
operation of the laboratory support for law enforcement for all areas of the state except the
Memphis area.
In 1983, a task force of selected County Medical Examiners was convened and proposed the
following recommendations for future development:
An Inspection and Accreditation program was to be developed for counties that chose to
participate.
Forensic Centers be developed with county and state funding in the five divisions of the state.
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Regional Forensic Centers
The purposes of a regional forensic center are:
• To provide a location in proximity to the counties served to minimize the travel time for
body transport for autopsy.
• To locate adjacent to an academic medical facility in order to have access to scientific
services not commonly needed but that might exist in an academic medical facility. Such
services would include:
o Anthropology
o Serology
o Specialized photography
o Radiology and image analysis
o Pharmacology
o Microbiology
• The logical location for these centers was
o Memphis
o Nashville
o Chattanooga
o Knoxville
o Johnson City
It was an established belief that a physical structure would be best to house the forensic
centers. Memphis already had a physical building for a Forensic Center, but it was built in 1929.
The first new structure was built in Nashville, the second Chattanooga, the third Knoxville, the
fourth Johnson City, and the last was opened Memphis in 2012. They were either built with
local funds or built with state funds and leased at the county level. All serve multi-counties
except Chattanooga. At present time the Chattanooga region only serves a single county.
Anthropology
In 1971, William M. Bass left Kansas to assume the chairmanship of the Department of
Anthropology at The University of Tennessee in Knoxville. Dr. Bass was a physical
Anthropologist with interest and experience in Forensic Anthropology. He was persuaded to
involve himself in the state Medical Examiner system. Through his efforts and the graduates he
produced the entire state is being served for the identification and/or recovery of skeletal
remains.
Dr. Bass was honored as National Teacher of the year in the late 1990’s. He originated the
concept of “The Body Farm” to study human decomposition to allow a better estimation of
time since death of found bodies.
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The Enabling Law
The Postmortem law, passed in 1961, was taken from the Model Law published by the National
Municipal League. It was to be a statewide law, but two counties opted to exclude themselves
(Davidson and Marion). After many years they decided to become a part of the general law.
The most glaring defect in the law, as modified when passed, was that the County Medical
Examiner did not have authority to order an autopsy in a case s/he was investigating. S/he
could only recommend to the District Attorney General that an autopsy be ordered. It was
required, before the General could execute such an order, that a suspicion of foul play exist in
causing the death. After many years of trying, the legislature finally amended the law to allow
the County Medical Examiner to order an autopsy in all cases that s/he was authorized to
investigate.
A variety of other amendments have been added over the years, but a significant overhaul
occurred in 2008 when the following changes were made:
• An Advisory council was established.
• The term of service of the Chief Medical Examiner was set as 5 years, with unlimited
subsequent terms.
• The positions of Deputy and Assistant Chief Medical Examiner were added to the law.
These positions had been filled without compensation for years.
• The term of service for a County Medical Examiner was specified at 5 years, with
unlimited reappointment. Termination for cause was specified.
• Credentials for Medical Investigators were specified and training was authorized.
• Requirement that all Medical Examiner autopsies must be performed in a facility that
had been accredited by NAME.
Chief Medical Examiners
1961-1963; 1965-1970 Thomas J. Littlejohn M.D.

1963-1965; 1970-1989 J.T. Francisco M.D.
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1989-1998 Charles Harlan M.D.

1998-2010 Bruce Levy M.D.

2010-present Karen Cline-Parhamovich D.O.
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West Tennessee Regional Forensic Center
Jerry T. Francisco M.D.
Karen Chancellor M.D.

The University of Tennessee, Department of Pathology provided autopsy services to law
enforcement beginning in the late 50’s through the efforts of the Chairman, Douglas Sprunt. In
1957, Dr. Sprunt proposed a more formal relationship by remodeling a feed storage room in the
basement of the Pathology building and constructing a cooler space for 9 bodies with an
autopsy table to handle forensic autopsies that were requested through the District Attorney
General. The fee was to be by annual contract. A private act was to be passed in the Tennessee
legislature to authorize these services. Thus was born a long-term relationship.
In 1959, J.T. Francisco was returning from service in the U.S. Navy and was asked to continue to
provide these autopsies. The faculty was reluctant to provide these services, since J. Robert
Teabeaut, who was a trained Forensic Pathologist, had left the University. Dr. Francisco, having
had some forensic experience while in the Navy, agreed to serve. Because Dr. Sprunt was
grandfathered into the new specialty of Forensic Pathology, Dr. Francisco was allowed to sit for
the Forensic Pathology Board exam in 1961.
The contract between Shelby County and The University of Tennessee was continued on a
yearly basis. The enabling Medical Examiner law was passed in 1961, and Dr. Francisco was
named as the first medical examiner for Shelby County.
Over the years other counties in Western Tennessee would refer bodies to this facility for
autopsies. In 1987, because the pathology building was being remodeled, it was necessary to
relocate the autopsy service, which included the autopsy service for John Gaston Hospital,
which was essentially a safety net hospital. Shelby County Government agreed to purchase the
old Memphis Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Hospital at 1060 Madison Ave. for the autopsy service.
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This Building was constructed in 1929 to serve as a training facility for EENT residents. For
many years it had remained empty, as other hospitals in the area housed these programs.
Limited remodeling created space for body storage, and autopsy space was created on the
fourth floor operating suite. At this time it was signed as the West Tennessee Regional Forensic
Center. Over the subsequent years additional remodeling occurred with new windows, addition
of office space, new flooring, expanded environmental heating and cooling and a new autopsy
room on the ground floor. It was still an old building, having been built as a hospital and not for
forensic pathology services. The county and state agreed that a new building was required. This
led to the opening of the West Tennessee Regional Forensic Center in 2012 at its new location
637 Poplar Avenue. This building is designed specifically for a modern death investigation
system.
Shelby County Medical Examiners
1961 - 1998
1998 - 2003
2004 – Present

Dr. Jerry Francisco
Dr. O’Brian Smith
Dr. Karen Chancellor
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East Tennessee Regional Forensic Center

Darinka Mileusnic-Polchan M.D.

The East TN Regional Forensic Center (RFC) and Knox County Office of the Medical Examiner
have undergone many transformations over the last thirty years. It took a long time for the
Office to actually become its own entity, since the first three medical examiners on the record
were performing duties of the medical examiner on the “as needed” basis. Dr. Ira Pierce was
the first Knox County Medical Examiner. Dr. Robert Lash, who established the local Lifestar™
service, was next and was succeeded in this role by Dr. Randal Pedigo, a former University of
Tennessee Medical Center (UTMCK) surgeon. In those early years, the role of the medical
examiner was more perfunctory. The medical examiner relied completely on police
investigation, without conducting his own investigation. If an autopsy was deemed necessary it
was delegated to a local pathology group. A pathologist would perform the autopsy, or more
often than not, a pathology resident in training would perform the autopsy under the
presumed supervision of a senior pathologist. The levels of supervision varied greatly,
sometimes to the point of compromising the accuracy of forensic observation and/or the
integrity of the recovered evidence.
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With the arrival of the new chairman at the Department of Pathology, Dr. John Neff, the tides
began to change. Dr. Neff recognized the need for a board-certified forensic pathologist to
conduct the forensic autopsies. In 1994 he hired a freshly minted forensic pathologist, who had
just completed the forensic pathology training, Dr. Sandra Elkins. Dr. Elkins trained under Dr.
Jerry Francisco at the Office of the State Medical Examiner in Memphis, Shelby County. Dr.
Pedigo’s sudden departure in 1995 facilitated a series of events that in the long run proved to
be exceptionally beneficial for the Office of the Medical Examiner (OME). By appointing a
fellowship trained and board-certified forensic pathologist to the position of the Knox County
Chief Medical Examiner, the County administration made great strides toward modernizing the
Office of the Medical Examiner. Dr. Elkins held that position until 2008. Although Dr. Elkins was
appointed by the Mayor and County Commission, she was completely beholden to the
Department of Pathology at UTMCK.
Dr. Neff also recognized the need for a new facility to conduct autopsies, including forensic
autopsies. Up to that point autopsies were conducted in a single room in the basement of the
University Hospital. Dr. Elkins’ office was the size of a broom closet in the Department of
Pathology. Dr. Neff enlisted the renowned forensic anthropologist, Dr. Bill Bass, to help him
convince the University of Tennessee leadership to invest considerable funds and build a new
facility. The new 9,000 square foot facility was built on the ground floor of the UTMCK. It was a
part of the multimillion dollar hospital renovation project that included a new emergency room
and helicopter pad. The East Tennessee RFC opened for business in 1998. Up to that point the
neighboring counties were sending their forensic autopsies to Dr. Cleland Blake, who was
conducting autopsies in a transformed garage on his private property in Morristown,
Tennessee. Dr. Blake was the medical examiner for Hamblin County and a forensic pathologist
who contributed to the development of the Medical Examiner system in the State of
Tennessee. By attracting a considerable number of out-of-county autopsies, the facility became
the Regional Forensic Center in the true sense of the word. It also housed a forensic
anthropology section dedicated to Dr. Bass.
Over the last decade, the Office and the RFC have undergone a complete makeover. In 2008,
Dr. Darinka Mileusnic-Polchan became the Chief Medical Examiner for Knox and shortly after
that, Anderson County. Between 2009 and 2013, the operation of the OME and RFC was
contracted out to the Department of Pathology at UTMCK. Many factors lead to dissolution of
the contractual relationship, such as privatization of the hospital operation, hospital expansion,
growth of the RFC, as well as new state mandates that required all operational RFCs to become
accredited by the National Association of Medical Examiners. In December of 2013, Knox
County Government took over the operations and continued the contractual relationship
through the intergovernmental agreement with Anderson County. Knox County Mayor Tim
Burchett understood the importance of a well-run Medical Examiner’s Office and dedicated his
time and efforts to help the office recover and grow as a part of the executive branch of Knox
County government. This project is one of many efforts by the mayor to support law
enforcement and improve the medicolegal death investigation in Tennessee. Mayor Burchett
and his team have continued to assist the Office of the Medical Examiner in their joint mission
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to promote personal and public safety and public health initiatives for the citizens of Knox
County and East Tennessee region.
As a result of all our hard work, including Dr. Bass and Governor Haslam’s help, Knox and
Anderson County Office of the Medical Examiner and the RFC will finally have its own home. A
new facility is under construction at the site of a former surgery center in West Knoxville. The
planned move-in date is January 2, 2015. We employ three board-certified forensic
pathologists, five full time investigators, seven full time technicians, two part time technicians
and four administrative support staff. The County also contracts on a full time basis with the
board-certified forensic anthropologist, Dr. Murray Marks. The center has operated on the 24
hour/seven days a week schedule for decades and this is the first time that our investigators are
able to respond to all death scenes. We continue to offer help and expertise through the
autopsy service, death investigations, and courtroom testimony to more than twenty
surrounding counties in East Tennessee.
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Middle Tennessee Regional Forensic Center
Tom Deering, M.D.

After the Medical Examiner Law was codified by the Tennessee legislature in 1961, two
Davidson county primary care physicians, Dr. T. E. Simpkins and Dr. Michael Patrone assumed
the title of county Medical Examiner for a number of years. Their role was to respond to law
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enforcement calls to sign death certificates, retrieve bullets and perform limited post mortem
examinations of cases investigated by law enforcement. Dr. T. E. Simpkins and Dr. Michael
Petrone would alternate call days, signing death certificates and performing limited or partial
autopsies if needed to recover bullets.
Davidson County formed a commission in 1982, with the purpose of picking a county Medical
Examiner. Dr. Charles Harlan, a forensic pathologist, was selected, becoming the first Davidson
county ME who was also trained in forensic pathology. During the mid-1980’s, the Dr. T. E.
Simpkins Metro Nashville Davidson County Forensic Sciences Center was built on the grounds
of the original General Hospital near downtown Nashville and the Cumberland River. In 1989,
Dr. Harlan was also appointed State Medical Examiner, taking over for Dr. Jerry Francisco in
Memphis who felt the State ME should be located in Nashville.
Dr. Harlan resigned as county ME in 1993, continuing as State Medical Examiner until resigning
that position in 1996. Dr. Harlan continued to do autopsies for other counties as a forensic
pathologist in a private warehouse office on the Cumberland River in Nashville until 2005.
Davidson County experienced a series of Chief Medical Examiners over the next three years.
Dr. Ann Bucholtz was chief beginning in 1995 until July 1996. Dr. Miles Jones filled the role from
August 1996 to approximately March 1997, commuting to Nashville from a neighboring state to
perform autopsies. From April to June 1997 the county simply contracted with Dr. Mete Altug
to perform autopsies.
In early 1997, Drs. Ed Pierce and Ben Davis from Associated Pathologists in Nashville proposed
to the Mayor’s office of Nashville privatizing the Medical Examiner office, finding a strong ally in
then Mayor Phil Bredesen. From this was born a contract between Metro Nashville and
Forensic Medical Management Services, a separate physicians’ corporation, owned by
Associated Pathologists but operated independently with the goal to provide stability and
ensure high quality forensics from the County Medical Examiner’s office.
Associated Pathologists selected forensic pathologist Dr. Bruce Levy from New York City as the
company’s CEO, and Dr. Levy was appointed the Chief Medical Examiner of Davidson County.
Forensic Medical moved into the Dr. T. E. Simpkins Forensic Sciences Center and began
operating in July, 1997. Modular office space was installed next to the forensic center to
provide room for the staff. Dr. Levy was joined by forensic pathologists Drs. John Gerber and
Emily Ward as assistant medical examiners as the fledgling company initially served only
Davidson County.
In 1998, Dr. Levy was also appointed the State Medical Examiner, filling the role that had been
handled administratively since Dr. Harlan resigned. Later that same year, the Nashville office
received accreditation by the National Association of Medical Examiners (NAME). As the need
for space grew, with increasing demand for autopsy services from surrounding counties, a
combined Metro Nashville and State of Tennessee collaboration built the more spacious
current Office of the Medical Examiner on state land several miles north of downtown
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Nashville. Forensic Medical moved there in July 2001 and functioned as both the Metro
Nashville Medical Examiner and the State Medical Examiner office.
Over the following years, Forensic Medical slowly expanded services to over 60 counties in
Tennessee, functioning as a regional forensic center for county MEs requesting autopsies on
deaths in their jurisdiction. Forensic Medical expanded the role and number of death
investigators for Davidson and Williamson counties and provided forensic odontology and
anthropology through arrangements with local professionals. The office offered an accredited
forensic pathology fellowship for many years and annual regional training for MEs, death
investigators and law enforcement. The office continues an academic relationship with
Vanderbilt Medical College, lecturing and offering forensic pathology rotations for pathology
residents and medical students.
In 2010, Dr. Levy left Forensic Medical and Dr. Amy Hawes was appointed Chief Medical
Examiner of Davidson County. Dr. Feng Li assumed the CEO position. The role of State Medical
Examiner was eventually appointed to Dr. Karen Cline-Parhamovich of east Tennessee, moving
the State Medical Examiner’s Office away from Nashville.
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During its 17 years of service, the company added four more forensic pathologists in Nashville,
bringing the total to seven. The current (2014) Nashville group includes:

Amy Hawes, MD

Feng Li, MD, JD, PhD

Tom Deering, MD

Adele Lewis, MD

David Zimmerman, MD

Erin Carney, MD

Miguel Laboy, MD.
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Southeast Tennessee Regional Forensic Center

James K. Metcalfe M.D.

Hamilton County Medical Examiner Office, Chattanooga, Tennessee
Dr. Shawn Gazaleh held the position of County Medical Examiner during 1985-1986, assisted by
Dr. James Metcalfe. Dr Frank King was hired as Hamilton County Medical Examiner in July 1986
and continued until 2012. The Hamilton County Forensic Center on Amnicola Highway was
opened in 1989.
Dr. Jack Adams served as County Coroner and Medical Examiner until 1985.
Dr. Frank King was assisted by Dr. John Cavanaugh during 1997, Dr. Marilyn Murr during 19982000, Dr. Stan Kessler during 2001-2004, and Dr. James Metcalfe from 2007-2012, when Dr.
King retired and Dr. Metcalfe was appointed Hamilton County Medical Examiner. Dr. Steven
Cogswell joined the office as Associate County Medical Examiner in 2013. The office received
accreditation by National Association of Medical Examiners in April 2014.
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Upper East Tennessee Regional Forensic Center

Kenneth E. Ferslew Ph.D, DABFT

The establishment of a forensic center to serve the Upper East Tennessee region was initiated
in 1983 by Dr. Phillip Coogan, the first Chairman of the Department of Pathology at the QuillenDishner College of Medicine, East Tennessee State University in Johnson City. The first forensic
pathologist was Charles J. Stahl, III, M.D. who had been the Director of Laboratory Services at
the Veterans Administration Medical Center, Mountain Home, Tennessee. The Center
consisted of a single autopsy room, a support lab, a cold room, a storage room and an office in
buildings at the Veterans Administration Medical Center, Mountain Home, Tennessee. Dr.
Kenneth E. Ferslew, Ph.D., DABFT was recruited by Dr. Ernest Daigneault, Chairman of the
Pharmacology Department, to establish a toxicology laboratory to serve the fledgling forensic
center as well as the hospitals and clinics associated with the College of Medicine. Later that
year Dr. William F. McCormick was recruited to direct the VA’s Autopsy Service and to be the
neuropathologist for the medical school. As a forensic pathologist, he became Director of the
Center and spearheaded its further development. It was Dr. McCormick who named the center
the Upper East Tennessee Forensic Center.
Dr. McCormick would serve as Director of the Upper East Tennessee Forensic Center over the
next 25 years (1983 - 1998, 2004 - 2006), return to cover services (2008 - 2009) and still serves
as senior consultant in forensic pathology to this day. The Center serves the eight counties of
Upper East Tennessee, performing all ordered autopsies on the deceased in our region,
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especially cases of questionable deaths. Over the years the service has grown and the number
of autopsies has continued to increase each year as the population of the area and the need for
services has increased. During the first year of service (1983) the Center performed 4 autopsies.
The Center has had a 42% increase in workload from 2009 to 2013.
Numerous forensic pathologists have directed or assisted over the years including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gretel Stephens (Harlan) 1996 - 2005
Ellen Wallen (Baker) 1998 - 2002
Mehsati Herawi 2002 - 2003
Alfredo Paredes 2003
Teresa Campbell 2005 - 2014
Paul Benson 2006 - 2008
Karen Cline-Parhamovich 2009 - current
Dawn Lajoie 2010 - 2013
Nicole Masian 2013 - current
E. Hunt Scheuerman 2014 - current

With Dr. William McCormick’s initial retirement in 1998, Dr. Gretel Stephens (Harlan) became
Director of the Center and performed all autopsy services. She was followed in 2005 by Dr.
Teresa Campbell. With the continued growth in the area and increased demand for services
being requested, a second forensic pathologist was needed and hired. Dr. Paul Benson was on
the Center’s staff from 2006 to 2008, followed by Dr. Karen Cline-Parhamovich in 2009. Dr.
Cline-Parhamovich was appointed Director of the Center in 2010, and Dr. Dawn Lajoie joined
the staff from 2010 to 2013. Currently Dr. Nicole Masian is on staff and will soon be joined by
Dr. Hunt Scheuerman. In 2012, Dr. Cline-Parhamovich was appointed Chief Medical Examiner
for the State of Tennessee and the Center underwent renovations to accommodate the
additional staff and archives of autopsy reports from across the state. The State Office of the
Chief Medical Examiner’s daily operations occurs from the Center and the State Department of
Health offices in Nashville, Tennessee. Currently, Dr. Cline-Parhamovich has continued as
Director of the Center and helps cover the Center’s regional service.
A permanent home for the Center was finally established in 2006 at the James H. Quillen
College of Medicine of East Tennessee State University in Building 6 at the Quillen Veterans
Administration Medical Center, Mountain Home, Tennessee. It was funded by a collaborative
effort from the State of Tennessee, the Federal Government through The Veterans
Administration and the county governments of the Upper East Tennessee region. This facility is
38,000 square feet and houses both the Division of Forensic Pathology and the Section of
Toxicology. The Center was officially named the William L. Jenkins Forensic Center in 2006 in
honor of Senator William L. Jenkins who had followed the late Senator James H. (Jimmy) Quillen
for whom the College of Medicine and the VA Medical Center, Mountain Home are named.
Senator Jenkins had been a champion for the Center in procuring matching funding from the
Federal Government to renovate Building 6 into the current day facility.
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Application for accreditation of the William L. Jenkins Forensic Center by the National
Association of Medical Examiners (NAME) was initiated under Dr. Gretel Stephens (Harlan) and
finally achieved under Dr. Teresa Campbell in 2009. Service continues to cover the eight
counties of the Upper East Tennessee region. Over 400 autopsies will be performed this year,
and the staff will consult and collaborate with the medicolegal community including the county
medical examiners, district attorneys, defense attorneys, and law enforcement to provide
forensic services and disseminate forensic knowledge within our region and the state.

The History of the Tennessee Medical Examiner System
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Vermont
Death Investigation in Vermont: A History

Steven L. Shapiro, MD
Vermont Chief Medical Examiner (9/2006 –Present)
Adapted from:
Stress and the OCME – A Continuum: Eleanor N. McQuillen (Vermont Chief Medical Examiner
May 1978-January 1990)
Establishing a Medical Examiner System in a Small Rural State: Joseph Spelman MD (Vermont
State Pathologist 1948-1955) Paper presented AAFS 2/27/54 Chicago, IL
Special thanks to Paul Morrow (Vermont Chief Medical Examiner 1990-2004)
February 2013
Vermont became the 14th state in 1791. There has never been a coroner. In the early years
justices of the peace were empowered to summon jurors, subpoena witnesses and hold
inquests. This system was changed in 1886, when the first provisions for performing autopsies
were established. The local health officer could alert a Justice of the Supreme Court, who could
authorize any physician to do an autopsy.
In 1898 the Attorney General was given the authority to order autopsies and was responsible
for prosecuting all homicides in the state. The State Health Lab was formed in 1900 and the
director of the laboratory/state pathologist was required to perform all medico legal autopsies,
making Vermont the first state in which all “official” autopsies were conducted by a central
agency.
In 1949, early in Dr. Spelman’s tenure as State Pathologist, a bill was introduced and
subsequently withdrawn from the legislature which would have established a medical examiner
law and system. The bill was not expected to pass, in part because two former attorney
generals testified that Vermont had no unrecognized homicides and that the Chief Medical
Examiner would be given too much authority.
Following this defeat, a public publicity campaign, complete with black and white and color
slides showing case material and with support from Vermont Physicians, the University of
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Vermont, Vermont State Police (established 1947), most of the 14 county State Attorneys and
the slogan “If you want to get away with murder, go to Vermont,” traveled the State hitting
various local clubs and organizations.
Things came to head during the spring of 1950, when the wife of a local businessman was found
dead, bruised and naked in a snow bank outside an inn. The initial investigation by the town
health officer, a cobbler by trade, ruled the death natural. A subsequent private autopsy,
suggested a more sinister demise (I have personally reviewed this case and believe it to be an
accidental death of an acutely intoxicated, chronic alcohol user with paradoxical undressing,
see Death at the Waterbury Inn). Both local and national press descended and played up the
story (some things don’t change).
During the 1951 legislative session, buried in a bill to reorganize the health department, a
provision which went unnoticed made it mandatory for Health Officers, the first line
investigators, to report deaths due to a variety of causes to the state pathologist, who was also
given the power to authorize autopsies. Unfortunately, lay investigators, health officers or
selectman, were still left in charge of the initial investigation.
In 1953, a new bill was introduced which was designed to establish a state wide medical
examiner system. It again met keen opposition, but with compelling testimony and some
creative politicking the bill passed and in July 1953 the state wide medical examiner law went
into effect. The law authorized 25 state wide physicians to act as regional medical examiners
who are selected and serve at the pleasure of the state pathologist and would require
investigation of deaths from violence, or suddenly when in apparent good health, or when
unattended by a physician, in jail or prison or a mental institution, or in any unusual unnatural
or suspicious manner or in circumstances involving a hazard to public health welfare or safety.
Essentially all deaths which are not natural while under physicians care become medical
examiner cases.
In 1955, Dr. Spelman left VT for Philadelphia leaving his then assistant Dr. Richard Woodruff in
charge of the new system. Dr. L.S. Harris, trained in Cuyahoga County Ohio as a forensic
pathologist came on board in 1969 to replace Dr. Woodruff. In this period the title State
Pathologist was changed to Chief Medical Examiner in the statutes. During the 50‘s and 60‘s
autopsies were performed throughout the state, including funeral homes, but by the late 60‘s
the vast majority were being done in the mortuary of the state’s largest teaching hospital.
Dr. Eleanor McQuillen joined the staff in 1976, 3 months after becoming a board certified
forensic pathologist. During this time, pathologists were University employees contracted by
the state to run the medical examiner system. There were quite a number of conflicts
regarding how they were paid, how they split their time between university and state duties,
and who was actually in charge of the Medical Examiner’s Office.
Dr. Harris left VT in the fall of 1977 leaving Dr. McQuillen alone. She was appointed Chief in
May 1978. It wasn’t until July 1979 that the employment shifted from the University of
Vermont to the State of Vermont. During these years, Dr. McQuillen developed a regional
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pathology system in which hospital pathologists would do medical-legal autopsies for a fee.
Not an optimum system but it worked, with all “complicated” cases being referred to her, and
her being on call all the time. Dr. Paul Morrow, fresh out of training in Chapel Hill, joined the VT
OCME in September 1981. The regional pathology program was abandoned and all autopsies
were performed centrally; however, the physician-based Regional Medical Examiner system
was maintained. Dr McQuillen retired in January 1990, passing the leadership role to Dr.
Morrow. Stephen P. Adams, MD became deputy in November 1990.
Ever since the employment of the pathologists shifted to the State from the University, the
administrative facilities of the medical examiner system were physically separate from the
laboratory, and the pathologists had to travel back and forth to perform autopsies and body
examinations, often carrying specimens and histology slides with them. This arrangement
became increasingly inadequate, and in the 1990’s, working with Governor Howard Dean
(himself a physician and former regional medical examiner for the OCME) plans were made for
a single administrative and laboratory facility conjoint with the autopsy service of the teaching
medical center. This was completed in the late 90’s.
It was also during these years that the Regional Medical Examiner System began to break down.
People were expecting more from death investigators than in the past. Family practice and
country doctors were having more pressures placed on their time, and it was increasingly
difficult to recruit physicians to serve; so plans were made to move to a non-physician based
investigative system with support from regional physicians all administered through the central
office.
In April 1998, the Vermont OCME in partnership with VT EMS began a pilot program to study
the feasibility of non-physician investigators. The experiment was a success and during the
1999 legislative session there was a change of the law to establish and authorize the Assistant
Medical Examiner (AME) Program. Over the subsequent years, this program has flourished,
completely replacing and eliminating the Regional (physician) Medical Examiners.
I (Steven Shapiro) arrived in Vermont in October 2001, 2 years after completing my Forensic
Training in New York City with Dr. Hirsch. Dr. Morrow retired in 2004; I was appointed chief in
2006. Dr. Adams retired from the office in February 2007, leaving me the sole pathologist until
I was able to hire another Hirsch trained pathologist, Dr. Elizabeth Bundock, my current Deputy
Chief.
Currently the investigative branch of the Vermont OCME consists of: myself (Dr. Shapiro), Dr.
Bundock, Lauri McGivern F-ABMDI and ~50 assistant medical examiners of which 19 are
currently registered with the ABMDI
Comments:
I find it interesting that many of my current frustrations/challenges – budget concerns,
recruiting and hiring with low salaries, staffing and training a state wide investigative field force,
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maintaining office independence and credibility – are the same as my predecessors. SLS2/14/2013
Trainees:
Although no forensic training fellowship exists in VT, our office maintains close ties with the
University of Vermont College Of Medicine. Residents from the Department of Pathology who
have gone on to complete Forensic fellowship training over the years include:
Ron Wright; Marco Ross; Robert Stoppacher; Wayne Kurz; Christopher Tape; Erin Brooks;
Michael Madsen; Kathleen McCubbin
Vermont Chief Medical Examiners:
Joseph Spelman 1948-1955
Robert Woodruff 1955-1969
L. S. Harris 1969-1977
Eleanor McQuillen 1978-1990
Paul Morrow 1990-2004
Steven Shapiro 2006- present
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Dark History of the Waterbury Inn – The Murder (?)
The Inn once stood at the corner of South Main and Park Row. Built without blueprints shortly
after the Civil War, the Inn continued to expand and improve until it became a “destination
resort.” Easy highway and railroad access made it a very popular vacation spot into the early
1950s. Tourists were drawn especially from New England, New York, and Canada. The
Waterbury Inn was most popular with those of upper income levels.
On the morning of March 18, 1950, the partially clad body of the owner, Pauline Gill Molony
(41) was found in a rear alley, face-up and spread-eagled in the fresh, wind-blown, snow.
Waterbury doctors Orton and Wright were summoned, but despite the urging of the Eric
Graves, the Health Officer, both were unwilling to sign a Death Certificate. Each doctor agreed
that the cause of death was open to question since there was no obvious fatal mark on her
body and no known prior medical condition. Other marks on her hands and knees appeared
suspicious.
Finally, in the early evening, her husband – Edmond Molony, contacted the Waterbury Police
Chief, Forrest N. Reber, who in turn seems to have contacted the three-year-old Vermont State
Police. At the urging of an alcoholic doctor, Henry S. Antoine, who resided at the Inn, Mr.
Molony requested an autopsy. Dr. Joseph W. Spelman, the Vermont State Medical Examiner,
conducted the autopsy that evening inside the V.L. Perkins Funeral Home. It was discovered
that Mrs. Molony had died of a blow low on the back of the head. A cerebral hemorrhage was
the cause of death. The death certificates states that the cause remained under investigation
and has never been amended.
The State Police then launched a full investigation. Immediately, it became obvious that there
was some limited evidence she could have fallen on the ice, hit her head on the corner of the
building, and crawled a short distance until overcame by her injury and the cold. On the other
hand, there was a rich lot of possible suspects and nobody could explain why she was found
outdoors with so little clothing in March. Likewise, nobody could fully explain the blood
spotting and other evidence at the scene. For example, one of her socks was found the next
morning several hundred feet away in Dr. Orton’s driveway.
The suspects:
1) Edmond Molony (53): Husband who told a somewhat confusing story and admitted
to having a fight the night before her death. He heaped suspicion on himself in a
number of ways. One example was the immediate removal and washing of the
limited clothing in which she had been found. He later had a hard time producing
these items for the police. Additionally, he didn’t notify any law enforcement
agency of his wife’s death for nearly 12 hours. He was transported out of state for a
polygraph with the results having apparently been inconclusive.
2) Dr. Henry S. Antoine (59): The recently fired and alcoholic physician from the
Vermont State Hospital. St. Antoine was living at the Inn and apparently not paying
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for his room and board. It would appear that the Molony’s were planning to evict
him.
3) Raymond “Buddy” Briggs (19): Mrs. Molony’s nephew that worked as a bellhop at
the Inn. It was he who found her body in the snow.
4) Rupert B. Cutting (67): Front Desk Clerk on duty and the last person to admit to
seeing her alive. Investigators determined that Cutting had previously run a house
of prostitution in Vermont’s Northeast Kingdom. His past was clearly not a clean
slate.
5) Richard M. Brown (46): Former patient at the Vermont State Hospital and
employed at the Inn in exchange for room and board. Brown was apparently illtreated by Mr. Molony. He made a poor witness.
6) Meridan H. Nelson (40): Refrigeration repairman that had worked on the freezer at
the Inn. Mrs. Malony had been convinced that someone had been stealing meat
from the freezer. There was initial speculation that she was checking the freezer
and had surprised a thief in the act. Local rumor continues to indicate that he was a
“womanizer.”
The case remains as an official unsolved/untimely death. A key reason is the subsequent
events that overtook the primary suspects.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Rupert Cutting died of a heart attack within eight months.
Dr. St. Antoine committed suicide in July of 1951.
Edmond Molony died of cancer in July of 1952.
Richard Brown was incapable of providing meaningful testimony.

With the subsequent disappearance of the building itself (burned on November 3/4 1953) and
the loss of the entire Waterbury Police file and most of the Vermont State Police file, this case
may no longer be solvable unless a new witness(s) comes forward.
Note: The WPD file is believed to be buried under the parking lot on the south side of the
Waterbury Fire Department. When the town office on that location was razed in the 1970s, a
decision was made to bury the old WPD files in the paved-over cellar hole to save the expense
of trucking them to a landfill.
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Dark History of the Waterbury Inn – The Fire
At about 02:40 in the early morning hours of November 04, 1953 smoke was smelled in an
upstairs hallway of the Inn. Almost within the hour, the massive structure had burned to the
ground. It took days for the ashes to cool.
By 1953, the Inn had fallen into serious financial trouble and was barely kept solvent by the
sales in its bar. One the morning of the fire, Molony was set to appear in front of the Vermont
Liquor Control Board to answer for a series of violations. It is highly probable that the Inn was
about to lose its license to sell alcohol, the last remaining source of steady income for the
business.
Arson was immediately suspected because the manager, Robert Molony (31) had helped to get
the patrons aroused and safely outside. He then insisted on going back inside to rescue the
handyman, Richard Brown. Molony tore himself away from a neighbor and dashed up the steps
and into the now blazing interior. He did not come back out the front and witnesses later
claimed to have seen him exit the rear of the building and run down the railroad tracks. Other
witnesses later claimed to have seen Molony in Burlington during the days after the fire.
Once the ashes had cooled and volunteers were able to search, a collection of about 200 bone
fragments, a set of car keys, and a belt buckle were found in the general area that had once
been the lobby. In a detailed investigation, detectives were eventually able to conclusively
prove that a specific false tooth found in the bones had belonged to Robert Molony. The belt
buckle and car keys were both also identified as belonging to the victim.
Although never proven beyond all reasonable doubt, investigators eventually concluded that
the fire was most probably “accidental.” Testimony revealed that Molony and friends had
gotten intoxicated and one of them had probably dumped live cigarette ashes into a
wastebasket near the front desk. These smoldered for a while but once erupting in flame,
quickly consumed the wooden building. A photograph surfaced in the 1990s that clearly shows
the fire just beginning in the lobby. The arson investigators never saw this dramatic
photograph.
The handyman, Richard Brown, was found hiding in a horse barn several days after the fire.
The fire further damaged his fragile mental condition and he was recommitted to the Vermont
State Hospital. (Because of his hiding, it was initially assumed that he too had died in the
flames.)
This remains as the largest fire in the history of Waterbury. Not only did the Inn burn but other
buildings along Park Row were also consumed in the massive flames.
(The original structure on this location had been the Washington House, which burned in 1858.)
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Note: The Vermont State Police fire investigative file (Case #49-200) contains a great deal of
testimony from supposed eyewitnesses. A key question was where did the fire originate?
Several witnesses made claims placing the origin at multiple locations inside and outside of the
structure.
In 2000, the Waterbury Historical Society uncovered a photograph in the private hands showing
patrons coming out the front door in their night clothes. The photo had been taken by 18-yearold Gwen Miller on her Kodak Brownie camera and retained by her family for 47 years. In the
photo, the fire is seen clearly confined to the lobby at its early stage. The investigators in 1953
never had the benefit of knowing about or seeing this photograph.
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Suggested Outline for NAME Memoirs
For this project, we would ask persons to complete a memoir if they have:
• Practiced forensic pathology for 25 years or more
• Served as a Chief Medical Examiner in at least one office
Outline
1. Why did I select forensic pathology as a career?
2. Places and times I served as Chief Medical Examiner
3. Major accomplishments as Chief Medical Examiner
4. Efforts on behalf of forensic pathology and the forensic sciences
5. Recollections of places I have trained and worked
6. Comments about people who trained me and from whom I have learned
7. Recollections about people I have trained
8. Major controversies and frustrations in completing my responsibilities
9. Academic involvement through research, education, and training
10. Legislative change in which I was involved
11. My contributions to the field of forensic pathology
12. Perspectives I gained as a medical examiner
13. Difficult cases I have managed
14. How I dealt with job-related stresses, anxiety, and personal performance issues
15. Other recollections
16. Advice for forensic pathologists entering the field
17. How my work experience changed me, changed my life, and what I learned from my
work
18. How has forensic pathology changed during my career, for the better and for the
worse?
19. Knowing what I do now, would I “do it again” under the same circumstances as when I
began, or under today’s circumstances?
20. Personal information such as family, hobbies and interests (optional)
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Howard Adelman, MD
January 2011
I was the Deputy Chief Medical Examiner under Sidney Weinberg in Suffolk County New York
from 1971-1979. Sidney was my mentor although I studied Forensic Pathology at the University
of Basel, Switzerland for one year under Professor Jurg ImObersteg (1962-1963). I also worked
at the New York City Medical Examiner's Office under Milton Helpern (1968) and I would also
count John Devlin as one of my mentors. At the Suffolk County Medical Examiner's Office there
were two cases that stand out: The murders of the DeFeo Family (which later became involved
in the "Amityville Horror") and the case of Karen Pomroy which was a landmark case in the
legal definition of the term "death" (led to the acceptance of the term "brain death").
Not officially working as a Medical Examiner, I was a consultant to the Coroner's Office in
Warren Ohio (1979-1989) and one of my cases was so brutal (and was the first case in that
jurisdiction that involved bite mark evidence) that I was awarded a plaque from the police
department and a mayoral proclamation naming one day after me.
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Lester Adelson, MD
1914-2006

Memories of Ross Zumwalt, MD
1983 Dinner Honoring Dr. Adelson
At the annual interim meeting of NAME in February 1983 in Cincinnati, Ohio, a reunion dinner
for all forensic pathologists who either worked or trained at the Cuyahoga County (Cleveland)
Coroner’s Office was held with Dr. Lester Adelson as the guest of honor. The dinner was a huge
success and was attended by among others: Charles Hirsch, James Luke, Stan Harris, Rudy
Breitnecker, Mary Gilliland, Stuart Dawson, Ross Zumwalt, John Eisle, Neil Hoffman, Bonifacio
Floro and Larry Lewman.
The following day Dr. Adelson was a visiting professor at the University of Cincinnati and gave a
lecture entitled “The Coroner of Elsinor, Medicolegal Reflections on Hamlet.” That evening he
addressed the Cincinnati Society of Pathologists. His topic that evening was “Spontaneous
Human Combustion and Preternatural Combustibility or How Much Personal Fire Insurance
Should You Carry.”
Dr. Adelson had previously published papers on both of those topics. Dr. Adelson retired from
forensic pathology in 1987 at the age of 73. He is particularly remembered for his exceedingly
well written textbook The Pathology of Homicide.
1. Adelson, Lester, The Coroner of Elsinor; Some Medicolegal Reflections on Hamlet, New
England Journal of Medicine Vol 262 pp. 229-34, 1960
2. Adelson, Lester, Spontaneous Human Combustion and Preternatural Combustibility,
Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science, Vol 42; pp. 793-809, 1952
To follow are pictures of the reunion dinner of 1983.
Lester Adelson, MD
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Lester Adelson and Ross Zumwalt

Lester Adelson

Charles Hirsch
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Lawrence “Stan” Harris

Rudy Breitenecker

James “Jim” Luke, Stuart Dawson, Rudy Breiteneker
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Lester Adelson and Lawrence “Stan” Harris

11-02-1966 Press Photo Dr. Lester Adelson And Chief Of Police Fred Drenkhan Testify in Sam
Sheppard trial
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Michael Bell, MD

NAME President 2003
July 2011
Why did I select forensic pathology as a career?
I think it was an inevitable outcome. I have always sensed that my curiosity about death went
beyond most people’s interest. I was determined to be a physician since I was a child for no
other reason than to be one. In college, Dr. Wimsat, whose research involved bats, introduced
me to histology and organology. I loved it. Now if only I could get a paying job where I could do
this all day. In medical school, I decided to be a pathologist and after listening to a medical
examiner (actually he was a coroner) for 2 hours, I knew that is what I wanted to do every day.
Places and times I served as Chief Medical Examiner
I have been the chief medical examiner of Palm Beach County in Florida for 6 years, since 2005.
This is the longest I have ever held a single job in one place. I have never been a chief anywhere
else, although I did apply for the Chief position in Massachusetts in 2004. I am so glad I didn’t
get that job.
Major accomplishments as Chief Medical Examiner
Remain employed. Let’s face it. When sh!t happens, you’re the target. But seriously, I am proud
of the people who work in my office. They make all the difference and are the reason why I will
stay. I am also proud that our office is NAME accredited.
Efforts on behalf of forensic pathology and the forensic sciences
I have written journal articles and book chapters pertaining to forensic pathology. I have been a
reviewer for the major forensic pathology journals. I am also active in AAFS, NAME, and FAME.
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Recollections of places I have trained and worked
I trained at the Broward Medical Examiner office in Fort Lauderdale, Florida at the infancy of its
forensic program. The office was an exciting place to work and autopsies were varied and
plentiful. I gained much valuable experience from that office.
Comments about people who trained me and from whom I have learned
Dr. Larry G. Tate of the Broward Medical Examiner office personally spent a large amount of
time with me during my training. Dr. Ron Wright was the chief who I admired and tried to
emulate, including his often cavalier demeanor. Dr. Jim Benz taught me the importance of a
thorough report.
Major controversies and frustrations in completing my responsibilities
One of the more frustrating problems in Florida is the “Earnhardt Law,” which narrowly restricts
the use of autopsy photographs. Teaching and publishing scientific articles in forensic pathology
has suffered because of this stupid law.
Perspectives I gained as a medical examiner
Don’t show trials on television.
Difficult cases I have managed and how I dealt with job-related stresses, anxiety, and personal
performance issues
Child abuse cases are difficult because the examinations are extraordinarily detailed and will be
scrutinized beyond that which occurs in most other cases. The scrutiny is not what bothers me.
It is often the bizarre and deliberately contrary opinions proffered by whores who would have
come to the same opinion as me if it had been their case. High profile cases will also turn your
hair gray. I find talking to others helps reduce my anxiety and put things in perspective.
Advice for forensic pathologists entering the field
I gotta love autopsies. Don’t take sh*t personally. Avoid taking sides in a trial.
How has forensic pathology changed during my career, for the better and for the worse?
Definitely for the better.
Knowing what I do now, would I “do it again” under the same circumstances as when I began,
or under today’s circumstances?
Hell yes. Imagine working from sunrise into the evening like a surgeon or treating colds all day,
seeing patients for 10-15 minutes and worrying about reimbursement. How about spending
your days looking down a patient’s gullet or up their @ss? No thank you.
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Joye M. Carter, MD
June 2011
First I would say that forensics chose me and not the other way around. I was a high school
student interested in medicine when I saw a dead body and became intrigued by the way the
body was dealt with. I was mentored by Dr. Joe Davis through letters of encouragement for
several years which kept my interests up.
I first served as deputy Chief medical examiner in the Armed Forced Medical Examiner system. I
became the first African American to become board certified in forensic pathology and the first
female to become Chief Medical Examiner of Washington, DC. I was also the first female to be
appointed Chief Medical Examiner of Houston, TX. I formed my own group in 2002 and
returned to where I attended high school to become the first female and minority Chief
Forensic Pathologist in Indianapolis, IN.
I have always believed in the neutrality of forensic pathology. I hope that wherever I have
worked my honesty and openness demonstrated my desire to be neutral and thorough in my
investigations. I have had the utmost respect for the pioneers of forensics. I am proud to
consider Joe Davis as my friend and mentor.
I have spent 25 years researching violence.
I have been involved with the US Senate on date rape drugs and changing misdemeanors to
felony charges.
I do not let others or situations stress me out. I have always had a love of antiques, historic
homes, gardening and my dogs which rescue me from the worries of the day.
I am not sure if the new generation of forensic pathologists love what they do or the money
they get paid. I suppose that will take care of itself somehow.
I will always love forensics and would do it again in a heart beat!
Anything else is contained in my first autobiography.
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John I. Coe, M.D.
1919-2011

Medical Examiner, Hennepin County (Minneapolis) Minnesota (1966-1984)
NAME President (1979-80)
By Jeffrey Jentzen, MD
July 2011
Why did I select forensic pathology as a career?
Coe’s father died at a very early age and he was raised by his mother, who was a professional
nurse and educator. He attended Carleton College in Northfield, Minnesota and began his
graduate studies in biochemistry at the University of Minnesota. With the outbreak of WWII,
health planners anticipated a critical shortage of physicians which encouraged Coe to switch his
studies to medicine. He received his medical degree with honors from the University of
Minnesota in 1944 through the Army Student Training Program (ASTP). After one year of
internship and one year of pathology, he served in the Army Medical Corps from 1946 to 1948.
Coe practiced as a pathologist at the VA Hospital in Minneapolis for two years. In 1950 he
became Chief of Pathology at the Minneapolis General Hospital, which evolved into the
Hennepin County Medical Center, a position he held until his retirement in 1984.
Places and times I served as Chief Medical Examiner
“During the 1950s, with no other local pathologist willing to perform coroner’s duties, the
coroner called on the services of the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension. It followed
that personnel in the Bureau became aware of my interest and availability on a statewide
basis.” Coe was the principal pathologist for the Minneapolis Coroner’s Office during the 1950s
and early 1960s. When Hennepin County switched to a medical examiner office in 1964, Coe
became the first Chief Medical Examiner, a position he held until his retirement in 1984.
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Major accomplishments of forensic pathology and forensic medicine
Coe was board certified in forensic pathology in 1960, the first to receive the certification in the
Midwest. He was internationally known for his research in the area of postmortem chemistry
and firearm injuries and was a pioneer in the study of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome and one
of the first to identify the role of defective cribs in sudden death. In 1977 Coe was asked to
serve on the Congressional Select Committee on Assassinations investigating the death of
President Kennedy and Martin Luther King.
Comments about people who trained me and from whom I have learned.
“In my personal pantheon, there are a number of people who have significantly influenced my
life. I am at a loss to decide who among the group was the most important in either my
personal or professional development, but certainly Dr. E.T. Bell, head of the Pathology
department in the University of Minnesota Medical School, has to be given strong
consideration. He taught basic pathology to sophomores using his own textbook. His course
was demanding, the material to be learned voluminous, the tests difficult, and the grading fair.
When I applied for a residency in Pathology toward the end of WWII, he had forgotten my face
as a former student and asked where I obtained my medical education. When I replied that it
was Minnesota, the questions were brief and direct. “
“What I you get in the first quarter of pathology?’
“I got an A.’
“What did you get in the second quarter of pathology/”
“I got an A.”
“When can you start?”
“Tomorrow.”
“Suffice it to say that he taught me much of what I needed to know professionally and showed
me by example how to teach and how to lead by example when opportunities developed.”
Recollections about people I have trained.
Coe was a teacher and mentor for several generations of pathologists. He trainees in forensic
pathology included: Gary Peterson MD, John Plunkett MD, Michael McGee MD, Janis Ophoven
MD, Janis Amatuzio MD, Robert Akerson MD, Ned Austin MD, John Teggatz MD, Jeff Jentzen
MD (I may have missed someone).
Major controversies and frustration in completing my responsibilities
“November 23, 1966, is burned in my memory. It was on that date that a practice of the
Medical Examiner’s Office came under scrutiny resulting in three weeks of pure hell. It nearly
cost me my job and reputation but ultimately became a learning experience. Soon after the
formation of the medical examiner’s office in 1964, a new resident suggested we collect
pituitary glands for the National Pituitary Agency. The agency paid a two dollar handling and
mailing fee each gland. Many pathologists throughout the entire country participated in their
John I. Coe, M.D.
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collection. We decided to utilize the collection fee for photographic supplies to be used in the
M.E. Office.
While not done surreptitiously, the collection of such organs had not been discussed with the
county commissioners and the monies were handled through a private fund. The organs were
collected without the consent and knowledge of relatives. In November 1966, a reporter for
the local newspaper, Mr. Friendly (what an oxymoron!) became apprised of the practice.
The news story was picked up by the local commentators on all radio and television stations
where it received very critical comment over a period of several weeks. The County
Commissioners demanded a complete review of the Medical Examiner’s Office by the Public
Examiner and a Grand Jury investigation. . . . The Public Examiner had completed a very
comprehensive review of the office, establishing that all money derived from collection of
pituitary glands could be accounted for, that none had been paid to pathologists or other
personnel, and that these funds had been used exclusively for professional expenses.
This experience taught me how to operate in a public office, to let government control any
monies spent for or by the office and to develop public relations constantly.”
Academic involvement through research, education and training
Coe was a professor of pathology at the University of Minnesota and affiliated with that
University for over fifty years.
How I dealt with job-related stresses, anxiety, personal performance issues.
“Finally, the support of personal friends both in an out of church was critical to keeping me
going through the ordeal.”
My contributions to the field of forensic pathology
“One of the most interesting developments in my forensic career was the opportunity to review
in detail the deaths of John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King. Among the experts were nine
forensic pathologists, all of whom participated in the review of Kennedy’s death. Three of
these pathologists were then selected to review King’s assassination. To my delight I was asked
to serve in both investigations.
There were understandable reasons for questioning the conclusions of the Warren
Commission: the body should have been autopsied in Dallas; the pathologist selected was not
trained in forensic medicine; the original rough notes of the examination were destroyed
because they were stained with Kennedy’s blood; the brain disappeared before microscopic
examination; the regular autopsy photographer was replaced; the pathologists in Washington
D.C. did not contact the emergency room physicians in Dallas who had initially examined
Kennedy; etc.
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Suffice it to say that eight of the nine members in our panel concluded that only three shots
were fired. All this supported the findings and conclusions of the Warren Commission. It is both
interesting and enlightening to realize that the only pathologist quoted, the only one appearing
in television documentaries, the only pathologist consultant utilized in the docudrama J.F.K
directed by Oliver Stone, is the single pathologist of the nine who disagrees with all the rest of
us. This would be acceptable if we had not carefully considered every objection that he raised
in our conclusions. We shot down every single one without exception.
From the nine pathologists investigating Kennedy’s death, Mike Baden, Joe Davis, and I were
chosen to investigate King’s murder. It was a less complex endeavor compared to the Kennedy
assassination. We had an enjoyable time together when we met in Nashville to view the scene,
interview the pathologist who performed the postmortem examination, and confer with some
witnesses. In actuality, a good investigation had been performed, establishing beyond a
reasonable doubt (doubters are not always reasonable) that Ray had purchased the gun and
fired the fatal shot.
The time spent with such knowledgeable colleagues in both the Kennedy and King panels was
one of the highlights of my professional career.”
Difficult cases I have managed
“Doc, can you identify food eaten two hours before death? Thus began the most fascinating
case of my early forensic career—the Hinter case. The material submitted consisted of charred
, distorted bed springs covered with burned debris all of which had been put into a disaster bag
and shipped to the coroner’s office. X-rays were followed by a meticulous examination of the
charred remains with complete autopsy and basic toxicology. At the end of eight hours, I was
able to tell authorities that we were dealing with the torso of an elderly white male of average
height who had white hair. He died from a shotgun blast to the head while intoxicated and the
body burned after death. However, at the time of autopsy a large amount of debris was taken
off of the bed springs and turned over to the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension for
further study. With the help of a handwriting expert it was possible to identify this [charred
fragments of paper] as the signature of a man from St. Paul who had been missing an
appropriate length of time, known to be white haired, the right age, and willing to go with
anyone who would buy him a drink. This made the final link in the evidence convicting the
owner [of the building] with murder. This case is particularly illustrative of the many specialists
who commonly become involved in forensic problems.”
“With over 1000 homicide autopsies performed personally or under my supervision, there were
relatively few that were more than locally newsworthy. I was relatively inexperienced in the
field of forensic pathology when the Axilrod case came to trial in 1955. Dr. Axilrod was a
dentist whose office was in downtown Minneapolis and he frequently practiced his dentistry at
night alone with a patient. There had been one formal complaint about some sexual advances
made while the patient was under anesthesia. In April a pregnant young woman was found
dead in an alley and autopsy revealed she died of manual strangulation. It developed that the
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women had been a patient of Dr. Axilrod and had seen him the previous night. She had told her
sister that the dentist was responsible for her pregnancy. Dr. Axilrod hired the very best local
defense attorney, Sydney Goff, and he was a formidable opponent. There seemed little cause
for concern until things started falling apart. First, the neck organs, saved from the autopsy to
verify the manual strangulation disappeared. Next, the victim’s sister died of some mysterious
condition that was ultimately classified as a natural death. Finally, just as the trial was to begin,
I came down with infectious hepatitis. My personal physician finally agreed, under pressure, to
permit me to go to court in a wheelchair. My entry into the courtroom was dramatic. I was
concerned about cross-examination from such an expert [Goff] and remember being extremely
apprehensive with a rapid, pounding pulse when I began—probably a panic reaction. The
testimony completed, the jury deliberated and brought a verdict of manslaughter. That pleased
neither side.”
How has forensic pathology changed through my career?
“He is old, dirty with ill-cropped white hair and scraggily beard. Spread-eagle on his back each
extremity is bound by twine to a bedpost. Wrists and ankles are rubbed raw from attempting
to get free, but there is no evidence of injury. His hermit hovel of a home has been ransacked,
evidence that someone was looking for hidden treasure. What killed him? Was it simple
starvation and dehydration? How to prove it?”
“A decade later when I became interested, a constellation of factors favored my involvement.
At that time, practical clinical chemistry was exploding. Machines using ever-smaller samples
were being developed to rapidly determine a constantly expanding number of clinically
significant substances i.e. practical clinical micro chemistry on a mass scale was being born.
This was all occurring at a time when forensic scientists recognized a new fluid medium to
test—the viscid fluid (vitreous humor) in the eyeball. Another factor was my totally unique
position in the United States: a chief medical examiner who was also head of a large teaching
hospital laboratory. When it became desirable, within two years, I was able to obtain
postmortem blood samples on 1000 sequential cases. Within a decade, over 6000 vitreous
specimens had been analyzed for a variety of elements and compounds. These series provide a
large database for statistical analysis that existed anywhere else in the world and made it
possible to determine diabetes, electrolyte imbalance, prerenal uremia, regular uremia as well
as many other conditions not previously diagnosable from postmortem material. Further,
vitreous humor analyses helped in determining the postmortem interval, i.e., the time between
death and obtaining the specimens. Finally vitreous analysis proved useful in may toxicological
evaluations.”
“The answers to the questions posed in the beginning [case] of this memoir are now available
and the use of postmortem chemistry has become a staple of the forensic pathologist. My
research in this field established my reputation in forensic medicine more than anything else.”
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Other recollections
“My love of guns began as a freshman in high school. Mother was opposed but recognized my
true interest and wisely arranged for me to received instruction from an ex-Army many who
was a hunter. . . .Stub Hobart, a neighbor, also loved shooting. Soon the two of us began
walking to farms near town to kill gophers. When we tired of gophers, Stub and I began more
serious target practice and became, at least in our own minds, accomplished marksman. About
this time I was given a muzzle-loading, percussion cap, smooth bore Civil War rifle. But Stub
saw more than just a valuable antique. He had obtained a cache of black powder and had the
equipment to make a bullet for the musket. . . . We decided to shoot into a large wooden post
in my backyard so we could retrieve the bullet. The kickback form the shot bruised my shoulder
and, combined with the detonation, caused me to fall backward into a sitting position. The gun
was never fired again in the 60 years I continued to own it.”
“Upon becoming chief of Pathology at the Old Minneapolis General Hospital several
developments revitalized my interest [in guns]. First, Charles Petty, at the that time the most
knowledgeable forensic pathologist on gunshot wounds, began holding some workshops on
firearms to which I was invited. The submachine guns fascinated me and I was always shooting
one of those when possible. Poor Charles watched hundreds of dollars’ worth of ammunition
go off in a prolonged clatter every time I could get my hands on the Thompson submachine gun
or the Uzzi assault weapon. I began to collect and collate the material from our office when I
became medical examiner in 1964, integrating it with the pictures, graphs and charts from
Petty’s gunshot workshops and unusual and instructive cases obtained from speakers at nation
meetings. Utilizing two projectors it was possible to show two slides side by side. This enabled
the speaker to cover much more visual material and demonstrate similarities or differences
between the wounds. My exposure because of these lectures brought me many consultations
and certainly was a factor in my being selected by the Congressional Committee on
Assassinations as one of nine pathologist to review the death of John F. Kennedy and one of the
three chosen to review the death of Martin Luther King.”
Personal Credo
“Life itself is positive.”
Personal information such as family, hobbies, and interests
Dr. Coe was an active member of the Hennepin Avenue Methodist Church and an enthusiastic
supporter of the Minnesota Orchestra and the arts community of the Twin Cities. During his
life he was involved at any one time in a number of hobbies including: watercolor painting,
photography, lapidary, art and coin collecting.
“In the seventies, I became caught up in gold fever and began to collect bullion gold coins . . .
but it rapidly became apparent that building a collection of numismatically valuable gold was
going to cost big bucks. . . . The fun began by purchasing dirty bronze Roman coins obtained
from buried hoards in Great Britain. . . . It was only a matter of time before you wish to
concentrate on some specific subject. In my case, that became coins of the Bible. . . . I always
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get a thrill when I hold any of these coins in my hands. One or all of them conceivably could
have been handled by Peter, Paul, John, or even Jesus himself. Study of my collection revealed
two readily apparent abnormalities of the skin, the first being the rhinophyma of Mithridates’
nose. . . . None of the other Parthian kings had this ailment, but many of them had nodules
appearing on their foreheads. The location of the bumps and their repeated appearance is
almost diagnostic of Epithelioma adenoides cysticum or trichoepithelioma. This is a benign
hereditary tumor arising from a hair follicle.”
This posthumous memoir was created from the written material contained in John Coe’s recent
obituary and his autobiographical publication Some Personal Recollections (2000). Material has
been edited to allow for space considerations.

Three Past-Presidents of NAME who have a Minneapolis connection. Jeff Jentzen (left) and
Garry Peterson (right), both of whom trained under John Coe (center) in Minneapolis.
Photographs taken in June 2004.
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Sandra Conradi M.D.

NAME President 1992
Medical Examiner, City of Charlestown, South Carolina (1982-1998)
July 2011
I was attracted to pathology because as a young teenager, I babysat for a 5-year-old from South
Africa whose father was the new pathologist for the local hospital in Hudson, New York. I
would peruse his medical textbooks looking at all the pictures of horrible diseases. It was
fascinating. Later, I applied for a pathology training program during my third year of
undergraduate study and was turned down, since I had no previous medical school training. As
a result, I attended medical school after being accepted at the University of Cincinnati in Ohio. I
was one of only three females in the class but only two of us graduated out of a class of 100
students. After a lot of uncertainty as to which internship to choose, I ended up at the
Cincinnati Memorial Hospital as a rotating intern from 1962-63. I then applied to and was
accepted in a pathology residency and chose to remain in Anatomic Pathology. After residency
and a military tour with my husband in Nurnberg Germany, a job opening became available in
the Coroner’s office in Cincinnati (Hamilton County) where I worked for one and a half years.
In 1973, my husband’s pharmacology department relocated to the Medical University of South
Carolina in Charleston, South Carolina. I was appointed Deputy Chief Medical Examiner and
eventually Chief Medical Examiner in 1982. I remained in Charlestown as Chief Medical
Examiner until 1998. After leaving the medical examiner practice, I practiced autopsy
pathology for a couple of years and finally retired totally in 2001. I continue to practice as a
consultant mainly to defense attorneys regarding mostly criminal cases.
I have always promoted a Medical Examiner system for South Carolina, together with the
department chairman Drs. Gordon Hennigar, Joel Sexton, retired, and Robert Brissie, the latter
now in Birmingham, AL. However, despite years of trying, the ME system only remains in
Greenville, SC the office in Charleston, decaying and dying in 2000 when it reverted back to a
coroner system. Our system had dual coroner/medical examiners, and conflicts arose between
the two offices. The political office survived, but the M. E. system did not.
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Dr. Frank Cleveland was the coroner and my mentor in Cincinnati, however he had a full time
job at another hospital as their pathologist. So after performing the autopsies during the day, I
discussed puzzling findings when Dr. C came in late in the afternoon. I knew nothing about
forensic pathology, so didn’t know about artefactual epidural hemorrhages in fires, an example
of my ignorance. Dr. Hennigar and Dr. Sexton were my mentors when I first started working at
the Medical University of South Carolina. Dr. Hennigar was a large man, some 300 lbs. and six
feet plus in height or so. His heart was a large as his size, as was his bellowing voice when he
was angry about or at someone. He was a tireless fighter for a medical examiner system for our
State, but not even his cajoling could sway the legislators to change the age old coroner system.
South Carolina was not able to follow in North Carolina’s footsteps implementing a state
medical examiner system. Dr. Sexton’s demeanor was just the opposite of Dr. Hennigar in
terms of boisterousness. Dr. Sexton was soft spoken, patient to a fault and a super teacher. Dr.
Hennigar claimed Joel should have been a preacher.
Our facility trained dozens of residents, some of whom went on to work in medical examiner
offices. To name a few: Jamie Downs, Steve Cogswell, Steve Cina, Kim Collins, Eric Eason, David
Wren, Clay Nichols, Mike Ward, and on and on.
At the University of South Carolina, we offered month long rotations for police detectives, and
others, and the waiting list was long. Our semester fall course consisted of 13 weeks of lecture
presentations with quizzes at the end and covered dental forensics, toxicology, anthropology
and the usual forensic path subjects. This course was a sophomore medical student elective
and was always well attended. Eventually this course was videotaped and sold to other
institutions including the FBI. The most popular of the lectures was Dr. Clay Nichols pumpkin
bashing with a hammer to illustrate blunt trauma.
My work has mainly been in South Carolina, but my husband’s military service did send me to
Nurnberg Germany for three years where I performed autopsies on individuals dying in the
huge Nurnberg Hospital. The OberArzt, our director, chose interesting cases that medical
students at the nearby Erlangen Hospital might profit from seeing. No family permission was
needed. We saw widespread TB with granulomatous disease on tubes and ovaries,
endocarditis in a young girl with a brain abscess, Myasthenia gravis with a thymoma (I predicted
the thymoma and was the star of the department). On the weekends I would surreptitiously
peruse the autopsies done on concentration camp prisoners during the war, with the reports
signed “Heil Hitler.” Most of these deaths were due to typhus.
Stress on me and my young family weighed heavily at times during my tenure as medical
examiner in Charleston. I can remember one time, the three girls and my husband decided to
throw a surprise birthday party for me just as I was called to a stabbing case in a bad area of
town. We always went to scenes of violent or suspicious deaths together with the coroner. I
was told there would be a divorce if I didn’t attend this home party. I attended, and by the
time I got to the scene of death, the body had been removed, and just about everyone has left.
I thought I’d be fired, but it didn’t happen. Another incident involved my pager, which my
husband, then an internist, got tired of hearing beeping. He threw the $200 instrument against
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the brick fireplace. I claimed it got run over by a car, but no one thought to do forensic testing
on it, thank goodness.
My most noteworthy, newsworthy case was the one involving Susan Smith, She had
deliberately drowned her two youngsters in a car she drove down a boat ramp into a lake,
accusing a black man of stealing the car and abducting the children. A colleague declined the
autopsies on the little boys. The autopsy area was cordoned off and the bodies arrived about
midnight, and by three in the morning we finished without the news media scouting us out.
The next day we could tell the throngs of press everything was over, and the coroner in the
upstate county had all the information.
Another case involved a “drowning” in shallow water on the fourth of July of a young man
pulling a raft from the deeper water to shore and deflating. We found out much later, the raft
had been inflated with Freon from a friend’s air conditioning business. Sure enough, testing
revealed Freon toxicity, in blood and brain tissue.
I am glad I did my training before all the “rules and regulations” came about. I am glad I did not
have to deal with budget cuts that would prevent me from performing the complete autopsy
which I always have done. I am afraid the personal protective devices required now while
performing an autopsy would cramp my style. I wish I could have cooperated more successfully
with the coroners in our county to preserve our ME system.
Although I absolutely hated my job when I started in this field (it was the only good paying path
job in town at the time) about 6 months into it, I finally began reading and learning what
forensic medicine is all about. Now, I still find it challenging but rewarding. Hopefully other
young residents will feel as I do as they enter this amazing medical practice. The tenets of my
forensic work are to be totally honest in your work, and always do a complete autopsy, with
microscopic examination.
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Dimitri L. Contostavlos, M.D.
May 2012
Accomplishments as Chief Medical Examiner
I was appointed the first chief M.E. of Delaware County, PA, in 1980. This followed a long
history of dissatisfaction by county residents with the prior coroner system, in which until the
last few years, autopsies were performed by non-pathologist physicians with the expected
substandard results.
During the last few years in which an elected coroner presided, forensic pathologists were
prudently called in for homicides and questionable cases. I was one of those moonlighting
pathologists from nearby Philadelphia, serving the county for about 5 years, and when the time
came for the new medical examiner appointment, I won the position. For almost twenty years
(the length of my term), the office had the title of Medical Examiner/Coroner, until legislation
was completed to change the title officially. The office was run for this entire period as a de
facto medical examiner office.
The practice of using forensic pathologists for selected cases was adopted by the three other
coroner-headed counties surrounding the big city. This resulted in a slowdown of the
horrifically bungled cases which occur in the absence of a forensic pathologist, thus frustrating
my attempt to proselytize the medical examiner concept to the neighboring counties, an effort
which is matched only by my attempts to do the same at a national level. The result has been
that Delaware County remains, together with Philadelphia and another small rural county, one
of the only three medical examiner systems in Pennsylvania.
I found myself in a suburban county of just over half a million inhabitants, with a functioning
morgue, morgue technician, secretary and two investigators. It had been a surprisingly well
equipped coroner’s office. The County administrators were enthusiastic about developing a
state of the art office, and complied with my staff and budgetary requests.
The office which I developed was what I considered to be the ideal arrangement to serve such a
small demographic area (both in population and area). The system comprised a single full-time
pathologist, with back-up support for vacation and time-off by moonlighting qualified forensic
pathologists from Philadelphia. My intention was to provide 24/7 call stat availability for
investigators and pathologist to attend the scene when indicated (homicides or conundrum
cases). The investigator used an all-weather vehicle equipped for use in body transport. The
objective was to provide maximal investigative service and prompt autopsy by experienced
forensic pathologists,
Investigators were trained at the St Louis death investigator course and were able to substitute
as morgue technicians and vice versa. Investigators were on call for overtime in the event of
heavy workloads. The pathologists had to accept the philosophy that, rather than the 8 to 4
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“office worker” approach of present day physicians, they were like physicians of yore, always
on call and available at short notice to respond to the needs of their profession.
We performed STAT autopsies on homicides and hit-and-run vehicular deaths, which required
immediate investigation. Scene investigations would always include an electronic liver probe
temperature study, with as many serial readings to monitor rate of fall as possible. Unlike
many of my skeptical colleagues, I put great weight on properly measured postmortem
temperatures and their prudent interpretation. This electronic thermometer was also useful for
measuring ambient air temperature, soil temperature and water temperatures, if indicated.
Another use for the thermometer probe is that of determining down time for an internal
combustion engine (using the same principle as body core temperature methodology). Since
vehicles are so often used in criminal situations, the timing of their last use may be crucial. It is
easily determined by serial engine block temperature measurement, since every vehicle is
designed to run at a very precise operating temperature, and the decline in temperature after
shutoff is linear. The engine block can be touched from underneath with a probe, without need
to enter the vehicle which requires a search warrant.
After I commenced researching the variability of engine temperature drop, my attempts to
interest several local detective agencies met with no interest whatsoever. They were content to
use the time honored approach of putting a hand onto the surface of the hood! One case I can
think in which this approach would have yielded fantastic investigative data is the “O.J.” case.
Unfortunately, the former account seems to support the worldwide stereotype of the typical
policeman’s mentality!
I instituted computerized records and was able to recover instantly all cases of a specific genre
for retrospective study. I had always regarded the standard autopsy protocol as deficient with
regard to estimation of blood volume. I began routinely recording the signs of normal versus
diminished blood volume, namely the appearance of fully developed livor mortis, whether
absent, diminished or normal, and the presence of blood filled cardiac chambers and great
vessels. Thus, for instance, a suicide with cut wrists and medicinal overdose could be assessed
as to whether exsanguinations had been causative in his death. Although I discussed this many
times with colleagues, this technique has never caught on.
I did however get to describe it in a publication. Using records retrospectively, I collected
twelve consecutive cases of lethal isolated head injury, which died quickly enough to avoid any
medical therapy involving blood volume restoration in which exsanguination occurred, and
twelve cases with the same reservations in which exsanguination did not occur. This study
revealed that all exsanguinated cases had displaced basilar skull fractures, whereas all the
others had less severe head injury. I performed this study (1) to disprove Hirsch and Zumwalt’s
1986 assertion (2) that an “empty heart” at autopsy tends to occur with lethal head injury in
the absence of exsanguination. My findings suggested the reason empty hearts are seen in
head injury a case is that exsanguination commonly occurs when large vessels are disrupted by
the compound fractures which occur at the base of the skull.
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The office was running smoothly and well, until I decided that it would be better served by
reducing myself to a slowed work pace, cut my salary, and hire a colleague of my age willing to
work full time as my partner. I persuaded a reluctant county government that it would not cost
them anything, and they then hired an old colleague of mine, foolishly giving him full benefits
(which he did not demand). It was then that I learned that one should hire professionals on the
basis of proven competence, not on back-slapping friendship and “nice guy” credentials.
After a year of dissatisfaction (mainly on my part, although we found we had differing
philosophies), he handled a case while I was abroad in which five teenage girls were killed in a
high-speed collision with a tree. I arrived back in the office, while he went abroad, and I
subsequently learned that the girls had been huffing keyboard cleaner and he had attempted to
cover it up, reflecting his philosophy that driver intoxication was a private matter. I immediately
exposed it to the press, was attacked by ten angry parents, and the county government that
sympathized with parents, but not the public, alleging “insensitivity” on my part. My contract
was not renewed. Additional disgruntlement against me by the county was the hiring against
their wishes of the assistant and my failure to support their Republican overlords.
I ensured that all hospitals reported therapy-related deaths which were thoroughly
investigated, as I had learned in Philadelphia. Community issues in which I attempted to use my
influence included the intoxicated vehicle operator, and also senility, medical and youth
impairment of driving. My attempts to remonstrate about the bad effects of over-easy
availability of firearms received the stony reception customary in our nation. I drew attention
to fire safety and carbon monoxide hazards. It is interesting that during my term, thanks to
catalytic converters, the internal combustion engine lost most of its potential to cause
accidents and to facilitate suicides. I regularly attended the conferences of the local trauma
hospital, attempting to draw their attention to the discipline of clinical forensic medicine. I
believe that the medical examiner, rather than be a silent recorder of grim facts, should be an
activist in warning the congregation about the lethal hazards which he encounters in his work.
Recollections about persons with whom I have worked
Westchester County, New York Grasslands Hospital 1964
Victoria Bradess and Caroline Lydecker were medical examiners of Westchester County when I
spent a year as surgical pathology resident at Grasslands Hospital, Valhalla (now known as
Westchester County Medical Center). They were instrumental in grounding me in the basics, as
I attended all the forensic cases there. I specially recall a young surgeon who attended an
autopsy there one morning, and that same evening was brought to the morgue after his Volvo
struck a school bus.
Baltimore Medical Examiner’s Office, Fellowship 1967
In 1967 I became a fellow at the Baltimore Medical Examiner’s Office. Fellow residents were
Josh Perper, Millard Bass, Simeon Palomino, and Edward Wilson. The Deputy Medical Examiner
was Werner Spitz, and assistants Charles Springate and Ronald Kornblum. Chief Medical
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Examiner Russell Fisher was an inspirational teacher, and worked regularly in the morgue
although he also ran a private clinical lab. I particularly remember him showing us all the
evidence of the JFK assassination in which he was consulted. Dr Richard Lindenberg, inresidence neuropathology consultant, was a great boon for our enlightenment. Dr Spitz was
also a great teacher. Drs. Henry Freimuth and Paul Schweda provided good toxicology service.
At that time we were sending the infant neck viscera to Molly Valdes-Dapena in Philadelphia
since the larynx was in vogue as a possible cause of SIDS. That office did not have investigators,
and although I recall visiting a couple of scenes, investigation was not emphasized at that time.
Simeon Palomino, from Peru, who on my last contact was a hospital pathologist, had a case of
coronary artery dissection in a postpartum woman which he wrote up in the Journal of Forensic
Science (JFS). I have subsequently seen at least a half dozen. That is the lesion notoriously
missed at autopsy in the Atlantic County New Jersey case, where the policeman husband was
accused of strangling his wife before the sectioned lesion was eventually found two years later.
Dade County Medical Examiner’s Office, Assistant Medical Examiner 1968-70
The next two years were spent with Joe Davis in Miami, together with Brian Blackbourne and
Pete Lardezabel , the former destined to go to Washington D.C., Massachusetts and then San
Diego, the latter to Tampa, Florida. There is no need to describe the teaching experience that
was. Joe likes to autopsy practically everything, so the work load was quite formidable. At that
time, Joe was thinking of giving technicians more responsibility, and Brian and I were resistant
to that. I believe Joe has retreated from that philosophy currently. This office did not have
outgoing investigators, although the pathologists went to scenes fairly regularly. Art Fisk
provided good toxicology back-up.
I encountered three cases of direct blunt trauma to vertebral artery with massive subarachnoid
hemorrhage during those two years. With great support from Joe Davis, and cooperation from
a radiology technician, I wrote up these cases for the JFS (3). There has been some controversy
about this lesion, with confusion with medial dissection and thrombosis from neck orthopedic
injuries, or other etiology supposedly separate from the neck impact, but I still think the
classical side-of-neck blow with direct arterial injury is valid (4). My departure from Miami
resulted from discomfort in S. Florida climate, and better pay prospects in Philadelphia.
Philadelphia Medical Examiner’s Office, Assistant medical Examiner 1970-1980
Chief Joseph Spelman died of pancreatic cancer one year after I arrived (July 1971). He was in
his forties, had moved from Vermont, and created an M.E. office from the wreckage of a
coroner system in which the two lawyers who had preceded him would sell the requested
cause of death to the family from a variable price menu. His valuable deputy, Joseph (Ed)
Campbell had also died prematurely a year before I arrived. The next senior assistant, Jim
Weston, left for Salt Lake City, subsequently New Mexico, shortly before I arrived. That left
Robert Catherman, Halbert Fillinger, Marvin Aronson and Robert Segal as my colleagues.
Aronson was appointed Chief M.E., over Spelman’s posthumous objections, since he had
actively campaigned for Catherman on his deathbed.
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Subsequent and prior events revealed the reason for the appointment. A year before my
arrival, a policeman was shot accidentally by a handgun dropped by a motorist who had been
stopped. The circumstances were clearly those of a dropped revolver without hammer safety
stop whose hammer hit the ground and the trajectory was vertically upward through the
officer’s body. Catherman handled the case and was backed up by Spelman in the accidental
ruling. Police Chief Rizzo, later to become mayor, was upset they could not charge first degree
homicide, and decided to ensure a more pliable future medical examiner.
This pliability was later suggested in an incident involving Gregg Walter, an alcoholic newspaper
reporter who wrote the article alleging favoritism from the D.A. (Richard Sprague) in failing to
prosecute a State Police chief’s son who punched a middle aged homosexual attempting to
seduce him and killed him with a basal subarachnoid from lacerated vertebral artery. The
resulting lawsuit against the Philadelphia Inquirer brought the highest libel award in U.S. history
for Sprague. The assailant later became an anesthesiologist and has subsequently had his
license revoked for substance abuse.
A number of copies of medical reports related to Walter were circulated in Philadelphia, and
they were found to be derived from records subpoenaed from the hospital by the medical
examiner. The reason given was that an anonymous phone call was received by the medical
examiner claiming that an unknown in the morgue was Walter and the records ostensibly
confirmed the identification. The reputation of the office, and particularly of Dr Aronson,
thereafter were impaired.
The result of this declining reputation came later, when the MOVE organization, a rabid militant
black movement occupying a small section of the city, so inflamed the community that the
police rashly dropped a bomb igniting their houses, and killing a number of innocent people.
The Health Department, which oversees the Medical Examiner’s Office had so little faith in
Aronson at this time and were afraid that his involvement would smack of collusion with the
police that they forbad him from having anything to do with the medical examiner’s part in the
investigation, and he was essentially removed from his official post.
Drs. Spelman and Campbell had organized an office with great promise. They initiated an
excellent monitoring system for hospital deaths which slowly degenerated after they were
gone. The supreme irony was that a therapeutic misadventure, the very phrase created by Ed
Campbell, took his life, after the diagnosis of his lung cancer was delayed by V.A. yearly chest
radiology malfunction, by exsanguination from breakdown of his lobectomy stump. The
untimely deaths of these two fine pathologists prevented the advance of an office which had
shown great promise.
Dr Marie Valdes-Dapena had a close association with the Office of the Medical Examiner, until
she moved to Miami. The era of Marie Noe’s offspring deaths was over when I arrived in
Philadelphia, but it was still well remembered. I never agreed with Dapena’s fervent belief in a
single entity causing unexplained infant deaths, nor with her refusal to believe that adults could
harm infants. It was during my term in Philadelphia that Margaret Boykin brought three infants
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whom she had babysat into a local emergency room in fairly close succession. All were labeled
SIDS by the medical examiner, but an emergency room nurse was suspicious and called the
police. Boykin quickly confessed to suffocating all of them. At the trial, Dapena testified for the
defense that a pathologist could use only physical evidence at autopsy to opine on a cause of
death, to the exclusion of ancillary evidence. The judge, to his credit, was not convinced.
It is ironic that the next fashionable COD for infants, the apnea hypothesis of Steinschneider,
turned out to be based on two siblings who had been homicidally smothered by their mother,
and that Marie Noe was destined to confess to smothering her brood and also to be convicted.
My time in Philadelphia was marked by plentiful case experience, interaction with excellent
colleagues, and laying the groundwork for my next job in an outlying county. The worst part of
that job was the long commute from another outlying county (despite official residency
requirements).
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Joseph H. Davis, M.D.
1924-2013

April, 2011
Why did I select forensic pathology as a career?
In June, 1954 my U S Public Health Service career was ending in New Orleans. I joined the
Louisiana State University Department of Pathology faculty. Some pay was derived from
autopsies performed for the Coroner of Orleans Parish.
Extremely interesting was anatomic pathology of fatal untreated natural diseases, trauma and
intoxications. The role of alcohol in traffic fatalities was striking. None of these had been my
experience in prior pathology practice.
Stanley H. Durlacher, M.D. was the LSU faculty director of the Laboratory of the Coroner’s
Office. In late 1955 he was chosen to become the first Chief Medical Examiner of a new Dade
County Medical Examiner Office (Miami). He appointed me as an Assistant Medical Examiner.
The office initially opened at Noon of March 15, 1956 in a former funeral home ambulance
garage until an existing former laboratory animal building could be altered. This was adjacent
to county operated Jackson Memorial Hospital which received clinical services from the
University of Miami School of Medicine. Both Dr. Durlacher and I were granted faculty
appointments.
Dr. Durlacher was thirteen years my senior, had formerly been with Dr. Russell Fisher in
Baltimore and held a faculty appointment at the University of Maryland.
The former laboratory animal facility was a primitive tiny two room building used by us until the
first real medical examiner facility was being planned and constructed.
In February, 1957 Dr. Durlacher attended the American Academy of Forensic Sciences at the
Drake Hotel in Chicago, its annual meeting place. While discussing a paper he collapsed from
spontaneous rupture of an aneurysm of the Circle of Willis and died in March. The County
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Commission appointed me as Acting Chief Medical Examiner and made it permanent in June,
1958.
As with any medical practice, routine Forensic Pathology practice is not difficult to grasp.
However a minority of cases involve cognitive thinking and careful ongoing correlation with
developing circumstantial information. It was up to me to learn how to cope with complex
cases, to operate an office, to integrate my services into the needs of police, prosecutor, courts,
families, funeral homes, fellow physicians in clinical practice and the public at large.
Without a mentor it was up to me to develop systems best suited to the community. I
constantly experimented with different approaches to documentation of findings, ways of
presenting conclusions and defusing potential conflicts. I was open to suggestions from all
whom I served. My home telephone was listed. I was available 24/7.
It became apparent that no single approach works for the infinite number of variables that
permeate all sudden unexpected death investigations. Rote performance based on prior
training elsewhere is not applicable.
Time constraints did not permit me to study how other contemporary forensic pathology
agencies administered and developed case investigations and conclusions. If a problem in
another office became publicized I sought the details to avoid making the same mistakes.
I had some limited forensic pathology exposure prior to becoming a pathologist. While serving
as a medical corpsman in the U.S. Army during WW-II I assisted in the first autopsy I ever
witnessed. A soldier, William Raspberry, vomited frankfurter fragments during an
appendectomy and aspirated.
Later during my second year at the Long Island College of Medicine, now SUNY Downstate, I
observed numerous New York City Medical Examiner autopsies conducted at Kings County
Hospital, Brooklyn.
Nearly a decade later, while detached by the U.S. Public Health Service to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, I served as the only physician at the small hospital on the Ft. Belknap Indian
Reservation, Montana. About 85 miles away was the Rocky Boy Indian Reservation at which I
conducted a weekly clinic. At Rocky Boy two men lived in a tiny cabin which caught fire while
they were known to be intoxicated from illegal smuggled liquor. Rumors spread that they might
have been murdered and the fire set. I was requested to determine if they died before the fire.
I borrowed a pocket knife from an onlooker, opened the tracheas of the charred bodies and
demonstrated to the witnesses the inhaled smoke soot and highly pink mucosa. That seemed
reasonable to me although I had never received any pathology residency training.
Places and times I served as Chief Medical Examiner
Dade County, now designated Miami-Dade County, was my only home base for 40 years.
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Major accomplishments as Chief Medical Examiner
A. As a medical student I learned the value of integration of history, physical examination and
laboratory testing. The diagnostic approach was from the general to the specific.
As a pathologist in residency training the opposite seemed to be the case, diagnosis based upon
gross and microscopic patterns and/or laboratory results.
When faced with medical examiner responsibilities to determine the cause of death, I learned
that the general to specific approach was superior to a simple viewing of an autopsy based
pattern. Circumstances as derived from police and other sources constituted the first aspect of
history. Social and past medical histories made up the second. The environment involved was
the third component. Together they created investigative hypotheses which shaped the
autopsy and laboratory investigations. The final result is evidentiary opinion being based upon
the total data base and suitable in court.
I also learned that initial circumstance history is usually incomplete. The telephone was the
most vital instrument to use in diagnosis. Case example: Sudden death of a baseball player.
Initial history: “Two players collided while each sought to catch a foul ball. One collapsed and
was pronounced dead at the hospital.” Autopsy disclosed no anatomic evidence of disease or
injury. By use of the telephone I contacted the other player. I learned that the right elbow of
the surviving player had struck the precordium of the victim followed by a walk of few steps
before collapse. From rescue paramedics I learned that ventricular fibrillation had been
determined on arrival. Cause of death listed on certificate: Ventricular fibrillation due to blow
to precordium. In the descriptive part of the certificate I summarized the impact.
My analysis: Impact occurred at the critical part of the cardiac cycle and induced ventricular
fibrillation. The brain contained sufficient oxygen to permit the final steps before collapse. I
do not use words that are meaningless to the reader of the certificate or autopsy such as
“commotio cordis.”
B. Teaching others that the autopsy must never be rote or consist of a pre-existing printed
form. The narrative must be flexible with great detail about the cardiovascular system and
appropriate microscopic slides when an abnormal cardiac rhythm occurred. In a firearm death
the emphasis is upon the wound surface and pathway if the victim is youthful without evidence
of heart disease. In that event the observations should clearly indicate which abnormality
caused the death.
When a puzzling case arises, my advice to my associates is “Pretend you do not have a dead
body. Analyze the circumstances and ask yourself what injuries or findings would you expect to
observe at autopsy.” This is a useful method to apply in selected cases.
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C. Self-learning that each medical examiner case is not the same as other similarly categorized
cases. I heard a forensic pathologist describe atherosclerotic coronary artery diseases as “all the
same.” To me, each case has unique aspects that create a better comprehension of why some
die earlier with less obvious anatomic disease than others who survive with more severe
disease.
D. During my tenure we performed over 81,000 autopsies, 12% by me. My policy was to bring
into our office for direct viewing and/or autopsy every medical examiner case referred to us
except those that involved only a cremation review.
The reason for bringing in the cases was to assure that the physical evidence - the body - was
consistent with the circumstances preceding hospitalization. I automatically sent a copy of the
autopsy report to the medical records librarian of the hospital.
I considered those 81,000 case files as the textbook of forensic pathology and medical examiner
service. Each file contains police circumstances, additional history, appropriate medical
records, newspaper clippings, messages, the gross and microscopic autopsy, laboratory results
and photographs. Elsewhere paraffin blocks, microscopic slides and the hard copy case files are
permanently retained. Why? Our files contain unique information suitable for retrospective
social and medical research. Example: We possess detailed information about poisons that are
no longer available but may be encountered under unusual circumstances. Another reason is
that textbooks and published references are incomplete and ill-suited for problem solving. If I
am to testify in court, it is best if I rely upon real experiences rather than books.
In summary, the County has changed over the decades. The poisons, the types of death,
patterns of automobile injury, drowning circumstances, violence and so forth are permanently
documented for review and study.
Education has been a core function of the office. One year we kept a record of how many live
audience people that members of our staff addressed: Twenty-two thousand people.
Efforts on behalf of forensic pathology and the forensic sciences
Two Broad Categories – General and Specific
General: Throughout my tenure as Director of the Medical Examiner Department whenever
possible the choice of response to problems and requests was in terms of “Preaching the
Gospel of Forensic Pathology service to all.” I never said “No” to a request. People individually
and those representing agencies formerly ignorant of the value of medical examiner service
became aware and appreciative.
Specific: Throughout my career I received requests to participate in programs conducted by
service organizations. I never declined even though not conversant with the details of
operation. Ignorance was not a cause for denial but a reason to accept and learn. I also joined
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the Miami Rotary Club exposing my office to myriads of “movers and shakers” of the
community. I rose through the ranks of organized medicine, served as president of the sixth
largest medical society in the U.S. creating appreciation of the medical examiner as a valuable
branch of medicine. As a committee chairman of county and state medical societies I learned
the rudiments of by-laws preparation, organizational ethics, and legislative processes.
Demonstration of the benefit of medical examiner service to others was also of benefit to me
from the knowledge gained.
The list of interactions over the 40 years is too long to list and much detail has faded from
memory. NAME and the AAFS are a given.
Recollections of places I have trained and worked
Not applicable as most of my training and working is centered about Miami-Dade County and
the University of Miami.
Comments about people who trained me and from whom I have learned
Had he lived, Dr. Durlacher, thirteen years my senior, would have been my mentor. Because of
his early death I was self-taught. I did make it a practice to pay attention to others, how they
performed, cases they discussed and acquire as much benefit from them as possible. I have sat
through many a lecture presented by one of my peers, a lecture that I could have presented.
However, I always learned something of benefit about case investigations and methods of
presenting concepts to an audience.
Recollections about people I have trained
First and foremost – I never trained anybody. I only gave them an opportunity to learn. Each
trainee, medical students locally and from abroad, Forensic Pathology residents seeking
American Board of Pathology certification in the subspecialty of Forensic Pathology,
pathologists or those in a variations of legal medicine from abroad, and others involved in
visiting with us to further their careers, and those attending specialized classes, each brought
with them some specialized knowledge or experience that would expand the horizon of
knowledge available to all.
I always sought to find out what hobbies or special interests that a visitor had. That
information could be shared with others.
Most attendees were motivated. Some were less so inclined. The numbers are vast and
beyond my memory. I am unable to recollect all that should be mentioned. Faded memory
permits me to recall a few.
Jack Temple was a member of the Premed Honor Society at the University of Miami. From an
address I gave to his group, he and Rick Bossardt spent the summer. Before they entered the
University of Miami School of Medicine, they had already had a paper accepted for publication
in the July, 1975 Journal of Forensic Sciences. It concerned corrosion of steel tanks used for
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Scuba diving. After achieving his doctorate degree, Dr. Temple became an Internist and has
been with the U/M faculty to this date. He has achieved the highest of teaching honors in his
outstanding career.
Prior to the creation of the Forensic Pathology subspecialty board, pathologists were already
forensic pathologists, many of whom I was privileged to meet during my early years. The first
pathologist who joined our office in a full time capacity was Dr. Raymond Justi, whose clear
thinking mind and ability to choose correct and meaningful English during stress was superb
and a wonder to me. Ray could always observe the core of problems and their solutions. He
came from humble Italian roots. I recall how his father could never understand how he could
still be a doctor and do what he did as a medical examiner. After he left our office to join an
active local pathology group, he was an active member of the Aesculapian Society, a small
group of local physicians representing different medical specialties from private practice and
the University. Ray always presented erudite discussions at our meetings.
When our formal Forensic Pathology residency program began, my first official resident was
Joseph Rupp, Ph.D., M.D. who before retirement was the Chief Medical Examiner in Corpus
Christi, Texas. I shall never forget his unfettered enthusiasm over escaping from the Ph.D. land
of experimental mice and joining the stimulating field of Forensic Pathology. His slogan was:
“The Scene’s the Thing!” When he discussed a scene, the first photograph was the building in
which the death occurred. His pet introductory phrase was “This is a house” followed by a well
edited and presented case.
Our former residents are scattered widely over North America including Puerto Rico. Most hold
or have held positions of leadership. Space plus a fading memory prevent me from giving them
richly deserved credit.
One former resident, Dr. Jay Barnhart, now retired and living in Rockledge, Florida, stands out
in my memory for several reasons, one being that I see him now and then. The first outstanding
memory is that Dr. Barnhart and his brother conducted a family practice on the Eastern Shore
of Maryland for 17 years. When the practice of medicine became subservient to third parties,
his brother joined the U.S. Air Force and Jay obtained his boards in Pathology and then came to
us for his Forensic Pathology. In his former days, he often encountered medical examiner
deaths in his portion of the State remote from the central office in Baltimore.
What he brought with him was diagnostic skills well beyond the ken of pathologists plus the
management skills to operate an agency. After he was with me for a week, I would opine that
when he arrived, I could have given him the keys to the office and he could have run it as well,
if not better, than I. I called him “Our real doctor” in view of his clinical skills.
He had many other attributes, an undergraduate degree in botany which resulted in him
becoming a docent in Fairchild Tropical Garden, one of the great arboretums of the world.
Another attribute was music. He is an accomplished pianist and organist. Close by lives Lt.
Marshall Frank, whom I knew when he was a key member of the Homicide Bureau of the
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Miami-Dade Police Department. After retiring from a distinguished law enforcement career, he
went on with further governmental careers until he became fully retired. Marshall surprised
me once when I had purchased a violin. He asked to try it and produced the most intricate and
perfect Paganini violin music one could hear. Surprised, I inquired about his skill. “Before
becoming a cop I was a concert violinist.” He has written a number of excellent books that are
worth reading by any forensic pathologist.
Today he and Dr. Barnhart perform a service to patients confined to nursing homes and elder
facilities. They jointly present gratis musical programs to these patients.
Other attendees to our office are represented in legal medicine offices in Europe and Asia.
Their interactions with our department have been mutually beneficial.
Major controversies and frustrations in completing my responsibilities
When our office commenced operation at Noon on March 15, 1956, no such service from a
central office existed in Dade County. Surgeons became used to certifying trauma deaths and
continued to do despite repeated educational programs and informational letters to hospitals
of the community. Time was devoted to tracking down the details of deaths that should have
been reported but had not. Getting upset was not an option because causing change in people
long used to a certain system or lack thereof usually equates with a ten year period when the
solution is their retirement. This medical examiner always used persuasion and his time and
resources to solve those dilemmas.
In 1885 Florida’s Constitutional revision abolished coroners and gave the Justices of the Peace
in each county the authority to hold inquests. Our enabling legislation, Chapter 30228, Laws of
Florida, 1955 skirted the issue and let us exist as a parallel agency. For the most part there was
little problem but occasionally one Peace Justice would want to rule opposite to what we had
already certified. My response to controversy was never become combative. We were already
operating at maximum and confrontations were non-productive. My advice privately to my
compatriots was to go around any obstruction. “Sooner or later the problem will be solved by
change in status, retirement, death or indictment.” Another maxim was what Thumper, the
rabbit in the cartoon, was told by his mother, “If you can’t say anything nice, don’t say anything
at all.” I would never blame others even in private because private ceases to be private if
mentioned to even one person.
Another means to avoid controversies is to remain aware of the problems of other medical
examiners that may be publicized. Gather staff and inquire “What are they being criticized
about that we are also doing? How can we modify what we are doing to avoid the same
problem?” A 5 inch thick three ring binder of news clippings and background data about other
medical examiners being publicly criticized exists in the Miami office.
Another example: The Investigations Bureau chief and the Director of Operations enter my
office, “We have a problem. We have lost a body.” My reply, “First - obtain for me a second by
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second inch by inch complete reconstruction of the events associated with the loss. Second –
prepare for me a list of recommendations of changes in our procedures to minimize this from
occurring again. Third – do not tell me whose fault it is. I know that already. It is mine. The
buck stops on my desk.”
Almost always those involved in the error are excellent loyal employees. Placing blame is no
way to correct a problem that has occurred.
Academic involvement through research, education and training
Dr. Durlacher would not accept a position in Dade County unless granted faculty status at the
University of Miami. He and I were faculty members of LSU when he was being considered. He
brought coronary artery research projects from the University of Maryland to LSU and carried
them to the University of Miami. We were granted faculty status. In 1967 I was appointed
Professor and granted tenure although my major income was as a County employee.
During the early days I had 12 teaching hours for the 4th year medical students. I presented
forensic pathology and arranged for others to cover aspects of legal medicine.
Over time the medical schools of the United States underwent intensive changes in their
curriculum. I lost the hours in the senior class and none were forthcoming for other years.
My policy was to expand each case with as much background information as possible. If a
medical examiner death occurred in a hospital, pertinent copies of the medical record
accompanied the body and were incorporated into our records. My idea was to create a means
for retrospective research.
This policy paid off in my relationship with faculty members involved in other departments in
the medical school. I made the records available to faculty members when their research
concerned matters within our records. I would not consider being an author of papers unless I
had personally contributed. My bibliography reflects a number of jointly authored papers
covering a myriad of subjects.
The University of Miami in recent years developed a program to honor faculty members who, in
the opinion of faculty throughout the University, had made outstanding contributions to the
University. Over the years three faculty members I had worked with received this honor. They
invited me to the ceremony marking the award. Much to my surprise they publicly thanked me
for helping them initiate their research.
One of the most outstanding University of Miami achievements, by virtue of its worldwide
implementation, was the mid-1960’s creation of the concept of rescue paramedic responders
being trained to perform advanced cardiac life support (ACLS). I had welcomed the City of
Miami Fire Department rescue personnel to observe autopsies upon cases that they had been
involved with. In those days, it was only the Red Cross first aid measures that were available.
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Dr. Eugene Nagel, recent addition to the Department of Anesthesiology from Johns Hopkins
Hospital teamed up with Dr. Jim Hirschman, private practice of cardiology and also amateur
radio operator. Dr. Hirschman had created an ECG telemeter device which allowed him to
receive an ECG from five thousand miles away, interpret it and radio back the results, all from
his home in Miami. Dr. Nagel, an electrical engineer prior to medical school, expanded his
Johns Hopkins resuscitation knowledge into the concept of fire rescue paramedics operating
ECG machines and defibrillators. Captain Manuel Padron, head of the Rescue team of the
Miami Fire Department had the staff ready and willing to learn. I was involved with them as my
office had the space for training and I could assist the firemen in the anatomy and physiology of
the intubation and resuscitation process. It was a success. I well remember the first person in
world history who collapsed upon the sidewalk in ventricular fibrillation and was successfully
resuscitated to be discharged from the hospital back to his former activity. He used to visit the
Fire Rescue Crew who saved him to express his appreciation. A few years ago the Miami Fire
Department arranged for a celebration in memory of those pioneer days. Attending were those
still alive who were part of the original crews. Drs. Nagel, Hirschman and I participated. I have
retained the plaque which designated each of us as a “Pioneer in Resuscitation”.
I participated in the genesis of other University programs. One was to establish the School of
Engineering as a Center for Crash Injury Research. Out of this came many innovations plus a
close working relationship with Dr. William Haddon, the first director of the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration.
The genesis of the Department of Epidemiology and Public Health of the University involved
me. Its first emphasis was a Pesticide Research Center. At that time Dade County had the
highest death rate from organophosphate poisoning in the United States.
The Ryder Trauma Center of the University of Miami did not exist. Evidence to support the
concept lay within my files where we demonstrated the loss of life from lack of proper trauma
care. I participated in the monthly fatality review meetings…a great learning process for me.
The University of Miami Bone and Tissue Bank was established in the University by Dr.
Theodore Malinin. Our cases were sources for sterile specimens for preparation and
transplantation. When we built our three building complex at the north-east corner of the
medical center complex, we included a five room sterile autopsy suite. The value of sterile
techniques is that large bones, including a hemi-pelvis, can be transplanted. This is not possible
with non-sterile post autopsy recovery followed by sterilization.
Many other relationships have occurred and are maintained to this day.
Legislative change in which I was involved
A. Initial legislation concerned barbiturates in Florida in early 1960’s.
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B.
(1) Chapter 406, Medical Examiner Act, Florida Statutes enacted in 1970. I played a
central role in developing concepts that would apply to a state where an automobile driver
traveling from Key West to Chicago found the half way point to be Pensacola, Florida in another
time zone, a state with widespread demographic, fiscal, political differences.
(2) After enactment of Chapter 406, F.S. residual portions of prior local medical
examiner or pathology service within various Judicial Circuits remained on the books and were
a source of irritation to those needing access to records. I arranged for a quiet behind the
scenes introduction of a “housekeeping bill” to repeal those bothersome laws.
C. Health providers mandatory reporting of gunshot wounds legislation: When we commenced
in 1956 I found reporting was already custom and was thought by all to be law. However, there
was no Florida law. I contacted Attorney Generals throughout the U.S. and received copies of
what already existed, then arranged with police lobbyists to introduce corrective legislation.
D. Implied Consent and Chemical Test Law for Florida: My plan was a 20 year period, 5 years to
collect data, 5 years to educate Dade County, 5 years of State-wide education and 5 years to
obtain Legislative and Governor approval. It only took 11 years because the Dade County
Citizens Safety Council was revitalized…and I was on its Board and eventual President.
E. Fleeing drivers became a crime: No law forbid a driver to flee when ordered to stop by a law
enforcement officer. I was asked by police how many deaths had been caused by “police
pursuit?” Within a few days I had compiled the list, wrote a summary and created a proper title
“Deaths Caused by Fleeing Drivers” thereby putting the onus upon the driver, not the police.
When it came to the final vote of the Legislature each member had a copy of my document on
his desk.
F. Participated in changing Pesticide Regulations of the State of Florida: In 1965 Dade County
had the highest death rate from organophosphate (mostly parathion) pesticides in the United
States. That year we utilized on our agricultural fields enough parathion to kill every man,
woman and child in the entire world. Anyone could purchase a 3 pound sack of 15% wettable
parathion powder sufficient to kill 3000 people. Glass gallon jugs of 80% parathion concentrate
could be purchased by anyone. Accidental deaths were common, suicides less so, and
homicides least...but all occurred and many required my personal scene visitation and
reconstruction of events.
G. At the Federal level, I testified pertaining to the white phosphorous edible paste used to kill
roaches and sold to the general public. We had eleven deaths, one child having “smoke issuing
from rectum” noted in the hospital record prior to death. The result was decertification of this
pesticide for use by the general public.
H. When the southern leg of Interstate 95 was completed in Dade County, I was appalled to
note an absence of proper median separation of traffic lanes. I contacted the Chairman of the
State Road Board with data back up with the result that I-95 safety omission was corrected.
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I. At the Federal level I participated in the setting of priorities for post-crash rescue efforts of
the 16 Standards set by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and later for the
removal of lethal automobile hood ornaments.
My contributions to the field of forensic pathology
When we commenced in 1956, the United States lacked forensic pathology services in many
large areas. Governmental programs which we take for granted today did not exist.
Often I was called upon by citizens or police or prosecutors for assistance when these gaps
occurred. My rule was never to say "No" but to step in and help to what extent capable. The
Williams Act of 1970 established OSHA. Before that time government did little to promote
safer industrial methods. I recall one case where a cable under 18,000 pounds tension “broke”
(as notified by police) and a worker was killed. I determined it was not caused by a break but
by use of an improper sized cable splicer. My documented facts and photographs were sent by
me to the manufacturer with a recommendation that a splicer be color coded as to size as well
as numbered.
Every request that had nothing to do with my duties under the law was honored pro bono to
demonstrate the value of medical examiner service.
Perspectives I gained as a medical examiner
When I started I had never been trained to appreciate trauma, cause and effect of social
problems, the role of toxicology and engineering sciences in forensics as well as forensic
psychiatry or other specialties that exist within or without the American Academy of Forensic
Sciences.
With 40 years of learning experience I have gained a much wider sense of the world and its
peoples and their variations.
A forensic pathologist medical examiner must be a generalist with some familiarity of a
multitude of things having little to do with traditional practice of medicine.
The medical examiner should not consider himself as an expert in all these fields but should be
aware of what the jobs of others require and how they may be utilized in problem solving.
I am still learning from what I encounter on the Internet and Cable Television via such channels
as Travel, History, Discovery and Health.
Difficult cases I have managed
A. When it comes to homicide by violence, experienced homicide detectives usually have
figured out what happened before I arrived. Non-homicide cases tend to be most difficult
because police focus upon crime.
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Medical examiner cases for the most part are rather simple to evaluate in a satisfactory manner
if one does a good job and continues to be aware of the potential for error in any case.
B. A minority of medical examiner cases are more difficult in terms of “Negative” autopsy
findings where which many consider as no evidence as to cause. To me “negative” does not
exist. We merely have not yet developed the means for detection of all abnormalities by
existing laboratory methods. Only recently discovered is the role of genetics which determine
those hearts prone to dysrhythmia, anatomic findings notwithstanding.
Circumstantial reconstruction requires personal attention to detail omitted in the initial report.
The telephone is the most important tool to solve such cases. The prior example of the two
baseball players who collided and one died from ventricular fibrillation from a blow to the
precordium demonstrates the value of follow up telephone inquiries.
C. Environmental causes are often subtle and require personal attention to circumstantial
reconstruction.
(1) Defective electric tools may lead to death by ventricular fibrillation without electro-thermal
burns of skin. Example: On a wet day a man was trimming his lawn with an electric edger. His
wife called to him that lunch was ready. When he did not come in she found him dead
alongside the operating trimmer. Electrical death must be ruled out by a careful evaluation of
the tool.
It was equipped with a properly polarized plug. The switch on the handle had failed. The
owner bypassed the defective switch using an external in-line metal cased switch with no
adequate grounding mechanism. The energized wire was loose enough to touch the metal case
intermittently depending upon position. It was a perfect trap. When the wife called to him to
come in for lunch, he reached down to push the poorly installed switch with its metal case. Wet
feet plus 110 volt 60 HZ was perfect to induce ventricular fibrillation.
Because no adequate system exists to analyze defective tools, I assumed that function. An
autopsy upon the tool, wiring or device is the most important part of a medical examiner
investigation of an electrical death. A long shelf in our conference room displayed a large
amount of electrical tools that have caused deaths, one manufactured in the 1930’s.
(2) Much South Florida coast is mangrove swamp with deep anaerobic rotted vegetation soil,
perfect for generation of Hydrogen Sulfide gas. Many think of Hydrogen Sulfide as merely
rotten egg smell but few realize that it is as toxic as Hydrogen Cyanide gas. At lethal
concentration olfactory senses fail to detect its presence. A ditch digger collapses. Another
goes to the rescue and dies. Too late is recognition of the danger.
(3) Carbon Monoxide from many sources has always been a danger, poorly understood by
initial responders. In our New Orleans toxicology laboratory the wife of an employee stayed
behind while others went to lunch. Upon their return she was found almost unconscious. All
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she could recall was feeling ill and inability to depart from the premises. A gas operated wall
mounted water still was in operation. We called the gas company to investigate. The company
technician walked in and, with a heavy New Orleans accent, spoke these words, “I don’t smell
no monoxide” and departed. We purchased a Mine Safety Appliance carbon monoxide
detector and became the unofficial testers of suspected carbon monoxide hazards. I recall
being dispatched to a scene where a police officer had “killed his pregnant wife, her mother
and then himself.” I found the defective space heater in operation that cool evening. Another
case was a call for me to respond to the scene of a baby death due to the neglect of drug
intoxicated parents. I detected the Servel gas refrigerator responsible for the death, tested its
gaseous effluent and prevented a wrongful arrest.
Some personal carbon monoxide death investigations have resulted in retrospective tracing
from one scene to another and finally to a defective automobile exhaust system. All such cases
are complex and may easily be overlooked by medical examiner or police investigators.
How I dealt with job-related stresses, anxiety and personal performance issues
I am a private person not apt to tell others how I feel in terms of stress, anxiety, personal
discomfort or problems. I do not care to share them with others because others carry their
own burdens. I do not believe in medications or alcohol to alleviate problems because my
investigations teach me otherwise.
I can recall being at the shopping center with my wife and feeling tense….so I went to the
magazine rack and obtained a magazine dealing with mechanical matters, automobile, firearms
or whatever was inexpensive mind calming information.
In the initial years of medical school three of us shared an apartment. Our slogan was a joking
“Push, Grind, Shove, Study.” In actual practice we did not substitute partying when study came
first.
My father was a self-made man who left home at age 17 without a high school degree. His first
job was driving a horse drawn delivery wagon serving German speaking bakers. He went to
night school, learned German and when sufficiently fluent spoke it on the route. Sales rose
dramatically. A key corporate executive noticed and appreciated the work ethic. As that
executive rose to head up a major company, my father also made out well in the corporate
world. I mention this because all too frequently the tendency is to equate work and devotion to
duty with paper degrees. Actually I prefer stress to stay active. All organisms require a degree
of stress in order not to fail. The innovators of the late 19th Century in the United States were
successful by their own work, not formal education.
As for me, I always worked to full capacity and ability while taking on tasks outside my
responsibilities because I learned and others required my assistance. Often I would work 24
hours round the clock due to autopsies, scenes, meetings and court. Twice I recall 48 hours
without sleep in order to keep abreast.
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My goal was to do the best job possible and act as an example to others in terms of work ethic.
Of course none of this would have been possible without the consideration and care from Rose
Marie, my wife at my side for 49 ½ years. Even today my adult children reliving their childhood
comment on how she kept family problems on her side of the relationship.
Perhaps the reader may note the time I have devoted to these NAME memoirs at 86 years of
age. Why? It is the continuation of a perpetual desire to stimulate those who may be receptive
to self-improvement.
Aside: On February 2, 2011 a luncheon was held in my honor at the Florida State University
Club sponsored by former police investigators some who were present when our office opened
in 1956. They all appreciated what I taught them. In response I pointed out that I also learned
from them.
Am I prideful? No, I am humbled and somewhat embarrassed by such attention.
Not all medical examiners can enjoy the freedom to perform as did I. They are locked into
legal, political and administrative systems unbending in operation. I was fortunate to have the
opportunity to enter into a medical examiner system that was new and not bound by
precedent. Shortly thereafter the County embarked upon a new concept for Florida, the Home
Rule Charter with a Manager-Commission governing system eager to demonstrate success.
The County Manager has important functions that are lightning rods – police, property
assessment, taxes, County Commissioners. The Medical Examiner Department is one of the
smallest. I felt it was my job never to bother the Manager and to perform in a manner that
would reflect well upon him and the County Commissioners.
Other recollections
Innumerable recollections come to mind which involve governmental and administrative
systems, records management, death investigation systems, history, etc. Time and space are
limited. Previously cited are some. Space and limitations of memory preclude expansion of this
category.
Advice for forensic pathologists entering the field
A. Each case requires PRE-AUTOPSY ANALYSIS of three generic components:
-CIRCUMSTANCES based upon witness and physical evidence at sites of onset, transport,
and determination of death
-HISTORY
(a) Medical
(b) Social.
-ENVIRONMENT which provides causative factors and alterations of evidence or artifacts.
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These generate preliminary “INVESTIGATIVE HYPOTHESES” which shape the autopsy plan
suitable for final CORRELATION of all information plus ANTICIPATION of future needs or
questions concerning criminal, civil or humanitarian factors.
B. AUTOPSY requires investigative data based sequence of dissection plus sites of emphasis and
detail of documentation including photographs. Text must create in the mind of the reader a
correct visualization of what was observed.
At the end of the gross autopsy report gross autopsy findings should be listed in logical
sequence based upon material facts of the case.
C. LABORATORY Tests for evidence of toxins, alteration of body chemistry, infectious agents
and genetic markers.
(a) Require proper specimens and containers for subsequent determination of test
materials and procedures.
(b) Require microscopic slides with emphasis upon those tissues affected by disease or
injury.
(c) Require logical listing of these additional findings.
D. PHOTOGRAPHS require proper composition and include orientation views of all close-up
photographs.
The final report contains
(a) Facts and data constituting the WORK PRODUCT of the Medical Examiner investigation.
Do not comingle work product of police, other physicians or agencies. Keep that
information in the file separate from the Medical Examiner work product component.
(b) Cause of death for the death certificate and final EVIDENTIATRY opinion constitutes the
statutory duty of the Medical Examiner in a manner acceptable to rules of court
admissibility.
Maintain awareness that the officers of a criminal court require the medical examiner to
participate in the determination of the CORPUS DELICTI, the “body of the crime” which must be
placed into evidence BEFORE proceeding with the accusatory phase leading to conviction. The
Corpus delicti has three components:
A. IDENTITY meaning that the dead body being discussed in court is the same as that
examined by police and witnesses including the Medical Examiner. The Medical
Examiner must assure that correct procedures are carried out before the body leaves his
jurisdiction.
B. DEATH NOT FROM NATURAL CAUSES requires a critical role by the Medical Examiner with
input from police who have access to witnesses.
C. DEATH DUE TO CRIMINAL ACT of another is mainly a police matter but does require input
from the Medical Examiner.
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The Medical Examiner is expected to respond to ordinary witness questions plus expert witness
questions often in the form of hypothetical questions. The most sage advice is remain ever
humble, neutral, help each questioner whether prosecutor or defense while maintaining an
aura of fairness and lack of advocacy.
No death is ever identical in all respects to any other. Variables are infinite. Text books and
peers are never familiar with all variables. Accordingly do not deny what seems new to the
Medical Examiner but seek to investigate fully. Be curious about everything. The Medical
Examiner must be a generalist because death circumstances have an infinite number of
variables. As far back as I can remember, I have always been curious and willing to learn more
about any topic.
Finally my most important advice: Never use the term “It is not my job” when someone seeks
help. It is the job of the Medical Examiner to assist that person into finding a solution to the
problem, often by simple referral to the proper person or agency. Being curious about anything
and everything expands the ability to assist others in need.
How my work experience changed me, changed my life, and what I learned from my work.
In the beginning of my career as a forensic pathologist I was influenced by the classical teaching
of pathology to extrapolate from the smallest piece of evidence and render a “diagnosis.” A few
cases into active forensic pathology practice taught me that an autopsy centered investigation
with little or poor circumstantial information has a potential for error. Later it became
apparent that the needs of others for my work product went far afield from a statutory duty to
“determine the cause of death.” I also found that Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary has a long
list of meanings for “cause.”
I also found that others expected far more than minimal statutory requirements.
The Medical Examiner is a creation of the Legislature and is subject to the whims of that
agency. The only political influence the Medical Examiner enjoys is the respect of others from
all walks of life and whose opinions influence legislators and others in government.
Youth creates impatience from which flows intolerance. Knowledge is restricted by a limited life
experience. Work experience and time create tolerance of the customs of others. That does
not mean that I adopt all religious and political ideologies. I have become more politically
conservative but I will listen to those with different views.
Humans do not change from one generation to another. When in the U.S. Army during WW-II
the Army placed me into the Army Specialized Training Corps. It was a college program to
create more specialized personnel for the continuation of the total war. Part of this entailed
being detached to Princeton University for an accelerated pre-medicine non-degree course.
Obligatory reading was a recently published book by biologist and Professor of Natural History
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Edwin Grant Conklin, entitled Man, Real and Ideal. One major theme is that the human race
will remain the same as long as Homo sapiens maintains its genetic status as Homo sapiens.
When framers of our Constitution met in convention in 1787, many were superbly educated in
the classic civilizations of antiquity, their rise and their fall. That knowledge of learning from
history enabled the creation of a model republic. Few of each successive generations
appreciate what those at the Constitutional Convention discussed. We owe James Madison an
everlasting appreciation for his shorthand documentation of the proceedings. I urge all readers
of these memoirs to review that document.
Of all the minds of that time, Thomas Jefferson stands out in being a brilliant superbly educated
generalist who possessed great cognitive skills. John F. Kennedy held a dinner in the White
House for a group of the brightest minds in the nation at that time. He made this statement:
“This is perhaps the assembly of the most intelligence ever to gather at one time in the White
House with the exception of when Thomas Jefferson dined alone."
The Internet has provided a means for distribution of excerpts from writings and speeches of
such great people. Unfortunately, most Internet excerpts are taken out of context and lack
proper attribution. It is well to read the total document instead of blind acceptance of an
excerpt.
How has forensic pathology changed during my career, for the better and for the worse?
A. BETTER: Training programs are greater in number as are Board Certified Forensic
Pathologists. Standards for the programs are more rigorous than before.
B. WORSE: The poor economy and fixed political structures in many areas of the U.S. has
decreased the pool of applicants. In addition the removal of autopsy percentages required
for hospital deaths has created a pool of potential forensic pathologists who lack basic skills
and tenets for autopsy performance.
C. LACK OF EDUCATION IN APPLICATION OF LOGIC to performance and interpretation of
autopsies and investigations. I am aware of only one Pathology training program which
includes teaching and application of logic necessary for proper interpretation of autopsies. .
I make a point of asking a Ph.D. degreed individual the subject of the Doctorate Dissertation.
Much to my delight, Jon Nordby, Ph.D. of the General Section of the AAFS answered “logic.” I
told him I possessed the 60 volume set Great Books of the Western World. When I studied
logic as presented by the great minds of the past, nothing seemed applicable to the practice of
Forensic Pathology.
In the past Dr. Nordby had been a scene investigator for the newly created Pierce County
(Tacoma) Medical Examiner Office. I suggested he write a book that presents logic in a form
suitable for forensic investigators. At the next annual AAFS meeting he informed me it was now
in print, Nordby JJ Dead Reckoning: The Art of Forensic Detection, 1999.
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Knowing what I know now, would I “do it again” under the same circumstances as when I
began, or under today’s circumstances?
A. Under the same circumstances when I began has only one answer: Yes. My career has been
most satisfying from its beginning to the present. The reasons are clear when one reads all the
above.
During the initial decade in Miami, Dade County local government was undergoing change to a
Home Rule Charter, totally new to Florida and subject to numerous tests in court and at the
ballot box. I retained my California medical license and was prepared to return to the practice
of medicine in California if circumstances became intolerable. Most would not have dedicated
the working time around the clock but the fascination with learning and doing kept me in
Miami despite employment opportunities elsewhere.
B. Under today’s circumstances: Probably yes although the pioneer aspects of 1956 no longer
exist. New tools, expectations and fiscal challenges of today add spice to a career in Forensic
Pathology. Looking back to March 15, 1956 and the intervening decades to the present, fiscal
challenges have always existed and could always be tolerated with the solace that it can only
get better.
I am enthralled by the scientific changes in medicine and the understanding of mechanism of
life. Example: Old texts of toxicology classified poisons into categories according to what overt
damage they exerted. One classification, protoplasmic poison, no longer appears in the light of
current knowledge of cellular metabolism.
Forensic Scientists, including pathologists, are faced with new challenges to justify opinions in
terms of science, an interesting concept in view of our heritage of the “art” of medicine. Even
today, I spend telephone time discussing these challenges with learned legal academicians. I do
not feel that I have “solved” any problems but I can still play a part in a discussion.
Personal information such as family, hobbies and interests which play a significant role in the
genesis and maturation of my career
A. My personal drive to devote all time to the tasks of medical study and practice kept me
single until age 28. At this time I felt the need for family attachments, met Rose Marie, a nurse
at the same hospital where I was stationed, proposed and had a simple inexpensive Justice of
the Peace wedding, bargain price $10.00 actually paid by my colleague and best man, Dr. Jack
Gregg, a pediatrician. Rose Marie, with three children age 4 and younger, had been recently
divorced. My career has been most satisfying from its beginning to the present. From single
status to married with a full family in one step was most fortunate. We had four more of our
own totaling 6 girls and, following a lapse of seven years, a boy. To all, I am their “Dad.”
Today I recommend girls to be a major part of the mix as they are blessed with a caring
capability. When Rose Marie was in the terminal stages of Parkinson’s disease the girls took
turns staying with us and caring for her until the end.
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Rose Marie was the main stabilizing factor in furtherance of my career. She tolerated my
devotion to work and did everything possible to keep my career on course. In 1959 I left the
check book to her because I needed more time for service. Until two weeks before she passed
away, she maintained the home expenses. I had to visit the credit union to learn how to
assume the task. I owe my career to my wife and companion for 49 ½ years.
B. Hobbies imply discretionary time, of which I had none. Early in life my hobbies focused on
sciences, biology and chemistry. I studied the high school chemistry textbook the previous year
to the class and created a large home chemistry laboratory. The hobby was balanced with
ample friends with whom I explored the swamp and woods, explored abandoned mines,
engaged in winter sports and spent summers in Maine and Vermont. Always with me were
books to read.
C. Interests in the form of curiosity have always been a part of my life. Curiosity is the catalyst
that led me into the multitudes of activities that arose from the core vocation of Forensic
Pathology.
In closing, I would reiterate a driving underlying concern during my career in Forensic
Pathology. My greatest fear that stimulated extra investigative procedures is to assure that my
personal work product or opinions never result in wrongful arrest or conviction of a factually
innocent person. I see evidence that some Forensic Pathologists do not possess the same
concern. I doubt that they would intentionally engage in a wrongful conviction. I suspect that
their personality structure make them unaware of what they do to create a miscarriage of
justice.
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Mary H. Dudley, MD

June 2012
Why did I select forensic pathology as a career?
Combining my interests in all aspects of pathology of natural disease and injury as it relates to
legal issues, community agency involvement, prevention, research and teaching.
Places and times I served as Chief Medical Examiner:
•
•

Chief Medical Examiner and Director of Forensic Laboratories for Sedgwick County
Regional Forensic Science Center in Wichita, Kansas; March 2000- December 2006.
Chief Medical Examiner for Jackson, Clay, Cass and Platte Counties in Missouri; Jackson
County Medical Examiner’s Office in Kansas City, Missouri; January 2007 – present.

Major accomplishments as Chief Medical Examiner:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2009 and 2010 – Outstanding Achievement in Tissue Donation Midwest Transplant
Network Collaborative
2008, 2009 – Paul Coverdell Forensic Science Improvement Grant Funding awarded to
the Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office, Kansas City, Missouri
2009 – National Association of Medical Examiners (NAME) Re-Accreditation of the
Jackson County Medical Examiner’s Office with no deficiencies.
2008 – Vision Award – Metropolitan Community College - Penn Valley, Allied Health &
Nursing Department
2006 – Chief of Police Award – BTK task force, Wichita, Kansas
2001- 2006 – Initial NAME accreditation and re-accreditation with no deficiencies for
Sedgwick County Regional Forensic Science Center.

Efforts on behalf of forensic pathology and the forensic sciences:
•

Presented platform presentations or posters at most NAME and AAFS annual meetings
since 1992.
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Published over 15 forensic manuscripts and 7 forensic text books.
2002 National Association of Counties Achievement Award for development of tissue
referral program.
Developed the first forensic nursing program in 1994 and 4 day forensic medical
investigation training course in 1996.
Recent presentations include the following:
o Leptospirosis Presenting as Presumptive Pandemic Influenza "A" (H1N1)
Infection" ASCP Check Sample Microbiology No. MB12-3 (MB-384) Vol.55 No.3
April 2012 Pg.29-38
o Death of a 6-Year-Old Boy with Mental Retardation: Accident Versus Child
Abuse; Journal of Forensic Sciences first published online: 23 MAR 2012
o 2011 NAME Conference poster presentations:
 A Review of Coroner and Medical Examiner Opinions
Regarding Tissue Donation Issues in the United States
 Infant Death and Sleep Environment
Marcaine poster Presentation; February 2011; American Academy of Forensic Science
Conference Chicago, IL.
Musculoskeletal Transplant Foundation Forensic Pathology Workshop; Nov. 11, 2010
Chicago, IL.
Anaphylaxis: Fatal Hypersensitivity Reaction to Carboplatin; National Association of
Medical Examiners, Cleveland, OH Oct 2010
Frazee, Dudley, MD, Fleming, Garg, Lingamfelter and Sabharwal; Huffing: Two Deaths
Involving 1,1-Difluoroethane Poster, SOFT Annual Meeting Richmond, VA. Oct 2010

Recollections of places I have trained and worked:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 2007 – present Chief Medical Examiner, Jackson County Medical Examiner’s
Office, Kansas City, Missouri for Jackson, Cass, Clay, and Platte counties.
March 2000 – December 2006
Chief Medical Examiner, Forensic Pathologist,
District Coroner Sedgwick County Regional Forensic Science Center 1109 N. Minneapolis
Wichita, Kansas 67214
December 2005 – March 07 District Coroner Reno County, Hutchinson, Kansas
July 2001 – December 2004 Contract – Part-time Deputy Medical Examiner Jackson
County Medical Examiner’s Office 660 East 24th Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64108
Chief Medical Examiner
May 1995 - February 2000 Forensic Pathologist, Medical Examiner Maricopa County
Office of the Medical Examiner 120 South 6th Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85003
October 1993 - May 1995 Forensic Pathologist, District Coroner – Contract-Part time
Deputy Medical Examiner Sedgwick County, Wichita, Kansas and Shawnee County,
Topeka, Kansas
July 1991 – Oct 1993 Fellow in Forensic Pathology, Office of the Medical Investigator,
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Chief Medical Examiner: Ross
Zumwalt, M.D.
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Comments about people who trained me and from whom I have learned:
Excellent mentors include:
• Dr. Morgan Berthrong, Penrose Hospital, Colorado Springs, Colorado.
• Dr. Larry Tate, Broward County Medical Examiner’s Office, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
• Dr. Ross Zumwalt, OMI – UNM, Albuquerque, New Mexico
• Dr. Kurt Nolte, OMI – UNM, Albuquerque, New Mexico
• Dr. Patty McFeelly, OMI – UNM, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Recollections about people I have trained:
All of the following persons I have worked with early in their career developed an interest in
forensic pathology.
• Larry Czarnecki, DO. – Resident 1995, now Chief Medical Examiner Flagstaff, AZ.
• Lindsey Haldiman, DO – Medical Student 2009, now 2nd pathology resident at Truman
Medical Center Pathology Department Kansas City, MO.
• Susan Comfort, MD – Medical Student 1991, now Chief Medical Examiner Reading, CA.
Major controversies and frustrations in completing my responsibilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Budget cuts
Employee turnover
Media interest in cases
Personnel issues
Recruitment of forensic fellows taking other jobs after accepting position following
fellowship.
Testifying on old cases of other doctors that are not willing to return to area to testify.

Academic involvement through research, education, and training:
•
•
•
•

Monthly clinical forensic pathology rotations for 7 schools/pathology residency
programs
Extensive research projects
Training director for Forensic Pathology Fellowship program
Associate Professor of Clinical Pathology of 3 universities. University of Missouri-Kansas
City, School of Medicine; Kansas City University of Medicine and Biosciences; University
of Kansas

Legislative change in which I was involved:
•

Organ and tissue donation legislation

My contributions to the field of forensic pathology:
•
•

Death investigation training
Organ and tissue donation
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•
•

Mass Fatality management; member of NDMS-DMORT team – 15 years. Deployed to
Kirksville plane crash - 2004, Hurricane Katrina - 2005, Hurricane Ike - 2008 and Joplin
Tornado - 2011.
NAME Board of Directors – 6 years

Perspectives I gained as a medical examiner:
•
•
•
•
•

Interaction with outside agencies
Good communication with executive office and using county resources.
Importance of work in a NAME accredited office
Importance of having ABP Forensic Board certification and having all pathologists and
death investigators board certified.
Administration organization of office with clear definitions of duties and chain of
command.

Difficult cases I have managed:
•
•
•
•
•

In custody deaths
20 year old cold case, serial murder case – testified on 7 of 13 deaths.
Quadruple homicide
Mall shooting
Prescription drug death of 68 individuals by over prescribing physician – federal trial.

How I dealt with job-related stresses, anxiety, personal performance issues:
•
•
•
•

Balance work and play
Family
Hobbies; exercise and baking
Cooking

Other recollections:
•
•

Enjoyment from teaching, research, and prevention.
Developing forensic specialty areas and training programs in forensic medical
investigation, forensic nursing, forensic toxicology, forensic radiology, mass fatality,
child fatalities and organ & tissue donation to share my knowledge and skills with the
next generation of Forensic Pathologists and Death Investigators.

Advice for forensic pathologists entering the field:
•
•
•

Importance of ABP board certification
Work in NAME accredited offices
Train in ACGME accredited forensic pathology fellowship
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How my work experience changed me, changed my life, and what I learned from my work:
•

More responsibility as a voice for the dead; importance of networking, communication
and good relationships with internal staff, county and outside agencies.

How has forensic pathology changed during my career, for the better and for the worse?
•
•
•

More standardized systems
Work environment improved
CSI effect on general public and juries

Knowing what I do now, would I “do it again” under the same circumstances as when I began,
or under today’s circumstances?
Yes, I wouldn’t change a thing, I’ve learned from past experiences to create improved
circumstances today.
Personal information such as family, hobbies and interests (optional):
One son and daughter-in-law and 3 grandsons live in New Mexico. Enjoy baking, exercising, arts
and crafts.
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Marcella F. Fierro, M.D.

NAME President 1989-90
June 2011
Good grief – who wants to read all this?
Why did I select forensic pathology as a career?
I always liked figuring out puzzles and I liked actually doing things. I liked all branches of
medicine, especially surgery, rheumatology and nephrology, but surgery was out for women in
the 60’s. After internship I decided to do a year of pathology while my husband finished up
medical school. I liked it so well I decided to stay in it. While in pathology residency at the
Cleveland Clinic I would go to the Cuyahoga Co. (Cleveland) Coroner’s office with the lady
forensic fellow sponsored by the Clinic. I thought this is interesting and the pathologists very
willing to talk with me, Dr. Lester Adelson and others. So, while in Virginia (after my husband’s
2 year Viet Nam era service at Fort Riley KS), I took an elective in FP. My husband said my
disposition really improved and I ought to do this. I asked Dr. Wiecking if women could do this
job. I had had it as a pioneer and was not interested in more gender grief. . He said “why not?”
and accepted me into the Virginia program. The rest is history.
Places and times I served as Chief Medical Examiner
I served as Chief Medical Examiner for the Commonwealth of Virginia from March 1994 until
December 2007. I retired Jan 1 2008.
Major Accomplishments
•
•
•

Development of a lay medical investigator system to assist the pathologists and local
county medical examiners.
Expanded full time pathologists from 9 to 13
Increased fellowship slots from 2 to 3.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Obtained several million dollars in federal grants, the first time the office received any
grants
Established Review Teams for Child Abuse, Family violence, Maternal Mortality, Adult
Fatality and Federal NVDRS reviews and working to establish the enabling statutes
Establishing a full time epidemiology position in the OCME
Built 3 regional buildings
Survived major budget stringencies
Enabled several statutes and statutory changes.

Efforts on behalf of forensic pathology and the forensic sciences
•
•
•
•

Established rotations through the forensic laboratories for the fellows
Continued rotations for medical students
Participated at the national level as an officer of NAME, Forensic Pathology Council of
ASCP, Chaired the CAP forensic path committee, FBI unidentified and missing persons
files, and National Academy of Science Committee on Forensic Science: A Path Forward.
Taught forensic pathology to all who needed it.

Recollections of places I have trained and worked
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internship – slave labor.
Residency – Cleveland Clinic – best place to train in the world. While a fellow (resident)
on surg path I found a note on the lab fridge. It said Fierro there’s a heart for you in the
fridge – it turned out to be the Clinic’s first heart transplant - more than 40 years ago.
VCU (Medical College of Virginia in those days – final year of residency – good clinical
labs for CP. Dr. Seymour Bakerman made it possible for me to pass CP boards.
East Carolina University as Professor of Forensic Pathology – after 17 ½ years as a
Deputy Chief for Central Virginia - I thought I died and went to heaven. Worked with
former fellow Mary Gilliland, Stan Harris and Page Hudson.
Back to Virginia as Chief – first battle to keep the OCME out of Public Safety and in
Health.
As Chief in Virginia, it was a good run. I was ready to retire and did. No regrets, not one.

Recollections about people who trained me and from whom I have learned
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr. Lester Adelson, wise and kind a philosopher physician.
Dr. David K. Wiecking, Intelligent, incisive, no nonsense, legal thinker – taught me
forensic pathology and I think some wisdom.
Richard Froede, MD a born mentor and much appreciated in the CAP.
Grover Hutchins, MD – a cardiac pathologist who knew what FP was about.
My fellows who asked innumerable questions and made me think.
Fellow OCME pathologists who labored in the fields with me and solved innumerable
problems wisely.
My Chief Administrator Rochelle Altholz – my wise, efficient, can-do administrator.
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Recollections about people I have trained
I am proud of all of them.
• Beverly Leffers and Bill Massello – my first fellows as a deputy – well done in their
careers.
Major Controversies and frustrations
•
•
•
•
•

Battle to stay out of Public Safety and remain in Health.
The budget – Virginia is very frugal – budgets were a major legislative effort within
Health and the General Assembly.
Reduction of building size in Richmond office by half due to budget stringencies. We
filled it the day we moved in.
Virginia Tech Shootings. Governor, Cabinet and Secretaries of Public Safety and Health
did not understand the process. My boss, the Commissioner took a lot of heat and I was
sorry for that. The investigative panel did not find any wrong doing.
Staffing. Most of our staff picks were excellent. A few were a problem. Letting people go
was difficult.

Academic involvement through research, education and training
•
•
•
•

Was Professor and Chair of Dept. of Legal Medicine – mostly teaching effort. I liked
academic committees and assigned academic tasks.
Cooperated with forensic scientists to do some studies on firearms, DNA.
See above.
Established a second fellowship program in the Norfolk office.

Legislative changes
•
•
•

Educated legislators and spoke to General Assembly Committees yearly on bills assigned
to OCME to track.
Promoted some good changes to the OCME code: establish investigator positions,
protection for third party records, establishing review teams. Tried to make lemonade
out of the lemons.
This year I found a legislator to sponsor a baby DNA bill wherein all hospitals providing
obstetrical care are required to collect and give to mother a dried blood spot card as
proof of her child’s identity. I lobbied it before the committees and it was passed
uncontested in the face of opposition by the hospital association.

My contributions
•
•
•
•

See above.
Mentored fellows.
Served as President of NAME.
Serve on panels and task forces.
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Perspectives I gained as a medical examiner
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Savor each day. There may be no tomorrow.
If in doubt – post.
Nobody ever misidentified someone on purpose – Do the drill and do it right.
No case is routine - be alert.
Assumption is the mother of all screw-ups.
Good enough for government work is not good enough for Virginia.
Educate up.
Toot your Office’s horn where it counts with the legislators.
To staff and fellows: Make up your medical examiner mind – nobody knows more about
this case than you! If you don’t know enough, you find out.
Accommodate all as much as you can. If you can’t explain why and make sure they get
connected with the right person, agency etc. who can help.
Be patient…..
Listen…..
No dark humor in the morgue….ever….
Professionalism or find another job.
Help the staff through their personal crises.

Difficult cases I have managed
•
•
•

Spencer cases – first cases to link an unknown assailant in rape murders in two cities by
DNA.
High profile cases that never go away.
Virginia Tech.

How did I deal with stress?
•
•
•
•

Busy family life so I had to let the office go quiet even if I was on 24 hour call for the
system.
“Got out of Dodge” overseas for vacation – had good staff and could do this.
Subscribed to cultural events, opera, and theatre.
Movies.

Other recollections
•
•
•

Scene work- they were adventures.
Figuring out the perfect case – usually was so perfect it never went to court and the
suspect pled out.
Met all kinds of professionals not remotely related to medicine – detectives, fire, social
services, etc.

Advice for forensic pathologists entering the field
•

Forensic pathology is important work, helps many people and is often fun.
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•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stay broad based in your reading.
Join the local and state medical society and volunteer. Participate in the specialty and FP
societies. They need to know who you are and that what you do is medicine. Call
clinicians yourself if there is a question– don’t staff it out. It is a professional courtesy
that will be remembered when you need that community behind you.
Make friends with the political people and bureaucracy but no favoritism ever. They
need to know always that you are a straight arrow. Word will spread.
You are not a prosecutor’s witness. You are witness to the medicine and the decedent.
Prosecutors become defense attorneys when they get tired of being poor. All attorneys
need to know you are straight with all. Never let either think you did them a favor on a
case.
Beware of assuming cases are routine.
Being compulsive pays off.
Be timely.
Watch your mouth – say nothing and write nothing about a case that can’t be seen on
the front page of the local newspaper and make sure your staff doesn’t either.
Be kind to all even the dead.
Counsel your staff on confidentiality and mean it.
As a public health officer try to make something good come out of all the death you
see. Become an advocate for safety, civility, healthy behaviors and promote the
recommendations for prevention generated by the review team.

How work experience changed me
•
•
•

Learned each day is a gift.
Enjoy life as you go.
Became a public health advocate.

How forensic pathology has changed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More forensic pathologists.
Married women physicians can now serve in the medical corps. Army refused to enlist
me and it still smarts.
A journal and now two.
New technologies that helped, AFIS and DNA.
Better microscopes and cameras.
Computer systems to collect our data.
Public awareness thanks to Patricia Cornwell and the TV programs she inspired about
forensic pathologists who prior to that were usually portrayed as fat old men who
smoked cigars while doing autopsies in their shirt sleeves – weirdoes.
For worse – there are some poor performers out there.

Would I do it again?
•

Under the same circumstances, yes.
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•

Under today’s circumstances – don’t know- women have more choices now – it was only
a fluke that I took the year in pathology while my husband finished – did not consider
path before that.

Personal information
•
•
•
•
•
•

Married 45 years to a Bob Fierro, a gynecologist. We still prop one another up.
Two perfect children – Francesca – a lobbyist for clinical labs, and Robert Jr. a career
prosecutor.
Three grandchildren, Robert- 7, Cecilia-3 and lovely Hannah-1.
Retirement is wonderful. Do a little consulting, work for organizations and justice
focused organizations.
Hobby remains travel – “Get out of Dodge to restore your sense of wonder”.
Three pooches – 2 Walker hounds (supposed to be beagle rescues) George and Gracie
(You have to be over 50 to appreciate those names) and a cocker spaniel rescue named
Honey. I need a shirt that says “Let the dogs out, Let the dogs in, Let the dogs out….."
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Jerry T. Francisco, M.D.

NAME President 1977-78
July 2011
During my college education I had always wanted to obtain a doctorate degree, but I was
having difficulty deciding which field to choose. My parents seemed to favor medicine because
of a good relationship with our family doctor. I did not believe I could deal with the “blood and
guts” of medicine so I chose optometry. While taking a biology course, my classmate showed
me a pathology text. This text persuaded me I could deal with medicine.
After entering medical school at the University of Tennessee, I was again having difficulty
choosing a specialty. Each medical school rotation gave me a different perspective. It seemed
that any specialty would cause me to give up some aspect of Medicine that I found interesting.
A friend exposed me to the idea of the specialty of pathology. It became clear to me that my
greatest interest was the study of disease and this was the field for me. The University of
Tennessee had a very dominant Chairman of the Department of Pathology, Douglas Sprunt.
After a rotating Internship at The John Gaston Hospital in Memphis, Tennessee, he accepted me
into the residency program.
Because the military draft was still a fact of life I needed to spend time in one of the services.
The best chance for me, in order to stay in Memphis, was to volunteer for the Navy. There was
a Naval Hospital in Millington, Tennessee. The Navy needed pathologists and the pathologist
there was leaving to rejoin the residency program at The University of Tennessee. I was
accepted and assigned to that hospital as Chief of Laboratory. I retained my University
association as an assistant instructor. This title did not exist at the University, but Dr. Sprunt
gave this title to all residents in their second year. This association worked very well, since the
work schedule at the Naval hospital allowed an afternoon off and a weekend free if not on
duty. This time allowed me to consult with faculty members of the University on any of my
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problems, either surgical or clinical. This experience and the University contacts allowed the
American Board of Pathology to give me part credit toward my training as a pathologist.
Upon discharge from active duty, I returned to the training program of The University of
Tennessee at the Institute of Pathology. At this time Dr, Sprunt had just negotiated a contract
with Shelby county government to provide pathology services to law enforcement agencies in
the county. This contract was used to remodel spaces in the pathology building and provide
separate space for a forensic morgue and autopsy facility. It also provide salary and supply
money. The faculty member who was to provide these services had created some problems and
had to resign. After his resignation, the other faculty members had to provide these services
and were unhappy. Dr. Sprunt offered me the opportunity to be the person to fulfill the terms
of this contract. I had had several experiences with forensic problems during my Navy service.
This had even included criminal court testimony in a murder trial and thus I believed I could
handle this activity. These forensic activities were authorized under a private act of the
Tennessee legislature authorizing Shelby County to enter into contracts with agencies.
I received the title of Coroner’s Physician. It was my duty to perform an external examination
on all deaths that were pronounced D.O.A. at The John Gaston Hospital; to contact the law
enforcement agency investigating this death and either assign a cause of death for the Coroner
to sign or recommend that the District Attorneys General authorize an autopsy. If this
authorization was given, it was to be my responsibility to perform the autopsy. All laboratory
activities associated with this autopsy were to be provided by the Department. This included
the development of a toxicology laboratory.
During the final phases of my Pathology training, Dr. Sprunt arranged extended visits to
Cleveland, Ohio and Richmond, Virginia. This included visits with Alan Moritz, Lester Adelson,
Samuel Gerber and Geoffrey Mann. My reading included several textbooks, both English and
American, and a variety of medico-legal journals. After the completion of formal Pathology
training in 1960 and passing the board in Anatomic and Clinical Pathology, I was offered a
position of Assistant Professor of Pathology at The University of Tennessee, Institute of
Pathology.
Dr. Sprunt was grandfathered with the Board of Forensic Pathology and because of this I was
able to claim supervised training in Forensic Pathology. This allowed me to take the board
examination in Forensic Pathology and become certified. During this time, with the support of
the Tennessee Medical Association, Tennessee Society of Pathologists, Tennessee Department
of Public Health and the District Attorneys General Conference of Tennessee we lobbied the
Legislature to pass the Model Medical Examiner Law as proposed by the National Municipal
League. There were some modifications that were made. There included the exclusion of two of
Tennessee’s ninety-five counties from coverage and the withholding of the authority to order
an autopsy from the County Medical Examiner. Both of these changes were later altered with
the inclusion of all counties and the giving autopsy ordering authority to the County Medical
Examiner.
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I was appointed as County Medical Examiner for Shelby County in 1961 with the passage of the
Postmortem Act. We adopted a modified form of Report by County Medical Examiner used by
Dr. Mann of Virginia. The first Chief Medical Examiner for Tennessee was Dr. Thomas
Littlejohn. He was not a Forensic Pathologist and appointed me as one of his consultants. Dr.
Littlejohn left the state in 1963 to seek training in forensic pathology and I was appointed Chief
Medical Examiner. A contract was negotiated between the state Health Department and The
University to provide these services which included the salary of a Forensic fellow. The trainee
once trained would agree to serve as a Forensic pathologist in the state for a period of two
years or repay the stipend. Dr. Maurice Acree was the first trainee to get training in the
Forensic Pathology program of the University of Tennessee, Institute of Pathology.
The development of a system of Forensic Pathology in Shelby County required support services.
The first service was a laboratory to provide toxicology. The first director of this laboratory was
Dr. Richard Walker. He decided to focus his time into Blood Banking and I became acting
director until we hired a chemistry professor from Southwestern (a local Memphis Presbyterian
college). This was not a full time effort and we later employed a fulltime director. He was an
analytical Chemist, graduate of Virginia Tech, Dr. David T. Stafford. With the full development
of toxicology services a special tract in the graduate program of the Department of Pathology
was begun. The graduates of this program are still functioning in the states of Utah, Texas,
Alabama and Washington as well as the country of Brazil. Dr. Tom Littlejohn returned to
Tennessee after completing his Forensic training and reassumed the role of Chief Medical
Examiner for Tennessee.
In 1971 a new Commissioner of Health, again, appointed me as Chief Medical Examiner. At this
time the record of the investigations by County Medical Examiners had not been received and
stored by the central office. There was no co-ordination of the ninety-five counties. Each county
was operating as an independent unit. There was little state support, including no toxicology
and few autopsies. The first efforts were to make sure that all counties had an informed
medical examiner and that all reports were sent to the state office. The state’s pathologist were
approached requesting that they provide autopsy support to all counties in the state. This was
to be funded by contracts between the state Health Department and the individual pathologist
who agreed to participate. None of the state’s pathologist were forensic trained and often
needed guidance in certain cases.
This guidance was to be provided by a series of seminars to be given throughout the state. They
were patterned after the schemes of Dr. Mann (Virginia). The attendees were both medical
examiners and pathologist. A training handbook was written so that practicing physicians could
be informed of the rudiments of legal medicine and the role of the autopsy in death
investigation. A microfiche was prepared so that visual images of real cases could be shared
among all physicians who were serving as County Medical Examiners. Narrative vignettes with
accompanying photographs were prepared for use by county medical examiners to educate
their fellow physicians and various public groups in the role of medical examiners in death
investigation.
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Because of the presence of a dental school in Memphis it was rather easy to obtain local dental
consultants in medical examiner cases. Dr. Harry Mincer (DDS, PhD- pathology) became the
Chief Dental Consultant to the Chief Medical Examiner and organized seminars to inform local
dentist who would become local consultants to County Medical Examiners or pathologist
through the state. When Dr. William Bass (Physical Anthropologist) left Kansas to become
Chairman of the Department of Anthropology at The University of Tennessee in Knoxville, he
was prevailed upon to become the Anthropology consultant for the state. In this role, all
skeletal remains found in the state were referred to his group.
As Forensic Pathology trainees became available, regional offices were established throughout
the state. There were offices in upper East Tennessee at East Tennessee University; Middle East
Tennessee at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville; Lower East Tennessee in Chattanooga;
Middle Tennessee at Nashville; to join the office in Memphis at The Medical Units. Throughout
my career I trained eighteen (18) forensic pathologists, who included:
Maurice Acree 1963
Augustine Torres 1964
Elizabeth Faye Sinclair 1965
James A. Watt 1966
James S. Bell 1969
Jack Richmond 1972
Michael Jackson1973
Joseph Sapala 1974
Michael Diamet 1975
Charles Harlan 1976
O’Brian C. Smith 1982
Frank King Jr. 1985
Richard Harruff 1985
Mark LeVaughn 1988
Joseph A. Fedrick 1992
Sandra K. Elkins 1993
Thomas A. Deering 1996
Cynthia Gardner 1998
Because of the necessity of making changes in the Postmortem Law and the efforts of
preventing the mischief of non-needed changes in the law, it became obvious that the office of
Chief Medical Examiner needed to be in the Capitol City (Nashville). In view of this in 1988, I
resigned as Chief Medical Examiner. This allowed the Department of Public Health to combine
the office of Chief Medical Examiner with the Office of County Medical Examiner in Davidson
County (Nashville). I retained my position as professor of Pathology at U.T. Memphis, County
Medical Examiner for Shelby County and West Tennessee Associate Chief Medical Examiner. At
this time there were five (5) Regional Forensic centers in Tennessee. Each center provided
autopsy support for a defined region of the state, three toxicology laboratories and five
locations for anthropological consultations. Every county had a County Medical Examiner and
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the public was well aware that certain deaths should be reported to a County Medical
Examiner.
Many successful outcomes developed from our cooperative efforts. Most importantly, a poorly
organized coroner’s system, established by constitution in the late eighteenth century had been
replaced by a well-organized and funded county medical examiner system. In addition, we
were able to inform the public, legal and medical professionals of the purpose and value of a
professional death investigation system. We developed physical facilities to conduct the death
investigations, autopsy and toxicology services. Initially, the office began as a 350 net square
feet office in 1961; by 1999 had expanded to and had about 35,000 net square feet. We
incorporated on-site forensic anthropology services and employed two full-time, boardcertified forensic anthropologists. In addition, in the same year, we provide the services of an
on-call forensic odontologist. We included full-service criminalistics with a full-service
Toxicology laboratory, staffed with trained toxicologists for 24 hour turn-around time;
developed blood spatter interpretive support for law enforcement, volatile accelerants testing,
and educated the public, law enforcement and the legal community about the significance of
alcohol in traffic accidents.
N.A.M.E. has played a major role in the organization of the forensic sciences for the State of
Tennessee. Three (3) of the five regional centers have been inspected and accredited by
N.A.M.E. There have been designated buildings acquired in all five locations to provide space
for forensic services. The funding for these services is provided by both state and local county
sources. Qualified Forensic Pathologist serve in all centers. There are over a dozen board
certified Forensic Pathologist practicing in the state.
My own participation in N.A.M.E. began when I became a member at the first meeting of NAME
in Chicago following its incorporation. I subsequently served as a member of the Board of
Governors 1970-1976, President-elect 1976-1977, President 1977-1978 and Chairman of the
Board 1978-1979. We sponsored the second NAME annual meeting, the first was in Rhode
Island with William Sturner as the local host. The support of the conference included a grant
from the state to partially underwrite the cost of our meeting.
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Dr. Richard C. Froede – Oral History Interview
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology Oral History Program
SUBJECT: Dr. Richard Froede
INTERVIEWER: Charles Stuart Kennedy
DATE: October 27, 1994
[Note: This transcript was not edited by Dr. Froede]
Q: Doctor, could you tell me when and where you were born, and a little about your family,
please.
DR. FROEDE: I was born on 1 May 1929, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. My father was a physician at
the time. But if you recall the date, it was about ten days before the stock market crash. Things
were pretty rough around there, so he decided that he would come out of his residency, which
was in neurology, because he had to make some money. And he went up into a small town in
Wisconsin to practice in a general-practice situation.
He was there, in this little town called Jackson, Wisconsin, for about ten years, until World War
II came along, when he decided that he was gung ho and wanted to practice military medicine.
He was about 45, 46 years of age at the time. He went into the Army and was sent to
Fitzsimmons to work.
And then one day, running to an emergency, up a flight of steps, he had his first heart attack.
And that was it as far as his practice was concerned. He didn't do much after that.
Although I will say that, over the years, when I got to college and eventually into medical
school, he and some of his friends would put me through the mill. I learned a tremendous
amount of material from them, particularly from one of the internists who used to live next
door to us. I'd go out on house calls with him at the same time.
Q: Did you grow up, then, in a medical atmosphere?
DR. FROEDE: Oh, yes, it was very much so. My middle brother probably would have been a
doctor if it hadn't been for World War II, because he was slanted in the same direction I was,
not because we were pushed, but we just found it interesting what my father was doing. But he
and my oldest brother ended up enlisting in World War II and spending most of their time
there. My oldest brother stayed in until he retired. He was in the infantry. And my middle
brother decided to go into the ministry when he came back. My father used to have three
pictures there: One tries to patch them up; one shoots them; and one has to pray for them.
And people in his office would kind of laugh about it.
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Our family stayed in Jackson till about '42, and then we moved to Milwaukee. And from then
on, until I left medical school, I was in Milwaukee.
Q: Talk a bit about your high school.
DR. FROEDE: My high school was Riverside, where I went from 1943 to '47. It's on the east side
of Milwaukee. It was a very interesting school. It was an amalgam of a lot of different people, a
lot of different backgrounds, religions, races, and so on. But there was something there in that
high school that you couldn't do today, and that was we had a three-track system. Which I don't
think any one of the students ever found discriminatory. But there was the college track, and
there was the business track, and then there was the trade track. Those would go in for
mechanical drawing and engineering and things like that. But we all had the same basic
courses, which we all shared, too. But when you got into the higher mathematics, you were in
the X track. And so I felt it was an extraordinarily good education.
Q: Were you working towards being a doctor at that time?
DR. FROEDE: Yes. I had sort of made up my mind when I was probably about 12 years old. I liked
to watch this. As I say, I was never pushed into it, but they would always talk to me about it,
always describe certain things to me, and it became very interesting from that standpoint. Also,
at that time, my father had some pathologists who were good friends, and they used to come
over to the house and drink coffee, and they would sit and they talked to me about pathology
and described it. To me, it was probably medical detective work; that's the way I felt about it at
the time. From then on, I always wanted to be a pathologist.
Q: That's interesting, because most of the people I've talked to, almost all of whom ended up
pathologists, sort of backed into it or picked this up much later on. But you actually got the bug
quite early.
DR. FROEDE: I did.
Q: After high school, where did you go to college?
DR. FROEDE: My brother, before he had gone into World War II, had been a freshman at Ripon
College, which was upstate. It's also the birthplace of the Republican Party.
Q: Yes, yes, very famous.
DR. FROEDE: He said that, when he got back, he wanted to go back there someday to finish his
education. But he wasn't available, so I started in 1947, and then he came back in '49, and both
of us graduated at the same time, in 1951. Again, I feel that even though it was a small liberalarts college, both of us got involved in a lot of activities, and we both graduated, I think, with an
educational background that was excellent.
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Q: Was there such a thing as a pre-med there?
DR. FROEDE: Yes, it was a pre-med course, a lot of science and things like that. But mostly we
had a lot of the liberal arts. In fact, my degree is a Bachelor of Arts, rather than a Bachelor of
Science degree.
Q: You graduated in 1951, and what did you do? The Korean War was in full swing at that point.
DR. FROEDE: Well, when I applied to medical school, it was about a year and a half before. It
was my father's medical school, which was Marquette University. I had been accepted, and so,
as far as the military was concerned, I had a deferment to go to medical school. They had no
idea how long it would go, so they decided to send people to medical school and let them get
their doctorate, and then you put them into the service.
Q: So you went to Marquette for how long?
DR. FROEDE: Four years.
Q: Could you describe a bit about the medical training at Marquette at that time?
DR. FROEDE: Medical training then, again, was a little bit different than what it is now. A lot of
basic material. The first two years, of course, were the basic sciences: pathology and
microbiology, which was then called bacteriology, and embryology and anatomy. We had
cadavers, and four of us would share the dissection. In the junior year, we began to get more
into the clinical aspects of it. Although, during the first year, we had one course that took us
into the clinics, just to give us a taste of what was coming. But the junior year was spent in the
clinics and the emergency rooms. Then, in our senior year, it was more of ward work and
surgery and medicine, orthopedics. At this time, because I wanted to go into pathology, I took
a month's training in pathology at the VA hospital there in Milwaukee. Again, it whetted my
appetite, so I wanted to stay in the field of pathology.
Q: In your class, were you somewhat off to one side, as far as being interested in specializing in
pathology?
DR. FROEDE: No, I think there were at least about half a dozen of us who had decided that we
liked pathology. We had a very good pathology department. W.A.D. Anderson, who had written
the big book on basic pathology, was head of the department, and he got us all interested in it.
And then, as I say, my father's friends kept it up.
Q: In medical school, in those days, were there many women in your class?
DR. FROEDE: We had a class of 89, and I think there were nine or ten women.
Q: You became a doctor after getting out of Marquette, is that right?
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DR. FROEDE: Yes.
Q: You got out of there when?
DR. FROEDE: In 1955.
Q: Now did the Air Force or one of the military services pick you up at that time?
DR. FROEDE: At that point, no. I volunteered and went into the Air Force. I wanted a residency,
and they promised me an internship and a residency. And they kept their word. I went to
Walter Reed for my internship, which was a rotating type. And then, from 1956 to '60, I was at
Letterman General Hospital.
Q: In San Francisco.
DR. FROEDE: For my residency in anatomical and clinical path.
Q: In 1956, you were here, where this interview is taking place, at Walter Reed. Did you run
across the AFIP?
DR. FROEDE: Very much so. After I had finished my ordinary rotations in surgery and medicine
and pediatrics and Ob/Gyne, I decided again I wanted to sample pathology, just to make sure.
And so I came over here and spent two months in the anatomical part of the Department of
Pathology, which was in the building at the time, which meant that I could go off and sit in on
some of the conferences and enjoy the entire AFIP, as well as learning surgical path and
autopsy path.
Q: Who were the big guns in surgical path and autopsy path in those days here?
DR. FROEDE: Well, Dr. Earle was here in neuropath, Dr. Mostofi, Dr. Johnson.
Q: They're all still going.
DR. FROEDE: They're still going, and I know them all.
Q: In one of my interviews, I talked to one doctor and she said that the theory was that
pathologists don't die.
DR. FROEDE: I spent a few days with Dr. Helwig, looking at dermpath and GI path. To me, it was
just priceless. I couldn't have had a better experience.
Q: You were at Letterman from when to when?
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DR. FROEDE: From about July of '56 to about July of '60. And there, by the way, the chief of the
department was Nelson Irey, who is now here and has been here for a number of years.
Q: When you went to Letterman, were you by that point specializing in pathology?
DR. FROEDE: Yes, by then, I was on my pathology track.
Q: In the late '50s, you were on the pathology track. Were there specialties at that point, or
was it general pathology?
DR. FROEDE: There were specialties. There were people interested in dermpath. Some of the
boards that are in existence now had not come into existence, but we were encouraged to try
to pick some area that we thought might be of interest. At that time, I was very much
interested in clinical path., and got involved in blood bank, chemistry and toxicology more than
microbiology. I thought that I wanted to be a clinical pathologist. I enjoyed surgical path., but I
also enjoyed very much the autopsy pathology. To me, it was such a challenge to come up with
a diagnosis, a total diagnosis, rather than just a surgical biopsy.
Q: Were you able to indulge in what you were interested in at Letterman?
DR. FROEDE: Yes. Yes. In fact, probably some of us who were interested did extra work in
various fields.
Q: What type of a hospital was Letterman and who were they seeing?
DR. FROEDE: It was a general hospital, seeing military patients, as well as dependents. It was
about a 500-600 bed hospital at that time.
Q: Tell me, in the military, do you get the same type of experience (except, obviously, in
wartime) that, say, a young doctor might get at a city hospital, with all the trauma of city living?
DR. FROEDE: We didn't see too much trauma, probably for two reasons. One, it was a military
hospital, and most of the trauma cases would have first been triaged before they came in there.
The second was that we lived in an era when we didn't have to worry too much about all this
trauma that you see coming into the hospitals today. Larger cities, yes. I suppose that would be
something that the people at Letterman would have needed to go to the city and county of San
Francisco hospitals and that. But, as far as pathology was concerned, we saw the gamut. In fact,
we saw some really strange diseases, too.
Q: Where were they coming from?
DR. FROEDE: Well, there was a public-health hospital not too far away, on the grounds of the
Presidio, and we exchanged cases. So we'd see some of the diseases coming off theses ships.
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Q: Did you have much contact with the AFIP while you were doing this?
DR. FROEDE: No, only from the standpoint of consultation. We would send our cases to the
AFIP. And, since I knew some of the people, I could pick up the telephone once in a while.
Q: You left Letterman in 1960, and then where did you go?
DR. FROEDE: Well, that was an interesting part of my career. Dr. Townsend, who was the
director at the time, came out to San Francisco, and he asked me where I'd like to go. Oh, I
named all kinds of places, like Dayton, Ohio, and places where the big Air Force hospitals were,
such as San Antonio. And then he looked at me and he said, “How would you like to go to
England?" I said, "Fine, I'd love to go to England." He said, "Well, it's not going to be to an Air
Force base. It's going to be a Royal Air Force base." And so, for the next three years, I spent the
time at the RAF Institute of Pathology and Tropical Medicine. There, to me, that was a
wonderful experience, from the standpoint of if I thought I'd seen things at Letterman...But at
that time, of course, the British Empire was still where the sun never sets, and the different
diseases that I'd only read about in textbooks would come in. We even had one episode of
typhoid fever coming out of Zermatt, Switzerland. They brought some of the RAF people in;
they'd fly them in with the various parasites, because this was one of their biggest hospitals.
Q: Did you find the British and the American approach more or less the same to pathology, or
was there a difference, subtle or otherwise?
DR. FROEDE: The surgical pathology was more or less the same. They did not have pathology
training like we had, you know, four years, or two years, or three years of anatomical, three
years of clinical, two and three. And so we actually trained some of the general pathologists in
surgical path., clinical path. Mostly clinical path., because the RAF Institute was more or less like
a small AFIP, where all the surgical biopsies were sent in. But we also did some training in
forensic path., which was essentially aviation pathology, so that they would know what to do
when they went out on an aircraft accident. So that way, I think I picked up my first interest in
forensic path., and would go out on aircraft accidents with them.
Q: What's the reason, I'm speaking as a layman on this, for wanting... I mean, somebody gets
killed in an airplane crash, they're dead. What's the...
DR. FROEDE: If it's true, you want to do the analysis of all the examinations, so you can study
was it something that they had eaten, like a toxicologic? Some drug that they had taken? Was it
injury, a pattern injury that they had and how they might have struck something? The other
thing, did they have a heart attack? Group Captain Mason and I had a case where a fellow was
landing a plane up at Prestwick, Scotland, and he suddenly collapsed at the controls. Ken and I
went up and looked at it—MI (myocardial infarction), and we found an occluded vessel in the
anterior descending branch. So these are the different things. Also, we felt that negative
findings were as valuable as positive findings, sometimes.
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Q: Did the British use their pathologists differently than...
DR. FROEDE: Most of their pathologists were doing clinical path and blood bank and
microbiology. A few of them, in some of the bigger hospitals, in the Far East and in Africa and
the Aden Protectorate, would do some surgical path. But most of the biopsies were sent on in
to us. In the clinical path area, sometimes they were ahead of us in certain things, and
sometimes a little bit behind us in adopting new things, new techniques, new reagents, and
things like that. And so it was rather interesting to me to do some of this, because I'd go down
to the American base, the USAF base at South Riceland, and we'd swap reagents. If the
pathologists there couldn't get anything, I'd take something down to him and he'd send stuff
back up, particularly in the area of blood banking. They used the Oxford system, where it would
incubate for an hour to get your blood group, and then you'd incubate an hour to get your cross
match. Well, I had the rapid reagents that I'd brought back with me, and so what I would do
was tell them to do a quick grouping on it, so we didn't violate any of the regulations. What
we'd do was a rapid group, so at the same time that he set up the group in an hour, he would
set up the cross match in an hour. And I could come in one time in the middle of the night,
instead of spending a couple of hours there. So that's the type of thing. Then they changed;
even in the three years, they began to change some of the...
Q: You had the AFIP here, with some of these doctors you've mentioned who had been
specializing in various branches for years and looking at thousands of specimens. Did you find
that the unique collection of the AFIP gave a stronger delivery system to people with problems?
DR. FROEDE: I think it did, because if I had something, and several of us who were reading the
surgicals, we would quick air ship it to the AFIP. It made it nice, because I knew some of the
people here and we could have a very personal type of consultation. So I think it's a
tremendous thing to have the database that they have now. Its things that you look at, I've
seen this pattern before; where have I seen it? And then you send it off to a consultant, or you
look at a database, and you find it. The fascicles are a tremendous database. And this new
CDROM I was playing with the other day on the... to me, I wish I had had that 20, 30, 40 years
ago.
Q: After your time with the British, when did you leave and where did you go?
DR. FROEDE: I left in '63, and from '63 to '65, I was at Orlando Air Force Base, which is now
Navy, and I guess it's closing now, from what I hear. But it was Orlando Air Force Base, and I
was chief of pathology there, all alone; there were no other pathologists. But I had consultants
in the city who were excellent--Paul Berrick and others—that I could always turn to, so I never
was at a loss. And also I had the AFIP that I could send them to. I was there for two years. But
also, besides those duties, I was a consultant to Project Gemini.
Q: Could you explain what Project Gemini was.
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DR. FROEDE: This was one of the first projects out of Cape Canaveral putting a man in space. I
knew Gus Grissom and a few others. At that time, we set up the blood bank. We taught them
how to cross-match, we taught what drugs they could use, and we did chemistries and
everything else. We had a regular little clinical lab.
I'll never forget the day that Gus Grissom said to me, "I know why you're here, doc. You don't
have to tell me." And, of course, he was one of the first ones who perished.
Q: In a fire. Did you get involved in any of that?
DR. FROEDE: No, that occurred after I left. So I never got involved in anything like that. And
then, in the last six months of my tour there, I got word from the surgeon general's office that
they needed a pathologist in Germany, was I willing to give up down there and go to Germany?
I said yes, because I enjoyed England so much. I said fine, and so I ended up in Wiesbaden,
Germany, from '65 to '68.
Q: On the family side, were you married?
DR. FROEDE: Yes. One of my children was born in San Francisco, and one in Florida. I think they
still remember their days in Germany.
Q: What were your main concerns in Wiesbaden?
DR. FROEDE: The workload. There were three pathologists, but at times I was alone for threeweek periods, when people were transferring. We had a tremendous workload, because it
would feed into Wiesbaden from all over Europe. I'd walk in and I'd find 300 surgicals there, to
start in processing. Some days there were only a few; some days many of them. But, again, I
still had the backup of the AFIP, and I used it.
Q: Let me ask a bit about the backup of the AFIP, at this point. We're talking about the mid-'60s.
You've got a surgical problem. You're in Wiesbaden; the AFIP is in Washington, D.C. How would
you do it, and how was the response time?
DR. FROEDE: Rather than use the mails, we put it onboard an air-evack flying out of Rhein Main,
which is just up the road from Wiesbaden and Frankfurt. And it would be landed down here at
Andrews Air Force Base. So you knew that, within that same 24-hour period, at least it was on
its way to the AFIP. And then, of course, you could mark it "Rush," or you could mark it
"Routine," whatever you wanted to do. And I thought the response time was pretty good.
Q: Would you get back cables?
DR. FROEDE: If there was something the matter there and they felt I should be notified, they'd
probably pick up either a cable or a telex or a phone call.
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Q: Did you get involved at all with German pathology while you were at Wiesbaden?
DR. FROEDE: We had an interesting group there of military pathologists, as well as a few civilian
pathologists, that we'd get together about quarterly and swap cases. We got to know some at
the various universities, Mainz and so on, that had very interesting cases. I will say this, that we
always picked a good place to go. Like Oktoberfest time, we'd be in Munich.
Q: You were in Wiesbaden from '65 to '68. Then, all of a sudden, we move to the major focus of
what we're talking about.
DR. FROEDE: Actually, the major focus, as I mentioned, probably started back with my days with
the Royal Air Force. But then I was doing some medical-examiner type cases when I was in
Florida.
Q: Could you explain what a medical examiner does.
DR. FROEDE: Well, we had a suicide and some accidents on the base. And then the local medical
examiner, Tom Haydred, got me interested. I'd go down and look at some of his materials. So,
when I was interested that way, I decided, well, maybe I like forensic pathology. And so I went
to the surgeon general's office and I was inquiring about it. In fact, I was probably on my way to
a forensic path residency here at the AFIP in '65, when... meeting of pathologists in Germany
came up. They did ask me if I would give up that idea for a short while and go to Germany, and I
still have the letter that says, upon my return, I would be assigned to the AFIP as a forensic
pathologist in the residency program. And they carried out their word.
Q: What did a forensic pathologist do at the AFIP when you came here in 1968? What was the
job description?
DR. FROEDE: At that time, it was, I believe, the Division of Forensic Sciences, which had a
forensic pathology section, a legal medicine section. But they were doing the same thing that
we did as the years progressed: suicides, homicides, any of these cases, we would review them.
And then the Registry of Forensic Path was here, and some of the civilians would send their
cases in. So this is what they were doing. At that point, there was another section, the Radiation
Path section, which was doing almost all the aircraft accidents. So it really was a separate entity
there, from our viewpoint. But we saw all the other medical/legal cases.
Q: You were in more the medical/legal side, rather than the aircraft?
DR. FROEDE: Right. Don't get it wrong, an aircraft accident is essentially medical/legal. It can be
criminal, if somebody blows up an airplane, like at Lockerbie. It can end up in civil cases, court
actions against someone. And this is why you want to do a good workup. One of the biggest
things, of course, in aircraft accidents is identification. Forensic pathology, in essence, will start
the identification process.
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Q: In '68 and thereabouts, was the focus of your work pretty much on incidents within the
armed forces?
DR. FROEDE: Yes.
Q: You weren't being called upon for other things? Because I know, later, we'll be talking about
the Azores and Jonestown.
DR. FROEDE: It was pretty much limited to work in the military. The year of training was a
diverse year for me. It wasn't all here at the AFIP. Dr. Stahl was in charge of it at the time, and I
spent four months at the Office of the Medical Examiner of the State of Maryland, in Baltimore.
During that four-month period, I think I did 40 homicides and something like 140 cases; at the
same time, getting a couple of weeks of training in toxicology in the tox lab with Dr...
But then the other thing that we were doing was going down to the Smithsonian for two weeks
of training in anthropology. And then another two weeks would be at the Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs (BNDD). We learned a little bit of what goes on in the streets. All of this
information could ultimately be used to help analyze your own cases.
Q: Litigation has always been a factor for forensic pathologists. Were you feeling the pressure
that everything had to be just right, or understanding that, behind whatever you did, some
lawyer might attack it from whatever angle?
DR. FROEDE: In later years, while I was out at the University of Arizona, there was a retired trial
attorney out of Chicago, and he had a famous saying that anything you do, anything you say,
anything you write, and, sometimes, anything you think will usually be used against you in a
court of law.
So the answer is yes, you try for perfection. You don't always achieve it, and sometimes you
make a mistake and so on, but you try to do the best, and you try to set up a protocol so that
you don't miss anything.
Q: Were there, particularly in the earlier years, in the late '60s, a feeling of constant looking
over your shoulder of litigators?
DR. FROEDE: Oh, yes.
Q: How would this impact on what you all were doing?
DR. FROEDE: We did our cases, and that was it. We knew that we would be questioned in the
courtroom, and they would try to find something and dwell on that, that you missed this,
therefore you didn't do... But I never worried about it. In fact, courtroom to me was, and still is,
fun. I have a couple of cases going to court here in the next few minutes.
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Q: Do you have any stories of any problems or incidents that happened in the courtroom while
you were here at the Institute that are etched in your brain?
DR. FROEDE: Not so much here, because there were only a few cases that ultimately went to
court. There were only about six cases when I was up in Baltimore where I had to go to court,
and I never got called on. Even though Dr. Fisher and I went on a murder case, he was on the
stand, and they didn't bother me. So I didn't get that much court experience. It wasn't until I
left the Institute and became medical examiner in Arizona that I ended up anywhere from one
to two, three times in court every week.
Q: In this period from '68 to '76, what type of equipment were you using? Was that different
than, say, what one would use now?
DR. FROEDE: Yes, the instrumentation in toxicology wasn't as nice as you have now. We didn't
have DNA. And the types of microscopes that you would use weren't as nice compared to
microscopes that you have now. We had a range downstairs, but we didn't have some of the
equipment in the range that's here now. We developed a system here. And thinking back over
it, in fact, I presented a case down here at a CAP meeting in 1971, and if we'd had DNA at the
time, what a fantastic job we could have done. We might have convicted the person who
murdered another one.
But this is true anywhere now. Everybody who has been through those days from about '60 to
'90, that 30-year period, could look back and say, gee, if I had had this instrument, if I had had
this technique, what a wonderful thing it would have been. The radioimmune assay technique,
when it came in in the early '70s... I thought, gee, we can't even measure LSD. A couple years
later, you could measure LSD in the tissues. So these are the things that have been fun
watching develop, and being able to participate in this development.
Q: You mentioned LSD. You were here at the height of the drug culture, where, across a large
spectrum of society, people were playing around with various forms of drugs, particularly things
such as LSD.
DR. FROEDE: It's an interesting term you used: "the height of the drug culture." As far as I'm
concerned, it has never slackened. You're thinking of the Beat Generation, the hippies with LSD
and some of the other drugs. It's back again. It's a cyclic type of thing. They suddenly rediscover
the wheel. Right now, the concern is about the new generation of opiates, LSD and things like
that. So it hasn't changed.
Q: Was this a big part of your work, looking for traces of self-induced drugs?
DR. FROEDE: Yes. We had a very good toxicology section here, with Dr. Peninos and Dr.
Goldbaum. So it was really nice to have something like this. They did the research and they did
the routine stuff. And then they would sit down with us, “What does this mean?”. And I think
that part of it is the interpretation. In fact, all of forensic pathology is interpretation of patterns.
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Whether it's a blunt-force injury on the skin, where you can say, well, this is a claw hammer, or
the pattern of drugs in the body, or patterns of diseases. So my lectures, when I talk to the
students who will be talking to the residents this coming month, the one lecture is Patterns of
Injury. I like to call it the KGB--knife, gun, and bomb.
Q: Did you have your favorite murder instrument?
DR. FROEDE: That's another interesting question. Almost all forensic pathologists are fascinated
with weaponry, from the standpoint of guns, because we see so much of it. We used to see a
lot then, but we see a lot more now. And you have to understand this, because it's usually the
gunshot victim that turns into... Yes, you have stab wounds, and, yes, you have blunt-force
trauma, but it's usually the guns.
Q: Much more effective.
DR. FROEDE: Much more effective, and much more final. So that's one of the reasons why Dr.
Fink developed the range downstairs, to test weapons.
Q: Could you explain what the range is.
DR. FROEDE: It's just like an ordinary gunnery range, except it's down in the basement of the
AFIP. You test fire the weapons at targets, and determine distance, determine the patterns,
then just to see how fast the bullets are, what it would do to a gelatin block. We did all that
kind of work.
Q: If you want to find out how a gunshot wound would work on a human body, what do you
use as a substitute?
DR. FROEDE: Of course, there is always the animal work. But that's a problem, particularly
today. The animal rights groups have really put a stop to a lot of animal testing.
So that, here, we went to the gelatin block. It's just a mass of set industrial gelatin, with oil of
cinnamon as a stabilizer. It smelled very good. You'd get them in long blocks, about 15 inches
long, about six inches high, four inches wide. Using that as the target, you could tell how the
bullets reacted within that mass. Now it's supposed to simulate muscle, but it's nowhere near
muscle, because what you can't do is change what's going on inside the block like you can with
a muscle. If I kicked and you saw my foot coming toward you, for example, you might tense up.
Well, you can't do that with a gelatin block.
Q: How about bones, do you put bones in the blocks?
DR. FROEDE: We would put bones in the blocks, yes. I had a very famous case out there in
Arizona where we put a jawbone in a block, then we could tell the distance that weapon was
fired.
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Q: Did you find in forensic pathology that you were having an impact on the designs of weapons
systems, for instance, airplane configuration, tank configuration, this type of thing?
DR. FROEDE: I don't think we had as much as some of the other places, such as Aberdeen. Ours
were more tissue type. They call it wound ballistics, what happens to you. Some of the
information that was given from the wound ballistics' studies, yes, it would show up, but I don't
think we had that much influence on the design of weaponry. I think more in the aviation area
and the automobile, where we tried to deal with the patterns. If we could determine that that
stick shift sticking out of the floor was going to put a hole in your head every time you stopped,
get rid of it. I think that's the type of thing that we were looking at, more than redesigning
weaponry.
Q: How did the Forensic Department fit into the AFIP, in the '68 to '76 period, administratively?
How did it work?
DR. FROEDE: Well, it was part of the Department of Pathology, under Dr. Helwig. It was just
another one of the divisions there, and we had access to everything in the AFIP. So if we had a
case that we wanted to tox, we went down to tox. If we had something that we were interested
in pulmonary pathology, we walked upstairs to Pulmonary. And I think, there, one of the nice
things about that was the instant communication, that you could walk that case and come back,
or they would say, come back tomorrow, we'll pass it around. I think that is probably one of the
problems today with the mail-order business, although with fax machines and things like this,
your diagnosis takes a while here at the AFIP to go through accessions and everything else.
Whereas, I can take a slide now, I can put it in overnight mail or Federal Express to one of my
colleagues, he looks at it, he faxes an answer back within 24 hours. I think that is probably one
of the one drawbacks here, and I think they're trying to rectify that now, based on what I heard
about... But that's why the instant communication that we have being here was so wonderful.
Q: You could go to a world authority on almost anything you wanted.
DR. FROEDE: Right.
Q: When you first arrived, Captain Bruce Smith was the director. How did he run the
organization?
DR. FROEDE: Can I use the term "a tight ship"? I have known him since that time. I've lectured
for him when he left the service. He retired and went down to the VA hospital, and I'd go down
to the VA Hospital and lecture for him in forensics. So he obviously knew that I was capable of
putting on a good show. He ran the place very well as far as I could tell. During that period of
time, it was Dr. Smith, then Dr. Morrissey. As far as I was concerned, it went very well. If
nobody bothered me, and they let me do my work, then I thought he was good.
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Q: Dr. Morrissey, an Air Force colonel. I interviewed this morning Dr. Cowan, who was saying
Morrissey was sort of yanked here and really wasn't too happy here and left rather disgruntled
about the way the place operated.
DR. FROEDE: That's true. But as far as I was concerned, I had known Bob for a number of years
before, so I got along well with him.
Q: At the time, was there anything like the armed forces medical-examiner system, which
developed later on and with which you became involved?
DR. FROEDE: What happened in that period of time was the conversion from a division to a
Department of Forensic Sciences, with, then, a Division of Aerospace Pathology, a Division of
Toxicology. Tissue Reactions to Drugs was under it at the time. Legal Medicine. Some of them
went on to become their own departments. This was a period of time that there was
expanding. During the Vietnam affair, there was an expanding workload for us, expanding
challenges, trying to put these cases together.
It was at this time that Dr. Stahl and I, probably over a cup of coffee one morning, decided that
maybe we ought to have a medical-examiner system. We put a set of slide together. And I still
have those slides, going back 20 years from the time that we actually started it. So the seed was
planted then. And it took a long time before it finally reached fruition.
Q: Why did you feel that a medical-examiner's office was necessary?
DR. FROEDE: For a couple of reasons. One, was to legitimatize the office. The Department of
Forensic Sciences – that sounded great. But it was not like my colleagues outside, who were
running coroner's offices or medical-examiner's offices. We felt that the workload should be
more in line with a medical-examiner's office, developing protocols and trying to work out the
problems this way. And I think, in the long run, it was proven to be very valuable and very true.
Q: Well, you mentioned Vietnam. The Vietnam War was going strong during this period. It was
also going sour. In our armed forces, there were cases of fragging of officers, tossing
fragmentation grenades at officers, and a lot of drug use and all. There were some real
problems. I would have thought this would have put an extra burden on the forensic side to
find out was somebody killed by enemy fire, or by a disgruntled member of the American
Armed Forces behind the barracks, that type of thing.
DR. FROEDE: It's true, during that period of time, the workload increased quite a bit. In the tox
area, we did some research studies and published some papers, with Dr...and Dr. Goldbaum.
There was a study at that time of wound ballistics, by Dr. Fink, and some of the materials he
would gather from there. Unfortunately, somebody over in Vietnam threw out a lot of that
material. And so we never really did get a good collection of data that way.
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But from the standpoint of what you're talking about, the caseload, the fraggings and things like
that, they would come in here and they would increase our workload. But we accepted this,
and we did what we could. It was very difficult, for example, to look at this in an autopsy
protocol. The one, probably, hard part about the system here is that you have field pathologists
doing your work, and then you review the protocol. You don't actually do the autopsy, you
don't see anything, and so there may be some things missing. Yet the missing things have, in
some ways, value. One, for teaching. You can teach the new residents: Don't miss this next
time. The other is that what we have, the missing things, may be not accounted in this, but only
the positive findings... so we could interpret them. It was an interesting era.
Q: Speaking of training, were you involved in training?
DR. FROEDE: Yes.
Q: What was the main thrust of what you were teaching?
DR. FROEDE: Well, all of forensic pathology. The residency program is a real long one. And so
we had residents all during the time I was here. In fact, I was one of the residents at that time.
Q: Also, you were benefiting, weren't you, from the Berry Program?
DR. FROEDE: Yes.
Q: So this meant that you were getting a fairly picked group of people.
DR. FROEDE: We were getting some very good people in. They did some very nice research
there. The other thing is that Dr. Stahl had started on was trying to expand from just forensic
pathologists. We had a veterinary pathologist, and we had lawyers coming in for a training
program... fellowship with. It was really forensic sciences, if you want to use the term, but we
still thought that it needed that title: Medical-Examiner's Office.
Q: Where were, in your opinion, some of the best medical examiners coming out of? Was it
universities, or hospitals?
DR. FROEDE: Almost all of them are connected with a university. I think New Mexico has a
wonderful program. Dade County, Florida. There's Baltimore. St. Louis. They're developing a
new program in Milwaukee. Seattle. You notice I've not mentioned New York, because they
don't have a residency. Of all the places you would think would have a residency, they don't
have a residency program.
Q: They really don't?
DR. FROEDE: Unless they've started up this past year. But, to me, the best programs (and the
AFIP is considered amongst the best) had diversification. It wasn't just working the pit day after
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day until your year was up. They would send their people out in the field for field work; they
would send their people for anthropology courses, which is what they're doing now. The
resident is going to do an awful lot of cases, on his own, of gunshots (my KGB-type cases), and
he'll never have time again to do some of these things that he has during his residency. Because
really he's not under an obligation to do the daily work; it's a learning experience. And I feel
that experience that I had at the Smithsonian, at the BNDD, at Baltimore, that was very good.
Any residency like that is in the top bracket.
Q: Did you see a change and upgrading of the forensic work done by pathologists in the armed
forces? Were you able to see a discernible result?
DR. FROEDE: Yes.
Q: How? In what manner?
DR. FROEDE: Well, I think their autopsies were done better; they were looking for other things.
And, of course, they would call in, too, "I need some help." Then, if we couldn't send anybody,
we'd tell them what to do. And I think the admission that I'm not omniscient and omnipotent is
something that some people don't have. I think when they do that, they then are
knowledgeable enough to know their shortcomings and request help. I think this is one of the
problems today in the forensic area, that there are a few people out there who are very willing
to say, "I have never been wrong; I have never made a mistake." I will say this, there are fewer
and fewer in that category, because I think they all now appreciate the value of consultation,
which is just what the AFIP is, a consulting body.
Q: Did you get involved with the museum at all, or was it more or less dormant at that time?
DR. FROEDE: At that time, it was shut down for a while. We did make a display on the
toxicology of drugs. And then it shut down complete when the University of the Uniformed
Services came in. So everything was tucked away, and by the time I left, it had not reopened.
Q: You left here in '76. Where did you go, and why did you go?
DR. FROEDE: Well, I had my 20 years in. In fact, I had enough time to have a good retirement. I
have 25 years, for pay purposes. Somebody I had known over the years, Dr. Jack Layton, who
was out at the University of Arizona, was looking for a forensic pathologist to help develop his
program. He gave me a call one day and said, "How would you like to...?" We'd always wanted
to live in the Southwest, and I had other friends out there, so I said, "Fine. What you got?" He
told me what he had, and that was intriguing enough for me to decide to retire and go out
there.
Q: How did you find work at a university? Was it different from here?
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DR. FROEDE: Well, different only from the standpoint of changing your master. Here, the
master was the federal government. Out there, it was the academics and the state. Sometimes I
wonder which is worse. In general, I was in the Department of Pathology. My title is chief of
forensic sciences. There was nothing there when I came. It was strictly develop it from the
ground up, develop all the connections within the university, and develop the connections
within the state. There were a few pathologists out there who decided that I was a threat, a
terrific threat, and they did everything they could in their power to try to stop this development
of the system.
Q: How did they perceive you as a threat? Was it just that you were taking a piece of their
action, or what?
DR. FROEDE: The problem was whose turf it was. And they could see where the university
might become the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner in the State of Arizona, which meant
they either worked for it or they didn't. And that meant money out of their pocket. And when
you take money out of somebody's pocket, they get a little bit upset.
But, in the long run, we did develop as much as we could. We covered half the state, the
counties around there. Every county attorney that we had wasn't willing to trade. The system
was kept up after I left in 1987, and still is in effect today, except it's not with the university, it's
with the county. But the same counties are still with this group. And the new chief medical
examiner was my former resident.
Q: Well, you got hauled back to the AFIP for a while.
DR. FROEDE: Yes, in 1987.
Q: How did that come about?
DR. FROEDE: A number of years before, I think about '83, '84, Dr. Collins had said, "Why don't
you come back to the AFIP in a Distinguished Scientist slot?" At that time, I was still in the
developmental stage out there, and I really didn't want to.
Then one day I was in Dr. McMeekin's office, and he said, "How would you like to come back?"
Well, I tell you why: I saw the handwriting on the wall at the university. Dr. Layton and I had
been together for about 11 years, and he was reaching retirement age. You've heard, after the
old academic, the new broom comes in. And I was afraid they'd sweep all that stuff out that he
and I had worked on so hard to develop within the department. As it turned out, that was right,
because within a few months after I was gone, they swept it out of the university and sent it up
to the county.
But when he said come here and be a Distinguished Scientist for a couple of years, do some
research and things like that, I had no idea that I would ever end up as the Armed Forces
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Medical Examiner at that time. And so I decided I was getting old enough, and it was getting
pretty hard to do 11 autopsies a day, pretty tired at the end of the day. And there were only
three of us. At that time, I was trying to keep up my peer-group activity, working on the Journal
of Forensic Sciences, and I was also in the chairs going on up to become the president of the
American Academy of Forensic Sciences. So I thought, well, this is a good opportunity to change
and see how I like it.
So I came here in 1987. And one of the first things they asked me to do was to take a look at the
new medical examiners' reg. that they were trying to put through. And I found a lot of things in
there that needed some change. I spent a good number of hours down at the Pentagon with an
Army colonel there and with the lawyers, trying to get these changes.
That bit of paper gave whoever was sitting in that job a lot of responsibility and very little
authority. We tried to change as much as we could, but it was very difficult, because if we
changed too much, it would have to make the round-robin again and it'd be another five years
before you'd get started again. Nobody was willing to go through this. Let's start it up, let's see
how it works, and then let's work from there. [end side one]
Q: ...medical examiner?
DR. FROEDE: It was coming from here and, interestingly enough, from the criminal-investigating
people. They were fed up with the hospital pathologist who was allowed to do a case, or wasn't
allowed to do a case: "You can't do an autopsy, you've got surgicals." And it was also coming a
little bit from the outside: "It's about time you people shaped up and got a medical-examiner
system in the military." There had been several cases over the years before where everybody
got upset about it. Congress got upset about it. And so Congress sort of mandated that this
thing be set up. Now when they mandated, they didn't pass a law. If they had passed a law,
we'd be on our way home right now without any problems. But they didn't, so it became just a
reg. And with that, everybody would be sniping at it.
I felt at the time that I was fairly well supported by the Medical Corps, but there were several
people who did not understand what a medical examiner was. I suppose the term "medical
examiner" is a misnomer. It should be changed, because a medical examiner to them was
somebody who came in, like the FAA, and did medical exams. Or a medical examiner came in
and examined your records. There was one surgeon general who was very upset about this,
that I was going to storm into his hospital, review all the medical records, and close the hospital
down. But we finally convinced him. After that – he became pretty good friends of the system –
we weren't going to do that.
Q: Would a better title have been "coroner?"
DR. FROEDE: You know, that's another interesting thing. Most of us, when we go out, are called
coroners. I mean, the press calls you a coroner; it doesn't say medical examiner. "The coroner
was out there," even though you're a medical examiner. But the name coroner, in this country,
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unlike in England, is bad. In England, the coroner can only be either a lawyer or a doctor or
both, and very professional. When I was with the Royal Air Force and I testified in Coroners'
Court, it was totally professional. Here, it could be anybody. It's an elected office, it could be
the local bartender; I've seen nurses who were retired; I've seen funeral directors; I've seen
furniture salesmen, they're all coroners. Now, in some places, they're very good and they have
medical-examiner doctors and so on. So the name coroner, maybe we should get something
new. It's bad at this point.
Q: I know, when you say "medical examiner," to me, this is somebody who comes around and
takes your blood pressure to find out whether he gives you...
DR. FROEDE: That's it. Now, in New Mexico, realizing this, Jim Weston, when he created the
system out there, used the term "medical-legal investigator," which now implies you
investigate. But even that's a little bit lengthy. You're right about coroner. Gee, it's handy, you
can click it right off.
Q: You were the first Armed Forces Medical Examiner, is that right?
DR. FROEDE: Yes.
Q: You started on the 2nd of May, the day after your birthday, 1988. How did you see the office
at that point?
DR. FROEDE: Dimly. It was a time that we didn't have a big staff. It was a time that people were
sniping at us, because they didn't want to see a system run into. It was a time that we didn't
have a lot of money to do the things, because it would be draining the AFIP funds; we didn't
have separate funding. I really had only four people to send out to do the job. There were times
in that first year that literally I'd be the only one in the office, just trying to handle the
telephones.
Then we began to develop the teaching program, and I spent a lot of time on the road, going to
Europe, going over to Japan and Korea, and even around the country, trying to tell people what
the system was, what it did, what it could do for them. I always tried to achieve the positive
with them; how, even in a malpractice case, we might be able to help out the hospital. And I
think I got the point across almost everywhere. But it was time consuming. You'd spend two
weeks in Europe, and you'd spend...
Q: Why go to Europe?
DR. FROEDE: Because we had a very large force of people there, and most of our cases were
coming from the European area. We had a couple of good pathologists in the Pacific area who
were taking care of things, so from that standpoint, the Pacific kind of handled itself. But
Europe needed a lot of help, and particularly the criminal investigators were very adamant
about my coming over and setting up seminars, teaching other criminal investigators, working
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with the German police, and working with the hospital commanders. I think I made about three
trips over there in the first few years, and then set up programs.
Q: You stayed on until, what, 1991?
DR. FROEDE: Ninety-two.
Q: In this time, were there any particular cases?
DR. FROEDE: Oh, there were a number of cases. You betcha! I think the first really big case we
got involved in was the Iowa.
Q: This was the battleship Iowa, when one of its 16-inch guns blew up.
DR. FROEDE: That was the first time we really pressed the medical-examiner system into effect.
We had some air crash accidents and things like that, but up until that time, we did not really
act as a medical-examiner's office. At that point, when this happened, we moved over to Dover,
Delaware. And Dover ultimately became the medical examiner's office in all these cases, the
Saratoga, the Higgins' case, then, of course, Panama, and, recently, Somalia and other areas.
Q: Well, about the Iowa. The Iowa was a very controversial one, because there was strong
questioning of why there was an explosion there. The Office of Naval Investigation pointed the
finger at one time to one sailor and said, "Well, he was a homosexual and he was unhappy."
And this aroused a firestorm of protest in the media and all that. Did you get into it early
enough?
DR. FROEDE: Well, there again, no, we didn't. We never were able to send anybody to see the
Iowa until after the fact. Which is where my civilian colleagues have it all over the military, and
that is, the phone rings, and you're on your way to the scene. Had we been able to see the
scene, had we been able to work with the NIS and any of the other people, the engineers and
so on... Later on, we did get engineers. But since it was the first time, nobody really wanted to
send anybody to us. They finally sent a gunnery officer, and they finally sent an engineer to us,
but it was several days into the investigation. They sent them up to Dover, and we worked
together on that.
But it did point out the one thing that I think has been helpful, and that is, you've got to use
your medical examiner system to assist you. They are there to help you. Not to be a hindrance,
not to put you down, but to help you. And in helping you, you're going to look pretty good. If
we had been in there, maybe we could have made the NIS look a lot better.
Then we had Saratoga.
Q: What was the Saratoga?
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DR. FROEDE: This was the carrier where the sailors had gone on a holiday right around
Christmastime into Tel Aviv, and on their way back, the ferry boat tipped over and 21 people
lost their lives.
We had Panama, just cause.
Then probably one of the most memorable cases was in 1989, the end of July, early August,
with the film on Col. Higgins, the Marine Corps colonel.
Q: He was an American Marine officer assigned to the U.N. peacekeeping force and was
kidnapped.
DR. FROEDE: He was kidnapped, and then they released the film of him hanging, suspended.
And we went to work on that one, on the identification. The FBI did a magnificent job on that.
We worked several nights with them on that, to identify him, by taking a picture of him and
doing superimposition, by getting a picture and adjusting him as he's turning, to a certain point,
and then we could actually just point-for-point. And we were able to demonstrate to the
Marine Corps things that they claimed had happened did not. As far as we were concerned,
Higgins had died many months before that. And that's all I can tell you about that case at this
point. It's still considered an active case. The bodies came back in December '91, and we did the
autopsies on the Army Lt. Col., retired, Buckley. Buckley and Higgins came in.
It's interesting. I mentioned Saratoga at Christmas, Just Cause, Christmas. For about five years,
we spent most of our Christmases at Dover, Delaware.
Q: Did you have an actual office at Dover? Was this your operational office there?
DR. FROEDE: It was just simply a mortuary where we could do the autopsies. And, of course,
during Desert Shield, we went up there and began to stock it. But we couldn't do anything; no
construction could be done. And we knew, if you followed Jack Anderson's figures, that we
would lose somewhere between 17,000 and 25,000 dead. There was just no way Dover could
have handled them.
Q: We're speaking now of a conflict between the United States, with its allies, and Iraq in 1990.
Jack Anderson was a columnist who, along with many others, was predicting horrendous
casualties.
DR. FROEDE: So Congress authorized the expenditure of the funds, but wouldn't permit it to
start until everything started, which, in their infinite wisdom, sounds great.
It started on a Tuesday night, and I went up there the next morning. Construction started, and it
was an extraordinary battalion of Air Force engineers and construction people out of
Indiantown Gap. In 21 days, from the footings to the final, they had put this thing together for
us. I spent about 60 days up there, just fighting all the battles of construction. I learned a lot
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about the construction business. You don't put drinking fountains next to the autopsy table,
and you don't put 3 x 3-foot ducts over the autopsy table, because nobody could straighten up.
Working with them, there were some mighty fine people up there. But the red tape was
horrendous. I think probably my biggest problem there was the Army red tape, trying to get
records from the Army so we could sign out the death certificates. The Navy and the Air Force
and the Marine Corps were very cooperative that way.
The FBI did all the fingerprinting, and we did have some Army CID people who helped them
along with it, which was very good. We would go to the Ops. Center about nine, ten o'clock at
night. We knew what flights were coming in, and we had the tentative names of the deceased,
so we would send them down to FBI headquarters, and they would pull these files, so that the
next morning, when their team came up, they had the fingerprints and they could do it right
away.
We wanted the Army to do this; look, here are the names, get us the records, so that we can
sign out the DCs by the end of the day. Well, my poor fellow who was doing a lot of this work
spent hours there every evening, because they'd come in one at a time. If anything held up the
return of bodies to their loved ones, I felt it was the paperwork. Although we were criticized by
people saying the reason the body can't go home is because the pathologist hasn't done the
autopsy; that was wrong. It was the pathologist and the anthropologist and the dentist working
together to put the pieces back together. And that takes days.
We had one case that I'll never forget, when a name was given over CNN at eight o'clock in the
morning. At five o'clock, I had a call from a congressman, saying, "Why isn't the body in the
hands of the family?" Well, it takes 18 hours to get it from Kuwait to Dover. Then it has to be
identified and has to go through. So I explained the whole thing, he said, "Thank you very much,
doctor," and that was the end of that. But that's the type of thing that we ran across.
I'm very proud to say one thing: there is no body going into the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier
from that conflict. We identified them all.
Q: I might add that you received the Defense Meritorious Civilian Service award for your work
during Operation Desert Storm.
DR. FROEDE: That's right.
Q: Well, you, in many ways, as you had at the University of Arizona, were setting up the
structure on which this medical-examiner office would operate, weren't you?
DR. FROEDE: That's right.
Q: When you left there in '92, did you feel that the authority of the medical examiner and the
legal framework in which that office worked were better and stronger?
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DR. FROEDE: Yes. And I think my successor has been able to do a lot more, too, because of the
framework that it started on. By then, four years later, I think it was recognized by my
colleagues in the forensic field as being the Office of the Armed Forces Medical Examiner. And
that, to me, was the most satisfying aspect of it.
Q: The Dover facilities are there still?
DR. FROEDE: They're still there. They have been used for Somalia. Had the Haiti campaign gone
through, they would have been used for that. They're there for anything. They've used it for
aircraft accidents and other identification problems.
Q: Well, doctor, is there anything you'd like to add?
DR. FROEDE: Oh, no, I think we've covered just about everything that there is.
Q: Well, I thank you very much. I appreciate this.
DR. FROEDE: You're welcome. It's been a pleasure.
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Michael Graham, M.D.
After three decades as medical examiner, Michael Graham can still say, 'I like a mystery'
In Science by Gloria S. Ross, special to the Beacon
7:56 am on Fri, 07.06.12
Kathy Reichs was looking for a new way to murder someone.
She checked with a few friends, including Mike Graham. He suggested ricin, a substance so toxic
that the equivalent of a few grains of sand is sufficient to quickly kill an adult.
It worked beautifully.
Kathleen Joan Toelle Reichs is a forensic anthropologist, professor and crime novelist. She’s also
the producer of the hit television series, "Bones." She got some of her deadly poison facts for
her latest novel, "Flash and Bones," from Dr. Michael Alan Graham, chief medical examiner for
St. Louis and professor of pathology at Saint Louis University.
“I heard she mentioned me in her acknowledgments,” Graham smiled, admitting he hasn’t read
the book yet.
She did and he might want to read the book; it made it to No. 1 on the New York Times best
seller list last September.
Graham has also consulted with Patricia Cornwell, who has written a series of novels about a
medical examiner, Dr. Kay Scarpetta.
He quickly disavows any interest in writing novels. His five books are all deadly serious, tending
toward titles like "Forensic Pathology in Criminal Cases." They are all textbooks.
Unraveling mysteries
Graham has contributed chapters to more than 20 other books and written hundreds of papers.
He lectures all over the country and has the golf balls to prove it -- about 300 of them,
souvenirs from the courses he’s played during his travels. They are neatly displayed in his
spacious but far from lavish office on the top floor of the medical examiner’s building, a twostory granite affair that’s plain even by mausoleum standards.
Tall, irregular stacks of paper cover every inch of surface, except the space reserved for a highpowered digital microscope and coffee-making paraphernalia, including four containers of
Coffee-mate (“I can’t take a chance of running out,” Dr. Graham explains.)
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The M.E.’s office will not be relocating
when it’s next door neighbor and primary
patron, the police station, eventually
moves from the 1300 block of Clark
Avenue downtown to parts westward.
“We are specialized,” said Graham’s
assistant, Roberta Steele, a former
embalmer, explaining why the office
would stay put. “You, know, the refrigerators and all.”
That would be the morgue in the basement.
It’s where Graham and three other pathologists unravel the mysteries of death.
“He is very brainy and he likes to solve puzzles,” said Dr. Jane Turner, assistant medical
examiner and an associate professor of pathology at SLU med school.
“He takes an intellectual approach to forensic pathology.”
He has seen a lot of changes in the field.
“With technology, like digital microscopes, we can do more with less. We
understand more about basic diseases like crib death, and DNA has been
a big change for diagnostic purposes,” Graham said.
What hasn't changed is human nature, ensuring steady work for him and his staff of a couple
dozen people, including three other forensic pathologists and four investigators.
“I like a mystery; I still enjoy unraveling them,” Graham says. “I try to pick up the pieces and get
the right story.”
But some pieces are harder to pick up than others.
The hard cases
On a mild winter day in February 1983, two men were sifting through debris in the basement of
an abandoned house looking for some useable metal.
What they found, instead, has haunted Graham ever since.
“My most frustrating case was the little girl whose body we found with no head,” he said.
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After more than three decades in the city’s medical examiner’s office, the 61-year-old M.E. has
determined how thousands of people died, but this is the case that lingers in his mind for one
simple reason:
“We still have no idea who she is,” Graham said.
From time to time, Graham still takes another look at little Jane Doe’s file.
It has been one of his most troubling cases but perhaps not the biggest. Two national cases vie
for that honor: the 1993 federal raid on the Branch Davidian compound in Waco, Tex., and the
murder of child beauty queen JonBenet Ramsey in Boulder, Colo., three years later.
Graham spent a year reinvestigating the actions of government agents at Waco as part of a
committee led by former U.S. Sen. John C. Danforth. The agents were exonerated.
“It was pretty interesting to be on the inside of a federal case,” Graham said, still marveling at
the “impressive” size of the government’s resources.
He reviewed the piles of conflicting information in the death of 6-year-old JonBenet, who was
killed in her home one day after Christmas in 1996. That “very difficult” case has never been
solved.
“Mike is highly recognized nationally as an outstanding person in his field,” said Dr. Mary E.
Case, chief medical examiner of St. Louis, St. Charles, Jefferson, and Franklin counties.
The lives of the two M.E.s have been intertwined since Graham did a fellowship in forensic
pathology at Saint Louis University under Case in 1981.
Weird science
Graham graduated from Saint Louis University School of Medicine in 1977, four years after
receiving his bachelor’s degree in biology there. He did a residency in anatomic and clinical
pathology at St. Luke’s Episcopal Hospital in Houston from 1977 to 1981, then returned to SLU
for his fellowship with Case.
He became her colleague in the pathology department at SLU and joined her in St. Louis' M.E.’s
office. He has been a professor of pathology at SLU since 1996 and the two co-direct SLU’s
forensic division in the pathology department.
“He is mild-mannered, calm and easygoing, but we are all weird,” Case said of forensic
pathologists.
“We don’t find our work morbid,” she added. “It is kind of odd what we do, but it’s extremely
interesting; when you actually do the work, you don’t think of it as strange in any way.”
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Graham agrees nothing strange is going on.
“If you are just focused on the macabre aspects of death, that would be pretty morbid,” he
said. ”Our role is to resolve issues around a particular death and help a family get through a
very difficult time.”
The unflappable Graham has been the city’s chief M.E. for the past 23 years. He was appointed
by Mayor Freeman Bosley Jr.
“I’ve never met the mayor,” Graham says with a sly grin, “but we aren’t really involved in city
politics. They pretty much leave us alone to do our thing.”
Their “thing” is performing around 700 autopsies a year, after investigating approximately
3,000 cases of people who died alone, suddenly or unexpectedly.
“Like a 14-year-old dying during football practice,” Graham explains.
Or suspected homicides.
As an expert witness, Graham has given his share of testimony in high-profile, sometimes
controversial, cases.
In 1999, two city police officers said that a burglary suspect they encountered on a roof, Julius
Thurman, died from falling on his head. Graham begged to differ. He said his autopsy showed
that Thurman’s death resulted from a powerful blow that fractured his skull. No one was
convicted in the killing.
The Paula Sims case had a much different outcome.
In 1990, Graham testified that Sims’ 13-day-old daughter, Loralei, died in 1986 from “homicidal
violence.” The Alton woman eventually pleaded guilty to murdering both Loralei and another
daughter, 6-week-old Heather, three years earlier.
Saving suspects and children
The two cases are emblematic of areas of particular concern to Graham.
“I have an interest in why young people suddenly drop dead and death in (police) custody,”
Graham said.
The two types of death have something in common: They are often preventable. Graham has
researched, written and lectured extensively on both.
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His work includes teaching police officers how to restrain safely suspects who are in no mood to
cooperate. He advocates the “three-minute rule"; getting control quickly helps prevent deaths.
He received the 1986 president's award from SIDS Resources for work that led to a decrease in
sudden infant deaths, the stuff of parents’ nightmares.
“My interest in infants was because they made up the bulk of sudden deaths,” said Graham. At
SLU "we were involved in a lot of the early studies in the ‘80s and ‘90s about why the babies
were dying.
“We investigated and found that a lot of the infant deaths were preventable.”
The most common culprit for SIDS is smothering from unsafe sleeping practices: parents rolling
onto babies in a shared bed; face-down sleeping; teddy bears, crib bumpers and covers.
“We were surprised that ordinary soft adult bedding could kill a baby,” Graham said.
The worst offenders, comforters, cause swaddled babies to inhale their exhaled breath, which
is high in carbon dioxide, a toxic gas.
The cure is education. And therein lies the challenge.
“I knew we were going to have problems getting people to change, but we have had reasonable
success,” Graham said. “It takes time to break old habits.”
The SLU research was also used by the Back to Sleep campaign, a federal program begun in
1994, which encourages placing healthy babies on their backs to sleep.
Graham is as devoted to saving lives as he is to finding out why a life was lost. It’s the latter for
which he may be best known and least understood.
“Most people don’t have a clue what we do,” Graham said, “and I consider it a success when
people don’t know much about us. We are not the type of office you want to see on the front
page every day.”
Some who know his work have acknowledged it.
Graham, whose clinical research includes forensic issues regarding cardiopulmonary pathology
and diagnostic cardiac pathology, has received numerous honors. They include being named
health professional of the year in 1992 by the Combined Health Appeal of Greater St. Louis for
transplantation activities and the outstanding service award from the National Association of
Medical Examiners.
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A special personality
A small room that resembles a chapel is near the entrance of the medical examiner’s building.
It’s actually a waiting room for grieving family members.
He's compassionate, thoughtful and extraordinarily patient with families," said Turner.
He’s also direct.
“I always tell the family the truth, even if their child died of a heroin overdose,” Graham said.
“Chief,” as Baxter Leisure, Graham's executive assistant, calls him, “is honest with families
because they are hearing so many different things about their loved one’s recent expiration.”
Their work, Leisure says, takes a special personality, recounting the time a promising
investigator left his resignation on Graham’s desk the morning after he’d had his first encounter
with a decomposing body.
Graham takes it all in stride.
More Clark Kent than Superman, he golfs, attends every Blues game his schedule permits, and
reads spy and detective novels.
“No highbrow stuff,” he says.
When they were young, he often took one of his two sons, Christopher, 25, and Patrick, 21, on
business trips with him. He doesn’t watch forensic television shows, not even "Dr. G: Medical
Examiner," which he heard is “more realistic than CSI.”
The now world-class forensic physician – don’t call him a coroner – was born in East Liverpool,
Ohio, home to football great “Lou” Holtz. He grew up in nearby Salem, a farming and steel town
in northern Ohio. His father was a hospital controller, his mother a homemaker, and he a
happy, only child.
He is married to Dr. Irene Graham, a physician in the Center for Vaccine Development at SLU.
The two met when Graham was a resident in Houston and she was a medical student at Baylor
College of Medicine.
They live in Frontenac with two playful Abyssinian cats. The male, Angel, belongs to his wife;
Graham gets the “obnoxious, in your face” female, Blue.
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Randy Hanzlick, M.D.

NAME President 2001
April 2011
This memoir was prepared in response to a request from NAME Past-President Committee
Chair Thomas Noguchi. Dr. Noguchi desired to obtain memoirs from all of NAME’s Past
Presidents, in order to prepare a document for NAME’s 45th Annual Alaska Cruise Meeting in
August, 2011. I apologize in advance for any incorrect spellings of various people’s names, as I
have relied heavily upon memory. Also, I would like to note that writing a memoir is much more
challenging than one might think, especially in terms of what to include and what not to
include. I have tried to be fairly complete but not excessive in detail.
Why did I select forensic pathology as a career?
This is an easy question to answer. I did my pathology training at University Hospital at Ohio
State University in Columbus. At that time, the morgue was divided in half by a glass block wall
and hospital autopsies were done on one side of the wall and coroner cases were done on the
other. I had regular exposure to the coroner cases and a particularly likable pathologist,
Nobuhisa “Nobi” Baba (he used to tell us to call him BA2), who ran the autopsy service but also
was a forensic pathologist for the coroner. He was very intent on telling us about forensic
pathology. Further, Ohio State was among the first seven places which had an approved
training program in forensic pathology beginning in 1961.
Although the forensic pathology program was inactive when I trained at OSU in the 1970s, I had
known about it and the program became active again in the mid-1980s until the mid-1990s.
Even when the program was inactive, there was strong emphasis on forensic pathology in the
anatomical pathology training program at OSU. In fact, forensic pathologists Margaret “Peggy”
Greenwald, Michael Clark (deceased), Steve Phillips (no longer practicing FP), and Greg Wanger
all were in medical school at OSU about the same time as me. That says something about OSU
and its fostering of forensic pathology at the time. I went into the field and didn’t really even
consider salary and income when I made my decision.
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I had felt since junior high school in Salem, Ohio, that I wanted to be a physician. I had a science
teacher named Walter “Bing” Newton who was an excellent teacher and who provided me
much encouragement in pursuing science and medicine as a career. I did a science project on
catheterization of the heart and actually watched pioneer Dr. F. Mason Sones of the Cleveland
Clinic perform one on my father. That experience furthered my interest in medicine.
Places and times I served as Chief Medical Examiner
I have been the Chief Medical Examiner in only one office, the Fulton County Medical
Examiner’s Office (FCMEO) in Atlanta, Georgia, where I have been Chief Medical Examiner since
July 1998. I began working in the office in 1982 when I began my fellowship and I stayed on
there full-time until 1991. I then left to work for Emory University and the CDC through an
interagency agreement, and between 1991 and July 1998, I oversaw the autopsy service at
Grady Hospital and worked on many projects with the CDC’s Medical Examiner/Coroner
Information Sharing Program (MECIS). Also during most of those years, I continued to do
forensic autopsies on weekends at the Georgia Bureau of Investigation and later, back at the
FCMEO before I came back as Chief in 1998.
Major accomplishments as Chief Medical Examiner
Although our new facility which opened in April 1999 had been planned prior to my becoming
Chief ME, it was during my tenure as Chief that the facility was built and we moved into the
new facility. Of course, we had to migrate our operations and change the way we did things.
We had to re-write policy and procedure and we faced many challenging problems with the
new physical plant. Much planning and time went into remedying those problems.
During my tenure as Chief ME, we pursued, obtained, and have maintained full accreditation by
the National Association of Medical Examiners (NAME). Also, after becoming Chief Medical
Examiner, we upgraded and improved significantly our accredited training program in Forensic
Pathology.
Although we have faced budget challenges in recent years, we have managed to become more
efficient yet continue to provide professional service compliant with the law and applicable
professional guidelines and standards. The pathologist case load is quite acceptable and our
turnaround times for reports are quite good. Maintaining such conditions has been a top
priority.
Most gratifying has been a restructuring of our organization and the way we do things. We have
many more conferences than we did in the past and all types of staff attend. There are better
opportunities for in-house career advancement, and we have developed an improved and more
professional approach to medico-legal death investigation. Team work has improved and I
believe everyone feels much more a part of the team than in the past. Turnover has been very
low, especially among the forensic pathologists, and has occurred mainly when people have
retired or decided to pursue opportunities in the private sector.
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Of the awards I have received in my career, the ones most important to me have come after I
returned to FCME as FP Training Director and while I have been Chief Medical Examiner. These
include the NAME Outstanding Service Award (1997), the AAFS Path/Bio Section Milton Helpern
Award (1999), the NAME Lifetime Service Award (2007), and the AAFS Distinguished Fellow
Award (2009).
Efforts on behalf of forensic pathology and the forensic sciences
I have attempted, in the list below, to document what I consider to be the most significant
efforts on behalf of forensic pathology, forensic science, and death investigation, beginning
with the first projects and ending with the most recent:
• Along with James “Jack Frost,” established the NAME Pediatric Toxicology Registry in the
late 1980s. This was later turned over to John Howard.
• Developed a nomination and selection process to recommend a new editor for the
orange journal upon William Eckert’s retirement in the late 1980s. This was a long and
involved process but the journal did not accept NAME’s recommendation, one of the
first issues that arose regarding the relationship between the journal and NAME. Note:
this question asked about “efforts,” not necessarily successes!
• Worked with the CDC’s Medical Examiner/Coroner Information Sharing Program for
approximately 10 years.
• Implemented and edited “NAME News,” a regular newsletter for NAME members which
continued until email and NAME-L became widely used.
• Developed and managed NAMEs first website. This project was later turned over to
Mike Bell.
• Set up “PIC-NIC (NAME Information Center),” a web based bulletin board for NAME
members, subsequently replaced with NAME-L.
• In conjunction with Emory University, established NAME-L.
• Assisted with the development of the CDC guidelines for sudden unexplained infant
death investigations along with project manager Solomon Iyasu of the CDC.
• Assisted with the development of the National Institute of Justice’s Guide for the Death
Scene Investigator under program manager Dick Rau of the NIJ.
• Served on the CAP Autopsy Committee (Chair Grover Hutchins, deceased) and CAP
Forensic Pathology Committee (Chair Don Reay).
• Served on the ABP Forensic Pathology Test Committee (William Hartmann, ABP EVP and
Ross Zumwalt, Test Committee Chair).
• Co-Authored and edited two CAP Manuals on Certification of Death.
• Co-Authored the NAME Guide for Manner of Death Classification and several other
NAME guidelines such as infant death certification and others.
• Was the initial NAME representative on the Consortium Forensic Science Organizations
(CFSO).
• Hosted the NAME Office at FCME when NAME, for a variety of reasons, decided to
remove NAME from a University setting. This situation lasted about 5 years and worked
well, I thought, but had the unanticipated outcome of NAME then moving its operations
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back to Missouri. I hope NAME will eventually get its own, NAME-owned facility to
house the office and staff.
Developed electronic databases to manage NAME Membership Information (MILTON)
and The NAME Foundation. MILTON is still used today to prepare the annual meeting
abstract book and for some other NAME activities.
As Chair of NAME’s ad hoc Data Committee, assisted in numerous projects involving
collection and analyses of data from NAME members and other sources, with nearly 30
reports of project outcomes.
Assisted with the development of the NAME Forensic Autopsy Performance Standards
Helped develop the NamUs system for missing and unidentified persons with Steve Clark
in conjunction with the National Institute of Justice and funding provided to the National
Center of Forensic Science (NCFS) National Forensic Science Technology Center
(NFSTC).
Currently serve as a local advisor to the Whitehouse Subcommittee of Forensic Science
(SoFS) Standards, Practices, and Protocols Interagency Working Group (SPPIWG).
Currently serve as Vice-Chair of the newly formed Scientific Working Group for
Medicolegal Death Investigation (SWGMDI).

Recollections of places I have trained and worked
I have very fond memories of my pathology residency at Ohio State University. It was a great
place to train and the faculty was excellent and diverse in expertise. Further details have been
provided elsewhere in this memoir.
My only other training was at the Fulton County Medical Examiner’s Office at which I did my
forensic pathology fellowship. There is an interesting story here. I applied to the program which
was listed as being sponsored by Emory. I was accepted. I then received a letter from an
embarrassed Department Chair at Emory informing me that he realized Emory had
discontinued their sponsorship of the program. Thus, I basically did a two-year fellowship at
FCME in 1982-3 and qualified for the boards based on experience rather than having completed
an accredited, one year fellowship program. We took care of the accreditation problem in the
mid-1980s and the training program has been accredited since that time.
Since the late 1980s, I have been on the faculty of the Pathology Department of Emory
University. I gradually moved up from clinical assistant professor, to associate professor, and
eventually to professor of forensic pathology. We have been blessed to have the support of the
pathology department staff over the years when we need special expertise. During my time
with Emory, the Department Chairs were Kenneth Sell, James Madera, and currently, Tristram
Parslow. For many years now, Emory has funded our forensic pathology fellow positions and
the medical examiner staff also has clinical appointments in the Pathology Department at
Emory.
During the years 1991 to 1998, I worked with both Emory School of Medicine and the CDC
through an interagency agreement. At CDC, I worked in the Medical Examiner/Coroner
Information Sharing Program (MECISP) primarily with Roy Ing, Gib Parrish, and Deborah Combs.
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Steve Thacker, a long-time CDC employee, was one of MECISP’s founders. For most of its life,
the MECISP Program was run through the CDC’s Center for Environmental Health and its
program for Injury Prevention and Control, led by Vernon Hauck (deceased) and then Henry
Faulk. In its later and final years up to 2001, MECISP was moved to the CDC Epidemiology
Program Office. CDC Directors during the MECISP years included William Roper, David Satcher,
Jeffrey Koplan, and Julie Gerberding. All of the people I worked with in MECISP were
dedicated, talented, helpful, and a pleasure to work with. It was this MECISP group that
published the first comprehensive directory of death investigation systems in the United States
and Canada, among many other projects such as helping to develop standard medical
examiner/coroner databases. At this same time, I served as Director of the Autopsy Service at
Grady Hospital. I worked with many people there including Pathology Assistants Linda Leslie
and Eugene Semple; autopsy assistants Shirley McWilliams and Audrey Hargrove, surgical
pathologists Chester Hermann, Karlene Hewan-Lowe, David Schwartz, Victor Nassar, Victor
Napoli, and Bagirath Majmudar; clinical pathologists David Vroon and Bob Allen; and
cytopathologist George Birdsong. I learned much from all of these colleagues and they also
were a pleasure with which to work.
I also I have done a lot of work with the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) and its
mortality branch. I spent much time working with Harry Rosenberg, George Gay, Donna Hoyert,
Julie Kowaleski, and in more recent years, Robert Anderson and Charles Rothermill. With these
persons, efforts were spent to revise the US Standard Certificate of Death, to develop plans to
re- engineer the death registration process and for electronic death registration, to improve
instruction manuals for completion of the death certificate, and to conduct an-in-depth analysis
of the mortality statistics branch of NCHS.
The list of persons with whom I have worked since becoming Chief ME in 1998 is quite long and
I cannot mention all of the names here. A comprehensive list is available on the FCME web site
at www.fultoncountyga.gov/me-home . During my tenure as Chief ME, I was fortunate to have
on my staff Eric Kiesel, John Parker (part time), and Carol Terry in the past, and presently,
Michele Stauffenberg, Geoffrey Smith, Michael Heninger, and Karen Sullivan. In addition, one
could not ask for a better administrative, investigative, autopsy, and facility support staff than
we have working at FCME.
During my time at FCME since 1982, County Managers have included Sam Brownlee, John
Stanford, Bob Regis, Tom Andrews, and Zachary Williams. Our office has enjoyed a good
relationship with all of these managers.
In the mid-1980s, I “moonlighted” at the Cobb County and DeKalb County Medical Examiner
offices which were run by Joseph L. Burton. I remember fondly the days I worked with him and
his Chief Investigator Mickey Shockley, Autopsy Assistant Drew Ollie, and Drew’s brother Chris.
On many days, I would drive from county to county doing autopsies at different facilities. This
experience gave me insights into the pros and cons of privatized forensic pathology.
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I was fortunate to meet many District Attorneys as a result of testimony I had to render related
to autopsy cases I performed for the GBI. I have testified in more than 60 of Georgia’s 159
counties and I learned much about the state during my many long drives to court in various
regions of the state.
Comments about people who trained me and from whom I have learned
At Ohio State, I received pathology training from a variety of people. I’m sure I will fail to
mention some, so I apologize. But the following are ones who had significant impact on me:
Don Senshauser, Emerrich von Haam, Nobuhisa “Nobi” Baba, Kitty Claussen, Leona Ayers,
Leopold Liss, Alan Yates, Dieter Assor, Bill Holiday, John Neff, NT Shah, Melanie Kennedy, Hari
Sharma, Tom Stephenson, and Adelaide “Heidi” Koestner. Adelaide’s husband’s name was
Adelbert and we used to tell jokes that any boy or girl children by them should be named
Adaboy and Adagirl. A fellow pathology resident named Joel Lucas and I used to have a lot of
laughs. A man named Elwin Poe was the non-physician head of the autopsy service and
functioned as a pathology assistant and taught us a lot about the autopsy. I think he sells wine
now near Columbus, Ohio.
At FCME, my mentors were Robert “Bob” Rutherford Stivers, MD; John Feegel, MD, JD, and
Saleh A. Zaki, MD, PhD. Stivers was practical and to the point. Feegel, also being a lawyer, was
the most legalistic and liked to write novels. Zaki concentrated on thinking about one’s cases
and the issues they raise. Feegel used to tell me “it does not have to be the truth, it only has to
make sense.” He offered that advice for tough cases, such as trying to reconstruct the sequence
of multiple gunshot wounds. One can come up with a plausible sequence which may be useful,
but which may not actually be the absolute truth. I think he was emphasizing the role and
usefulness of opinion rather than absolute fact. Near the end of my fellowship, I wasn’t making
much money and local jobs were not particularly attractive. I asked Feegel why he didn’t quit
and let me have his job, because he had other sources of income. He quit and I took on his staff
position. Nice guy. Stivers and Feegel are now deceased and Zaki is retired and has taken up
travelling. We also had a great investigative staff while I was training. At the time, they were
Fulton County Police Sergeants assigned to the medical examiner’s office, and they included
John Cameron (deceased), Richard Eskew (deceased), Don Pike (deceased), Hugh Haynes
(deceased), Jeri Hendrix, and Eugene Horton. I learned a lot from all of those guys who were
always more than willing to take me to scenes and explain the way things work, and provide a
good sense of humor and friendship at work.
There are a number of NAME members who encouraged and spent time with me soon after I
first joined NAME in 1984. These include George Gantner (deceased), Jerry Francisco, Richard
Froede (deceased), Charles Stahl, James “Jack” Frost, John Pless, William Eckert (deceased), R
Page Hudson, Bob Brissie, Jack Frost, Bob Goode, Thomas Hegert, Sandra Conradi, Lawrence
“Stan Harris,” George Nichols, Larry Lewman, Don Reay, Brian Blackbourne, Eliot Gross,
Marcella Fierro, Ronald Rivers, John Coe (deceased), Joseph Davis, John Butts (Canada), William
Q. Sturner, Thomas Noguchi, Ross Zumwalt, Mary Case, and John Smialek (deceased). Others
with whom I worked closely in more recent years as an officer or other capacity and from
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whom I have gained insight are Garry Peterson, Ed Donoghue, and John Hunsaker. Other NAME
members with whom I have had a long-lasting friendship, and who may be considered
“contemporaries” include Mike Graham, Steve Cohle, Jeff Jentzen, Mary Fran Ernst, and Mary
Case. And through my work with NAME, I have also appreciated the efforts and friendship of
Julie Howe, Kathleen Diebold Hargrave, and Denise McNally who I first met in 1984. There are
many others who I am proud to know and to have worked with, but I am reluctant to mention
further names for fear of inadvertently leaving someone out.
During my fellowship and in the years after fellowship I met numerous people at the GBI, which
is where we got our exposure to forensic science. I worked with former Crime Lab Directors
Larry Howard, PhD, and Byron Dawson, PhD (recently deceased). Other forensic scientists with
whom I worked at GBI include Bob Clemenson, Warren Tilman, Lou Cuendet, and Larry
Peterson. Kelly Fite was the firearms examiner, John Wegel was a serologist, and toxicologists
included Ann Eskew (deceased), Horton McCurdy, Everett Solomons, Bill Wall, and Larry
Lewellen. All of these people were very generous with their time and I learned much from them
over the years. More recently, I have what I view as a positive relationship with current GBI
Director Vernon Keenan and administrative staff who work with the GBI Division of Forensic
Sciences including Paul Kirk, George Herrin, public information officer John Bankhead, and of
course, Kris Sperry and his staff of GBI Medical Examiners, a good number of which trained at
Fulton County.
I had two high school teachers in particular who taught me to think. Carl Bevington (math) and
Jan Denman (English). We had many excellent teachers at Salem High School in Salem, Ohio,
but those two stand out most in my memory. In fact, it was Carl Bevington who made us learn
basic computer programming which stuck with me over the years and was very helpful in my
later development of electronic data systems used at the Fulton County Medical Examiner’s
Office, written initially in dBase and later in Microsoft Access. The principles learned were
invaluable. Science teachers in high school who also had a very positive influence on me were
Glenna Pool (chemistry), Herb Jones (physics), Alvie Hurray (health), John Cabas (biology), and
John Olloman (biology). Principal Joe Marra and Vice-Principle John Callahan were also quite
accessible, understanding, and helpful.
In college, my interest in biological sciences continued and I majored in Zoology and
subsequently received a BA degree. Although my grade point average started off great, it
decline in the spring quarter of my freshman year when partying and other activities dominated
college life. This was a year after the shootings at Kent State University and campus protests
and demonstrations and the like were still fairly common. However, I got back on track and my
GPA was fairly high in the latter part of college, which I guess made up for my freshman year.
A teacher I remember well at OSU for continuing to pique my interest in science was Ted
Cavender, who taught an ichthyology course I took at OSU. We had field trips to catch and
classify fish, classroom work, and we had to write a research paper at the end of the course.
The other zoology courses and their instructors required extensive library research and reading
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work. The principles I learned from those courses stuck with me and I think that experience was
the spark that got me interested in writing articles for journals.
I was never much of a reader of literature and probably because of that I always scored low on
the vocabulary portion of college entrance and other exams. When I interviewed for medical
school, Floyd Beeman (a physician who smoked and had a pink face and was affectionately
referred to as “Pink Floyd”) asked me about those low vocabulary scores. He said something
like “what would you do if a patient told you a job he was working on was arduous?” I told
“Pink” that I would tell the patient I didn’t know what arduous meant and could he explain it to
me. I guess Dr. Beeman liked that answer because I ended up getting into medical school.
Medical school faculty and instructors who left a lasting, positive impression on me included
anatomists George Martin and Martha Sucheston. Detail was the name of their game. On the
clinical side were cardiologists Charles Wooley and Charles Bush, endocrinologist Manuel
Tzagournis, nephrologist Thomas Ferris, infectious disease specialist Ralph Haynes,
dermatologist James Lowney, neurologist John Warmolts, obstetrician-gynecologist Fred
Zuspan, ophthalmologist William Havener, psychiatrist Eugene Arnold, surgeon Larry Carey,
plastic surgeon Ron Berggren, and thoracic surgeons John Vasko and Gerard Kakos.
I think elementary school teachers have a lot to do with shaping us early and getting us started
on the right track. Mine at McKinley Elementary School in Salem, Ohio were all excellent and
included Mrs. Weaver, Mrs. Stytle, Mrs. Burford, Ms. Lindemann, Mrs. Duncan, and Mrs.
Konnerth. Lindeman was of the old school and not only had a reputation for throwing erasers
and slapping fingers with a wood ruler, but a proven performance as well. Weaver was real nice
and real pretty and from what I hear, still is. Stytle had a reputation as a disciplinarian but she
actually was very nice and had a good sense of humor, at least in the eyes of a 7-year-old.
Burford had a heavy West Virginia drawl and when she got frustrated, would say “Boweeeeee.”
Duncan was very nice and as a classmate of mine agrees, seemed ancient at the time but was
probably about the same age I am now. Konnerth, as her name suggests, was Germanic and
wore her hair in braids wrapped up around her head. She was big on music and math, and she
used to have contests to see who could do math problems the fastest (and correctly) on the
chalkboard. All had their unique qualities and I remember them fondly and thank them for
helping to shape me. I remember sitting in Konnerth’s 6th grade class the day JFK was shot. I
also remember David Freshley and David Brooks. They were not my teachers at McKinley, but
were good mentors as sports and athletic coaches there. Brooks was word caller at the 6th
grade spelling bee. It came down to me and Debbie Kauffman (I think) for the championship
and when I incorrectly spelled chaos as “kaos,” Brooks said, “Oh, come on, Hanzlick,” laughed,
and appropriately chastised me before the forum.
Finally, I don’t know if I would do this again, but I graduated high school in 1970 and did
undergraduate studies year around and when I went to medical school, it was a three year
program for twelve months a year. Thus, I got my BA in 1973 and my MD in 1976. Looking back,
it might have better to have some summers off. Since that time, but only in recent years, I have
learned to appreciate the value of having a life outside of study and work.
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Recollections about people I have trained
Either as a Deputy/Associate ME or the FP Training Program Director, I have been involved in
the training the following people who successfully completed their training in our program (the
state is where they now are):
Wayne Ross, MD, (PA)
Gerald Gowitt, MD, (GA)
Janet Pillow, MD, (FL)
Keith Norton, MD, (MO)
David Rydzewski, MD, (GA)
Thomas Young, MD, (MO)
Steven Dunton, MD, (GA)
Mark Koponen, MD, (ND)
Cameron Snider, MD, (AL)
Mario Mosunjac, MD, (GA)
Keith Lehman, MD, (GA)
Joyce deJong, DO, (MI)
Kris Podjaski, MD, (FL)
John Younes, MD, (Winnipeg, Canada)
Allan Bennett, MD, (SC)
Christie Elliott, MD, (NV)
Michele Stauffenberg, MD, (GA)
Steve Sgan, MD, (FL)
Karen Sullivan, MD, (GA)
Eric Eason, MD, (GA)
Susan Lee Anne Martin, MD, (AL)
Jason K. Graham, MD, (NY)
Stacey L. Smith, MD, (TX)
Steven P. Atkinson, MD, (GA)
Stacey Tate Desamours, MD, (GA)
Kelly Rose, MD, (SC)
Rhome Hughes, MD, in-training
Anindita Issa, MD, in-training
I have very pleasant memories about all of these trainees. Probably the single most memorable
moment involved Gerald Gowitt who trained with us in the 1980s. We were walking along a
very long creek and culvert looking for additional bones in follow up to some skeletal remains
found in the creek. The creek was heavily grown with moss and algae, and multiple times
during our trek, as he followed me, I would hear a splash, an ensuing expletive, and the clanking
of his shovel on the stream bottom. Each time, I would turn around to see him lying in the
stream bed. I’m sure he remembers that, probably better than I do. I am sorry to report that
despite the effort and calamity, we found no additional bones.
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With as many trainees as we have had, I can’t really say something about all of them, except
that it has been a pleasure to know them and assist in their training. Some were easier to train
than others, and some have been more successful in forensic pathology than others. But they
were all good people and all have been successful in some form of pathology practice.
One thing I have noticed over the years is that our training program has tended to attract
people who are of the worker bee type. Few of them have been interested long-term in
academic publications or the administrative aspects of medical examiner systems. There’s
absolutely nothing wrong with that, of course, and it’s why I keep telling the ACGME that some
of the fellowship requirements are too stringent and not particularly relevant. Of all our
trainees, the only ones that have served, or do serve as a Chief ME for a medical examiner
system have been Thomas Young, Janet Pillow, Carol Terry, Joyce deJong, and Gerald Gowitt.
I’m sure some of the others will be a Chief ME down the road. I am particularly pleased to have
on my current staff three forensic pathologists who trained in the Fulton County program:
Geoffrey Smith, Michele Stauffenberg, and Karen Sullivan, along with Michael Heninger, who
trained in Minneapolis.
Too numerable to mention are the hundreds of medical students and pathology residents who
have rotated through the office over the years.
Major controversies and frustrations in completing my responsibilities
Without doubt, the most difficult part of my career has been being the Chief ME and having to
deal with county government structure and the intrinsic bureaucracy that goes with such
governments. In addition, since my job as Chief is provided via a contract between the county
and Emory University, I have had to serve two masters which, at times, is difficult.
I have been involved in very little controversy over the years, in fact, none of significance that I
recall. A recent problem has been related to the CSI effect in which users develop unrealistic
expectations about what we can do and how quickly we can do it. Over time, the number of
problem calls has increased, almost exclusively because of the CSI effect rather than any
wrongdoing by the office. Yes, we have made some mistakes, but in general, they have been
honest mistakes, few in number, and have been resolved without major controversy.
Only once can I recall adverse press coverage, and it was about a delay in notification of next of
kin in a specific case.
Sometimes it seems that “no good deed goes unpunished.” For example, after we obtained
Accurint to assist in locating next of kin, we applied it to cases that were many years old. We
located next of kin in some of those old cases, then some families were angry that it took so
long to find and notify them. One must just accept these types of events and move on.
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Academic involvement through research, education, and training
As an academic pathology department professor, I have been expected to engage in service,
teaching, and research. Teaching was in two forms for the most part. One was an annual lecture
to medical students on forensic pathology and death certification. The vast majority of teaching
has been on-site at the medical examiner’s office through conferences and case supervision
involving residents, medical students, and mainly forensic pathology fellows in our ACGME
accredited forensic pathology training program.
Research has largely involved case reports, case series, and publications such as guidelines.
Overall, I have approximately 200 publications which include journal articles, letters to the
editor, books, manuals, book chapters, and author- involvement in professional guidelines and
standards.
Legislative change in which I was involved
In the late 1980s, I was involved in the writing of legislation that revised the Georgia death
investigation laws and to some extent, laws pertaining to child fatality review. Much of the
current Georgia Death Investigation Act includes words from draft legislation which I helped
prepare, especially various definitions and qualifications to hold certain jobs. A longremembered sore point is that we went to much effort to create law which developed a
medical examiner commission to help professionalize and improve death investigation in the
state, and to lessen the oversight of the GBI and make the office more autonomous and
perhaps academic. The law passed, but the commission was never implemented. Then, in the
latter 1990s, the GBI had the provisions for a commission stripped from the law (rather quietly),
although a State Medical Examiner position was implemented formally in 1997 and operates
today under the GBI Division of Forensic Sciences.
I have reviewed and commented upon drafts of proposed federal legislation such as the
Coverdell Act, current Leahy bill to improve forensic sciences and other proposed legislation to
improve infant death investigation, and have also reviewed much proposed state legislation
which could impact on death investigation in Georgia.
My contributions to the field of forensic pathology
I believe that my major contributions involve my service as an officer and active member of
NAME and in the Path/Bio Section of the AAFS, in conjunction with my publications and service
on numerous working groups and advisory groups over the years, always in a capacity of
looking out for, and trying to improve the practice of forensic pathology. I have served on the
Editorial Board of JFS, AJFMP, and most recently AFP, the new journal of NAME.
If I had to summarize briefly what I have tried to do in my career, it would be to identify issues
that need to be addressed and then address them in a systematic fashion and proper forum to
fill gaps or foster needed change. Almost everything I have done relates somehow to that goal.
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Other things I have done are mentioned elsewhere in this memoir. I have tried to include
typical examples rather than an exhaustive, curriculum vitae-like tabulation.
Perspectives I gained as a medical examiner
Probably the biggest change in perspective during my career was the realization that much of
what we do has more to do with public health than criminal justice. I also have realized that the
court system is nowhere near as efficient and professional as it could be or as I thought it would
be when I entered the field. Unfortunately, I also have the perspective that many others have
stated—that in many government settings, the governments do not appreciate the need to
have trained and qualified individuals working in the death investigation system and that many
governments seem satisfied as long as the jobs are filled.
On a more general note, I have realized that bad and unfortunate things happen on a daily
basis, and that we see the same types of violence over and over again.
Despite attempts to reduce or prevent violent deaths, little of substance seems to happen. But
maintaining a good attitude is important, if for no other reason, to do a quality and professional
job on individual cases and address the issues which those cases bring into play. Other societal
benefits, studies, and prevention programs are important but less important than the primary
case work.
Difficult cases I have managed
I must say that I have tried to proactively avoid having difficult cases by adhering to the
principles I try to teach the fellows as described in Question 15 below.
However, difficult cases do occur.
Probably the most difficult I have managed was the unexplained death of a 28 year old, whose
death was believed by the father to have been an assassination with an exotic poison such as
ricin or abrin. We had no basis for suspecting that and all findings suggest some sort of cardiac
or other problem which remains ill- defined. I spent more time (and money) on that case than
any other I have ever had, and we did do extensive testing for just about everything known to
man.
Seven years later, I still get occasional irate phone calls or emails from the father, some with
messages which could be construed as threats or death wishes. It’s been the most frustrating
case I have ever managed, both in terms of not being able to define an irrefutable cause of
death, but in terms of the time required to deal with issues raised by the deceased’s father.
Another case I can recall that brought some challenges came at a time when some politicians
were claiming that the police were using “exploding bullets.” I was asked by one local politician
to stay out of the issue. What I did was a local review of cases of police shootings and various
ammunitions simply to have some evidence that the claims of excessive tissue damage done by
such bullets were not founded in fact. The issue quickly went away. As I recall, this was the only
time in my entire career that a politician attempted to influence me. There have been a few
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cases in which prosecutors urged us to classify the manner of death as homicide to facilitate
prosecution, but we resisted that, explained why, and no significant issues ever arose.
A third difficult case I remember involved an apartment break-in and murder of a woman. The
scene was processed by police and the medical examiner and the body was transported to the
morgue for autopsy. Hours later, calls began coming in indicating that the decedent had a baby
but its whereabouts were unknown. We returned to the scene and found the baby, dead, under
a very heavy pillow on the sofa in a different area of the apartment. The mother (victim) had
apparently placed it there to hide it from the perpetrator. The issue is whether the baby was
alive at the time of first response to the death scene. As best we could determine from the
findings and timing, the baby was probably already dead when police first arrived. As you can
imagine, however, our conclusions were not without controversy.
Other “enigmas” and difficult cases I have encountered include, but are not limited to: a naked,
embalmed, and burned man found in the woods, with a gunshot wound of the head; a young
girl with multiple extremity fractures apparently incurred during an attempted exorcism; a
dismemberment case in which the perpetrator attempted to get rid of body parts with a in-sink
garbage disposal; and determining whether a fetus was “live” when it was expelled through a
shotgun wound of the mother’s abdomen. There are many more. But I have discovered that as
one’s list of challenging cases grows with experience, the challenging cases seem to get less
frequent. I have also learned, however, to never say “I have seen everything.” I have not, and I
never will.
How I dealt with job-related stresses, anxiety, personal performance issues
I have seldom, if ever, demonstrated significant anger nor have I ever “blown up” at work as I
recall. Somehow, I have managed to keep frustration inside while at work, and I tend to release
it when I am out of the office. On rare occasions, I must admit that I have caught myself talking
to myself and have approached the stage of animation like some of those folks you see walking
down the street waving their arms and talking nonsense to themselves. I have tried to follow
the philosophy of leaving my work-related problems on the coat rack when I enter the house,
but that does not always work. Over the years, I have been a fairly consistent “busy body”
around the house doing yard work and repairs, and such activities are great stress relievers.
Writing articles and the pre-requisite reading has helped as well. I have been known to drink
alcohol now and then.
Occasionally I do yell at my wife or my dog, inappropriately. Throughout my career I have been
a workaholic of sorts and as far as I know, have not had significant performance problems. I will
admit however, in the past couple years after nearly 30 years of practice, I do perceive a little
burn out within me. I have tried to address this by spending a little more time out of the office
doing things other than work, and trying to do fewer work-related things when I am not at the
office. That approach does seem to be working, thus far.
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Advice for forensic pathologists entering the field
I will state here what I tell all of our fellows upon graduation. Know your limitations, and know
when to ask for help. Never be afraid to admit that you don’t know the answer to a question.
Try to foresee potential case-related questions and issues and try to address them. Leave no
stone unturned. Tie up all loose ends. Don’t shoot from the hip or jump the gun. Don’t go off
half-cocked. Be circumspect, reflect, and think twice or more when needed. Treat co-workers
well.
Some other advice I would offer to help one stay out of trouble is as follows. Get things done
well and completely and in a timely manner. Use consultants liberally. Do not step outside your
area of expertise. When issues arise, refer people to the appropriate person or agency. Make
sure all findings and opinions are consistent with the known facts. Do not be a media hound.
Address, but try not to create issues, especially ones based on personal politics or agendas.
Address problems with logic, planning and fairness, not anger.
What I would recommend as a goal is the following: Live, learn, love, laugh, lead, and leave a
legacy. The legacy need not be Nobel Prize material. Just something for people to have a
positive memory about you and your work.
How my work experience changed me, changed my life, and what I learned from my work
Coming from a blue collar family, becoming a physician and pathologist has allowed me to live a
life that I otherwise would not have known in terms of being a professional and also having the
ability to enjoy some niceties that may otherwise have eluded me.
Probably the biggest change that has occurred in my life as a result of my work is that I became
more well-known in the field than I ever thought would happen. This has been gratifying but
also has placed large demands on my time. In retrospect, I have probably spent too much time
working.
I have become a little more cynical with time, not because of the type of work we do and the
never ending stream of sad things we see, but because little societal change seems to occur as a
result of our work. Yes, we as forensic pathologists do uncover some possible dangers to the
public (such as defective consumer products). However, people still kill other people senselessly
and kill themselves. Drug abuse remains rampant. People still drink and drive. I have tried to
reduce this general cynicism and look at the bright side on a case by case basis and realize that
in individual cases, we do have impact and others via our conclusions, testimony, and other
case-related activities. And although progress seems to be slow, our cumulative experience
does result in data that can be used to address societal problems. It just takes longer that I had
hoped.
An obvious lesson I learned from work (especially after a recent motor vehicle accident which
seriously injured my wife and me) is that life can vanish at any time, so intentionally trying to
enjoy life outside of work is a commendable effort. I have also learned that getting angry
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accomplishes little or nothing. Finally, I have learned that if you start out on a planned course
and stick with it, despite obstacles and drawbacks, achieving one’s goals is possible.
How has forensic pathology changed during my career, for the better and for the worse?
In most ways, I believe forensic pathology has changed for the better. The recent requirement
to complete an accredited fellowship for board certification was a good move. Gradually, we
are becoming more scientific and less anecdotal. Salaries are gradually increasing although
most still remain below average for physicians. Fewer people seem to be selecting forensic
pathology as a second career, and more seem to be starting fresh in the field at an appropriate
young age. NAME has become much more proactive, and I believe that will be beneficial for
death investigation as time goes on. The everyday work of forensic pathology has not changed
much during my career. We still see the same things most of the time. But we are evolving
toward more reliance on laboratory work such as genetics to make the most of our work and
address relatively new questions that case work brings into play, such as the role of
pharmacogenetics in the physiologic and metabolic response to drugs. I’m sure that other
emerging science and technology will continue to modify the way we practice and think.
I am not sure that “maintenance of certification” will prove useful in the long run. Responsible
professionals voluntarily keep abreast of things and provide themselves with ongoing learning
and training experience. Imposed requirements and documentation may prove to be counterproductive, or at least, not add anything substantial to the quality of practice.
Speaking of certification, I remember sitting next to Phil Burch (works in St Louis) during the
forensic pathology exam that was proctored by Charles Hirsch. I remember seeing Dr. Hirsch
get off the elevator at the hotel with a couple of steamer chests full of items he had to put out
on tables for the practical portion of the examination. That was in 1985. There were no
computers and we all sat in a big room and looked at a screen with projected 35mm slides.
Some people needed binoculars to see the screen! At the end of the examination, Dr. Hirsch
proclaimed that it was “Miller time.”
I cannot think of an example of how forensic pathology has changed for the worse except,
perhaps, the increased scrutiny brought about by the entertainment and media industries. This
publicity has not changed forensic pathology per se, but it has made forensic pathology more
difficult to practice. I also am not a fan of the “celebrity” attribution applied to forensic
pathologists who frequently appear as expert witnesses in court. The frequency of widely
divergent forensic pathologist opinions in court cases seems hard to justify-- is sometimes
comical and sad at the same time-- and I believe, not a good thing for our profession in the long
run.
Regrettably, there have been a good number of forensic pathologists who have gotten in
“trouble” or faced adverse publicity. Whether or not the incidence of such problems is higher in
forensic pathology than other specialties is hard to tell, because we often get attention as
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government-paid public servants. All we can hope for is that such incidents will be less common
in the future, and do our own personal best to avoid them.
Finally, I am pleased to see so many young, energetic, and talented people entering the field of
forensic pathology. Many are active, vocal, thoughtful, productive and friendly. It gives me
confidence that our profession will be in good hands in the future. There are a good number of
emerging “stars” out there.
Knowing what I do now, would I “do it again” under the same circumstances as when I began,
or under today’s circumstances?
Without a doubt, if I “had it to do over again,” I would still select forensic pathology as a career.
It’s a very interesting line of work, and it is appropriately challenging. The opportunity to work
with a variety of professionals in different work areas is a great thing about forensic pathology.
The continuous encounters with death (and life) cause one to reflect on life regularly. Although
the salaries are often badmouthed, one can live well on such salaries and there is much more to
life than money. I don’t make all that much money but I can say that I have had no desires for
anything material or experiential that I have not been able to obtain with good planning and
patience. Even if I were starting my career today, I would select forensic pathology. The course
to success is well-defined, there are very good training programs, and the job market is still
pretty good and may even get better. I would recommend that if having a higher than average
salary is a priority, that one might consider working in a privatized forensic pathology setting or
in a practice group that also does hospital-based pathology in addition to forensics. Another
more personal option is to separate what you want from what you need. Drawing those
distinctions can have major impact on your personal budget, and allow one to work at a lower
income than might otherwise be possible, being happy and fulfilled at the same time.
Personal information such as family, hobbies and interests (optional)
My wife, Mary, and I have been married for 28 years and have two daughters, Caitlin (age 27)
who is a teacher and Marinna (age 26) who works as a paralegal. Hecter (“the Horrible”) is our
dog which we think is a Mountain Feist, although he was sold to us as a puppy and billed as a
Chihuahua. Mary obtained a bachelor and master's degree in nursing and a Ph.D. in Educational
Administration. Her professional career including bed side nursing, nursing administration,
teaching, and consulting. My mother, Betty, lives nearby in Atlanta, just turned 91, and still
plays golf every Wednesday. I figure between my mother and my father, Walter (who died at
age 66), I should plan for an exit from this world when I am approximately 78 years old.
From my first marriage, I have two daughters as well, both in their thirties. Mara is a high
school teacher, lacrosse coach and lacrosse official near Youngstown, Ohio, and Catherine, who
is an attorney in Columbus, Ohio. Their mother, Lynn, is a former nurse and now a physician in
Ohio.
Years ago, I used to write a lot of songs (words and music) but my interest in that has declined
over the years. I still get a royalty check for one of them, although its only a few dollars per
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year. One thing a like to do is write limericks, and I usually write one for each employee who is
retiring from the office or graduating our fellowship program. For sure, the largest amount of
time I spend outside of usual work hours has been spent writing about, or working on projects
which actually do relate to, forensic pathology.
Since a fairly major automobile accident in April 2010, and even in a job where I see death
every day, my wife and I (who were both significantly injured in the wreck) realized more
acutely that life can end at any time. As a result, we have made an effort to spend more time
together and spend weekends doing things we enjoy. We spend considerable time in the North
Georgia mountains where we also enjoy boating.
As mentioned earlier, I am not an avid reader and I have a particular resistance to the reading
of novels. I do not know why. My wife tells me that one can learn a lot from novels, and she
obviously has. When I do read, I prefer to read about the history or science of something, such
as the physics of how rivers are formed or the origins of various trout species, for example. I’m
getting to where I don’t remember much if what I read anyway, so I guess it doesn’t really
matter what I read!
Although not an avid historian in general, I do like reading or researching some histories. For
example, when I was AAFS Path/Bio Chair, I wrote a history of the Path/Bio Section titled
“Hanzlick’s Guidelines for Passing On” with the idea that subsequent Chairs could add to the
history yearly. Similarly, the history of NAME, forensic pathology, and death investigation
systems has intrigued me, and I probably actually spend more time writing than reading.
Finally, I have really enjoyed my time with NAME. I have met and gotten to know a lot of nice
and very fine people in that organization, and I plan to continue to be active. My life would
have not been the same without forensic pathology and NAME. I am quite happy with the
choices I have made and pleasures I have derived from working in the field of forensic
pathology.
Selected photographs are shown below:
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Atlanta Journal-Constitution newspaper article from the early 1980s when I was about 32 years
old. The article gave me more credit than I deserved. Most of the solving was done by the late
Don Pike, who was the investigator on the case. My third published journal article concerning
forensic pathology was about this case and appeared in the American Journal of Forensic
Pathology in 1985. As I re-read that journal article, it reads more like a newspaper article or
story than an article in a medical journal. It probably wouldn’t be accepted by today’s medical
journals.
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Photo taken in 2011 which shows how things (like me) can
change in 30 years. For all you young forensic pathologists out
there who think us older folks need to go away, such changes
will happen to you sooner than you think, but you will not
forget your younger days and the way you thought and
behaved when young. I guess that’s why us older folks tend to
linger. We mainly get old on the outside and it is not until the
inside begins to fail when we finally throw in the towel.

Current forensic pathologists at the Fulton County Medical Examiner’s Center. From left,
Forensic Fellow Rhome Hughes, Randy Hanzlick, Deputy Chief Medical Examiner Michele
Stauffenberg (front), Forensic Fellow Anindita Issa (front), and Associate Medical Examiners
Geoffrey Smith (behind Issa), Michael Heninger, and Karen Sullivan.
A brief history of the Fulton County Medical Examiner and its staff is available in a separate
document prepared for NAME’s 45th Annual Meeting on the Alaska Cruise.
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Charles Hirsch, MD

3/30/1937-4/8/2016
January 2011
Counting fellowships in forensic neuropathology (7/1/65 to 6/30/66) and forensic pathology
(7/1/66 to 6/30 67) and 2 years of active duty service in the U.S. Air Force (7/67 to 6/69), I have
done forensic pathology for 45 years, full time since 7/69.
I was the Chief Medical Examiner of Suffolk County, NY from 1/85 to 12/88, and have been the
Chief Medical Examiner of New York City since 1/89.
I cannot provide responses to the questions in the outline that you sent without writing a book,
and I decline to do that.
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John C. Hunsaker, III, M.D., J.D.

NAME President 2006
June 2011
Why did I select forensic pathology as a career?
My anfractuous journey to the practice of forensic pathology began as an undergraduate at
Yale College. At that time, many of my classmates planned to go into medicine and, without
any deep-seated passion, I enrolled in the premedical courses, over the four-year stint
completing biology, inorganic chemistry, calculus, and physics. As a German major, I was
recruited during senior year by the National Security Agency, an offer I almost accepted in June,
1964. Deciding I did not want to be a bureaucrat at the time, I declined the offer. Fortuitously
during that summer, I applied to and entered the University of Kentucky College of Law. During
law school I worked as a clerk for a local attorney in Lexington, KY, whose civil practice included
interaction with physicians of many specialties. He assigned me to do research for a paper on
pretrial interviews with medical witnesses, which subsequently appeared in the Kentucky Law
Journal. From that research I discovered there were MD-JD’s, some affiliated with the American
College of Legal Medicine (ACLM), who combined the interface of law and medicine in many
interesting ways. During law school, I toyed with the notion of ultimately practicing law and
medicine in some, at that time undetermined, fashion.
After law school, I served two years (1968-69) in the US Army performing legal work for a
military intelligence unit in Germany, then (1970-72) worked several years as a teaching
assistant while completing a master’s degree in German at the University of Kentucky. I was
able to take advantage of GI benefits. During graduate school I familiarized myself with the
ACLM, whose fellows then had combined degrees in law and medicine. After refreshing myself
through class work in the premedical courses over approximately a year and taking the MCAT, I
entered the University of Kentucky College of Medicine in fall, 1973. During medical school the
disciplines with formal, established law-medicine interactions were psychiatry and pathology. I
did early realize that psychiatry was a discipline that I would have difficulty coming to grips
with. In stark contrast, the hands-on approach of pathology, which emphasized concrete
observations via various modalities and inference that not infrequently afforded the pathologist
the good fortune to reach a reasonable, intelligible final diagnosis, was compelling. The
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challenge of solving the puzzle invigorated and engaged me. I was hooked. Accordingly, I
started the AP-CP residency at University of Kentucky, then chaired by Dr. Abner Golden, with
the idea of learning as much as I could and entering forensic pathology fellowship.
During the 1970’s the Commonwealth of Kentucky enacted legislation creating the Medical
Examiner program to assist the constitutionally elected officers, i.e. lay coroner’s, in
investigating delineated types of human death. George R. Nichols, M.D. became the first Chief
Medical Examiner based in Louisville, Kentucky, and was assisted early on by his first forensic
pathology fellow, Dr. Barbara Weakley-Jones. The program included appointment of an
Associate Chief Medical Examiner at the University of Kentucky. Mr. David Jones, then
Executive Director of the program, ultimately selected Dr. William Hamilton, who was freshly
out of the forensic pathology fellowship at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Dr.
Hamilton was appointed Associate Chief Medical Examiner and faculty member at the
University of Kentucky in the late 70’s. So, during my regular pathology residency, I had the
opportunity to complete several months of forensic pathology under Dr. Hamilton. Although
not adopting a complete laissez-faire approach, Bill gave me a lot of freedom in pursuing the
cases, which constituted a great learning experience. The differences in approach and goals
between “traditional” and forensic pathology became clearer. And in those days, even though I
had no board certification, I was called to testify in several cases in criminal court, where the
only qualification to be admitted as an expert was to have a medical license.
By 1980 my course to pursue FP was well established. Initially, I had hoped to stay in Central
Kentucky area and do a forensic pathology fellowship at the Hamilton County Coroner’s Office,
then run by Dr. Frank Cleveland and headed up by two outstanding forensic pathologists, Dr.
Charles Hirsch and Dr. Ross Zumwalt. Unfortunately, I was in competition with Dr. Carl Parrot
for that fellowship position, which he eventually was offered. In due course, he became
Coroner of Hamilton County for many years. I had also considered a Fellowship with Dr. Paige
Hudson and Dr. John Butts at University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. There were many
attractive features about that program and the individuals in it. In early 1981 I became aware
of an opening for Fellow at the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Washington, DC. As my
wife at that time was an attorney, we elected to pursue the opportunity in D.C., and I became a
member of the staff and fellow at that office in July, 1981. (My wife Ann, was appointed to a
high position in the Justice Department) The Chief was Dr. Jim Luke, the Deputy Chief, Dr. Brian
Blackbourne, and Dr. Rok Woon Kim was one of the staff members together with Dr. Douglas
Dixon. At around that time, Dr. Stuart Dawson, who had just completed a fellowship at
Hamilton County, OH, became the new member of the staff. In sum, it was a wonderful crew of
forensic pathologists with widely different experiences and personalities for a novice like me.
D.C. was a great venue. One could easily go to death scenes. The spectrum of cases, including
victims brought in to the medical meccas from MD and VA, was large, with special
concentration on gunshot wounds and heroin-related deaths. Having access to specialists from
federal agencies was a distinct bonus. Another wonderful aspect of that fellowship was regular
interaction with a host of celebrities from the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology,
Anthropology at the Smithsonian, and meetings of the Mid Atlantic Forensic Pathology
Association [D.C. ME, AFIP, Northern VA ME, MD ME] when Dr. Russell Fisher was still active. I
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became associated with the D.C. office at a time just before funding and organization issues
started to decline, as a result of which most of the staff had left that office by the mid 1980’s.
Those nineteen months were fulfilling. The approach to official medicolegal death investigation,
which was exemplified by members of that office in D.C., made me firmly convinced that
forensic pathology was the right career choice for me.
In the meantime, Dr. Hamilton had left the position of Associate Chief Medical Examiner at the
University of Kentucky Medical Center, and that position remained open for several years. I was
invited to return to Kentucky by officials of the Justice Cabinet and the University of Kentucky
Department of Pathology. Accepting that offer, I returned to Kentucky in February of 1983, and
since that time (over 28 years!) have served as Associate Chief Medical Examiner and joined the
faculty of the Pathology Department, a tenured position with eventual promotion to Professor
while heading up the Division of Forensic Pathology.
Places and times I served as Chief Medical Examiner.
As I note above, I have never served as Chief Medical Examiner. I served as a Deputy Medical
Examiner in Washington, D.C. for a brief period in the early 80’s and as Associate Chief Medical
Examiner in the Commonwealth of Kentucky since 1983.
Major accomplishments as Chief Medical Examiner.
Major accomplishments as Chief Medical Examiner mutatis mutandis (see # 2) first and
foremost relate to opportunities to educate a whole generation of residents in pathology about
the practice of forensic pathology. During the course of 4-year residency, the postgraduate
trainees typically spend at least several months on the forensic pathology rotation. Some of
these residents have chosen to go into Forensic Pathology (see below # 7). Also in the area of
education, I and members of the Division of Forensic Pathology provide formal lectures to 2nd
year medical students at the University of Kentucky, offer elective rotations for senior medical
students from the University of Kentucky and other schools of medicine, and also participate in
the training of graduate students in the Graduate School of Toxicology at the University. In
addition to the more formal training, there have been many occasions over the last nearly three
decades in which trainees in various fields, ranging from nursing and EMS, together with
trainees in various arms of law enforcement, regularly visit this office for information about
medicolegal death investigation and to observe an autopsy. So a major accomplishment for me
has been participation in the education of students and trainees in various areas. Another
significant accomplishment has been the provision of expert testimony in a variety of courts,
predominantly criminal courts in Kentucky, over the years. As Associate Chief Medical
Examiner, I have also participated in the training of coroners of Kentucky, who are lay coroners
(i.e., neither physicians nor pathologists), and who initiated the process of death investigation
in Kentucky coroner’s cases. Even though the process has been slow and occasionally arduous,
the education of the coroners has led to significant improvement in medicolegal death
investigation in Kentucky, and I am proud to have participated with the current Chief ME, Dr.
Tracey Corey in that accomplishment.
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Efforts on behalf of forensic pathology and the forensic sciences.
Above all, I have been an author, mostly in collaboration with others, of peer-reviewed papers,
which have appeared in various journals familiar to NAME, certainly including the major
forensic journals and in other recognized journals outside the field of forensic pathology. I have
also collaborated on book chapters on various topics in forensics, primarily involving aspects of
forensic pathology and, to a lesser degree, of forensic toxicology. Like many medical examiners,
I participated in various conferences and symposia put together by various medical, legal, and
health-field related groups. For example, I lectured before emergency medical physicians and
before attorneys (collision dynamics, sponsored by Kentucky Associate of Trial Attorneys), and
various coroners’ and medical examiners’ associations in such places as Indiana and Virginia. I
was the co-editor of a chapter on “Autopsies” in the Fourth Edition of the Lawyers’ Medical
Cyclopedia, and I contributed an article in medicolegal primer of the ACLM. Other contributions
in behalf of FP and forensic sciences include service on the editorial board of the American
Journal of Forensic Medicine and Pathology (thanks to Dr. Vincent DiMaio, known well to this
audience and one of the best spokespersons for the field), as North American editor for
Forensic Science, Medicine, and Pathology (having a gratifying collaboration with Dr. Roger
Byard of Australia and Dr. Michael Tsokos of Germany, both indefatigable researchers and
writers), and, most recently, as a reviewer for the newly instituted NAME-Sponsored Academic
Forensic Pathology. I have participated in a variety of professional organizations in both
medicine and law, including the Kentucky Bar Association, Kentucky Medical Association, the
AMA and ABA, and as a Fellow on the ACLM. In addition, I have been long affiliated with the
American Academy of Forensic Sciences, having been selected as a Fellow in the 1980’s and
served as an Officer of the Pathology/Biology Section (Secretary 2003-04 and Chair 2004-05).
Part of that service included the responsibility as program co-chair (with Dr. Donna Stewart), for
one of the annual meetings in Atlanta. I have been associated with NAME since 1980’s, serving
as a member of the Board of Directors and also the Executive Committee in the mid 2000’s. I
had the honor of being elected Vice President in 2005, President in 2006, and Chair of the
Board of NAME in 2007. In all of these positions I have striven to advance the goals, policies,
and best practices on the field of pathology. One small contribution to that end was a published
editorial in the orange journal on NAME Accreditation and Professional Practice Standards.
(Hunsaker III, J.C. A Word from the President (Editorial). Am J Forensic Med Pathol 2006;27:
197-199.)
Recollections of places I have trained and worked.
As noted, my training in pathology was AP/CP at the University of Kentucky and as a Fellow in
FP at the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Washington, D.C. The experiences as a
pathology resident were influenced by highly regarded professionals such as Dr. Golden, Dr.
Deborah Powell, Dr. William O’Connor, Dr. Mike Cibull, Dr. Norbert Tietz, Dr. Kosheki Yoneda,
all of whom were consummate academicians and teachers with wide recognition and who
offered a thorough, rigorous program of study. All of these mentors were excellent
diagnosticians, who advocated the school of thought which held that the autopsy examination
needed to be extensive, thorough, and evidence-based and, further, who were meticulous and
demanding in making the correct diagnosis in surgical pathology. Laboratory pathology,
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including clinical chemistry experience under the world renowned Dr. N. Tietz of text book
fame, allowed me to appreciate ways to reasonably ensure that the results of any study done
was accurate and consistent with established specificity, sensitivity, and positive predictive
value.
Comments about people who trained me and from whom I have learned.
Dr. Jim Luke, Chief in Washington, D.C. trained under Dr. Milton Helpern in New York City. He
was exemplary in his approach to death investigation, aiming to find out what happened in
each individual’s death, and adopting the methodology to answer that question in a scientific
and reasoned way. Dr. Douglas Dixon, who previously had worked at the AFIP, was a very
skilled pathologist, who had written some seminal papers involving various aspects of
cutaneous gunshot wounds, in part based upon animal experiments. These have become
standard references in the field. He was a meticulous prosector, a very active and articulate
teacher, and the epitome of organization. Dr. Brian Blackbourne, having trained at Miami under
Dr. Joe Davis, was Deputy in the D.C. office, had great organizational skills, was an outstanding
pathologist, and loved to teach. Dr. Stuart Dawson, relatively new and young pathologist at the
time we worked together, had an undergraduate degree in physics. His intellect and ingenious
ways of dealing with pathological issues were of great value to me as I progressed at that office.
On my return to Kentucky, I was initially a solo practitioner with a secretary and a forensic
technician, based at the University of Kentucky. Colleagues in the Department of Pathology,
some of whom I have mentioned above, and clinicians in the medical school were indispensable
consultants through a wide range of cases. It was my good fortune that there many resources,
both in pathology and on the clinical and laboratory services. The clinicians and faculty at that
institution are too numerous to count in the terms of thanking them for contributing to my
education. Dr. George R. Nichols was the Chief Medical Examiner at the time, based in
Louisville, Kentucky. Whenever I had questions or difficult problems, I would arrange to meet
with him for sage advice. Since the earlier days, the number of forensic pathologists in KY has
increased to more than ten; all have been helpful collaborators in the journey of continuing
education. In particular, the current Chief, Dr. Tracey Corey, is a proactive administrator,
teacher, and advisor, who has seen the program through tough times with success. I have
learned a lot and been humbled occasionally by the astute findings and observations of
dedicated forensic autopsy technicians, among whom Ms. Winnie Stanton and Mrs. Annette
Carter deserve special recognition.
I have garnered much insight and wisdom from the universe of colleagues, particularly in AAFS
and NAME, who have participated and presented in the annual conferences. Dr. Gregory J.
Davis has been a reliable colleague for nearly twenty years, and personifies the desirable
attributes of dispassionate analysis, intellectual honesty, the education of pathology residents,
an outstanding writer, a proactive public servant, and a source of wisdom and medical
knowledge. Dr. Emily Craig, Forensic Anthropologist in KY for nearly twenty-five years, has been
an active collaborator and teacher, who has done much to advance the KY program. I also pay
homage to her predecessor, Dr. David Wolf. I have enjoyed working from time to time with Dr.
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Mark Bernstein, Forensic Odontologist, internationally regarded and a fount of knowledge.
Choosing the right consultants is a major charge of the medical examiner. I acknowledge Dr.
Peter Oeltgen as a valuable contributor as clinical chemist. Many neuropathologists have made
invaluable contributions to my education and to the KY system, and to the following I am
indebted: Dr. William Markesbery; Dr. Dianne Wilson; Dr. Daron Davis; Dr. Joseph Parker; Dr.
M. Gregory Balko; Dr. Richard Reichard; and Dr. Michael Johnson.
Recollections about people I have trained.
Although I have never overseen a forensic pathology fellowship program as a director, several
residents in pathology have become active forensic pathologists, including the following: Dr.
Karen Chancellor, Dr. Stacy Turner, Dr. Donna Stewart, Dr. Sam Simmons, Dr. Polly Purcell, and
Dr. Jen Schott. I served as one of several fellowship directors for Dr. Victoria Graham within the
program at the Office of the Associate Chief Medical Examiner. Each resident stands out as an
amazing dynamo in undertaking forensic investigations with great initiative at a very early stage
in his/her career development. Some now head up offices (Dr. Chancellor), and some are very
active in writing and editorship for forensic publications (Dr. Stewart).
Major controversies and frustrations in completing my responsibilities.
With rare exception, budgetary issues have always been in play in Kentucky as a medical
examiner in the dual medical-coroner system. In most cases, if one is persuasive in making the
appropriate argument, funding would be available to do a specific type of study, as indicated by
good forensic pathology practice. Making the argument to the State Legislature and other
funding agencies in order to maintain salary and benefits for staff, as well as for professionals in
the office, has not always been a successful endeavor. It is difficult to explain to staff lack of
any raise over several years. Another general frustration is just dealing with the bureaucrats
within the state government, most of whose officials either have no idea about the practice of
forensic pathology or have no desire to inform themselves. The short-range cost-saving
demands of the bureaucrats range from purchasing the cheapest gloves possible, those which
invariably tear, as a cost saving measure as opposed to giving permission to purchase the gloves
requested by members of the office, to begging for funding to replace a decrepit, outdated,
inefficient dictating system.
One of the frustrations in this particular position has been the wide spectrum of competencies
of various officials (the classic bell shaped curve), including lay coroners and law enforcement.
Many lay coroners in Kentucky are clearly outstanding investigators who understand the issues
in a given case and proactively do what is necessary. At the other extreme there are coroners
who believe apparently that their job is to go to a scene of death, put the cadaver in a body
bag, and ship it to the medical examiner.
Academic involvement through research, education, and training.
I have participated in training of various officials in Kentucky, ranging from fire officials to
coroners, those involved in mass disaster planning, emergency medical technicians, and various
specialties in the health care professions ranging from nurses to respiratory therapists.
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Certainly this office has been actively involved in the training of members of law enforcement,
including sheriff officials and local police department as well as the Kentucky State Police. All of
these activities constitute a significant component of the academic involvement.
In the earlier half of my career, I have the opportunity to work with a research biochemist,
who has special interest in neuropathology, Dr. Larry Sparks. He and I collaborated in academic,
bench-driven research in the realm of organic heart disease and relationship to various changes
in the central nervous system; and in CNS reviews on deaths once considered to be Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome (that classification more recently falling into less acceptable practice or
terminology). Early on in my career I was fortunate to receive a small grant having to do with
time of death by comparing certain chemicals in the putamen to the vitreous potassium levels
(1984-85. Determination of Postmortem Interval by Putaminal Levels of 3-Methoxytyramine,
BRSG Principal Investigator. Funded ($4500, 1 yr.). I also was more the research academician,
when I participated in a grant as co-investigator: 1990-95. Senile Plaques in Alzheimer's and
Heart Diseases. ADRC, NIH, Project 0003. Funded, 1990. ($592,189, 5 yrs.)
As I noted above, I have been regularly and actively involved in the education of residents in
pathology and medical students, predominantly in the field of Forensic Pathology and, to a
lesser degree, Forensic Toxicology (interpretative toxicology).
Legislative change in which I was involved.
I have not been involved directly in any changes in the legislature, relating to death
investigation, coroners and medical examiners laws, elder abuse, or child abuse. I was one of
many who supported legislation that became law affecting the training of KY coroners. I was
instrumental in having an outmoded definition of SIDS in the statutes abolished.
My contributions to the field of forensic pathology.
My major contributions have consisted of participation as an officer in the pathology/biology
section of the AAFS, and as an officer and member of the Board of Directors and Executive
committee of NAME. I have also been reasonably active as an individual who has either served
as an editor on various forensic journals or author/co-author in various forensic journals and
textbooks.
I wrote an editorial while President of NAME on NAME’S 2-pronged approach to improving
medicolegal death investigation, namely office accreditation and guidelines for forensic
practitioners (see above). I am pleased to have collaborated with many in the organization to
have seen the practice standards come to fruition and be approved by the membership during
my presidency. With much gratitude to Dr. Randy Hanzlick, I was an author on guidelines for
manner of death, which was approved by NAME some years ago, and, if nothing else, has led to
much discussion about that elusive concept known as manner of death.
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Perspectives I gained as a medical examiner.
Observation by the senses, primarily but not exclusively visual and tactile, is a starting point for
sound conclusions. In a specific investigation, it is prudent to hypothesize different possibilities
as to why given individual died, but the hypothesis should not stand in the way of observation.
Commonly, thorough and reliable circumstantial investigation and review of history are more
important than the findings at necropsy in discovering why the person died. Never venture out
beyond the evidence, physical or otherwise. Use language appropriate for the audience,
certainly including family members of the deceased and lay members of the jury panel at trial.
Don’t provide any form of service or advice to attorneys in civil actions until the ground rules
are clearly laid out as to the means of payment for professional services is clearly established,
i.e., don’t get bamboozled or tricked more than once by deceptive or dishonest attorneys. Basic
rules for testimony at trial are simple: tell the truth; say I don’t know when you don’t; say I
cannot recall, if you can’t; don’t answer rhetorical questions; don’t answer questions by any
attorney if you do not accept the underlying premise (the old “when did you stop beating your
wife” question). Don’t be condescending to anyone, including courtroom participants and
students at various levels. While testifying, answer the question posed by any attorney as
briefly as possible, and certainly reply “yes” or “no” if indicated and compatible with your sense
of intellectual honesty. Don’t hesitate to request guidance from the judge. In recent times, the
“CSI” effect is real and requires skill to overcome the misleading notions by attorneys, judges,
juries, and the public on what the real world of medicolegal death investigation is in fact about.
Difficult cases I have managed.
In every death investigation of an infant or a young human, and irrespective of whether the
cause of death was traumatic or natural, I have considered those cases difficult because the
interests of so many are greatly affected by the decisions that the forensic pathologist makes. It
requires humility and forthrightness to discuss such cases with all interests, and is particularly
trying when dealing with the next of kin. Many cases, which, for whatever reason, gain a lot of
attention from the media and the public, are commonly circumstances that require
management skills beyond the training as a forensic pathologist attempting to answer the
medical and investigative issues. Like many in the practice, I have encountered some “never
ending” cases, usually falling into two categories: (a) one in which the conclusion on manner of
death was suicide, and vocal, sometimes angry interests of the deceased vigorously opposed
that conclusion for various reasons; and (b) the other cases in which family members believe
that medical personnel were negligent in diagnosis or treatment, which caused the death, and
vigorously oppose the conclusions and findings at autopsy, which run counter to their interests
as plaintiffs in a medical malpractice or similar law suit. In more recent times, the growing
controversy over trauma in infancy and childhood requires great skills and wisdom in reaching
conclusions based on the state of medical and biomechanical science coupled with findings at
autopsy.
Cases that are particularly challenging as well are those in which politics in various contexts
plays a role. Performing forensic death investigation on a former governor of Kentucky or state
representatives requires especial thoroughness and articulation of the issues to media. Another
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form of politics occurs when a police officer either kills or is killed by someone. Many of these
cases are difficult in the jurisdiction where I work because there is not much separation
between the agency of which the individual was a member and the agency investigating. The
most outstanding example of a case like this in my experience was that of a trooper who was
found with a contact gunshot wound of the forehead and his weapon next to him, as he was
seated on an embankment near his parked official vehicle. Firearms residue tests were
conducted at least three times, and all of which showed abundant residue on both hands. In
the vast majority of cases of this kind, the investigative officers would have had little doubt in
deciding that such a case was suicide. However, for whatever reason, investigators of the very
same post in which this individual worked concluded immediately that it was a homicide. So
when I initially considered the manner to be undetermined pending investigation, hordes of
individuals from throughout the organization came to meet with me and to go over my findings.
The coroner involved in the case declined to sign the death certificate in the matter, because he
opined it was a suicide. In essence, the case was removed from my hands and moved upstairs in
the organization. Indicators in the background investigation by an honest detective at that post
established that there was much in the deceased’s background to support the notion of suicide.
Of course, this never came to light since the manner was under investigation and being worked
as a homicide. Now, more than two decades later, this individual’s name is memorialized in
stone as an officer killed in the line of duty, and his family has received considerable
compensation from various governments. Until I am convinced otherwise, my belief is that his
killer in this “cold case” will never be found.
I have been involved with varying degrees of responsibility in the investigation of mass
catastrophes, including the Air Florida crash of 1982 in Washington, D.C., the Air Canada fire in
Northern Kentucky in 1983, and more recently the Comair crash in Lexington, Kentucky, in
2006. Such mass fatality events require the expertise and efforts of many individuals and
agencies from various governmental levels, and certainly I was not the manager of these but
actively involved in the investigations. Investigating multi-fatality casualties in plane crashes in
the mountains of Eastern Kentucky is an especially difficult investigation, notably as that there
is extensive skeletal and soft tissue trauma and widely dispersed fragmentation coupled with
effects of post-crash fire. Again, such investigations are a team effort, and I certainly owe
special thanks to Dr. Emily Craig, for many years the forensic anthropologist for Kentucky, and
to many coroners of KY, who played indispensable roles in such investigations.
How I dealt with job-related stresses, anxiety, personal performance issues
My particular approach in dealing with the stresses of the job is to focus on the reason for the
investigation, namely, to answer critical questions about what happened to the individual and
the cause of the individual’s death. Recollection of certain cases always causes my eyes to
moisten, and certainly I have had many tear-filled discussions with family members over the
years. How one phrases findings certainly is very important to the next of kin. I try to be honest
but considerate in answering such questions as “Did my love one suffer?”. Those who know me
reasonably well likely consider me a workaholic, but when I am not at work my major leisure
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activity is reading German, both contemporary, political and social issues, as well as literature. I
never tire reading Goethe’s Faust, but admit that part II is a real humdinger.
Other recollections.
Over the last nearly three decades I do specifically recognize the prosecutors of Kentucky, who
have never placed any pressure on me with regard to the findings in the given investigation.
Moreover, they have never attempted to discover the results of a conversation with defense
attorneys. Members of the public defenders’ office are to be congratulated for their yeoman’s
work in the face of overwhelming workloads and painfully low pay. In current times, most
attorneys in civil matters are honest. Some attorneys have “stiffed” me, like so many others, by
refusing after the fact to pay for consultation or investigation, with the argument that this is an
official, publicly funded state autopsy and investigation.
Advice for forensic pathologists entering the field.
Like the decision for making any career choice, I recommend those interested to learn as much
as one can about the field.
Autopsy practice requires an alert observer and an inquisitive mind. What is discovered in a
case may, to your joy, rebut the initial hypothesis and lead to insight and create reasonable
certainty about a cause of death. Not only is your sense of worth fulfilled, but you have
contributed greatly to the commonweal. Although you will in spite of the best intentions
occasionally fail if conclusions are drawn too hastily, you will best serve your mission and justice
by being excruciatingly cautious and humble. Always be a life-long learner and devote your
practice to the scaffold of science.
Realize that every case is unique, and that one can usually learn something of value from that
case. Become keenly aware of the wide range of changes that the human body can experience
under various natural and traumatic conditions, and develop a strategy personally to cope with
such changes; do not fail to attend autopsies with such changes before deciding to become a
forensic pathologist. Be aware that your work product will be scrutinized critically and at times
unfairly by others in your specialty and by attorneys. Develop a thick skin in the sense that, for
example, while testifying you may be subject to personal attacks in addition to fielding
questions about your intelligence or experience. A good way to deal with some of those issues
is to communicate with the attorney who called you to the court in the first place, so that
attorney can take the appropriate steps during trial to counteract such offensive tactics by
opposing counsel. Do not fudge findings and conclusions in order to please those who have
hired you. Don’t personally attack any colleagues who disagree with you for whatever reason.
Irrespective of compensation, do not choose a work environment or location that you, and your
family, really don’t want to be a part of. Become active and participate in the organizations
designed for the specialty.
I have learned that the most successful offices are ones who have leaders that tend to the
politics of the office every day and are successful advocates for the cause of death
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investigation. These leaders are able to explain to the lay politicians the value of funding for
various types of operations in order to answer the questions and responsibility mandated by
legislation. Even though the forensic pathologist may be considered the “Captain of the Ship” in
a given death investigation, reliance on consultants and specialists from a host of fields is
indispensable, and going at it alone usually results in no success.
How has forensic pathology changed during my career, for the better and for the worse?
For the most part, I believe there has been an increase in the general competence of forensic
pathologists, although, unfortunately, there are people still “practicing” forensic pathology
without any or only minimal qualifications, and whose poor performance has resulted in
oversight of the specialty by unfriendly, outside interests. The improvements have come in
spurts and sporadically over time, most notably via the establishment of accreditation for
offices and standards for practitioners individually by NAME. These are certainly great strides
forward, but still have yet to have wide application for various reasons. Also and in general,
remuneration for many practitioners in certain jurisdictions is extremely low and inappropriate
for the degree of training and expertise. It appears to be true that only when crises arise in
such jurisdictions do the funding agencies eventually see the wisdom in upgrading salary,
working conditions, facilities, and the like. This process has been excruciatingly slow. It is well
known that many highly qualified people have chosen to pursue as a primary occupation other
fields in pathology because of the question of compensation. Certainly an improvement in the
field of forensic pathology is manifested in the digital age where such nearly immediate
communication via the “LISTSERV” that provides opportunities for collegial discussion. Another
change in the field is that virtually in any criminal case it is necessary for the defense to have an
expert evaluate the materials and possibly testify at trial; in that sense there is a lot more work
for forensic pathologists and, overall, is certainly a type of quality control over one’s work.
Knowing what I do now, would I “do it again” under the same circumstances when I began, or
under today’s circumstances?
Being a Kentuckian, I probably would, even in hindsight, have chosen to practice in Kentucky,
which is a duel coroner/medical examiner system. I certainly had the opportunity to do a
fellowship and work as a peer in the medical examiner’s office in Washington, D.C. before its
collapse. That system, if properly supported and funded, is an ideal setting to practice the
profession. Since I began working in Kentucky in the early 80’s, there have been vast
improvements in death investigation, although, as they say, there is still a long way to go, and it
is an evolutionary process in engaging elective coroners in some instances to conduct proper
investigations proactively.
Personal information such as family, hobbies and interests.
As I noted above, I have tended to focus too much on work and neglected family life. I have
been married three times, I thank my wives for having put with me for as long as they did, and
am comforted to know that they have moved on and apparently are doing well. I have one son,
John IV, who is now 41 and has two master degrees, just having completed one in management
of non-profit organizations at Brandeis University, Waltham, MA. I was a very active athlete in
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high school and college years, having played baseball at Yale and been chosen the most
valuable player in my senior year, 1964. So a hobby, which is diminished over the years, is being
a spectator of various sports. As noted, my primary outside interest is reading contemporary
German-language books, magazines, newspapers, and journals, and German literature,
including re-reading some novels, poems, and dramas first encountered during my
undergraduate years.
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Jeffrey Jentzen, M.D.

NAME President 2006-07
Medical Examiner, Milwaukee County Wisconsin (1987-2008)
July 2011
Why did I Select Forensic Pathology as a Career?
I entered the anatomic and clinical pathology residency at Hennepin County Medical Center in
Minneapolis with the intention of being a general pathologist in the mold of my father-in-law.
Dr. John Coe was the chairman of pathology at Hennepin County Medical Center and medical
examiner for Hennepin County. I was reluctant, at first, to enter the forensic fellowship;
however, I changed my mind after medical reimbursements changed in the early 1980s there
were few jobs available in general pathology. Coe accepted me into the forensic fellowship
with the simple words, “You’re tall enough!” Coe retired as medical examiner the year
preceding my fellowship. During my fellowship the assistant medical examiner left the office
and I was offered the position by Dr. Garry Peterson, Coe’s replacement as medical examiner. I
stayed in Minneapolis for six months as Peterson’s assistant until I left for Milwaukee in 1987.
Places and Times I Served as Medical Examiner.
I became the Medical Examiner for Milwaukee County in 1987, at age thirty-three, one of the
youngest medical examiners of a major American city at the time. I intended to stay in
Milwaukee for a short time, but quickly fell in love with the city. I stayed in Milwaukee for
twenty-one years as medical examiner before retiring in 2008. I was extremely fortunate to
have a supportive district attorney, E. Michael McCann, and a number of physicians in the local
Milwaukee community who understood the importance of the position. I relocated to the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor in 2008 as the Director of Autopsy and Forensic Pathology
where I also act as deputy medical examiner for Washtenaw County.
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Major Accomplishments as Medical Examiner
I arrived in Milwaukee to an office with a deteriorated reputation among the local law
enforcement and legal community. My first accomplishment was to recruit Dr. John Teggatz,
who also completed his pathology residency and fellowship training with me at Hennepin
County, as the Deputy Chief medical examiner. Because we shared the same professional
objectives and philosophy such as pathologists at crime scenes, performing only complete
autopsies, and investigator education, it was easy to move the office forward. Over the years
we developed child death review teams, a regional medical examiner system with coroners, cooperative relationships with organ and tissue agencies, and public health authorities, and an
annual two-day forensic seminar.
Efforts on Behalf of Forensic Pathology and the Forensic Sciences
I believe my most lasting accomplishments to the field have been in the area of education.
Certainly the best thing I ever did professionally was to interest Dr. Steve Clark, a Ph.D in
curriculum design, education, and testing in the death investigation field. Steve and I are
childhood friends; on vacation in 1995 I expressed my frustration that there were no formal
measures of investigator performance and training. Steve’s answer was to recruit the best
death investigators in the country to Milwaukee to develop the 52 essential skills and practices
of death investigators into a training curriculum. The result was a training manual and test,
which eventually developed into the American Board of Medico-Legal Death Investigation
(ABMDI). Since that early project, Steve has made a number of contributions to NAME and
forensic medicine including: National Guidelines for Death Investigation and Crime Scene
Investigation, certification examinations for the Board of Forensic Document Examiners (BFDE)
and the American Board of Forensic Odontologists (ABFO), NAMUS program for missing and
unidentified persons, and computerizing the NAME Inspection and Accreditation process.
The other accomplishment is a two-day seminar in forensic medicine. Patterned after the
Hennepin County program, the lectures attracted large audience for over 20 years.
Finally, the many residents and fellows John Teggatz and I successfully taught over the
years including: James Henry, Marie Lavin, Michele Catellier, George Mizell, Douglas Kelly,
Susan Venuti, Michael Stier, Mary Mainland, Brian Mazrim, Butch Huston, Alex Milanovic, Victor
Forlov, Daniel Hess, Dan Carver, Marie Olsen, Robert Stoppacher, many of whom are current
chief medical examiners.
Recollections of Places I Have Trained and Worked
During the 1980s, Minneapolis contained one of the best groups of forensic pathologists in the
country. I was fortunate to train at Hennepin County with some of the real greats in forensic
pathology. Dr. John I. Coe was the medical examiner and chair of the department of pathology
that gave him a lot of power in the medical center. Coe was active nationally including a pastpresident of NAME. He was involved in the Kennedy and King Assassination investigations. His
annual conference brought the top people in the field to Minneapolis to lecture. Coe was of
course known for his work in vitreous fluid analysis helped to a large degree by his access to the
hospital lab and Cal Bandt. Coe published and lectured widely. Coe was especially supportive
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of lay death investigators and I learned a lot about training and education while at Hennepin
County.
Dr. Calvin “Cal” Bandt was the unsung force behind the scenes. He was a board-certified
forensic pathologist and supervised and ran the clinical labs at Hennepin County Medical
Center. Cal was a great mind. He was the first to recognize the phenomenon of postmortem
drug re-distribution and assisted Coe with the investigations of vitreous fluid. Bandt refused to
publish academic papers on his findings, leaving the chore and glory for others.
Garry Peterson MD, JD took over as medical examiner in 1984 following Coe. I was Garry’s first
forensic fellow and we shared interests in college hockey and books. Gary was and still is an
incessant reader of fiction. The fellowship training at Hennepin was hands on, with the fellow
involved in every aspect of the office. Supervision was at a distance, which allowed fellows to
develop decision-making skills. Pete was an excellent teacher and friend. His law degree
provided him with superior skills of deduction which he used when dissecting difficult cases.
My later success in Milwaukee was to a large degree because of the almost weekly telephone
conversations, “sessions” I had with Garry during the early years of my career, right out of
training.
John Teggatz MD, obtained his pathology and forensic fellowship training at Hennepin County
and joined me in Milwaukee shortly after my arrival. John had been a forensic investigator and
autopsy assistant in the Minneapolis office and as a result knew death investigation inside and
out. He was very knowledgeable about scene investigation and had seen everything related to
forensics. John had a genuine passion for teaching and directed the fellowship program. His
patience and understanding for residents and fellows was truly amazing and far exceeded my
own. I credit John with the discovery of the “Teggatz Lesion,” artefactual hemorrhage in frozen
bodies as the result of postmortem trauma. John died too young of lung cancer; he was a
special colleague and friend.
I spent the major part of my career in Milwaukee, the most underappreciated city in the
country. The office was staffed with hard-working professionals. There was a good mix of
cases. The toxicology laboratory was especially prominent. Susan Gock was the toxicologist
most responsible for the excellent service and reputation of the lab. Steve Wong, Ph.D, came
to Milwaukee in the mid-1990s and provided academic foundation for many of the publications
and developed a forensic toxicology fellowship program. Steve developed the first forensic
pharmacogenomics laboratory and did extensive work in the field. Warren Hill was a dedicated
administrator and public servant with whom I worked for twelve years.
Major Controversies and Frustrations in Completing My Responsibilities
Budgets were a constant source of headache and frustration. In that the office performed 300
referral autopsies for revenue, we had a little flexibility; however, the lack of comfortable
funding was always hanging over our heads. Other than budgets, personnel management was
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the only other frustration. Pathologists are trained to perform autopsies and diagnose cancer—
not deal with the continual people problems that come with managing a large office.
Academic Involvement through Research, Education, and Training
My major areas of interest include pharmacogenomics (the study of genetic influence on drug
deaths), medical history and child death investigation. I have written on the field of death
investigation and initiated and created the book The Mediocolegal Death Investigator: A
Systematic Training Program for the Professional Death Investigator. I assisted in the
development of national forensic autopsy standards. While a medical examiner I obtained a
Ph.D. the history of science from the University of Wisconsin. My most recent publication,
Death Investigation in America: Coroners, Medical Examiners, and the Search for Reasonable
Medical Certainty is a history of forensic pathology in America published by Harvard University
Press (2009).
Legislative Changes in Which I Was Involved
I have been involved in few actual legislative efforts. One was the successful defense of NAME
organ and tissue procurement suits in 6th Circuit of Federal Court (2010). I tried to include
statutes to require board-certified forensic pathologists as medical examiners in Milwaukee and
institute therapeutic accident designation on death certificates —both Failed.
Difficult Cases I Have Managed
The most high profile case I handled was the Jeffrey Dahmer serial killing (1991). Although it
received a lot of publicity, it was really more like dismantling a museum. Although Chicago
received most of the publicity related to the 1995 Midwest heat wave, Milwaukee saw the
same relative number of cases. We had 100 people die overnight of heat-related deaths, which
stretched our capacity. Finally, the most difficult case came after the plane carrying six
members of the University of Michigan transplant team went down in Lake Michigan, a mile
offshore in 50 feet of water. The medical examiner’s office was the only agency without a boat,
and recovery was tedious and difficult.
Advice for Forensic Pathologists Entering the Field
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The autopsy begins at the scene.
No guts; no glory. (Make a decision)
No good deed goes unpunished. (Treat everyone the same.)
Get your butt out of bed. (Go to crime scenes!)
The chief has to spend time in the autopsy room.
You don’t know how much authority you have until you try and use it.
The statutes won’t save you, use common sense.
Speak to politicians like you visit with your neighbor over the back fence.
Always do a complete autopsy.
Specialize in something.
If you think about it; Do it!
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Knowing What I Do, “Would I Do It Again?
Looking back on my career, I realize that I was specially wired for the position of medical
examiner. Medical examiners need special skills and gifts of patience, suspicion, paranoia, and
common sense. They need to be public servants that know how to avoid perceptions of
conflicts of interest.
Personal Information: Family, Hobbies, and Interests
I was lucky to have married my wife Dorianne, the daughter of a pathologist! This kept me out
of trouble on numerous occasions. I am a sports nut, having played college football. I enjoy
reading and writing history and movies.
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Larry V. Lewman, M. D.

Chief Medical Examiner for the State of Oregon 1987-1999
June 2102
Places and Times I Served as Chief Medical Examiner
I have been with the Office of the Oregon State Medical Examiner for almost 41 years, starting
in April 1971. I served as Deputy State Medical Examiner from 1971 to 1985 and a short stint as
“Acting” Chief Medical Examiner for several months. I was appointed Chief Medical Examiner
for the State of Oregon in 1987 and remained in that capacity until 1999 when I retired from
the position. I currently work as a Deputy State Medical Examiner on a contract basis and have
since my retirement.
Major Accomplishments and Frustration as Chief Medical Examiner
The major accomplishment by far was the legislative transfer of the Oregon Medical Examiner
program from the State Health Division to the Oregon State Police. I realize some of my
forensic pathology colleagues disapprove of medical examiner programs falling under the
administrative umbrella of a police department but it has worked well for us. For over 20 years,
the medical examiner program was poorly supported by the Health Division. Funding for the
program was viewed as “stealing from the living to serve the dead,” and there were frequent
efforts to either cut budgetary support or try to get the dollars from elsewhere.
Equally frustrating was the difficulty in trying to find and fund a suitable facility in which to
work. The medical examiner program was housed in a small funeral home originally built in
1924. In the early 1980s, a multi-agency investigative committee unanimously recommended
that a new facility be built. Several committees were appointed and numerous
recommendations were made that a modern facility be built for the medical examiner but,
suffice to say, it never happened until the entire program was transferred to the Oregon State
Police.
In 1994, with the help of our Medical Examiner Advisory Board, a high-powered committee
including the state attorney general, chief justice of the Oregon Supreme Court, trauma
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physicians, district attorneys, defense attorneys, and health officials was appointed to act upon
my recommendation to transfer the program from the health authorities to the Oregon State
Police. This was accomplished by a change in the law in the 1995 legislative session. The
medical examiner program has prospered and improved dramatically since the transfer to the
Oregon State Police. They provide us heat, lights, water and administrative and budgetary
support when we need it. They do not interfere in our day-to-day work and we have had no
problem maintaining our medical independence. This relationship has not been a problem in
the political arena and has not been a problem in the courtroom. A defense attorney
appointed by the governor has always been a member of the Oregon Medical Examiner
Advisory Board which recommends policy for the office.
The state medical examiner has now occupied a new state-of-the-art medical examiner facility
since October of 2004. A full-time state forensic administrator has been funded to aid the state
medical examiner in administration of the program and is the liaison between the ME program
and the State Police for administrative matters, leaving the state medical examiner to
concentrate on medical direction of the program. The concept of regionalizing forensic
pathology services throughout the state is now a realistic one.
I have my doubts if any of these changes would have ever been accomplished under the
previous administrative setup. Much of the credit should go to my colleague, Dr. Karen
Gunson, who replaced me as State Medical Examiner following my retirement and has
championed improvements in the program.
Recollections of Places I Have Trained and Worked
I completed my anatomic and forensic pathology training at The Institute of Pathology at CaseWestern Reserve University in Cleveland, OH. I finished my training in 1971 and moved to
Oregon. Since I have only worked in one place during my entire forensic pathology career,
there is not much more to say here except that I do not move around much.
Comments about People Who Trained Me and From Whom I Learned
Like most of us in this field, I find forensic pathology challenging and fascinating and were I
given another chance to choose a career, I would do it all over again. I am indebted to two
people who encouraged me in this direction and were responsible for my training in the early
years.
Lester Adelson, M. D.
As you know, Doctor Adelson (recently deceased at age 92) was one of the true grandfathers
and heroes in the forensic pathology field. Doctor Adelson received his medical/legal training
at Harvard many years ago and served in the Cuyahoga County (Cleveland) Coroner’s Office for
some 40 years prior to his retirement. Doctor Adelson was not only a pioneer in forensic
pathology but was one of the smartest, wittiest and yet one of the most humble figures whom I
encountered along the way. He was a consummate master of the English language authoring
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everything from the largest tome ever written on the pathology of homicide to turning
Shakespeare literature into medical/legal stories. He was an enthusiastic teacher in both
pathology and life and I remember many of his “witticisms” to this day. Among them:
“Lewman, there will be many times in your life when you will be confronted with the choice
between time and money. I suggest to you that when confronted with this alternative, always
choose the time. You can always get more money. You can never get more time.”
“Lewman, so you are leaving Cleveland to move out to OREEGUN, huh. That should elevate the
standard of practice in forensic pathology in both places.”
For many years I have deluded myself into believing the latter was an example of his
exceptional wit and not his observation skill.
Charles Hirsch, M. D.
The individual who probably had the most profound influence on my career was Dr. Charles
Hirsch, current Chief Medical Examiner for the City of New York. Chuck is the individual who
really opened my eyes to a career in forensic pathology. Pathology residents at the Institute of
Pathology routinely rotated through the coroner’s office as part of their training. Doctor Hirsch,
at the time, was a new member of the staff having received his training in forensic pathology
and neuropathology in Baltimore. Though only a few years my senior, Doctor Hirsch was one of
the most enthusiastic and excellent teachers that I encountered in any field. I learned more
from Doctor Hirsch about neuropathology in a few brain cuttings at the coroner’s office than I
ever did from the more academic programs at the University. Charles Hirsch is a highly
intelligent organized professional and that is why he occupies the lofty position he does today.
Recollections about People You Trained
All pathology residents at Oregon Health Sciences University rotate through the Medical
Examiner’s Office during their pathology training. Some spent one month; many choose to
spend more. The Oregon State Medical Examiner Office has not had a formal forensic
pathology fellowship program primarily because of an inadequate facility and lack of a funding
source. This may well change in the near future. Though I was only partially responsible for
teaching the following pathologists some forensic pathology, I would like to think that I played a
role in their decision to pursue forensic pathology as a career path.
Karen Gunson, M. D.
Karen is the one individual who received her forensic pathology training in the Oregon Medical
Examiner program. She joined this office in 1985. At that time, two years of full-time forensic
pathology practice in this office qualified one for forensic board examination. Karen took and
passed the boards the first time. She has been a member of the staff since 1985 and assumed
the position as Chief Medical Examiner upon my retirement in 1999. She is nationally respected
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and served on the N.A.M.E. Board of Directors and on the forensic pathology test writing
committee.
Clifford Nelson, M. D.
Cliff’s initial exposure to forensic pathology was during his residency rotation through this
office. He completed his forensic pathology fellowship in Atlanta and has been a member of
our staff in Oregon for the last 15 years.
Christopher Young, M. D.
Chris received his initial exposure to forensic pathology in this office, took his fellowship
training in the Dallas, Texas office and has been on the staff here now for almost eight years.
Steve Shapiro, M. D.
Steve spent several months learning forensic pathology here during his pathology residency
training, did his forensic pathology fellowship with Dr. Hirsch in New York City, and now directs
the Vermont medical examiner program.
Alane Olson, M. D.
Alane rotated through the office as a pathology resident, did her fellowship in Milwaukee, and
is practicing in Reno, Nevada.
Tracy Dyer, M. D.
Tracy spent several months here during her pathology residency, completed her forensic
pathology fellowship in Dallas, Texas, and is currently on the staff of the Dallas County Medical
Examiner.
Major Controversies
An Oregon Attorney General investigation of the office ended with the termination of the State
Medical Examiner in 1985 and my appointment to that position.
Legislative Changes
There were two major legislation issues:
1. Transfer of the State Medical Examiner program from the Oregon State Health Division
to the Department of State Police discussed above.
2. The Oregon Medical Examiner’s investigation of deaths of children in a religious cult that
rejected medical care ultimately led to legislation which criminalized this behavior.
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Activities and Committees
There have been many committees over the years. I served as co-chair of the State Child Death
Review Team for many years until my retirement in 1999.
I testified before subcommittees of both Houses of the U. S. Congress in Washington, D.C.,
twice on Oregon’s statewide approach to investigation of sudden infant death syndrome and
once on investigation of deaths from propoxyphene (Darvon).
Personal/Family Information
Wife, child, two stepdaughters, five grandchildren, two dogs and three mini-donkeys.
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James L. Luke, MD

Chief Medical Examiner of Oklahoma, 1967-1971
The District of Columbia, 1971-1983
Connecticut, 1987-1989
August 2013
Perspectives Gained As a Medical Examiner
Why Forensic Pathology?
During my third year in medical school I had decided on pathology as a specialty and a career in
basic research. This interest was stimulated by investigative opportunities available to students
in the then-newly revised medical school curriculum at Western Reserve University (now CaseWestern Reserve). In this curriculum, basic science was combined with clinical medicine, and
course material was taught by organ system, not as individual scientific disciplines.
As part of those innovative changes, forensic pathology was a required course for second year
students. In a series of Saturday morning lectures, Dr. Lester Adelson, Cuyahoga County Chief
Deputy Coroner, presented a systematic overview of forensic pathology and explained its
relevance to the community, and to us. The forensic pathologist was depicted as having public
health and public safety responsibilities, and, in the proper setting, an opportunity to pursue an
academic commitment. It was also an introduction to Dr. Adelson, the person.
When I was a medical student (1956-1960), Dr. Alan R. Moritz, the pathology department
chairman, gave a number of the course lectures on cardiovascular pathology. He participated
regularly in clinical pathology conferences and medical and surgical grand rounds, particularly
those related to cases involving sudden cardiac death and trauma.
I had a pathology internship at Yale and finished my residency training at Western Reserve.
From 1963-1965, I satisfied my military obligation in the USPHS and was assigned to the
Laboratory of Experimental Pathology, NIAMD, NIH. I first worked in Building 10 with Dr. Joe
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Hin Tjio, the cytogeneticist of 46-chromosome fame, and then in Building 4 with Dr. Samuel
Spicer. I published a paper with Dr. Spicer on the histochemistry of surface epithelium and
pleural mucins in mammalian lung and was the pathologist part of a project comparing nuclear
and mitochondrial uptake of tritiated thymidine (into DNA) in a flagellate by EM
autoradiography.
In the fall of 1964, my wife and I were in San Francisco at a meeting, and I recall waking up in
the middle of the night wondering what I was going to do with the rest of my career in
pathology. By then, fulltime research seemed a bit artificial. Forensic pathology came to mind
as a way to combine academic pathology with the pathology of the streets.
I spent the next two years at the New York City medical examiner’s office.
Mentors
Dr. Adelson was a mentor and colleague. When I would send him reprints, annual reports and
other materials, he never failed to reply with a warm letter of acknowledgement and thanks.
He rarely attended annual specialty meetings or traveled for speaking engagements, preferring,
as I was told, to concentrate on his professional responsibilities and academic interests. So it
was a pleasant surprise when he agreed to participate in a death investigation symposium the
office helped organize at the University of Oklahoma in the spring of 1971.
His scholarly pursuits were as broad and articulately documented as we have seen in our
specialty. His bibliography consists of over 100 publications and titles such as “The Anatomy of
Justice”, a forensic pathologist’s virtual dialogue with the victim, and “The Coroner of Elsinor”,
his discussion of the medical-legal aspects of Hamlet.
He will be remembered for increasing our understanding of fatal child abuse and the sudden
infant death syndrome. His textbook, The Pathology of Homicide, remains a classic in the field
nearly 40 years after its publication.
What I kept rediscovering about Dr. Adelson over the years was his preternatural (his word, and
a good one) lack of pretentiousness, and his ability to capsulize a concept in a very few words,
an effective and arresting teaching method. I doubt there are many who spent time with him
who didn’t come away with an appreciation for the well-crafted aphorisms he introduced into
his conversations and lectures, and richer by far for the experience.
The legacy he leaves is a generation of medical students, pathology residents and justice system
participants fortunate enough to have been introduced by him to the specialty. I would have
known practically nothing about forensic pathology without his course. I don’t think I would
have considered the field as a career without his personal example.
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In 1937, Dr. Moritz was asked to establish the department of legal medicine at the Harvard
Medical School, the first such university-based department in the country. He returned to
Cleveland in 1949 to become chairman of the pathology department at Western Reserve.
Research, much of it before my time, was a long-standing commitment of his that included
experimental initiatives on the pathogenesis of thermal injury, for example, and a range of
other projects, such as his study on the sudden deaths of young soldiers during World War II.
His paper, Classical Mistakes in Forensic Pathology (Am J Clin Pathol 1956;26:1383-1397), is as
timely now as it was when it was written.
Dr. Moritz was an early advocate for medical examiner systems nationally. He was the 1970
recipient of the Gold Headed Cane, academic pathology’s highest honor. As Dr. Adelson states
in his tribute to him (Adelson L. Alan Richards Moritz, MD: An Appreciation. Am J Forensic Med
Pathol 1981;2:297-298), Dr. Moritz’s most important contribution to our specialty is to have
given it academic respectability.
It was not by chance that a seemingly disproportionate number of students and pathology
residents at Western Reserve during the Adelson, Moritz era chose forensic pathology as a
career.
By the late 1960’s, Dr. Milton Helpern had worked for thirty-five years in one of the busiest
medical examiner’s offices in the world. He loved the challenge of the case material and the
camaraderie of his staff. The door to his office was always open. It was not uncommon for
discussions to carry over into dinner, on his dime, and for the professional staff to be included
at gatherings for visiting colleagues at his apartment. He had a wonderful sense of humor.
When something struck his funny bone, his stomach shook like Santa Claus. We knew his
family. He knew ours.
His job was his life. He was in the office seven days a week, save for the rare occasion when he
might be otherwise occupied. He was a superb teacher. I recall one day having struggled to
find the last bullet in a multiple small caliber gunshot wound death. Retracing my steps, he
picked up and turned over the breastplate. Embedded in the posterior sternum, without a
trace of associated hemorrhage, was the missing bullet. Obviously, he had been there before.
However, it was Dr. Helpern’s philosophy of the specialty and its place in the public health and
justice system communities that stood him apart for me and made the New York City
experience unique. Just as significant, under his guidance, our cases were ours to investigate,
including media interaction, regardless of their notoriety. There is no better way to learn.
After two years in New York, I had developed a sense of how investigations should be
conducted relative to the victim, the victim’s family and the community at large.
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Medical Examiner’s Offices
I helped establish medical examiner’s offices for the State of Oklahoma and the District of
Columbia and served as Chief Medical Examiner (CME) in those jurisdictions from 1967-1971
and 1971-1983, respectively, and in Connecticut from 1987-1989.
Oklahoma
When we stepped off the plane in Oklahoma City, the wind was blowing about 20 mph. It kept
on much the same way for the four years we were there, amidst tornado warnings (one
touched down a mile from our house), dust storms and the most incredible line squalls I have
ever seen. The kids and I would sometimes drive to Oklahoma City’s man-made Lake Hefner in
the evening to watch the fronts come through. Year around, the weather got our attention.
Oklahoma celebrated its 60th anniversary as a state the year we arrived. A number of people
we met had lived there before statehood, lived through the dustbowl and helped weave the
fabric of the state. Just like in the musical by the same name, there was a CAN DO feeling about
the place.
The state covers 70,000 square miles. In 1967, the population was 2.5 million. My office was in
the pathology department at the University of Oklahoma Medical Center, in Oklahoma City.
The medical examiner’s office budget was $100,000. My staff consisted of a secretary. My
salary was $25,000. The county medical examiners for our 77 counties were local physicians,
who investigated approximately 2000 deaths per year. Five hundred medical examiner
autopsies were performed statewide.
I handled the majority of the cases reported in the central part of the state, including about 150
autopsies per year. Dr. Leo Lowbeer, our only other forensic pathologist, was responsible for
most of the Tulsa cases. Pathologists in local hospitals performed the other medical examiner
autopsies regionally. Needless to say, control of our outside cases was uneven and, not
infrequently, left something to be desired. But it was a beginning, and there was remarkable
participation on the part of county medical examiners and pathologists alike.
There were other blessings. Dr. Kurt Dubowski, professor of toxicology at the medical center,
was our toxicology consultant. Dr. Clyde Snow, the staff anthropologist at the FAA Civil
Aeromedical Institute, in Oklahoma City, was our forensic anthropology consultant for
skeletonized remains and for the dozens of unidentified bone fragments delivered to our office
each year. Both were invaluable contributors to the mission of the office. In 1970, Dr. John
Pless came from Indiana as our first and only forensic pathology fellow during what turned out
to be my final year in Oklahoma.
Looking back, I well remember the challenge Oklahoma represented. There was organizing
death investigation and communicating investigative policies and procedures statewide (prior
to PCs, cell phones and the Internet). There was perpetual on-call. There were numerous halfday drives to give talks and other half-day drives to provide courtroom testimony. A credible
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in-house toxicology capability was needed. Some complicated cases were reported. Other
complicated cases were not reported. An automated system for case management and data
retrieval needed to be developed. There were papers and reports to write. Application for a
forensic pathology residency-training program was a priority. There were the requisite
administrative responsibilities, with budgetary and other hearings. Medical student lectures
and clerkships were part of the mix. There was the Sunday morning radio call-in show where I
had to explain that Snippy-the-horse’s decomposed internal organs had not been carried off by
aliens from outer space. Each day was a new adventure.
We had every administrative and operational problem known to man. Nevertheless, Oklahoma
was a once in a lifetime experience that I treasure as much for the time in my life that made
anything possible as for the opportunity to try it on my own.
Shortly after starting in Oklahoma, a reporter called, at Dr. Helpern’s suggestion, for
information on the pathology of berry aneurysm-related versus traumatic subarachnoid
hemorrhage. Dr. Helpern had testified several years previously in Oklahoma City as an expert
witness in such a death, and I understand it was that case and the public controversy
surrounding it that prompted the drafting of the Oklahoma medical examiner statutes.
Three years later, the same reporter requested input about the statutory changes passed by
Congress as part of the 1970 Court Reform and Criminal Procedure Act for the District of
Columbia establishing, among other changes, a medical examiner system for the city. I knew
virtually nothing about the office. Nevertheless, it sounded like a good opportunity in an
interesting location. I decided to apply.
The District of Columbia
The DC appointment began in July 1971 and involved a changeover from a Coroner system. As
in Oklahoma, my sense was to evaluate existing policies and procedures before making
changes, even though changes might eventually be needed. In that regard, I kept a yellow legal
pad with running lists of items for review. One I thought would be easy was to cover up “DC
Morgue”, chiseled in stone over the front door of the Coroner’s Office facility, where I would
work, with a sign that said Medical Examiner. The thrust, after all, was for a new departure.
Notwithstanding that symbolism, the police and press continued to refer to the office as The
Morgue in public commentary, just as they had referred to the New York City office as the
Bellevue Morgue. We spent the first five years in that venerable but workable building.
I was in the office and autopsy room nearly every day for the first year. Our physician staff
consisted of one other pathologist, Dr. Rak W. Kim, two surgeons, Drs. William J. Brownlee and
Lynwood L. Rayford, and Dr. Richard L. Whelton, a general practitioner and the previous
Coroner, who had lobbied for the medical examiner changes that would put him out of a job. It
is unfortunate that Dr. Whelton’s selflessness never received the credit it deserved.
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Dr. Brian Blackbourne came on staff as Deputy Chief in July 1972. He and I alternated
weekends for the next ten years and shared on-call, weekend and autopsy duty with our three
deputy medical examiners. In addition, Brian handled most of the medical student, pathology
resident and law enforcement lectures. I did the administrating.
Five staff pathologists, plus a forensic pathology fellow added in 1974, handled approximately
3000 death investigations and 1000 medical-legal autopsies per year. Full service toxicology
and histology laboratories were available on-site. Weekly sign-out conferences controlled the
numbers of pending and incomplete cases. Forensic pathologists who served as deputy medical
examiners during my time in the office included (sequentially) Drs. Michael J. Dunne, LeRoy
Riddick, Douglas S. Dixon, Stuart L. Dawson and John C. Hunsaker, III.
After a budgetary false start that cost us a year, the design and construction of our new 30,000
square foot facility, which included administrative, office, autopsy, laboratory and teaching
space, encompassed the next two years. As the construction site was nearby, monitoring its
progress became a daily ritual. The building was finished in 1976 and more than lived up to our
expectations, in terms of appearance, public access and case management. It was magnificent.
[I understand the DC office relocated to a new building last fall as a component of the District’s
Consolidated Forensic Laboratory.]
The Homicide Branch of the Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) handled death
investigations, as in the Coroner program. Together, we developed operating procedures for
medical examiner consultation, on-scene medical examiner investigation and other
administrative parameters. On-going teaching and training initiatives were implemented.
Because of the manageable size of the jurisdiction and the relatively few individuals involved,
communication and consultation were never an issue.
When I began in DC, the office had 36 authorized positions. During my twelve years, we added
two clerical staff, two custodial staff (for the new facility) and a resident-fellow slot, for a grand
total of 41 authorized positions. Our FY 1982 office budget was approximately $1.2 million.
It was during the 18-hour days of the January 1982 Air Florida crash investigation that the
Commissioner of Health, to whom I reported (we were originally in the Office of the Director of
the mega-Department of Human Services), called to say he was cutting our authorized staff to
35 positions for the current year and to 32 positions for the following year. I don’t recall any
prior discussion of the matter and thought when I picked up the phone that he was calling to
thank our staff for the good job they were doing with the Air Florida cases. It was subsequently
suggested I might be able to have the proposed budget cuts restored if I hosted a neighborhood
political fundraiser prior to the upcoming fall elections. For better or worse, there was no
fundraiser.
The Health Commissioner was subsequently quoted as saying his fundraiser comment was
meant in the abstract, that I should have become more involved politically if I wanted to defend
our budget.
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The administrative transfer of the office to the Department of Health (DOH) in the late 1970’s
made running it more problematic. We had formerly been spared government-wide budget
cuts but were now required to participate equally with other DOH agencies. There are ways to
accommodate reductions in agencies where budget and staffing are sufficiently robust, but for
an office the size of ours with a mandated caseload and 24/7 coverage, it’s not long before job
performance is impacted. In addition, medical examiner salaries, stuck under a governmentwide salary cap, had become increasingly uncompetitive. When Brian Blackbourne left in
January 1983 to head the Massachusetts medical examiner’s office, his salary jumped by 66
percent. A further complication was a DC residency requirement that had been recently
imposed. Replacing employees at all levels was somewhere between difficult and impossible,
depending on whether a hiring freeze was in effect.
After more than a year of trying to change our trajectory and amidst an already shrinking
budget, I resigned as CME. I had no intention of presiding over the dismantling of what we had
built.
It was a first rate office. I loved my job. Driving to and from work every day past our national
monuments is something I never got used to, never took for granted and will never forget.
One of the issues I failed to consider when I began as a medical examiner is the transitory
nature of “progress”. I should have known better. Once in motion, doesn’t the train just keep
rolling down the track, building on what came before? The short answer is no. The District
office was a painful lesson in that regard.
The Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP)
The AFIP played an unexpected role for me on several occasions. Among its educational
offerings was the one-week course in Basic Forensic Pathology, which I attended when I was at
the NIH. It was an excellent follow up to Dr. Adelson’s course in medical school. After coming
to the District, I gave the Basic course lecture on deaths by asphyxia for many years and
participated in the Advanced Forensic Pathology course, which was given periodically at the FBI
Academy.
I was appointed a Distinguished Scientist at the AFIP after leaving the District. In addition to
assisting with case consultation reviews, I completed a prospective study with Dr. Donald Reay,
the King County (Seattle) medical examiner, on the correlation of postmortem findings with the
circumstances of the fatal event in suicidal deaths by hanging. The intent was to lend
understanding to the origin of petechial hemorrhages and certain other findings commonly
attributed to asphyxia (see Asphyxia).
Reviewing case files submitted after the fact to the AFIP for consultation prompted discussions
with Dr. Jerry Spencer, the Department of Forensic Sciences chairman, Dr. Mike Clark and
others to find a better way. I ended up writing a memorandum to the Director, Dr. Robert
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McMeekin, with a narrative outline for establishing an Armed Forces Medical Examiner System.
I had no further input in the process and learned sometime later that the medical examiner
concept had been discussed in a paper published in 1973 in U.S. Navy Medicine by Drs. Charlie
Stahl, Dick Froede and Jim Zimmerly. Dick Froede became the first Armed Forces Medical
Examiner in 1988, almost two years after I had left the department. Charlie Stahl succeeded
him in 1992.
A coincidental benefit of my appointment was having the use of the AFIP Wang computer
system to write and type the Seattle paper. It was my introduction to the rapidly developing
world of computer technology, a resource I have used and marveled at every day since.
My second tour was from 1993-1997 in the Department of Environmental and Toxicologic
Pathology. I directed a research study to define the tissue response to silicone (breast implant)
implantation. It was an interesting project and one that could only have been accomplished in
a multidiscipline institution such as the AFIP represented. The results of the study are
described in our paper (Luke JL, Kalasinsky VF, Turnicky RP, Centeno JA, Johnson FB, Mullick FG.
Pathological and biophysical findings associated with silicone breast implants: a study of
capsular tissues from 86 cases. Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery 1997;100(6):1558-1565).
Connecticut
I became CME for Connecticut in 1987. One would have thought the appointment a readymade opportunity to continue and expand upon my DC experience. It certainly was, with a
beautiful new facility, a first rate staff, an adequate budget and an enlightened community. In
spite of all that, I could not find a way to detach myself from the Washington area, which felt
like home for us and where our three children lived, one still in high school.
I decided to leave after the first year, then reconsidered at the last minute and stayed for an
additional year, during which time my wife continued to shuttle back and forth on roughly a sixweek basis. My ambivalent commitment and our difficult commuting arrangement made the
job untenable. Had it become available before or after it did, it might have worked.
Unfortunately, that was not an option.
[I’ve thought a lot about and am perplexed to this day by my Connecticut ambivalence. It was
remarkably out of character. It’s not how I have ever responded to responsibility, particularly
with one of the best jobs in the specialty staring me in the face. I have since wondered how
much of it may have represented burnout from 16 consecutive years setting up and running the
offices in Oklahoma and the District. There may be a price to pay for that sort of effort.]
Consulting
The Behavioral Science Investigative Support Unit, FBI Academy, Quantico, Virginia (part-time
and intermittent, 1984-1999).
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The Mayor’s Special Counsel Investigation of the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner of the
City of New York (1985).
The US General Accounting Office Review of the Human Remains Identification Process at the
US Army Central Identification Laboratory in Hawaii (CILHI) (1992).
The Independent Counsel Investigation of the death of Vincent W. Foster, Jr., Deputy White
House Counsel, (1994).
Academic Involvement and Research
Data Systems
One of the projects I had in mind coming to Oklahoma in 1967 was the development of an
automated data retrieval system. Information systems during that period primarily consisted of
IBM cards and other manual collating methods. Using the Maryland office’s IBM card datapoints as a template, I established criteria for victim demographics, time, place and
circumstances of death and injury, and pathology and toxicology findings. The computer facility
at the University of Oklahoma Medical Center was responsible for programming and data
management.
The data system was completed in time to write and publish our annual reports for 1968 and
beyond and other information pieces of various types.
An expanded version was implemented in the District of Columbia. As with the Oklahoma
program, it ran off a mainframe computer and permitted case tracking and correlation of victim
information and circumstances of death with postmortem findings. Here again, few of our
collaborative research activities and publications from the office would have been possible
without it.
Epidemiology, CDC Collaboration
In 1971, several months after coming to the District, our new data system was installed. During
the first six months of its use, we recognized what appeared to be epidemiological clustering of
narcotic-related overdose deaths, with the primary drug recovered in these cases changing over
time from heroin to the combination of heroin and methadone, then disproportionately to
methadone.
During the 1972 American Academy of Forensic Sciences meeting in Atlanta, I brought a series
of graphs demonstrating our DC experience to Dr. Philip S. Brachman, head of epidemiology at
the Centers for Disease Control, for his review. He assigned Dr. Mark Greene, an Epidemic
Intelligence Service (EIS) officer, to work with our office and the DC Narcotics Treatment
Administration to study the epidemiology of drug abuse in the District. Twelve papers were
published in this collaboration, including two that pertained to our overdose fatalities.
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Dr. Ed Zimney, a fellow with the office, and I conducted an additional study of the DC narcoticrelated deaths investigated from 1971-1979, 287 cases, in which heroin fatalities were
correlated over time with the percent purity of street heroin and with blood morphine levels,
among other parameters. A subsequent project with Dr. Jim Ruttenber, an EIS officer,
addressed the substantial increase in heroin deaths that occurred in the District from 1979
through 1982.
Much was learned about the circumstantial and toxicological dynamics of narcotic fatalities and
their relationship to the concentration and price of street narcotics, injected adulterants and
coincident alcohol usage. One practical result was the marked reduction of methadone deaths
in the early 1970s when DC narcotic treatment facilities restricted methadone take-home
privileges, thereby reducing its illicit availability.
Other CDC-related publications using our office data system consisted of an MMWR report on
heroin abuse and another on hypothermia.
Collaborative projects of these types are good examples of the benefits of involving researchers
from other specialties in problem issues that cross discipline lines.
Asphyxia
Deaths from asphyxia have been an interest of mine since I started in the field, in terms of
correlating postmortem findings with the estimated force involved and with the circumstances
of the fatal event. In New York, I published a study of homicides by strangulation and another
on suicidal hanging fatalities. A paper from Oklahoma dealt with smothering.
It seemed apparent that cases of manual strangulation were associated with laryngeal and
hyoid bone trauma, and that hanging deaths where the body is found supported below the
ligature demonstrated the largest numbers of petechial hemorrhages. However, most of the
available information on the subject was anecdotal or derived from retrospective studies.
The paper that Dr. Don Reay and I, and others, published in the Journal of Forensic Sciences in
1985 discussed a prospective series of 61 hanging deaths from Seattle, where the positional
circumstance of how each body was found was known, i.e., the body was completely
suspended, partially supported (by knees or feet) or largely supported (seated).
Our findings indicated that internal trauma to the airway structures was associated with swift
application of force (hanging cases found completely suspended, for example), and with
advancing age regardless of body position, presumably due to age-related increased brittleness
of bone. Numbers of petechiae of the face and conjuctival surfaces correlated directly with
extent of body support.
Theoretically, with increasing body support, the venous pressure outflow under the ligature
would tend to be more readily compromised while the higher pressure arterial inflow would
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continue, allowing the buildup of intracapillary pressure and prompting petechial hemorrhage
formation. Our findings support this hypothesis.
Other projects and papers were also published.
Complicated Cases/Events
Air Florida Flight 90
On January 13, 1982, Air Florida Flight 90, a Boeing 737 bound for Tampa, crashed on takeoff
from Washington National Airport onto the 14th street Bridge and into the Potomac River. A
major snowstorm was in progress. Four fatalities resulted from vehicles struck on the bridge by
the plane, and 74 deaths occurred among passengers and flight crew.
Circumstances that made the investigation of this incident more manageable than it otherwise
might have been included the long-term working relationship between MPD investigators and
medical examiner staff; the cases were recovered over an 11-day period; it was a low speed,
low altitude crash; the bodies were mostly intact; and there was no fire.
Before any of the aircraft victims were recovered or examined, the specifics of the case
investigation parameters were decided. These included case numbering and charting, methods
of identification, documenting and securing of personal effects, external and internal autopsy
examination requirements, pertinent positive and negative findings to be included in the
autopsy report, toxicology to be performed and family and media contact procedures.
Because we anticipated that the issue of crash survivability would be an important aspect of the
investigation, given the circumstances, directly following autopsy, each case was given a trauma
index score. Each body region (arbitrarily designated head, neck, chest, abdomen and pelvis)
was graded from 1 to 3, with 3 being immediately fatal injury, 2 being life threatening injury
and 1 representing non-fatal injury. Extremity fractures and airway/pulmonary changes
consistent with drowning were also documented.
As it turned out, 55 of the plane’s 74 occupants had grade 3 trauma in one or more regions, 10
had two or more regions of grade 2 trauma, and 7 had grade 2 trauma of the head or chest.
One passenger was not autopsied per family request. In only one passenger were there no
injuries, presumably the Good Samaritan who passed the US Park Police helicopter life ring to
others for rescue before he succumbed to hypothermia and drowned.
Dr. Michael Bray, a pathology resident from the Washington Hospital Center rotating through
the office, helped us with documentation and subsequently published a study of vitreous fluid
chemistries from certain of the crash victims.
Teaching and Training
I gave a series of forensic pathology lectures for medical students in Oklahoma and, in DC, for
medical students and pathology residents at Georgetown. Brian Blackbourne gave most of the
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talks at George Washington University, the FBI National Academy in Quantico, Virginia, and the
Metropolitan Police Department training academy. Other staff members participated
depending on availability. The office averaged approximately 100 lecture hours per year.
In DC, our monthly conferences on cardiovascular pathology with Dr. Bill Roberts (NHLBI/NIH)
and on neuropathology with Dr. Vern Armbrustmacher (AFIP) well illustrated the educational
value of medical examiner case material.
A forensic pathology residency-training program was approved for Oklahoma in 1970 and for
the District in 1973. Forensic pathology fellows included Dr. John Pless, in Oklahoma, and Drs.
Doug Dixon, Tom Henry, Ed Zimney and John Hunsaker in DC. Each added greatly to the
operational and academic depth of the office. A number of pathologists from the AFIP also
spent time with us, in a relationship that spanned the duration of my time in DC.
Medical students and pathology residents rotated through the offices in Oklahoma, the District
and Connecticut on a part-time basis.
Efforts on behalf of Forensic Pathology
I served as Chairman of an Ad Hoc Committee on Forensic Pathology for the National Research
Council, National Academy of Sciences, in 1968 and as a member of the Committee on Training
in Forensic Pathology for the National Institute of General Medical Sciences, NIH, in 1969. In
both instances, the obvious conclusions were reached, and the expected recommendations
were made. Unfortunately, nothing happened. It was as if the meetings had never taken place.
In 1972, after coming to Washington, I put together what came to be called the Forensic
Science Consortium Proposal for the District of Columbia. The project was a request for federal
funding through the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA), part of the US
Department of Justice at the time. The coordinating agency for the proposal was the DC Office
of Criminal Justice Plans and Analysis, under Blair G. Ewing, the director of the office and an
articulate and informed supporter of the proposal. Participants committed to the project
included local and federal law enforcement, the offices of the U.S. Attorney, the DC Public
Defender and the Corporation Counsel and the Washington area legal and medical academic
communities.
The intent was to provide a multi-disciplinary teaching, training and research resource in the
forensic sciences, as stated in the program summary, “drawing upon the insights and personnel
of the educational and criminal justice agencies of the nation’s capital”. The Consortium of
Universities submitted the proposal at the end of 1973. At what turned out to be our final
meeting with LEAA staff, we were told in response to an inquiry regarding potential funding
that there were questions at LEAA about the role of the forensic sciences in the justice system.
The project was not funded.
Granted, those were early days for things forensic, but it seemed an opportunity missed.
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Editorial Responsibilities
Editorial Board, Journal of Forensic Sciences: 1979-1994, Associate Editor: 1992-2006
Board of Editors, American Journal of Forensic Medicine and Pathology: 1992-2004
Professional Organizations
NAME Board of Directors: 1970-1972, 1982-1985, 1994-2000 Executive Committee 1999-2000
Milton Helpern Award (AAFS, Pathology/Biology Section): 1998
Outstanding Service Award (NAME): 2001
Milton Helpern Laureate Award (NAME): 2002
The Toll
I have learned much more about life than death being a medical examiner. It doesn’t take
many investigations to make the point that one of the fundamental attributes of the specialty is
the humanity inherent in our caseload. It is present in the history and the circumstances of the
reality we share, and it provides depth and meaning to the experience of serving as a forensic
pathologist and medical examiner. I have found it a priceless gift.
Life is fragile. No one knows that better than we do.
Being a medical examiner has been a journey with unexpected turns.
Early in my time at the New York office, I was on routine call and went to a scene to investigate
a presumably uncomplicated natural death of a man approximately my own age. When I
happened to see a copy of my high school class yearbook on the deceased’s bookshelf, I knew
right away who he was. His name hadn’t registered, and, because of postmortem changes, he
was not easily recognizable.
On another occasion in New York, I was on call and responded in the evening to my aunt’s
apartment (my mother’s older sister) to find her dead from an apparent suicidal barbiturate
overdose. Dr. Helpern did the autopsy, which confirmed the diagnosis.
In Washington, we investigated the deaths of two other acquaintances. In the first, an
accidental choking death, the decedent had lived in the same apartment building we did in New
York when I worked at the medical examiner’s office. In the other, the victim was killed with his
wife in the middle of the night in a head on collision caused by an intoxicated driver driving
down the wrong side of a divided highway within several hundred yards of where we lived. We
were awakened by the crash.
Two years after leaving the DC office, I was running at American University and saw a man with
whom I often ran collapsed and pulseless on the grass bordering the track. I initiated the CPR.
When the DC fire department transport finally arrived, he was taken to a nearby hospital where
he was pronounced dead. He was Francis (“Mac”) McAdams, a member of the National
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Transportation Safety Board that was responsible for the Air Florida Flight 90 crash
investigation. The photo he had given me of the snow-shrouded plane at the gate prior to
takeoff still hangs in my office.
Acknowledgements
I am grateful to the many people who, by example, insight or plain old-fashioned common
sense, guided me along the way. Some are the colleagues and mentors with whom I trained.
Others helped in establishing and operating the medical examiner systems that were my
responsibility. Their willingness to take a chance on a new adventure is a tribute to the concept
that we, together, were trying to implement. I couldn’t write this narrative without
acknowledging them as the partners and friends they became. I am very much in their debt.
Family
I met my wife, Marcia, at a nursing school mixer during the fall of my first year in medical
school. We were married the following October, the day after the launch of Sputnik. Since
then, we’ve been through eight interstate moves and the joys and tribulations of raising three
daughters. We have four grandchildren. Marcia has brought kindness and a positive outlook
with her every day since we met.
Other Interests
Music
I’ve never heard a musical instrument I didn’t want to play. In DC, it was the bagpipes. I took
lessons for the better part of a year and then played with the Washington Scottish Pipe Band
for the next 27 years, from 1977-2004. Annual venues included Washington National
Cathedral, multiple parades, university commencements, concerts, the Kemper Open and a
variety of other functions. The band became, by virtue of the practice commitment required
and the camaraderie involved, a virtual second family. In 2004, hand problems in the form of
Dupuytren’s contracture and related surgeries compromised my ability to continue to play.
Writing
I spent considerable time thinking about how best to introduce forensic pathology to medical
students and residents and to the public in the medical examiner jurisdictions where I worked.
This, and job-related wordsmithing (project proposals, budget justifications, writing papers,
journal manuscript editing) which I grew perversely to enjoy, drew me to poetry.
I’ve had a couple of dozen poems published and, in 2010, published a book of my poems,
Images, for family and friends.
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Running, and Similar Diversions
I involved myself in things aerobic after residency as time permitted. Beginning in the mid
1970’s and for thirty years, I ran three miles before work. I’ve since substituted more userfriendly activities.
Changes in the Specialty
Changes for the Better
1. NAME coming of age as a responsive organization
2. NAME inspection and accreditation of offices
3. The digital revolution in communication, data management and imaging
4. DNA identification
Changes for the Worse
The media scramble for news, speculating on cases, and the potential to compromise
victim/family privacy, all are signs of the times.
Would I Do It Again?
Under the Same Circumstances: Yes.
Under Today’s Circumstances: I would like to think so.
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Joni L. McClain, M.D.

NAME President 2002
July 2011
I was planning on becoming a pediatrician when I first entered medical school at the University
of Oklahoma in 1979. As fate would have it, I was assigned to module 129a the small study
group that was taught by Dr. Fred Jordan. At that time Dr. Jordan was Deputy Chief Medical
Examiner of the State of Oklahoma. He would come into the module telling us about these
interesting cases. Pathology was becoming much more interesting for me because I really
didn’t like pharmacology. It was the year 1980.
As I began my clinical rotations, I decided to take the Forensic Pathology rotation as the first
rotation of my senior year of medical school. The rotation was interesting and I learned how to
perform my first autopsy from Dr. A. Jay Chapman who was Chief Medical Examiner of the state
of Oklahoma at that time. He would always talk about getting all “the decomps.” Whenever I
do an autopsy on a decomposed individual, I remember Dr. Chapman. While at the medical
examiner’s office, I met individuals such as Clyde Snow, PhD. He is a renowned forensic
anthropologist and was studying artifacts from Geronimo during this time. He let me help
photograph these artifacts and he showed me a lot of forensic anthropology. I also met Betty
Pat Gatliff who used clay to reconstruct the faces on unidentified skulls.
After medical school, I did a four-year residency in anatomic and clinical pathology at the
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center in Oklahoma City. After completing my
residency, it was time to find a forensic pathology fellowship. The Oklahoma Medical
Examiner’s Office did not have funding for their fellowship at that time. I asked Dr. Jordan for
advice on what programs I should apply for. I applied for several programs; however, I was
impressed with the first program that I interviewed at and accepted their offer.
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I began my fellowship in Forensic Pathology at the IUPUI campus in Indianapolis under the
direction of Dr. John Pless. The other staff pathologists were Dr. Dean Hawley and Dr. Michael
Clark. Dr. Pless did his fellowship in Oklahoma under Dr. Jim Luke who was the first chief
medical examiner of Oklahoma. I thought it was only fitting that I was from Oklahoma and did
my fellowship in Indianapolis. The year in Indianapolis was wonderful. The staff treated me
like family. Dr. Pless would give me tickets to the symphony and other cultural events. I met Dr.
Neal Haskell who was getting his PhD in forensic entomology at that time. That was where I
learned how to make “maggot motels”.
After my forensic pathology fellowship, it was time to pay back the United States Air Force for
my scholarship to medical school. Initially, the Air Force was planning on sending me to the
Philippines to do surgical pathology. Fortunately, Dr. Michael Clark had been Chief of Forensic
Pathology at the AFIP and he was able to intervene and get me stationed at the Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology (AFIP) in the Forensic Pathology Division.
When I arrived at the AFIP, the Armed Forces Medical Examiner was becoming a reality. I
worked under Dr. Richard Froede who was the first Armed Forces Medical Examiner. Additional
colleagues included the following forensic pathologists: Dr. William Gormley, Dr. Glenn
Wagner, Dr. Donald Wright, Dr William Rodriguez, Dr. Victor Weedn, Dr. Charles Springate, Dr.
Jerry Spencer, Dr. Joye Carter, Dr. Carl Stacy, Dr. Jack Daniels, Dr. Deborah Kay, Dr. Art Burns
and many other residents, forensic odontologists, and support personnel. Some of the major
operations included “Just Cause” in Panama, the USS Iowa explosion, Desert Storm/Desert
Shield, and identification of key executives of Conoco in Borneo. I was also involved in
investigating numerous aircraft accidents. The Air Force also sent me to flight surgeon school
at Brooks AFB, San Antonio, TX. I was glad that I had attended survival training during medical
school. It is a big difference in being 23 years-old vs 35 years-old when I was in flight surgeon
school. Dr. Joye Carter and I were the course directors for the Forensic Pathology Course at the
AFIP. While at the AFIP, I was involved in setting up the DMORT program. I worked on the
Oklahoma City bombing case through DMORT.
During Desert Storm, the Deputy Chief Medical Examiner in Dallas was called to active duty at
Dover AFB. He worked under me at that time. Dallas had just appointed Dr. Jeffrey Barnard as
chief medical examiner. The deputy chief told me that there would be three new openings at
Dallas if I was interested. I applied and Dr. Barnard hired me. He held the position for one year
until I had completed my Air Force obligations. I started my work in Dallas in June of 1992 as a
medical examiner and became Deputy Chief Medical Examiner in October 2004.
During my tenure in Dallas, there have been many outstanding fellows. Among those are Dr.
Karen Ross, Dr. Mark Fischione, Dr. Joe Prahlow, Dr. Susan Comfort, Dr. Nick Batalis, Dr. Leon
Kelly, Dr. Frank Miller, Dr. Evan Matshes, Dr. Meredith Lann, Dr. Reade Quinton, Dr. Jill Urban,
Dr. Tracy Dyer, Dr. Mary Anzalone, Dr. Darshan Phatak, Dr. Morna Gonsoulin, Dr. Kathy Haden
and others whom I apologize if their names are not listed.
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I became a member of NAME in 1988. The meetings are intellectually informative as well as
entertaining. The group trips, scientific field trips and other social events are important ways to
network among colleagues. This is what separates NAME from the AAFS. I have served on
numerous committees of NAME. I have also had the honor of being Vice-President of NAME,
President of NAME, and Chairman of the Board of Directors of NAME. I served 6 years as a
member of the Board of Directors. NAME has become like family. Mary Fran Ernest and Denise
McNally have become friends. Both have been dedicated to NAME for many years. Mary Fran
will be missed as our meeting manager.
As a medical examiner, I realize that every day is a gift. Life is short. My advice to new forensic
pathologists is to tell the truth. If you don’t know the answer to a question, tell the individual
that you don’t know. Use common sense. Remember that we speak for the dead. Never
compromise your principles for money.
I have enjoyed my career as a forensic pathologist. I have traveled the world and seen things
that I never would have imagined. Being a forensic pathologist is an interesting and exciting
career. You will meet all kinds of people and see amazing cases. Each case is unique and I
continue to learn something new every day. Forensic pathology is never boring.
When asked if I would choose this career again, the answer is definitely YES! I continue to
enjoy every day at SWIFS. It makes it especially nice to have a new building and a new office
after waiting 18 ½ years.
I would also like to thank Dr. Jeffrey J. Barnard for being a great boss and friend during my 19
years at SWIFS. I would like to acknowledge the current staff at SWIFS: Dr. Jeffrey J. Barnard,
Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Janis Townsend-Parchman, Dr. Lynn Salzberger, Dr. Jill Urban, Dr.
Keith Pinckard, Dr. Reade Quinton, Dr. Che Gwin, and Dr. Tracy Dyer. We are a good team and
we get the most unusual and interesting cases every day.
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Eleanor Nicolai McQuillen M.D.

First female NAME President 1985-86
August 2013
The Office of Chief Medical Examiner grew out of a liaison of the State of Vermont and the
University of Vermont, College of Medicine when Joseph Spelman M.D., a graduate of the
Harvard School of Legal Medicine, came to the Department of Pathology in 1948. Four months
later the state, learning of his skills, hired him to the part-time to the part-time position as the
State Pathologist. Remuneration was always unequal – the university paying the lion’s share.
Initially this was not inappropriate since the caseload was small, around 50 cases per year.
In 1953 a law was passed establishing a state-wide medical examiner system. By this time Dr.
Spelman had acquired an associate to help him with the slowly growing caseload.
In 1955 the City of Philadelphia attracted Dr. Spelman to become its Chief Medical Examiner,
leaving his colleague, Dr. Woodruff, to maintain the Vermont system.
In 1969 Lawrence S. Harris M.D. was hired by the Department of Pathology to gradually replace
the ill and aging Dr. Woodruff. He was a board certified forensic pathologist trained in Cuyahoga
County Medical Examiner’s Office, Cleveland. His salary was provided by the department
following a pass through of his state check to them. This created a serious IRS tangle that
required expensive legal “fixing.” One wonders if this was not the beginning of the unraveling of
the relationship. Other insults to the relationship occurred in the practice of excessive use of
residents for medical examiner work without the approval of the staff. At any rate an
imperceptible deterioration of the forensic-academic relationship had begun.
It was into this environment that I applied in the summer of 1976, three months after becoming
a board- certified forensic pathologist. There were built in stressors but they were almost
invisible during the interview process.
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My first clue to the stress between Stan, my boss and the Chief Medical Examiner, and his boss
and the department chairman (JC), was their understanding of my time schedule. JC expected a
20/80 split of my time between forensic and microbiology and Stan expected a 50/50 split. This
stressed me in the earliest days of employment. I “avoided” letting them work it out. I covered
the OCME 50% of the time and microbiology laboratory 50+% of the time (as a matter of fact
Stan would have liked me to cover every “fishing and hunting day” and JC expected and still
expects 150% from everyone, a management style which, while arduous, has netted him an
excellent department). The stress of good hard work was stimulating. The disorganization was
not, but I was not in a position to do anything but accept. I gained experience by accepting and
adjusting. Little did I know how skilled I would become at adjusting. Symptoms of “butterflies
in my stomach” began to appear.
In the summer of 1977 Stan made his resignation known. It was effective in the October just
after the fall forensic seminar for which I was responsible. This seminar proved to be “stressorlytic” – it was a huge success and I was meeting for the first time many of the 75 regional
medical examiners. These doctors had been referring cases to me for a year and we had never
met except by telephone! You can see that this was not the warmest, most supportive system
in the world! They were to prove to be my reason “to be” in the future.
Stan’s desk was no sooner clear then I was being summoned to meetings with JC. He made it
clear that he would be the Chief Medical Examiner (without credentials) and delegate the tasks.
I would guess to whom, since I was the only forensic pathologist on staff and since the other
staff members had made it eminently clear that the caseload was not their “cup of tea”. For
once in my life, I remained silent to let him explore it further. I did advise him that I certainly
could not be expected to be on call every weekend when my colleagues were on only once
every 4-6 weeks and secondly, I would be acting CME for 6 months while they recruited
another forensic pathologist (maybe there was a forensic pathologist who would accept these
conditions, but I doubted it. I decided to let him find out for himself). Staff colleagues were
reluctantly drafted to “cover” me, then fellows, then residents. Nobody liked it unless there
was significant reward!! JC covered and proved to all who observed that he didn’t have the
skills or common sense to do the tasks. The constantly shifting scenario was very stressful. I
accepted but the stomach queasiness was almost daily, sleep patterns were altered, occasional
shortness of breath was experienced, and tightness in upper chest and arms was beginning.
Despite stress, I was proud that I was becoming more flexible. My husband and children were
supportive of this hectic schedule treating my unexpected absences with humor.
In May, 1978 at a meeting of the department chairman (JC) and the acting commissioner of
health, I announced my candidacy for the position of Chief Medical Examiner. There was no
viable candidate in sight and seven months of experience told me I could bring some order to
this chaos. Before JC could voice his obvious objections I was then and there appointed by the
acting commissioner, with all the authority under law to do so! It was also agreed that I would
receive the CME’s salary retroactive to April (my 6 month deadline). I never got it. I decided it
was to small an issue to fight about…..and I had bigger anxieties. Could I do the job??? If I knew
then what I know now, I would have said, “Definitely, NO!”
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Retribution was swift. The dean announced that since the forensic section had no funded
research there was no longer space in the medical college. We were to move out July 1, 1978.
The move was delayed by the slowness of the state to respond. In mid-July we moved to 2
small, cramped rooms on the top floor of the Burgess Residence. This space was occupied by
others whose skids had been greased!
From July, 1978 to 1980 the office environment was an acute source of stress. We were
isolated, cramped, and nobody cared!! The state, whose budget financed us, barely recognized
us, since we had been allied with the med school so long. It took time to get their attention. I
would have left if it weren’t for my reluctance to uproot home and family so soon after getting
settled.
By early 1979 it became known that the department of pathology would no longer contract
with the state to provide any services to the state medical examiner system, thus terminating a
long-standing tradition. We began to recruit hastily for a forensic pathologist to fulfill the
caseload and coverage requirements. Most interested parties turned the job down without
interview for inadequate salary. A candidate with less than sterling qualifications accepted the
position. If I worried about him, it was only for a short while, since he abruptly withdrew his
acceptance 2 weeks before his scheduled arrival! The situation and the stress were
unbelievable! I decided to draft a plan before sharing this news with the newly appointed
Commissioner of Health, LN.
In late June, 1979, with the ready willingness of a few hospital pathologists, I developed a
regional pathology system in which hospital pathologists throughout the state would do
medical-legal autopsies for a fee. Not all pathologists were interested but enough were to make
it work. There was a drawback – each had the option to refer complicated cases to me. They
decided what was complicated. On July 1, 1979 my employment shifted from the University of
Vermont to the State of Vermont with all of its retirement ramifications. I began two years of
being on call all the time. Wearing a beeper is stressful! Gradually, I made contacts for
occasional weekend and limited vacation coverage. Ultimately, it was less stressful than the
prior two years because of several factors. First, It was my system and I had the authority (if
not the budget) to manage it. Secondly, I won the support of the new commissioner (LN) for my
innovative regional pathology plan in the face of an impending crisis. Third, LN was a draft
administrator who taught me much by example. Next, I learned to take each day at a time and
learned that hard work doesn’t kill. Finally, I received feedback from regional medical
examiners and regional pathologists that they ‘liked my style.’ Problem solving became the best
stress management device (and there were lots of problems). Problem related stress
manifested itself physiologically, as tightness in the chest and elevated blood pressure.
During 1980, I recruited a first class forensic pathologist due to complete his training in June,
1981. He took the summer off and reported for duty in September, 1981. For the first time
since my arrival in Vermont, I began to like it and I began to relax. Stress symptoms decreased
and the OCME began to function actively, not reactively.
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Our relationship with the department of pathology became more remote though we continued
to use the MCHV autopsy laboratory to do our autopsies. Periodically, just to make sure we
maintained a proper level of insecurity; JC would threaten to ask us to leave. He needed the
space. The state has never to this day realized its responsibility to provide its forensic
professionals with an acceptable laboratory so that threat is periodically continued to present—
a problem yet to be solved!
In 1981 the Committee on Residency Training (in pathology) published new guide- lines
(subsequently to become requirements) that all residents must have training in forensic
pathology. We provided training informally by an “open door” policy in which residents were
free to enter the lab during a med-legal autopsy and learn the nature of the case and findings
briefly. This was not enough to satisfy the requirements. JC therefore needed us (and it was
only two years since he “kicked us out”). Never could he or would he negotiate with me. He
went to the Commissioner. The Commissioner invited me to participate. After my preliminary
input, he told JC that he could not justify to the citizens of Vermont the expenditure of state
resources being proposed in the forensic training program without proper remuneration. It
surprised JC to learn that I devised a program and a fee of $10,000. All the self-esteem that had
been attacked from 1976 to 1981 was restored in that one meeting, and it did wonders for my
stress level. Suddenly we had worth. We are still occasionally the second class citizens of
pathology as far as the department is concerned but we have the courage to confront this issue
and have on several occasions.
In 1981 an important case occurred at an important time to cement our position in the health
department and with the health commissioner. I was out of state for legitimate reasons and
the Commissioner was covering me when two young Essex girls were assaulted, one was dead. I
received an anguished call from an anguished Commissioner for help. A capable medical
examiner was dispatched and together they investigated the scene to the satisfaction of the
State’s Attorney. The Commissioner attended my autopsy two days later. I learned then that
personal experience is valuable to influence authorities about the job and its stressors. Even I
took for granted the stress of death investigation! LN not only demonstrated that there was
stress but recognized the expertise needed to handle it to do the job effectively. We both
benefited from the experience. We each knew ourselves and each other better. The OCME
benefited while he remained Commissioner of Health and later when he became Secretary of
the Agency of Human Services.
In the first five years I focused on the most immediate stressors. That is, those related to my
employers. They masked stressors that began to surface and continue to be present, namely,
the poor police investigator who expects all the answers from the autopsy, demanding,
arrogant attorneys, unreasonable judges and disinterested, but powerful, political authorities.
The frequency of call (every other week) and the constancy of a backlog are the “things” that
stress.
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Stress management was disorganized and haphazard. Surprisingly, it was not unconventional
and it was effective. Deep breathing, dialoging with my staff and a particularly good personnel
officer, good humor, assertiveness training, problem solving, developing pride in my work aided
by feedback from a variety of people were the most frequent methods used.
Now that I’m aware of the possibilities, my plan is to:
• Try time management techniques
• Get away from the job by taking coursework
• Continue personal and professional development
• Develop a new death investigative plan to serve the state’s interests and give the
forensic professionals more freedom to consult
• Practicing avoid, alter, and accept
• Learn to say “NO” to meaningless committee work
• Take mini-mind trips when all of the above fail I have limited success with meditation,
progressive relaxation, and guided imagery.
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Thomas T. Noguchi, M.D.

Born 1/4/1927 Japan
M.D. from Tokyo's Nippon Medical School in 1951
Los Angeles County Deputy Coroner 1961-1967
Los Angeles County Chief Medical Examiner-Coroner 1967-1982
NAME President 1982-1983
July 2011
Introduction
The NAME Past Presidents Committee selected “MEMOIRS” as the Theme for their 45th
Anniversary Meeting. We hope to continue this project as a means of documenting the
development of American Medical Legal Investigative System from the viewpoints of those of
us who were “there”. My personal career and some of the cases that I have handled have been
widely publicized, due to the public images of the deceased, and I have, myself, written nonfiction books, Coroner (1983) and Coroner at Large (1985) published by Simon and Shuster,
about these cases of public interest.
Why I selected Forensic Pathology as a career
My father was an otolaryngologist, practicing in Yokosuka, Japan. He had an otolaryngology
clinic next door to our home. As the eldest son, I was expected to follow in his footsteps and
time to time showed up at his clinic. One day, there was commotion in the Office, and I saw my
father giving CPR to a young patient. Apparently, the patient had complained about a sore
throat and my father had swabbed his throat with iodine, a common standard treatment then,
and the patient had a seizure and expired. Japan did not have then and still do not have an ME
system. My father was accused of making a medical error by the local prosecutor’s office. My
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father requested an autopsy on the patient. Investigation revealed that the patient had an
idiosyncratic reaction to the iodine. That case directed my interest in the legal aspects of
medicine.
My Educational Background
My basic education was obtained in Japan. When I entered my pre-med studies it was 1944,
towards the end of World War II. We had been at war with the U.S. and Japan was devastated.
Much of Tokyo had been destroyed by the saturation bombing by waves of hundreds of U.S. Air
force B29’s and by the resulting massive fires. After the war ended, I continued through Nippon
Medical School in temporary quarters, since the school had been severely damaged by the U.S.
bombs. I received my medical degree in 1951. While in medical school, I also studied law at the
nearby Chuo University. While serving an internship at the University of Tokyo Hospital, 195152, I spent time at the US Naval Hospital Medical Library researching the possibility of going to
the U.S. for further training. On the advice of some U.S. Naval medical officers, I applied for
internship training to about 200 hospitals in the U.S. I had a few positive responses, and I chose
to go to the then Orange County General Hospital, now a part of the University of California San
Diego Medical School, for internship. My dream of going to the U.S. thus materialized in 1952.
Specialty Training in Forensic Pathology
After serving my internship, I took residencies in anatomic and clinical pathology at Loma Linda
University Medical School campus in Los Angeles and after passing the examinations for these
specialty diplomas, I looked for a place to obtain residency training in Forensic Pathology.
Forensic Pathology as a Certified Medical Specialty was just beginning and there were no
organized training program. In 1962, I obtained appointment as Deputy Medical Examiner at
the Los Angeles County Medical Examiner’s Office and organized my own training program. A
year later, I took and passed the examination for Certification in Forensic Pathology.
In December 1967, I was appointed Chief Medical Examiner – Coroner of the Los Angeles
County Medical Examiner’s Office on the retirement of Dr. Curphey. I served in this Office until
1982. I then served on the teaching staff as Professor of Forensic Pathology at the University of
Southern California Keck School of Medicine until my retirement in 1999. Currently, I am
continuing my professional activity as Volunteer Attending Staff at the LA County - USC Medical
Center and as consultant to the LA County Medical Examiner’s Office.
Major Accomplishments as CME
1972, the New Medical Examiner’s Facility opened, located on the grounds of the Los Angeles
County General Hospital, next door to the University of Southern California Medical Center.
Since 1926, the Office of Coroner had been located on the first floor of the old Hall of Justice in
downtown Los Angeles. Prior to 1926, from around 1880, the Administrative Office of the
Coroner had been located at the old Hall of Records, across the street from the old Hall of
Justice. The old Hall of Records was demolished in the 1970’s and the Criminal Court Building
now stands on the site. The old Hall of Justice, empty, still stands.
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History of the Los Angeles County Department of Chief Medical Examiner-Coroner
The Los Angeles County ME Office evolved from a lay coroner’s system. The current ME system
was established in 1957. The people of Los Angeles County had voted in 1955 to amend the
County Charter to specify that the Head of the Coroner’s Office must be a Forensic Pathologist.
Dr. Lester Adelson was invited by the LA medical community leaders to handle the transition
from the Coroner to the ME system as Chief Deputy Coroner. He came, but after several
months of trying, he declared it was impossible to work in the prevailing atmosphere at the LA
Coroner’s Office, and advised me that this was not a good place to work and left.
Then in 1957, Dr. Theodore Curphey, who had retired as Chief Medical Examiner of New York,
was appointed as LA County’s first Chief Medical Examiner. He was selected by a Committee
made up of Professors of Pathology at the three local medical schools, Loma Linda University,
University of Southern California, and the University of California at Los Angeles, which opened
its medical school just two years earlier.
Psychological Autopsy
We now accept this term as a designation for an investigative technique for clarifying equivocal
cases, whether the death was due to accident or suicide or otherwise. The term was originally
used in a USC NIH Research Grant study by the USC Suicide Prevention Center. Dr. Curphey
worked with the group using equivocal cases for study from among the deaths handled by the
LA Medical Examiner’s Office. After I became Chief Medical Examiner, we began applying the
technique routinely to all cases of equivocal suicide deaths.
In the 1970’s we also began looking into application of psychological autopsy of non-suicide
cases. In particular, we became interested in applying this investigative technique to the
multiple deaths scene of Sharon Tate and several house guests. I asked forensic psychiatrist
Frederick Hacker to analyze the scene and give us his opinion on the characters of the
assailants. The scene had indicated that a gang of assailants was involved. The LAPD detectives
were focusing on a drug connection in their search for the assailants. In the end, Dr. Hacker’s
analysis and prediction of the character of the assailants as a group of fanatics, more likely on
drugs, fit the actual facts perfectly on target. This was the beginning of the FBI profiling of
assailants.
We now accept the term psychological autopsy and apply the procedure to solving other types
of cases, and to identify and assist in suicide prevention programs, especially in juvenile cases.
Another notable case handled by the Los Angeles County ME Office where psychological
autopsy was applied concerned the kidnapping of Patricia Hearst, heir to the San Francisco
Hearst Newspaper family. She was kidnapped by members of the Symbionese Liberation Army
and joined in the criminal activities of the group. The group ended in a final confrontation with
the LAPD in a house in south Los Angeles, where the members perished in a confrontation with
the police when the house caught fire and they refused to leave when given the chance. The
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bodies were charred beyond recognition. Tests indicated that Patricia Hearst was not among
them. This year (2011) marks the 50th anniversary of our first use of psychological autopsy as an
investigative tool in the medical examiner’s office.
Another area of my interest is safety on the roads, prevention of traffic accidents. In the early
1970’s, USC received a U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) contract on Helmet Safety
Assessment Program and our Department participated in this project. Our part in this project
was to provide detailed autopsy reports on these cases, whether the deceased was or was not
wearing a helmet.
Promoting Professionalism of the Entire Department Personnel
I was interested in raising the standards of the entire ME Department staff when I became the
Chief in 1967. We began by setting up regularly scheduled in-service training program for the
coroner-investigators. I felt, all Department field investigators should be qualified by taking and
passing the California State Peace Officer Standard and Training (POST) examination. In the
early 1970s, in collaboration with Rio Hondo College in Whittier, special classes were set up and
selected personnel were enrolled. We now maintain the POST program and convene annual
educational seminars. The West Coast Seminar is accredited by the CME as well as by POST.
Forensic Pathology Training Program
Los Angeles County was the first County in California to authorize (1955) and convert (1957) to
the Medical Examiner’s System and in 1962, I was the first Forensic Pathology trainee. The CME
Office is currently authorized to train six (6) forensic pathologists annually. However, we
currently train only one or two annually.
State Legislative Changes I was involved in
I was of the opinion that ineffective laws should be amended. Laws concerning Medical
Examiners should be current and progressive. When I became Chief Medical Examiner of Los
Angeles County, the Office was still in transition from the traditional Coroner’s system to the
Medical Examiners system.
First Attempt to Establish State Wide ME System
As CME of LA County, I involved myself in State legislative matters of interest to the medical
community. I was Chairman of the CAP Forensic Pathology. Dr. Dutra of Castro Valley, California
was interested in pushing a State legislation to create a State-wide Medical Examiner’s System.
In support of that, I promoted setting up three regional ME Offices with laboratories – in
Sacramento and San Francisco to serve the Central area and in LA for Southern California.
Opposition to the plan came from groups of pathologists servicing the current coroner’s offices
in rural areas. The State of California Department of Justice had established its crime
laboratories in several regional offices.
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Heart Transplant and Bioethics
In 1969, Dr. Norman Shumway, Stanford heart surgeon, pioneered the first heart transplants in
the United States. The transplants were done at the Stanford Medical Center, where donor
patients were brought in, their deaths pronounced and the transplantations were conducted. In
the beginning patients were declared dead twice, first time in the original hospital and again at
the Santa Clara County hospital where the transplant was done. In order to assist in clarifying
the situation, professional experts were called by the State Attorney General to define “brain
death”. California law clarifying the definition of death for transplant purposes was chaptered
into the Health and Safety Code in 1972. Time of death and withdrawal of the cardiopulmonary
resuscitation were a major medical and legal issue in the early 1970s.
Medical Law and Bioethics
We had a case of death following withdrawal of the cardiopulmonary resuscitation device at
the request of the family of a child who had been hit by a car and had sustained injury to the
upper cervical spine. Despite earlier hopes and diligent medical efforts, after several months in
a hospital, the family had lost hope and requested the medical doctors to remove the life
support system. The doctors in this 1970 case were reluctant to withdraw the apparatus with
the EEG still registering activity. Finally, the family took the matter to court and following a
hearing, the judge ordered the removal of the resuscitating cardiopulmonary device.
The District Attorney’s Office was of the opinion that removing the resuscitating device would
cause death, thus the doctors and the hospital may be accused of aiding in killing. The public, as
well as the medical community, was uncertain. But, the Court order was carried out and the
child expired a few minutes later.
As the Chief Medical Examiner, in the midst of the controversy, as required by law, I conducted
an autopsy, convened a Coroner’s Inquest on the case, and signed the death as due to an
accident, the cause due to the fatal injuries.
I set up a meeting with the Deputy District Attorney in charge of medical liaison and, with the
Chief of Forensic Medicine and the Public Information Officer along, I informed him of my final
decision. I felt death of this child had been simply suspended by the use of modern equipment,
and when death occurred on its removal, it is due to the fatal injury sustained at the time of the
traffic accident several months ago.
Some people appear to be hung up on the idea that a doctor kills a patient when a medical
device is removed and the patient dies. No consensus existed on this controversy in the 1970’s,
so I arranged to have the Los Angeles Medical Association help us and set up a two day hearing
on the current assessment of community standards. Over 15 experts testified at the Medical
Examiner’s hearing on the prolonged use of resuscitation procedures. The hearing officers,
aside from myself, were ethicist Leslie Rosenberg from ULCA and other experts on this matter.
The decision was made to have guidelines drafted by a newly created Bioethics Committee. I
was appointed Vice Chair of the Committee. At that time, there was considerable reluctance to
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take a clear and much needed stand on this controversy. The Los Angeles County Medical
Association established Bioethics Committee came up with the guideline,
“Guidelines for forgo of the cardiopulmonary resuscitation apparatus” was published in 1973.
This guideline was the first of its kind, and has assisted in the healthcare decision leading to the
Durable Power of Attorney on areas of self-determination by patients.
I feel there are many important health and healthcare issues that a Chief Medical Examiner can
help clarify by participating and leading discussions on relevant topics of current public interest.
This should be the extended work of the forensic medical specialists. In that way, I am still
active in organizations dealing with bioethics and medical law.
I am currently, the President of the international organization, the World Association for
Medical Law (WAML).
Peace Officer status for the Coroner’s Deputies
As Chief Medical Examiner, I pushed for Peace Officer status for the Coroner’s Deputies, subject
to the Peace Officer Standards, with Training and Certification for all the CME staff, thus
upgrading the qualification of our staff.
In 1974, I was elected President of the California State Coroners Association, and was active in
legislative matters. In this case it did not matter whether I was Coroner or Medical Examiner;
the official title of my Department was Office of Chief Medical Examiner-Coroner and we
needed to take a united stand on the issues. We were often in Sacramento, meeting with
legislators and testifying before the Health and Safety or the Judiciary Committee. We were
effective. The legislators listened to us. Nationally, through the LA County Washington DC
Office, I was able to meet with FBI Directors and Congressional Legislators.
Efforts to Improve Public Image of the Coroner and Medical Examiner
I often blamed the movie industry for not projecting the Coroner or Medical Examiner in a more
realistic and positive way. In old black and white movies involving deaths, the police will be
there but seldom the Coroner. The police seemed to handle everything. If the coroner does
appears, it was usually in a minor role. I then realized it may not be Hollywood’s fault. We may
not be letting the public know what kind of work we do, the essential public service we provide.
I decided it is our duty to communicate and educate the public. Several programs were
implemented.
Close Top-level Communication with the Law Enforcement Agencies
To increase awareness of our work by members of the Justice Department, I set up a monthly
lunch program of department heads.
Now realizing that it was our fault for not informing public what we do. Due to the subject of
death, we were suppressed from talking in public. I decided to include others. I also felt it is
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important to have an equal level of communication, and felt that we need to regularly meet
with the County elected officers and other enforcement agencies. I regularly had lunch with the
Sheriff, District Attorney, Chief of Police and FBI Assistant Director at the Los Angeles office
which has increased awareness in the education of our partners in the Justice system.
Public Affairs and Public Information Officer
I established the public affairs deputy. This was often borrowed from the Office of Chief
Administrative Office, but they assisted us in press relationships. In Los Angeles, City News was
the central contact agency, and there was automatic notification to the entire written, radio
and television companies. The Office directly dealt with the media through the administrative
office. Our jurisdiction included Hollywood and international entertainment community. I was
very much interested in the public education and strengthening the active participation of the
investigative agencies.
I encouraged our staff to be involved in public speaking and teaching colleagues. I was
interested in presenting our staff and our profession is for the public as we were the agency
which was interested in looking after the prevention of the sudden and unexpected deaths, etc.
Not so much as detectives, but also the prevention of alcohol related traffic accidents. A
Speaker’s Bureau was established in the Department, and all DME as well as investigators were
participating in public speaking, emphasizing the role of the Medical Examiner. Scientists were
encouraged to report findings and publish scientific papers. I too regularly received invitations
to talk to public service clubs and association’s annual meetings. I accepted such invitation. The
merchandising department, which is a county function that supports the County drunk driving
prevention program, is a current success, but about 40 years ago, I started T-shirts sale. Popular
T shirts with a seal of the Department and “Tell like it is” on the front became best sellers. It
shows my belief of the Office of Medical Examiner. Later it developed into the present day,
famous LA Coroner merchandising Skeleton in the Closet shop.
Collaboration with Television Industry
In 1972 a TV Production group from Universal Studio with plans to produce “Quincy”, a series
starring Jack Klugman based on the work of a medical examiner, approached us. I responded
with enthusiasm. Although I did not directly get involved in the production, two deputies were
assigned in their spare time to assist in the production. Dr. Rosen, a UCLA scholar, became a
consultant on the details. The six (6) advance tapings were taken at our newly built Forensic
Science Center. Unlike taping the film in a movie studio with its wide open working space,
where production can set up 3-4 cameras at different positions to capture the same scene from
different angles simultaneously, here the actors must repeat the same scenario and same pose
for different takes for the camera to capture the front view, side view and close up view. We
set aside space for the filming in the actual working area from 4 p.m. to 2 a.m., and we began
our autopsies by 6 a.m. and worked until 3 p.m. The TV shootings took place every day as
scheduled and lasted for several weeks. Eventually, the studio built and set up a duplicate
facility for their filming. The Quincy TV series lasted seven (7) years, and have been re-shown
many times here in the US. The series has also been shown internationally. It also became a
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powerful positive image builder for promoting forensic pathology as a profession as well as
providing excellent entertainment and public education. Many of my European and Japanese
colleagues have also given us credit for providing the public with positive information on
forensic pathology and legal medicine.
Public education in the work of the ME
The LA Office has been actively involved in the orientation of deputy district attorneys, sheriff
and police cadets of LA County cities. In the past 2-3 decades, some judges have sentenced
traffic violators to spend time at the ME Office. It takes manpower to organize such educational
projects. One incident involved a high ranking university official, who was involved in traffic
accident with fatality. He was assigned to the office, and was assigned to research traffic
statistics as a part of sentence term. The Office has always been interested in prevention of
alcohol related fatalities, and the revenue from the souvenir department actually goes to the
County alcohol prevention program. The Office has long participated in bringing high school
students into the office, with a one hour presentation and lecture how the office contributes to
society in the prevention of unexpected and violent deaths. A part of the public awareness
program, during my time, was a reserve deputy program. In order to maintain their duty status
they are required to spend the one weekend a month in the office for orientation, education,
and learning how to work with the office. In case of mass disaster, we had manpower to cover
the acute shortage. In addition, reserve deputies were proud to work with the department, and
as such they are our ambassadors and provide a linkage between the communities and the
office.
International scholarship program
Being from Japan, I have an interest in a close working relationship with the Japanese Society of
Legal Medicine, and been invited to attend their meetings. Many Japanese forensic pathologists
have come to the US and have attended the NAME Annual Meeting. The Office has traditionally
received requests to attend short, sometimes one year, training programs for international
forensic pathologists. There are eight French professors who have rotated with the LA Office.
Books for public awareness
Following some controversy, I decided to write my story and wrote the book Coroner in 1983,
which quickly became a New York Times bestseller. Over a million copies were sold. It is
rewarding to know that many students and residents who have read my books, Coroner and
Coroner at Large, chose the field of forensic pathology as life career or have shown much
interest in forensic pathology and work of medical examiners. Coroner at large is a book of
cases that I did not originally handle, but offers my opinions based on available information.
The Investigator program, a pilot project which was stated in 1965, later became established.
Female investigators were not even thought possible in 1970. I appointed Ms. Butler as
investigator. She was qualified and had BA degree in Psychology. She served the department
until her retirement. She reminded me of this and gave me a news clipping when I saw her in
retirement.
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Improvement of Public image of the Office and community activities
I was the first Japanese American to be appointed as a County Department Head. So I was
actively sought after for appearances, and in in the Los Angeles Nisei Week parade in August
was invited to ride in the parade car. I have received invitations to ride with the Chicano Parade
and Black community parades such as the Watts parade. This was all for the benefit of the role
of Medical Examiner.
In 1972, I established the Scanning electron microscopic laboratory, the first in the Medical
Examiner’s Office in Los Angeles.
Recollections of places I have trained and worked
My pathology residency was in Loma Linda University School of Medicine. The teaching hospital
for LLU was in Los Angeles. It began in 1953, and continued from 1956 to 1960. In 1960, I was
appointed as Assistant Professor in charge of Autopsy Service. Oren B. Pratt, MD, Professor and
Chairman of Pathology of the Loma Linda University and neuropathologist Abraham T. Lu, MD
were my instructors for the autopsy.
Following visits to many forensic pathology-training programs, I finally decided to do a forensic
pathology fellowship at the LA Office. I was very active in the NAME and AAFS meetings. My
Chief, Ted Curphey, Past President of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists, had
remained active in the AAFS in 1960s. Impressive and an academician, he was interested in
upgrading the LA Office to be an educational institution working with USC, UCLA, and Loma
Linda University. These three medical schools and the LA County Medical Association supported
Dr. Curphey. He was a graduate of University of McGill, Canada and was Chief Medical Examiner
of the Nassau County NY office. His chief deputy was Dr. Leslie Lukash who later became the
Chief Medical Examiner in 1957, when he accepted an invitation to be Chief Medical Examiner –
Coroner, County of Los Angeles. He was a tall and impressive stature who loved his cigars. I was
proud to be his resident and when we attended the AAFS meetings, he introduced me to his
colleagues. In early 1960s, I regularly saw Dr. Helpern, Dr. Lukash, Dr. Spelman, Dr. Russell
Fisher, and other pioneers. He took me the first NAME meeting which was held at the
Knickerbocker Hotel in Chicago during the AAFS Meeting. The NAME originally began with Dr.
Helpern’s strong urging to have an organization that looks after the chief medical examiners’
specific needs. The membership was originally limited to only Chief Medical Examiners. The first
NAME meeting was more or less an organizational meeting and about 15 or no more than 20
members were attending. At that time, the expansion of NAME membership was discussed.
Recollections about people I have trained
I am proud to mention that my Chief at the ME Office was Dr. Theodore J. Curphey, the First
Chief Medical Examiner of LA County. He was interested in teaching the general pathology
residents as well as forensic pathology residents and regularly gave lectures at the three local
University Medical Schools, Loma Linda, UCLA and USC. As the Second LA County CME, I worked
to maintain this tradition of teaching our younger colleagues to be leading Medical Examiners.
The LA Office began its training program in Forensic Pathology in 1962 and the program
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continues to present day. The Third Chief Medical Examiner was the late Dr. Ronald Kornblum.
The fourth and current Chief Medical Examiner is Dr. Lakshmanan Sathyavagiswaran, who
trained under me as a Resident. He joined the Department in 1976 with interim time off to
complete a residency in internal medicine, and became CME in 1992. He is now the longest
serving CME in LA history. Dr. Christopher Rogers, now the second in command as Chief of
Forensic Medicine at the LA Office also took his residency under me. I was already at the LA
County + USC Medical Center, and head of the LA County Medical Examiner’s Office at the
Medical Center Satellite Office in the mid-1980s, where I was teaching Forensic Pathology
course for general pathology residents. Many of the forensic pathologists currently still working
at the Office are my trainees. All LA County staff members, working as MEs, must be Board
Certified as Forensic Pathologists.
Many current staff members at the LA Office were trained by me or taught by my trainees, who
became the teachers.
My Hobbies, Interests and Current Activities
Aside from serving as volunteer attending staff at LA County-USC Medical Center, I serve on the
NAME Past Presidents and International Relations Committees. I also actively run the World
Association for Medical Law, and am currently its President. My main “hobby” may be
described as Traveling Internationally. Hisako and I together almost always attend the
scientific meetings of the several national and international professional associations in which I
maintain active membership. Hisako is a retired professor at the California State University at
Los Angeles, following a long career of scientific research at UCLA, so she too is very much
interested in the scientific presentations. We still enjoy visiting many old time friends as well as
making new friends on our travels in various cities in the US and in different countries to attend
major international and national meetings.
I am never a passive attendee. Whenever and wherever I attend meetings, I am actively
involved in reporting, making presentations, and chairing and running selected special sessions.
Looking back, we have also organized worldwide tours together. In 1996, we took almost 100
AAFS and NAME members to Japan to attend the Meetings of the International Association of
Forensic Sciences (IAFS) in Tokyo, International Symposium on Advances in Legal Medicine
(ISALM) Meeting in Osaka, and World Association of Police Medical Officers (WPMO) Meeting
held in Kumamoto on Kyushu Island.
In 2005, I organized a meeting of groups of AAFS and NAME members with our Turkish forensic
colleagues in Istanbul. With the World Association for Medical Law (WAML) Congress Board
meeting almost yearly, in the past we met somewhere in the globe for these special sessions.
Today, by use of advanced technology, we hold these meetings more frequently, electronically,
sitting in our own home offices.
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Pressure and Stress release
I feel tremendous pressures at times, but I also feel very rewarded by the resulting
accomplishments. I have often said, if I have a worried look, I am busy working and
accomplishing my goals. Continuous activity, I feel, is the key to good health. I usually
arise early and establish a list of things to do that day. I realize, sometimes, I try to do too much,
not allow myself time for relaxation. I regularly do volunteer work at the USC Medical Center as
a member of the Executive Peer Review Committee at the LA County + USC Medical Center, and
Chair of the Trauma Center Combined Trauma Death Review Committee that issues the final
quality assessment of our service based on the autopsy reports from the ME Office. Currently, I
serve as President of the World Association for Medical Law (WAML) founded in 1967 by the
late Prof. Raf Dierkens of Brussels, Belgium, whom I first met when he came to Los Angeles in
1965. I have been a Board Member of the WAML for a long time. The WAML Board Members
come from all over the world.
I found the key to accomplishment is effective time management, balancing work you need to
do, with time for things you would like to do, relaxing and sightseeing in the areas around the
host cities where the meetings are held.
Time with Hisako is our quality time. She has taken care of all the domestic work,
shopping, cooking, washing, and cleaning, even while she was working full time at UCLA doing
biomedical research or teaching at California State University. I have never heard her complain.
She had taken care of her aging parents and younger sisters, and then me. Now, she has taken a
fall, suffered an undetected hairline hip fracture. This developed into a painful major fracture,
necessitating a need for hip replacement operation. Another fall caused a fracture of her wrist.
On her last birthday, a medical checkup revealed that her heart was about to give up. The next
day, she received a cardiac pacemaker implant.
I feel it is now my turn to take care of our basic needs and the household chores as much as
possible and I am doing as much I can and as much as she will let me. But I still need her to go
over my writings, to make sure my use of prepositions and expressions are understandable.
Even though she has her own computer, she rarely uses it except to edit my writings,
transferred from my computer.
Family
We do not have our own children, but we are blessed to have looked after two girls of high
school age, who came from Japan and stayed with us at different times in the late 1960s to
1970s to go to school here, whom we consider as our daughters. Masako Easton, nee
Kumamoto, the first one, married Patrick Easton here in LA, whose family is of Chinese ancestry
but came from South Africa. She is now a grandmother to two grandchildren. For Father’s Day
this year, Masako organized a lunch together with all the members of the family, including her
two grandchildren, who would be great grandchildren to us.
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The other one we refer to as our daughter, Takako Ono, is now an MD otolaryngologist
practicing in the Tokyo area. Whenever we visit Japan, we meet with her and her son Ken.
Takako became very attached to Hisako and called her “Mom”. Every night while she stayed
with us, she wanted Hisako to “tuck her in”. It seems both her real mother and father, as well as
her paternal grandfather, were very busy physicians and Takako felt neglected at home.
Prevention may not be possible, but as part of my program to slow down the process
of aging, I think we need to maintain our activities, both physically and mentally. So far, I have
continued to enjoy my work, do not intend nor want to retire. At this age (84), I am beginning
to experience minor aches and pains, but I remain active. Professionally, I have been very
satisfied with the work I am doing and plan to continue my volunteer Attending Staff work at
the Los Angeles County + USC Medical Center Department of Pathology, as well as in
Emergency Medicine and Surgery. I also attend the weekly Conference at the LA County ME
Office. LA County-USC Medical Center, for the first time recently funded the position and
appointed a resident in Clinical Forensic Medicine to provide forensic services in clinical cases
involving medical legal and bioethics issues.
As Chair of the Combined Trauma Review Committee, I keep myself busy. I enjoy being useful,
helping people, and being involve with the NAME Past Presidents Committee work. I keep
active, getting up early in the morning, but also take naps, usually in early afternoon. Last year,
the USC started an International Medical Student Exchange Program with Nippon Medical
School, my Alma Mater. Three medical students from Nippon Medical School came, and two
students from USC went to Japan.
Artistic Pursuits
My father had artistic interests and did oil painting before he decided to enter Medical School
at age 36. He became an otolaryngologist, but continued to paint in his spare between taking
care of his patients. He retired from his medical practice at age 88 but continued to paint until
his death at age of 92 years old.
I think I inherited his interest in artistic work. Each year I sketch a landscape, a scene we
encountered on our travels to attend professional meetings, whenever we go, and select one to
use for our Christmas card for that year. I add a short explanation of the scene with a note
related to forensic pathology, legal medicine, medical law or bioethics. This is another way in
which I have integrated my profession with my artistic hobby. One year when the NAME met in
San Francisco, I choose the San Francisco cable car as the central subject for my card. For 2010
Christmas card I chose landscape in Zagrab, Croatia where we attended the World Congress in
Medical Law. For 2011 card, I may choose a scene of Alaska, where the planned meeting on
board a cruise will make a stop.
In 1995, at the Annual Meeting of the NAME hosted by Dr. Brian Blackbourne in San Diego, our
Past Presidents Committee hosted a Hobby Show, where members and/or spouses displayed
examples of their arts and crafts, or pictures of their hobbies and paintings. I exhibited my
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watercolors and oil paintings, and Hisako’s art crafts, hook rugs and Japanese art works. Brian,
now retired, has become a full time successful artist. I was happy to see that his paintings are
selling and he is enjoying his second profession.
At this point in my life, I wish I could spend more time for painting, oil and water color, but for
the time being I am happy to produce my annual Christmas – New Year greeting cards with my
own art work.
Garden
Since I no longer need to be in my office from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., I spend much time in my home
office located in the back of my house set in large garden. Whenever I need a break, I just walk
out from the office and take care of the large vegetable garden where I grow tomatoes,
cucumbers, varieties of peppers, and potatoes. We also have a variety of fruit trees. In the fall,
we have three trees of persimmons, tangerines, and California naval oranges to harvest. Our
lemons seem to grow year around. Working in my garden is my way of releasing the stress of
meeting deadline after deadline of work related projects.
Computer and Internet
In order for me to be up-to-date in current Internet technology, I have been enrolled in weekly
lessons at Apple School in the Farmer’s Market complex. The one to one instruction begins at 7
A.M. and currently I am studying movie editing and special effects, and placing a video onto the
iDisk. I learned I no longer need to send a big file by burning a CD or DVD. I love my McBook and
iPhone.
As President of the World Association, I often need to be at many places at the same time. Now
I can record my message on video, place it on an iDisk and send it by link. Sometimes, I use
power point presentation with automatic advancing and voice, so I can give my presentation
without being there in person. What a great advances in technology!! There is more that I can
write about; but for now I want to try to limit my memoir ten pages. There will be more to
come in the near future.
Thomas T. Noguchi, MD
Professor Emeritus of Forensic Pathology,
University of Southern California Keck School of Medicine,
Attending Staff, Los Angeles County + USC Medical Center
Consultant, Department of Coroner, County of Los Angeles,
Chief Medical Examiner-Coroner (Ret),
President, World Association for Medical Law
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[Editor’s note April 2016 – Hisako Noguchi passed away in 2014. The following is a remembrance by her husband
written for the NAME Foundation Newsletter in February 2016)

Hisako Noguchi 1922-2014
Hisako Noguchi Remembered – By Tom Noguchi
Hisako Nishihara Noguchi passed away on August 27, 2014. She was born in the San Pedro
district of Los Angeles, California, on November 11, 1922, to Mr. Moriso and Asako Nishihara of
Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan, and was the eldest of three daughters. She is survived by one of
her two sisters, Toshiko (married to Dr. Richard Morita). Her other sister, Mutsuko, passed
away in 1985. Hisako’s maternal grandfather was the second son of a ruling Samurai family, but
the family fortune changed by the end of Shogun era in 1868, when all Samurais lost their jobs
as a new government was established. In 1890, in order to support a large family, her
grandfather traveled to America and began to send money back to Japan to save the starving
family. Hisako’s father (Moriso), at the age of 16, realized that his father had been away for a
very long time, and that his younger brother and sister had not seen and hardly knew their
father, so Moriso decided to come to America and send his father back to Japan to take care of
his family.
Hisako was very responsible and acted as caretaker for her two young sisters, while her father
worked in a fish cannery and later within the fruit and vegetable industry in Los Angeles, and
her mother worked in a garment factory. After finishing junior high, Hisako specifically chose
Los Angeles High School because it had a scholastic achievement program that was highly
regarded by many universities. In school, Hisako excelled in chemistry and math, and wanted to
pursue a career in medicine. She studied hard, but continued to be responsible for looking after
her sisters. Her parents were excluded from becoming US citizens, and therefore were not
allowed to own a house, so Hisako, as a U.S. citizen, bought a house.
After high school, Hisako began to attend her first year of college at UCLA; however, in
December 1941, World War II began, and the entire population of 110,000 Japanese Americans
who resided on the Pacific coast was forcefully moved to 10 relocation camps in the most
remote areas of the US. She and her family were among the people who were taken to the
Southern California Assembly Center in the Santa Anita Race Track facility in May 1942. Hisako’s
family members were sent to Amachi Relocation Camp, which was complete with barbwire and
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watch towers. Despite the terrible situation, Japanese American internees were very
innovative, and by the next summer, the residents had created a beautiful vegetable farm, and
built schools and hospitals. By the second year, flower and vegetable gardens were everywhere
within the camp. There were 10,000 internees in Amachi, Colorado.
Hisako learned that a Quaker group was working with internees, helping them to attend
college. This group assisted Hisako and arranged a scholarship so that she was able to leave the
camp by 1943, resuming her undergraduate studies at Boston University. She worked as a livein student taking care of a household while attending school in Boston. Later, her father
secured a job at the New Jersey Birds Eye frozen food plant. Although she enjoyed her studies
in Boston, Hisako said that Boston winters were very cold, so she returned to UCLA and finished
the premed curriculum, graduating with a BS degree in 1947. She then completed her Master’s
degree in Biochemistry in 1949, while conducting research at the Barlow Sanatorium, ChavezRavine, Los Angeles. She continued her studies and earned her Ph.D. in Biochemistry in 1953, all
the while working at the Pathology Laboratory of the Barlow Sanatorium. Hisako and I met in
the Barlow Sanatorium while I was a patient in the outer cottage facility; I had worked very
hard during my internship at the Orange County General Hospital and had contracted
tuberculosis. As my condition improved, I was soon busy preparing for obtaining my medical
license and starting my Pathology residency. I completed my residency in 1960, the same year
in which Hisako and I were married. Without excessive funds, we drove to Las Vegas and were
married on New Year’s Eve, December 31, at the Small White Chapel. Upon returning home,
Hisako’s mother convinced her daughter to have a reception in Los Angeles where her parents
could attend, so we had a reception at home, where she cooked. Although we had a reception,
we never had a traditional honeymoon, because we were too busy, and I was appointed as
Deputy Medical Examiner in Los Angeles, starting July 10.
After we were married, Hisako continued to work professionally, usually leaving home as early
as 5 AM, so that she could return early to take care of her other duties, which included
apartment management, caring for her elderly mother, and performing other household duties,
such as buying groceries and cooking for her mother and me. Later, Hisako also took care of her
younger sister, when she was dying from breast cancer; she passed away in May 1985. 1985
was a difficult year, as her mother contracted lymphoma and passed away the same year.
During her career, Hisako taught at UCLA and USC and conducted research in microbiology and
biochemistry, when grants were often sporadic. She also taught at California State University at
Los Angeles and West Los Angeles Community College. Throughout her academic career, she
maintained her maiden name at work; many publications bear her maiden name as senior
author. In addition, she has a few articles together with me, specifically related to Scanning
Microscope in Forensic Investigation. In 1985, because of her younger sister, Mutsuko’s, grave
illness, Hisako decided to retire from a long research and teaching career. Hisako regrets having
to tell her mother about her sister’s death, as she knew that the news would cause her mother
to give-up: “if she is gone, she does not want to live.” After her mother and sister passed away,
Hisako spent considerable time with her hobbies, including hook rag making, cardigan knitting,
writing her life story, and the history of her Nishihara ancestry.
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There were many turning points in our lives together. She guided me continually, always
turning me toward my best course.
1. Hisako had determination and a strong sense of justice. When I was very depressed with all
of the political attacks directed against me at one point in my career, Hisako was incensed and
became involved in writing letters to the general population, politicians, and newspapers
editors. She also organized the Japanese American community to rise-up and support me. As a
result, I was ultimately appointed as the Los Angeles CME-Coroner, the first Asian American to
be appointed in to a key county government position.
2. In the 1970s, Hisako was conducting her research regarding the use of electron microscopy
on microbiology at the UCLA. I was busy planning to build the new Medical Examiner’s Facility
and Forensic Science Center, when she strongly advised me to include an electron microscope
in the newly constructed Forensic Science Center of the Medical Examiner’s Office. Because of
this foresight, LA was the first Medical Examiner’s Office to have such an instrument for
investigation of forensic cases.
3. Hisako was very skillful in money management, and during her lifetime was instrumental in
endowing funds to support the Art Museum, the Japanese American National Museum and the
Japanese Culture and Community Center in Los Angeles. She was also the person who advised
me to start an endowment program which later became the NAME Foundation. We are very
grateful for the NAME leadership in supporting me in this endeavor.
After her retirement, Hisako also had more time available so that she could accompany me to
the meetings that I attend. Eventually, Hisako came with me to every meeting that I attended,
as she said she did not want to be alone at home.
As the years progressed, due to advancing age, Hisako began to experience the inevitable
effects of various natural diseases. She developed osteoporosis and fractured her hip and
wrists. She suffered a heart attack and required a pace maker. Later, Hisako suffered
Parkinson’s disease, which caused considerable weakening in walking ability, requiring
subsequent use of a cane, a walker and a wheelchair. As she was at risk for easily falling, I
bought her a pink bicycle helmet that she would happily wear at home. In fact, when she
passed away, she was wearing that helmet. I brought her to many NAME meetings, but for the
last two years, she had to wear her favorite pink helmet. Finally she became weaker and
weaker, and was unable to eat well. She passed away peacefully on August 27, 2014, with me
by her side. I now miss her very much, but I am very happy and proud that her memory lives on
through the NAME Foundation, which would not be in existence had it not been for the idea
given to me by my wife, Hisako. I am extremely grateful for establishment of the Hisako
Noguchi Memorial Fund within the auspices of the NAME Foundation.
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Garry F. Peterson, M.D., J.D.

NAME President 2000
May 2011
A Career in Forensic Pathology
In 1965, I entered medical school at the University of Minnesota, intending at the time to
become a “general practitioner”, as most primary care physicians were then called. I
graduated, in 1969 and began a “rotating internship” at St. Paul-Ramsey Hospital, the
city/county hospital in St. Paul. By that time I had come to the conclusion that “general
practice, the field that had attracted me, either no longer really existed or was quickly
becoming a thing of the past.
Early in my internship, I applied for, was accepted into, and scheduled to begin St. PaulRamsey’s OB/Gyn residency program. I had decided that the breadth of that specialty was the
closest thing to general practice that then existed. However, I was unable to obtain a specialty
training deferment from military service via the “Berry Plan”, a lottery used in those years
which matched prospective residents entering medical specialty programs with the Armed
Services’ future anticipated needs for medical specialists. I was instead given a one-year
deferment, prior to what appeared to be certain induction into the Armed Services. Next, I
would most likely be deployed to Southeast Asia where the Viet Nam War was in full swing.
So in July 1970, I decided strike out in a new direction and to begin a pathology residency at St.
Paul-Ramsey Hospital. With even a single year of pathology training, I was told that I’d likely be
assigned to work as a pathologist when I was drafted. I would furthermore become eligible for
one year of training credit from the American Board of Pathology in recognition of my
anticipated two years of service obligation. If I should subsequently develop an interest in
some other specialty, many of the other specialty boards allowed credit of varying durations for
prior residency training time in pathology.
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St. Paul-Ramsey’s pathology program was new, and the staff comprised a dynamic young group
of colleagues who had recently taken their training together at the University of Minnesota. All
were outstanding pathologists, but none of them had any special forensic pathology expertise.
Their own training program had been situated in Minneapolis (in Hennepin County) where Dr.
John Coe was the medical examiner. Any forensic cases at the U of M program were routinely
transferred over to the Hennepin County Morgue where Dr. Coe and his staff would perform
those autopsies. In those years, there was no provision for a required forensic pathology
component as a part of either anatomic or clinical pathology training, as there is today.
My first rotation at St. Paul-Ramsey was a six-month assignment on the autopsy service, where
there was a broad range of case material. Many were “Ramsey County Coroner’s Cases”. The
staff pathologists in my program performed essentially no autopsies themselves, but supervised
me, as well as a continuous steam of surgery residents who rotated on our autopsy service as
part of their own training requirements. After completing their autopsy rotations, many of
these surgery residents “moonlighted” at the local Ramsey County Coroner’s Office where the
coroner, a general practice physician with no forensic training, delegated the autopsies to
residents and to a few general pathologists from some of the private hospitals who were willing
to do them for the thirty-five dollars that his office paid for them.
At St. Paul-Ramsey, I had at least some supervision when I performed autopsies on difficult
cases. Amazingly, I even autopsied a few homicides while I was yet a beginning resident, and
would then be called to testify in the resulting trials. For a first-year resident, it was nervewracking. On one of my early cases (I think it was my first stabbing), my staff pathologist
suggested that I call John Coe, outline the case to him and ask for any suggestions he might
have. Dr. Coe had given a couple of (optional) lectures to my medical school class, and I’d
found him to be a most engaging teacher. I assumed that he’d be very busy and probably not
very enthusiastic about receiving a phone call from me. How wrong I was. He was cordial and
extremely helpful. Furthermore, he invited me to call him whenever I had any questions or
difficult cases.
This first contact with “The Professor” as Dr. Coe was called, developed into an important
opportunity. Over the next few weeks, I helped initiate a monthly “Forensic Pathology
Conference” at St. Paul-Ramsey. Dr. Coe, often accompanied by Dr. Calvin Bandt (the only
other board-certified forensic pathologist in our part of the country) would come to SPRH.
They would bring slides, both photographic and microscopic, of their recent cases. I
reciprocated by showing some of the cases we’d encountered at St. Paul-Ramsey. This was the
beginning of my close friendship with John Coe, a friendship that lasted until his death earlier
this year.
Not long after this, the pathologists at SPRH agreed to permit me to moonlight at the Ramsey
County Coroner’s Office. That opportunity only deepened my resolve to take further training in
forensic pathology as part of my education. It also taught me how to perform autopsies without
a “diener” to assist me. Assisting with autopsies was “not in the job descriptions” of the staff of
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the RCCO, and the coroner himself only came to the office a few times a month to sign death
certificates. In fact, I worked on a part-time basis there for three years or so and never met the
man. He never once called me for clarification of any details of any of the autopsies I’d
performed for him, and I was never informed how any of my cases were signed out.
Ironically, at the end of my first year of pathology residency, I was not drafted (as I had
anticipated), and instead was informed that it was unlikely that I would ever be.
During the second year, I was invited by my undergraduate mentor, Professor William
McDonald, to spend six weeks with him the following summer, excavating Bronze Age skeletal
material at Nichoria in Southwestern Greece. As an undergraduate at the University of
Minnesota, I had majored in Classical Greek, and Bill McDonald, a noted Aegean archeologist,
had been my advisor. In fact, before I finally decided to attend medical school, I had planned to
enter graduate school in “The Classics” under Professor McDonald. My pathology program
director was very supportive of my opportunity to do archeology, and deemed the experience
to be “part of (my) autopsy rotation”!
Therefore, I spent part of the summer of 1972 at Nichoria, assisting an anthropologist from the
University of Manitoba. We slowly and painstakingly excavated about a dozen skeletons that
had been buried in a small “stone circle grave” during the Late Helladic Period, sometime
around 1400 B.C. My companion was not, however, a physical anthropologist, and my only
reference was William Bass’s small paperback handbook. That intense course of self-instruction
very effectively taught me an immense amount of physical anthropology and osteology. Years
later, an attorney cross-examining me about an exhumed body snidely asked, “So, Doctor,
what’s been the longest interval after death where you’ve been asked to examine a human
body?” Thinking back to my summer at Nichoria, I answered, “About thirty-four hundred
years”.
Another event that year brought about a change of direction that was pivotal in my career. It
had been determined that a national shortage of forensic pathologists was hampering the
criminal justice system. The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, a federal program
founded in 1968, offered grants which were to be overseen by the College of American
Pathologists. Those grants offered full funding for practicing pathologists, and for pathologists
in training, to receive a year of forensic pathology training in any approved program. I applied
for and received one of the grants.
One of the conditions was that an applicant had to have already been accepted into a training
program. Before I applied, I called Dr. Coe. He had just recently received approval for a
forensic pathology fellowship, but he had not yet received any applications. At that time, in
order to be eligible for approval as an FP training program, a jurisdiction was required to have a
homicide rate of thirty-five cases per year. Hennepin County just barely qualified. I did briefly
consider applying to a program in one of the larger jurisdictions, one with a much larger volume
of cases, but I decided to stay in the Twin Cities and to train under Dr. Coe. I reasoned that the
quality of the teaching I’d receive would easily compensate for any disparity in case volume.
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How times have changed! Without any complicated paper work or formalities and in the
course of a simple phone call, Dr. Coe accepted me as his first fellow. He then merely sent me a
brief letter of acceptance to append to my grant application.
So in July 1973, I began my year of forensic pathology fellowship, even though at that time I had
only completed my third of the required four years of AP/CP training. I spent that year working
with Dr. Coe and Dr. Bandt and interacting with the pathology staff doctors and residents at
Hennepin County General Hospital, as it was then called. By then, the Medical Examiner’s
Office had moved out of the old county morgue building and shared autopsy facilities with the
hospital. All of the hospital’s staff pathologists participated to some extent in the teaching I
received.
All of them were superb pathologists, and because of their interest in both autopsy pathology
and FP, it was a great place to train. Dr. Kenneth Osterberg was especially interested in physical
anthropology and in the identification of human remains. He eventually qualified for FP
certification on the basis of experience, and he and I both took our board examinations at the
same time in 1976.
Dr. Coe took me along with him to my first national forensic pathology gathering, the joint
meeting of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences and the National Association of Medical
Examiners in 1974. While we were there, he kept me close by him and took every opportunity
to introduce me to many of the pioneering members of our sub-specialty, Milton Helpern,
George Gantner, Charles Petty, Marvin Aronson, Joe Davis, Thomas Noguchi, Michael Baden, Ali
Hameli, David Wieking, Irving Sopher, Bill Sturner, Charles Hirsch, John Smialek, James Weston,
Werner Spitz, Russell Fisher, and many others. The list could go on and on. All of them seemed
pleased to meet me and made me feel as if I belonged along with them as part of this small but
special alliance, in this tiny corner of the medical profession.
Just a few weeks into my FP fellowship, I realized that I wanted to take my final year of AP/CP
training at Hennepin County General Hospital (“The Old General” as everyone called it), instead
of returning to St. Paul-Ramsey Hospital, where I’d either have to endure the unsupervised
world of the Ramsey County Coroner’s Office or temporarily stop doing forensic cases. The
pathology staffs at both hospitals agreed to the change, and I finished my AP/CP training at
Hennepin County Medical Center, the hospital’s new name, the following year, 1975.
I had hoped to join Dr. Coe at the Hennepin County Medical Examiner’s Office, but no funding
was available. I was approached by William Randall, the Ramsey County Attorney (coincidentally one of John Coe’s football teammates at Carlton College), and asked to apply for
the position of Ramsey County Coroner, since the term of the current coroner was about to
expire. I assumed that the Ramsey County Board would be happy to appoint me. I lived in St.
Paul, and was the only person anywhere nearby with formal training in death investigation.
The pathology staff at St. Paul-Ramsey Hospital were very supportive and hoped that I could
gain the position and also join that department.
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The Chief Investigator at the Coroner’s Office, a man with deep political connections was
violently opposed to my candidacy, apparently fearing that I’d update and modernize the office,
and perhaps ease him out of his position of power. Perhaps he assumed that I’d require the
staff to assist in the autopsy room. He assured his friends and acquaintances among the local
funeral directors that I’d most likely perform an autopsy in virtually every case that fell under
my jurisdiction, and urged them to intervene with members of the County Board. He was
especially close to one board member, an attorney who later became a district court judge.
The future judge had no understanding of the issue. I remember sitting through a meeting
where, in expressing his opposition to my appointment, he said, “Well, it may be fine for
Hennepin County, but we don’t need a forsenic (sic) pathologist here in Ramsey County.”
I lost four votes to three and the old coroner was reappointed—not bad, though, for an “out-oftowner” who’d grown up in rival Minneapolis. As a concession to the board members who had
supported me, a resolution was passed to “study” the issue for the next four years, at which
time, the old coroner had indicated that he planned to step down.
I was still interested in the position, so I accepted a half-time position on the St. Paul-Ramsey
staff, worked on a part-time basis for The Hennepin County ME Office, and entered night law
school at William Mitchell College of Law in St. Paul while I waited.
I thought the additional credential of a J.D. degree might be of benefit in a career in forensic
pathology. When I asked my wife Mary Ann what she thought of the idea, she had replied, “I
worked you through medical school, but one professional school is my absolute limit. I’ll help
you in every other way I can, but you’re going to have to work while you do it and still find
enough time to be a father to our (three) boys.” With her support and understanding, the four
years at “Mitchell” flew by.
The following year, 1976, one of my residency mates at St. Paul-Ramsey Hospital secured the
pathology contract for two St. Paul hospitals, Midway Hospital and its smaller sister institution,
Mound Park Hospital. He and another pathologist staffed Midway, and he recruited me to be
the pathologist at Mounds Park. I left St. Paul-Ramsey to take the new position, but kept my
part-time position at the Hennepin County ME Office, and plodded on in law school. Those two
and a half years at Mounds Park gave me a chance to practice conventional hospital pathology,
and I found that I rather enjoyed it. However, that all changed in August of 1978, as I began my
final year of law school, when I received a call from John Coe.
Dr. Osterberg, an ostensibly healthy man in his forties had suffered a tragic and debilitating
stroke, and Dr. Coe asked me to replace him. Half of my time was to be in the ME Office, and
half to be in clinical chemistry at the Hennepin County Medical Center. I accepted immediately,
and took the new position in January 1979. I became Dr. Coe’s “Assistant Medical Examiner”. I
never pursued the position of Ramsey County Coroner when it later became vacant. Dr. Coe
and I worked closely together, and I stayed on as his assistant until 1984, when he retired and I
was named to replace him.
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I was appointed to five consecutive terms and spent the next twenty years as Hennepin
County’s Medical Examiner, until I retired in 2004. Over those years, I worked with so many
fine colleagues, including Kathryn Berg, Jim Wahe, Mitch Morey, and Calvin Bandt. I was
involved in the training of many other forensic pathologists including Susan Roe, Ruth Viste,
John Teggatz, Karen Kelly, Dan Davis, Michael Heninger, Shannon Mackey-Bojack, Jerome Bond,
Kenneth Gallagher, and Ray Rivera. Some of them went on to become Chief Medical Examiners
themselves, including Jeff Jentzen, Lindsey Thomas, Brian Hunter, Quinn Strobl, Thambirajah
Balachandra, and Andy Baker, the person who succeeded me as Hennepin County’s Medical
Examiner when I retired.
I consider all of those students and colleagues to be the most enduring aspect of my career. I
hope that through them and the students that they in turn teach and inspire, I might gain at
least some small measure of (at least temporary) immortality. And of course, all of them taught
me so much in return.
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Joseph A. Prahlow, M.D.

NAME President 2007
May 2011
Why did I select forensic pathology as a career?
Ultimately, I chose forensic pathology as a career based on my exposure to and interactions
with various forensic pathologists during my formal medical school education at Indiana
University School of Medicine and my pathology residency training at Wake Forest; however,
prior to that, I sort-of “backed into” pathology as a career. During the summer between my
first and second years of medical school, I participated in an externship program, operated via
the medical school, in which I rotated with various physicians in order to become exposed to
the “real world” of medicine. It was a very eye-opening experience for me. In fact, I was
advised by a majority of the physicians with whom I rotated to “get out of medicine while you
can.” Many of these physicians were very unhappy with their work. They had experienced
medicine in the “golden age,” without much of the bureaucracy and government intervention
that now exists. As they dealt with this intrusion, many of them became quite frustrated.
Ultimately, I stuck with it, based on some excellent advice by several individuals. As I looked
back on that summer, I realized that the pathologists with whom I worked seemed to be some
of the most happy in their work. As I rotated through my 3rd year rotations, I quickly began
eliminating career choices. Medicine and surgery were given the “nix” almost immediately. I
wasn’t too keen on pathology because of a very unfortunate second year pathology course
experience (the course was “taught” by a pathologist who had never taught anything…very
unorganized…very frustrating for all students). Eventually, after recognizing that “pathology
the course” was not equivalent to “pathology the career,” I settled on pathology, because of my
love of the basic sciences and my love for “problem-solving.” I did a one-month rotation in
forensic pathology with Dr. John Pless, Mike Clark, and Dean Hawley early in my 4th year, and I
was hooked. I had the great fortune of doing my pathology residency at Wake Forest, with Pat
Lantz, Greg Davis, and Don Jason, where my love of forensics was confirmed and grew
tremendously.
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Places and times served as chief medical examiner.
Although the term “chief medical examiner” does not exist where I am currently employed, I
can be considered the “chief forensic pathologist” here at the South Bend Medical Foundation,
where I have been employed since July of 1999. The South Bend Medical Foundation is a large,
not-for-profit pathology laboratory in South Bend, IN, which serves many of the area hospitals
and clinics, including offices/hospitals in numerous Midwestern states. We have approximately
20 pathologists. I perform a bulk of the forensic (coroner) and hospital autopsies for the local
community. I also am a professor of pathology, responsible for teaching the second year
pathology course, at Indiana University School of Medicine-South Bend at the University of
Notre Dame.
Major accomplishments as chief.
I think that providing solid, consistent, and professional forensic pathology service to the local
community has been one of two major accomplishments in my time here in South Bend. The
other has been developing and providing a solid foundational basic science pathology course
for the second year medical students.
Efforts on behalf of forensic pathology and the forensic sciences.
I believe that many of my efforts with regard to FP and forensic sciences peaked during my year
as NAME President (2007). I believe that these efforts can best be divided into two areas:
education and organization. I have always been a strong advocate for teaching. Throughout
my career I have devoted much of my time and energy to pathology training and forensic
pathology training. While in Winston-Salem and Dallas, I thoroughly enjoyed teaching
pathology residents. In my present position, I likewise enjoy teaching medical students. I have
served (and still serve) on various educational committees for numerous organizations,
including NAME, AAFS, CAP and ASCP. I was an associate editor for the 2nd edition of the CAP’s
Handbook of Forensic Pathology, the editor of the NAME/CAP publication Basic Competencies
in Forensic Pathology, and the author of Forensic Pathology for Police, Death Investigators,
Attorneys, and Forensic Scientists. Regarding efforts toward organization within the field of
forensic pathology, I have been a strong advocate for ensuring appropriate FP training within
pathology residency programs. I have served as the AAFS Pathology/Biology section Program
Chair, section Secretary, and section Chair, as well as the NAME Board of Directors, Executive
Committee, Vice President, President, and Chairman of the Board. During my time within the
NAME leadership, I attempted to strengthen the role of forensic pathology within and outside
of the organization, and I made efforts to respond as an organization, in tangible ways, to the
needs of forensic pathologists.
Recollections of places I have trained and worked.
•

Indiana University School of Medicine-Northwest – Where I grew to love the basic
sciences (as much as that is possible).
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•
•
•
•

Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis – Where I discovered pathology as a
career-choice, and where I first was exposed to forensic pathology.
Wake Forest University – Where my love of forensics was confirmed and grew.
University of Texas-Southwestern, Dallas – Where I completed my formal education and
gained a tremendous amount of valuable experience within a very busy office, as I
remained on staff for 3 additional years following my fellowship.
South Bend Medical Foundation and Indiana University School of Medicine-South Bend
– Where I have been able to continue doing what I love to do, forensic pathology and
teaching.

Comments about people who trained me and from whom I have learned.
I’ve already mentioned my mentors at IUSM (Drs. Pless, Clark, and Hawley) and Wake Forest
(Drs. Lantz, G Davis, and Jason). Mentors at UTSW include Dr. Jody Barnard, Joni McClain, and
Joe Guileyardo. A current mentor, colleague, and fellow forensic pathologist here in South
Bend is Rick Hoover. I have many fond memories of each place. I am indebted, not only to
those I’ve mentioned above, but also to other teachers and colleagues, including, but not
limited to: Robert Prichard, Kim Collins, Karen Ross, Sheila Spotswood, Janis TownsendParchman, Charlie Odom, and Juan Zamora, with whom I worked during my training. Of course,
there is an extremely long list of individuals with whom I have worked and learned from within
NAME and other organizations. They are spread-out all over the USA and the entire globe. I
count each of them as friends and colleagues, and I am honored to know them.
Recollections about people I have trained.
I have played at least a small part in the education of numerous physicians and pathologists
through my roles as instructor/resident at Wake Forest, assistant professor at UTSW, and
associate and full professor at IUSM. The following is a partial list of FPs of whose training I am
honored to claim at least a small part: F Miller, J Oeberst, A Lopez, M Gonsoulin, L Salzberger,
W Kemp, S Turner, K Haden-Pinneri, N Batalis, J Clouse.
Major controversies and frustrations in completing my responsibilities as NAME President.
My year as President was not a very calm year. Among other issues of importance were the
following four relatively major events within the world of FP and/or NAME: Charlie Siebert’s
ordeal in Florida, a major effort by tissue procurement agencies to insert language into state
laws that would essentially make tissue procurement equivalent to organ procurement with
regard to interaction with the death investigation community, the conversion of the NAME
administrative offices into a “virtual office” setting, and a major updating of membership
categories within the organization (via bylaws changes), advocated for and implemented in
order to ensure that NAME is truly (as now stated in the bylaws) a medical/physician
organization for forensic pathologists, while maintaining (and hopefully clarifying) the
acceptance of various affiliate members which had become commonplace (although somewhat
haphazard) over the previous decades.
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Academic involvement through research, education, and training.
As mentioned above, I consider education to be a very important aspect of my work. I also
enjoy presenting and publishing forensic research, most typically in the form of case reports. I
also am a strong advocate of “teaching the next generation” through experience. As such, I
have long been an advocate for providing publishing and presenting opportunities to those in
training. When I was in Texas, pathology residents were the focus of such advocacy. Now that I
am in an environment where pathology residents are few and far between, medical students
are my focus. During my career, I have published 75 articles in peer-reviewed medical journals,
of which 28 have included either residents or medical students as co-authors (usually as first
author). Not all of the students become pathologists, let alone forensic pathologists, but I
believe each of them gains a tremendous amount of valuable experience by participating in
such academic exercises. Each of the textbooks that I have been involved with, either as editor,
author, or chapter contributor, has had, as its primary focus, education and training.
Legislative change in which I was involved.
As NAME President, I spent a tremendous amount of time combating the language that existed
within the Uniform Anatomical Gift Act model legislation. As mentioned above, the model
legislation advocated making tissue and organ procurement essentially equivalent in certain
important regards as they relate to death investigation. Had this language been incorporated
into various state laws, medical examiners and coroners would have lost a tremendous amount
of control over many cases, with the very real potential for evidence loss/compromise.
My contributions to the field of forensic pathology.
See above. My hope is that I have been (and continue to be) a strong advocate for excellent
education and training within forensic pathology and death investigation.
Perspectives gained.
I believe that I have gained a tremendous diversity of perspective when it comes to forensic
pathology practice and death investigation. I have had the good fortune of working within, or
observing from the national scene, a variety of death investigation system types. As most
within this line of work understand, all systems are not equivalent. At the same time, it is
unwise to suggest that a certain system type, based on name alone, is superior. The best
system is one that is well-funded, well-supported, well-staffed, free from undue political or
other influence, functions within a NAME-accredited facility, follows NAME autopsy standards,
has ABMDI-certified death investigators, and has the important decisions regarding autopsy
performance and death certification carried-out by ABP-certified forensic pathologists.
Difficult cases I have managed.
Too many to discuss in any amount of detail. The most difficult cases I encounter now tend to
be those that I encounter via consultation where the guidelines described above (perspectives
gained) were not followed.
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How I deal with job-related stress, anxiety, and personal performance issues.
Like many others, I suppose I haven’t done the best job here. When I’m stressed, I tend to eat
too much and don’t find time for exercise. Ultimately, when I’m handling the stress well, it’s
because I don’t “take my work home with me,” I’m supported by a loving wife and family, I eat
in a healthy fashion, I exercise regularly, and I trust in a higher power.
Advice for forensic pathologists entering the field.
Be honest in all that you do. Be open to the ideas/opinions of others. Be willing to admit that
you may be wrong. Don’t over-commit. When testifying, pretend that there are several other
FPs in the room, to guard against being too self-assured. If consulting or reviewing a case,
attempt to treat the case as if it were a case in your regular daily practice.
How my work experience changed me, changed my life, and what I learned from my work.
I don’t think that my work experience has changed me as much as it has confirmed for me what
I already believed about life: 1) Human bodies represent physical entities…there is a spiritual
component to life. When death occurs, the spiritual component is no longer present within the
physical body. 2) The human being is a marvel to behold, from the grossly-visible anatomic
structures to the microscopic features to the submicroscopic physiologic and biochemical
processes that make-up what we know as “life.” 3) It never ceases to amaze me how humans
are so very similar to one another, both inside and out, and yet so incredibly unique.
How has forensic pathology changed during my career, for the better and for the worse.
•
•

Better – Guidelines/standards are being advocated. NAME and other organizations are
stronger advocates for FP. There’s more “mainstream” knowledge about the
profession. Some places are paying better.
Worse – “Mainstream” knowledge about FP has propagated and created new myths.
Many places continue to underpay FPs. Recruitment of FPs has not increased as much
as should be. We are limited to a great extent by the fact that our closest recruitment
pool is general pathologists (or more specifically, pathology residents), many (most) of
whom despise the autopsy.
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Donald T. Reay, M.D.

NAME President 1987-88
June 2011
I had no intention of pursing a medical career in forensic pathology. When I received my draft
notice to report for induction into the US Army, I was in an internal medicine program as an
intern with a special interest in hematology. While in medical school, I had been doing basic
research in the pathology of copper deficiency anemia in swine that required autopsies on pigs.
With my draft notice, I sought a reserve commission in the USAF that allowed me to complete
an AP/CP residency in pathology before active duty. Because of my research in medical school,
the American Board of Pathology gave me one year of credit so I was eligible for certification
after three years of pathology residency. I had a vacant year before military service and I chose
to find out what forensic pathology was all about. I sought a year of training in this specialty of
forensic pathology about which I knew nothing. There were not many programs available for
training but I was fortunate to be accepted by Dr. Lester Adelson for a year of training with him
and his staff at the Cuyahoga Coroner’s Office in Cleveland, Ohio. What a marvelous
experience! I was totally captivated by Dr. A’s intellect and dedication to forensic pathology. He
had a perspective about the importance of death investigation and the value of good forensic
pathology to a community. In addition to Dr. A, I had stimulation from my contact with Dr.
Irving Sunshine who was the toxicologist at the Cuyahoga office. Oliver Schroeder, professor of
law at Case Western Reserve, would occasionally drop by to kibitz with Dr. A and I relished their
exchange. The year in Cleveland had transformed my perspective on the practice of pathology
and remained as an inspiration for me to pursue a career in forensic pathology.
My interest in forensic pathology was further stimulated by my assignment to the AFIP when I
entered active military service after Cleveland. It was my good fortune to be assigned to the
forensic pathology unit at the AFIP that was under the capable leadership of Dr. Charles Stahl.
Although the unit was under the titular head of Colonel Pierre Fink, it was Charlie who became
friend and mentor. Thru his quiet style, Charlie emphasized the value of careful death
investigation in the military and years later the DOD wised up and established the Military
Medical Examiner as it exists today. It has Charlie’s fingerprints all over it. I learned much from
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Charlie about effective administration. As I was completing my tour at the AFIP, Dr. Richard
Froede arrived at the Institute to begin his year of forensic fellowship. Dick was regular Air
Force and knew much about the military. He and I became friends and he became my military
advisor. Dick and his family had spent several years in England with the RAF on an exchange
program and enjoyed it. I was curious about the program and became interested since I still
had my father’s relatives in Durham, England where my father was born. The program sounded
interesting since I had become aware that a forensic pathologist, Group Captain Ken Mason,
was on staff and was involved with aircraft accident investigation. Although my duties would
be those of a surgical pathologist, I welcomed the opportunity to be exposed to a new
dimension of pathology. I arrived at the Institute of Pathology and Tropical Medicine in RAF
Halton to do my duty for two years. Despite the culture shock, I had numerous opportunities to
accompany Ken on a variety of investigations, including a hovercraft and commercial airline
accident investigation. Ken was a most gracious mentor and advisor during my time in England.
His dedication to forensic questions was stimulating and I was allowed to perform autopsies
during many of the accident investigations for which he was responsible. This experience was
most valuable.
When I returned to the U.S., I was assigned to a USAF hospital laboratory as director of
laboratories. I had wondered whether I could regain my early interest in surgical and
laboratory pathology. As I performed hospital pathologist duties, I became aware that I mostly
enjoyed performing autopsies and, in particular, if there were forensic questions about the
case. I knew then that I must search out a full time position in forensic pathology. In
December of 1973, I left the USAF and my family and I set out for Seattle, WA to seek a new
experience.
In 1969, Seattle-King County had converted its 1899 coroner’s office into a Medical Examiner
appointed by local county government. I came to Seattle naïve about creating a new agency out
of embedded traditions and customs with nepotism throughout. I came to Seattle with Dr.
Patrick Besant-Mathews who was to take over the administrative/executive functions while I
would concentrate my activity on autopsies and death investigation. Patrick was more naïve
than I was about county government and running an agency that was tethered to the past. In
1969, there was a desire by county government to have a medical examiner and dispose of the
elected coroner but this was done without enabling legislation in the county charter except that
the medical examiner would be in the Dept. of Public Health and perform autopsies. I didn’t
realize that nothing had been done except change the name plate on the door. I hadn’t paid
attention to such issues since money had been set aside to construct a new facility at the
Harborview trauma center. The School of Medicine Dept. of Pathology at the University of
Washington had agreed to regular faculty positions for ME pathologist staff and promote
resident rotations in forensic pathology. The staffing of the office was structured so that there
were 22 Investigators (deputy coroners) 3 office staff, 1 toxicologist tech and 2 pathologists to
perform about 900 autopsies per year. I had energy then and I was content to perform
autopsies with enthusiasm although the facility was a converted surgical suite at an old
hospital. This was the time I created a rough design for roll around autopsy tables since we
were using old hospital trolleys with cutting boards balanced on the body. The concept has
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been developed in many new autopsy facilities with roll around autopsy tables and stations.
Although the conditions were primitive, I was content doing autopsies and responding to
homicide death scenes.
However, things did not go well. There was staff resistance to reconfiguring office positions in
order to generate quality autopsy reports and create other important administrative functions.
After two years, Dr. Besant-Matthews resigned and I was left to put things together. The new
facility was completed and that was a boost to morale. I was fortunate to create an
administrative position that designed enabling legislation accepted by county government
along with policy and procedure documents. With retirements, positions were reclassified in
line with job functions and union negotiations. The process was slow but there was good
support by different Directors of Public Health during my 26 years as Medical Examiner.
We always struggled with a shortage of pathologists to perform autopsies. Fortunately the
medical school pathology residency program provided residents to rotate for forensic
experience. In the early eighties we applied and received approval to have a recognized
fellowship training program. Over the years and until my retirement in 1999 we always had a
fellow, usually from the University of Washington Medical School pathology program, who
joined us for a year or sometimes two years. Many continued on in forensic pathology, and a
few who have been active in NAME are John Howard (recent president) and Greg Schmunk. It
was always a delight to work with the fellows since they were both challenging and a joy to see
them develop forensic skills. I constantly found myself using Dr. A’s aphorism that “you do an
autopsy with your head and not your hands.” Generally within three months you could assess
whether or not the fellow understood the issues.
The state of Washington has 39 counties and Seattle-King County was the first to make the
transformation from a coroner to a medical examiner system. Gradually the major population
counties made the transformation much like Seattle-King County. The less populated counties
have still retained the elected coroner or a coroner-prosecutor. The elected coroners were
suspicious of me since there had been discussions by the state medical society of establishing a
state ME like neighboring Oregon. I was less than enthusiastic about such overtures since I had
become aware of political forces with which I had to deal at the county level. I had become
more politically astute over the years and such issues meant money. Because there was a desire
to improve death investigation state wide, the governor established a Forensic Investigation
Council and I was appointed as a member and eventually became chairman. I was very aware of
what was needed to improve death investigation in Seattle-King County that would also
improve death investigation throughout the State of Washington. To allay the fears of the
coroners, I sought to establish a quality toxicology laboratory that would benefit all
jurisdictions. Funding was accomplished by a death certificate surcharge and I offered to
support the coroner’s need for pathologists to perform autopsies by having our fellow available
to perform autopsies when needed. Fortunately, our fellows agreed to this arrangement that
required an additional year and the success of establishing the state toxicology program was
done with their cooperation. I felt like the typical politician pulling this off. It was necessary to
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do it, if death investigation were to advance in the State of Washington. Forget the State ME. It
will never happen.
I have always had a desire for investigative work whether it is a laboratory bench or an autopsy
table. As in years past, forensic pathology is unique because the autopsy dissection and
interpretation still remain the same. Yet there is a need to understand and discover new
information about why people die. Death in infancy is still perplexing. Deaths in custody
deserve careful scrutiny. I had the occasion to study neck holds used by law enforcement as a
common method of restraint. The impetus for my work to understand what happens was
prompted by autopsy observations in two victims of law enforcement restraint. The benefit of
having a facility in a medical center is that there are cardiologists, radiologists, anesthesiologists
etc., and if approached, are willing to assist in reasonable investigative studies. We were able to
design and utilize clinical instruments in our investigation of neck holds. Similarly, in evaluating
the effects of hog-tied restraint we used resources borrowed from clinicians. Judicial hanging
studies were performed on victims utilizing the latest radiological techniques. In any major ME
office, abundant epidemiological data is collected that can provide a wealth of information. I
had the good fortune of working with a medical resident assessing the risk of firearms in the
home. The study achieved national attention. In forensic pathology, funds for research are
limited or none existent but autopsy observations can provide an opportunity to seek answers
about what causes injury and death. I still have some studies I would have liked to have
performed if animal material was available. To those beginning their career in forensic
pathology, I suggest that you look first then see. There are still questions that need answering.
I end this memoir with a tribute to NAME. My association with NAME starts in the 1970s when
NAME first developed Inspection and Accreditation. My memory is that the Seattle-King
County ME office was one of the first offices to be officially inspected and accredited. Joe Davis
did us the honors and I was pleased to have Joe spend time with us. He is one of the icons of
forensic pathology. It was with Joe’s encouragement that l became active in the organization.
It was my good fortune since this introduced me to George Gantner, an early driving force in
the organization. I was on the board of directors for about 8 years and then was president-elect
in 1987. Jim Bell, president at that time, died and I assumed the office of president sooner than
expected. Jim was a strong advocate for Inspection and Accreditation and I am sure he would
be pleased with the growth of the program. When George Gantner died in 1988, I then became
pro-tem Secretary/Treasurer. Both Jim and George were such stalwarts in the organization and
I truly missed their advice and counsel during those years. Over the years NAME has been an
important organization for me since it has allowed me the opportunity to develop cherished
friendships. Since retirement in 1999, I look back to my years in forensic pathology as a
rewarding and satisfying experience. I would do it all over again.
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Lakshmanan Sathyavagiswaran, M.D.

Chief Medical Examiner-Coroner
Los Angeles County California (1992-Present)
NAME President 2010
July 2011
Why did I select forensic pathology as a career?
I desired to be a medical detective and wanted to help bring closure to families.
Places and times I served as Chief Medical Examiner-Coroner
I was the acting Chief Medical Examiner-Coroner from April of 1990 to June of 1990. I was
appointed Chief Medical Examiner-coroner in 1992 to the Present.
Major accomplishments as Chief Medical Examiner-Coroner
I believe my major accomplishments have reflected the many improvements in the professional
image of the medical examiner-coroner office. The improvements and accomplishments
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Attaining and Maintaining NAME, ACGME, ASCLD (Provided support) and POST
Accreditation for the office.
Increasing the number of professional consultants (31) for the office in different
subspecialties.
Improving the Health and Safety measures of the office through implementation of
policies and procedures.
Developed and strengthened the visiting Physician-Scholar Program.
Improved relations with the County Government Administration.
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•
•
•
•

Upgraded and expand the office facility with a $32 million program to refurbish and
renovate the existing facility with new HVAC and body storage capacity.
Instituted systems of automated reporting to public health authorities.
Implemented funding and planning for DNA laboratory for the ME/Coroner.
Assisted in the development of the Electronic Death Certificate System in California.

Efforts on behalf of forensic pathology and the forensic sciences
•
•

I am a co-author of the first published textbook in Forensic Neuropathology.
I have been involved in the training and education of over 65 forensic pathology fellows,
hundreds of pathology residents, medical students, emergency room, family medicine
residents, Law enforcement personnel Coroner investigators, Paramedics, Public
defenders, and District attorneys, during my career as Medical examiner, Senior
physician, Chief of Forensic Medicine and Chief ME-Coroner.

Recollections of places I have trained and worked
I worked part-time at the New York Medical Examiner Office where I had the opportunity to
train under Drs. Dominick DiMaio, Devlin, Presswala, Hyland, and Michael Baden. While in the
NY office, I gained valuable experience in autopsy dissection techniques, evidence collection,
and identification and I learned the importance of toxicology testing.
Comments about people who trained me and from whom I have learned
My medical school mentor, Dr. Ganapathy taught me the value of the autopsy in diagnosing
infectious diseases and the role of the pathologist in public health.
My internal medicine program Directors Drs Harvey Chase and S. Bleicher emphasized
compassionate patient care , importance of obtaining a good history, be an attentive listener
and explain diagnosis to the patient and family in plain language
My Infectious disease fellowship Directors Drs. Dickinson and Thadepalli emphasized the
importance of the microbiology laboratory /radiology staff interaction in making a proper
diagnosis and the role of the ID physician in infection control.
My pathology residency program director, Dr. Begg, a gracious and kind man, taught me to be
open-minded and thorough. He emphasized to do the right thing, to share knowledge with
others, and to never assume anything, but always ask questions.
Dr. Wisely, my forensic pathology fellowship program director, instilled the need to be sensitive
to families and acknowledge when you are wrong. I learned the value of the scene
investigation as a part of good training in forensic pathology.
Dr. Noguchi, my former boss and former Chief Medical Examiner-Coroner, taught me that the
family, next-of-kin, and the public have a right to know the facts of the case. He also instilled in
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me the importance of giving back to one’s medical community through the Visiting Physician
Scholar Program.
Dr Choi, my former supervisor in the Los Angles Medical Examiner Office, fine-tuned my
approach to handling forensic cases.
Finally, the late Dr. Ronald Kornblum, my other boss who followed Dr. Noguchi, gave me
valuable management skills and taught me to be broad-minded and the value of establishing
policies and procedures.
Recollections about people I have been involved in training in the field of Forensic Pathology
I have trained many fine forensic pathologists. A few have become chief medical examiners: Dr.
Greenwald-Maine, Dr. Landron-Virgin Islands, and Dr. Marzouk, Senior Forensic Pathologist at
the AFIP.
Major controversies and frustrations in completing my responsibilities
Inadequate budget and constant staffing issues, along with the need for a new Forensic science
center have mostly have been addressed during my tenure. Also, handling high profile
trials/major disasters all have been a constant source of frustration but have also
added immensely to my overall professional experience.
Academic involvement through research, education, and training
I graduated from medical school from Madras University in India. I have been affiliated with
the Los Angeles County Coroner's Office for over thirty (30) years and was appointed as Chief
Medical Examiner-Coroner for Los Angeles County in 1992 by the Board of Supervisors. The
office is the only Coroner's Office for Los Angeles County and serves an area of 5,000 sq. miles,
88 cities, and interacts with 52 different law enforcement agencies.
I am board-certified in 6 medical specialties including Anatomic, Clinical & Forensic Pathology,
Internal Medicine, Infectious Disease, and Geriatrics. I am is also certified in pathology by the
Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada. I am a Clinical Professor both at USC-Keck
School of Medicine and at UCLA, Geffen School of Medicine.
I addition to my own abstract presentations, journal articles, and book chapters, I have been a
supporter of publications by staff and fellows in the medical examiner-coroner office. We have
improved the continuing medical education program through video conferencing and enhanced
mode conference formats along with the use of the psychological autopsy.
Legislative changes in which I was involved and provided input
•

AB777 – Establishes procedure for cases where the ME/Coroner is considering
withholding permission for organ procurement.
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•

AB 275 – Requires California Coroners to collect DNA samples from unidentified
decadents and submit to DOJ for identification.

My contributions to the field of forensic pathology
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development of a business continuity plan for Department of the Coroner (DOC) with
division chiefs.
Development of strategic Plan for DOC to improve service to public.
Develop a policy/procedure for handling high profile/media interest cases.
Practiced Cost effective Forensic Medicine and Pathology without sacrificing Quality.
Coordinated development of a large teaching collection data base from ME/Coroner
case material for DOC staff use.
Enhanced the use of the psychological autopsy process by developing a consent form for
the process.

Perspectives I gained as a medical examiner, how my work experience changed me, changed my
life, and what I learned from my work
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do the right thing and you sleep well at night.
Team work is the Key.
Do not Attack, Belittle or Criticize (the ABC’s of Sure Failure).
Acknowledge other people’s expertise, build relationships, and develop cooperative
ventures (the ABC’s of Guaranteed Success).
Always listen to families. Families know the decedent better than you--Listen to the
families and communicate with them in a compassionate manner
Apologize when you have made a mistake. Take corrective action plans to prevent it
happening in the future.
Acknowledge your limitations and be bold to say “I don’t know.”
Be truthful to the media. But NOK/family comes first.

Difficult High-Profile cases I have managed
During my career at the Department of Coroner we have responded to several disasters. These
have included a wide variety of environmental, man-made disasters, as well as the deaths of
high-profile persons.
1986: The Cerritos air crash
1991: LAX US Air crash and Whittier earthquake, Brad Davis
1993: Nicole Brown Simpson, Ronald Goldman
1992: Los Angeles Riots
1994: Northridge Earthquake
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1995: Linda Sobek
1996: Korean Air Flight 801 – Guam – (Assist/DMORT), Sandra Orellana, Don Simpson, Haing S.
Ngor, Ray Combs, Margeaux Hemingway
1997: Christopher “Notorious B.I.G.” Wallace, Brian Keith, Emil Matasareanu/Larry Phillips
(North Hollywood Shootout)
1998: Angel of Death – Glendale (20 exhumations)
1999: Nerine Shatner
2000: Steve Allen, Christopher Antley
2001: Bonnie Lee Blakely
2002: Teresa Graves, Glenn Quinn, Robin Crosby, Dee Dee Ramone, Yolanda, Schlessinger, Irv
Rubin
2003: Nell Carter, Lana Clarkson, Lynne Thigpen, Michael Jeter, Trevor Goddard, John Ritter,
Fred Berry, Elliott Smith, Willie Shoemaker, Jonathan Brandis, Kellie Waymire
2004: Robert Pastorelli, Rick James
2005: Glendale Metrolink multiple fatality train incident, Matthew McGrork
2006: Chris Penn, June Pointer, Michael Gilden
2007: Richard Jeni, Benjamin “Bob” Clark, Chad Butler (Pimp C), Donda West
2008: Chatsworth Metrolink train accident (25) and handled several high profile cases and
Christmas/Santa Shootings – Covina (9), Porter Ranch Family Shootings – Porter Ranch (5), Long
Beach Homeless Encampment Shootings – Long Beach (5), Christopher Bowman, Maila Nurmi,
Brad Renfro, Scott Ruffalo, Christian Brando, Paula Goodspeed, David Foster Wallace
2009: Marilyn Chambers, Michael Jackson, Gene Barry, Ricardo Montalban, Brittant Murphy,
E. Lynn Harris, Felicia Tang, Lily Burk, Amy Farris, Jeffrey Tidus, Wilmington Family Shootings –
Wilmington (7)
2010: Willie Davis, Corey Haim, Merlin Olsen, Robert Culp, Teena Marie, Simon Monjack, Roni
Chasen, Michael Blosil Bryan, Casey Johnson, Peter Lopez, Sally Menke, Mitrice Richardson,
Lynsie Ekelund (Orange County case)
Acton Air Crash – Agua Dulce – (3)
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Grim Sleeper Investigations – (10 +)
2011: Monte R. Talbert (M Bone), Yvette Vickers, Jeff Conaway
How I dealt with job-related stresses, anxiety, and personal performance issues
I have a great wife and daughter who always stood beside me in all challenges in my career
Other recollections
•
•
•

My visiting physician scholars whom I have trained over the years from Asia, Europe,
North America and the Middle East.
My medical examiners, consultants, and all other Coroner staff – very supportive of me
and Department Of Coroner mission.
Always had the support CAO/CEO and Board of Supervisors of LA county

Advice for forensic pathologists entering the field
Be passionate on what you want to do.
How has forensic pathology changed during my career, for the better and for the worse
I think it has made me a better man; I am humbled every day.
Knowing what I do now, would I “do it again” under the same circumstances as when I began,
or under today’s circumstances
Yes.
Personal information such as family, hobbies and interests
I love movies and Broadway shows. I also enjoy travel with my family. My hobbies include:
numismatics and philately and I love to walk.
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Dr. Charles J. Stahl – Oral History Interview
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology Oral History Program
SUBJECT: Dr. Charles J. Stahl
INTERVIEWER: Charles Stuart Kennedy
DATE: June 15, 1994
Q: This is an interview with Dr. Charles J. Stahl, distinguished scientist of the Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology. Dr. Stahl, we like to start these interviews off with getting an idea of
where you came from. Could you tell me when and where you were born and something
about your family.
DR. STAHL: I was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in the section of Germantown, on
August the 5th of 1930. My father at that time was a banker and subsequently became a
trust officer of the Northwestern National Bank, which is located in Philadelphia. My
mother was a housewife. Both of them are of German-American background, because they
have Germanic names, so I would consider myself a Pennsylvania German. My father
originally lived in central Pennsylvania, near Pottsville, a place called Ashland.
Q: That's John O'Hara country.
DR. STAHL: That's right. And then moved to Philadelphia with his parents as a little boy. He
was born in 1897, and my mother was born in 1903. We lived in the Germantown area for
about four years, and then moved from there to a section of Delaware County known as
Kirklin. Kirklin was at the junction of City Line Avenue and Westchester Place, which turned
out to be the Main Line. We lived in a house, a single- family home. I have a sister, born
about four years later, in 1934.
At that time, I started going to school at a Quaker school, on City Line Avenue, which was
Friends Central School in Overbrook, Pennsylvania, and attended that school until I was in the
fourth grade. We also had a summer place, which was a farm, in Montgomery County,
Pennsylvania. We moved to that farm in 1939 and lived there until 1953. So I actually grew
up in a farming area, which was a true Pennsylvania Dutch area, where the people still
spoke Pennsylvania German. They communicated that way. Many of the school children
who entered first grade couldn't speak English at that time. And in fact, the school had just
consolidated a township school from one-room schoolhouses about four years before I
started.
Q: Did you learn to speak Pennsylvania Dutch?
DR. STAHL : No, I didn't, because as time went on, the children no longer spoke it at home,
and the older people were the main people who spoke PennsylvaniaDutch.
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Q: You graduated from high school when?
DR. STAHL: In 1948. We actually graduated from grade school. In those days, in 1944, we
had a graduation ceremony from grade school, because a lot of the boys went to work on
farms and they didn't go to high school. I would say that out of our elementary school class,
probably about a third stopped going to school at that time and went to work on a farm.
Q: You graduated from high school in 1948. Sometimes people catch the bug to get into the
medical profession early on. Did that happen to you?
DR. STAHL: Yes, I was involved for a number of years with the Boy Scouts, which are very
active in that area. I became the first Eagle Scout in our town, which was Harleysville,
Pennsylvania. Ultimately, I became the assistant scout master, a merit badge counselor,
provisional leader at the council camp, which was located in Sudleytown, Pennsylvania,
called Valley Forge Council Camp Delmont. As a result of this interest in first aid and other
types of things dealing with health and safety, I did develop an interest in medicine.
And this was fostered by our family physician, who had graduated from Hannaman Medical
College in the late 1930s and had gone into the Army in 1941, remained on active duty until
1945, when he returned to Harleysville as the town physician. So we knew each other, and
he fostered my interest in medicine.
Q: Well, you went off to college then in 1948. Did you start a pre-med program at that time?
DR. STAHL: Yes, I was a pre-med student at Ursinus College in Collegeville, Pennsylvania.
The course consisted mainly of courses in biology and chemistry, with a certain number of
required courses that everybody took. We all had to take languages; we all had to take math,
English, history, economics, courses of that type. But the major courses were chemistry and
biology.
Q: Was this a major element of Ursinus at that time?
DR. STAHL: Ursinus was an interesting college. It had a Navy V-12 Program during World War
II. And this was an input for physicians going into medical school.
Q: For the record, the V-12 Program was a hurry-up course to bring people into the Navy as
officers, in one way or another.
DR. STAHL: Yes, that's right. But many of those people in that V-12 Program also went to
medical school and became Navy doctors. Some of the professors were there on active duty
as instructors in that program, and after 1945, they remained as professors at the college.
The college was rather interesting. It was known for two things; it was known for pre-med
and women's phys ed. They didn't seem to combine, but many of the women were experts
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in field hockey, and some of them later on became members of the Olympic teams or
became professors at othercolleges.
During my first year, we had about 300 students. It was a small college, about 1,200 total
people, and 200 out of the 300 students were pre-med. By the time we graduated four years
later, about 12 of us went to medical school. One went to osteopathy college, one became
a veterinarian, and one became a dentist. So we had about 16 out of 200 going on to
graduateschools.
Q: What happened? Why the falloff?
DR. STAHL: Well, it's not an easy program, and people lost interest generally after the first or
second year and switched to some other field.
Q: Graduating in 1952, it was still the Korean War, and also, you grew up in what you might
call the military age. Almost everybody, whether it was your older brother or older cousin or
something, had served in the military. Did this sort of point you towards the military, or was
it just the government that pointed you towards the military?
DR. STAHL: No, at that time, there was an active draft. If you went to college, you might be
deferred, but it wasn't necessary, depending on your home draft board. You would not be
deferred if you failed in your courses and were dismissed from college. You would be drafted.
If you were in an essential career field, such as pre-med, and did this successfully, you were
generally deferred.
As soon as I graduated, I looked towards military programs to see what was available. Of
course, I was accepted to medical school at the end of my junior year, so I knew, when I was
in my senior year, that I was going to medical school that next summer.
In May of 1953, I was commissioned as an ensign in the Navy, and served on active duty
during the summers until I went on permanent active duty November, 1955, during my last
year of medical school. When I graduated in 1956, I was promoted to lieutenant junior grade
and became a Naval intern.
Q: What pointed you towards the Navy? At that time, we had a separate Air Force, just fairly
new, and, obviously, a separate Army.
DR. STAHL: I think its association with Ursinus College was one factor. Secondly, it was one
of the areas in Philadelphia that had the most attention. The Philadelphia Naval Base at that
time was quite large. And we had a large Naval hospital in Philadelphia, which at that time
had 1,000 beds active. It was larger than Bethesda and many other military hospitals. Valley
Forge Hospital was also active in the Army. But the Philadelphia Naval Hospital was a
premier hospital, a major teaching hospital, and had an excellent staff at that time.
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Q: What did you do in these part-time times during the summers as an ensign?
DR. STAHL: I went on active duty. Most of us think of going on active duty for two weeks
active duty for training. But in this special program for medical students (again, I was one
of the first people to go into this program, which was brand new), we went on active duty for
long periods oftime.
One summer, I spent the entire summer on active duty. I was assigned varying
responsibilities. In one case, I was assigned responsibility for a surgical ward, under the
supervision of one of the staff surgeons. So I essentially functioned as an extern and
admitted patients, wrote up histories and physicals, assisted in the operating room with
surgery. We did the same thing in pediatrics and OB/GYN, internal medicine, and
pathology. During that summer, I had some exposure to pathology for a couple of weeks,
and it was sort of interesting.After my sophomore year, I went back again, and I had, I
believe, 60 days plus two weeks of active duty for training. Some of this time I spent in
psychiatry, but the balance I spent in pathology. And that, again, fostered my interest in the
field of pathology.
Q: Where did you go to medical college?
DR. STAHL: Jefferson Medical College, in Philadelphia. And this was before the days when it
was a university. Jefferson Medical College is now part of Thomas Jefferson University. The
college itself had been founded in the early 1800s, and it's one of the oldest medical colleges
in the UnitedStates.
Q: Was there a hospital attached to it?
DR. STAHL: Yes. Jefferson Hospital is a very large Philadelphia hospital.
Q: When did you finish there?
DR. STAHL: 1956.
Q: In between, on a personal note, I note you got married, didn't you?
DR. STAHL: Yes, Idid.
Q: Did you meet somebody from still within the Pennsylvania area?
DR. STAHL: Yes, my wife is a nurse. She's from northeastern Pennsylvania, the mining area,
Wilkes-Barre. She went to nursing school at Jefferson and was working in that area, and
that's where we met. She graduated from the school of nursing in 1950, and we were
married in 1954.
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Q: At Jefferson Medical College, was there any push towards pathology, or, as far as the
school was concerned, was this just one branch? Or was there some mentor who might
have gotten you off on that?
DR. STAHL: I think that the interest in pathology was unusual at that school. Peter A. Hurbert
M.D., who was the chairman and professor of pathology, had written the textbook that we
used. And we had an excellent course during the second year. So that was the first interest.
His faculty were also very good and gave very excellent lectures. They were oriented
towards the practical aspects of pathology, not research, so we were talking about things
that really happened in hospitals as compared to research activities. Furthermore, it was very
unusual for a medical school to have a course in surgical pathology, later on, during your
fourth year, which we had. And, again, he had written a textbook on surgical pathology,
which we used. This then correlated with our experiences as medical students in clinical
rotations on surgery, so that you could correlate both the clinical aspects and the pathologic
aspects of disease.
This interest was rather strong. And we had a number of people who went into pathology
from my medical school class. If you pick a class now, maybe one percent of people go on to
pathology. It's very, very low. But we probably had about 12 people start in pathology out of
a class of 160, which was much higher than usual.
Q: So you finished there in 1956, and then where to?
DR. STAHL: In 1956, I went into the Navy. Remember, I was commissioned as an ensign in
1953. And I, again, was one of the first people in a new program, which started in 1955. I
was actually on active duty in the Navy in 1955, as a senior in medical school.
Q: What was the program called?
DR. STAHL: It was the Ensign 1955 Senior Medical Student Program.
Q: I was just wondering. I've heard here in other interviews about the Berry Program.
DR. STAHL: No, no, this was different.
The Berry Plan was a different program, which was implemented by the assistant secretary
of defense for health affairs (I'm not sure what his title was in those days), to defer people
who were in residency training in areas of interest to the services. So they would bring them
in after completion of their residency training program.
But this was totally different. This was a Navy program, where you'd come on active duty in
your senior year.
Q: Well, then, in 1956, what did the Navy do with you?
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DR. STAHL: Then I became a Naval intern. In those days, we had general rotating
internships. Everybody rotated through the same type of program, which included every field
of medicine at a naval Hospital. In Pennsylvania, it was also mandatory to have six weeks of
pathology. That was a mandatory part of the internship.
Q: This was unusual for a state?
DR. STAHL: Yes, it's sort of unusual, because most states didn't require that. So, once again,
I'm back in pathology. During the year, I rotated through medicine, surgery, pediatrics,
OB/GYN, and pathology, as well as other fields of medicine and surgery. It was a very
interesting experience.
Q: Were you beginning to fix on pathology, or was this just a sideline?
DR. STAHL: No, I was beginning to fix, because a decision had to be made.
Now something happened in the 1954 to '55 period that also impacted on what happened.
Most people who finished internships at that time had to take a utilization tour somewhere,
either aboard a ship or with the Marines or at some small Naval hospital or clinic.
But, in the 1954-55 period, there was a rumor that all dependent care was going to be
discontinued in the services. As a result of that, the Navy had large numbers of retirements
and resignations that year, which then created a deficit in specialists. I can remember that
the chief of pathology, the assistant chief of pathology, the chief of OB/GYN, the chief of
pediatrics, as well as numerous other people, either retired or resigned during that period.
Throughout the Navy, I believe between 500 and 700 people left very abruptly.
But the rumor was not true. Nevertheless, there was a deficit. So we had the unique
experience that all of the interns in my group were accepted for residencies at the Naval
Hospital, Philadelphia, and remained there to complete the residencies.
Q: From '51 to '61, you were at the U.S. Navy Hospital in Philadelphia. There, did you have to
specialize?
DR. STAHL: The residency program in most military hospitals, even today, is a program in
anatomic pathology and clinical pathology. So, during the five-year period, which includes
your internship (or, these days, includes an additional year that may be clinical or related to
pathology, so it's a five-year program), we rotated between the fields of anatomic pathology
and clinical pathology. At the end, we were eligible to take the examinations given by the
American Board of Pathology in anatomic pathology and clinical pathology.
Q: Could you explain, for the laymen who will be looking at this at some point, what was the
difference, at that time, between anatomic and clinical pathology.
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DR. STAHL: Anatomic pathology, at that time, consisted of surgical pathology, autopsy
pathology, and cytopathology. Electron microscopy was just starting. Most hospitals didn't
have an electron microscope; most pathologists knew nothing about it. In Philadelphia, at
that time, there was only one in the entire city. And cytopathology was also developing. It
was mainly vaginal cytology rather than aspirates from the stomach or other sites. And fineneedle biopsy aspiration was unknown, was not done atall.
During my residency, since it was in Philadelphia, we had a unique experience. I think it was
a very interesting and unique residency because we had affiliations not only with our own
primary hospital, Philadelphia Naval Hospital, but also with the University of Pennsylvania,
Hannaman, Jefferson, and Temple. So we rotated among these hospitals for certain
purposes.
If we look at clinical pathology, on the other hand, which is the other field of pathology,
this includes blood banking, microbiology, clinical chemistry, urinalysis, and other fields
that are more clinically oriented. This is the section of a laboratory that does all of the clinical
laboratory tests.
Now the rotations that I mentioned as being rather interesting included a time with Irina
Kaprowska at Hannaman, who was one of the people who had trained with Papanicolaou
and had developed the cytologic methods for examination of cells.
Q: This is the Papsmear.
DR. STAHL: The Pap smear, right. So she had trained with Papanicolaou, and she had
developed the program at Hannaman. And we rotated under her for training. Her husband,
Hilary Kaprowski, was director of the Wistar Institute at the University of Pennsylvania. So
both of them were rather eminent people in their respective fields.
The other interesting area, we rotated back to Jefferson for hematology. We not only
learned laboratory methods in hematology with the Cardeza Foundation, but we also
assumed responsibility for the care of patients. Every third night, we worked and covered
the entire hospital, private service, the ward services, and the emergency room, for
hematology patients, including all of the patients referred in with problems in hemophilia. So
it was a unique experience that many pathologists don't get, actually doing clinical work.
Q: Dealing with all this pathology, what were you hearing about the Armed Forces Institute
of Pathology? I think it was the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology by that time, the early
'60s.
DR. STAHL: Well, it actually had started in 1949 as the AFIP, and had evolved from the Army
Institute of Pathology at that time.
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During our residency in pathology, we attended many of the short courses in continuing
education given at the AFIP. Among these courses was a course in forensic pathology. I had
never heard of the field; I didn't even know there was such a field. But there was a oneweek course at that time, and I thought it was rather interesting. There were also courses
in research methods, histochemistry, ophthalmic pathology, and other fields that we took
as residents. So, during a four-year period, we attended one or two of these courses every
year, usually at our own expense. There were no TDY funds in those days. So we drove down
from Philadelphia and rented a room, usually on Fern Street. In those days, there were
rooms for rent for about five dollars a night. And you could park your car on Fern Street
without getting a ticket. And we walked across to the AFIP to take the course in Dart
Auditorium. But we paid all this on our own; there were no TDY funds for this. So we were
given permissive TDY orders from the Navy.
This fostered my interest in this unusual field. That seemed to be a little bit different,
because we were getting cases also at the naval hospital that included aircraft accidents,
helicopter accidents, and airship accidents out of Lakehurst, New Jersey. In fact, I did the
cases for the last naval airship accident that occurred out of Lakehurst. This sort of
bolstered my interest in forensic pathology. And I thought this was the field that is most
related to military medicine.
Q: Could you describe, again using the time, what is forensic pathology?
DR. STAHL: Forensic pathology is that special field of pathology, a subspecialty of pathology
that applies scientific methods in the investigation of crimes and violent deaths, hazards to
health, in the interest of justice. It is a field that uses methods that you learn in pathology,
but applies them to events that impact upon the welfare of people in a community or an
environment. Essentially, it's a study of the interaction between man and his environment.
This is what seems to be most related to activities in military service, where you consider that
there are certain occupational hazards we all face, dealing with special equipment, weapons,
aircraft, and ships. And the more you know about how to deal with them, the safer it will
be for military personnel.
Q: So you spent about two years as a sort of an out-of-country experience, when you
completed your studies at the naval Hospital.
DR. STAHL: No, I stayed on there an additional year as the assistant pathologist. I was now on
the staff at Philadelphia and participated in the service functions as a pathologist and also in
training functions for Navy medical laboratory technicians. We had a school. And some
training for our first-year and second-year residents.
Q: Then you left and went to Guam, is that right?
DR. STAHL: No, I came here. I came here. During my last year of residency, I was interested
enough in forensic pathology to apply for the residency. I thought there was a residency here,
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but it turned out the residency had not been approved yet. This was in 1961, and I was
disapproved by the Navy for this program. So I reapplied the following year, and I found out
that the residency would have been approved in June of 1962. And I started the program in
July of 1962. So I was the first person in the formal residency in forensic pathology at the
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, and the first Navy person to enter this field.
Q: Could you describe, because this is an oral history concerned with the AFIP, how you saw
the AFIP? I'm talking more about the atmosphere, the administration and all, and what the
AFIP was doing in 1962.
DR. STAHL: If you look back at the original dedication ceremony for the AFIP, the president at
that time was
Dwight Eisenhower, and he gave the address that essentially established the AFIP. And most
of the things they talked about were things that interfaced with military medicine. So the
emphasis was on the interface between military medicine and pathology. So, instead of
talking about surgical pathology, they talked about aviation, and they talked about things
that impacted on soldiers and sailors. As the Institute evolved, of course, interests changed,
but some of the early directors, including Col. Townsend and, later. Gen. Blumberg,
recognized that this was a very important area that needed to be fostered and developed.
When Col. Townsend was the director, and remember. Col. Townsend is now a
representative to our Board of Governors as a former director...
Q: He was an Air Force officer.
DR. STAHL: And Air Force officer. He recognized the interest in learning more about
aviation safety, and established a branch called Aviation and Forensic Pathology. Later, that
evolved into an aviation pathology branch, a forensic pathology branch, and a toxicology
branch, and subsequently expanded even further into a wound ballistics branch. And these
were all part of a division called Military Environmental Pathology Division, because, again,
it's the study of the interaction between man and his environment in a military setting.
We had relatively few people in forensic pathology in those days. Col. Ed Johnston was in
the Army. Lt. Col. Pierre Fink, who later became a colonel, was also in the Army. Major
Frank Keel, who later became a colonel, was one of the early people who had been trained in
forensic pathology and became board certified. And there were a number of people in
aerospace pathology who were pathologists and flight surgeons. But there were relatively
few forensic pathologists in the service in those days, and most were in the Army. As I
pointed out, I was the first person in the Navy to become a forensic pathologist. And I can't
remember anybody in the Air Force at that time.
Q: What about the space program, which was just starting to get going?
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DR. STAHL: I had done some work when I was in Philadelphia for the people in Johnstown
who were involved in Project Mercury. And the Institute had done some work, particularly
in veterinary pathology, when some of the non-human people were shot up into space, like
the monkeys. But as time went on, this Military Environmental Pathology Division changed
some of the branch names to Aerospace Pathology, Forensic Pathology, Toxicology, and so
forth. Later, this whole area expanded, during the period of 1965 to 1975, when I was here
again, into a Department of Forensic Sciences, which included not only those areas of
pathology, but also legal medicine. Legal medicine was part of our group at thattime.
So I was here for one year, from 1962 to 1963, as a resident in forensic pathology.
Q: Was there any particular area you were specializing in?
DR. STAHL: No, the residency program includes several components that are mandatory.
First, you need to get exposure with medical-legal autopsies. I had done a number of them
at Philadelphia. But our primary affiliation here was with the Office of the Chief Medical
Examiner of the State of Maryland, in Baltimore. So we affiliated with that office.
In addition to that, I was appointed as an approved pathologist for the State of Maryland,
and I did all of the cases in Montgomery County. So, during the year, if a homicide or suicide
or accidental death occurred in Montgomery County, I would be called, usually at nighttime.
I would not do these during duty hours, I would do the cases during off-duty hours, at either a
local funeral home or a local hospital.
Q: Usually these are political appointments, in some places.
DR. STAHL: No.
Q: Or Civil Service or something like that.
DR. STAHL: Well, in this case, this appointment was based upon the authorization of the
chief medical examiner for the state, so he was the one who made the appointment. And
this was an appointment that was solely related to training; it was not a salaried position or
anything.
Q: Were there any people you looked upon as your mentors here at the AFIP?
DR. STAHL: People who were the mentors here were, first, Ed Johnston, who was the original
chief of the Military Environmental Pathology Division. I worked closely with him.
Frank Keel, who was one of the early people in training. Frank was an interesting pathologist.
He lives in Texas now; we still correspond with each other. He became an Army colonel. He's
an M.D. He also got a law degree; he's a J. D. He became qualified as a paratrooper,
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qualified as a flight surgeon, and had sort of a varied career background during his tenure in
the Army.
Lt. Col. Pierre Fink, who at that time was chief of the Wound Ballistics Branch, is wellknown for his participation in the John Kennedy case, with Humes and Boswell at
Bethesda. Subsequently, he became a colonel. He was one of the early commanders of the
9th Med Lab in Vietnam. He retired from the Army about 1975, and he lives in Europe at the
presenttime.
Gen. Blumberg I would consider as someone who fostered forensic pathology. He became
board certified in forensic pathology, based on prior experience, and supported this area
significantly.
And Col. Townsend, of course, with his interest in aerospace pathology.
Q: Did you have the feeling that some of the results of what you and others in that field were
doing was having an effect on the design of equipment, airplanes, tanks, etc.? Was there an
actual connect? Sometimes you have this, but there isn't a connect with the designers.
DR. STAHL: No, there was an impact. Of course, in government, things don't happen
overnight. It's usually slow.
One of the things I did, early in my career, was to recognize that when there is a military
event — a homicide or unexpected death of some sort — and there's a military
investigation, particularly when I was at Philadelphia, we would be asked to perform a
postmortem examination and give an opinion about the cause and the manner of death,
but were told, "We can't tell you what happened." Well, that's not the way to do things.
You need to correlate investigative information with postmortem findings and the results of
toxicologic and other types of studies. So I worked with the Navy and we changed the
Naval regulations. We changed the manual of the medical department; we changed the JAG
manual to require interchange of information between the investigator and the pathologist
in those cases that were under investigation. And that's continued ever since. It took about
two years to do it, but it was done.
Q: What was the theory behind not telling you? That if you were operating in a vacuum, this
would give a more unbiased report?
DR. STAHL: I don't really know, and nobody really could tell me, because it had been a
regulation for years. It was a passive regulation: it didn't allow for interchange, but it didn't
prohibit it. Consequently, people simply didn't provide that information. That, I think, was
significant in the Navy. Now as far as the other matters were concerned, many of the cases
that we saw resulted in either educational programs or publications that helped to prevent
these types of deaths in the future.
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One area of interest that I had was toxic hazards in a closed environment. We found that
sailors aboard ship were using a solvent called 111 trichloroethane, pouring it into a bucket,
getting a mop or some sort of a swab, and using it as a degreasing agent to clean shipboard
spaces. Consequently, since they were aboard a ship where spaces are closed, the fumes
from this killed them. So we had a number of shipboard deaths of sailors using this
degreasing agent. That information was published in U.S. Naval Medicine, distributed back
through the Navy, and the number of those deaths declined, based on the knowledge that
this is a dangerous agent.
We had the same thing in the Air Force, with missile silos. People were lowered into missile
silos to clean the sides and degrease them, using solvents. And in one case I can remember,
three people died at the same time, because they didn't realize that the vapors from this
toxic agent settled to the bottom of the silo. Two rescuers went down to rescue the first
person, who had fallen off of a bosun's chair, and they both died, too. So that information
was disseminated.
Some of the aviation-safety recommendations were based upon crashes that occurred
involving military personnel. They found that rearward-facing seats would prevent injuries,
and recommended that military aircraft have rearward-facing seats. However, as you can
see, it's not very acceptable — people don't like to fly backwards. And even though it does
prevent injuries, it was really never widely accepted. It's certainly not accepted in commercial
transportation.
We used to investigate commercial crashes, too. We had an agreement with the National
Transportation Safety Board to investigate civil-aircraft accidents. And we also had a team
to investigate general-aviation accidents, at one time. So we're talking about small aircraft as
well as airliners. When you enter an airplane these days, the first thing you hear about are
the safety requirements. The stewardess or the flight attendants will tell you where to get
out of the aircraft, where's the nearest exit, tell you about the lighting. All of these things
evolved from some of the work done at the AFIP.
One of the crashes we had, which occurred near Richmond, Virginia, in the 1960s, involved a
military contractor. The people all queued up at the main entrance — they didn't know
where to get out — and consequently, they all died. Even though they had not died as a
result of impact injuries, they were exposed to carbon monoxide and then, later, fire. But
they all queued up at the main exit to the aircraft, because they didn't know there were
alternatives. That's one important thing.
Secondly, in some of the aircraft accidents, people couldn't find their way out. They didn't
know how to get out, because they couldn't see their way. Now you see emergency lights.
So some of these things came as a result of work done at the AFIP.
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During Vietnam, we found that many of the people in helicopters, who were shot from
below, died as a result of wounds involving the lower extremities or buttocks. The
helicopters were not armored. We recommended that armor plating be put in the areas for
pilots and co- pilots. The same thing with fuel tanks, because the fuel tanks were being hit.
And they were modified.
So a number of these things did result in improvements in aviation safety.
Q: To move on a bit, you did spend about two years on Guam? Dr. Charles J. Stahl -page
DR. STAHL: Spent two years in Guam. Guam is an interesting place. It's our westernmost
part of the United States. People don't always realize that, under the Organic Act of 1950,
it became a U.S. territory, similar to Hawaii or Puerto Rico. The Guamanians are very
patriotic people; many of the people served in the armed forces. They have evolved from a
group known as the Chamorro, so they have their own culture. They're rather interesting.
It's an island that was visited by Magellan in 1521. Of course, we occupied the island after
the Spanish-American War. One of the first people to go to Guam was a naval officer, who
was sent from the Philippines to take a look at this place that we occupied after the SpanishAmerican War. And he wrote a very good description of the flora and fauna of Guam. This
was a line officer in the Navy, who later became the naval governor of Guam.
During World War II, Guam was captured by the Japanese, and remained occupied until
1944.
Q: Actually, today is the fiftieth anniversary of the American invasion to retake Guam and the
other islands in that area.
DR. STAHL: So, in 1944, we took it back again. There was one sailor who stayed on Guam,
by the name of George Tweed, and he hid in a cave that we used to go to periodically. Most
of the people these days don't know where that cave is. But he lived in a cave that was
towards the north end of the island, in the region not far from Anderson Air Force Base,
which is a SAC base. There are some interesting stories about him, and there's also a book
and a movie, which talks about George Tweed.
My role there was as chief of a laboratory service. I also was appointed, with the consent of
my commanding officer, as the deputy medical examiner for Guam. So I continued to do
not only hospital pathology, but also forensic pathology. I had many collateral duties. Most
of the committees and boards and other collateral duties were also assigned to me. I was a
photography officer and an environmental health officer and so forth and so on.
If something happened on Guam, the division of labor as far as forensic pathology was
concerned was, if you were eligible for care in the military service, you then came under the
jurisdiction of the deputy medical examiner — that was me. If you were eligible for care at
Guam Memorial Hospital, the civilian hospital, then the medical examiner for Guam took
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that jurisdiction. It turned out that the split was about fifty-fifty, because the people eligible
for care at our hospital included all military personnel, all Civil Service personnel. Pan
American Airways, Cuomo Stares, the Bishop of Guam, and a few other categories I can't
remember. So, large numbers of people, about half of the population, were eligible for care
at our hospital.
Consequently, whenever anything happened, I would be called and would go to the scene of
death and investigate with either the military investigative agencies or the Guam police.
Then we would do the post- mortem examination toxicologic studies, some of the
criminalistic studies, or get them done through the U.S. Army Crime Laboratory at Camp
Zama. And if there was a trial or a court martial, I would go to court and testify. So this
experience continued during the time I was on Guam.
Q: You returned, then, back to the AFIP, where you were to serve from '65 to '75. Was this at
your request, or was it a military assignment? How did this comeabout?
DR. STAHL: No, it was a Navy assignment. You have an Officer Preference sheet. At least
there was an Officer Preference sheet in those days, where you could select areas of choice.
And generally, if you'd had an overseas' tour somewhere, you were given preference. In this
case, since I had fulfilled the qualifications (I was board certified now in anatomic pathology,
clinical pathology, and forensic pathology), one of my preferences was to come back to the
AFIP. And I was assigned as the chief of forensic pathology.
I arrived here at a time when most of the people that I mentioned previously had gone.
Major Keel had been promoted; I think he was a lieutenant colonel then. He was in
Vietnam. Col. Johnston had gone to Thailand. He went to the SEATO Laboratory in Thailand.
I had one officer on my staff, Bruce Young, who was a Military Police officer. At that time,
he was a major, but later became a colonel in the Military Police Corps. I had a secretary,
and a yeoman was also assigned.
Since everybody had left and there was no fill-in, there was a backlog of cases. There were
cases piled up all over the place. I think that particular year I did something like 900 cases
myself. There was no one else to do it.
We had two programs, a residency program, which was not filled. No one was in the
residency since I left. They also had an Army fellowship in forensic medicine. That was for
Military Police officers, CID agents, JAG officers, and Medical Service Corps or Medical Corps
officers who were interested in forensic medicine. That was established, but no one had ever
been in that program. During that period, I don't remember the exact year, but it was either
'66 to '67, or '67 to '68, we had two officers come into that program. One was Tom Nap, who
was a JAG officer, and the other was Roy Hazelwood, who was a Military Police Corps officer.
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That program subsequently evolved into a more formal program through an arrangement
with George Washington University. Again, we established a first at that time by negotiating
an agreement with George Washington University that if a military officer from any service
and from any of these branches met the criteria for acceptance by the university in the
Master of Forensic Science program, they would accept up to ten officers per year, at no cost
to the government, at no cost to the officer. And in return, we would provide faculty
support to them with a faculty appointment, at no cost to the university. So it was a tradeoff of teaching versus training.
Q: You mentioned that you had a JAG officer and a Military Police officer. What functions did
they perform? Were they medically qualified? How did this work?
DR. STAHL: Two people were in training. Physicians become familiar with the legal aspects
of medicine. We wanted them, as lawyers and as investigators, to become familiar with
medicine and pathology and the pathologic aspects of investigations, so that they could
interface better with our pathologists in the field, and become familiar with medical
terminology and familiar with scientific methods.
Q: For you, I'm thinking, you've got 900 cases or even more, a tremendous backlog, when
you arrived there. You have people coming in who are not going to really be able to assist
you in making the determination on these cases, because it's medical. This is another
added burden. It's worthwhile and all that, but...
DR. STAHL: This was one to two years later, so it didn't occur at the same time. When I
arrived here in '65, that's when I had the backlog, and we didn't have trainees at that time. So
I had a little gap.
Q: When you arrived, did you see a problem (and this keeps recurring in looking at the
history of the AFIP) because too much was coming in and not enough was going out? That
it was very spotty — some of the branches or divisions were either better staffed or they
worked faster; others were more deliberate and all this. Did you sense an unevenness in
how the AFIP was responding?
DR. STAHL: Yes. The military services have had a tri-service, or joint service, regulation ever
since the AFIP was established that requires them to send in certain cases. In those days, if
you were at a naval hospital or an Army hospital, there were certain types of cases that you
always sent to the AFIP.
For example, when I was at Philadelphia, we sent all of our autopsies to the AFIP, and we sent
the majority of our surgicals to the AFIP, which involved either unusual diagnoses or tumors.
And we received reports from the AFIP in a timely manner. I mean, we're not talking about
waiting for months, but we received reports in a timely manner.
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Over the years, many of the service hospitals failed to comply with these joint regulations, so
that the number of cases from military hospitals declined, and the number of cases from
civilian hospitals seemed to be predominant. I think, right now, there is probably an equal
distribution betweenboth.
But, at that time, there were parts of the Institute that responded very slowly to field
requests for support; others responded very promptly. There was a discrepancy, and there
was discrepancy in staffing also.
Q: When you first arrived, Joe Blumberg was the commanding officer.
DR. STAHL: When I was a resident here. . .
Q: I'm talking about the second time. General Blumberg, in these interviews, has got quite a
reputation of being rather a ball of fire, a really dynamic person. Could you describe how he,
as you saw him at that time, operated?
DR. STAHL: He had rather broad experience in the Army before he came here, and was
already recognized as a pathologist who had many diverse interests. He not only had an
interest in forensic pathology, but he had also an interest in fostering the international
reputation of the AFIP, and gaining support from many of our federal agencies. He had a lot
of charisma, so he could interface with people very well. He traveled fairly extensively in
making contacts, not only within the United States, but also overseas. He was the type of
fellow who would just drop by your office, as we're doing here, sit down and chat with you
and ask what you're doing and ask how things are. He would do the same thing with other
employees throughout the Institute. He had a genuine interest in trying to improve the
Institute and its relationships with both the military community and the civilian
community. So he was a rather dynamic individual.
Q: He was followed by Bruce Smith, who was a Navy captain. And here you were a naval
officer. Did that help at all?
DR. STAHL: We knew each other. He had been chief of service at Philadelphia when I was
there. His interest was mainly in surgical pathology. He had been, at one time, aboard a
ship early in his career, in the Pacific area. But, subsequently, all of his assignments had been
related to pathology, at Mare Island, California, and later, Philadelphia, and then here at the
AFIP. When he retired from the AFIP, he went on to become the chief of pathology at the
VA Medical Center of Washington. And he just retired from that position about two years
ago.
Q: And, sort of to keep it moving. Col, Morrissey, of the Air Force, came. That was a rather
short career. Things didn't work out. What was your impression ofhim?
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DR. STAHL: Well, the impression is. Col. Morrissey recognized that the Institute is sort of a
unique place. It has a very strong informal organization, as compared to the formal military
organization. He felt that people were not conforming to the usual practices of a military
organization. I think he ran up against the informal group.
Q: The old boys' network,eh?
DR. STAHL: When he left, he wrote a rather scathing report, which he passed on to the Air
Force surgeon general, which then was passed back to the director of the AFIP. Nothing
really came out of that, but he had expressed his concerns of attempting to run this
organization under his type ofleadership.
Q: Did you have the feeling while you were here, you were here a good, solid ten years during
this time, that each of the... what were they, were they divisions or branches?
DR. STAHL: They changed their names. Originally, these were branches, and several branches
formed a division. And then, later on, they just changed the names from divisions to
departments. And then the branches became divisions.
Q: Anyway, these basic components, one has the feeling it was a little bit like medieval Italy,
each had its own strong dukedoms, where you might have an emperor, but the dukes pretty
well ran their own thing, and at different paces. Was this very much the feeling?
DR. STAHL: Yes.
Q: Now were you running one of these yourself?
DR. STAHL: Yes, I was.
Q: Was this sort of as a junior member or a junior duke or something like this? How'd you
find it then?
DR. STAHL: Well, I had been there less time than most others. On the other hand, I had very
good relationships with other people, and I had no difficulty. In fact, our department, as I
said, evolved from the Military Environmental Pathology Division to the Forensic Sciences
Division to the Department of Forensic Sciences, over that ten-year period. We were the
largest department in the Institute. We had not only divisions of forensic pathology,
aerospace pathology, toxicology, accident pathology, underwater pathology, and legal
medicine, but for a while, tissue reactions to drugs was part of our group also, with Dr.
Nelson Irey, for about a year. After 1976, then the department as we knew it started
subdividing. Legal medicine became a separate department. Dr. Irey's group became a
separate department. And, with the formation of the medical-examiner system, which
occurred in the late 1980s, and the implementation of a Department of Defense directive in
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1988, it became the Office of the Armed Forces Medical Examiner. So these original
designations of divisions, branches, and so forth no longer exist.
Q: During the ten years you were here, '65 to '15, you had your routine work, but what
were your main preoccupations, where you were doing more than sort of the normal work of
a pathologist?
DR. STAHL: We developed an extensive educational program for not only pathologists in
forensic pathology, but also for military investigators, for attorneys, and other officers who
would participate with us later on when they finished and were assigned to field activities.
Through this fellowship in forensic medicine, which later became the forensic sciences
program at the masters ' -degree level with George Washington University, we trained large
numbers of people during the period that I was here. And many of these people have
become prominent in their respective fields. For example, I mentioned Roy Hazelwood, a
military police officer who later became an FBI agent and a supervisory special agent
assigned to the FBI Academy. He was one of the people involved in the behavioral sciences
unit that was pictured in the movie with Jody Foster.
Q: "Silence of the Lambs".
DR. STAHL: He worked with that unit for many years. He's written several textbooks, and he
just retired this past year. So he is another who moved upward into a significant position. A
military police officer who is now assistant inspector general for the Department of
Defense was one of our people. The deputy commanding officer for the Army Criminal
Investigation Command, who just retired, was one of our graduates. So we have people
throughout the government who have been affiliated with our program, either in forensic
medicine, or forensicscience.
As far as pathologists are concerned, we have a tri-service residency, the only tri-service
residency.
Q: Tri-service meanswhat?
DR. STAHL: Army, Navy, Air Force. We have trained essentially every active-duty forensic
pathologist. There are a few who have come in from civilian life, but we have trained most
of the active-duty forensic pathologists. They have become board certified. And we have a
continuing input into that program. This year, we have one Army forensic pathology resident,
who will go to Tripler Army Medical Center this summer and become one of our regional
medical examiners. We will have two people coming into the program this summer, one
from the Navy and one from the Army. So there is a continuing input; not a large number,
but it's a viable program.
During those years, 1965 to 1975, many of the people who are now prominent in forensic
pathology throughout the United States were either trained in our program, or were
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assigned to the Institute as Medical Corps officers, through the Berry Plan, or sometimes
they were drafted and assigned here. So we have very prominent forensic pathologists all
over the country who had their experience here at the AFIP.
Q: I would think this would also generate, for better or for worse, a lot of work for you,
wouldn't it? Because if you have people who know what you can do and know the
standards of the AFIP, then there would be a tendency of these people to say, "Well, let 's
send it to the AFIP and get a check on it."
DR. STAHL: Yes, that's very true, they will work with us very nicely. This forms a sort of
network of people who know each other, who work together, who can consult with each
other. It makes for a very nice environment.
Q: I keep going back to the timeframe that we're talking about, '65 to '15. Were there any
particular types of forensic cases that you were dealing with that seemed to predominate?
Obviously, this was the Vietnam War period, which also had all sorts of social implications,
too, drugs, fragging attacks, all sorts of things.
DR. STAHL: We reviewed all of those cases. For example, the cases coming in from Vietnam
including pungee sticks, fragging, assassinations, you nameit.
Q: You might explain, pungee sticks were...
DR. STAHL: These were sharp sticks that were handmade and put in the ground, usually in
a pit, and as people were walking through jungle area, they'd come to a concealed pit, fall
into it, and were impaled on these pungee sticks.
Q: And fragging.
DR. STAHL: Fragging is throwing a hand grenade into somebody's tent or bunker, purposely.
Homicide.
Q: Were you sending people out to Vietnam to investigate these homicides? There were a
lot of reports, towards the end of the war, of disgruntled soldiers tossing fragmentation
grenades into officer bunkers and things likethat.
DR. STAHL: As I mentioned, we had two forensic pathologists in Vietnam. First, Frank Kiel,
who was assigned to the 406th Army Medical Laboratory, located at Camp Zama, Japan. He
established the 406th Mobile Laboratory in Vietnam, and remained there for at least a year.
Then the Army established the 9th Medical Laboratory, and Col. Fink became the
commanding officer of that laboratory. So we had forensic pathology representation in
Vietnam as it started to escalate.
There were also Army pathologists, who later became forensic pathologists, assigned to
the Wound Data and Munitions Effectiveness Team, known as WDMET, which collected
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data on scenarios related to firefights, to determine who was involved, the type of
weapons involved, and also the types of casualties that resulted from these weapons. That
data was collected and came to the AFIP for a while, and I understand that it remained here
for a number of years and then went up to Edgewood, and now I think it's back at the
Uniformed Services University. So it's a file of cases that involved battle scenarios.
Q: Were there any lessons that were learned or trends that came out of the Vietnam War,
from your point of view, that were noted?
DR. STAHL: I think the main thing that people learned was that this was an unconventional
war. That the methods used were often not typical, as compared to World War II and
Korea, where many of the people died from fragment wounds from bombs and missiles and
so forth. This was a war that involved bullets. People were often killed with bullets or
unconventional weapons. For example, patrols of people were assaulted and then killed,
and then often beheaded and left as they were found.
We had one case that involved Col. Fink, with some soldiers who kidnapped a Vietnamese
girl and took her out on patrol with them, assaulted her, and then killed her before they
returned to their base camp. The Army sent a CID agent into enemy territory to recover this
body, which was subsequently identified and resulted in conviction of the soldiers who had
committed this act.
Q: And a movie was made.
DR STAHL: A movie was made from it, called "Casualties of War." And there was also a book
written about it.
During that period, we were also involved in some training incidents that occurred in recruittraining camps, where there was some abuse of recruits, particularly in the Marine Corps.
We brought that to the attention of the staff of the commandant of the Marine Corps, and
they took action and corrected it. Again, this was not recognized by investigators, not
recognized by physicians. In fact, there was an overt attempt by some of the drill sergeants
to prevent recruits from seeking medical care after they had been physically abused by the
drill sergeants.
Q: How did this come to your office's attention?
DR. STAHL: Again, these were cases that came in, from one source or another. During the
review of these cases, which was either through a consultative review, or sometimes a very
active review, we recognized that there was something that needed to be fixed, and we
brought this to the attention of the proper authorities.
The other case we were involved in during that period of time was the case involving
MacDonald at Fort Bragg.
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Q: Oh, yes, this was called the Green Beret Case. Could you explain what this was?
DR. STAHL: Yes, this was an incident involving the homicide of the wife and children of an
Army physician assigned to Special Forces, who alleged that some hippies came into his
house, attacked him, and killed his family. Subsequently, it was determined that he was the
person who committed these acts, and he was imprisoned for this. It caused many
problems, because initially too many people entered the scene. It was not controlled well.
He had apparently inflicted a wound upon himself, which was not recognized as a selfinflicted wound initially. There was a need to obtain certain physical evidence from him, and
that caused some embarrassment for the people who were attempting to collect this. They
sort of had to pursue him with a car, and stop the car and obtain evidence. But it was a
very difficult case for the Army to resolve.
Two other cases that were prominent during that time were the astronauts who died on
the pod at Cape Kennedy, Grissom, White, and Chaffee. That was an interesting incident,
where we did the cases. We were given short notice and flew down there as a team. The
team included me, Ed Johnston, and Dr. Dunn, who was chief of aerospace pathology at
that time. We arrived there and they said, "We can't tell you what happened. Just do the
autopsies and leave."
And we said, "No, we're not going to do that. We expect to have some information about
the circumstances. And we're going to do a complete forensic pathology investigation to
determine the cause and the manner of the deaths. "
We had to wait almost six hours before we completed these negotiations. There were
phone calls back and forth to Houston and various other places. And finally they conceded
that, yes, we could go ahead and do what weintended.
The original news reports indicated that these bodies were charred and so forth and so on.
That this had been an explosive conflagration inside the capsule.
We learned first that some of the fabrics that they were using or wearing or that were
inside the capsule emitted noxious fumes. So they showed levels of these noxious
chemicals, like cyanide or carbon monoxide, which, of course, is a product of combustion.
So they survived for a brief period of time. That was confirmed by listening to the tape,
indicating there was a brief period of survival.
The other thing we found out was that a lot of attention was paid to equipment, but not too
much to people. Even though three people were in this capsule, and it was in a test mode,
the workmen had bolted a shield over the hatch. So, even if you could open the hatch, you
couldn't get out. And there were no explosive devices to eliminate the shield in the event of a
fire or other disaster. That changed the course of the whole space program. Furthermore,
the door itself was not a positive door, in the sense that you could just turn a switch and
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open the door. It required some manipulation of a door lock, to get it in the right position and
then turn it, which, of course, took time to do.
As a result of this, several things happened. There were better door mechanisms. There were
explosive devices on shields. The fabrics were changed so they did not give off fumes. And I
think more attention was paid topeople.
There is a book, which I haven't seen but my son told me about, called "Mission to the
Moon." We did not release any findings anywhere except to NASA, and yet this book,
"Mission to the Moon,” contains the front pages from our reports. I don't know where they
came from.
Q: How did you attribute this reluctance to let you do a full report? Was this just NASA
being…?
DR. STAHL: I think so.
Q: Were they concerned or was it just their turf?
DR. STAHL: I have no idea. I think it was mainly a turf battle.
Q: It so often happens.
DR. STAHL: The other case, of course, the following year, was Robert Kennedy.
Q: His assassination in Los Angeles.
DR. STAHL: Since the big issue was still brewing about the John F. Kennedy case, and real
concern about adequacy of consultation and support, the chief medical examiner for Los
Angeles called the director of the AFIP.
Q: The chief medical examiner's name is...?
DR. STAHL: Thomas T. Noguchi.
Q: He's become sort of famous — pathologist to the dead celebrities.
DR. STAHL: That's right, he's been known as the coroner to the stars.
The office was called the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner/Coroner for the City and
County of Los Angeles.
Of course, as forensic pathologists, which was a small community, we knew each other. In
those days, there were probably less than 200 forensic pathologists in the United States, and
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we all knew each other. So he submitted a formal request to the director of the AFIP, who
gained the appropriate approvals.
We were going to have the first international conference on accident pathology, in
Washington, the following day. We were at a dinner at Walter Reed Officer's Club that
evening, and I remember sitting in the lounge there, talking to some of the speakers for the
next day's program, when we heard this news report.
I went home about 10 o'clock, and from that point on, until about 3:30 in the morning, I
was getting a call about every hour, as arrangements were being made for us to leave. We
left Andrews Air Force Base on an executive jet sometime around 5:00 in the morning,
stopped for refueling at Offutt Air Force Base, landed at Los Angeles International Airport,
were picked up by a helicopter, flown to the Hall of Justice, and then picked up by a
detective, who took us to the hospital. We remained in California for several days.
Q: What was the purpose of having you there?
DR. STAHL: As consultants. Three of us went. I was chief of forensic pathology and assistant
chief of the military environmental pathology division at that time. Col. Fink was chief of the
military environmental pathology division and chief of wound ballistics. And Dr. Kenneth
Earle was chief of the neuropathology division. So we had three different types of people:
neuropathology, wound ballistics, and forensic pathology.
Q: This was done with the cooperation of the coroner's office.
DR. STAHL: Yes, at the request of that office.
Q: The basic purpose was that, since there had been so much brouhaha about the
assassination of John F. Kennedy (which goes on today, with an assassination industry of
what could have happened), you'd learned your lesson and you wanted to get it rock solid.
Was that it?
DR. STAHL: That's right. So we reviewed everything that had been done, and then continued
and stayed there until all of the microscopic sections had been completed. They were
reviewed. We reviewed the neuropathologic examination, reviewed all of the evidence that
was obtained at the scene. We went back to the scene at the hotel. Dr. Noguchi and I went
to the hotel the next day and again looked at the scene. Col. Fink coordinated the ballistic
evidence with the FBI and the police department. And Dr. Earle worked with the
neuropathologist. So that, as a team, we saw everything and participated in all of the
examinations.
Q: I gather that, even despite the media attention and everything else, the final result has not
been disputed.
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DR. STAHL: No, no. There have been a couple of allegations that there were other people in
that room, including a security guard, who were armed with a similar pistol, and they raised
the issue that maybe he fired some shots. But this is all allegation. Somebody even produced
a movie about that. I talked to the producer and saw the movie, and it's entertaining, but
that's all I can say. It's not factual.
Q: To move on, looking at the AFIP as a whole, at that time, you'd moved off the Mall. Was
the medical museum, per se, used much then or not?
DR. STAHL: When I first arrived here as a resident, I was, of course, rotating back and forth
from Baltimore to the Institute. As I remember, when I came back from Baltimore in January
of that year, we moved to the building at 7th and Independence Avenue.
Q: Ah, yes, the old red brick building.
DR. STAHL: So we made that move and we were there in the old red brick building. Prior to
that, the museum had occupied temporary buildings, which, as I remember, were like
Quonset huts, on the Mall. The exhibits were moved back into the red brick building. Most
of the people who were sent down there to that building were the military people, those
branches and divisions that were more military-oriented. Elgin Cowart, who later became a
director, was the director of the medical museum in those days. The thing that I remember
most about it was its beautiful architecture. Interesting building, it had marble staircases,
with fireplaces in some of the offices. Large numbers of people and tours who came to that
building were excited about the exhibits; they liked them. Even though they were old
exhibits that were not as modern as you might expect, they still enjoyed looking at those
things. The attendance in those days was many times the attendance now. Now, we're
located in a place that's remote, people can't get to it, they can't find parking, and they just
don't come to the museum anymore.
Q: I remember going to that museum, back around '41, 42. It also was an inspiration for many
people who went there; it was one of the things that got them interested in a medical career.
DR. STAHL: That's right.
Q: I talked to the present director of the museum in a recent interview, and it’s really on
course that it will once again arise on the Mall. What about the American Registry of
Pathology. You had one part of this, didn'tyou?
DR. STAHL: Yes, Idid.
Q: About '75, I think, there was a report that came out, there was a problem about how it
was set up. Did this impact on you at all?
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DR. STAHL: Not at that time. In the formative years of the Institute, it was recognized that
the Institute could interface with civilian pathologists. Several registries were formed, and
these became the American Registry of Pathology. They were based at the Institute.
Each one had a registrar, who was a member of the staff. And some of them received very
nominal support from a professional organization. For example, one of the early registries,
established here in the 1950s, was the Registry of Forensic Pathology. The College of
American Pathologists provided very nominal support for that registry in the early years.
There was no other source of income. And you're not talking about large amounts of
money; you're talking about perhaps two or three thousand dollars, once in a while, not
every year. That was not given to the registrar, it was given to the registry, to help to offset
costs of operating and producing products that could be distributed through the registry.
But, in 1976, after I left. Col. Hansen was the director, the Army director. The Army surgeon
general became concerned about the relationships between the Registry and the Institute.
There was sort of an admixture of personnel and funding, which he had difficulty sorting
out. And I think, in that time, several groups came in and looked at the Institute: the
inspector general, the Army Audit Agency, and so forth.
Initially, there was great fear that the Institute would be turned over to some other agency.
But the end result actually was favorable, that they recognized that the American Registry of
Pathology had some basis for its association with civilian pathology. And they established a
law through Congress that enabled the American Registry of Pathology to continue in
existence, and also to serve, in some respects, as a fiscal agent for the Institute, and to
operate under the direction of the Institute and no one else.
Q: This also established the Institute as an established entity, which was no longer at the
tolerance, you might say, of the armed forces. It stood on its own.
DR. STAHL: Well, it stood on its own, but it only serves the Institute. So the American
Registry of Pathology only exists to serve the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology. It cannot
enter into any ventures outside theInstitute.
Q: In subsequent years, have you found that the American Registry is a useful entity?
DR. STAHL: It is best known for its products, and now, for its sponsorship of educational
programs. Many of the continuing medical- education programs in the United States are
sponsored by the AFIP and the American Registry of Pathology. And these educational
programs are given not only at the AFIP, but also at other locations throughout the United
States. Most people recognize this as a very important role for the AFIP to play.
Secondly, the tumor fascicles are products available through the Institute, generally at
rather low cost, distributed worldwide, and used by almost every pathologist in the world.
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Study sets are also a product distributed through the AFIP.
Q: These are slides and all, which people can use. Sort of self- teaching guides that are put
out.
DR. STAHL: Yes, that’s right.
Q: Because this is concentrated on the AFIP, I did want to get your early background. I
thought we might move rather rapidly over the time that you were away from the AFIP. You
were at Bethesda Naval
Hospital ... what do they call it?
DR. STAHL: The National Naval Medical Center.
Q: From '75 to '80. Then you were with the Tennessee Veterans' Administration up to '92. I
would like to just talk a bit about the time at Bethesda. Why did you move over to Bethesda?
DR. STAHL: I was asked to become the chairman of the Department of Laboratory Medicine
at the Naval Medical Center, which had several other additional duties. I was also appointed
as the consultant in pathology to the surgeon general. I also was professor of pathology at
the Uniformed Services University. I was director of the residency program in anatomic and
clinical pathology. I was also director of our programs in medical technology and medical
laboratory technique and histopathology technique. And this was through an additional
duty I had with the Naval School of Health Sciences. So I had many different roles.
I essentially was responsible for operating and managing that department, which was,
again, one of the largest departments at the Naval Medical Center, with a staff of about 150
people, about 50 students, and up to 12 residents in pathology at any one time.
The most difficult role was the management of all pathology programs. I was responsible
for recommending the assignments of all pathologists, for determining staffing
requirements for pathologists and our enlisted technical personnel, for allocating equipment
to all of our hospital laboratories, for recommending changes in training programs for the
enlisted personnel, and also for monitoring the selection of residents for any pathology
program. So it was a very, very busy period. I also represented the Navy as a member of the
Scientific Advisory Board at the AFIP.
Q: I've had people on these various interviews say, "There's a right way, there's a wrong
way, and the Navy way." The Navy does seem to do things differently than, say, the Army
and the Air Force, which used to be together and have worked together. Did you find that
the Navy was somewhat removed from using the AFIP, although it was a tri-service
institute?
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DR. STAHL: No, we used the AFIP quite extensively. Many of our consultants, particularly in
neuropathology, were from the AFIP. When we had difficult or interesting cases, they were
referred to the AFIP for consultation. Very often, our staff pathologist and residents would
take cases over directly for consultation, which would later be accessioned into the files of
the AFIP. So I think we had a very good relationship.
Remember that my department consisted of two major divisions: anatomic pathology and
clinical pathology. And the chief of my anatomic pathology division was Captain Karnei, who
later became a director of the AFIP. So we had a very close relationship there.
The other thing I did, I established at Bethesda the first tri- service residency program in
hematopathology, for Army, Navy, and Air Force pathologists.
And the way I did that was unique. When I was an intern at Philadelphia, I met a resident,
who was one year ahead of me, named Hal Shumacher. Hal Shumacher became a specialist
in internal medicine in the Navy, and later became board certified in hematology and also
oncology. So he had subspecialty boards in the field of internal medicine.
He left the Navy, after about 11 years, and went to Hershey, Pennsylvania, where he was
associated with the development of the Hershey Medical School, and he worked in some of
the hospitals around Harrisburg. But his interest shifted from clinical hematology to the
laboratory applications of hematology, and he became an expert in the classification of
leukemias and the use of the electron microscope in detection of certain hematologic
disorders.
When he was in Harrisburg, one of his peers who knew him had just been promoted to
rear admiral. It was a time when we had the title clinical admiral; these were clinicians who
were promoted to rear admiral. And he asked Hal to come back to Bethesda, with the
expectation that Hal would become the chief of hematology within the Department of
Medicine.
In the meantime, our clinical admiral had been shifted to an administrative post
somewhere else as a hospital commander. Hal Shumacher arrived at Bethesda, and no one
knew why he was there, so he just simply got assigned as a staff person to hematology.
He and I talked, and what we decided to do was that if he was able to become board certified
in the subspecialty of hematopathology, I would arrange for him to be shifted from the
Department of Internal Medicine to the Department of Pathology, under me, and we would
then establish a tri-serviceprogram.
And we did that within one year. We got this program approved by the Navy, the
Accreditation Council of Graduate Medical Education, and the American Board of Pathology,
and we had a program ongoing in about a year. That program has trained, again, most of
the military pathologists in that field. So it's a unique first again.
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Q: From 1980 to '92, you went with the Veterans' Administration, and then to the State of
Tennessee, and then back to the Veterans ' Administration. Why this move over there?
DR. STAHL: Well, this links with some of my experiences. During the period from 1975 to
1980, as one of my other additional duties, I was the Navy representative to the Scientific
Advisory Board of the AFIP. One of the people who was also on the Scientific Advisory Board
was a professor from the University of Indiana. I'll get that intertwined a little bit later on,
because he then becomes a player in why I moved from Tennessee to Ohio.
I went to Tennessee as the chief of laboratory service. The VA has different types of positions.
They have full-time, part-time. I was part-time VA. Seven-eighths of my salary was VA; oneeighth was university professor of pathology. I developed a department of pathology that
would interface with a medical school. I did that in three years. I changed from a
department that had just provided nominal support to a hospital to one that became a fullservice laboratory providing support to a medical school and the hospital.
But my interest related to forensic pathology, so I resigned from the VA and became a fulltime professor at the medical school. I established the first medical-examiner's office for
northeastern Tennessee, which served five counties, and I became the assistant chief
medical examiner for the State of Tennessee, while I was serving as professor ofpathology.
I also developed educational programs for the university. These were continuing medicaleducation programs that we opened to attorneys, investigators, and police officers. Many of
our university educational programs in the fields of medicine, like pediatrics or cardiology,
would attract 25 or 30 participants. I was able to bring in 100 people at a time who were
interested. It made for a unique program, because we had a lot of interest in these things.
I also participated in educational programs for the Department of Criminal Justice and the
State of Tennessee, as well as some of our professional organizations. And I also supported
some teaching programs for the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, Commonwealth of
Virginia.
After being there for almost six years, I received a call from Ohio. The person calling
happened to be the director of the hospital, who said that he had been talking to the dean at
the medical school of Wright State University. Well, the dean was the former professor from
Indiana. They were looking for a chief of staff and wanted to know if I was interested. I didn't
know anything about the place, so I went up and looked at it. It sounded like a challenging
position. I would be chief of staff at the VA, a large teaching hospital with 1,400 patients and
2,000 employees, about half of whom would be under the jurisdiction of the chief of staff,
and some teaching responsibilities for the medical school. So I accepted that position and
remained there until 1991, when I had anothercall.
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And this was a call from a person I used to know at Bethesda, Lou Mantel. Lou Mantel was
a commander when I was at Bethesda. He was an anesthesiologist, and for a period of
time, he was assigned to the Naval Medical Research Institute. But, subsequently, after I
retired, he became a captain, and then he was promoted to rear admiral and became the
deputy surgeon general. And with the change from the Veterans Administration to the
Department of Veterans Affairs, with a Cabinet-level post as secretary, a new chief medical
director arrived, and that was Jim Holsinger. Jim Holsinger and Lou Mantel had known each
other because Jim Holsinger was a major general in the Army Reserve Medical Corps,
assigned to the Pentagon and J-4 Joint Staff, where Lou Mantel was assigned on a
permanent basis. So they got to know each other during these periods of active duty for
training. And when Jim Holsinger became the chief medical director for the VA, he selected
Lou Mantel as his medical inspector. Then I was invited to become the deputy medical
inspector.
And I did that for almost two years when I was then invited to come to the AFIP as the Armed
Forces Medical Examiner. So that's how all this evolved.
Q: All right, we’re up to more or less now. You arrived here about 92ish?
DR. STAHL: October '92.
Q: What does the medical examiner's office do?
DR. STAHL: We have a Department of Defense directive and a joint regulation that
authorizes the Armed Forces Medical Examiner to conduct investigations of deaths of activeduty personnel and persons on active duty for training, in areas of exclusive federal
jurisdiction. We also have authority, under certain conditions, to conduct investigations of
civilian personnel who may die in areas of exclusive federal jurisdiction. We can also
participate in medical-legal investigations when the authority vested in a state medical
examiner is waived and the case is deferred back to the military services.
The types of events that we get involved in include homicides on military bases. And I can
just tell you that, during this past year, we have sent teams to Fort Bragg, to Fort Sill, to
Fort Riley, to investigate homicides involving military personnel. We also get involved in
most wartime activities. Before I arrived here, of course. Desert Storm was anexample.
Q: This was a war against Iraq in the Persian Gulf during 1990 and 1991.
DR. STAHL: That's right. So our staff was involved there. Prior to that, they had been
involved in the incidents in Panama, in Grenada, and various other places. So, as a group,
we have probably more experience in major events and mass disasters. That includes,
among the mass disasters, some of the major aircraft accidents. We also send teams out to
investigate military aircraft accidents. And we only do this when there are no local
resources available. Most recently, we not only did all of the cases from Somalia, but we
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also did all the cases related to the Iraq shoot down, where the two helicopters were shot
down. We sent a team to Germany for a week to identify the people and determine the
cause of death of those personnel.
Q: Sort of winding this up, where do you see the AFIP going? It’s a new era. One of the
themes that has run through some of these interviews is that the AFIP used to be a unique
institution. It was the only one looking at things, and everybody turned to it. But now there
are universities and teaching hospitals that have also developed parallel programs over a
period of time, so that the AFIP does not stand alone in some things. Where do you see the
AFIP developing?
DR. STAHL: I think we need to re-emphasize our military mission. I think that's very
important. Many of the roles played by the Institute in the past are roles that have now
been taken over by local universities, that's true. So there are other people who can
perform consultative services in surgical pathology that perhaps are as good as, or similar
to, those performed at the Institute. But our military mission and our federal mission,
particularly in my field, is unique. There is no one else doing this.
I only described one area, one division out of six. I have six divisions in the Office of the
Armed Forces Medical Examiner.
One is operations, and that's what I described to you.
Second is a division that interfaces with other federal agencies. We provide support, upon
request, to the Department of Justice for several areas: environmental crimes, civil rights,
public-safety- officer benefits, and those cases that are referred from the FBI.
During the past year, we have been involved in several cases supporting the FBI. These
included exhumations of people who had either been assassinated by criminals, or, in one
civil-rights case, the allegation was that an officer had shot somebody in an improper way. So
we provide that support.
We provide educational support to other agencies, the Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center, the Department of Agriculture, and many of our police and investigative agencies.
The newest divisions are the DNA Registry, including the DNA Repository, which is collecting
specimens from all military personnel on active duty and the Armed Forces DNA
Identification Laboratory, which conducts nuclear and mitochondrial DNA examinations, as
well as the Special Investigations Division which consists of Forensic Anthropology and
Trace Material Analysis Branches.
Q: This is designed to be a form of identification.
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DR. STAHL: We also have the Division of Forensic Toxicology, which monitors and supports
the quality assurance program, the Department of Defense Drug Abuse Control Program,
provides forensic toxicology examinations, and develops new methods for the detection of
drugs in biologic materials, including hair.
We have an Education and Research Division which supports our educational programs in
forensic pathology, forensic science and continuingeducation.
And we also have, as part of our department, a ballistic range for research purposes. So it's a
very extensive operation that interfaces not just with the Army, Navy, and Air Force, but with
all branches of the federal government.
Q: Well, doctor, this has been a fascinating career, and I really appreciate this.
DR. STAHL: Well, thank you very much. I enjoyed talking to you.
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Charles J. Stahl, III, M.D.

1930-2016
NAME President 1993-94
June 2011
After graduating from Ursinus College, Collegeville, PA, in 1952, I went to The Jefferson Medical
College of Philadelphia. When I received the Doctor of Medicine degree from Jefferson in 1956,
I became a rotating intern at U. S. Naval Hospital, Philadelphia, where I began clinical clerkships
in 1954. After completion of the rotating internship in 1957, I became a resident in anatomic
and clinical pathology at USNH, Philadelphia, where I stayed until 1962 when I was assigned to
the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, Washington, D.C. for special training in forensic
pathology. After completion of the year as a resident, I was assigned to USNH, Guam, as Chief,
Laboratory Service, and Deputy Medical Examiner, Government of Guam, 1963 – 1965. I was
assigned to the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, as Chief, Forensic Pathology Branch, and
remained there until 1975 when I was Chairman, Department of Forensic Sciences. After AFIP, I
was assigned to the National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, MD, as Chairman, Department of
Laboratory Medicine. I was also Acting Director of Clinical Services and Acting Commanding
Officer several times during the period 1978 – 1980. I remained in the position of Chairman,
Department of Laboratory Medicine until I retired from the U. S. Navy in 1980 after 25 years’
service. Although I had been encouraged to become a Rear Admiral, Medical Corps, I turned
down the position which would require frequent travel and change in assignment since I
wanted to remain as a forensic pathologist. I went to Johnson City, TN, as Chief, Laboratory
Service, Veterans Administration Medical Center, and began my career with civil service. While I
was there, I accepted the assignment of Assistant Chief Medical Examiner in 1983 and remained
in this position until 1986 when I was assigned to the VAMC, Dayton, OH, as Chief of Staff. I also
served frequently as Acting Director. Finally, I was assigned as Deputy Medical Inspector,
Veterans Health Administration, Department of Veterans Affairs, Washington, D.C. and retired
from the Department of Veterans Affairs on 31 August 1992. My last position as Chief Medical
Examiner, Office of the Armed Forces Medical Examiner; Member, Graduate Education
Committee; Director, Residency Program in Forensic Pathology; and Distinguished Scientist,
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American Registry of Pathology, Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, Washington, D.C., as well
as Member, Department of Defense Forensic Science Advisory Committee.
During my residency in anatomic and clinical pathology at U. S. Naval Hospital, Philadelphia,
1957 – 1961, Russell S. Fisher, M.D., Chief Medical Examiner, State of Maryland, travelled to
identify a serviceman who had died. Subsequently, I passed the boards in Anatomic Pathology
and Clinical Pathology and I attended the Forensic Pathology Course at Armed Forces Institute
of Pathology, which reinforced my interest in the subspecialty. From 1962 – 1963, I completed
the requirements to take the boards in this subspecialty at the Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology, Washington, D.C. under the direction of Colonel Edward Johnston, but I was
assigned to U. S. Naval Hospital, Guam, Marianas Islands, from 1963 – 1965. I took the boards in
this special field in 1964, and I became one of the first 100 pathologists to become certified by
the American Board of Pathology in Anatomic Pathology, Clinical Pathology, and Forensic
Pathology.
I was Chief, Forensic Pathology Branch, Military Environmental Pathology Division, Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology, 1965 – 1970. During this time I had the opportunity to participate
in the medicolegal investigation and autopsies of Astronauts Grissom, White, and Chaffee
following the Apollo disaster in Florida, and in the investigation and autopsy of Senator Robert
Kennedy following his assassination in California. I was Chief, Military Environmental Pathology
Division, AFIP, from 1972 – 1974, then Chairman, Department of Forensic Sciences, AFIP, from
1974 – 1975. During this time, I conceived the Office of the Armed Forces Medical Examiner
which was published in United States Navy Medicine 61:20-27, 1973: Forensic Sciences at the
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology – Its Role in Military Medicine. I turned down the
appointment as the first Chief Medical Examiner after the role was approved in 1988 – 1990,
because I was serving as Chief of Staff, Veterans Administration Medical Center, Dayton, OH. I
subsequently became the Chief Medical Examiner of the Armed Forces Medical Examiner
System, 1992 – 1996.
Major Accomplishments as Chief Medical Examiner
Development of the Armed Forces Medical Examiner system.
Efforts on Behalf of Forensic Pathology and Forensic Sciences
I became interested in tear gas guns and published numerous articles in medical journals during
the period 1968 - 1975. Subsequently, I was interested in drowning. I published 68 articles in
medical journals, textbooks, and manuals from 1965 – 2003.
Recollections of Places I have trained and worked
I spent 1957 – 1961 at U. S. Naval Hospital, Philadelphia, which has since been demolished. It
was an interesting place. Subsequently, I was assigned to AFIP for training in the special field of
forensic pathology and I had the opportunity to work with Russell S. Fisher, M.D., Chief Medical
Examiner, State of MD. After returning from Guam to the AFIP, I trained numerous people in
forensic pathology.
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Comments about people who trained me
Bruce H. Smith, M.D. was the Chief of Laboratory Service at USNH, Philadelphia where I was
trained in Anatomic Pathology and Clinical Pathology. He became Director, AFIP, as Captain,
MC, USN. Colonel Edward Johnston, MC, USA, and Russell S. Fisher, M.D. were responsible for
my training in Forensic Pathology.
Recollections about people I have trained
I trained numerous people in the special field of forensic pathology including Richard C. Froede,
M.D., who was a Colonel, MC, USAF and Flight Surgeon.
Academic involvement through education, research, and training
I have served as Assistant Instructor in Pathology and Fellow in Pepper Laboratory of Clinical
Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1960; Lecturer in Homicide Investigation,
Dept. of Public Safety, Government of Guam, 1965; Director, Postgraduate Course in Forensic
Pathology, AFIP, 1966 – 1970; Program Director, Residency in Special Field of Forensic
Pathology, AFIP, 1966 – 1974; 1992 – 1996; Instructor, Basic Course for Special Agents, Naval
Investigative Service, Arlington, VA, 1966 – 1969; 1970 – 1971; 1973 – 1974; Faculty, Homicide
Investigation, Metropolitan Police Dept., District of Columbia, 1969 – 1973; Professorial
Lecturer in Forensic Science, The George Washington University, 1972 -1976; Faculty, Seminar
in Forensic Pathology, College of American Pathologists, 1972, 1973, 1974; Medical Director,
Medical Technology and Medical Laboratory Technician Schools, Naval Health Sciences
Education and Training Command, Bethesda, MD, 1975 – 1980; Professor of Pathology, George
Washington University School of Medicine and Health Sciences, 1975 – 1980, Georgetown
University School of Medicine, 1976 – 1980, and Uniform Services University for the Health
Sciences, 1976 -1979; Program Director, Residency in Anatomic and Clinical Pathology, National
Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, MD, 1975 – 1980; Professor of Pathology, Quillen College of
Medicine, East Tennessee State University, Johnson City, TN, 1980 – 1986; Professor of
Pathology, East Tennessee State University School of Graduate Studies, Johnson City, TN, 1982 1986; Assistant Dean for Veterans Affairs and Professor of Pathology, Wright State University
School of Medicine, Dayton, OH, 1986 – 1991. I worked closely with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, U. S. Department of Justice, during the period 1992 – 1996.
Contributions to the field of forensic pathology
Consultant in Forensic Pathology, Professional Division, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
Department of the Navy, 1970 – 1975; Member, Test Committee for Special Examination in
Forensic Pathology, The American Board of Pathology, 1973 – 1975; Guest Examiner, Special
Field of Forensic Pathology, The American Board of Pathology, 1972 -1975; Consultant in
Laboratory Medicine, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Department of the Navy, 1975 – 1980;
Member, Technical Advisory Committee for Firefighter Autopsy Protocol, United States Fire
Administration, Federal Emergency Management Agency, 1993 – 1995; Member, PL 103-160
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Review Board, Office of the Inspector General, Department of Defense, 1996; Member,
Working Group on Scene Investigations, U. S. Department of Justice, 1994 – 1996.
Difficult cases I have managed
Temporary duty at Harman Air Force Base U. S. Air Force Hospital to perform medicolegal
autopsies on two servicemen who died at Thule, Greenland, and one who died a Keflavik,
Iceland, 1963; medicolegal investigation and autopsies of Astronauts Grissom, White, and
Chaffee following Apollo disaster at Cape Kennedy, FL, 1967; medicolegal investigation and
autopsy following assassination of Senator Robert Kennedy and consultant to Chief Medical
Examiner – Coroner, Los Angeles, CA; exhumation, investigation, and autopsy of serviceman at
San Diego, CA; consultant in forensic pathology to Civil Rights Division, U. S. Department of
Justice to conduct exhumation, investigation, and autopsy of man killed in Puerto Rico, 1974;
consultant in forensic pathology, Naval Investigative Service, to participate in the investigation
of the death of a military dependent, 1977.
Job related stresses, anxiety, and personal performance issues
I tried not to bring these home to my wife and children and as a military man and civil servant I
was always in charge of my own performance.
Advice for forensic pathologists entering this field
Work hard. Remember that each case requires a pre-autopsy analysis including circumstances
of death, medical and social history, and environmental factors, followed by autopsy, when
indicated, including microscopic examination of tissues, laboratory tests for chemical agents,
toxins, infectious agents, and drugs, and review of any photographs obtained at the scene of
death or during autopsy. Determine that the death was caused by accident, homicide, suicide,
or natural causes, the time of death if indicated, and the information which must be placed on
the death certificate.
Has forensic pathology changed?
Although the training programs have improved during the years, the number of autopsies
performed by hospital pathologists continues to decline from 80% in military hospitals to less
than 5% in hospitals today. We still have a mixed bag as far as the coroner system and medical
examiner system are concerned, and this has affected the need for increased numbers of
forensic pathologists. In fact, some people serving as Chief Medical Examiner are not board
certified!
Personal information
My wife, Ellen, and I married in 1954. We had three children, Charles, IV, Marcia, and Kim.
When we met, Ellen was a RN at Jefferson. We liked to go camping, including our honeymoon
and later distant places such as Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, the outer banks of North
Carolina, and the far west. Later, Ellen and I visited most countries in Europe, as well as
Australia, New Zealand, China, Japan, Russia, Finland, Turkey, Greece, Italy, etc. By this time our
children had married and had two children for each family.
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Would I become a forensic pathologist again?
Yes. I had an interesting career in the Navy, Department of Veterans Affairs, and Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology.
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William Q. Sturner, M.D.

NAME President 1978-79
Chief Medical Examiner, State of Rhode Island (1974-1992)
Chief Medical Examiner, State of Arkansas (1992-2004)
July 2011
I chose Forensic Pathology as a career very early in Medical School at St. Louis University. A
strong pathology department with a helpful faculty, along with staff members taking students
to observe local medico-legal autopsies, played a significant role in my decision. There I met Dr.
Rudy Gradwohl, the founder of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences. My mentors during
residency for the next three years were Dr. John P. Wyatt, Chairman of Pathology, and a friend
of the English forensic pathologist Donald Teare. They shared forensic positions at Queens
Square Hospital in London; but more about him later. Other faculty included Dr. Henry
Pinkerton and Dr. Drummond Bowden, a pediatric pathologist who was Director of laboratories
at Cardinal Glennon Hospital. The staff also included Eugene Tucker, M.D., John Pfaff M.D. and
George Gantner, Jr., M.D. a long time member of N.A.M.E. and the head of laboratories at
Firmin Desloge Hospital. He was especially helpful to me in early research projects. One of the
highlights of my residency was a visit by Dr. Lester Adelson, the chief of forensic pathology in
Cleveland, Ohio. He lectured on infant and childhood murders, the precursor to "battered
children." His article published in The New England Journal of Medicine in 1961 was entitled in
part "The Slaughter of The Innocents." This work predated "The Battered Child Syndrome"
literature by one year. My encounter with Dr. Adelson laid the foundation for my future
research in the forensic field involving infants and children.
My fourth year of residency was as a Fulbright Scholar in forensic pathology at the University of
London, England. My mentors were Professor Keith Simpson of Guy's Hospital and Professor R.
Donald Teare of St. Georges Hospital. Professor Teare first described (and named) "Asymmetric
Hypertrophy" in 1958. The deputy pathologist at Guy's Hospital was Dr. Keith Mant and the
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assistant at St. George‘s was Dr. David Bowen. Both were very supportive during my stay in
London as I continued my research in vitreous humor analysis and began measuring glucose in
deaths of young diabetics. I also served a one month rotation at the Scotland Yard Police
Laboratory in order to round out my training and experience. The year in London provided me
with a unique dimension to my overall education in forensic pathology.
I returned to the University of Kentucky in Lexington for a fifth and final year of training with Dr.
Rudolph J. Muelling. His unique training in chemistry and toxicology along with a medicolegal
background made him a mainstay at the new medical school in Lexington. My rotation was
partly in pathology and partly in toxicology and clinical pathology. Among many interesting
studies that we con- ducted was the testing of "moonshine" for toxins, including lead and
arsenic, in addition to methyl alcohol. This experience fore- shadowed my growing interest in
toxicology throughout my career, which began in 1964.
My first staff position was at the Office of Chief Medical Examiner in New York City with the
renowned Dr. Milton Helpern. My title was "Junior Medical Examiner" and the starting salary
was $9,000 per year! However, it became a most enjoyable experience in my young career.
Other staff physicians included Dr. Henry Siegel, Dr. John Devlin and Dr. Michael Lyons.
Residents in training included Dr. James Luke and Dr. Michael Baden. Dr. Helpern usually made
his rounds in mid-morning when autopsies were underway, with homicides being a priority and
therefore done first. When leaving the autopsy room for the day, I saw a stretcher left in the
hallway containing a blood stained female exhibiting many neck wounds and with a scissor
blade lodged into the front of her neck. I had seen her earlier in the day and assumed that this
was a homicide. When asking about the delay, I was told that the case was a suicide! History
indicated that this young Asian woman had been distraught as her husband had left her, and I
later learned that self-inflicted multiple sharp instrument wounds were common in her culture.
Many of these wounds were superficial, and the total number- all in the neck - approached 60!
A lesson was learned in the hallway that day.
Sometime later, I examined a young man who had died suddenly during a retrograde cardiac
catheterization at a nearby hospital. I performed a complete and (I thought) a thorough
autopsy, and found a "blood clot" obstructing an otherwise normal coronary artery. This
seemed to me an adequate cause of death. Dr. Helpern came over to my table and inquired
about my findings; however, after I told him, he immediately asked "where did the clot come
from?" and suggested that I open the thigh and examine the femoral vessels. I then discovered
a thrombosis to be present, thus the clot appeared to have originated from this location. More
importantly, it was evident that both catheterizations had taken place at the same site with a
30 min. interval creating an ongoing repair process at the insertion site of the blood vessel. The
tip of the catheter had loosened and detached a portion of the thrombus which then had
passed up the femoral artery and into the coronary circulation. The findings in this case helped
to change the procedures governing catheterizations, including banning sequential insertions at
the same site, and coating all catheter tips with heparin-like medication.
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Because of the many homicides, automobile accidents, and other conditions resulting in
exsanguination, we began testing for alcohol in vitreous humor and any blood that was
available. My colleague Dr. Richard Coumbis, a toxicologist, and I published the first study
shooting comparable levels in both fluid specimens and paved the way for other substances to
be similarly measured and compared.
One of the most interesting cases that I experienced during my stay was the shooting death of
Malcom X. Following a speech from an auditorium stage to a large crowd, three adults rushed
to the stage and opened fire with a shotgun and two handguns. He was instantly incapacitated
and rushed to a nearby emergency room but was shortly thereafter pronounced dead. Large
wounds of the chest and heart suggested buckshot ammunition had been used. Several hours
later, the body was autopsied by Dr. Helpern, and I was his assistant. Close to dinner time, he
suggested that we stop for the day. The next morning we were able to concentrate on the
handgun wounds, apparently from .38 and.45 caliber weapons. Some of the bullets entered the
bottoms of the feet and were recovered in the upper legs and pelvic area. The interpretation
was that he was lying on the stage floor after the initial shotgun wounds to the thorax. There
were 40 pieces of metal, including fragments, recovered during the autopsy. Subsequently
when asked in court why he brought only 39 pieces as evidence, he said that his grandson had
dropped a fragment behind his desk drawer and that nobody had been able to find it. This
provided a lighter moment in an otherwise somber trial which some of the doctors, including
myself, were privileged to attend. After the prosecution rested, one of the three defense
attorneys stood up and loudly asked: "Dr. Helpern, you don't know who killed Malcolm X, do
you?" The Chief stared at him and replied somewhat indignantly: " I don't know and I don't
care; I'm interested in what did it, not who done it!" At that moment, I understood the role a
doctor ought to assume in court- one of independence and impartiality. It was something that I
always kept in mind during the rest of my career.
In early 1967, I ventured from the east coast to the Midwest. Chicago had at that time a large
coroner system that was housed in the Cook County Hospital, and the Chief of the Coroner's
Laboratory was Dr. Jerry Kearns I had hoped to have an opportunity to make a difference there,
but I soon discovered that the training I had received in New York City was of little use in an
office that was bent on following old-fashioned procedures. This office stood in contrast to the
vibrant and highly respected pathology department at the University of Chicago Medical
School, whose chairman was Dr. Robert Wissler. As an assistant professor in this department, I
was able to collaborate with other staff members including Dr. John Esterly, a pediatric
pathologist, who became a valued colleague and co-author.
At the end of two and a half years, I accepted an invitation from Dr. Charles Petty to join him in
Dallas. Dr. Petty organized and created the Southwestern Institute of Forensic Sciences by
merging the Criminal Investigation Laboratory with the Medical Examiner’s Office at Parkland
Hospital. We began training several young doctors including Dr. Faye Spruill, Dr. Larry Simson
and Dr. Larry Minette. Our staff added Dr. Walter Hofman, and later, Dr. Vincent Di Maio. The
toxicology section, headed by Dr. Morton Mason, soon added Dr. James Garriott, who became
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one of my constant collaborators, in several research projects, including fatalities from the use
and abuse of propoxyphene (Darvon®).
In 1974, following five productive years in Dallas, I accepted an offer to become the Chief
Medical Examiner of Rhode Island. I was also appointed Professor of Pathology at Brown
University. A medical examiner law had been in effect for many years, and Dr. Harold Beddoe
as well as Dr. Joseph Palumbo were two physicians who had worked in the system. When I
arrived, I began appointing young forensic pathologists to the staff, and the first to arrive was
Dr. Faye Spruill. Autopsies at that time were performed at the old morgue which was located in
the General Hospital area, several miles south of Providence. However, administration
activities were undertaken at the newer Health Department building in town. During my stay, a
new centralized facility was erected near the Health Department, which housed the medical
examiner's office and the division of laboratories. It provided adequate refrigeration, a
histology laboratory, secretarial offices and an increased storage capacity. This new facility was
conveniently located close to Brown University and its "Program in Medicine." The Dean of
medicine was Dr. Stanley Aronson, who originally was from New York and who also knew Dr.
Helpern. He was a neuropathologist by training and was a strong supporter of academic
pursuits. Together with Brown University, our office was able to organize and support one of
the annual meetings of The National Association of Medical Examiners (NAME) at Newport, RI
in 1978 and we also formed the New England Society of Forensic Pathologists with our nearby
colleagues. Soon we began collaborations with some of the excellent physicians and scientists
at Brown and elsewhere. One of my research interests was in sudden infant death (SIDS), and
that project took me to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology where Professor Richard
Wurtman worked. He and I both thought that melatonin, a hormone related to sleep, may have
played a role in this condition.
We developed a series of evening lectures during the spring semester in "Forensic Medicine"
with help and support from William J. Curran, Professor of Legal Medicine at Harvard. He
usually gave the introductory lecture, and we occasionally finished with a "Mock Trial." One of
our many students was Dr. Wayne Carver, Chief Medical Examiner of Connecticut. At the same
time, we were training residents including Dr. Loren Mednick, Dr. Mary Ann Clayton and Dr.
Richard Callery. Other staff additions were Dr. Arthur Burns, Dr. John Grauerholz, Dr. Kristin
Sweeney and Dr. Frank Garrity. Dr. Frank Peretti, a native of Rhode Island, was a scene
investigator as part of his experience to become a forensic pathologist.
Eventually, a “budget crunch" forced us to cut staffing, and it became more difficult to function
as we had in the past. Moreover, the political environment continued to be unfavorable, and
after 17 years of service, I decided to resign my Rhode Island position. Subsequently, I moved
to Arkansas, where I became Chief Medical Examiner as well as a Professor of Pathology at the
Medical School.
When I arrived in early 1992, I replaced Dr. Fahmy Malik, who left the previous year. After he
resigned, autopsies were performed mostly by part time pathologists. Our working space was
extremely small, but portions of the basement morgue, autopsy areas, business offices,
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histology and DNA laboratories were eventually modernized. The Director of the State Crime
Laboratory was Jim Clark, a member of the law enforcement community, and a statutory Board,
which had been responsible for hiring the Chief Medical Examiner, each provided oversight in
the daily functioning of the office.
During my tenure of nearly 13 years, other experienced forensic pathologists joined our office,
including Dr. Frank Peretti, and Dr. Charles Kokes who became the Chief when I retired in 2004.
Both doctors had significant training and experience in the Baltimore Maryland Medical
Examiner’s Office. Dr. Stephen Erickson, a graduate of the Arkansas Medical School and their
Pathology training program, joined our staff after a fellowship year with Dr. Vincent DiMaio in
San Antonio. The number of cases and autopsies increased over the next several years, but
staffing remained essentially the same. The pathologists were often burdened by having to
travel long distances in order to provide expert court testimony, which sometimes could take a
full day. A similar situation existed for the morgue staff, which had to provide transportation of
decedents back to the Crime Laboratory in Little Rock. Police departments were generally
proficient, and Arkansas State Police were always available to assist in suspicious cases and
potential homicides.
One of the outstanding consultant groups supporting our office was the Arkansas Children's
Hospital, which included our consultant pediatric pathologist, Dr. David Parham. A monthly
conference was organized to discuss and resolve interesting and difficult cases. Together, we
published individual case reports as well as group fatalities. Other doctors lending support were
Dr. Jerry Jones, an expert in child abuse, and Dr. Jimmy Valentine, an expert in Pediatric
Toxicology. We all enjoyed the interchange of ideas in the pediatric population.
One of the compelling reasons for my attraction into forensic pathology was the opportunity to
practice medicine in an exciting and unusual way, and be able to benefit society by contributing
to the administration of justice. My desire to perform individual and collaborative research
could be fulfilled in unique ways at many levels. The publication as author or co-author of many
scientific articles over a 45 year span represented exciting travels into the scientific unknown
(or misunderstood) as well as feelings of accomplishment that were rewarding and long lasting.
Public Health issues were always addressed following specific forensic findings and
investigations. We also shared concerns with physicians in other fields which took place on a
regular basis. Collegiality in an academic setting should be one of the cornerstones of any
medical practice, especially as a forensic pathologist.
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From the left, Dr. John Devlin, Dr. Michael Baden (in street clothes with back to camera), Dr.
William Q. Sturner and Dr. Milton Helpern (1960s)

Dr. John Devlin, NYC (1960s)
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William Q. Sturner, M.D. in the Office of New York City Chief Medical Examiner
(1960s)

In 1974, I accepted an invitation from Dr. Charles Petty to join him in Dallas. Dr. Petty organized
and created the Southwestern Institute of Forensic Sciences by merging the Criminal
Investigation Laboratory with the Medical Examiner’s Office at Parkland
Hospital.
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Cyril H. Wecht, M.D., J.D.

February 2016
Why did I select forensic pathology as a career?
In my junior year of medical school, I made a decision to obtain a law degree following
graduation from medical school and internship. I did not want to simply be a general
practitioner in both law and medicine and thought of an appropriate medical specialty that
would have significance and frequent interplay with law. I quickly came to realize that the
specialty most frequently involved with legal matters was forensic pathology.
Places and times I served as Chief Medical Examiner
I was the Coroner of Allegheny County (Pittsburgh and surrounding communities) for twenty
years, 1970 – 1980 and 1996 – 2006. I had been Chief Forensic Pathologist in that office for
four years from 1966-1970.
As Coroner, I functioned essentially as a Chief Medical Examiner.
The office was officially converted to a Medical Examiner’s Office as of January 1, 2006, and I
was appointed as the first Chief Medical Examiner of Allegheny County on January 1, 2006.
Major accomplishments as Chief Medical Examiner
I developed a complete forensic scientific operation with a Ph.D. forensic epidemiologist, a
forensic neuropathologist, and four full time Board Certified forensic pathologists, and a
complete forensic toxicology program headed by a Ph.D. forensic toxicologist.
I established academic programs in forensic pathology, forensic science and legal medicine at
the University of Pittsburgh and Duquesne University.
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Efforts on behalf of forensic pathology and the forensic sciences
I established a four year Bachelor of Science program at Carlow University for the training of
students to become Autopsy Technologists with a forensic scientific background. To my
knowledge, this is the only such program anywhere in the world.
I have contributed extensively to the literature and lectured thousands, of times to students
from elementary to post-graduate school level, as well as to all kinds of community,
professional, business, governmental, and other organizations in my community and
throughout the United States and in several foreign countries.
Recollections of places I have trained and worked
I did my training in forensic pathology at the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner of Maryland
under Dr. Russell Fisher, 1961 - 1962. I returned to Pittsburgh and became an Assistant District
Attorney and Medical-Legal Advisor to the District Attorney of Allegheny County, 1964-65. I
then became Chief Forensic Pathologist in the Allegheny Coroner's Office in January 1966.
Comments about people who trained me and from whom I have learned
I trained under Dr. Russell Fisher. His top assistant was Dr. Charles Petty. The Forensic
Neuropathologist was Dr. Richard Lindenberg, and the Forensic Toxicologist was Dr. Charles
Freimuth.
Recollections about people I have trained
I established a fellowship in forensic pathology at the Allegheny County Coroner's Office that
was visited and approved by Dr. Alan Moritz in 1971. During my 20 years as Coroner, several
people trained with me who went on to become medical examiners in various jurisdictions
throughout the United States.
Major controversies and frustrations in completing my responsibilities
Major controversies have included conflicts with the District Attorney’s Office which was
unhappy with my conducting Open Inquests in all police-related deaths. For the most part, I did
not encounter any other significant controversies or major frustrations. I was always able to
obtain funds for all my budgetary needs from the County Commissioners and County Executive.
Academic involvement through research, education, and training
I hold several academic positions. Two faculty positions at the University of Pittsburgh, three at
Duquesne University, one at Carlow University, and one at Aristotle College of Law.
2007-Present – Adjunct Professor of Forensic Science, Medicine, and Pathology, Lagos State
University College of Medicine, Ikeja, Lagos State, Nigeria
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2011-Present – Adjunct Professor of Forensic Science, Medicine, and Pathology, Nnamdi
Azikiwe University 9UNIZIK), Awka, Anambra State, Nigeria
I have engaged in numerous research projects. Several have resulted in published papers.
Legislative change in which I was involved
As President of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences, I testified before the United States
Congress, Pennsylvania State Legislature, and other governmental bodies. I was also on a
special committee to select a Chief Medical Examiner of New York City following Dr. Milton
Helpern's death, and I served on a similar committee for the selection of the first appointed
medical examiner of Cook County (Chicago).
I played a role in legislative changes pertaining to organ transplantation in my state
(Pennsylvania), and I contributed through testimony and communications my numerous
comments and professional experiences that served as part of the basis for the National
Academy of Science Report in February 2009 relating to the need for forensic scientists to be
independent of prosecutorial offices.
My contributions to the field of forensic pathology
My contributions to the field of forensic pathology have been set forth in previous answers. I
have been the author or co-author, editor or co-editor of numerous books in the fields of
Forensic Pathology, Forensic Science and Legal Medicine. I have also written many papers that
have been published in national and international journals dealing with these fields of
professional endeavor.
I am the editor of Forensic Pathology in Civil and Criminal Cases, a revised, expanded
edition of a book previously edited by Drs. Graham and Hanzlick.
Perspectives I gained as a medical examiner
As a coroner and medical examiner, I learned a great deal about the needs of hospitals,
physicians, law enforcement, attorneys, public health agencies, and other segments of the
community in relationship to the work performed by medical examiners and coroners.
Difficult cases I have managed
Among the most difficult cases I have managed are those relating to positional asphyxiation
deaths associated with police restraints. Jonny Gammage and Charles Dixon can be googled for
more details.
Among cases in which I have played a significant role as a consultant in different capacities have
been the JFK, RFK, and MLK assassinations, the death of Mary Jo Kopechne, Elvis Presley, Klaus
Von Bulow, Jean Harris, Capt. Jeffrey McDonald, Vincent Foster, Ron Brown, Waco Branch
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Davidian fire, OJ Simpson, JonBonet Ramsey, Lacy Peterson, Phil Spector, Anna Nicole Smith
and her son Daniel Smith, Jean Harris, Carole Gottbaum and others.
Other recollections
From 1965 to 1984, I organized international medicolegal/forensic scientific programs in more
than 50 countries throughout the world. I had the opportunity and great pleasure to meet and
collaborate with many of the most prominent experts in these fields on those occasions.
I have enjoyed discussing numerous, nationally publicized, controversial cases as a forensic
pathologist on thousands of television and radio shows, and with print media writers, over the
past 50 years.
I have had the special pleasure and professional opportunity to be a technical consultant to two
movies, "JFK" and "Concussion", and to be a major interviewee in the documentary "Soaked in
Bleach" (re the death of Kurt Cobain).
I have had the wonderful honor of being portrayed as myself by Albert Brooks in the movie
"Concussion".
Advice for forensic pathologists entering the field
My advice for forensic pathologists entering this field of endeavor would be to maintain
independence and scientific objectivity, and not allow yourself consciously or subconsciously to
be utilized as a part of the prosecutorial team. Forensic pathologists are scientists and not
prosecutors or homicide detectives.
How my work experience changed me, changed my life, and what I learned from my work
I would also advise forensic pathologists to learn something about civil and criminal legal
processes. This does not require going to law school and obtaining a law degree. It can be
acquired through appropriate contacts at the local law school, and by working with
knowledgeable, experienced plaintiff and defense attorneys in civil cases, and prosecution and
defense attorneys in criminal cases, and judges.
How has forensic pathology changed during my career, for the better and for the worse?
Forensic pathology has played a significant role in my career. As a medical-legal consultant in
all kinds of cases, I am able to utilize my knowledge, experience and expertise as a forensic
pathologist in analyzing all kinds of civil and criminal cases, and providing opinions and
conclusions that lead to the resolution of the majority of cases prior to controversial trials.
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Knowing what I do now, would I “do it again” under the same circumstances as when I began,
or under today’s circumstances?
Yes, I would do all of this again. I cannot think of any other medical specialty that I would
prefer. I very much enjoy working at the interface of law and medicine, and there is no better
vehicle for doing this than the practice of forensic pathology.
Personal information such as family, hobbies and interests
The most important thing in my life is my family. I have been married for 50 years. I have four
children and their spouses along with eleven grandchildren.
I enjoy traveling to all parts of the world, and I maintain a keen interest in national and
international political matters.
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Ronald K. Wright, MD, JD

May 2012
I first attended a NAME meeting in Atlanta in 1969. It was an Academy meeting and NAME
meeting, and I believe it was the first to not be in Chicago.
George Gantner was there. I did not list George as one of my mentors, but I worked for him as
the Deputy Chief of Clinical Chemistry from 1967 through 1971. I joined NAME in 1972 as I
recall when I went to work for Stan Harris in Vermont.

I liked the University-ME Office concept that Weston and Gantner had popularized. So in 1980 I
had the opportunity to start such a program in Broward County with the University of Miami
School Of Medicine. It worked pretty well, but I really aggravated a prominent plaintiff’s
attorney who vowed he would see that I was not re-appointed by the governor, and he
succeeded. I have been told he spent .25 M $ in public relations to get rid of me. The UniversityME Office died when I was not re-appointed by the infamous ME Commission of the state of
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Florida. Josh Perper was also recommended for the position and the Governor choose Josh.
Josh was removed in the same process in 2012.
I trained: Larry Tate, Charles Diggs, Stan Kessler (While director of Dade ME Education Program)
Mike Bell, Dan Selove, Steve Nelson (At Broward)
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Women in the History of the National Association of Medical Examiners

By Mary H. Dudley, M.D.
December 2012

Introduction
In the 20th century, very few women became physicians due to social, economic and political
restrictions. Societal expectations of the woman’s role were to marry, raise a family and
support her husband’s career. Women who entered into the medical field generally went into
nursing. The women’s rights movement of the 1970’s opened the door for more women to
enter medical school and other male-dominated professions. More women in those years
became pathologists, forensic pathologists and members of the National Association of Medical
Examiners (NAME).
Forensic Pathology as a subspecialty trailed behind other medical subspecialties with formal
forensic pathology training and board certification only becoming available in the late 1950’s.
The first female to receive board certification in Forensic Pathology was Dr. Judith Lehotay in
1970. The professional organization of NAME was founded in 1966 and its first journal, The
American Journal of Forensic Medicine and Pathology, issued in 1980.
The NAME began with a total of 24 male members in 1966. The first female member, Dr. Judith
Gedney Tobin, forensic pathologist, joined in 1967. However, many other women were involved
in death investigation and forensic pathology prior to and since the beginning of NAME.
This article will feature and honor the efforts of some of the many women who contributed to
death investigation and forensic pathology in the early years and to the NAME organization for
the first 25 years from 1966 to 1991. These women made significant and enduring contributions
to the forensic field, elevated the status of women by opening new frontiers for women, and
inspired others by their example.
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Women in Forensic Investigation and Pathology
Several influential women who paved the way for women to enter forensic pathology careers
included Frances Glessner Lee, Clara Raven M.D., Bonita Peterson, M.D., Judith Lehotay M.D.,
and Mary Fran Ernst B.S.
In 1945, Frances Glessner Lee started a series of one-week seminars
at Harvard University for police and other investigators to learn about
the application of pathology and medical science to the investigation
of homicide. Mrs. Lee designed and built models of crime scenes
used in the seminars. Mrs. Lee died in 1963. However, these seminars
continued in the Department of Legal Medicine until Harvard closed
the department in 1967. The seminars, entitled The Francis G. Lee
Seminars in Homicide Investigation, moved to the Medical Examiner’s
Office in Baltimore, Maryland.
Dr. Clara Raven, Chief Medical Examiner Emeritus of Wayne County,
Michigan, was a true pioneer for the advancement of medical knowledge
as well as for the achievement of women. After graduating from the
University of Michigan with a Bachelor of Arts and Masters degree, she
became the only female student in her freshman class at Duke University
Medical School. She then transferred as a sophomore to Northwestern
University Medical School under a quota system that allowed only four
female students into the medical school. She graduated with a Doctor of
Medicine degree in 1938. In 1943, Dr. Raven was among the first women
physicians commissioned to serve in the U.S. Army and worked as the
chief of laboratory services during WWII and the Korean War.
In 1958, Dr. Raven became the first female Deputy Chief Medical Examiner of Wayne County,
Michigan. Her greatest challenge was her research into the cause of sudden infant death
syndrome (SIDS) for more than 20 years. In the early ‘70s, Dr. Raven testified before the U.S.
Senate Subcommittee to promote funding for SIDS research and counseling of the bereaved. In
1961, she became the first female physician to achieve the rank of full colonel in the Army
Medical Corps. She received the Northwestern Alumni Merit Award in 1962. In 1987, she was
inducted into the Michigan Women’s Historical Center and Hall of Fame with areas of
achievement in Math/Science and Medicine/Health Care. Dr. Raven died in 1994.
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In 1973, Dr. Bonita Peterson was the first Chief Medical
Examiner/Forensic Pathologist in Kansas City, Missouri for Jackson
County. Dr. Peterson attended medical school at Columbia University in
New York City from 1950-1954 and did her one-year internship at the
University of Kansas Medical Center in Kansas City, Kansas. She attended
the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP) in Washington, DC for 4
years of pathology residency. She received one year forensic pathology
fellowship training at the Medical Examiner’s Office in Baltimore,
Maryland. In 1979, an evaluating team, including Dr. George Gantner,
from the National Association of Medical Examiners came to examine the Jackson County
Medical Examiner’s office and found was that she was “overworked, understaffed, and without
the laboratory facilities provided to most medical examiners in her position.”
Dr. Peterson had extensive experience in managing mass fatalities during her ten years in
Kansas City. During her service at Jackson County, there was a 5 year period from 1977 to 1981
where one disaster a year occurred in Jackson County, Missouri, including a flood, a hotel fire,
abandoned bodies by a mortuary service, 157 heat related deaths and the Hyatt skywalk
collapse that claimed 114 lives.
Dr. Peterson continues to do consulting in forensic pathology and resides in Kansas City,
Missouri.
Dr. Judith Lehotay was the first woman to pass the Forensic Pathology Board Certification
Examination of the American Board of Pathology in 1970. Dr. Lehotay served on the NAME
Board of Directors in 1978.
Dr. Lehotay was born in Tapiosuly, Hungary and graduated from the Medical School of Pazmany
University of Sciences in Budapest in 1956. In 1956, she and her husband fled Hungary, lived in
Austria for six months, and then immigrated to the United States. She completed two years of
residency training at Sisters Hospital in Rochester, NY. Dr. Lehotay was appointed pathologist
for the Meyer Memorial Hospital in Buffalo, New York in 1966 and became the Chief Medical
Examiner in Erie County, New York in 1972. Dr. Lehotay died at the age of 54 in 1981.
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Mary Fran Ernst joined NAME in 1981 and has been actively
involved and dedicated to the advancement and success of NAME
ever since. Mary Fran retired in December, 2011 after 40 years of
service to Saint Louis University (SLU) as associate professor of
pathology and director of medicolegal education and resides in St.
Louis, Missouri. In 1965, Mary Fran worked as an assistant in the
clinical laboratory department at the St. Louis University in St.
Louis, Missouri under the mentorship of George Gantner, M.D.,
director of the program and chief medical examiner for St. Louis
County. She earned her bachelor's degree in Organization
Management at SLU. In 1975, she also became a medicolegal death
investigator in the St. Louis County Medical Examiner's Office.
In 1977, at a time when there was no professional death investigation training available in the
country, she recognized the growing need for training and, at the urging of Dr. Gantner,
developed the Medicolegal Death Investigators Training Course at St. Louis University. She also
developed and coordinated the Masters Level Conferences in Death Investigation, also offered
at SLU. In 2002 she was honored as SLU Faculty Woman of the Year.
At the national level, Mary Fran has been particularly involved in the development of the death
investigation field, including defining the role of a death investigator, and teaching on death
investigation. In 1996, Mary Fran helped write the first textbook written on death investigation,
which was later used to develop the national guidelines for the American Board of Medicolegal
Death Investigators (ABMDI).
Mary Fran served as President of the Society of Medicolegal Death Investigators, a national
organization devoted to educating and training death investigators and remains active in the
NAME organization.

Pioneer Women: The Early Years of NAME 1966-1976
During the first 10 years of the NAME, from 1966 to 1976, there were only 5 female forensic
pathologists in the NAME membership compared to 103 male members, representing less than
5% of the total membership. The early female members were influential in their contributions
to the field of forensic pathology and to the NAME organization. The first five female members
included Judith Gedney Tobin, Lorraine Roth-Moyo, Marcella Fierro, Sandra Conradi, and
Eleanor McQuillen.
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In 1967, the first female member of NAME was Dr. Judith Gedney
Tobin. Dr. Tobin received her MD degree at Columbia College of
Physicians and Surgeons in New York in 1952 as one of 12 women in
her class of 120. Dr. Tobin became a female pioneer in the specialty of
forensic pathology and continued to excel in the field while raising six
children on her own after her husband’s death in 1970. During her
career, Dr. Tobin performed more than 5,000 autopsies over a span of
50 years. She demonstrated her leadership abilities as the Delaware
Assistant State Medical Examiner from 1964 to 2009 and became the
only woman to serve as President of the Nanticoke Hospital Medical
Staff. In 2006, Dr. Tobin was recognized for her leadership and contributions to the discipline of
pathology when the Delaware Department of Health and Social Services named the Southern
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner building in her honor. In 2007, she was the recipient of the
Athena Award for professional excellence, community service and for actively assisting women
in realizing their full potential.
Dr. Tobin currently lives in Seaford, Delaware and was also inducted into the Hall of Fame of
Delaware Women in 2010 for her accomplishments in Forensic Pathology.
Dr. Lorraine Roth-Moyo became the second female NAME
member when she joined in 1970. She was active in the NAME’s
ethic committee. Dr. Roth-Moyo is board certified in Anatomic,
Clinical and Forensic Pathology and Dermatopathology. She
attended medical school at the University of Ottawa and
graduated in 1967. She currently does forensic consulting work
and resides in Rochester, New York.
The third female NAME member was Dr. Marcella Fierro who joined
in 1974. Dr. Fierro served as the 2nd female President of the National
Association of Medical Examiners (NAME) in 1989-1990, and served
on the Board of Directors in 1984, 1986, 1992 and 1995 and the
Executive Committee of NAME in 1990 as Past President. Dr. Fierro
served as Chief Medical Examiner for the Commonwealth of Virginia
from 1994 to 2007. She also served as Professor of Pathology and
Professor and Chair of the Department of Legal Medicine at Virginia
Commonwealth University from 1994 to 2008.
Dr. Fierro is a Fellow of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences
and was a member of the Forensic Science Board for the Commonwealth. She has served as a
consultant to the FBI on the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) Unidentified and Missing
Persons Files, and on federal panels and committees developing best practices in forensic
identification and forensic medicine. Dr. Fierro served on the National Academies Committee
on Science, Technology, and Law, which authored the report “Strengthening Forensic Science in
the United States: A Path Forward, Dr. Fierro serves on the Board of Directors of the Virginia
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Institute of Forensic Science and Medicine. In 1990, Dr. Marcella Fierro was the real life
inspiration for the famous fictional female forensic pathologist, Dr. Kay Sarpetta, in Patricia
Cornwell’s crime novels.
Dr. Fierro has published in professional journals, has edited texts, contributed chapters to
several books, and presented at national and international meetings. Dr. Fierro serves as a
reviewer for the American Journal of Forensic Medicine and Pathology. She is also a diplomat of
the ABMDI.
In retirement, Dr. Fierro continues to consult on forensic death-related matters with a special
passion for reuniting the many unidentified dead in our nation with searching families. She
consulted with the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner in Richmond, Virginia on a grant
seeking to enter Virginia’s unidentified dead into a national database that is linked to a
database of Missing Persons, The National Missing and Unidentified Persons System (NamUs).
She currently resides in Richmond, Virginia and remains an active member of NAME.
Dr. Sandra Conradi, the fourth female member, joined NAME in
1974. She served on the Board of Directors of NAME in 1979, 1982,
1989 and was Vice President in 1990. Dr. Conradi served as the 3rd
female President of NAME in 1991. Dr. Conradi graduated from the
University of Cincinnati in 1963. Dr. Conradi served as the Chief
Medical Examiner in Charleston County, South Carolina in 1992. She
was elected as fellow of the College of American Pathologists. She
was also appointed as Associate Professor of Pathology and
Laboratory Medicine at the Medical University of South Carolina in
Charleston, SC. Dr. Conradi continues to participate in NAME
meetings and teaches forensic topics nationally. She currently
resides in Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina.
Dr. Eleanor McQuillen joined NAME in 1976; she was the 5th female
NAME member. She served on the Board of Directors in 1980 and
1983 and as Vice President in 1984. She was the first female
President of NAME in 1985 and served as a Past President on the
Board of Directors in 1986. She co-authored a timeless paper entitled
“Pain and Suffering ... and Unconsciousness” with her husband,
James McQuillen, M.D. in 1994. Dr. McQuillen shared a private
neuropathology and forensic consulting business with her husband in
Hardwick, Vermont until his retirement in 1998.
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Progressive Women: 1977 – 1990
The number of female NAME members grew from 5 during the first 10 years to 80 by 1990.
Several exceptional female members are featured here for their outstanding dedication,
community achievements, and special contributions to forensic pathology and to NAME.
Outstanding female NAME members of the 70’s and 80’s include Patti McFeeley, Mary Gilliland,
Mary Case, Elizabeth Laposata, Corrie May, Elizabeth Balraj, Kanthi DeAlwis, Karen Gunson,
Mary Ann Sens, Julie Goodin, Jan Garavaglia, Margaret Greenwald, Joni McClain, and Joye
Carter.
Dr. Patricia McFeeley joined NAME in 1977. She served on the Board of
Directors in 1987 and 1990. She did her forensic pathology fellowship at
the Office of the Medical Investigator, University of New Mexico in
Albuquerque, New Mexico (OMI-UNM) from 1976 – 1977 and was later
appointed as Deputy Medical Examiner for the OMI-UNM. While working in
New Mexico, and eight months pregnant, she handled the prison riot
fatalities in Santa Fe, New Mexico. She received training in Pediatric
Pathology in Denver, Colorado. Dr. McFeeley also served as President of
the AAFS. She has a special interest in SIDS and child fatality. She is board
certified in anatomic pathology and forensic pathology.
Dr. McFeeley has special interest in hot air ballooning and sailing. She currently resides in both
New Mexico and Florida.
Dr. Mary G. F. Gilliland joined NAME in 1981 and served on the NAME
Board of Directors from 1997 to 2003. She also serves on the NAME
Scientific Presentations Awards Committee and the NAME SelfAssessment Modules Committee. She also serves as a NAME
accreditation inspector.
Dr. Gilliland attended medical school at the Loyola University Chicago
Stritch School of Medicine in Chicago, Illinois. She completed her
pathology residency training at the Cleveland Clinic Foundation in
Cleveland, Ohio. In 1979, she served her forensic pathology fellowship
at the Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio and the Medical College of Virginia in
Richmond, Virginia in 1981. She worked as a Medical Examiner at the Southwest Institute of
Forensic Science in Dallas, Texas from 1981 to 1989. She was also a licensed pilot from 1983 to
1999.
Since 1989, Dr. Gilliland holds a faculty position at the Brody School of Medicine, East Carolina,
Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine.
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Dr. Mary Case joined NAME in 1981 and served on the Board of Directors
in 1993, 1996 and 2001-2003. Dr. Mary Case is a graduate of the
University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri and St. Louis University School
of Medicine. She did her residency training in pathology at St. Louis
University Health Sciences Center and is board certified in anatomical
pathology, neuropathology and forensic pathology. Dr. Case is a
Professor of Pathology and Co-Director of the Division of Forensic
Pathology at St. Louis University Health Sciences Center. She serves as
Chief Medical Examiner for St. Louis, St. Charles, Jefferson and Franklin
Counties. Dr. Case's primary practice of medicine is forensic pathology.
She has special interests in the areas of children's injuries and head
trauma.
Dr. Elizabeth Laposata joined NAME in 1983. She served on the Board
of Directors of NAME in 1987 and 1990. Dr. Laposata completed her
medical education at the University of Maryland School of Medicine in
Baltimore, Maryland where she obtained her MD in 1979. She
completed her internship and residency in Anatomic Pathology at Johns
Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore and her subspecialty fellowship training in
Forensic Pathology at St. Louis University School of Medicine in St.
Louis, Missouri. She has held faculty appointments at the University of
Pennsylvania, School of Medicine in Philadelphia, PA and established
the Forensic Pathology Fellowship program at the City of Philadelphia
Medical Examiner’s Office. She has worked as an Assistant Medical
Examiner for the City of St. Louis, the City of Philadelphia, and the State of Delaware. From
1993 to 2005 she served as the Chief Medical Examiner for the State of Rhode Island. Dr.
Laposata was honored as Woman of the Year in 2003 by the Rhode Island Commission on
Women.
In a federal investigation that lasted over two years, Dr. Laposata managed the examination
and identification of over 5,000 fragmented human remains of victims recovered from the
crash of EgyptAir 990 off the coast of Massachusetts. In 2003, she ran an around-the-clock
operation to complete the autopsies and identifications of 96 victims recovered from a tragic
night club fire in West Warwick, RI. She currently holds faculty positions as Clinical Associate
Professor of Pathology & Laboratory Medicine at Brown University School of Medicine and as
Adjunct Professor of Biomedical Forensic Sciences at Boston University School of Medicine
where she teaches forensic pathology and medicolegal death investigation.
Dr. Corrie May joined NAME in 1983 and served on the Board of Directors for NAME from 1999
to 2004. Dr. May graduated from the Louisiana State University School of Medicine in New
Orleans in 1976. She completed her pathology residency training and forensic pathology
fellowship at the Office of Medical Investigations, University of New Mexico in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. She worked as a medical examiner in New Mexico, Texas, and New Jersey. She
was appointed District Coroner in Wichita, Kansas in 1990 and Chief Medical Examiner/Director
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of Forensic Laboratories of the Sedgwick County Regional Forensic Science Center from 1992 to
2000. Dr. May was responsible for bringing modern forensic pathology and forensic science
services to Wichita, Kansas by designing and overseeing the building of a state-of-the-art
forensic science center, housing the forensic pathology, toxicology and crime laboratories.
Dr. May currently does forensic consulting and resides in Shawnee, Kansas.
Dr. Elizabeth Balraj joined NAME in 1985. Dr. Balraj served on the Board of
Directors for NAME from 2005 to 2010. Dr. Balraj was born in Salem, India
and studied medicine at the Women’s Christian College and Christian
Medical College Hospital in Vellore, India. Upon immigrating to the United
States in 1966, Dr. Balraj trained in Anatomic Pathology at Akron General
Hospital and St. Luke’s Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio. She did her fellowship in
Forensic Pathology at the Cuyahoga County Coroner's Office in 1972. She
is board certified in Anatomic Pathology and Forensic Pathology.
In 1972, Dr. Balraj began her work in the Cuyahoga County Coroner's
Office, as Deputy Coroner and Pathologist. She was appointed Assistant Professor in Forensic
Pathology at Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine in 1973 and served as
Director of the Forensic Pathology Fellowship Program at Cuyahoga County Coroner's Office.
Dr. Balraj served as Coroner of Cuyahoga County from 1987 to 2010 as the first woman and first
board certified forensic pathologist elected coroner. Dr. Balraj is credited with moving the
Coroner’s Office to the twenty-first century including acquiring a state of the art building for the
Coroner’s Office and Crime Laboratories, including Toxicology and Trace Evidence Departments,
establishing the DNA Departments, and the Grief Counseling Program. She also serves on the
Violence against Women’s Act Subcommittee and the Child Death Review Committee.
Dr. Balraj retired as CME in 2010, currently does forensic consulting, and regularly attends
NAME meetings.
Dr. Kanthi DeAlwis joined NAME in 1986 and has served as the Chief
Medical Examiner of Honolulu since 1985 and Associate Clinical
Professor of Pathology at the University of Hawaii School of Medicine
from 2001 to 2009. Dr. DeAlwis received her medical degree from the
Faculty of Medicine, University of Sri Lanka in Colombo, Sri Lanka. She
completed an Obstetrics/Gynecology and Internal Medicine internship
at the General Hospital in Sri Lanka. She also completed an
Anatomic/Clinical Pathology Integrated Pathology Residency Program
at the University of Hawaii. She is board certified in anatomic and
forensic pathology.
Dr. DeAlwis has published and presented on such topics as mass
disasters, drug-related deaths, elder abuse and neglect, and head trauma in children. She is
known for her extensive experience in mass disaster operations and has responded to such
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mass disasters as the 1989 crash of a Molokai Air plane, the 1999 Sacred Falls rock slide, the
1999 Xerox murders and the 2001 recovery of victims of the sinking of the Ehime Maru. Dr.
DeAlwis’ diligence and service was commended by U.S. Navy Admiral Thomas Fargo in 2001. Dr.
DeAlwis was honored for her contributions to pathology by the Honolulu Women in Law
Enforcement.
Dr. DeAlwis retired as Chief Medical Examiner in 2009 but continues to work part time at the
HMEO and is a national consultant in forensic pathology.
Dr. Karen Gunson joined NAME in 1987. She has served on the
Board of Directors for the National Association of Medical Examiners
for six years from 1999 to 2004 and Executive Committee for three
years from 2002 to 2004. She received her undergraduate degree at
Whitman College, Oregon State University and medical degree from
the Oregon Health Sciences University. She is board certified in
anatomic, clinical and forensic pathology. She has served as the
Oregon State Chief Medical Examiner since 1999.

Dr. Mary Ann Sens joined NAME in 1987 and was elected President of
NAME in 2011 as the 5th female President in 44 years of the NAME
organization. She served on the Board of Directors from 2007 to 2012,
and the Executive Committee in 2009 and Chairman of the Board in
2012. Dr. Sens served as chair of Pathology at the University of North
Dakota School of Medicine and Health Sciences (SMHS) in Fargo, North
Dakota since 2002. She serves as the Grand Forks County Coroner and
the medical examiner for 4 counties in Minnesota.
Dr. Sens is also active in Undergraduate Medical Educators Section (UMEDS), the pathology
medical education committee for the Association of Pathology Chairs. Locally, Dr. Sens has
served on the Internal Advisory Board for the Indians Into Medicine program (INMED), has
chaired the Student Performance and Recognition Committee, and served on the University
Senate.
She has published over 110 scientific articles, written numerous national continuing medical
education modules and earned the University of North Dakota (UND) Foundation/McDermott
Award for Excellence in Teaching, Research or Creative Activity and Service and received nine
Outstanding Block Instructor Awards at the UND-SMHS.
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Dr. Julia Goodin, Iowa Chief State Medical Examiner joined NAME in
1988 and served on the NAME Board of Directors for 6 years from 2001
to 2006. Dr. Goodin received her B.S. in Biology and Chemistry from
Western Kentucky University and an M.D. from the University of
Kentucky in Lexington. She trained in both anatomic and clinical
pathology at Vanderbilt University Medical Center followed by a oneyear fellowship in forensic pathology at the Maryland State Office of the
Medical Examiner in Baltimore, Maryland. She was Assistant Medical
Examiner, Office of the Chief Medical Examiner in Baltimore, Maryland;
Assistant Medical Examiner and later Acting Chief Medical Examiner,
Office of Chief Medical Examiner in Nashville, Tennessee; Associate Medical Investigator, State
of New Mexico, Health Sciences Center; and a State Medical Examiner, Alabama Department of
Forensic Sciences, Mobile Regional Lab, Mobile, Alabama. She also served six years on the
Board of Directors for American Academy of Forensic Sciences (AAFS) and is a member of the
Association of Military Surgeons of the United States and the Iowa Medical Society. She is a
Captain in the Navy Reserve. She has a special interest in Cardiovascular Pathology and Sports
Related Sudden Deaths. Dr. Goodin has served as Chief Medical Examiner for the Iowa State
Medical Examiner’s Office in Ankeny, Iowa since 1999. In 1999, she was appointed Associate
Professor of Pathology with the University of Iowa and Adjunct Associate Professor with Des
Moines University.
Dr. Mary I. Jumbelic joined NAME in 1988. Dr. Jumbelic attended the
University of Maryland, Baltimore County in 1979. She completed her
fellowship at the Union Memorial Hospital and Northwestern University,
Cook County Office of the Medical Examiner in 1987. She is board
certified in anatomic, clinical and forensic pathology. In 1995, Dr.
Jumbelic became Deputy Chief Medical Examiner for Onondaga County
OME and became Chief in 1998. Dr. Jumbelic was active in the disaster
management field and a member of DMORT. She worked Hurricane
Katrina and the Thailand tsunami in 2005, World Trade Center terrorist
attacks in 2001, KAL Flight 801 in Guam 1997, and TWA Flight 800 on Long
Island in 1996.
Dr. Jumbelic retired as Chief Medical Examiner of Onondaga County, New York in 2009.
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Dr. Leah Bush joined NAME in 1989 and served on Board of Directors
from 2001 to 2013. Dr. Bush received her medical degree from the
Medical College of Virginia, School of Medicine and forensic
pathology fellowship in Richmond, Virginia from 1988-1989. She is
board certified in anatomic, clinical and forensic pathology. She was
appointed Chief Medical Examiner for the Commonwealth of Virginia
following Dr. Marcella Fierro’s retirement in 2007.

Dr. Jan C. Garavaglia (aka "Dr. G") is the Chief Medical Examiner for
the District Nine (Orange-Osceola) Medical Examiner's Office in
Florida. She joined NAME in 1989. Dr. Garavaglia served on the
NAME Board of Directors from 2005 to 2010. A graduate of the St.
Louis University School of Medicine, Dr. Garavaglia completed her
fellowship in forensic pathology at the Dade County Medical
Examiner's Office in Miami, Florida. She is board certified in
anatomic, clinical and forensic pathology. Prior to joining the office in
Florida, Dr. Garavaglia was a medical examiner at the Bexar County
Forensic Science Center in San Antonio, Texas, for 10 years. She also
served at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San
Antonio as a clinical assistant professor for the department of pathology, and as a member of
the Graduate Faculty Council for the Graduate School of Biomedical Science.
Dr. Garavaglia is a member of the National Association of Medical Examiners and the American
Academy of Forensic Sciences, and is a recipient of the Hidalgo Award, presented by the Bexar
County Commissioners Court in Texas for "outstanding work assisting agencies and providing
forensic science services during a multi-jurisdictional capital murder investigation”. In 2004, she
starred in the T.V. show “Dr. G: Medical Examiner” filmed at her office which featured real life
pathology cases and gave national visibility to forensic pathology as a career. Dr. G has served
as Chief Medical Examiner in Orlando, Florida since 2003.
Dr. Margaret S. Greenwald joined the NAME in 1989 and served on the
NAME Executive Committee as Secretary/Treasurer from 2003 – 2004.
She was appointed to the Maine State Chief Medical Examiner Office in
1997 as the Deputy Chief Medical Examiner, and in 1998 she was
appointed Maine’s third Chief Medical Examiner. Dr. Greenwald received
her undergraduate degree from Michigan State University in 1973 and
medical degree from Ohio State University Medical School in 1976.
Dr. Greenwald’s post graduate studies included an internship in Internal
Medicine at Los Angeles County-USC Medical Center, residency in
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Anatomic Pathology at St. Vincent's Hospital and Medical Center in New York City, residency in
Clinical Pathology at Mercy Hospital and Medical Center in San Diego, and a fellowship in
Forensic Pathology at the Department of Chief Medical Examiner- Coroner, Los Angeles County
from 1984 -1985.
Before coming to Maine, Dr. Greenwald served as a Medical Examiner for the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, as well as in the Counties of San Francisco and San Diego, California. She has
been a faculty member for the Seminar for Forensic Sciences at Colby College for the last 12
years and is a Faculty Associate at the University of Maine for Issues in Forensic Investigation of
Death and Injury.
Dr. Joni McClain became a NAME member in 1988 and served as the
4th female President in 2002. Dr. McClain graduated from the
University of Oklahoma Medical School in 1983 funded by a
scholarship from the US Air Force. She completed a four-year
residency in Anatomic and Clinical Pathology at the University of
Oklahoma Health Sciences Center in Oklahoma City and Forensic
Pathology fellowship at the University of Indiana in Indianapolis,
Indiana. Following her fellowship, she needed to repay the Air Force
for her medical school scholarship and was stationed at the Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP) in the Forensic Pathology Division.
She is board certified in anatomic, clinical and forensic pathology.
Dr. McClain was also involved in investigating numerous accidents and other forensic
investigations. The Air Force also sent her to flight surgeon school at Brooks AFB, San Antonio,
Texas. Dr. Joye Carter and Dr. McClain were the course directors for the Forensic Pathology
Course at the AFIP. While at the AFIP, she was involved in setting up the Disaster Mortuary
Operations Response Team (DMORT) program. She also worked on the Oklahoma City bombing
case trough DMORT. Dr. McClain started working at the Medical Examiner’s Office in Dallas in
1992 when the Chief Deputy Medical Examiner in Dallas was called to active duty. She has
served as Chief Deputy Medical Examiner for Dallas County since October 2004.
Dr. Joye M. Carter joined NAME in 1990. Dr. Carter first made history
when she became the first graduate of Howard University to achieve
board certification in Forensic Pathology. She became the first AfricanAmerican to be appointed a Chief Medical Examiner in the United
States in 1992 when she became Chief Medical Examiner for
Washington, D.C. She became the first female to be appointed Chief
Medical Examiner in the history of the state of Texas where she served
as Chief Medical Examiner of Harris County in Texas from 1996 until
2002.
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dr. Carter is currently the Chief Forensic Pathologist to the Coroner in
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Denise McNally started her journey with NAME in 1979 and has
demonstrated confidentiality and integrity while being responsible for
the daily operations of the administrative and management functions
related to the professional, financial public relations, continual
organizational development, and its membership. In 1979, Denise was
an Administrative Assistant at St. Louis University, Department of
Pathology and Division of Forensic & Environmental Pathology in St.
Louis, Missouri under George Gantner, M.D. In 1990 – 1999, Denise
worked for Mary Case, M.D. as her Medicolegal Death Investigator,
Administrator and Custodian of Records for the St. Charles County
Medical Examiner’s Office, Jefferson County Medical Examiner’s Office and the Franklin County
Medical Examiner’s Office. In 1990, Denise has received certification as a Qualified Mortuary
Disaster Coordinator with the Federal Emergency Management Agency and was the Disaster
Service Representative of the St. Charles County Emergency Management Agency, Office of
Civil Defense. She also performed administrative duties for Michael Graham, M.D. and the
National Association of Medical Examiners. In 1991 to present, Denise has been a full time
employee for NAME as the Executive Director. From 1990-1998, Denise received a Certificate
of Leadership with the YWCA. Denise has and continues to serve on many committees within
the National Association of Medical Examiner’s.

Ladies Luncheon
As the female membership grew, the women of NAME formed friendships and common
interest and met for lunch at various restaurants during the annual NAME meeting.
In the mid and late 70’s there were very few women in NAME. Dr. Sandra Conradi and Dr.
Marcella Fierro found one another because they were the only young women doctors at the
meetings at that time and met for lunch. A year or two later, they invited Dr. Corrie May to join
them for lunch.
As new women doctors came to the NAME meeting, they were invited to the ladies’ luncheon.
As the group grew larger, it became difficult to find a restaurant without a reservation. At some
point, female investigators and administrators were also invited to the luncheon. In the 90’s,
Mary Fran Ernst came to the lunch and added to the NAME program the “Femme Fatale
Luncheon” and reserved a room for the group at the host hotel.
In the mid 80’s the group invited a guest “token male” to join the ladies luncheon.
Some male guests included Dr. George McCormick of Louisiana, Dr. William Sturner of
Arkansas, Dr. Ed Donoghue of Chicago who prepared a speech, and Dr. Kris Sperry of Georgia,
who displayed his interesting body art. However, this tradition ended when the “token male”
guest relayed opinions regarding female pathologists that insulted and embarrassed the group.
Dr. Fierro was speechless, but Dr. Case was on her feet immediately and gave a spirited
rebuttal. This halted the annual invitation of our male colleagues. Currently, the Femme Fatale
luncheons are still a popular, well-attended, annual event and open to any attendees who wish
to come.
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Conclusion
The first 25 years of NAME showed an increase in female membership from only one member
in 1967 to 75 female members and 349 male members in 1990. In 2012, there were 375 female
members and 717 male members. Throughout the early years of NAME, including an increased
growth of female membership in the 70’s and 80’s, more women became physicians,
pathologists, and forensic pathologists. The female pathologists in NAME became more
involved in the organization by serving as President, members of the Board of Directors, and
presenting papers and posters at the scientific programs. More women forensic pathologists
were appointed chief medical examiners, forensic pathology training directors, and supported
NAME accreditation standards for their offices, and contributed to forensic pathology scientific
research.
Many of the women portrayed here were trailblazers for future women working in pathology,
forensic pathology and other male-dominated fields. Many women worked extremely hard to
achieve success and recognition while balancing work and family responsibilities. The
exceptional female professionals have come a long way since the early days and serve as
mentors and role models for the profession. They have paved the way for the next generation
of female forensic pathologists to follow in their footsteps and embrace the journey into the
future with new challenges and opportunities. This article only focused on a few of the many
outstanding women who contributed to forensic pathology and the NAME organization with
intent to honor the importance of their achievements.
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William Gamm Eckert, M.D. – Memorial

1926-1999
NAME President 1980-81
Founding Editor, American Journal of Forensic Medicine and Pathology
By Thomas Noguchi
American Journal of Forensic Medicine & Pathology:
December 1999 - Volume 20 - Issue 4 - pp 388-389
December 1999
After a long illness, William Gamm Eckert, M.D., passed away in New Orleans on Friday,
September 17, 1999, at the age of 73 years. His passing is a great loss to the field of forensic
pathology at large and, more specifically, to those of us who had the fortune to call him friend.
Bill Eckert was born in Union City, New Jersey, in 1926. He attended New York University School
of Medicine, where he obtained his Doctor of Medicine degree in 1952. He completed his
internship at the Public Health Service Hospital in Staten Island, New York; served briefly in the
Coast Guard Air Sea Rescue Unit; and then served at the Public Health Service Hospital in
Brighton, Massachusetts. He completed his Pathology Residency in 1958 at Tulane University
and was subsequently appointed as a Fellow in Forensic Pathology at the State Medical
Examiner's Office in Norfolk, Virginia. Bill Eckert became certified by the American Board of
Pathology in Anatomic and Forensic Pathology in 1959 and in Clinical Pathology in 1960.
I first met Bill Eckert in 1962 when I presented a paper on scuba diving fatalities at the ASCP
meeting and he congratulated me on the presentation. Our friendship began then and
continued to grow through the years until his demise.
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Bill Eckert served for many years as a pathologist for the St. Francis Hospital in Wichita, Kansas,
and worked as a forensic pathologist in the surrounding coroner's offices. He was a Clinical
Associate Professor of Pathology at the University of Kansas Medical School; a member of the
AMA and NAME; and Fellow of the CAP American College of Legal Medicine and the AAFS. He
provided an active consultation service for many forensic cases and testified in numerous court
proceedings.
Bill was always eager to share his knowledge with personnel working in the criminal justice
system. During his tenure in Wichita, he established the annual Western Conference in Civil and
Criminal Problems, inviting forensic medical colleagues to speak and present papers. I was
invited to speak at the conference, along with many other colleagues. To honor his professor,
Bill went on to establish the Milton Helpern Center, a forensic reference library service. The
Center was supported mostly by his own personal resources, with the dedicated assistance of
his wife, Haroldine, a registered nurse, and their two children. Today, the Center is housed in
Jefferson Parish, Louisiana.
Bill Eckert was a pioneer in international forensic communications. In 1966, at the IAFS Meeting
in Copenhagen, Denmark, he founded and launched INFORM, the International Reference
Organization in Forensic Medicine. For years, he published and mailed newsletters to his
international colleagues. In addition to his work with INFORM, in 1966 he organized the first
international exchange in forensic medicine between the United States and the then U.S.S.R.,
leading to meetings between U.S. forensic scientists and their Soviet counterparts in Moscow
and St. Petersburg. He served as an adviser to the establishment of the Indo-Pacific Association
of Legal Medicine and Science (INPALMS), which met for the first time in Singapore in 19983
and held its sixth meeting in Kobe, Japan, in 1998.
Bill was very active in the early phases of the National Association of Medical Examiners
(NAME), served as president of the organization, and was the founding editor of its official
publication, The American Journal of Forensic Medicine and Pathology, commonly known as the
orange journal.
During 1978, Bill served as President of the International Association of Forensic Sciences (IAFS)
and hosted its triennial meeting in Wichita, Kansas. In 1987, he hosted a meeting of the Pan
American Association of Forensic Sciences simultaneous with the first meeting of the World
Association of Police Medical Officers (WPMO). The WPMO held its eighth meeting this past
August in Vancouver, Canada.
Bill Eckert was instrumental in establishing the active international communication system in
forensic medicine in place today. In addition to the newsletters he published, he served as coeditor of the three-volume set Forensic Medicine, published in 1977, a standard text and
reference book found in medical libraries throughout the world. Another of his books,
Introduction to Forensic Sciences, second edition, published in 1997, is a popular text-book
used in many criminal justice training programs.
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Above all, Bill Eckert was a family man and a natural lover of people, animals, and sports. He
was a champion of rights for the needy and the afflicted. He played varsity football during his
years at NYU and later found time to coach several children's sports teams, often going to work
at 4:00 a.m. in order to have the afternoons free to coach. His generosity extended to anyone in
need, and I too was a recipient of this generosity. Bill's home was always open to me, and I
found a happy and loving atmosphere there. Bill was also a civic leader and was active in the
Rotary Club, Masonic Lodge, and other civic organizations.
Bill Eckert was an extraordinary physician, husband, father, and friend who dedicated his life to
the advancement of the forensic sciences. He is survived by his loving wife, Haroldine; his
daughter, Mary Ellen Potucek; his son, William H. Eckert; four grandchildren; three birds; and
his two faithful dogs. We will surely miss him.
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Richard C. Froede, M.D. – Memorial

1929-2011
By Scott Denton
April 2002
Richard C. Froede, M.D. felt the attraction of a career in medicine at an early age. Inspired by
his father, Herbert E. Froede, MD, and his father’s colleagues, Richard came to the Marquette
University School of Medicine after completing undergraduate work at Ripon College.
“I thought being a doctor would be very interesting, and very much a challenge,” he said.
Judging from his career, Dr. Froede has yet to encounter a challenge he was not equal to.
The influence of his pathology professors and former biochemistry chairman Armand J. Quick,
MD, steered him toward anatomy and clinical pathology. Immediately upon graduation, Dr.
Froede began a 21-year career with the U.S. Air Force. Assignments took the Milwaukee native
to England, Florida, Germany and ultimately Washington, D.C., where he served as Chairman of
the Department of Forensic Sciences at the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP) before
retiring in 1976 with the rank of Colonel. During his military service, Dr. Froede acted as a
consulting pathologist for NASA’s Project Gemini.
Dr. Froede was Professor of Pathology and Chief of Forensic Sciences at the University of
Arizona from 1976 to 1987. At the same time, he was Chief Medical Examiner for Pima County
and Medical Examiner for eight other Arizona counties.
His research has centered on interpretive and epidemiologic studies in substance abuse,
patterns of death and injury in traumatic cases, and investigation of mass disasters. For more
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than 20 years, he has been involved in the education and training of medical, dental, legal and
law enforcement personnel.
In 1987, he returned to the AFIP as a civilian Distinguished Scientist in Forensic Sciences. The
following year he was named the country’s first Armed Forces Medical Examiner, and continued
in that position until 1992. During that time, Dr. Froede was involved in prominent events,
including the invasion of Panama, operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm, and the magazine
explosion aboard the battleship U.S.S. Iowa. He considers his time as Armed Forces Medical
Examiner to be his most challenging and rewarding experience.
“We saw almost absolute cooperation from everybody, even civilian authorities in different
countries,” he said. He has since served on an oversight committee that investigated Bosnian
war crimes for the United Nations World Court at The Hague. His decorations are many. Ripon
College gave Dr. Froede its Distinguished Alumni Award in 1991, the same year he received the
Meritorious Civilian Service Award from the Secretary of Defense. The Drug Enforcement
Administration, the Air Force, Navy and FBI have cited him for his achievements in forensic
pathology. He is a Distinguished Fellow and past president of the American Academy of
Forensic Sciences (AAFS) in 1989-1990.
CAP Fellow honored by American Academy of Forensic Sciences
Richard C. Froede, MD, FCAP, was presented with the RBH Gradwohl Medallion at the recent
annual meeting of the American Academy of Forensic Science (AAFS). The Gradwohl Medallion,
the highest honor awarded by the AAFS, is conferred upon only those persons who have
attained exceptional distinction in the advancement of forensic science, who have given
outstanding service to the AAFS over a long period of time, and who have achieved outstanding
recognition in a public position through service to the forensic science profession.
Dr. Froede has been a member of AAFS since 1970. He has accepted more than 40 AAFS
assignments, including the chair of several committees. Dr. Froede served as president of the
AAFS in 1989-1990.
Dr. Froede has also served on several CAP committees, including chair of the Forensic Identity
and Forensic Pathology committees. He received the ASCP/CAP Joint Distinguished Service
Award in 1999.
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George E. Gantner, Jr., M.D. - Memorial

1927-1988
NAME Secretary-Treasurer 1976 to 1988
By Mary Case
January 2016
Dr. Gantner was born June 7, 1927 in St. Louis, MO. His father was an attorney and survived his
son a short time following Dr. Gantner’s death in 1988. Dr. Gantner went to high school at St.
Louis University High and in 1985 he received the Anna Backer Award for Outstanding Alumnus.
He was in the US Naval reserve as an electronics technician following high school for one year.
Dr. Gantner graduated from St. Louis University with a BS in biology in 1949 where he was a Phi
Beta Kappa and went to medical school at St. Louis University where he graduated in 1953. He
did an internship in surgery at St. Mary’s Hospital in Clayton, MO and then did a residency in
pathology at St. Louis University which he completed in 1957. Dr. Gantner then joined the
faculty at St. Louis University School of Medicine where he remained the rest of his life. He
became a Professor of Pathology in 1969. He served as a Pathologist and Director of
Laboratories at St. Louis University Hospitals from 1958 to 1975. He served as Chairman of the
Department of Pathology at St. Louis University School of Medicine from 1977 to 1979. Dr.
Gantner created and served as Chair of the Division of Forensic and Environmental Pathology at
St. Louis University School of Medicine from 1975 until his death. Other roles that he played at
the School of Medicine/University Hospitals included Director of the Medical Technology
Program, Executive Committee of the Faculty, Admissions Committee, Medical Educations
Policy Committee, Medical Center Computer Committee, Promotions Committee, and the
President’s Council. Dr. Gantner provided a Forensic Pathology 10 week two lecture
hours/week elective for medical students and law students.
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Dr. Gantner’s interest in forensic medicine was initiated by Dr. John Wyatt, a pathology
professor at St. Louis University who had trained with Scotland Yard. Dr. Wyatt served as Chief
Coroner’s pathologist in the 1950s and had forged the connection between the St. Louis County
and St. Louis University pathologists in doing the coroner autopsies. From 1958 to 1968, Dr.
Gantner served as a Coroner’s pathologist for St. Louis County. Autopsies were performed at
the old St. Louis County Hospital where St. Louis University provided pathology services to the
hospital. The Coroner was Ray Harris, an attorney. In 1968, Dr. Gantner and Ray Harris worked
with St. Louis County to change from a Coroner system to a Medical Examiner system which
happened January 1, 1969. This change was the result of a new state statute defining
coroner/medical examiner jurisdictions in MO. Dr. Gantner became the first St. Louis County
Chief Medical Examiner and Ray Harris became the first Chief Investigator. Dr. Gantner served
as the Chief ME in St. Louis County until his death in November 1988 when Mary Case, M.D.
became the second and current Chief Medical Examiner.
In 1977, the City of St. Louis became a Medical Examiner system and Dr. Gantner became the
first Chief Medical Examiner and served until his death when Michael Graham became the
second and current Chief Medical Examiner.
Dr. Gantner was board certified in anatomical, clinical, and forensic pathology. His forensic
board examination was awarded in 1974.
Dr. Gantner was a member of several professional organizations and was particularly active in
the CAP, AAFS, and NAME. Activities in the CAP included memberships on numerous
committees involving nomenclature and classification of diseases as well as on committees
involving computerization in the laboratory.
In NAME, Dr. Gantner’s activities included Board of Directors 1974 to 1977; Chairman of the
Nomenclature Committee; Board of Inspectors; Secretary-Treasurer 1976 to 1988.
In the American Academy of Forensic sciences, Dr. Gantner’s activities included Board of
Governors 1975 – 1978; Chairman of Nomenclature Committee; Program Chair 1977; Executive
Committee 1979 – 1982; Program Chair 1982; Vice-President 1981; President Elect 1982;
President 1983.
Dr. Gantner published 75 scientific articles; 24 abstracts; 8 books; 6 book chapters and at the
time of his death had a book in preparation and had 5 articles submitted for publication. Dr.
Gantner was an early enthusiast for computerization of medical examiner data and use of
computers in the medical examiner’s office. Other deep interests included death certification
and coding systems.
One of the remarkable aspects of his career was his association with Mary Fran Ernst. Mary
Fran came to work for Dr. Gantner at the St. Louis University Hospital in the Pathology
Department. Dr. Gantner recognized Mary’s intelligence and drive and encouraged her to
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become a death investigator. Mary became the first female medicolegal death investigator in
St. Louis County where she started in February 1977. Dr. Gantner and Mary worked together to
create the St. Louis University Medicolegal Death Investigators Course (MLDIC) which began in
1978 and has continued to the present day providing three five day long courses yearly and
presenting lectures on every topic of death investigation and death. The MLDIC has become the
major training ground for lay death investigators and has trained over 13,000 people. In 1986,
Dr. Gantner and Mary Fran created the Masters Death Investigation Course which provided
four days courses encompassing advanced death investigation information. The Masters is
presented every other year with a different faculty each course and is now in its 17th season.
In 1978, Dr. Gantner developed a forensic pathology fellowship program and the following
were fellows in the program under Dr. Gantner’s supervision: Lee Thomas, M.D., Raj Nanduri,
M.D., Michael Graham, M.D., Elizabeth Laposata, M.D., Phil Burch, M.D., and Song Wong, M.D.
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Thomas F. Hegert, M.D. - Memorial

9/30/1928-8/29/2010
NAME President 1988-89
By Julie Hegert
July 2014
After completion of medical school at the University of Nebraska, Tom and his young family
came to Orlando, FL for his internship at Orange Memorial Hospital, now known as Orlando
Health. In 1955, when the Office of the Medical Examiner for Orange County was established
by legislative mandate, he was asked to fill that role and to attend death scenes and thereby
became the first medical examiner for Orange County. The system had been that of a
coroner/justice of the peace before then. As a general practitioner, he continued to attend
death scenes, and then the autopsies as well, and became interested in pathology, completing
his Pathology Residency in 1967, and then devoting his practice to Forensic Pathology. It was in
1967 that he also became a member of NAME. He continued to do all of the Orange Memorial
Hospital autopsies and to teach the pathology residents autopsy and forensic pathology.
During his residency, he was trained by two previous AFIP pathologists, Dr. Ben Willard and Dr.
Ed Johnston, who were the members of the Willard and Johnson, PA pathology group that was
employed by Orange Memorial Hospital for its pathology work. It was about that time in Florida
that the Medical Examiner System was coming into being, whereby in 1970 Florida established
a State Medical Examiner system and divided the state into Medical Examiner Districts
following its judicial districts, with population and death rates in mind, with some Medical
Examiner Districts being composed of one or more judicial districts. After creation of the Florida
Medical Examiner system, Tom was then the Chief Medical Examiner covering not only Orange
County, but then also Osceola and Seminole Counties until Seminole County became a separate
district, District 24, the last formed district, due to population and death rate increases.
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He and law enforcement worked hand in hand at death scenes, teaching each other their own
areas of expertise. Tom was highly esteemed at death scene investigation, having an amazing
ability to decipher activities that occurred there, both criminal and noncriminal. Tom felt that
the purpose of the medical examiner system was to provide services to the living by proper
examination of the dead, which he strongly felt began by attending the scene of death. Blood
spatter analysis intrigued him, understanding how, with proper interpretation, it could lead you
through activities at a crime scene. He supported and worked with those who became experts
in the field of blood spatter analysis by performing various experiments with blood to
determine how patterns were produced from various actions and activities.
Tom was a pioneer in supporting and encouraging organ and tissue donation in medical
examiner cases to extend the services of his office to the living. He and others met in Baltimore
to formulate guidelines for the role of organ and tissue donation in medical examiner cases,
believing that donation could be accomplished without loss of forensic evidence if the two
groups would work together and respect each other’s goals. For years he was the NAME
representative to UNOS where he tried to continue to foster relationships and keep the lines of
communication open between the various organizations.

After years of working out of the hospital morgue, the County granted funding to build a
separate free standing Medical Examiner Office within the campus of Orlando Health. He
designed what would become the state of the art medical examiner building for its day in
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Florida. From the beginning blueprints to the final touches, he painstakingly devoted many
hours to the project. He had his own hard hat for the onsite inspections, one of which proved
most beneficial as he noted that they were building a wall where one of the cooler doors was
supposed to be. The building, which opened in 1984, was well known for its “Bat Cave” garage.
It was given that name because when a medical examiner, police, or funeral home vehicle
drove into the garage, it would park on a turntable. By pressing a button, the vehicle could be
turned on the turntable so as to access a door to the investigations unit, the main morgue or
the decomposed morgue, with the final 360 degree turn being to exit the garage. It was an
amazing and fun invention!

Tom in front of Medical Examiner Office
Under construction, 1984

New Medical Examiner Office, 1984

Tom at scene of plane crash
He was President of NAME for the 1988-1989 term. He so loved the organization and all it
stands for.
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In 1995, he retired from his position as Chief Medical Examiner of District 9, after 40 years of
service to Orange County. He continued to work with the pathology residents performing adult
hospital autopsies at Orlando Health and teach forensic pathology to them until 2007. Forensic
pathology was in his heart and blood until his death in 2010.
Personal
While his mother had come from a large family of twelve children, he had only had one brother.
He was blessed with being the father of eleven children, one of whom, a son, tragically died at
the age of two by drowning. He was a consummate Dad to his other six sons and four
daughters. He was always Daddy to his girls. Later, 19 grandchildren, and to date, 16 greatgrandchildren would come along. He so loved all the “little kids”, and would gladly play with
them on any level, being a natural with children. Even with the long hours he dedicated to his
work, he still so enjoyed family time, whether it be boating, attending swim meets, basketball
games, football games cheering the children on, taking them to the circus or the fair, movies,
even rock concerts. Of course, if the movie was a comedy, they had to sit far away from others
due to his infectious and usually very loud laugh. Being in the Scouts as a child, earning the
level of Eagle Scout, his sons would also be in their troupe, and he participated with them in
various activities, especially campouts, and was the physician for the area Scout troupes. The
girls fondly remember him lining up their brothers to give them razor haircuts while they looked
on with grand amusement. Days of the week had some special treats, whether it be sacs full of
Krystal hamburgers, weekend mornings of Dunkin Donuts or popcorn and candy at the movies,
but there was always time and room for ice cream, to fill in the nooks and crannies at Dairy
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Queen, or on the way back from the beach at Frozen Gold. His four legged beloved daughter,
Daisy, our yellow lab, especially liked the latter.

Tom at cabin 1993

Tom at beach
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Tom with Daisey

Tom and four daughters

Tom and Korinne

Tom teaching grandson Nathan how to cut
a turkey

Hegert Skit

Reunion 2009

Tom had such a kind, loving and giving heart. He was an advocate for the abused, both living,
for whom he conducted sexual assault and child abuse examinations, and deceased during his
40 year career as Chief Medical Examiner. Regularly he donated to numerous charities, in
addition to the church. He also made time for the families of lost loved ones, would listen to
their questions, try to help them understand what happened, or sometimes just be the ear or
shoulder they needed. He was remembered fondly by others, we would rarely be out and not
be stopped by someone saying, “Oh, Dr. Hegert, Do you remember me, I….”. As attorney once
told me, “Tom was the only person I have ever known about whom I have never heard anyone
say a negative word.” He was truly special, and we were blessed to have known him.
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Gordon Ross Hennigar, MD – Memorial

1919-1998
By Sandra Conradi
August 2015
Dr. Hennigar was a “giant” not only in stature, but also in intellect, and in determination. He
was born in Halifax, Nova Scotia, graduating from Dalhousie University School of Medicine in
1945 after completing an internship. He became a naturalized citizen of the United States when
he relocated from Canada to Baltimore, MD in 1946. His appointments in the United States
included Johns Hopkins School of Medicine (Resident), Medical College of Virginia (Associate
Professor of Pathology) 1950-1957, and the Medical School of the State University of New York
Downstate Medical Center Professor of Pathology 1957-1965. While in Downstate New York
University medical center in Brooklyn, New York, he met Dr. Dominick DiMaio, Chief Medical
Examiner of New York City. The morgue was located in the basement of the Kings County
Medical Center. He became a designated pathologist in the New York City ME system.
In 1965, Dr. Hennigar was appointed Professor and Chairman of the Department of Pathology
of the Medical College of South Carolina. When Dr. Hennigar arrived in South Carolina to
assume the chairmanship of the Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine at the
Medical College of South Carolina, he must have been shocked at the primitive nature of the
medico-legal death investigation system in place. Coroners were elected officials with no
necessary training to prepare them for their task. Many were funeral directors but others were
hair stylists, restaurateurs, or other non-medical professions. Two were blind. Many Coroners
routinely assigned the cause of death to “heart failure” or “natural causes” often in young
people with no autopsy much to the consternation of the public health officials. One
Charleston county coroner even determined the cause of death to be cancer of the semicolon!
True to his character Dr. Hennigar fought tooth and nail starting in the late 1960’s to establish a
state medical examiner system. His plan to eliminate the coroners was stymied when it was
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found that a voter referendum would be required, since a coroner is mandated for every
county according to the SC state constitution.
For over 30 years, Dr. Hennigar, with the backing of the South Carolina medical and bar
associations tried to entice the legislature to pass a state medical examiner bill, allowing
coroners to retain public relations and investigative duties but with physician medical
examiners performing the medical functions and signing the death certificates. The coroners in
South Carolina however are a very powerful political group, who are the only ones who can
arrest the Sheriff! Throughout the years, they staunchly opposed the state medical examiners
system. Not surprisingly and with some reason, they feared loss of their powerful positions, and
eventually the loss of their jobs entirely. Most argued that a medical examiner system would
be superfluous since the coroners could perform their jobs adequately. Moreover, the state
could not afford paying expensive doctors. One coroner indicated he would agree to an ME
system only if the medical examiner was designated a technical assistant to the coroner!
The medical examiner system did succeed in two of the 46 counties: Greenville (1968), and
Charleston (1972). The Charleston County ME system was dropped in 2001, but the Greenville
County system is ongoing.
Under Dr. Hennigar’s watch, extensive forensic teaching opportunities were provided. Medical
University pathology residents were required to spend three months in the forensic pathology
section (later reduced to one month). In addition to lectures to Pharmacy students in our
university, forensic pathologists presented at the State Law Enforcement Academy, the
Coroners’ Association and to various civic groups. A very popular 2nd year medical school
elective course consisted of 12 weekly lectures covering the major forensic pathology topics.
This lecture series was videotaped, and marketed successfully throughout this country and
abroad. In cooperation with the University of South Carolina Law School, a yearly presentation
was given to the law students, and reciprocally the law students were invited to the Medical
University in Charleston to tour the facility and attend a presentation of medicolegal interest.
In addition, police departments in the area were allowed to send an officer for a month long
training course in the forensic department. These officers attended scenes of death, autopsies,
were required to view the videotaped lecture series, and pass an examination at the end to
obtain credit for the course.
Dr. Hennigar’s legacy lives on in the numerous students, residents and colleagues he taught,
and counseled over the years. As a student of Dr. Hennigar’s, and Professor of Pathology at the
Medical University of South Carolina expressed it, he was a mentor, an academic father figure
and a hero. He was gruff, loud, and demanding ruling his department with a heavy, but fairminded hand. His over 30 year struggle to establish a state medical examiner system against
overwhelming opposition is an example of his steadfast determination. Someday his dream
may be fulfilled.
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Ronald N. Kornblum, M.D. – Memorial

12/5/1933 to 9/23/2008
Los Angeles County Coroner 1982-1990
By Lakshmanan Sathyavagiswaran
August 2013
Dr. Ronald N. Kornblum was born in Chicago on Dec. 5, 1933.
Dr. Kornblum was a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of UCLA who earned his medical degree in 1959 at
UC San Francisco. He worked in Saigon, now Ho Chi Minh City, as a Navy medical officer from
1960 to 1961.
When he returned from overseas, he pursued his medical residency at Santa Clara County
Hospital, where he discovered that he enjoyed diagnosing illnesses more than treating them.
He decided to specialize in pathology, eventually narrowing his interest to autopsies. He
moonlighted for the Santa Clara County coroner's office.
In 1966, he accepted a job working under Baltimore's top forensic pathologist, Dr. Russell S.
Fisher. There he presided over the autopsy of Yosef Alon. He was Maryland's deputy chief
medical examiner in 1974, when he moved to California. In November 1973, Kornblum was
named Ventura County's first full-time Chief Medical Examiner-Coroner after the county
adopted a new system. He took office on January 1, 1974.
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In 1980, Noguchi hired him as Los Angeles County's chief of forensic medicine. He also
introduced new efficiencies to cut in half a backlog of 300 to 400 bodies awaiting autopsies.
In 1982 Noguchi was demoted to physician specialist for speaking too freely to the media,
moonlighting, and alleged mismanagement. Kornblum was appointed acting coroner in 1981. In
1987 he was appointed to the job outright after the Supreme Court of California declined to
hear Noguchi's legal challenge of his demotion and thus was formally appointed after Dr.
Noguchi's legal appeals for reinstatement failed.
Dr. Ronald Kornblum was the third Chief Medical Examiner-Coroner for Los Angeles County
between 1982 through 1990. In June 1990, Kornblum resigned as Los Angeles County Coroner
after an independent audit found that staff shortages and a high homicide rate were leading to
unsanitary conditions, including dead insect larvae in the morgue and a body that had
decomposed because it had been misplaced, and poor oversight of employees that had allowed
for a double-billing scam to take place. Kornblum stated that he agreed with most of the 154
changes called for in the audit and had begun to implement some, but certain changes were
impossible due to the "limited sized of the department's budget and the overwhelming
workload".
Dr. Kornblum conceived and executed the once a year West Coast Seminar in 1988 to further
educate and train anyone interested in the field of Forensic Medicine. Dr. Kornblum would say
“you cannot do today’s work with yesterday’s knowledge”.
Dr. Kornblum was a strong supporter of graduate medical education and the LA County MEC
continues to have a fully accredited Forensic Pathology residency program. During his tenure
the autopsy room was remodeled and expanded. He was the recipient of the highest
Productivity and Quality commission award for that year. He developed many of the policies
and procedures that are still being used in the Department. He was instrumental in expanding
the laboratory to include criminalistics. His chief was Mr. Siglar. The first Coroner Physical
Evidence Manual was written under his direction. The 1986 Cerritos Air crash tragedy was
handled efficiently under his leadership.
Dr Kornblum implemented the career path for the medical staff by creating Senior Physician
ordinance items.
The Public Information Officer position in the Coroner’s office was solidified under his
leadership.
During his tenure, Dr Kornblum was recognized for his knowledge of Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome and fatalities involving Conductive energy devices (Taser). He frequently consulted as
an expert on chokehold deaths.
He testified in the so-called Preppie Murder case involving the 1986 strangulation of a young
woman in New York's Central Park.
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Dr Kornblum handled a number of high-profile autopsies, including those of actors William
Holden, John Belushi and Natalie Wood, singer Karen Carpenter, writer Truman Capote, Ron
Settles, and Warren Oates.
Dr. Kornblum’s passion for his work brought him to the office as a teaching consultant even
after retirement until he had a stroke in late 1997.
Dr Kornblum passed away on September 23, 2008 at his home in La Cañada Flintridge,
California.
Dr. Kornblum loved his family and his nieces especially Liz and Jennifer. He always looked
forward to his weekend trips to Solvang. He rarely took vacation. The only 1 month long
vacation he took was in 1989 to Europe.
Dr Lakshmanan was appointed by Dr Kornblum as the first Senior Deputy Medical Examiner for
LA County in 1986 and late became Chief of Forensic Medicine in 1987 and Chief ME-Coroner in
1992.
References:
1) Personal contact knowledge
2) Excerpts from LA times article September 27, 2008
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Charles J. Stahl, III M.D. - Obituary

1930-2016
U.S. NAVY’S FIRST FORENSIC PATHOLOGIST
Dr. Charles J. Stahl, III, age 85, passed away on the first of March 2016 in Johnson City,
Tennessee after a progressive illness. He was of the Christian faith.
Son of Myrtle Esher Stahl and Charles J. Stahl, Jr, Dr. Stahl was born in Philadelphia. He was
raised in Harleysville, PA where he was a lifeguard and the town’s first Eagle Scout, and
graduated from Souderton High School class of 1948. Dr. Stahl graduated from Ursinus College,
Collegeville, PA in 1952 and graduated from Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia in 1956 as a
Doctor of Medicine.
Dr. Stahl was commissioned as an Ensign in the United States Navy, Medical Corps, in 1953 and
served for 27 years, retiring as a Captain (06) in 1980. Dr. Stahl became the U.S. Navy’s first
Forensic Pathologist in 1962, serving at the Philadelphia Naval Hospital and on the Island of
Guam. He became the Chief of Forensic Pathology, Armed Forces Institute of Pathology,
Washington, D.C. where he led many medical-legal investigations including the deaths of the
three NASA astronauts aboard Apollo I and the Robert F. Kennedy Assassination. An expert on
ballistics, he consulted with federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies including the
FBI, ATF, and NCIS. He was the Chairman of the Department of Laboratory Medicine at the
National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, MD. During his service, Dr. Stahl received many
military honors, and decorations, including the Legion of Merit, the Joint Service
Commendation Medal, and the Navy Unit Commendation. Dr. Stahl is honored at the Johnson
City-Washington County Veterans Memorial, Johnson City, TN.
After retirement from the Navy, Dr. Stahl was appointed Chief of Laboratory Service at the
Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Johnson City, TN; Assistant Chief Medical Examiner, State of
Tennessee; and Professor of Pathology at the Quillen College of Medicine, East Tennessee State
University. Dr. Stahl was honored for his service to law enforcement by Resolution of the
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Johnson City Board of Commissioners and appointed an Honorary Captain with the Johnson City
Police Department in 1985.
Dr. Stahl continued to serve the Department of Veterans Affairs as the Chief of Staff of the
Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Dayton, OH, Deputy Medical Inspector for the Department
of Veterans Affairs and concluded his forty-year career as the Armed Forces Medical Examiner,
Washington, D.C. from 1992-1996. Dr. Stahl received the Department of Veterans Affairs
Distinguished Career Award, the Helpern Laureate Award from the American Academy of
Forensic Sciences (AAFS) in 1994, and named an AAFS Distinguished Fellow in 1995.
Dr. Stahl authored journal articles and served on numerous professional boards, panels, and
associations during his career including the Board of Trustees, Thomas Jefferson University,
past president of the National Association of Medical Examiners, and as a member of the
American Academy of Forensic Sciences. He was inducted into the Souderton High School Hall
of Fame in 2008 and recognized as the 2000 Ursinus College Annual Alumni Award honoree.
Dr. Stahl leaves his wife of 62 years, the former Ellen Carolyn Baran, one son: Charles and wife
Janet, Johnson City, TN; daughters: Marcia and husband John Scott, Dagsboro, DE; Kim and
husband Walt Dryfoos, Allentown, PA; and six grandchildren: Shane and wife Karine Scott; Troy
Scott, Victoria and Joseph Stahl, Christopher and Nicholas Dryfoos; and a sister Joan Stahl
Pusey, Palm, PA; nieces and nephews. Dr. Stahl will be interred following a graveside service
with full military honors at Arlington National Cemetery, Arlington, Virginia.
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Boyd Gerald Stephens, M.D. – Memorial

July 19, 1939 – April 2, 2005
(This photograph was taken on occasion of his retirement in July of 2004 and Mayor Gavin Newson of San Francisco proclaimed the day in
honor of his many years of outstanding service to the community)

NAME President 1994-95
By Thomas Noguchi
July 2013
Dr. Boyd Stephens passed away on April 2, 2005, after a valiant battle with cancer, with his wife
Diana at his side. Besides his wife, he is survived by three children. Dr. Stephens served as the
Chief Medical Examiner-Coroner of the City and County of San Francisco for 33 years, from
1971 to 1994. He received his degree of M.D. from the University of California at Irvine, School
of Medicine in 1967. He was Board Certified in Anatomic and Clinical Pathology in 1974 and in
Forensic Pathology in 1976. He was appointed Clinical Professor of Pathology at U.C. San
Francisco, School of Medicine and served until his death. He was an active member of the
National Association of Medical Examiners (NAME), serving as a member of various
committees, the Board of Directors, and the Executive Committee in various capacities. He and
his committee members wrote the NAME position paper on certification of cocaine-related
deaths and published in American Journal of Forensic Medicine and Pathology in 2004. He also
became a member of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences (AAFS) in 1971 and in 1976,
he was elevated to Fellow. In 1994 He served as President of the NAME 1994-1995 and in 2002
was selected to present the NAME Gantner Lecture at the September 2003 Meeting in San Jose,
California, an Honor reserved for Outstanding Medical Examiner Scholars. In his Lecture, he
spoke of his lifetime experiences as a Medical Examiner. The California State Coroners’
Association, on September 21, 1999, also presented him with an award in recognition of his
long years of services as member, educator, and lecturer. He was well known as a Medical
Examiner, who was always willing to listen to individuals and educate the public by giving talks
to lay groups. He has received many awards of recognition from civic groups in appreciation for
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his services. On October 16, 1997, California State Senator Daniel E. Boatwright presented him
with an Award for Extraordinary Public Service on behalf of the State. He also served in the U.S.
Navy as staff pathologist and Chief of Autopsy and Forensic Pathology at the Oakland Naval
Regional Center, Oakland, California and remained commissioned until 1994, retiring with the
rank of Lt. Commander, USNR. As Chief Medical Examiner, he modernized the facilities and
implemented advanced scientific procedures at the Office of the CME in San Francisco, and his
Office was accredited by the NAME and by the State of California Department of Justice for its
forensic laboratory facilities.
On a personal level, I knew Boyd Stevens for over 30 years. During my service as Chairman of
the State of California Disaster Preparedness Commission on Medical Examiner/Coroners
Committee in the 1970s, and as Chief Medical Examiner for the County of Los Angeles and
member of the California Society of Pathologists, I had many occasions to visit San Francisco
and meet with Boyd. On such occasions, in the evenings, I have been invited to his home for
dinner and I was intrigued to learn of his interest in and hobby of wine making. He had a home
winery set up, which produced sufficient wine to supply the family needs for the year. We also
shared an early interest in SCUBA diving. During the 1970’s, in both our jurisdictions,
investigation of SCUBA diving accidents and deaths were a regular part of our work, so I
became interested in taking up the sport, which, according to his wife Diana, stimulated Boyd
to also take up the sport. The image of Boyd that remains vivid in my memory, indicative of his
strong dedication to his work, occurred one year, in 1989, we were attending the Annual
Meeting of the NAME in Sanibel Island, Florida on October 13-18. One day, he walked into an
evening scientific session and urgently announced that he needed to return immediately to San
Francisco. He had learned that a severe earthquake had struck the city, resulting in collapsed
structures and deaths. We spent the next several hours locating and arranging a flight for him
to take to an airport nearest to San Francisco.
For his wife Diana, one of the most precious and significant memento she has of Boyd is a white
cotton handkerchief. The beautiful story behind this is indicative of Boyd’s caring personality
and dedication to justly serve each individual, who might be impacted by his professional
services. A baby had died while in the care of a baby sitter, an older woman and the baby’s
family had accused her of killing the baby by possibly smothering the child. Boyd personally,
thoroughly investigated the case, talking to everyone involved and finally concluded and ruled
that the death was due to sudden infant death syndrome, exonerating the baby sitter. The baby
sitter gave him the white handkerchief as a token of her appreciation for having listened to her
side of the story. Boyd had kept that handkerchief all these years in a dresser drawer as a
reminder to be impartial, to investigate thoroughly, and to hear all participants in a case. This
concluding story is a fitting Memorial for Boyd Gerald Stephens, A Gentleman of
Uncompromising Integrity.
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David K. Wiecking, M.D., LLB - Memorial

April 4, 1933 – July 22, 2011
NAME President 1981-82
By Denise McNally, NAME Executive Director
September 2013
David served as Chief Medical Examiner for the Commonwealth of Virginia.
David was born in Washington, D.C., and grew up in Alexandria, Virginia. He attended Episcopal
High School in 1950 and Princeton University in 1954. After serving two years in the United
States Navy, he entered Johns Hopkins School of Medicine graduating in 1960. While in medical
school, he met Mary Jane Stoll, and they wed in August 1959.
He attended the University of Virginia's medical school residency program. David completed
two years of surgical residency, followed by three years of Pathology residency, to become
Board Certified in Anatomic and Forensic Pathology. While completing his medical residency,
David also attended and graduated from the University's School of Law in 1969 and passed the
Virginia State Bar.
Based in Richmond, David served as the Chief Medical Examiner from 1972 until 1993. Under
his twenty-one year tenure, the office became one of the most respected state-wide medical
examiner systems in the nation. Of particular note was his personal involvement in supporting
the Division of Forensic Science in carrying out the nation's first successful DNA-based
prosecution for capital crimes. During his tenure, he also taught at the Medical College of
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Virginia, the Federal Bureau of Investigation and served on the board of the American Board of
Forensic Science. He retired in 1993. Dr. Wiecking joined NAME in 1968, was a Board of
Director from 1975 – 1979, Vice President in 1980, President in 1981, Chairman of the Board in
1982 and was granted Emeritus membership in 1995. He was a long time Fellow of the
American Academy of Forensic Sciences.
He served as Chair of the Department of Legal Medicine at the Medical College of Virginia,
Virginia Commonwealth University and was Clinical Professor of Pathology at MCV and the
University of Virginia. He taught at every level of graduate medical and legal education
throughout the Commonwealth. He was an invited speaker at the FBI, AFIP and other national
medical and legal associations. He retired in 1993.
Dr. Wiecking was held in high esteem by colleagues and by the many prosecutors and defense
attorneys who came to rely on his expert medical testimony. He built an enviable reputation for
thoroughness, professionalism, and integrity.
Throughout his life, David enjoyed train travel, a passion which he shared with his wife, riding
almost every passenger track in the contiguous United States. He was a voracious reader with a
respected intellect and a deep passion for baseball and the Redskins - a fan to the end of his
days. David was a man of great humor, generosity and compassion. He was beloved by all.
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George E. Gantner, Jr., M.D. Annual Lecturer Award

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS®
This lectureship acknowledges and pays tribute to the contributions made by George E.
Gantner, Jr., M.D. to the National Association of Medical Examiners. In 1977, when 11-year old
NAME needed to relocate from its second home in Wilmington, Delaware, Dr. George E.
Gantner, Jr. was Director of the Division of Forensic and Environmental Pathology at St. Louis
University School of Medicine and had just been elected as Secretary/Treasurer of the
organization. Dr. Gantner generously offered to oversee NAME activities in St. Louis, Missouri
and NAME moved there in 1977 and remained there until 2003.
Dr. Gantner served as NAME’s Secretary/Treasurer until his death November 15, 1988, having
served as the daily overseer of NAME for more than a decade. He availed himself to NAME and
its needs and contributed greatly to this organization. It is in his memory and honor that the
George E. Gantner, Jr., M.D. Annual Lecturer Award was established in 1994. Those selected by
the Awards Committee to give the lecture and receive the award have made outstanding
contributions to the advancement of forensic science and have attained professional
recognition and respect as an orator in a professional field.
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George Gantner, Jr., MD Lecturers
1984
1985
1988

George Lundberg, M.D.
William McCormick, M.D.
Lester Adelson, M.D.

1989
1990
1992

Sidney Kaye
George Lundberg, M.D.
John Coe, M.D.

1993
1996
1999
2000
2001
2003
2004
2007
2008
2010
2011
2013

Leslie Lukash, M.D.
Vincent DiMaio, M.D.
Jack Titus, M.D.
Thomas Generalli
Lawrence Harris, M.D.
Boyd Stephens, M.D.
John Butt, M.D.
Sandra Conradi, M.D.
Garry Peterson, M.D., J.D.
John E. Pless, M.D.
Mary Fran Ernst
Steven Clark, PhD
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“Brain Injury and Boxing”
“Sickle-cell Trait – A Cause of Death?”
“Forensic Pathology Then and Now: Retrospective and
Reflections”
“Blooming of Modern Forensic Medicine”
“Medical Journalism and Forensic Pathology”
“The Beginnings of Forensic Pathology in the North
Midwest”
“The Future Direction of NAME”
“The Death of Innocents”
“Registry of Cardiovascular Diseases”
“Mechanisms of Cerebral Injury”
“Are We Doing Any Good”
“Medical Examiner in the 21st Century”

“One Man’s Forensic Pathology Career”
“NAME Meeting History”

Gantner Lecture 2010 – John E. Pless, MD

8/26/1938-3/17/2014
NAME President 1997-1998
Clyde G. Culbertson Professor Emeritus
Indiana University School Medicine
One Man’s Forensic Pathology Career
“…teaching them to smile openly…
…into the camera of possibility…”
Thank you for the honor of this opportunity to tell you about the uniqueness of my travels in
the field of forensic pathology. I now feel much like George Goble who said…”I feel like the
world is a tuxedo and I am a pair of brown shoes.”
The paraphrase “teaching them to smile openly…into the camera of possibility” is a quote from
a poem by Jim Luke, my friend and mentor. I believe that it has a special application to my
career.
I would like to dedicate this lecture to my parent’s 60 years of life together and my wife, Lois,
lover, mother, companion, global supporter and sometime critic.
When I was 15 years old we had a family conference around the kitchen table where my
parents told me that they wanted me to be a doctor. I was an only child – so I did what I was
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told. I actually thought that every family had such meetings during the second year of high
school. My mother had trained as an LPN and had taken a job with a local GP who like to think
that he was a cardiologist. She took the EKGs in his office and at the hospital. Her work
provided the extra funds for my education.
The main campus of Indiana University was just 23 miles down the road and I was lucky enough
to get into Indiana University School of Medicine after three years of undergraduate school.
My goal was to return to my hometown of Bedford, Indiana to be a general practitioner. My
exposure to toxicology, pathology and the autopsy was unusual. Indiana University
Pharmacologist, Dr. Rolla Harger had invented the Drunkometer. Indiana State Police
Laboratory Director, Dr. Bob Borkenstine invented the Breathalyzer and Dr. Robert Forney
along with Irvine Sunshine and Kurt Dubowski did a great deal of work establishing blood
alcohol testing of intoxicated drivers. We were the first state in the nation to set alcohol breath
testing in place for drivers of automobiles. I knew all of these people as a medical student and
later we became personal friends.
During our sophomore year Bob Forney gave us lectures on homicidal poisoning. I wondered
then what someone could do investigating such death if he was an MD. Little did I know the
rarity of homicidal poisoning. I wasn’t aware of the field of a forensic pathology. My first
autopsy as a student was on a 14 year-old girl with hepatitis. My studies on that case led me to
an article written by Alan Moritz who had been in charge of a hospital in Northern Africa. He
wrote about his experiences with an epidemic of serum hepatitis apparently induced in service
men from contaminated needles used to inoculate them for Yellow Fever. His work was
seminal in defining hepatitis B. I had no idea that he was one of the greats in forensic
pathology. My case was probably sexually transmitted.
I was lucky enough to perform autopsies on my off quarters at the VA Hospital. Pathology was
important at Indiana University. Our Chairman, Dr. Edward B. Smith was secretary of the
American Board of Pathology. The board examinations were often held in Indianapolis. Dr.
Parker Beamer was the editor of the American Journal of Clinical Pathology with offices in the
medical school building.
My rotating internship was in a large private hospital in South Bend where I discovered the very
unique nature of a freestanding non-profit clinical pathology laboratory that served several
communities around Northern Indiana and Southern Michigan. The South Bend Medical
Foundation served 2,000 beds. Stat labs were located in all the hospitals and the main
laboratory supplied all the standard tests that could wait overnight. A pneumatic tube system
supplied results to the two 500 bed hospitals in South Bend. One of these tube systems had to
go under the St. Joseph’s River – no mean task. This sparked my interest in clinical laboratory
medicine enough for me to sign up for a residency there before I was drafted into the U.S.
Army.
Again as luck would have it I was assigned to a research position at the Edgewood Arsenal
(Army Chemical Center) near Baltimore, Maryland. I can admit to you now that I was asked to
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perform clinical pharmacology testing on human volunteers. Many of my military colleagues
were giving anticholinesterase drugs (chemical warfare agents such as GB and VX) and
monitoring the effects of potential treatments. The US knew what the Russians had and our
task was to establish some defense against those agents. My work was with synthetic
marijuana (tetrahydrocannabinol THC) produced by Roger Adams in the 1950’s. The
government automatically confiscated potent chemical agents that were possible chemical
warfare agents. We ran full batteries of clinical laboratory tests and did complete physicals and
psychological examinations on each candidate. Who were the test candidates? U.S. Army
soldiers. What did the soldiers get in return? A three-day pass every weekend. It was a
different day.
During my stay in Maryland I discovered that forensic pathology was being practiced in
Baltimore. There were physicians who dedicated their lives to medical legal work. It was very
clear to me at that time that if I was going to do that work I needed to be trained by people
who knew what they were doing in a place with some stature.
My residency was exciting and I found the performance of 250 autopsies to be great fun. I
knew that all my experience had been leading me to a career in forensic pathology. We were
able to perform coroner’s autopsies, and that added to my experience. I testified before a
grand jury in one homicide case – making every mistake in the book. I actually thought that I
could remember all of the details – so I did not take the autopsy report with me. The first
question was, “what was the weight of the deceased?”
Although I had a “good eye” I did not want to be a tissue mole. I wanted to go back to my
hometown and be a local pathologist doing anatomic, clinical and forensic pathology for a t
least 5 years – then eventually going into forensic pathology full time.
My search for a place to train in forensic path was complicated by lack of funding of fellowship
training at the time. I initially applied to Miami. Joe Davis was interested in me because his
toxicologist came from Edgewood Arsenal, but he had no funds. Chuck Petty was the only full
time forensic pathologist in Indiana then, and he was about to leave for Dallas. He thought that
it would not be wise to sign me up for a program when he could not guarantee what would be
available. His advice to me was…”Don’t go to a large office. It can be a factory.”
Bill Sturner was in Chicago at the time and we met for lunch at the University of Chicago
Hospital. He was considering going to Dallas with Petty. He recommended that look into Jim
Luke who had just written an article in the Journal of Forensic Sciences entitled The Oklahoma
Medical Examiner System: Semi urban – Semi rural. It described his practice of forensic
pathology in a statewide system. The idea of a small program with a one to one association
with a program director was very appealing.
Jim Luke enabled me to attend the AAFS meeting in Chicago in February of 1970. He
introduced me to Dr. Milton Helpern and F. Lee Bailey. That was special meeting since Tom
Noguchi presented the findings of the Robert Kennedy autopsy. F. Lee Bailey followed this with
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a discussion of the difficulty of the defense of Sirhan-Sirhan. His opening remarks were
interesting. He said that this was the first time that he had experienced a case in which there
was literally no question about the quality of the post mortem examination because Tom
Noguchi had done such an excellent job. I had a feeling that everyone knew why he was
capable of such perfection. He was an excellent pathologist and he had prepared for just such
an event. That doesn’t mean that he was a psychic. It was a demonstration of his extraordinary
vision.
Jim Luke and I met before and after almost every case. Occasionally we would return to the
morgue to review an interesting case finding first hand. He also gave me good examples of his
writing. Jim wrote many letters in behalf of the specialty and he asked me to review them. It
was great training.
I had this desire following my fellowship to return to Indiana, my hometown and a small group
of pathologists based in Bloomington. I still had the urge to run a hospital laboratory. This was
what I had trained to do and I knew that my career would not be complete without that
experience. I was going to do forensic pathology part-time.
I also had this idea in the back of my head that we could change the coroner system in Indiana
and replace it with a medical examiner system. The first thing that I was asked to do when I
returned home was to run for coroner. I was elected in a landslide after running against the
local chiropractor. It was lonely being the first and only forensic pathologist coroner in Indiana.
The Indiana coroner law was unusual in that it had a very liberal definition of what could be a
coroner’s case. All someone had to do was to voice suspicion concerning the manner death.
There was requirement that all coroners’ autopsies had to be performed by a board certified
pathologist. Ed Smith had accomplished that change in 1963. That was very helpful in insuring
the quality of the examination. However, these were not always complete autopsies.
I remained in Bloomington for the next twelve years. During that time I built a reputation as a
forensic pathologist. I made sure that my three other partners did complete autopsies on all
coroner cases. Much to their dismay. Soon I was doing about 200 cases in the Southern half of
the state.
In January of 1983 Jim Benz left Indianapolis for Florida. Residents were doing most coroner
autopsies in Indianapolis. By May of that year the Chairman, left with the responsibility for the
forensic service was at his wits end. He had organized seven young faculty members to
supervise residents in the performance of forensic autopsies. The faculty member took
responsibility for testimony in all homicide cases. It only took a couple of months before they
all began to wear thin. In June I received a call from the Chairman of Pathology to go to lunch.
He made me an offer to become a part-time or full –time faculty member at the main campus.
I was already a part-time faculty member in Bloomington. He said that I could literally name my
own terms. So I left my group in Bloomington for full time position as tenured Professor in
Indianapolis. This turned out to be the opportunity of a lifetime. But it was a great challenge
for Lois and the children. Did I say that I would be making less money?
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In six months from my hiring the Chairman asked if I would be willing to direct the two courses
in sophomore pathology. I was more than willing to help. The first thing that I did was to
restore the requirement that all medical students have to observe an autopsy. This turned out
to be a popular addition. I also returned several exercises in the laboratory that had been
removed over time adding one session on forensic pathology. The pathology scores began to
climb. Pathology brought up the School of Medicine average to above the national average. At
the end of the first year I was asked if I could take on the responsibility for the residency
program. This was something that I wanted to do but I knew that I would be frustrated by the
disinterest of a few faculty members I actually taking time to teach. I was rewarded by being
given the title of Associate Chairman for Education.
In 1988, the pathologist who developed the clinical laboratories at Indiana University in 1931,
Dr. Clyde G. Culbertson, decided to give the department a gift of One Million Dollars for an
endowed professorship. He was so pleased with the changes that I had made that he request
that the endowment go to pathology education and that I be named the recipient of the title.
This came as a complete surprise tome after only being in the Department for less than 5 years
creating some jealousy. The greatest compliment that we could have at Indiana University is
the fact that more board certified pathologists were produced from the Indiana University
School of Medicine than any other school in the United States during the 20 years from 19802000.
There are several things that I believe represent challenges for you all. In 1971, Dr. Leslie
Lukash gave a presentation on Standards of Death Investigation. From his presentation NAME
developed an inspection program in 1976. During the administration of Charlie Stahl a CAP like
checklist was developed by Victor Weedn for inspection and accreditation. My office was the
first to submit to that survey and the first to be accredited under the new system. When I was
president of NAME it was my personal charge to increase the number of offices that were
inspected by NAME following my term we went from 33 to over 50 labs inspected largely due
to our work on the State of Florida. The Miami Larry Tate announced from the podium of a
NAME meeting in 1979 that it was no longer adequate to do “body only” forensic autopsies.
Since that time we have seen gradual inclusion of autopsy procedures in the inspection and
accreditation process. In my opinion there is no place for inclusion of the term “partial
autopsies” in our inspection process. Partial examinations are not autopsies. Something will
always be missing in a partial examination. You can’t use inadequate funding to support doing
incomplete autopsies because we all know that we can spend as much time and effort doing a
partial exam as a full autopsy. The autopsy is clearly an academic exercise. You must keep that
in mind every time you go through the process. We have been charged with a duty that is as
sacred as the profession of medicine itself.
The act of cutting another person open to expose the insides to the outside world is as old as
recorded time. It must be done for more than curiosity. We must understand that analysis of
the findings is more than coming to a conclusion about the cause of death. We are also
charged with determining the mechanism of death and there rests the reason for an academic
exercise. Anyone can speculate about a cause of death without doing an autopsy. But if your
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opinion is to be couched in terms of reasonable medical certainty you must open the body and
your opinion must be based upon findings not circumstances.
I remember talks by Joe Davis on the importance of including information from the
circumstances of death when determining the cause. This is all well and good when the
autopsy is negative. But an opinion based upon circumstances is still speculation and you can’t
take that to a court of law. As Jim Luke taught me if you don’t know the answer admit your
ignorance. I was told as a resident that I shouldn’t leave the morgue unless I knew what the
cause of death was since it is so often evident in the gross exam. I will challenge you with fact
that you should not leave the morgue without at least a clue as to the mechanism of death.
Confirmation may depend upon microscopic examination.
Confirmation of the details of an autopsy is best done with microscopic examination. It is time
that we require microscopic examinations in every case. A negative microscopic examination
can be as important as positive findings. You should not be in the death investigation business
if your primary consideration is saving your state, county or city money. Your government will
never appreciate cost cutting that you might do. If you are going to cut costs don’t do it by
cutting out the science. Remember that the autopsy is an academic exercise where you have
an obligation to do it right the first time.
“Teaching them to smile openly… into the camera of possibility.”
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Milton Helpern Laureate Award

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS®
The National Association of Medical Examiners began, as many great organizations do, from the
dreams, ideas and wisdom of a few farsighted, socially conscious individuals. Back in 1965,
Milton Helpern recognized the need for the nation’s Medical Examiners to share their
knowledge, expertise and experience in order to improve the medicolegal investigation of
death in this country.
He discussed this concept with Richard Childs, the Executive Director of the National Municipal
League, and a group of his close colleagues, Ali Hameli, Chief Medical Examiner, State of
Delaware, Leslie Lukash, Chief Medical Examiner, Nassau County, New York, and Joseph
Spellman, Chief Medical Examiner, City of Philadelphia. In the spring of 1966, these individuals
formed a planning committee in order to bring Doctor Helpern’s concept to reality. This group
became the foundation and heard of what was later to become the National Association of
Medical Examiners.
Through the dedication and efforts of these five men, N.A.M.E. was incorporated in August,
1966. Subsequently they invited Chief Medical Examiners throughout the country to meet in
Doctor Helpern’s Office. As a result of that meeting, an interim steering board was formed
which later paved the way for the first annual membership meeting held at the Knickerbocker
Hotel in Chicago in February, 1968.
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Milton Helpern Laureates
1991
1994
1996

Joseph Davis, M.D.
John Coe, M.D.
Leslie Lukash, M.D.

1998

Charles J. Stahl, M.D.

2002
2005
2006
2009
2012
2014
2015

James Luke, M.D.
Thomas Noguchi, M.D.
Vincent DiMaio, M.D.
Marcella Fierro, M.D.
Edmund Donoghue, MD
Randy Hanzlick, MD
Donald Reay, MD
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25th Anniversary Meeting
“Public Relations for the Medical Examiner’s Office”
“Spoke about the importance of inspection and
accreditation”
“Spoke about the importance of inspection and
accreditation”
“History of NAME”
"The Future of Forensic Medicine"
“Leadership in Forensic Pathology”

Helpern Lecture 2012 – Edmund R. Donoghue, M.D.

Leadership in Forensic Pathology
Baltimore, MD, October 9, 2012
The first time I came to Baltimore was in the summer of 1968, between my 2nd and 3rd years of
medical school, for a ten-week fellowship in forensic pathology. At that time, the Office of the
Chief Medical Examiner of Maryland was located just across the inner harbor from our hotel, at
the corner of President and Fleet Street. The autopsy area on the 1st floor was not air
conditioned but depended on the prevailing breezes across the harbor for cooling. On the
Monday morning that I arrived, there were 24 bodies awaiting autopsy and I was wondering if I
had made a terrible mistake. It turned out to be a wonderful experience.
At the time, Russell Fisher was the chief medical examiner.
Werner Spitz was the deputy chief medical examiner.
Ron Kornblum, Ed Wilson, and Charlie Springate were assistant medical examiners.
Josh Perper and Dimitri Contostavolos were residents in forensic pathology.
Richard Lindenberg, the renowned forensic neuropathologist had his laboratory in a city
pumping station directly adjacent to the medical examiner’s office and did weekly brain cutting
conferences at the office.
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During that summer, I drove up to the Armed Force Institute of Pathology and finally found the
Department of Forensic Pathology on the Mall at 7th and Independence Avenue. There I met
then CDR Charles Stahl who graciously sat down and talked with me about forensic pathology.
In May 1969, I attended the AFIP Forensic Pathology course where I met Dick Froede, Jim
Weston, and Tom Canfield.
Since I was from Chicago, I was able to attend the 1969 and 1970 annual meetings of the
American Academy of Forensic Sciences and met Drs. Milton Helpern, Charles Petty and many
other notable forensic pathologists.
I did a straight medical internship and two years of anatomic pathology training at the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, MN. I may have been the 1st or 2nd forensic pathologist to come out of the
Mayo Clinic.
Next, I went to the Office of the Medical Examiner of Wayne County, MI, in Detroit, for a year of
training in forensic pathology with the new installed chief medical examiner Werner Spitz.
Since I had a military obligation to the Navy under the Berry Plan, I was very fortunate to be
able to arrange a 2nd year of training in forensic pathology at the AFIP. At that time Charlie
Stahl and Dick Froede were my supervisors. Robert Hertzog, Michael Dunne, Bob Thompson,
and toxicologist Able Dominguez were also there at the time were important in my formation.
During my training period, I was assigned to the Office of the Chief Medical of the District of
Columbia for autopsy experience and was very privileged to work with Jim Luke, Brian
Blackbourne, Roy Riddick, and Doug Dixon in the old DC morgue that overlooked the
Congressional Cemetery. After my training year at AFIP, I remained on the staff at AFIP for two
years and at the time of my departure I was chief of the wound ballistics or missile trauma
branch.
Cook County was planning a transition from a coroner system to a medical examiner system on
December 6, 1976, and the appointment of Robert J. Stein as chief medical examiner was
announced about a year in advance to facilitate the transition. I met with Dr. Stein early in
1976 and was offered the appointment as deputy chief medical examiner and co-director of
residency training contingent on becoming board certified. Of course, I still had a military
obligation and could not report until July 1, 1977.
During 1976, I did become board certified in anatomic and forensic pathology.
On Sunday, March 27, 1977, just weeks before my departure from AFIP, the largest aviation
accident in the world occurred in Tenerife in the Canary Islands when Pan American and KLM
747’s collided on the runway killing 583 people. Because only the military had the manpower
to handle a disaster of the magnitude, the following afternoon, I found myself on a flight to
Tenerife with other AFIP pathologists.
Unfortunately, because this accident occurred just before Easter, the height of the tourist
season in the Canary Islands, the Spanish authorities would not allow us to process the victims
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in the Canary Islands. The bodies were brought back to the Port Mortuary at the Dover Air
Force Base in Delaware and processed there.
I reported to Chicago on July 1, 1977, on the same day, Shaku Teas become the first resident in
our provisional residency training program in forensic pathology. Mitra Kalelkar joined her in
January 1978 and stayed with us for more than 30 years.
When a new medical examiner office starts or a new chief is appointed everyone wonders
whether they will survive. It wasn’t long before the new Cook County Medical Examiner’s
Office was challenged. On August 12, 1978, a delta wing British Vulcan bomber with a crew of
four, visiting for the Chicago Air and Water show, crashed in a landfill just outside Glenview
Naval Air Station. In December 1978, DesPlaines Police served a search warrant on the home of
John Wayne Gacy and discovered 27 bodies buried in the basement.
On May 25, 1979, American Airlines Flight 191 dropped an engine on its take-off, rolled, and
crashed next to a mobile home park just north of O’Hare airport. We worked at O’Hare for
nearly a month identifying the 273 victims.
Two visiting hospital residents, Dan DelBoccio and Joanne Richmond, were given medical
examiner badges by Dr. Stein and sent to the airport. We ended recruiting both of them as
residents in forensic pathology. Dr. Clyde Snow, the anthropologist, worked for the FAA at the
time and later became our forensic anthropology consultant and worked with Dr. Stein on the
Gacy Cases.
In September 1982, Barry Lifschultz and I became involved in the Tylenol-Cyanide poisoning
cases and suggested to the police and emergency room personnel that because of the rapidity
of the deaths that we were probably dealing with cyanide poisonings. This was something that
I had learned by Dr. Joseph Davis in a continuing education course.
The paramedics and the public health nurse involved in the death suggested that the vehicle
might be Tylenol and brought the containers to our investigator at the hospital. I asked that
investigator to smell the contents of the container and he said that he could smell cyanide.
We then had him bring the containers to the medical examiner office. We called in our
toxicologist, Dr. Michael Schaeffer, in the middle of the night, and had him analyze the
capsules. By the early the next morning, he had found cyanide in lethal quantities. Since, Dr.
Stein was out of town, it fell to me to schedule a press conference and inform the world that
Tylenol had been contaminated with cyanide.
In 1993, Dr. Stein retired and I was appointed chief medical examiner of Cook County. In less
than two years, my challenge occurred in the form of heat wave that killed more than 800
persons.
We were astounded when Mayor Richard M. Daley began to suggest that perhaps the number
of heat deaths was being exaggerated. We were in a bit of dilemma because we were
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confident that we were right but we understood that we could not confront the mayor directly.
My mother even called to advise avoiding a fight with mayor. So we acknowledged that the
Mayor of Chicago was entitled to ask questions about the determination of heat related deaths.
We also asserted that we were confident of the figures, welcomed a review, and were sure that
we would be upheld. The incident has been written about in a very interesting book entitled
“Heat Wave: A Social Autopsy of Disaster in Chicago,” by sociologist Eric Klinenberg.
I learned many things as a chief medical examiner.
During the heat wave, I found that my employees already knew what needed to be done. My
job was to see that they had the resources to do their job. I think that our host (at this
meeting), Dr. Dave Fowler, has done a wonderful job in providing needed resources to his
employees.
Your probably can’t tell your employees enough how much you appreciate what they do for
you. Praise them publicly; and remember always to correct them privately.
The transition to chief medical examiner will be difficult if you can’t allow your staff to do things
for you. In the past you may have done everything yourself, as a chief your responsibilities will
broaden so that it will become impossible to attend to every detail. I was fortunate to have
very competent people around me including Scott Denton, Roy Dames, and Chris Morris.
I would like to talk a little about what it takes to be successful in professional organizations.
The first to attend the meeting of the organization—85% of success in life comes from simply
showing up. Attend the business meeting of your organization. Learn the basics of
parliamentary procedure.
I can’t count the number of times that I have seen a physician get up in a meeting with a very
thoughtful idea and fail to have any action taken because he did not say the words “I move
that…” In our Chicago Medical Society we would annually offer an 8-hour class for up to 15
physicians in parliamentary procedure. I would send my forensic pathology residents to these
classes and both Scott Denton and Ponni Arunkumar, the new deputy chief in Cook County,
attended. These skills are transferable to every organization in which you participate.
Present scientific papers, this is good for you and your office. Volunteer for committees. When
given an assignment, deliver an excellent product in a timely fashion.
Here is probably the most important thing that I am going to tell you today. Treat your
colleagues well. Socialize with your colleagues. Avoid negativity and negative people. You will
not advance in any professional organization without the help of your colleagues.
In 1990, Marcella Fierro called me because NAME’s AMA delegate and alternate could not
attend the AMA annual meeting in Chicago. She asked me if I would attend. The ink was barely
dry on my AMA membership card, I had joined three months earlier and now I occupied the
seat held for many years by Dr. Milton Helpern. That turned into more than a 22 year
assignment with both NAME and the American Society for Clinical Pathology. Marcella also
suggested me to the nominating committee for a seat on the NAME Board.
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My colleagues in St. Louis have been helpful on so many occasions and in so many ways, I would
like to thank them all: Mary Fran Ernst, Mary Case, Julie Howe, Kathleen Diebold Hargrove,
Mike Graham, and of course I want to include Denise McNally in that.
Jeff Jentzen deserves special thanks for his assistance during the 1995 heat wave when he
supplied me with the heat death mortality figures for Kenosha, Racine, and Milwaukee just
before a very important press conference. I know there are many other colleagues to thank,
just know that I appreciate everything you did.
Here is another suggestion. If you have done so already, get an automated external defibrillator
and train your employees in basic life support. A little more than a year ago, I had an episode of
ventricular fibrillation. Thanks to Jamie Downs and our Georgia Bureau of Investigation staff, I
was resuscitated, defibrillated, and transported two blocks to our heart hospital in Savannah. I
also need to thank Kris Sperry for purchasing the defibrillator. After a quadruple coronary
bypass, I am back to normal.
I want to thank my lovely wife of 39 years, Judy, who has always supported me in my chosen
career.
Lastly, I would like to thank the NAME Awards Committee, the Executive Committee, the Board
of Directors, and the members of NAME for my selection as the Milton Helpern Laureate. I
deeply gratified and humbled by my selection. I thank you profoundly for this honor. I want to
tell you that I have never regretted my choice to become a forensic pathologist. I feel very lucky
to have been in the field of forensic pathology and to have met the pioneers in the field. I am
grateful to know all of you who continue to carry on this important work.
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Helpern Lecture 1989 – Lester Adelson, M.D.
Forensic Pathology Then and Now – Retrospect and Reflections
American Journal of Forensic Medicine and Pathology 10(3): 251-260, 1989
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Helpern Lecture 1994 – John Coe, M.D.
Public Relations for the Medical Examiner’s Office
American Journal of Forensic Medicine and Pathology 18(1): 26-32, 1997
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History of the Department of Defense DNA Registry

Victor W. Weedn, MD, JD
May 2016
The AFIP and Pathology
The Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP) for at least the latter half of the 20th Century
was an ivory tower for pathology. The AFIP grew out of the Army Medical Museum and Library
(AMML) which was established in 1862 by President Abraham Lincoln and U.S. Army Surgeon
General William Hammond. The AMML was created to collect morbid anatomy specimens
from the Civil War and the Army Surgeon General’s library; but it became a storehouse of
pathology knowledge. The AMML was housed in Washington D.C., moving to the Washington
Mall in 1887. In 1949, the AMML was renamed as the AFIP and in 1955 it moved to its final
resting place on the Walter Reed Army Medical Center in Bethesda, MD. Building 54, by a 1951
presidential directive, was to be an atomic bomb proof building. Thus, the building was a
windowless rectangular concrete box with a vaulted main entrance door and a helipad was
located nearby for arrival of the President if need be. Nuclear bombs became more powerful
and the building was obsolete before it was finished; another building of its design was never
built again.
Forensic Pathology at the AFIP
Forensic pathology at the AFIP began in the 1950s. The American Board of Medical
Subspecialties first recognized forensic pathology in 1958 and forensic pathology certifications
were conferred beginning in 1959. A registry for forensic pathology cases was established in
1958. In 1959, the Military Environmental Pathology Division was established consisting of
forensic pathology, aviation medicine and toxicology. In 1962, the College of American
Pathologists sponsored the first board approved fellowship in forensic pathology at the Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP) in Washington, DC.
AFIP forensic pathologists participated in high profile cases such as the 1967 Apollo 1 mission
mishap, the 1978 Jonestown mass suicide, the 1985 Gander, Newfoundland crash, and the
1986 space shuttle Challenger explosion.
History of the Department of Defense DNA Registry
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Office of the Armed Forces Medical Examiner (OAFME)
In 1988, Dr. Richard Froede, with assistance from Dr. James Luke and the approval by the
ASD(HA) Enrique Mendez and the three Surgeons General, founded the Armed Forces Medical
Examiner System (AFMES) with an Office of the Armed Forces Medical Examiner (OAFME) at
the AFIP. Dr. Froede created the new OAFME from the pre-existing AFIP forensic science and
aerospace mishap departments, which had only consultative roles, and gave it jurisdiction over
deaths of military members abroad and on exclusive federal jurisdiction. The creation of the
OAFME was authorized by the National Defense Authorization Act of 1988 and directed by the
DoD Directive 6010.16. Implementing regulations at the AFIP (AR 40-57, BUMEDINST 5360.26,
and AFR 160-99) became effective February 1991. As of 1999, the jurisdiction has been defined
by 10 US Code 1471. This new office is still the only federal medical examiner office in the
United States.
The original group consisted of Richard C. Froede as the civilian Chief, Col Bill Gormley, CDR
Arthur Burns, COL Charles Springate, Capt Steven Sohn, Capt Glenn Wagner, Col Donald Wright,
and civilian consultant James Luke. Mick Smith ran the toxicology progam. Others that would
rotate through the OAFME at the AFIP in those early days, as I recall, included Joni McClain, Kari
Reiber, Dave Hause, Carl “Chris” Stacy, Frederic Hellman, Deborah Kay, Ed Kilbane, Steve
Cogswell, Paul Mellon, Natalie Shemonsky, Joy Carter, Tim Monaghan, and Joyce Ann Lapa;
William “Billo” Oliver was in the Department of Cellular Pathology.
Early efforts of the OAFME included the investigations of the abduction, torture, and death of
Colonel William Higgins, the 1989 turret explosion on the USS Iowa killing 47, the 2000 USS Cole
bombing, and the 9/11 Pentagon and Somerset attack deaths from Operation Iraqi Freedom
(OIF) and Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF).
My Recruitment to the OAFME
Forensic DNA identity testing is dated to 1985 when Alec Jeffreys in an article in the journal
Nature described the “DNA fingerprint” and noted that it could be useful for forensic purposes.
DNA testing was first made available through private laboratories (SERI/Forensic Science
Associates, Cellmark, and Lifecodes) in 1986 and 1987. The FBI began casework in December
1988 and Virginia became the first State to begin DNA testing in March of 1989.
In 1987, Dr. Marcella Fierro, then in the Virginia medical examiner office, when I approached
her after a lecture, suggested that I look into the new DNA technology. My first wife's (Bridget
Jones) best friend (Suzanne Miller) was a paralegal for Don Brown, a defense attorney in
Conroe, Texas, with a client, Clarence Brandley, who was a black custodian convicted of raping
and killing a 16 year old white female at the local high school in Conroe, Texas. I suggested that
DNA testing be performed in the case and it became one of the first cases conducted by
Lifecodes, however an insufficient amount of DNA precluded testing; he was eventually
exonerated on other grounds (recounted in the book White Lies by Nick Davies). I had joined
the Department of Pathology faculty of the University of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) in
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Galveston, Texas. I decided to learn molecular biology and Dan Schultze allowed me to learn
them in his laboratory. I studied the dominant textbook at the time, Molecular Cloning: A
Laboratory Manual by Maniatis, Fritsch, and Sambrook.
Dr. Froede recruited me (and my colleague Buzz Keiper) from UTMB to the AFIP to help
establish the OAFME; he recognized that my newly acquired expertise in forensic DNA typing
would be useful. I was commissioned into the active duty Army as a Major in September 1988,
endured boot camp at Fort Sam Houston (graduating as the Honor Graduate), and reported to
duty at the AFIP in December of 1988.
At that time, the American Board of Pathology accepted experience in lieu of a forensic
pathology fellowship and specifically accepted my experience performing autopsies for the
local medical examiner’s office (under Dr. William Korndorffer), which constituted one third of
our cases, and thus the three years spent there was counted as one half of the time needed for
certification. I completed the rest of my forensic pathology training in the supervised
fellowship of the AFIP and was sent to spend time both in the Virginia office in Richmond
(under Drs. David Wiecking and Marcella Fierro) and the Maryland office in Baltimore (under
Dr. John Smialek).
Upon the completion of my forensic pathology fellowship training, I was ready to work towards
establishing a forensic DNA identity testing laboratory.
Establishment of the Armed Forces Identification Laboratory (AFDIL)
The U.S. Army was the first modern military to bury its war dead in individual graves. During
the American Civil War soldiers paid for metal tags so that they might be identified after death.
In 1906, the War Department made “dog tags” mandatory. In these early days, personnel
identification was a logistics matter. During the Vietnam war, there was a shift in the
responsibility for personnel identification to personnel (graves registration) and an attempt to
shift to positive means identification; images of the two index fingerprints were required on
military identification cards. However, limitations of fingerprints for human remains
identification became evident. The FBI was not entering a significant number (>15%) of 10print cards into their database, due to poor print quality. Moreover, fingerprints were often
unavailable from severely decomposed, partially incinerated, or fragmented human remains.
Thus, the military shifted to dental identification However, on December 12, 1985, the crash of
a C-130 charter plane carrying U.S. troops of the 101st Airborne Division crashed in Gander,
New Foundland resulted in the deaths of all 248 passengers and 8 crew. The identifications
were made as follows: 112 (43%) dental only, 67 (26%) dental and fingerprint, 51 (20%)
fingerprint only, and 26 (11%) other means. The dental records, which were in the medical
records carried with the soldiers on the plane, had to be recovered from the crash site. This
resulted in the creation of a dental panograph repository in Monterey, CA. However, an
estimated 5% of all servicemembers have no dental restorations, particular those youngest
troops, whom are most likely to be out front in battle. Furthermore, fragmented remains may
not contain fingers or teeth. There was an obvious need for DNA identification.
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As I began efforts to create a DNA laboratory, I decided to name the Armed Forces DNA
Identification laboratory (AFDIL). Launching the program required funding. At one point,
General Gordon Sullivan visited the AFIP and asked me what it would take to establish the DOD
DNA Registry and I responded $10M, but the AFIP leadership did not want to accept the money
and the strings that might be attached. The AFIP Director, Captain Robert Karnei, and the
American Registry of Pathology Director, Dr. Florabel Mullick, on the advice of Colonel Kenton
Hartman, a dentist and veteran of the Jonestown and Gander identification operations, decided
to place a bet on me; they closed some other programs and invested in my DNA program.
The first person I hired was Mr. Jim Canik, a former Dustoff medevac helicopter pilot –among
the most dangerous jobs during the Vietnam war. He became my administrator and right hand
man. Still today, he remains the foundation rock of the program, 25 years later. The second
hire was Deborah Fisher, now Hobson. She was a student of Professor George Sensabaugh at
the University of California at Berkeley. Sensabaugh’s lab had connections to Cetus
Corporation, where Kary Mullis developed the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique in
1985, and the Serological Research Institute (SERI) and Forensic Science Associates, where Brian
Wraxall and Ed Blake put PCR to use in forensic applications as early as 1986. I correctly
deduced that the predominant forensic DNA testing method at the time, (single locus probe)
restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) testing using the Southern Blot technique,
would not work well on human bodies due to degradation and that PCR would be a better
method of analysis. This turned out to be one of the most important decisions that I made.
After Jim Canik and Debbie Fisher (now Hobson), Demris Lee, Rhonda Roby, and Mitchell
Holland were my next hires—all became prominent members of the forensic DNA community.
This small crew worked out of a two room, 400 square foot space for the first few years. AFDIL
became operational in 1991.
As the laboratory was established, we felt pressure to become operational, but without
immediate casework we had the ability to establish procedures and to do the research we felt
was needed. From the outset the laboratory was a pioneer laboratory. Most laboratories at
the time were performing cumbersome RFLP testing and the few doing PCR were generally only
using dot/blots for casework, which had a very limited discrimination. AFDIL was among the
earliest adopters of STR and mitochondrial DNA technologies. To meet the needs of the
OAFME, AFDIL developed a policy of issuing preliminary STR DNA identification results within 24
hours since the late 1990's.
The fact that we were a remains identification laboratory, instead of a criminalistics laboratory,
and that we resided within a research institution was very important in giving AFDIL the
largesse to rapidly advance technology. As I recall, we purchased the fourth gel scanner
manufactured by Applied Biosystems Inc. (ABI), which was the first attempt at automation. I
was aware of the resolving power of capillary electrophoresis and that heat dissipation would
be greater than slab gel electrophoresis and pushed for the adoption of this technology before
any other forensic laboratory, but we did not publish our efforts before others. Today, STR
DNA testing is almost exclusively performed by capillary electrophoresis. Later, we purchased a
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MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer, built by Marvin Vestal out of his garage, to try to adopt this
technology for DNA testing. John Butler, who had worked with GeneTrace to adopt mass
spectrometry to DNA testing, spent time at AFDIL on this instrument. Ken Gabriel at DARPA
had me review DNA microchip proposals. I chose a project with Dan Erlich at the MIT Lincoln
Laboratory to perform capillary electrophoresis on a chip, which eventuated in today's GE
NetBio's DNAscan Rapid DNA Analysis System. The other project that I chose was with Allen
Northrup at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in partnership with then PerkinElmerABI to perform PCR thermal cycling on a microchip, which eventuated in Cepheid SmartCycler.
This technology is now used for anthrax detection at postal centers. At the initial planning
meeting with Allen Northrup, Tim White, and myself, I suggested that an optical window be
created to allow laser interrogation of the amplified product using fluorescence from ethidium
bromide intercalation of the double-stranded product as was being investigated by ABI's Russ
Higuchi; this effort eventuated in real-time PCR. During further development, the first truly
fieldable DNA testing instrument was developed for AFDIL and not for the CIA or any other
government component.
Although not a traditional crime laboratory, I succeeded in making AFDIL an accepted part of
the forensic science community. AFDIL staff regularly presented at forensic science meetings
and the laboratory became ASCLD-LAB accredited early on (with thanks to Richard Lewis). The
laboratory did assist in a few murder investigations, such as the Green River murders, Ted
Bundy case, and the 1983 armed robbery of a Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurant in Kilgore,
Texas.
AFDIL was sufficiently prominent by 1993, that Nobel Laureate James Watson spent a full day
visiting the laboratory and gave the Ash Lecture for the AFIP. As of January 2016, AFDIL became
the first forensic identity testing laboratory in the world to routinely use massively-parallel
sequencing (using next generation sequencing instruments) to make identifications.
Operations Desert Storm
Operation Desert Shield was the U.S. operational name for the U.S. buildup of 500,000 troops in
the Persian Gulf region from August 1990 to January 1991, in anticipation of a war with Iraq,
after Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait. Military planners estimated that the Army would suffer
30,000 to 40,000 casualties, including 15,000 deaths in the ensuing war. During this time, Army
Surgeon General Frank Ledford began working with Dr. Froede began preparations for mass
fatality operations. The Dover Port Mortuary was expanded and equipped; the OAFME and
AFDIL made preparations.
The first Persian Gulf War, Operation Desert Storm, January 17 to February 28, 1991 (with only
100 hours of ground combat), was a quick, decisive, and overwhelming victory with far fewer
dead than anticipated. The remains of 298 servicemembers were processed at the Dover Port
Mortuary--26% of the human remains were fragmented (half fragments only), 14% of the
remains had no fingers to be fingerprinted, 30% did not have fingerprints on file, 8% of the
remains had no dentition recovered, and 12% of the antemortem panographs were found to be
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uninterpretable. Nonetheless, identifications were made by fingerprint and dental
comparisons in 188 cases (63%), fingerprint comparisons only in 39 cases (13%), dental
comparisons only in 53 cases (18%), and by other means in 18 cases (6%). A victim of a truck
accident in the theater staging area, involved a soldier with no fingerprints on record and a
useless overexposed panograph; he was identified by his family despite the fact that half of his
face was crushed. A friendly fire incident involved a personal carrier with three soldiers hit by a
hellfire missile. None of the bodies had heads or hands and were identified through an
anthropologic examination. These early cases underscored the need for DNA identification
capability.
A western blot antibody profiling method capability was established at the Dover Port
Mortuary, a PCR-based dot/blot (Polymarker) capability at AFDIL, and a capability to conduct
AmpFLP nDNA testing (a forerunner of STR testing) was established through contracts with
commercial laboratories (Roche, Cellmark, and Genmark). AFDIL funded Robin Cotton of
Cellmark to work with Holly Hammond in Tom Caskey’s lab in Houston, TX to learn the new STR
technique; which would be used in casework for AFDIL for the first time in the world; Peter Gill
and the Forensic Science Service usually get the credit for the first to use STRs and they were
the first to routinely and successfully use the technique.
I began collecting DNA samples from the remains at Dover and at one point I was ordered to
stop collections by a senior officer at Dover, who did not believe in DNA identification methods,
but this order was reversed by Dr. Froede. Our efforts were used primarily for re-association of
remains. For example, we associated a head, which had identifiable dentition, a right hand with
identifiable fingers, a shoulder and a foot; this was considered an identification by dental and
fingerprint means.
The first DNA identification of Desert Storm (#DS1-257) was of a U.S. Air Force A-10 pilot that
went missing in action (MIA) on January 15th 1991. His two pounds of tissue were recovered on
March 19th, 1991. Essentially, we were being challenged--”So you think you can do something,
try this!” AmpFLP DNA technology matched his family references.
CAPT Michael Speicher
The first American combat casualty of the war, a U.S. Navy F-18 pilot, LCDR Michael Scott
Speicher, was witnessed to be shot down over Iraq on January 17th, 1991, the first night of the
war. One pound of remains (#DS1-256), thought to be his, were recovered on March 20th,
1991. AmpFLP testing of the remains and reference specimens from his wife, son, and
daughter revealed a non-matching trio, but this could have been a case of non-paternity.
Mitochondrial DNA was performed, with the help of Lloyd Mitchell in the NIH laboratory of Carl
Merrill on an electrical shaver, a direct reference source, confirmed a non-match. This was the
first instance of mitochondrial DNA testing used in casework by AFDIL. After this testing and
despite the absence of identification, his status was changed from MIA to Killed-in-Action/Body
Not Recovered (KIA/BNR). In December 1993, the wreckage of the plane was discovered in the
desert by the Qatari military, but the U.S. military considered it too risky at that time to
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investigate the site. In December 1995, the site was excavated by the International Committee
of the Red Cross, but concluded that Speicher had ejected from the aircraft. Families were
concerned that he might still be alive and captured. His remains were eventually found by a
Marine squad in 2009. His body had been buried by local Bedouins. A jaw bone was recovered
and identified through DNA testing. I was interviewed about this case three times for the TV
show 60 Minutes.
Post Operation Desert Storm
During disposal of explosive ordinance, an explosion occurred that killed three military EOD
technicians at the Blackhorse Base in Doha, Qatar on 23 July 1991. One body was intact and
quickly identified, but the other two bodies consisted of 238 pounds of fragmented remains
collected in 126 bags. Using Polymarker DNA dot/blots, the remains were separated within 48
hours and only 10-15% of the residual tissues remained unidentified. One of the families had
lost patience with the military and was to hold a press conference to make public their
complaints, but withdrew the conference after the success of this identification effort.
The Branch Davidian
David Koresh led a religious sect, known as the Branch Davidians, at the Mount Carmel Center
ranch near Waco, Texas. In 1993, a near two month siege of the compound ended after the
ATF and then the FBI attempted to raid the compound for a suspected cache of illegal firearms
when a fire broke out that engulfed the compound killing 76 residents inside, including David
Koresh. Since the FBI was involved, they requested that AFDIL perform the DNA testing of the
remains. Also, since many of the members were British citizens, the Forensic Science Service
also conducted DNA testing. Both DNA laboratories obtained the same results and provided
solid identifications; one preliminary dental identification and one preliminary fingerprint
identification were shown to be mistaken and were corrected.
Establishment of the DOD DNA Registry and the DNA Specimen Repository (now AFRSSIR)
Not long after AFDIL was established I recommended the creation of a military database of DNA
samples for identification purposes. I conceptualized a DNA Registry to include both AFDIL and
a DNA Specimen Repository. I attempted to establish DNA collections during Operation Desert
Shield, arguing that at least a few plucked hairs could be taped to the medical record. The
General in charge of personnel for the Marine Corps stuck his face inches away from mine and
growled “You are going to do what to my personnel?” When I responded that I wanted to take
a few plucked hairs, he declared that Marines do not have hair, and I responded that I did not
say from where! I was told that the walls of the Pentagon shook as Dr. Ed Martin screamed
“Not this war, but next”.
The DoD DNA Specimen Repository was established pursuant to a December 16, 1991
memorandum of the Deputy Secretary of Defense Donald J. Atwood. In 1993, acting ASD(HA)
Ed Martin issued detailed policy for the implementation, organization, and administration of
the DoD DNA Registry (DoDD 5154.24 and DoDI 5154.30), a notice was posted in the Federal
Register of the new system of records pursuant to the Privacy Act of 1974, and was later
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legislatively authorized (10 U.S.C. 176 and 177). In 1995, ASD(HA) Stephen Joseph decided to
drop “DNA” from the name of the repository and renamed it the Armed Forces Repository of
Specimen Samples for the Identification of Remains (AFRSSIR). In December 2002, following
the rape of one Army soldier by another, legislation (10 U.S.C. §1565a) was promulgated which
overrode prior policy which limited the use of the DNA specimens to human remains
identification and permitted the specimens to be used for law enforcement purposes in felony
and sexual assault cases when no other specimen is available and pursuant to a federal judicial
order.
The DNA specimens were originally collected as blood stains and oral swabs. The filter paper,
Schleicher and Schuell #202, is the same as used for Guthrie cards used for PKU newborn
screening and had been used by Lifecodes, but had not yet been adopted by the forensics
community. One blood stain card was put in the servicemember's medical record and the other
was stored in a freezer in a central repository in Rockville, Maryland. The pouches were
vacuum-sealed with a desiccant in a paper-poly-foil pouch. Finger needlestick devices allowed
collections in the field. The oral swab handles were scored to break off into isopropanol tubes.
Jill Smerick of the FBI performed a study for me on possible preservatives and found that
alcohol was and an excellent preservative for DNA without PCR inhibition. It was thought that
the blood stains should match the oral swab, which would be collected by a technician and thus
avoid tampering. It was thought that eventually one card would be stored and one tested, and
the testing funded by eliminating the oral swab; however, the swabs and the extra card were
eliminated before that eventuality as a cost cutting measure. FTA cards were considered but
not adopted. The freezers were eliminated and the pouches are now stored at room
temperature.
On June 10, 1992, I gave the first specimen (#000001) at a ceremony at Fort Knox in Kentucky.
DNA specimens were to be collected from active duty and reserve military personnel upon their
enlistment, reenlistment, or preparation for operational deployment; all servicemembers were
to be collected by the year 2001.
AFRSSR now contains DNA specimens from all branches of the U.S. armed forces, including
reservists, national guardsman, and DoD civilians, the U.S. Coast Guard, certain other federal
components and officials.
Mr. James Stavinoha, a Vietnam Cobra pilot, ably led the creation of the repository and the DoD
collections. The military's DNA repository became a leader for forensic DNA databases across
the country and held annual DNA repository countries for many years.
There are now over 6 million specimens, with over a quarter million DNA specimens are
collected per year at over 1,000 sites. The repository has been used in over 5,000 death
investigation cases since 1992.
Sued
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The collection of DNA specimens from all servicemembers was seen as a threat by many
concerned with genetic privacy rights and I and the program became a lightning rod on the
issue. In speeches that I gave, there was nearly always someone who would ask if I had thought
about the genetic privacy implications of our DNA collections. Often, as part of my response,
would point out the DNA given voluntarily by millions of Americans when they licked the stamp
and sent their tax payment in to the IRS. I had concerns about imposing this new requirement
for a DNA collection retroactively, but the DoD attorneys pointed out that imposition of new
rules was commonplace and necessary and that when a soldier signs up, he agrees with the
rules then in effect and future rules imposed.
After the announcement of mandated DNA collections, the media sent scores of reporters out
to far flung military posts to ask servicemembers what they thought of this program. To their
surprise and my relief, they nearly always were not so concerned with privacy, but very pleased
with the assurance that their remains would be identified, should they pay the ultimate
sacrifice. Nonetheless, despite the widespread support for the program, there were some
individuals, who expressed their objection to big brother by filling in “Mickey Mouse” for their
name on the bloodstain paperwork.
In 1995, two Marines (Lance Corporal John Mayfield, Corporal Joe Vlacovsky) in Hawaii refused
to give their DNA specimens prior to deployment, even after ordered to do so. They were
charged with refusing an order of a superior officer. The charges were dismissed by the Court
Martial judge and the Marine Corps appealed. They then brought a class action lawsuit in
federal court against the Secretary of the Navy, the Commandant of the U.S. Marine Corps, the
Base Commander, the Superior Officer, and others arguing that the requirement was an
unconstitutional seizure. The District Court dismissed the case and the appellate hearing was
televised throughout the 1996 Thanksgiving holiday on Court TV. The court threw out the case
as moot and speculative (Mayfield v. Dalton, 109 F.3d 1423 (9th Cir. 1997)).
Aircraft Crashes
Most multiple fatality events handled by the AFMES requiring DNA identification aircraft
crashes. The first aircraft crash which AFDIL worked involved a C-130 cargo plane from the
West Virginia Air National Guard on a routine training mission out of the Martinsburg airfield
crashed killing all 6 aboard on October 7th, 1992. This was personal to me because, I had been
flying with this unit and these individuals to log flight time as a flight surgeon.
The first commercial aircraft accident worked by AFDIL was USAir Flight #427 that crashed in
Aliquippa, PA, just north of Pittsburgh, Sept 8th, 1994, on killing 132 passengers and crew.
1,800 bags of fragment and debris were collected, generally weighing 1 to 2 pounds each.
AFDIL performed testing on only on the pilot and co-pilot, because OAFME leadership was
unsure of how to draw the line between what is tested and what is not. There was an interest
in a good identification of the pilot and copilot remains found in the cockpit in case toxicology
might come back positive. However, only the sole of the foot of the pilot was recovered and
the family of the copilot refused to give DNA reference specimens.
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American Eagle Flight #481 crashed in Roselawn, Indiana on October 31st, 1994, killing all 64
passengers and crew. Again, AFDIL performed DNA testing only on the pilot and copilot.
TWA Flight #800 crashed off Long Island, NY on July 17, 1996 with 230 passengers and crew into
the Sound. Remains were recovered from 120 feet below the surface in the deep salt water.
Between 1,200 and 1,500 separate fragments were recovered. The Suffolk County Medical
Examiner’s office performed the DNA testing, except the last 14 skeletal remains that were
successfully DNA tested by AFDIL. Remains from the entire manifest were identified—this was
a first for a large commercial aircraft mishap.
EgyptAir Flight #900 crashed into the Atlantic Ocean off Rhode Island on October 31st, 1999
with 217 passengers and crew. The remains were recovered in sea water at a depth of 200
feet. 1,300 specimens were recovered. The success rate of the DNA testing was 94%. 354
family reference specimens were tested. The DNA testing was completed by October 2001 and
resulted in 217 nuclear DNA profiles (94% success rate) with 139 DNA identifications; there
were also 35 non-DNA identifications and 43 remained unidentified due to a lack of DNA
reference specimens.
Alaska Airlines Flight #261 crashed into the Pacific Ocean, near Ventura, California, on January
31st, 2000, killing 88 passengers and crew. The human remains were recovered from 700 feet
below the ocean surface. Ten bodies were mostly intact, otherwise there were 500 fragments.
DNA testing was 93% successful and profiles were obtained for 85 victims. 58 individuals were
non-DNA identifications, 30 were primary DNA identifications, and 3 were unidentified because
their remains were not recovered.
The NTSB now has an MOA with AFDIL to perform DNA identifications for them as needed.
AFDIL has worked many commercial airplane crash incidents since.
The 9/11 Attack
The September 11th, 2001 terrorist attacks involved American Airlines Flight #11 and United
Airlines Flight #175 crashing into the twin towers of the New York City World Trade Center
resulting in over 2,700 deaths, United Airlines Flight #93 crashing in Somerset, Pennsylvania
resulting in 44 deaths, and American Airlines Flight #77 crashing into the Pentagon resulting in
189 deaths. By contrast, the attack on Pearl Harbor resulted in 2,400 deaths.
AFDIL performed the DNA identity testing for the UA Flight #93 Somerset and AA Flight #77
Pentagon crashes. The UA #93 Somerset crash, which involved 44 dead—including 4 terrorists,
yielded the recovery of 583 specimens (71% bone, 24% soft tissue, 4% teeth, and 1% other).
104 reference specimens were tested. DNA testing was 92% successful and was completed in
65 days. DNA profiles were obtained for all 44 victims, but the 4 terrorists remained
unidentified due to lack of family reference specimens. The AA Flight #77, which involved 189
dead, yielded the recovery of 983 specimens (62% bone, 31% tissue, 2% teeth, and 4% other).
50 repository reference specimens and 377 other reference specimens were tested. DNA
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testing was 99% successful and was completed in 60 days. DNA profiles were obtained for all
184 victims, but 5 victims (four individuals in the building and one aircrew not recovered) and
the 5 terrorists remained unidentified.
The World Trade Center identifications were the responsibility of the New York City Office of
the Chief Medical Examiner. The New York City identification effort was overseen by Dr.
Charles Hirsh and their DNA identification effort overseen by Robert Shaler, then head of their
DNA unit, however significant work was contributed by others. LabCorps, working with the
New York State Police Department were responsible for the reference specimens. Bode
Technology and Myriad Genetics performed STR nuclear DNA analysis, Orchid Cellmark
performed SNP nuclear DNA analysis and Celera performed mitochondrial DNA testing. The
NYC OCME laboratory also did bone and soft tissue STR testing. Significantly, the Bode, Myriad,
and Celera efforts were headed by former forensic scientists from AFDIL (Mitchell Holland, John
Ryan, and Rhonda Roby respectively). Also, the NIJ-funded Kinship and Data Analysis Panel
(KADAP) established to facilitate the standards for the DNA identification effort, also included
AFDIL leadership (Tom Parson).

The Unaccounted from Past Conflicts
Mitochondrial DNA and the Unaccounted Victims of Past Conflicts
In 1981, President Reagan placed the issue of accounting for American servicemembers from
Southeast Asia as a matter of highest national priority. According to the Defense POW/MIA
Accounting Agency (DPAA), there are currently 73,171 still unaccounted for from WWII, 7,819
from the Korean War, 1,621 from the Vietnam war, 126 from the Cold War, and 6 from Iraq
and other conflicts (see: http://www.dpaa.mil/OurMissing/PastConflicts.aspx); and more
before the AFDIL began.
The identification of remains from past conflicts was seen as an important mission of AFDIL.
This would involve skeletonized remains with severely degraded DNA. We recognized that
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is far more abundant than nuclear DNA (nDNA) and thus would
more likely to yield successful results. Unlike nDNA which is inherited from both parents,
mtDNA is inherited from the mother as an exact copy. MtDNA had been pioneered as an
identification method by Chuck Ginther in Mary-Claire King’s lab to identify the Argentine
disappeared. Mark Stoneking had used it to identify a set of remains found in the desert and
Alec Jeffreys and Erika Hagelberg used it to identify the remains of Josef Mengele. AFDIL
conducted research on the recovery of DNA from Civil War remains, using “ancient DNA”
techniques, used by scientists to obtain DNA from insects in amber, frozen mammoth remains,
and neanderthal skulls. AFDIL also brought mitochondrial DNA testing into routine use for
forensic identity testing.
In December 1991, AFDIL sent a team to the U.S. Army Central Identification Laboratory—
Hawaii (CILHI) to develop a strategy for AFDIL support of CILHI casework. In 1992, with the
establishment of Joint Task Force–Full Accounting (JTF-FA), the CILHI requested through the
U.S. Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel that AFDIL scale-up operations to increase case
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output. With approval from ASD (HA), initial funding was made available from the U.S. Army
Casualty and Memorial Affairs Operations Center (CMAOC). AFDIL now continuously works on
the identification of remains from past conflicts. Statistics for the identification of remains from
past conflicts included:

As of March 2011, the DNA Registry had received 11,388 family references (78%) for the
identification of 6,284 missing servicemembers from the Korean conflict, 3,008 family
references (69%) for the identification of 1,817 missing from the Southeast Asian conflict, 1,929
family references (0.02%) for the 1,278 missing from WWI, 145 family references (72%) for 88
missing from the cold war, and 58 family references for 34 other missing; in all 16,528
references representing 9,501 families.
The Defense Science Board Study
On February 3, 1994, the Army suspended the use of mtDNA testing for identification after
some families expressed concern over the technique and the Central Identification Laboratory
in Hawaii obtained conflicting results from an outside laboratory. In May 1994, the Defense
POW/MIA Office funded a Defense Science Board study of AFDIL’s mtDNA testing efforts. The
Task Force was chaired by Nobel Laureate Joshua Lederberg and included Jan Bashinski, Bruce
Budowle, Peter Gill, Mark Stoneking, Douglas Wallace, Bruce Weir, and George Whitesides. In
January 1995, they concluded that they had confidence in the AFDIL testing results and
approved a set of quality assurance measures.
Abraham Lincoln
In June of 1989, Darwin J. Prockop of the Thomas Jefferson Medical School wrote to the
Director of the AFIP to requesting access to biologic specimens of President Abraham Lincoln in
the National Museum of Health and Medicine to test for Marfan's disease. An association of
Marfan's disease with a mutation in the fibrillin 1 gene had been recently discovered. In 1991
and 1992, two panels were convened, each chaired by Dr. Victor McKusick. I participated in
both. In the first panel, we decided that it was ethically responsible to conduct the DNA testing.
In the second panel, we decided that it was too early to conduct the genetic testing and that
more research had to be conducted on the genetics of Marfan's disease. However, the panel
did suggest that the putative biological specimens in the National Museum and others in
private hands should be more carefully preserved and that they should be tested to
authenticate them. Leadership in the military decided to postpone any testing indefinitely.
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Tsar Nicholas II
On July 17, 1918, Russian Tsar Nicholas Romanov II, his family, and entourage were killed by the
Bolshevik government, presumably on the orders of Lenin. However, the execution was kept
secret and the remains were buried. In 1991, the primary remains site was discovered. Initial
anthropologic examination appeared supportive but not conclusive and there was some
controversy of which of the daughters was present. Pavel Ivanov, on behalf of the Russian
government approached the UK-based Forensic Science Service (FSS), led by Peter Gill, in 1992
to perform DNA testing. They confirmed the genetic relationships of the remains, but could
conclude only a 95% likelihood that the remains of Nicholas were present. Also, the results
showed a double peak in Nicholas’ DNA which was argued by critics to have been
contamination, or poor technique. Pavel Ivanov then approached AFDIL in 1995 for further
testing. He also exhumed Nicholas' brother Georgi. AFDIL was able to confirm the testing of
the FSS, but also showed that the double peak was a “heteroplasmy” also present in Georgi, but
lost to more distant relatives. In announcing these results at the Washington Press Club, a
critic, Magerovski, at a microphone from the back of the room asked “Could be a KGB hoax?”
Subsequently, more remains of the group were found and their identification made by AFDIL.
Also, the DNA of Anastasia impostor, Anna Anderson Manahan was found to match that of
Franziska Schanzkowska, a Polish factory worker with mental illness, by AFDIL, the FSS, and
Mark Stoneking. AFDIL tested others claiming to be long lost relatives as well, but, of course,
none turned out to be what they purported to be.
The ICMP
The International Commission on Missing Persons (ICMP) has become an internationally
recognized for its forensic DNA identity testing capability and experience. It began operations
identifying the 40,000 bodies in mass graves from the 1992-1995 ethnic cleansing/war in the
former Yugoslavia. The first scientific director was ed Huffine and the second and current
scientific director is Tom Parsons, both of which were AFDIL staff.
DoD Consolidated Genetics Program
Army Surgeon General Alcide LaNoue in 1992 appointed me to be the lead for a Process Action
Team to create a consolidated genetics program for the military. I completed my report and
such a program was created, but I declined to lead the effort and left the AFIP and the active
duty Army shortly thereafter. Instead, Colonel Barry Thompson led this effort. However, the
program did not last.
Lt Michael Blassie
The Tomb of the Unknowns in the Arlington National Cemetery (better known as the Tomb of
the Unknown Soldier) began with the burial of the WWI unknown. Unknown remains from
WWII, Korea, and Vietnam were added. As early as 1994, investigations suggested that the
Vietnam unknown was Lt Michael J. Blassie, shot down near An Loc, Vietnam in 1972. His
remains were exhumed in 1998, mitochondrial DNA testing confirmed the identity, and on June
30, 1998, the identification was announced. Blassie’s body was returned to his family in St
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Louis, MO and he was reinterred in the Jefferson Barracks National Cemetery. This
identification occurred shortly after I left the OAFME, but I was quickly informed, because I had
made it a point that there should be no more servicemembers buried in tombs of the
unknown—and there has not been.
Move to Dover AFB
The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BRAC) voted to close the AFIP in 2005
and after a struggle to keep it open, the AFIP was finally closed (disestablished) in September
2011. The 50 million paraffin blocks and 10 million formalin-fixed tissue specimens, along with
many rare and unusual specimens were given over to a newly created Joint Pathology Center.
The Armed Forces Medical Examiner System (AFMES) transitioned from the AFIP to the Medical
Research and Material Command (MMRC) and physically moved to the Dover AFB, Delaware.
Bodies of servicemembers who die abroad enter the U.S. through Dover. The Dover Port
Mortuary was established in 1955 and was replaced by the Charles C. Carson Center for
Mortuary Affairs in 2003. In August 2015, the AFMES was transferred from MRMC to the
Defense Health Agency.
The AFMES and the DNA Registry continues to be involved in high profile cases, including the
DNA identification of enemy combatants (e.g. 2003 Uday, Qusay, and Saddam Hussein), in
addition to the identification of our own servicemembers. A Joint Federal Agencies
Antiterrorism DNA Database was established for detainees and others from OIF/OEF.
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NAME Research and Development Director

Steve Clark, Ph.D.
May 2016
In 1993, Jeffrey Jentzen, MD, PhD (then Chief Medical Examiner, Milwaukee, WI) became
increasingly frustrated with county hiring practices; specifically, those related to the selection
of individuals eligible to interview for “medical examiner investigator” positions. During a
holiday gathering, Dr. Jentzen asked his lifelong friend Steve Clark, PhD if he would be
interested in developing a training program for his death investigators. Dr. Clark (who had
spent most of the nineteen-eighties developing custom curriculum and assessment standards
[i.e., written tests and pass/fail criteria] for education and industry applications at Michigan
State University) agreed; thinking it will be “fun” to work with Jeff.
In early 1994, Drs. Clark and Jentzen deployed a needs assessment survey to NAME members
(Chief Medical Examiners and Coroners) hoping to determine the scope of the problem, if any.
The survey results appeared to indicate that Dr. Jentzen was not the only Chief dissatisfied with
their death investigator candidate pool. The decision was made to assemble a team of death
investigators from around the country (i.e., the Milwaukee Taskforce) to create a training
curriculum. This curriculum became the framework for the Medicolegal Death Investigator
training text (basis for the National Guidelines for Death Investigation, NIJ 1997, 1999, 2010)
and the MDI test item bank (Clark, 1994), that would become the foundation of the American
Board of Medicolegal Death Investigators (ABMDI 1998) spearheaded by Mary Fran Ernst of
Saint Louis University and the St Louis County Medical Examiner Office.
In 2003, after a two-day workshop titled: “The Medicolegal Death Investigation System” held at
the National Academies in Washington DC; which highlighted (amongst other things) the
jurisdictional differences that exist between medicolegal agencies and the barriers to national
consistency; NAME Inspection and Accreditation Chair Garry Peterson, MD, JD (outgoing
Chairmen of the Board) and Victor Weedn realized the need and opportunity to more
specifically define the “forensic” autopsy and its role in medicolegal investigation. These
“standards” would be reasonable, valid and most importantly; cut across jurisdictional
boundaries regardless of state or local leadership (Medical Examiner, Coroner, Justice of the
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Peace). After the meeting, Drs. Peterson and Weedn approached Dr. Clark and asked him to
consider directing a NAME project similar the National Guidelines for Death Investigation
project (which involved several NAME members and staff), but focusing on creating forensic
autopsy standards.
Dr. Clark felt the proposed autopsy standards project was possible if the NAME leadership
would support it and allow a fully executed consensus methodology for validation to proceed.
Dr. Peterson agreed and created a “standards” subcommittee within the inspection and
accreditation committee and began to solicit members. Dr. Clark was concerned about funding
the effort, which he knew (given the validation process and committee member’s schedules)
would span several months or years to accomplish and contacted Susan Narveson (who he’d
met at the National Academies workshop) for advice. Susan was acting director of the NIJ’s
Investigative and Forensic sciences division and a former crime lab director (Phoenix, AZ) who
appreciated standards in the forensic sciences. Although the meeting with Ms. Narveson and
other NIJ program managers was educational, Dr. Clark always felt the lack of an “official” R&D
position within the NAME was a limitation with funding agencies (i.e., lack of commitment).
In 2007, Dr. Clark addressed the NAME Board of Directors (BOD) and asked them to consider
creating the non-paid position of NAME Research and Development (R&D) Director. The title
was officially established by President Joseph Prahlow and approved by the BOD soon after.
The position allows the R&D Director to solicit membership involvement in activities which have
potential for future grant procurement and advancement of the mission of the NAME.
Although the position of R&D Director was not officially established until 2007, the NAME
leadership and its members have consistently been involved in forward-thinking (R&D)
activities. The relationship between the NAME, Dr. Clark and his company Occupational
Research and Assessment (ORA) was/is forward-thinking and has produced a number of
significant and useful training, standards and assessment products for medical examiners and
coroners nationally. In addition, many of these products provided funding for the NAME office
and its members as consultants and educators. Some of these efforts continue to produce
revenue for both organizations and employ dozens of people, full and part-time - from the staff
at the ABMDI to the regional system administrators at NamUs.
• NAME Needs Assessment Survey (Unpublished research document, J. Jentzen, S. Clark
1994)
• Medicolegal Death Investigator Training Text (1996)
• National Guidelines for Death Investigation (1997)
• American Board of Medicolegal Death Investigators (ABMDI 1998)
• Sudden, Unexplained Infant Death Investigation Guidelines (2004)
• NAME Forensic Autopsy Performance Standards (2005)
• National Missing and Unidentified Decedent Reporting System (NamUs 2005)
• NAME Inspection and Accreditation Self-Assessment and Management System (I&A
Online 2007)
• NAME Death Registry (2007)
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•
•
•
•

Electro Muscular Disruption Literature Review System (2008)
NAME Pediatric Toxicology Registry (2008)
Medical Examiner/Coroner Information Network (2014)
NAME Drug Overdose Registry (2015)
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History of the NAME Executive Vice President

Kurt B. Nolte, MD
June 2016
Kurt B. Nolte, MD from the New Mexico Office of the Medical Investigator (OMI) and the
University of New Mexico (UNM) School of Medicine became the second NAME Executive Vice
President in March 2009 and served until December 2015. Dr. Nolte brought leadership
experience as the OMI Assistant Chief Medical Investigator and the UNM Assistant Dean/Vice
President for Research. NAME contracted for Dr. Nolte’s time through a professional services
contract with the University of New Mexico.
During his almost 7 year tenure as EVP, Dr. Nolte galvanized NAME’s role in political advocacy
including regulatory, legislative and judicial initiatives. This process involved soliciting and
building support from other professional societies especially the College of American
Pathologists as well as meeting with congressional staffers and authoring/editing NAME
responsive documents. For example, Dr. Nolte led the development of NAME’s response to the
National Academy of Sciences report “Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States.”
Within NAME, Dr. Nolte served in an ex-officio capacity on the Government Affairs Committee
where he focused and edited the committee material into documents for approval by the
NAME Executive Committee. These documents included responses to position statements from
the Scientific Working Group for Medicolegal Death Investigation, the Forensic Science
Commission and other federal working groups, amicus briefs on topics involving the
medicolegal death investigation system, as well as letters of support for a variety of programs.
Dr. Nolte also served as the “face of NAME”, representing the organization in interactions with
Federal agencies such as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National
Institute of Justice (NIJ), and the Food and Drug Administration. He was an interface with other
outside groups that were focused on forensic pathology issues including the Innocence Project,
and the Sudden Death in the Young and Sudden Unexpected Death in Epilepsy programs.
Dr. Nolte developed grant and contractual opportunities for NAME. He obtained CDC funding
as the principal investigator for the combined NAME-American College of Medical Toxicologists
position paper “Recommendations for the Investigation, Diagnosis, and Certification of Deaths
Related to Opioid Drugs” and served as a co-author. He also obtained funding from the CDC to
provide data support for the National Violent Death Reporting System.
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When hired as EVP, NAME leaders envisioned that Dr. Nolte would serve as continuity for
projects that exceeded the term of elected leaders. During his tenure, he provided continuity
for several long term projects including the relationship of the organization with the journals
American Journal of Forensic Medicine and Pathology and Academic Forensic Pathology,
advocacy for a model medical examiner law, and collaboration with the NIJ on issues of
research and outreach.
Dr. Nolte participated in weekly conference calls with NAME leaders and the Executive Director,
Denise McNally, monthly conference calls with the Executive Committee and twice a year
meetings with the Board of Directors. While Dr. Nolte did not have a vote in committee
meetings, he participated in all discussions. He served as an advisor and mentor to NAME
leaders and assisted in providing strategies for NAME processes and responses. In 2015 Dr.
Nolte stepped down as NAME EVP to become the Chief Medical Investigator for the New
Mexico OMI.
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